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LINGUISTIC SURVEY OF INDIA.

SYSTEM OF TRANSLITERATION ADOPTED.
A.—For the Deva-nagarT alphabet, and others related to it

—

V a, ?5T d, T i, f *, 3 u, 35 u, M ri, V e, 5* d, $ ai, o, 5ft 5, ^ au.

mka ^ kha z ga ^ gha wha z cha W chha m ja mjha 55 ha

Z (a Z tha % da Z dha nr na <T ta z (ha z da w dha z na

Z pa rs pha ? ha vbha W via z ya V ra ?r la z va or tea

35 so it sha zsa f ha Z ra Z rha 35 la 36? lha

Yisarga (:) is represented by A, thus tfifTTl ; kramasah. Anuswdra Q is represented

by m, thus f?? simh, ?sj vams. In Bengali and some other languages it is pronounced

tty, and is then written ng

;

thus bangsa. Amndsika or Chandra-bindu is re-

presented by the sign '* over the letter nasalized, thus ST mi.

B.—For the Arabic alphabet, as adapted to Hindostani

—

I a, etc.
g j a d ; r ‘

Sr>6 5 eft ad j r ah t gA

Vi> C * 4 * j* O’ 9 '-a f
^ M J sk ? 6 q

& ( \, t_ iJ k

S £ ?.
s/ g

J *

^ y, etc.

Tanwin is represented by n, thus Ijji fauran. Alif-e maqsura is represented

by a ;—thus da'taa.

In the Arabic character, a final silent ft is not transliterated,—thus banda.

When pronounced, it is written,—thus M gundh.

Vowels when not pronounced at the end of a word, are not written in translitera-

tion. Thus 5^5 ban, not bana. When not pronounced in the middle of a word or only

slightly pronounced in the middle or at the end of a word, they are written in small

characters above the line. Thus (Hindi) ?5=(fTl dekh^td, pronounced dekhta ; (Kash-

miri) ?? (s’*; 35^ J /car”, pronounced kor ; (Bihar!) dekhath'.



0.—Special letters peculiar to special languages will be dealt with under the head

of the languages concerned. In the meantime the following more important instances

may be noted :

—

() The ts sound found in Marathi (^), Pashto (^), Kalmiri w), Tibetan

(-§), and elsewhere, is represented by ts. 80, the aspirate of that sound

is represented by tsh.

() The dz sound found in Maxathi (si), Pashto (^), and Tibetan (#) is repre-

sented by dz, and its aspirate by dzh.

(c) Kashmiri ^ («{) is represented by n.

{d) Sindhi Western Pafijabi (and elsewhere on the N.-W. Frontier) f, and

PushtoJ or ^ are represented by n.

(e) The following are letters peculiar to Pashto :

—

f ; £ ts or dg, according to pronunciation ; <> d

;

j f ; j or g, accord-

ing to pronunciation ;(_/*• or f:k, according to pronunciation
;j or ^ p.

(f) The following are letters peculiar to Sindhi :

—

V ; v bh ; &th; vi- f; <L, (h

;

Ji ph
; ^ jj; g

chh

;

g » ; 3 dh ; <J d; o dd ; idh; £=> h ; <-?kh ; u/ gg ; / tjh ;

<-/ n ;

D.—Certain sounds, which are not provided for above, occur in transcribing

languages which have no alphabet, or in writing phonetically (as distinct from transli-

terating) languages (such as Bengali) whose spelling does not represent the spoken sounds.

The principal of these are the following :

—

&, represents the sound of the a in all.

a in hat.

o in hot.

e in the French itait.

o in the first o in promote.

S in the German schon.

ii in the „ miihe.

th in think,

th in this.

The semi-consonants peculiar to the Munda languages are indicated by an apos-

trophe. Thus k’, t’, p’, and so on.

E.—-When it is necessary to mark an accented syllable, the acute accent is used.

Thus in (Khowar) assistai, he was, the acute accent shows that the accent falls on the
first, and not, as might be expected, on the second syllable.



INTRODUCTORY NOTE.

This volume, dealing with the Central Group of Indo-Aryan Vernaculars, is

divided into four parts, viz.
:

—

Part i, dealing with Western Hindi and Panjabi.

Part ii, „ „ Rajasthani and Gnjaratl.

Part iii, „ „ The Blill Languages, Khandesi, etc.

Partiv, „ „ Paharl.

Of these, Part iii has been prepared partly by Professor Konow and partly by me.

I am entirely responsible for the other Parts.

The languages forming this Central Group, and the numbers of their speakers as

reported for this Survey, are as follows :

—

Western Hindi

Panjabi .

Gnjaratl .

BhUI, etc.

Eastern Paharl*

Central Palisift

Western Paharl

38,013,028

12,077,639

15,842,087

10,646,227

4,100,675

143,721

1,107,612

816,181

Total . 83,348,070

Of these, the most important, both politically and in point of numbers, is Western

Hindi One of its dialects is Hindostani, the lingua franca of India. It should,

however, be remembered that Hindostani is not a typical dialect of the language. The

typical dialect is the Braj Bhakha spoken round Agra and Mathura. The home of

Hindostani as a vernacular is more to the North-West, on the border of the Panjab, and

that dialect is therefore much infected by the Pafijabi lying to its West.2

Western Hindi is spoken in the western half of the United Provinces, and Pafijabi

in the Central Panjab. Rajasthani is spoken in Rajputana, and Gujarati in Gujarat.

The Bhil languages and those grouped with them are spoken mainly in the Bhil country

and in Khandesh, but scattered colonies are found in several localities of northern

India, from Midnapore in Bengal to the central Panjab.

It would be impossible, in the present volume, to give a detailed account of the

relationship of the languages of the Central Group to the other Indo-Aryan vernaculars.

The question involves a consideration of the entire history of the growth and expansion

of all the Aryan languages, ancient and modern, of northern India, and must therefore

be deferred to the Introductory Volume of this Survey, which cannot be prepared till all

1 The figures for Eastern Pahftp include only those speakers that are resident in India. They do not include the

unknown, but much larger, number resident in Nepal, the home of the language.

* The principal point in which Hindostani has been affected by Paojftbi is that nouns that in Western Hindi end in att

or fl, such as gkdrau or ghoTo, a horse, in Hindustani, as in Panjabi, end in d, as in ghord. Another important point is the

use of the postposition ne to indicate the case of the agent.



INTRODUCTORY.

the remaining volumes are in type. Suffice it here to say that the typical language of

the Central Group is Western Hindi. Panjabi is a language resulting from the amal-
gamation of two very different forms of speech,—the old Piiacha language that lies at

the base of the Lahnda spoken in the Western Panjab, and the Prakrit of the Midland
that was the parent of Western Hindi. Bajasthani represents tne overflow of Western
Hindi to the South and South-West, but is much infected by the language of Gujar in-

vaders who came partly from the West and partly from Sapadalaksha or the Himalayan
tract between Nepal and Kashmir. Gujarati is a further continuation of this overflow.
It has as a basis an old North-Western language of Pifacha origin akin to Sindhi, which
was overwhelmed by the Western Hindi invasion, but traces of which can still be
observed. The Bhil dialects are mostly broken forms of Gujarati spoken by non-Aryan
tribes. The three Pahari languages have at their base an old language akin to Pisacha,
spoken by the Khaia tribe, which has been superseded by the language of Gujar
invaders. This mixed form of speech was carried, as above stated, into Bajputana, and
was again, in its turn, strongly influenced in later times by re-immigrants to the
Himalaya from Bajputana, who now spoke Bajasthani. Particulars regarding the
growth and expansion of each of these various languages will be found in the Intro-
ductions to the various sections.

The four parts of this volume were prepared and sent to press some years ago, but
difficulties connected with the obtainment of proper types have greatly delayed the
printing of Parts i and iv. I regret that owing to this the Bibliographies of these parts
are not entirely up to the dates printed on the title-pages.

GEOBGE A. GBIEBSON.





Western Hindi.

The home of Western Hindi closely agrees with the Madhyadesa, or Midland 0f

ancient Sanskrit geographers. The Madhyadesa was the
Geographical Habitat.

country between the Saraswati on the west and what is now
Allahabad on the east. Its northern boundary was the Himalaya Range, and its southern

the Narbada River. Between these limits lay, according to tradition, the holy land of

Brahmanism. It was the centre of Hindu civilisation, and the abode on earth of its

deities. Western Hindi does not extend so far east as Allahabad—its eastern limit is

about Cawnpore,—but in other respects the area in which it is spoken is almost exactly

the same as the Madhyadesa. It is spoken as a vernacular over the western portion of

the United Provinces, in the eastern districts of the Panjab, in Eastern Rajputana, in

Gwalior and Bundelkhand, and in the north-western districts of the Central Provinces.

Moreover, its most important dialect, Hindostani, is spoken and understood, and is even

amongst some classes of the population a vernacular, over the whole of the Indian

Peninsula.

Western Hindi has five dialects,—Hindostani, Bangaru, Braj Bhakha, Kanauji, and
Dialects : Bund®. Hindostani, as a local vernacular, is spoken in

Western Rohilkhand, the Upper Gangetic Doab, and the

Panjab District of Ambala. It has also been carried over the whole of India by Musal-
man conquerors, and has received considerable literary culture. Under these conditions

it has three main varieties, Literary Hindustani proper, employed by both Musalmaus
and Hindus for literary purposes and as a lingua franca ; Urdu, employed chiefly by
Musalmans and by Hindus who have adopted the Musalman system of education, and a
modern development, called Hindi, employed only by Hindus who have been educated

on a Hindu system. Urdu, itself, has two varieties, the standard literary form of Delhi

and Lucknow, and the Dakhini, spoken, and used as a literary medium, by Musalmans
of Southern India.

Bangaru is the dialect of Western Hindi which is spoken in the Eastern Panjab.

It is also called Jatu and Hariani. It is much influenced

by the neighbouring Rajasthani and Panjabi.

Br»- Bhakha
Bra

j
Bhakha is the dialect of the west central Doab

and the country to its north and to its south.

Kanauji is really a form of Braj Bhakha and is only given separate consideration in

deference to popular opinion. It is spoken in the east

central Doab and the country to its north.

Bund® is spoken in Gwalior and Bundelkhand. It is also

spoken in the adjoining districts of the Central Provinces,

re described with considerable detail on the following pages, and

Kanauji.

11 these dialects a

it will suffice to give here the total estimated number of speakers of each—
Hindostani

—

,

Local Vernacular 5,282,733
Literary Hindostani (including Urdii and Hindi) . . 7,696,264

Dakhini 3,664,172

16,633,169



WESTERN HINDI.

• Brought forward

Bang&ru .

Braj Bhakha 7,864,274

Kanaujl 4,481,500

Bandell ............
Total estimated number of speakers of Western Hindi . 38,013,928

This is about the same as the population of the United Kingdom in 1891

(38,104,975), and two-thirds of a million less than that of France at the present time

(38,641,333). I roughly estimate the area in which it is spoken at about 200,000

square miles, with which we may compare the area of the German Empire (209,000),

and that of Prance (204,000).

As explained in the Introductory Note, Western Hindi is the purest representative

of that Group. It is directly derived from the Apabhrariisa

position of"wetfern
M

§ii!Sr"
<

h! dialect corresponding to Sauraseni, the most Sanskritic of

gXges.
"e'shbourms la"'

all the Prakrits ; it is spoken in the area which was the

centre from which Aryan civilisation ' was diffused over

Hindostan ; and the head-quarters of its principal dialect—Braj Bhakha—is Mathura,

—the MaSovpa tj tSjv BeSiv of the Greeks, and in ancient times one of the most sacred

cities of India.

Of the four languages which form the Central Group of Indo-Aryan vernaculars.

Western Hindi is the one which is the most typical of the group. In fact, it would be
more accurate, though more complicated, to describe it as being the only member of the

group, the other three, Panjabi, Rajasthani, and Gujarati, being intermediate between it

and the adjoining languages, Lalinda, Sindhi, and Marathi, which belong to what I

call the Outer Circle. These languages, PaKjabI, Rajasthani, and Gujarati, lie to the

west and south of Western Hindi. It is also to be remembered that to its east we have

Eastern Hindi, another language which is intermediate between Western Hindi and the

speeches of the Outer Circle. But these two sets of intermediate languages possess

sharply opposed characteristics. Their respective bases are quite different. As has been
explained in the introduction to Vol. YI of this Survey, pp. 3 and ff., Eastern Hindi is a
language of the Outer Circle affected by the characteristics of the Central Group, while

Panjabi, Rajasthani, and Gujarati are in all their chief characteristics members of the

Central Group, and only show traces, which are more and more evident as we go west-

wards, of the influence of- the Outer Circle. It would be most correct to class them as

a distinct intermediate group of languages, but it is more convenient to consider them
all together, with Western' Hindi, as members of one group—the Central,—remembering
that they do not possess all the true characteristics of that group in its purity.

The linguistic boundaries of Western Hindi are as follows On its north-west it

is bounded by Panjabi, to its south-west and south lies Rajasthani, to its south-east,

Marathi, and to its east, Eastern Hindi. On the north it is bounded by the Indo-Aryan
dialects, Jaunsari, Garhwali, and Kumauni, of the lower southern slope of the Hima-
laya. It gradually shades off into Panjabi, Rajasthani, and Eastern Hindi, but there

is no intermediate dialect between it and Marathi. Marathi nowhere merges into the

languages of the Central Group, but is separated from them by a sharp distinct line

16,633,169

2,165,784

12,845,774

6,869,201



WESTERN HINDI.

There are, it is true, a few tribal dialects which possess the characteristics of both Wes-

tern Hindi and Marathi, but these are mere mechanical mixtures—broken jargons,—
which are not true intermediate forms of speech. We may consider Marathi as being

fully established in the Nagpur plain at the foot of the Satpura Range. The northern

hill dialects are described in Part IV of this volume, and are closely connected with

Rajasthani.

Two characters are employed for writing Western Hindi,—the Persian for some forms

of Hinddstani, and the Devanagari (with its current hands
Written character.

the Kaitlu and Mahajani) for the other dialects. Neither of

them need be described here. In writing the dialects in the Devanagari character, an

important irregularity is observed in the employment of the letter T. ra. When this is

followed, in Tadbhava words, by the letter n ya or ^ urn, it does not take the form '
.

Such compounds are written J?r rya and ^ rwa, respectively. Thus (Braj Bhakha) uT*rt

maryau, struck ; Bundeli rwabo (Hindostani rond), to weep.

The familiar Hindostani grammar may be taken as the standard of the grammars

General grammatical charac- of all the Western Hindi dialects. Each is fully described

in the proper place, and I here content myself with point-

ing out one characteristic in which Western Hindi is pre-eminently typical of the

Central Group of language. This is the analytic method of its construction, which will

be dealt with at some length in the first volume of this Survey, and is only referred to

here. Of all the languages of the group, Western Hindi is that which carries analysis

to its furthest extreme. Its standard dialect has only one true tense (the present

subjunctive) for its verb, and has only one true case (the so-called oblique form) for

its nouns. Nearly all the other accidents of time and relation are expressed by the

aid of participles, auxiliary verbs, or postpositions.

The earliest date which Yule gives of the use of the word * Hinddstani ’ is 1616

Early references to the language
wherl Terry speaks of Tom Coryate being proficient in ‘ the

Indostan, or more vulgar language.’ 1 We may also note

that Terry, in his A Voyage to East India (1655), gives a brief description of the vulgar

tongue of the country of Indostan, which will be found quoted below under J. Ogilby.

So Eryer (1673) (quoted by Yule) says :
* The Language at Court is Persian, that

commonly spoken is Indostan (for which they have no proper character, the written

Language being called Eanyan) .’ It is evident, therefore, that early in the 17th century

it was known in England that the Lingua Franca of India was this form of speech.

On the other hand, another set of authorities stated that the Lingua Franca of India

was Malay. So Ogilby in the passages quoted below. Again, David Wilkins, in the

preface to Chamberlayne’s collection of versions of the Lord’s Prayer (published 1715),

explains that he could not get a version in the Bengali language, as that form of speech

was dying out, and was being superseded by Malay. He therefore, for Bengali, gave a

Malay version, written in the Bengali character.

It is possible that Ogilby had less excuse than appears for his mistake, for Mr.

rpmmteh
,
in his Oriental Catalogue published in 1887, mentions a MS. Dictionary then

» See, for tin. and other quotations, Hoheon-Joheon. s. w. HtWorfonee and Jfows. It is hardly necessary to remind

the reader that in the 18th century HindosUnl was commonly called * Moors.’



WESTERN HINDI.

in his possession (No. 34,724 in the Catalogue) 1 which he doubtfully dates as • Surat,

about 1630.’ This is a Dictionary of Persian, Hindustani, English, and Portuguese, and
he describes it as ‘ a great curiosity as being the first work of its kind. It was probably
compiled for the use of the English factory at Surat. The Persian is given in Native
and in Roman letters, the Hindustani in Gujarati and Roman letters.’ It is a small

folio manuscript on Oriental tinted paper.

The celebrated traveller Pietro Della Yalle arrived at Surat early in 1623, and
remained in India till November 1624; his head-quarters being Surat and Goa. His
Indian Travels were published in 1663,3 and he lias the honour of being the first to

mention the Nagari, or, as he calls it, Nagher, alphabet in Europe. He also mentioned a
language which was current all over India, like Latin in Europe, and which was written
in that character.3 This is, however, probably Sanskrit, not Hindostani.

A. Jesuits’ College was founded at Agra in the year 1620, and to it, in 1653, came
Father Heinrich Roth.4 Here he studied Sanskrit, and wrote a grammar of that
language. He visited Rome in 1664, and afterwards returned to Agra, where he died

in 1668. While in Rome he met Kireher, who was then in that city getting the im-
primatur for his China Illustrata, and gave him information regarding the Nagari
alphabet which he incorporated in that work. It was published at Amsterdam in 1667,
and its full title was Athanasii Kircheri e Soc. Jesu China Monumentis qua sacris qua
profanis, neo non variis Naturae et Artis Spectaculis, aliarumque Rerum memorabilimn
Argumentis Illustrata. Roth’s contributions (besides verbal information) consisted of

a set of illustrations of the ten Avataras of Vishnu (nine of which have titles in both
Roman and Nagari characters), and five plates, four of which describe the Nagari
alphabet (Elementa Linguae Hanscret), while the fifth gives the Pater Noster and the

Ave Maria in Latin, but written (incorrectly enough) in the Nagari character. The
Pater Noster begins as fallows,— (**c)

In 1673 John Ogilhy, Cosmographer, published in London—Asia, the first Part.
Being an Accurate Description of Persia, and the Several Provinces thereof. The
Vast Empire of the Great Mogol, and other Parts of India ; and their several King-
doms and Regions : With the Denominations and Descriptions of the Cities, Towns, and
Places of Remark therein contained. The various Customs, Habits, Religion, and
Languages of the Inhabitants. Their Political Governments, and Way of Commerce.
Also the Plants and Animals peculiar to each Country. Collected and translated from
the most authentick Authors, and augmented with later Observations, illustrated with

notes and adorned with peculiar Maps, and proper Sculpthres. On pp. 59, 60, he
deals with the Persian language and its three dialects, Xirazy, Rostazy, and Harmazy.
On p. 129 he takes up the subject of the Malay language. He says, ‘ as to what con-
cerns the Language of the Indians, it only differs in general from the Moors and the Maho-
metans, but they have, also several different Dialects amongst themselves. Amongst all

1 It has since been sold, and I bare failed to trace it.

1 So Encyclopedia Britannica. Yule (Eolton-Jobton)

y, B.C.S., 1892, 2 vole.)

1 See Professor Zachariae, in the Vienna Oriental Journal, XVI. pp. 205 and B.
* See Professor Zachariae, V. O. J.. XV. pp. 818 and ft

resting. The Italian

1650-53. (Edited for the Hakluyt Society by Edward
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-their Languages, there is none which spreads itself more than the Malayan.’ He then
proceeds to give a vocabulary of Malayan. He next rather wavers on this point, for

(P- 134) he first quotes Pietro Della Valle to show that the same speech is used every-
where, but the written characters differ. Next, he explains on Kivcher’s (not Pietro
Della Valle’s) 1 authority that the word ‘ Nagher ’ is used as the name both of a language
and of a character. He then goes on, ‘ According to Mr. Edward Terry [see above] the
Vulgar Tongue of Indostau hath great affinity with the Persian and Arabic Tongues :

hut is pleasanter and easier to pronounce. It is a very fluent language, expressing
many things in few Words. They write and read like TJs, viz. from the Left to the
Bight Hand.’ (This last remark shows that some alphabet akin to Nagari, and not the
Persian one, is referred to.) The language of the Nobility and Courts, and of all public
Businesses and Writings, is Persian, but ‘Vulgar. Mahumetans speak Turkish, hut not
so eloquently as the natural horn Turks. Learned Persons, and Mahumetan Priests, speak
the Arabic. But no Language extends further, and is of greater Use than the Malayan

The Netherlands East India Company have lately printed a Dictionary
of the Common Discourse in that Tongue, as also the new Testament and other Books in
the same Language. Moreover, the Holland Ministers in their several Eactories in
India, teach the Malayan Tongue, not only in their Churches, but Schools also.’*

In the same year we have Fryer’s much more accurate statement about Indian
languages already quoted.

In 1678 there appeared at Amsterdam the first volume of Henricus van Bheede tot
Drakestein’s* Eortus Indicus Malabaricug adornatug per H. v. R. t. D. The intro-
duction contains eleven lines of Sanskrit, dated, in the Nagari character. The date
corresponds to 1675 A.D.

In Berlin in the year 1680, Andreas Muller, under the pseudonym of Thomas
Ludeken, produced a collection of versions of the Lord’s Prayer under the title of Oratio
Orationum. S. g. Orationis dominicos Vergioneg praeter authenticamfere centum, edque
longe emendating quam anteliac, et e probatissimis Autoribus potitis quam prioribug
CollectUmibug, jamque gingttld genuinig Lingua sud Characteribus, adeoque magnam
Partem ex Aere ad Editumem a Barnimo Eagio traditae editaeqne a Thoma Lude-
kenio, Solq. March. Berolini, e.v Officina Rungiana, Anno 1680.* The Barnimus
Hagius mentioned herein as the engraver is also a pseudonym for Muller himself. In
this collection Roth’s Pater Noster was reprinted as being actually Sanskrit, and not
a mere transliteration of the Latin original.

In 1694 there appeared a work on Chess by Thomas Hyde, entitled Eietoria
Shahiludii.K On pp. 132-137 he gives twelve different Sanskrit words for ' elephant ’

engraved in Nagari characters.

’ S0n7
f^ * aui^give no cine ns to the Dutch works mentioned. Perhaps some of my readers can. Ogilby
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So far we hare dealt only with general notices or with the accounts of the charac-

ters in which HindostanI is written. With the commencement of the 18th century,

we find the first attempts at giving serious accounts of the language itself. According

to Amaduzzi in his preface to Beligatti’s Alphabetum Brammhanicum (see below), a

Capuchin monk named Franciscus M. Turonensis completed at Surat, in the year 1704,

a manuscript Lexicon Linguae Indostanicae, in two parts, of between four and five

hundred double-columned pages each. In Amaduzzi’s time it was still preserved in

the library of the Propaganda in Rome, but when I searched for it there in the year

1890 it could not be found.

We now come to the first HindostanI grammar. John Joshua Ketelaer (also

written Kotelar, Kessler, or Kettler) was a Lutheran by religion, born at Elbingen in

Prussia. He was accredited to Shah ‘Alam Bahadur Shah (1708-1712) and Jahandar
Shah (1712) as Dutch envoy. In 1711 he was the Dutch East India Company’s
Director of Trade at Surat. He passed through Agra both going to and coming from
Lahore (via, Delhi), but there does not seem to be any evidence available that he ever

lived there, though the Dutch Company had a Factory in that city subordinate to

Surat. The mission arrived near Lahore on the 10th December 1711, returned to Delhi

with Jahandar Shah, and finally started from that place on the 14th October 1712,
reaching Agra on the 20th October. From Agra they returned to Surat. In 1716
Ketelaer had been three years Director for the Dutch Company at Surat. He was then

appointed their envoy to Persia, and left Batavia in July 1716, having been thirty

years in the Dutch Service or in the East Indies. He died of fever at Gambroon on the

Persian Gulf on his return from Isfahan, after having been two days under arrest,

because he would not order a Dutch ship to act under the Persian Governor’s orders

against some Arab invaders.1 He wrote a grammar and a vocabulary of the ‘ Lingua
hindostanica,’ which were published by David Mill, in 1743, in his Miscellanea

Orientalia (see below). We may assume that they were composed about the year 1715.

In the same year there appeared another collection of versions of the Lord’s Prayer.

Its author was John Chamberlayne. It was published at Amsterdam, and had a preface by
David Wilkins,who also contributed many of the specimens. Its full title was Oratio domi-

nion in diversas omniumfere Gentium Linguas versa et propriis cujusque Linguae Ckarac-

teribus expressa, una cum Dissertationibus nonnullis de Linguarum Origine, vanisque
ipsaram Permutationibus. Editore Joa. Ohamberlanio Anglo-Britanno, Begiae Societatis

Londinensis Socio. Amstelodami, typis Gutt. et David. Goerei, 1715. Eor our present

purpose, it is sufficient to remark, with reference to this celebrated work, that it reproduces

Roth’s Pater Noster, but without making Mailer’s error of imagining it to be Sanskrit.

Maturin Veyssiere LaCroze was born at Nantes in 1661. In 1697 he became
librarian to the Elector at Berlin and died in that city in 1739. As librarian he kept
up a voluminous correspondence on linguistic subjects with the learned men of his time,

including David Wilkins, John Chamberlayne, Ziegenbalg, and T. S. Bayer. This

was published after his death under the title of Thesauri Epistolici LaGroziani

Ex Bibliotheca lordaniana edidit lo. Lvdovicvs Vhlivs. Lipsiae, 1743. In this we
find him helping Wilkins and Chamberlayne in the compilation of the Oratio Dominica

just mentioned. For our present purpose, the most important letters are those to and

1 See G. A. Grierson, Proceeding! A. S. B., May, 1895. Cf. Adelung, Uithriiotee, Vol. I. p. 192.
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from Theophilus Siegfried Bayer, one of the brilliant band of scholars who founded the

Imperial Academy at St. Petersburg. In one of Bayer’s letters (dated June 1, 1726)

we find what are I believe the first words of what is intended for Hinddstani. ever

published in Europe. These are .the first four numerals as used by the ‘ Mogulenses

Indi’ (1=hicku; 2=gmi ; Z=tray ; i=tzahr), which are contained in a comparative

statement of the numerals in eight languages. These numerals are, however, not really

Hindustani. Guu is an evident misprint. The others are Lahnda or Sindhi, (1=
Lahnda, hik

;

Sindhi, hiku

:

3=Lalinda, trai ; Sindhi, Ire

:

4=Lahnda, char ; Sindhi,

chdri).' Two years subsequently, in the third and fourth volumes of the Transactions of

the Imperial Academy (for the years 1728 and 1729, published in 1732 and 1735

respectively) we find Bayer busily deciphering the Nagari alphabet, first through means

of a trilingual syllabary printed in China, which gave the Tibetan form of Nagari

(Lantsha), current Tibetan, and Manchu alphabets, and afterwards with the help of the

missionary Scliultze to be shortly mentioned.3 Finally, in November 1731 LaCroze

writes to Bayer that the character used for writing by the Marathas is called * Bala-

bande,’ which, however, he adds, hardly differs from that used by the ‘ Bramans ’ which

is called ‘ Nagara ’ or * Dewanagara.’ He then proceeds to show how, in his opinion,

the ‘ Balabande ’ alphabet is derived from Hebrew, basing his contention on the forms

of the letters in Roth’s Pater Noster as reproduced in Chamberlayne’s work.

Our next stage is Mill’s Dissertationes Selectae. Its full title is Davidis MilM
Theologiae D. ejusdemque, nee non Antiquitatum sacrarum, 8f Linguarum orientalium

in Academia Trajectma, Professoris ordinarii, Dissertationes selectae, varia s. Littera-

rum et Antiquitatis orientalis Capita exponentes et illustrantes. Curia seemdis,

novisque Dissertationibus, Orationibus, et Miscellaneis Orientdibits auctae. Lugdrni

Batavorum, 1743. To us its principal interest consists in the fact that, in the Miscella-

nea Orientalia, he prints Ketelaer’s Hinddstani Grammar and Vocabulary, which, as

we have seen, was written about the year 1715. He also gives some plates illustrating

Indian alphabets. Two illustrate the Nagari character, and I am not certain from
where he got them. The third is taken from Bayer’s essay in the Transactions of the

Imperial Academy of St. Petersburg, and shows the Lantsha, ordinary Tibetan, and

Manchu characters. The fourth illustrates the Bengali alphabet. The Miscellanea

Orientalia are on pp. 455-622 of the work. Caput, L, De Lingua Rindustahica

(pp. 455-488). Latin, Hinddstani, and Persian Vocabulary (pp. 504-509). Etymolo-

giewrn Orientate harmonicum (a comparative vocabulary of Latin, Hinddstani, Persian,

and Arabic) (pp. 510-598). Except for the plates of characters, all the Hinddstani is

in the Roman character, the body of the work being written in Latin. The spelling

of the Hinddstani words is based on the Hutch system of pronunciation. Thus, me
kid, feci ; me kartsjoekee (mat kar chukd), feci ; misjoe (mujhe), mihi. The use of the

Perso-Arabic alphabet for writing Hinddstani is explained. In the two test points of

the accuracy of all these old grammars (the distinguishing of the singular and of the

1 Bayer gives the numbers more correctly on pp. 113 and S. of his SUtsria Begta Qnxmrtm Baclriam. Petropoli,

1738. Here he gives the first ten numerals both in the Dcvan&gari character, and in transliteration. The latter runs, 1,

keku i 3, idka

;

3, tray ; 4, tgjar

;

5, pangj

,

6, tsche ; 7, tzatte , 8, aadgj ; 9, nao

;

10, ndga. He tells ns that he got
them from a native of Multan. I have to thank Professor Kahn for drawing my attention to this work.

! Begarding LaCroze and Bayer, see further parUcnlara in <3. A. Grierson, J. A. 8. B., Vd. LXIL (1893), pt. I.

pp. 42 and if.
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plural of the personal pronouns, and the use of ne in the agent case), Ketelaer is right
in the first and wrong in the second. He recognises mat (which he spells me) and tu
(toe) as singulars, and ham (ham) and turn (tom) as plurals. He has no idea of the use
of ne. On the other hand, he teaches the Gujarati use of dp to mean ‘ we.’

Ketelaer’s Grammar includes not only the Hindostani declensions and conjuga-
tions, but also versions of the Ten Commandments, the Creed, and the Lord’s Prayer
in that language. His translation of the last may be given as a specimen of the
earliest known translation of any European Language into Hindostani. It runs as
follows :

—

Hammare baah—Ke who asmaanmelie—Paak hoee teere naom—Auwe hamko molnk
teera—Roe resja teera—Sjon asmaan ton sjhmienme—Rootle hammare nethi hamkon
aasde—Oor maafkaar foxier apne hamko—Sjon mafkarte apre karresdaar onkon—
Nedaal hamko is was wasjeme—Belk hamko ghaskar is boerayse. Teei-oe he patsjayi,
soorrauri alemgiere heametme Ammen.

In the year following the publication of Ketelaer’s Grammar appeared that of the
celebrated missionary Schultze, whose name has been already mentioned more than
once. The full title is Viri plur. Reverendi Benjamin Schultzii Missionarii Evangelici
Grammatica Bindostanica collectis in diutarna inter Hindostanos Conimoratione in
justurn Ordinem redactis ac larga Exempornm (sic) Luce perfusis Regulis constans et
Missionarwrum Usui consecrate. Edidit et de suscipienda bariararum Zingnanm
Culture prefatus est D. Jo. Benr. Callenberg. Ralae Saxomm, 1744 (some copies are
dated 1745). Schultze was aware of the existence of Ketelaer’s Grammar, and men-
tioned it in his preface. Schultze’s Grammar is in Latin. Hindostani rvords are given
in the Perso-Arabic character with transliteration. The Nagari character (Dewa-ndga-
ricce) is also explained. He ignores the sound of the cerebral letters and (in his trans-
literation) of all aspirated ones. He is aware of the singular and plural forms of the
personal pronouns, but is ignorant of the use of ne with the past tenses of transitive

Four years afterwards Johann Friedrich Fritz published the Sprachmeister with a
preface by Schultze. Its title runs Orientalisch-md Occidsnlalischer Sprachmeister
welcher nicht allein hundert Alphabete nebst ihrer Aussprache, So bey denen meisten
Europdisch-Asiatisch-Africanisch-und Americanischen Vdlckern und Nationen gebrduch-
lich sind, Auch einigen Tabulis polyglottis verschiedener Sprachen und Zahlen nor
Augen leget, Sondem auch das Gebet des Berrn, in 200 Sprachen und Mmd-Arten
mit dererselben Characteren und Lesung, nacli einer Geographischen Ordnung mitthei-
let. Aus glaubwUrdigen Auctoribus zusammen getragen, und mit darzu nothigen Kupjern
versehen. Leipzig, Zufinden bey Christian Friedrich Gessnern. 1748. Fritz’s book is
a long way ahead of its predecessor Chamberlayne’s. Part I. (pp. 1-219) gives tables of
the alphabets of over a hundred different languages, with accounts of the mode of use of
each. On pp. 120-122 we find described the use of the Perso-Arabic alphabet as
applied to Hindostani. It may be noticed that all mention of the cerebral letters is
omitted. On p. 123 we have the < Devanagram,’ on p. 124 the ‘Balabandu’ and on
pp. 125-131 the ‘AkarNagari,’ which are all rightly classed together as various forms
of the same alphabet, but the transliteration is often curiously incorrect. For instance
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under ‘Akar Nagari,’ s is transliterated dhgja, and it is explained that an n is always
sounded before it and that the j is clearly pronounced as in the Arabic _. It will be
seen that here the existence of cerebral letters is indicated. Except in the case of • Akar
Nagari,’ no attempt is made to distinguish between aspirated and unaspirated letters.
On p. 204 are given the Hindostani numerals from 1—9, and 10, 20, 30, etc., up to 90.
They commence, Jek, do, tin, schahar, putsch, sche, sat, att, nau, das. Part TI (pp.
1-128) contains the versions of the Lord’s Prayer. On pp. 81 and 82 is given Schultze’s
‘ Hmdostanica seu Mourica seu Mogulsch’ version in the Perso-Arabic character with
transliteration. The latter begins, Asman-po' rahata-so hamara Sap, tumara Naan
pah karna hone deo, tumari Padaschahi ane deo, etc. The versions in the Nagari
character are Roth’s transliterated version, Sanskrit in ‘ Dewa-nagaram s Hanscret’
and Bhojpuri in ‘ Akar-Nagarika ’ (the last two by Schultze). Finally, there are
comparative statements of the words for ‘father,’ ‘heaven,’ ‘earth,’ and ‘bread’
in all the languages quoted, and some other appendixes. The Hindostani forms
of these four words are given as Bab', Aswan, Sunnia, and Bosi (sic), respectively

Our next authority is Travels from St. Petersburg in Russia to diverse Parts of
Asia. By John Bell. Glasgow, 1763. (New Edition, Edinburgh, 1806.) In Chapter
12 of this work are given the Numerals of Indostan.

Of much more importance is the Alphabetum Brammhanicum seu Indostanum
Universitatis Kasi. Romae, 1761. Typis Sac. Congregations de Propag. Fide. It is
by a Capuchin Missionary named Cassiano Beligatti, and is furnished with a preface by
Johannes Christophorus Amadutius (Amaduzzi). In this preface there is a very com-
plete account of the then existing knowledge regarding Indian languages. It describes
Sanskrit correctly as the language of the learned, and next refers to the
‘ «raT ’ or ‘ Beka Boll ’ or common tongue which is found in the University of
‘ Kasi or Benares.’ It then goes on to enumerate the other principal alphabets of India
which (except ‘ Nagrl, Nagrl Soratensis, or Balabandu ’) do not immediately concern us.
Of more particular interest is his mention of a Lexicon Linguae Indostanicae which
was composed by a Capuchin Missionary of Surat named Franciscus M. Turonensis, in
the year 1704, the manuscript of which was then in the Propaganda Library in
Rome, and which Amaduzzi describes at considerable length. He also mentions a
manuscript dialogue (? in Hindostani) between a Christian and a Native of India
regarding the truth of religion, which was dedicated to the Raja of Betia, in the present
district of Champaran, by Josephus M. Gargnanensis and Beligatti, the author of the
work we are now describing. The Alphabetum Brammhanicum is of importance as
being the first book (so far as I am aware) in which the vernacular words are printed in
their own character in moveable types. But not only are the Devanagari letters repre-
sented by types, but even the Kaithi ones receive the same honour. Beligatti calls the
Devanagari character the ‘Alphabetum expressum in litteris Universitatis Kasi,’ and
after covering over a hundred pages with a minute description of its use (including the
compound consonants), he goes on, on page 110, to deal with the * Alphabetum populare
Indostanorum vulgo Negri.’ This is, he says, used by all the natives for familiar letters
and ordinary books, and for all subjects, whether religious or profane, which can be
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written in the ‘ HUsTT bhak'a boli or vulgar tongue.’ 1 He then gives a good descrip-

tion of the K.aithi alphabet, using moveable types also here. The book concludes with

an account of the numerals and with reading exercises. These last are transliterations

of the Latin Pater Noster and Ave Maria into Deva-nagari, followed by translations

of the Invocation of the Trinity, the Lord’s Prayer, the Ave Maria, and the Apostles’

Creed into Hindostani, in the same character. Taking it altogether, the Alphabetum

Brammhamcum is, for its time, a wonderfully good piece of work.

With the Alphabetum Brammhamcum the first stage of Hindostani Bibliography

may be considered to be completed. Hadley’s Grammar appeared in 1772, and was

quickly followed by a number of other and better ones, such as the Portuguese

Gramatica Indostana (1778 : far in advance of Hadley), Gilchrist’s numerous works

(commencing 1787), and Lebedeff’s Grammar (1801). These will all be found below,

each described in its proper place. Lebedeff’s work deserves more than a mere entry on

account of the extraordinary adventures of its author. This remarkable man gives an

account of his life in the preface of his book, from which we gather that he began his

Indian career (apparently as a bandmaster) in the year 1785 at Madras. After a stay

there of two years he migrated to Calcutta, where he met with a Pandit who taught him
Sanskrit, Bengali, and Hindostani (or, as he called it, the Indian mixed dialect). His

next attempt was to translate two English plays into Bengali, and one of these was

performed publicly with great applause (according to its author) in 1795 and again

in the following year. According to Adelung,2 he then became theatrical manager to

the Great Mogul, and finally returned to England after a stay of more than twenty years

in the East. In London he published his grammar, and made the acquaintance of

Woronzow, the Russian Ambassador, who sent him to Russia. He was employed in the

Russian Foreign Office and was given a large subvention towards founding a Sanskrit

press. I have no knowledge of any other works from his pen. It is to be hoped, for

the sake of his patrons, that his knowledge of Sanskrit and Bengali was greater than

that of Hindostani which he displays in his grammar. Not only is its system of

transliteration [kon hay hooa — who is there) detestably incorrect, but so is the whole

account of the grammatical structure of the language. The concluding words of his

preface show that he was not conscious of its imperfections, and at the same time throw

a curious light on the morality of Europeans in India at his time. ‘ The Indian words

in this work are . . . .so well ascertained as to leave no doubt, but the European

learner, with a little assistance of a Pandit or Moonshie, nay, even of a Bebee-saheb,

cannot fail in a short time to obtain a knowledge of their [the natives’] idioms, and to

master the Indian dialects with incredible facility.’

Finally we may briefly refer to a few belated works of the early period of inquiries

into Indian languages, which appeared after Hindostani had begun to be seriously studied

1 Beligatti’s representation of this expression is more accurate than Amaduzzi’s, but even his transliteration here breaks

down. Count de Gubernatis ( Bolletino Italiano dcgli Studii Orienfali, Firenze, 1876-77, pp. 44, 45) mentions a Gramatica

Mora (vuol dire Hindostani) adopera i caratteri devanagarici. Segue un parvum Dietionarium indostanum de

Nominibus ut plurimum obviis in Historia Indica, by the Panlinus a S. Bartholomaeo mentioned in the next page as

the author of the preface to the Alphabeta Indica. The work mentioned by Count de Gubernatis is apparently in MS. and

should belong to the latter half of the 18th century. I owe this reference to the kindness of Professor Zachariae.

3 Mithridatcs, 1. 185. According to the same authority he was by birth an Ukraine peasant, and, on account of his

musical talents, was taken up by Prince Rasumosky, who carried him to Italy, where he becatne proficient on the violoncello.

He then wandered to Paris and London, where he took service under a Lord who went to India as Governor.
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in Calcutta. In 1782 Iwarus Abel published in Copenhagen Symphona Symphona, give
undecim Linguanm Orientalium Digcors exhibita Concordia Tamulicae videlicet,

Granthamicae, Telugicae, Sangcrutamicae, Marathicae, Balabandicae, Canaricae,
Bindogtanicae, Cuncanicae, Gutzaratticae et Peguanicae non characterigticae, quibue
nt explicativo-Barmonica adjecta est Latine. It is a comparative vocabulary of fifty-

three words in these eleven languages. The words include parts of the body, heaven,
sun, etc., certain animals, house, water, sea, tree, the personal pronouns and numerals.

In 1791 there was published in Home an anonymous work, with a preface by
Paulinusa S. Bartholomaeo, entitled Alphabeta Indica, id egt Granthamictm geu
Samcrdamico-Malabaricnm, Indostammi give Vanarenge, Nagaricum vulgare, et

Talenganictim. It is a collection of these four alphabets, all in moveable types.

Johann Christoph Adelung’s Mithridates oder allgemeine Sprachenkunde mit dem
Baler Unger als Sprachprobe in bey nahe fiinfhundert Sprachen nnd Mnndarten may be
taken as the link between the old philology and the new. A philologist so eminent as
this great writer could not fail to adorn whatever linguistic subject he touched, and, for

its time, this work is a marvel of erudition and masterly arrangement. So far as
Indian Languages go, it sums up all (little it must be confessed) that was known about
them at the end of the 18th century. In it ‘ Mongolisch-Indostanisch oder Mohrisch ’

(»•«• Urdu) (Vol. I. pp. 183 and ff.) and Rein oder Hoch-Indostanisch, Dewa Nagara ’

(pp. 190 and ff.) are jointly described as the ‘ Allgemeine Sprachen in Indostan.’ By
* Rein, oder Hoch-Indostanisch ’ are meant the various ‘ Hindi ’ dialects spoken between
Mathura and Patna, but as an example is given the Lord’s Prayer in badly spelt
Sanskrit. It is contributed by Schultze, whose nationality apparently prevented him
from distinguishing between bh and p. For instance, he spells bhojanam ‘ podsanam.’
Vol. IV of the work consists of additions and corrections, and of a supplement by
J. S. Vater. Further information regarding Hindustani will be found on pp. 58-63, 83
(relationship of Hindostani to Romani), and 486 of that volume.

SUMUARV OF IMPORTANT EARLY DATES.
A.D.

1600. Emperor Akbar reigning.

English East Iudia Company incorporated.

1602. Dutch East India Company founded.

1605. Emperor JahangIr comes to the throne.

1615. Embassy of Sir T. Roe. English factory established at Snrat.

1616. Earliest recorded mention of the Indostan language (spoken by Tom Coryate).
1620. Jesuits' College founded at Agra. English establish an Agency there.

1623-24. Pietro Della Valle in India.

1628. Emperor Shah JahIk comes to the throne.

1630. ? Compilation of the Snrat Dictionary of Persian, Hindostani, English, and Portuguese.
1640. English factory established at Hngli.

1653. Heinrich Roth joins Jesnit College at Agra.

1655. Terry’s Voyage to East India published. Terry accompanied Sir T. Roe (1615).
1658. Emperor AubakgzEb comes to the throne.

1661. Bombay transferred to the English crown.

1663. Pietro Della Valle’s Indian Travels published.

1664. Heinrich Roth visits Rome and meets Kircher.

1667. Kircher’s China Illustrata. LaCroze appointed Librarian at Berlin.

1672. J. Fryer’s Travels in East India and Persia commenced and continued to 1681. Published 1698.
1672. O. Dapper’s Asia published in Dutch.
1673. J. Ogilby’s Asia.
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A.D.

1678. Henricas van Rheede tot Drakestein's Horttta Indicus Malabaricus commenced to issue.

1680. Andreas Muller’s Oratio Orationum.

1681. 0. Dapper’s Asia (German Translation) published at Nilrnberg.

1694. Thomas Hyde’s Eistoria Shahihcdii.

1696. Charnock founds Fort William in Calcutta.

1698. J. Fryer's Travels in East India ami Persia published. See 1679.

1704. Franciscos M. Turonensis completes his Lexicon Linguae Indostanicae.

1708. Emperor Bahadur gain comes to the throne.

1711. Ketelaer’s embassy.

1712. Emperor Jahandar Shah comes to the throne.

1718. Emperor Farrokh-Suar comes to the throne.

1715. Ketelaer’s Grammar. The Oratio Dominica of Chamberlayne and Wilkins.

1719. Emperor Mohammad Shah conies to the throne.

1726-29. Bayer’s investigations.

1739. Death of LaCrose. See 1667. Invasion of India by Nadir Shah.
1743. Mill’s Dissertatioms Selectae. Publication of Ketelaer’s Grammar. Manoel da Assumpfam

publishes a Bengali Grammar and Vocabulary at Lisbon.

1744. Sehultze’s Grammatxca Hindostanica.

1745-58. Sohultee’s Bible translations.

1748, Emperor Ahmad Shah comes to the throne. Fritz’s Sprachmeister published.

175-4. Emperor ‘AlamgIr II. comes to the throne.

1757. Battle of Plassy.

1769. Emperor ShIh ‘Alam n. comes to the throne.

1761. Alphabetum Bramuihanicum. Third battle of Panipat. Defeat of the Maritime by Ahmad

1790.

1791.

1793.

1798.

1800.

1801.

1805.

1807.

1810.

1811.

1812.

1813.

Warrek Hastings, Governor op Bengal. Hadley’s Grammar published.

Fergnsson's Hindostani Dictionary published.

Gramatica fndostana published at Lisbon.

Iwarns Abel’s Symphona Symphona.

Marquis op Cornwallis, Governor General.

Gilchrist begins publishing.

The Indian Vocabulary published in London.

Harris’s Dictionary of English and Hindostany.

Alphabeta Indica published at Rome.
Sir John Shore, Goverxor General. William Carey lands at Calcutta.

Lord Mornington (Marquis op Welleslev), Governor General.
Robert’s Indian Glossary.

Lebedeff's Grammar. Carey’s first Bengali New Testament printed.

Marquis of Cornwallis, Second time Governor General. W. Hunter’s translation of the New
Testament into Hindostani. Done with the aid of Muhammad Fiu-at and other learned natives

Publication of first volume of Adelung's Mithridates. Henry Martyn arrives in India, and com-
mences translation of New Testament.

Earl op Minto, Governor General.

Henry Martyn’s Urdu translation of New Testament, the basis of all subsequent versions, com-
pleted in manuscript with the aid of Muhammad Fitrat.

Carey publishes a Hindi New Testament.

Fire in Serampore Press. Henry Martyn’s version of the New Testament destroyed before issue.

Earl op Moira (Marquis of Hastings), Governor General. Carey publishes the Pentateuch

1814. Henry Martyn’s translation of the New Testament into Hindostani issued. Carey publishes New
Testament in Hindi.

Of the dialects of Western Hindi, Braj Bhakha and Hindostani are those which

Authorities.

liave received most literary culture. Kanauji is so like

Braj Bhakha, that it hardly deserves separate mention.
I only refer to it as its separate existence is popularly recognised. Some few works have
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been written in Bundeli, but none of them hare been critically edited. Indeed, this

important dialect has been almost entirely ignored by students. Even Dr. Kellogg
does not describe it in his Grammar. Kanauji and Bundeli are therefore hardly
mentioned in this bibliography. Nearly all the entries refer either to Braj Bhakka or
to one or other of the various forms of Hindustani.

The following Bibliography is divided into four sections :

—

I.—General —This deals with works giving a general account of the language or of

one or more of its dialects, including works dealing with the subject from the point of
view of comparative philology.

II.—Grammars, Dictionaries, and other helps to the student.—

I

have endeavoured
to make this as complete as possible up to the date of the Mutiny. After that I have
selected, perhaps in a somewhat arbitrary fashion.

III.- Selections, Collections of Scattered Pieces, and Collections of Proverbs.—this
includes some Headers put together mainly for students.

IV.— Texts.—Here, with a few exceptions, I have confined myself to works which
have been more or less critically edited by European scholars. It would have been
impossible to enumerate the huge mass of texts which have issued without any attempt

at editing from the native presses of India. Eor them, the reader can consult Mr.
Blumhardt’s Catalogues of Hindustani and Hindi works in the British Museum Library,

and of the same in the India Office Library. These are all published separately, and can
be obtained at a moderate price. To this section I have added an appendix giving a
list of early translations of the Scriptures into the various dialects. of Western Hindi.

In each of the first three sections, all the works of one writer are grouped together,

and each writer is arranged in order of the date of the first work mentioned under his

name. In the fourth section writers are arranged alphabetically.

In the following lists I have taken special care to include everything written by Garcin de Tassy. In this

respect I have to acknowledge the assistance which has been kindly rendered to me by Monsieur
J. Vinson. With his help I trust that I have been able to offer a not unworthy tribute to the
memory of the great French scholar

Section I.—GENERAL.

A::not, Sandford
;
and Forbes, Duncan,—On the Origin and Structure of the Hindoostanee Tongue,

or General Language of British India. London, 1828.

Garcin DB Tassv, Joseph HguODORB,—Memoirs me les Parlicularilis de la Religion Uusulmane dans
I’Inde. Reprinted from Journal Asiatique. Paris, 1831 : 2nd E<ln., Paris, 1869.

Garcin de Tasst, Joseph Hf liooore,—Notice sur les Fites populates des Hindoos, i'apris les Ouvrages
hindoustanies. Reprinted from the Journal Asiatique. Parii, 1834.

Garcin de Tasst, Joseph H£uodore,—Notice sur des Fitements avec des Inscriptions arabes, persanes, et

hindoustanies. Journal Asiatique. Paris, 1833. (Reprinted in 1878 in the Mtmoire sur les

Nome propres, etc.)

Garcin de Tasst, Joseph H£liodore,—Histoire de la Littirature hindoui et hindoustani, par M. Garcin
de Tossy— Tome I., Biographie et Bibliographic., Paris (printed under the
Auspices of the Oriental Translation Committee of Great Britain and Ireland), 1839. Tome II.,

Estraits et Analyses, ib. 1847. Seconde Edition . . . augments-*. 3 tom. Paris, 1870-71.
(Reviewed by Ed. Lancerean in Journal Asiatique, IV., ix. (1847), pp. 417 and ff. Also Anon.,
Zeitschrift der Dentschen Morgenlandisohen Gesellschaft, I. (1347), pp. 360 and ft.).

Garcin dr Tasst, Joseph HfLiODORR,—Les Auteurs hindoustanis et lews Outrages d'apres Biographies
originates, par II. Garcin de Tassy. Paris, 1855 (Extract from the Revae Contemporaine, T.
xxii.) : 2nd Edn. Paris, 1868.
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Garcin de Tassy, Joseph HEmodore,—Notice des Biographies originates des Auteurs qui ont icrit en
Langue indienne ou hindouslanie, par hi. Qarcin de Tassy, lue A VAcademie des Inscriptions et

Belles Lettres de VInstitut de France. Paris, 1856.

Garcin de Tassy, Joseph HEeiODOre,—Tdriihee Slm'ara-e Urdu. A Bistory of Urdu Poets, chiefly

translated [into Urda] from Garcin de Tassy'

s

* Bistoire de la Literature hindoui et hindoustani ’,

by S. Fallon and Moonshee Kareem ooddeen. Delhi, 1848.

Garcih de Tassy, Joseph HEliodore,—Saadi; Auteur des premieres Podsies liindoustanies. Journal

Asiatique, IV., i. (1843), pp. 5 and ft Separate reprint, Paris, same date.

Newdold, T. J.,—Lettre a M. Gardn de Tassy, membre de VInstitut an sujetdesa notice intituUe:

Saadi, Auteur des premieres Podsies liindoustanies. Journal Asiatique, IV., ii. (1843), pp. 861

Garcix de Tassy, Joseph HEliodore,—Discours a VOuverture de son Corns d’Hindoustani a I'Bcole des

Ungues Orientates Vivantes. Paris, 1850 (4 pp.), 1851 (8 pp.), 1852 (8 pp.), 1853 (16 pp.), 1854
(8 pp.), 1855 (16 pp.), 1856 (8 pp.), 1857 (16 pp.), 1859 (30 pp.), 1861, February (16 pp.), 1861,
December (15 pp.), 1862 (20 pp.), 1863 (31 pp ), 18G4 (27 pp.), 1865 (35 pp.), 1866 (47 pp.),
1867 (40 pp.), 1868 (73 pp.), 1869 (38 pp.). 2nd Edition of preceding, under title of La Langue
et la Literature liindoustanies de 1850 a 1869. Paris, 1874.

Garcix de Tasst, Joseph H£liodore,—La Langue et la Literature liindoustanies, Revue anntielle

;

Paris,

1871 (48 pp.), 1872 (83 pp.), 1873 (109 pp.), 1874 (86 pp.), 1875 (116 pp!), 1876 (127 pp.), 1877
(178 pp.), 1878 (104 pp.).

Garcih de TASsr, Joseph HEliodore,—Udmoire sur les Nome propres et les Titres mnsulmanes Paris,
1854 : 2nd Ed, Paris, 1878.

Garcih de Tassy, Joseph HEliodore,—Les Femmes Poetes dans I’Inde (Berne de VOrient). Paris, 1854.
Garcih de Tassy, Joseph HEliodore,—Discours de M. Gardn de Tassy a la Sodetd d'Ethnographic le

27 Fderier 1865. Paris, 1867.
’

Garcih de Tassy, Joseph HEliodore,—Origins et Diffusion de VBindoustani appelde Langue Gendrale ou
Nationals de I’Inde. (Memoire de l’Academie de Caen.) Caen, 1871.

Garcih de Tasst, Joseph HEliodore,—See Bland, N. ; L'eloncle, Francois.

SetOH-Karr, W. S,

—

The Urdu Language and Literature. Calcutta Review, Vol. IV. (1845) (No. 8,

Boyers, W,—Tie Hindi Language Thomson's Dictionary. Calcutta Bedeic, Vol. IX. (1843) (No. 18,

Bertrahd, l'AbbE,—Notice sur plusieurs Outrages hindouis et liindoustanis rdcemment arrives de I’Inde.
Journal Asiatique, IV, kvi. (1850), pp. 253 and ft

Kay, Bet. W.,—On the Connection of the Dative and Accusative Cases in Bengali and Hindustani.
Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, Vol. XXI. (1852), pp. 105 and ff.

Blahd, N.,—Lettre a M. Gardn de Tassy, sur Has’oud, Poets persan et hindoui. Journal Asialiaue V
ii. (1853), pp. 356 and ft

’’

Zenker, De. Th,—Bibliotheca Orientalis. Manuel de BMiograpliie Orientals. Vol. II., Contenant
Littdrature de I’Inde Leipzig, 1861.

Zenker, Dr. Th.,

—

Neueste Hindustani-Literatur. Zeitschrift der Deutschen MorgenlSndischen Gesell
schaft, Vol. XIX. (1865), pp. 599 and ft

Morisy, John,—Inquiry into the Existence of a pure Passive Voice in Hindustani. Proceedinas of the
Royal Irish Academy, Vol. VIII, Pt. it. (1862), pp. 197 and ft

Morisy, John,—On Hindustani Syntax. Ib., Vol IX, Pt. iii. (1866), pp. 263 and ft

RajENDRA Lal Mitra,—Ou the Origin of the Hindvi Language and its Relation to the Urdu Dialect.
Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, Vol. XXXIII. (1864), pp. 469 and ft ; 489 and ft

Beaues, J,—Outlines of a Plea for the Arabic Element in official Hindustani. Journal of the Asiatic
Society of Bengal, Vol. XXXV. (1866), Pt. I, pp. 1 and ft

Beahes, J,—On the Arabic Element in official Hindustani. Ib., Vol. XXXVI. (1867), Pt. I, pp. 145
and ft

Brahes, J,—On the Present Position of Old Hindi in Oriental Philology. Indian Antiquary Vol I

(1872), p. 2.
^

Beahes, I.—Comparative Grammar of the Modern Aryan Languages of India : to wit, Hindi, Panjabi,
Sindhi, Gujarati, Marathi, Oriya, and Bengali. Three Vols. London, 1872-79.

GkOwse, F. S, Some Objections to the modem Style of Official Hindustani. Journal of the Asiatic
Society of Bengal, Vol. XXXV. (1866), Pt. I, pp. 172 and ft

Geowse, F. S„—On the Non-Aryan Element in Hindi Speech. Indian Antiquary, Vol. 1. (1872), p. 103.
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r» India, as • exemplified in the District of

, Vol. XLIII. (1874), Pt. L, pp. 324 and ft.

ol. II. (1874), pp. 239-245 (Advocates Hindi
of missionaries).

Grammar of the Ganrian Languages. Journal

(1872), pp. 120 and ff. ; Vol. XLII., Pt. L
p. 22 and 8.
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I. (Roman characters.)

vice,—Dialogues, English and Hindoostanee, calculated to promote the colloquial

xropeans on the most useful and familiar Subjects, tcith the Natives of India, upon

Country. (Ia Roman characters.) Second Edition, Edinburgh, 1809.

the Articles of War, London, 1820. Fourth Edition, London, 1826.







If-Interprete





‘Abdo’l-wadDd, MaclavI,—New Romanized Dictionary, English and Urdu., by Maulawi Abdool Wadood
Calcutta, 1876. 2nd Edition, ib., 1879.

Drlonclb, Fras^ois,—Dictionnairc hindoustani-frangais ct frangais-hindoustani, mini d’un Vocabulaire

mytkologiqne, historique et gfographique de I’Inde, public' sous la Direction de if. Oarcin de Tassy.
Faria, 1875. [Introduction by Garcin de Tassy. Only 32 pages of the Dictionary have
appeared.]

Axon.,—Glossary of Indian Terms, for Use of Officers of Revenue, tfc. Madras, 1877.

Baochuanx, H.,—English and Urdu School Dictionary, Romanized. 8th Edition, Calcutta, 1877.

DdrgI Prasad,—Zubdatu’l-qawatid. An Elementary Urdu Grammar in two parts. Lucknow, 1877.

[Written at the request of Mr. Kempson.]
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hammad Salih (Miraa), and Price, Captain William.

Taylor, Captain Joseph ; Roebuck, Lient. T.

tioe, Captain W.

in.—SELECTIONS, COLLECTIONS OF SCATTERED PIECES, AND COLLECTIONS
OF PROVERBS.

The Oriental Fabulist or polyglott Translations of Flop's and other ancient

sh Language into Eindoostanee, Persian, Brij B,hak,ha, Bongla and Bunkrit
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Garcix dr Tassy, Joseph H*LI0D0re, — Analyse d'un Monologue Dmmatigue indien. Journal Asia-
tique, IV, xvi. (1850), pp. 810 and S. Separate reprint, Paris, same date.



Trumpp, E.,—Vie ditesten Hindus Oedichte. Sitzuiujsber

senschaften, Philosophisoh-philologisohe Clause.

Temple, Captais (Col. Sir) B,—Some Hindu, Songs and i

Calcutta Renew, LXXIV (1882), p. 334.

Temple, Captais (Col. Sie) U.,—Folk Songs from Northe

pp. 273 and 295.

Temple, Captain (Col. Sir) R.,—The Hymns of the NtuU

A.M.T.C.E., Indian Antiquary, XIII (1884), p. 1.

Temple, Captais (Col. Sir) R.,—See Fallon, S. W.
-AnOS.,—Hindustani and English Parallel Proverbs. Toget
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Akb.Uk i Hindi, or Indian Ethics. Translated into Urdu from a Persian Persian of the
Hitopadesa, by Mir Bahadur ‘Ali . . . Edited, with an Introduction and Notes, by Syei
Abdoolah. London, 1868. Extracts from the book will'be found in Price’s Hindee and Hin-
doostanee Selections. See Section III.

See Hasan, Mir.

Bakerjea, K. M.,—See Lalla Lai.

Basbss, J. F.,— See LaUu Lai.

Barker, W. B.,—See Mazhar ‘Ali Khan Wila.

Beames, J.,—See Chand Bardai.

Bell, 0. W. Bowdler,—

S

ee Hasan, Mir.

Behmohel, N. L,—See ghsr ‘All AfsOs.

Bertbakd, i.’ABBf,—See Haidar Bakfcsi (Haidari)
; SJier ‘All Afsas; Tahsinn’d-din.

Bhairava-prasIda,—See Lallfi Lai.

BibarI Lai,—The Sutsuya of Biharee with a Commentary entitled the Lalu Chundrika ; by ShreeLulloo Lai
Kuvi, Bhak'ha Moonshee, in the College of Fort William. Caloutta, 1819. A revised edition
issned from the Office of the Superintendent of Government Printing, India, in 1896, by G. A.
Grierson. It is entitled ‘The Satsaiyn of Bihart, with a Commentary entitled Lala Candrika.
by Cri LaUu Lai Kart.’ Several editions have been pnblished by native presses, amongst which
may be mentioned Sridgdra-saptaiati, Benares, 1873. (This includes a Sanskrit metrical version
and a Sanskrit commentary, both by Paraminanda Pandit) ; Sri-Bihari Sat-sai satik. Hart-
prahds Tiled sahit, Benares, 1892. (Has an excellent commentary by Hari Prakai)

;
Bihari-

DihSr. Benares, 189S. (Has an introduction, and a commentary in the Kundaliya metre by
Ambika Datt Byas.)

Burtok, Sir Richard F.,—See Mazhar ‘Ali Khan Wila.

Carmichael-Smyth,—

S

ee Smyth.

Chahah,—See Kazim ‘All Jawan.

Chamd BardaI,—Only portions of the text have been printed. Parts have been edited by Mr. J. Beames
and by Dr. A. F. R. Hoernle, C.I.E., in the Bibliotheca Indies. The latter gentleman has also
translated a section of the portion which he edited. Canto I. has also been edited in Benares by
Pandit Mohanlsl Vishtjttlal Pandya, under the title of M. V. Pandias Manuscript of the
Prithvirdj Itasau of Chand Bardai, edited in the original old Hindi with critical Notes by Pandit,
etc. Benares, 1S87, 1888. A continuation is now (1912) bring issued in Benares by the Nagar:
Prachariui Sabha. The following are the principal works dealing with the poem :

—
Tod, Col. James,—Rajasthan, passim. See especially, Vol. L, pp. 254, 614, 623. Also, The

Vow of Sanjogta (a translation of an episode in the poem), Asiatic Journal, Vol. XXV.,
pp. 101-112, 197-211, 273-286.

Beames, J.,— On Chand's Poems. Proceedings, Bengal Asiatic Society, 1868, p. 242.
Beames, J.,

—

The Nineteenth Book of the Gestes of Prithiraj by Chand Bardai. entitled ‘ The
Marriage of Padmavati literally translated from the old Hindi. Journal, Bengal
Asiatic Society, Vol. XXXVIII (1869), Pt. L, p. 145.

Beames, J.,

—

Reply to Mr. Growse. Ib., p. 171.

Beames, J., -Translations of selected Portions of Book I. of Chand's Epic. Journal, Bengal
Asiatic Society, Vol. XLI (1872), Pt. I., p. 42.

Beames, J.,

—

List of the Boohs contained in Gliand’s Poem, the Prithirdja R&so. Ib
p. 204.

Beames, J..—Letter (on his edition of Chand). Proceedings, Asiatic Society of Bengal, 1873,
p. 122.

Beames, J.,—Studies in the Grammar of Chand Barddi. Journal, Asiatic Society of Bengal
Vol. XLI (1873), Pt. I., p. 165.

Beames, J,—Translationfrom the first Book of the Prithirdja Bastm. By Ravi Chand Barddi.
Indian Antiguary, Vol. I (1872), p. 269.

Gkowse, F. S.,

—

The Poems of Chand Burday. Journal, Asiatic Society of Bengal, Vol.
XXXVH (1868), Pt. I, p. 119.

Growse, F. S,—Further Notes on the Prithirdjrdyasa. Ib., Vol. XXXVIII (1869), Pt. I„ p. 1.
Growse, F. S.,

—

Translations from Chand. Ib

^

p. 161.

Growse, F. S.,—Rejoinder to Mr. Beames. Ib., Vol. XXXIX (1870), Pt. I., p. 52.
Growse, F. S., A Metrical Version of the opening Stanzas of Chand’s Prithirdj Rdsau. It.,

Vol. Xn (1873), Pt.I., p.329.







e and elegant Urdu and fully intelli-
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SflB Dls,

—

Sur-sagar

;

Lucknow, 1864 ;
Agra, 1876 ; Lucknow, 1880.

Druhtikul

;

Lncknow, 1890 (with the commentary o£ Sardar, called Sahiiyalakari)
;
Benares,

1869 (with a commentary by Giridhar GSswiml) ; Patna, 1889 (with a commentary by Haris-

chandra).

Many editions of portions of the Sur-s&gar have appeared in India.

StImal Dls, KavirXj,—See Cliand Bardil.

TarsIxo’d-dI.v,

—

Qissa-e KSmrdp s Kali. Les Aventures de Kamrup, par Tahcin-uddin, pMiies en

Hindoustani
,
par M. Garcin de Tassy . . . Paris, 1835.

Lea Aventures de Kamrup, texte hindoustani romanise, d'apris l’Edition de IT. Garcin de Tassy, par

M. l’Abbe Bertrand. Paris, 1859.

Vocabttlaire hindoustani-frangais pom le Texte des Aventuree de Kamrup, par MM. Garcin de Tassy

et l’Abbe Bertrand. Paris, 1857.

Les Aventnres de Kamrup, par Tahcin-uddin; traduites del'Hindoustani, par M. Garcin de Tassy

. . Paris, printed under the auspices of the Oriental Translation Committee of Great Britain

and Ireland, 1834.

Ton, Cot. James,—See Chaud Bardal.

Toker, Liedt.-Col. (General Sir) A. C.,—See Lallfi Lai. -

Tolbobt, T. W. H„—See Arabian Nights.

TotSeIm gHXrfn,—See Arabian Nights.

Vissos, J.,—See Amman, Mir
;
Kiizim ‘AllJawan; Mnhammad Taqi, Mir; Nazir Ahmad.

WaiI Mdrammad, usually known as Nazir,— Rulllyat, or Complete Works. Lucknow, 1870; Delhi,

1877. Banjdra Kama (contains two poems, viz., Banjdra Kama, of the Stoiy of the Grain

merchant, and Achi/r chahs-ka, or Pickled Bats). Lucknow, (?) 1860. Banjdra Kama, and

Msti Kama, Lncknow, 1874. Giri-band-e Kafir (a collection of short poems, of which the prin-

cipal is the Jogs Kama). Agra, (?) 1860. Laili Majmn-e Kafir (the Romance of Laili and

Majohn in verse). Cawnpore, 1866; Delhi, 1873. Muntaihab-e Kafir (selections from his

poems). Cawnpore, 1863; Bombay, 1880.

WalIu’l-lIh, Shah, usually known a9 WalI,—Diiein-i Wall. Les Oeuvres de Wali, pttblie'es en hin-

doustani par M. Garcin de Tassy, Paris, 1834. Another edition, Lucknow, 1878. Les Oeuvres

de Wali. Traduction et Kotes, par M. Garcin de Tassy. Paris, 1836.

Ward, G. E.,—See Altaf Husain aud Nazir Ahmad.

Wia,—See Mazhar ‘Alt Khan Wila.

Williams, Mosier,

—

See Amman, Mir.

Yooa-dhiah Misra,—

S

ee Lallu Lai.

Zadq,—See Mnhammad Ibrahim.

Section- IT.—APPENDIX.

Early Translations of the Scriptures.

Scholtze, Bbsj., asd Callexbebo, J.,—The first fonr Chapters of Genesis in Hindustani. Translated by

Schultze and published by Callenberg. Halle, 1745-46. Daniel by the same, Halle, 1748.

Scholtze, Bbnj., asd Callehbrbo, J.,—Evangelium Lueae, in Linguam iadostanicam translation a tiro

plur. reverendo Benjam. Sclmltzio, evangelico in India hlissionario, edidit V. Jo. Hear. Callen-

bergius. Halae Sazonnm, 1749. The same, 1758.

Acta Apostolonim, in Linguam, etc. Halae Sa*, 1849.

Kpistolu Jacobi, in Linguam, etc. Halae Sax., 1750.

Hard Evangeliwm, in Linguam, etc. Halae Sax., 1758.

Evangelium Johannis, in Linguam, etc. Halae Sax., 1758.

Johannis Apocalypeie, in Linguam, etc. Halae, 1758.

Novum Testamentum, in Linguam, etc. Halae, 1758.

Hoxteb, Will.,—The Kew Testament of Jesus Christ, translated into the Hindoostanee Language, by iTirza

Mohummud Fitrut and other learned Katives of the College of Fort Wtlltam, revised and com-

pared with the Original Greek by Will. Hunter. Calcutta, 1805.

Seram poke Missionaries (Axon.),

—

The Kew Testament of Our Lord and Saviour Jems Christ ; trans-

lated into the Hindoostanee Language from the Original Greek. By the Missionaries of Seram-

pore. Scrampore, 1811. [This is rather Hindi.]

Lharm-ki Psthi (the whole Bale). Serampore, 181z, 1816, 1819, 5 Yols.

Sbbampobe Misbiokaries (Asos.).—The Gospels translated into Braj Bha'shS,

Serampore, 1822. The New Testament, 1827.
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HINDOSTANT.
’* It i* sheer pedantry—nay, a misconception of the laws which govern language as a living organism —to despise pithy and

apt colloquialisms, and even slang. In order to remain healthy and vigorous, a literary language must be rooted in the

soil of a copious vernacular, from which it can extract and assimilate, by a chemistry peculiar to itself, whatever nourish-

itaent it requires. It must keep in touch with life in the broadest acceptation of the word ; and life at certain levels,

. obeying a psychological law which must simply be accepted as one of the conditions of the problem, will always express

itself in dialect, provincialism, slang.’—W. Abchbe in the Pall Mall Magazine for October 1899.

As a dialect of Western Hind!, Hindostani presents itself under several forms.

These may first of all be considered under two heads, viz. Vernacular Hindostani, and
the Literary Hindostani founded thereon. Vernacular Hindostani is the language of

the Upper Gangetic Doab and of Western Rohilkhand. Literary Hindostani is the

polite speech of India generally, and may be taken as the vernacular of educated

Musalmans throughout northern India, and of all Musalmans south of the

Narbada. Being derived from, and still having its roots in, vernacular Hindostani, it

would be more logical to treat the latter first, but considerations of convenience lead us

to reverse the process. Literary Hindostani is so widely known, and of such importance,

that it must necessarily be taken as the standard dialect of Western Hindi. Its

grammar and its various standards of literary style are fixed, and present a suitable form
with which to compare the different vernaculars on which it is based, or to which it is

related. I therefore commence by describing Literary Hindostani.

The following is the approximate number of speakers of the two main divisions of

Hindostani,—the vernacular, and the literary form of speech

—

Vernacular Hindostani 5,282,733

Literary HindOstan i 11,350,436

Total . 16,633,169

Literary Hindostani Urdu, and Hindi.

The word ‘Hindostan’ is Persian by origin, and means literally ‘the country of

Name of the dialect
the Hindos or Hindus.’ By it Indian writers connote the

ame O e la e
. country between the Punjab on the west, Bengal on the

east, the Himalayas on the north, and the Vindhyas on the south. It includes the

' The name is • Hindostani ’, not ‘ Hindustani ’ as commonly written. All the early European writers spelt it correctly

with o, not «. The word rhymes in Persian and Urdu poetry with dostdn and hSstaa and the vowel of the second syllable is

consequently o, not it ; even the word now more generally pronounced Binds should correctly be Binio and is often to be
heard so pronounced in India (where the distinction between S and o, lost in ErSn, still survives) by accurate reciters of
Persian poetry. Binds represents an earlier Hindau, being the modern Persian for the ancient Bendava, i.e., a dweller in
the country of the hapta hindn (Sanskrit, mpta sindhtt) or • seven rivers ’ now called, with the omission of two (probably
the Saraswatl and Drishadwatl or Ghaggar), the * Panj-ab.' See Lyall, Sketch of the Hindustani Language, p. 1. Sir

Charles Lyall has drawn my attention to the following verae by Sa'di, BSstan (ed. Graf, Mnqaddimah 127)

c ujjT df

oA-jArJ Jhli
j

a rose to the garden and pepper to India,’ t>., he has brought coals to Newcastle.Sa'di has shamelessly brought i
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ancient Madhyadeta or Midland of Sanskrit geography, but extends far beyond it to the

The word ‘ Hindostani ’ was coined under European influence, and means the
language of Hindostan. It thus connotes much more than it literally signifies, for,

besides Hindostani, three other languages, Bihari, Eastern Hindi, and Rajasthani, are
spoken in Hindostan, a tract inhabited by about ninety millions of people, and as large
as Germany, Prance, and Spain combined. Even in the tract in which Western Hindi
is a vernacular, and of which Hindostani may be considered as the standard literary

dialect, it is only spoken as a general vernacular in a comparatively small area in the
north-western corner.

The earliest writers on India (such as Terry and Fryer) called the current language

Early names
‘ Indostan.’ In the early part of the eighteenth

century writers alluded in Latin to the Lingua Indostanica,
Hindustanis, or Hindostanica. The earliest English writers in India called the
language ‘ Moors, ’ and it appears to be Gilchrist who about 1787 first coined the wqrd
‘ Hindostani ’ or, as he spelt it, ‘ Hindoostanee.’2

Literary Hindostani, as distinct from vernacular Hindostani, is current, in various

Where spoken
foi'ms

> “ the knguage of polite society, and as a lingua

franca over the whole of India proper. It is also a language
of literature, both poetical and prose.

As most of those who possess the power of speaking it use it as a second language,

Number of speakers
'n acMition to their own vernaculars, it is impossible to

give more than an approximate number of the speakers
amongst whom it is current. It is true that, especially in the larger cities, the
Urdu form of Hindostani is the only vernacular of educated Musalmans, but no figures

are available for distinguishing these from the large number of people who are bi-
lingual. Only for the Dakhini form of Hindostani are approximately correct figures

available.

The following table shows, province by province, the best estimate which I can put
together of the number of people who speak Literary Hindostani, in some form, or
other, by preference. I exclude from it the speakers of Vernacular Hindostani who
inhabit the Upper l)oab and West Rohilkhand, and also all speakers of other dialects of
Western Hindi such as Bundeli, Kanauji, Braj, or Bangaru. The figures for Dakhini
are given as a total, the details being given later on, province by province, when we
come to consider that form of speech more particularly. The figures for Assam, Bengal,
the United Provinces, Rajputana, Central India, Ajmere-Merwara and Kashmir, are
estimates based on returns supplied for the Survey. The others are based on the Census
figures for 1891, after making the necessary adjustments.

In Bombay, I have taken the Hindostani of Gujarat and Sindh as Literary Hindo-
stani, and that of the rest of the presidency as Dakhini.

1 The eastern limit of the MadhyadeSa was what is now Allahabad,

iibli

P”?1S!0n ,n 1,73 Published a Dictionary ofthe Hindotian Language. I
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Table showing the estimated number of speakers of Literary Sindostani in the various

Provinces of India.

Berar

Gujarat .

Sindh

Burma

Central Provinces

Panjab . .

United Provinces .

32,290

1 ,828,372

4,000

101,191

18,009

119,200

83,6941

80,256

1
,329,801

3
,859,291

Mysore

Rajputana, Central India, and Ajmere-Mertrara

Kashmir ......
Add Ognres (or Dakhini

25,534

322,000

800

3
,654,172

11
,350,436

As already stated. Literary Hindostam is based on the vernacular Hindostani spoken
in the Upper Doab and in Western Rohilkliand. It grew

Origin of the dialect. 0
up as a lingua franca in the polyglot bazaar attached to the

Delhi court, and was carried everywhere in India by the lieutenants of the Mughul
Empire. Since then its seat has been secure. It has been adopted as the language which
every follower of Islam (the religion of the Emperors) speaks if he can, and its simple
grammar and enormous vocabulary have rendered it able to fill the need which has
always been felt in such a polyglot tract as India for a lingua franca. It has also

received, in at least two of its forms, considerable literary cultivation.*

It has several recognised varieties, amongst which may be mentioned Urdu, Rekhta,

Urd_
Dakhini, and Hindi. Urdu is that form of HimW.a r>i

which is written in the Persian character, and which makes
1 Host of

en hitherto
moot authors (including the present writer), which was based on Mir Amman’s preface to the ‘ Bagh o Bahlr.’ Accora-
to him UrdQ was a mongrel mixture of the languages of the various tribes who flocked to the Delhi bazaar. The explana-

o— nu—1— t—11 AL
nd the Linguistic Survey has shown the entire~ ’ ’

"Western Rohilkhand, on which a
ve been excluded.

as first put forward by Sir Charles Lyall in the year 1 880, at
of his view. Hinddstani is simply the vernacular of the Upper I

mount of literary polish has been bestowed, and from which a few rust
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a free use of Persian (including Arabic) words in its vocabulary. The name is said to
be derived from the TJrdit-e mu'alla or royal military bazaar outside the Delhi palace.
It is spoken chiefly in the towns of Western Hindostan, by Musalmans and by Hindus
who have fallen under the influence of Persian culture. Persian vocables are, it is true,

employed in every form of Hinddstani. Such have been admitted to full citizenship
even in the rustic dialects, or in the elegant Hindi of modern writers like Harisk-
chandra of Benares. To object to their use would be affected purism, just as would be
the avoidance of the use of all words of Latin derivation in English. But in what is

known as High Urdu the use of Persian words is carried to almost incredible extremes.
In writings of this class we find whole sentences in which the only Indian thing is the
•grammar, and with nothing but Persian words from beginning to end. It is curious
however, that this extreme Persianisation of Hindustani is not, as Sir Charles Lyall
rightly points out, the work of conquerors ignorant of the tongue of the people. On the
•contrary, the Urdu language took its rise in the efforts of the ever pliable Hindu to
assimilate the language of his rulers. Its authors were Kayastks and Khatris employed
in the administration and acquainted with Persian, not Persians or Persianised Turks,
who for many centuries used only their own language for literary purposes.1 To these
is due the idea of employing the Persian character for their vernacular speech, and the
••consequent preference for words to which that character is native. ‘ Persian is now no
foreign idiom in India, and though its excessive use is repugnant to good taste, it would
be a foolish purism and a political mistake to attempt (as some have attempted) to
.eliminate it from the Hindu literature of the day.’ I have made this quotation from
-Sir Charles Lyall ’s work, in order to show what an accomplished scholar has to say on
•one side of a much debated question. That the general principle which he has enun-
ciated is the correct one I think no one will dispute. Once a word has become domesti-

-cated in Hinddstani no one has any right to object to its use whatever its origin may be,

and opinions will only differ as to what words have received the right of citizenship and
what have not. This, after all, is a question of style, and in Hinddstani, as in English,
-there are styles and styles. For myself, I far prefer the Hinddstani from which words
whose citizenship is in any way doubtful are excluded, but that, I freely admit, is a
matter of taste.

Bekbta {i.e. ‘scattered’ or ‘ crumbled ’) is the form which Urdu takes when used

REkhta
for poetry. The name is derived from the manner in which
Persian words are * scattered ’ through it. When poems are

written in the special dialect used by women, which has a vocabulary of its own, it is

known as Rekhti.2

Dakkini3 is the form of Hinddstani used by Musalmans in the Deccan. Like Urdu

Dakhini
^ written in the Persian character, but is much more free

from Persianisation. It uses grammatical forms (such as

1 English is being introduced into Bengali in the same way by English-knowing Babus. When these gentlemen talk
amongst themselves in Bengali, sometimes every second word is English. Once in Honghyr I overheard one Babu say to
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mere-ko for mujh-ko) which are common in rustic parts of Northern India, but which are

not found in the literary dialect, and in the Southern Deccan it does not use the agent

case with ne before transitive verbs in the past tense, which is a characteristic feature of

all the dialects of Western Hindostan.

The word ‘ Hindi ’ is used in several different meanings. It is a Persian, not an

Indian word, and properly signifies a native of India, as
HindI

' distinguished from a ‘Hindu’ or non-Musalman Indian.

Thus Amir Khusrau says, ‘ whatever live Hindu fell into the King’s hands was pounded

to death under the feet of elephants. The Musalmans who were Hindis had their lives

spared.’ In this sense (and in this way it is still used by natives) Bengali and Marathi

are as much Hindi as the language of the Doab. On the other hand, Europeans use the

word in two mutually contradictory senses, viz. sometimes to indicate the Sanskritised,

or at least the non-Persianised, form of Hindostani, which is employed as a literary form

of speech by Hindus, and which is usually written in the Nagari character : and

sometimes, loosely, to indicate all the rural dialects spoken between Bengal proper and

the Panjab. In the present pages, I use it only in the former sense. This Hindi, there-

fore, or, as it is sometimes called, ‘ High Hindi ’, is the prose literary language of those

Hindus of Upper India who do not employ Urdu. It is of modem origin, having been

introduced under English influence at the commencement of the last century. Up till

then, when a Hindu wrote prose and did not use Urdu, he wrote in his own local dialect,

Awadhi, Bundeli, Braj Bhakha, or what not. Lallu Lai, under the inspiration of Dr.

Gilchrist, changed all this by writing the well-known Prem Sagar, a work which was, so

far as the prose portions went, practically written in .Urdu, with Indo-Aryan words

substituted wherever a writer in that form of speech would use Persian ones. It was

thus an automatic reversion to the actual vernacular of the Upper Doab. The course of

this novel experiment was successful from the start. The subject of the first book

written in it attracted the attention of all good Hindus, and the author’s style,* musical

and rhythmical as the Arabic. saj‘, pleased their ears. Then, the language fulfilled a want.

It gave a lingua franca to the Hindus. It enabled men of widely different provinces to

converse with each other without having recourse to the (to them) unclean words of the

Musalmans. It was easily intelligible everywhere, for its grammar was that of the lan-

guage which every Hindu had to use in his business relations with Government officials,

and its vocabulary was the common property of all the Sanskritic languages of Northern

India. Moreover, very little prose, excepting commentaries and the like, had been

written in any modern Indian vernacular before. Literature had almost entirely con-

fined itself to verse. Hence the language of the Pr6m Sagar became, naturally enough,

the standard of Hindu prose all over Hindostan, from Bengal to the Panjab, and has held

its place as such to the present day. Now-a-days no Hindu of Upper India dreams of

writing in any language but Hindi or Urdu when he is writing prose ; but when he takes

to verse, he at once adopts one of the old national dialects, such as the Awadhi of Tulsi Das

or the Braj Bhakha of the blind bard of Agra. Only of very late years have attempts

been made to write poems in Hindi, with, in the opinion of the present writer, but

moderate success. Since Lallu Lai’s time Hindi has developed for itself certain rules of

style which differentiate it from Urdu, the principal ones relating to the order of

words, which is much less free than in that form of Hindostani. It has also, of late
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years, fallen under the fatal spell of Sanskrit, and is showing signs of becoming in the

hands of Pandits and under the encouragement of some European writers who have

learned Hindi through Sanskrit, as debased as literary Bengali, without the same excuse.

Hindi has so copious a vocabulary of its own, a vocabulary rooted in the very beings of

the sturdy peasantry upon whose language it is based, that nine-tenths of the Sanskrit

words which one meets in most modem Hindi books are useless and unintelligible excres-

cences. The employment of Sanskrit words is supposed to add dignity to the style. One

might as well say that a graceful girl of eighteen gained in dignity by masquerading in

the furbelows of her great-grandmother. Some enlightened native scholars are struggling

hard, without displaying an affected purism, against this too easily acquired infection,

and we may hope that their efforts will meet with the encouragement which they

deserve.

We may now define the three main varieties of Hindustani as follows :—Hindostani

Definition of •Hindostsni'
is primarily the language of the Upper Gangetic Doab, and

'Urds' and Hindi.- ’

is also the lingua franca of India, capable of being written

in both Persian and Deva-nSgari characters, and without purism, avoiding alike the

excessive use of either Persian or Sanskrit words when employed for literature. The

name * Urdu ’ can then be confined to that special variety of Hindostani in which Persian

words are of frequent occurrence, and which hence can only be written in the Persian

character, and, similarly, * Hindi ’ can be confined to the form of Hindostani in which

Sanskrit words abound, and which hence can only be written in the Deva-nagari

character. These are the definitions which were proposed by the late Mr. Growse, and

they have the advantage of being intelligible, while at the same time they do not overlap.

Hitherto, all the three words have been very loosely employed. Pinally, I use ‘ Eastern

Hindi ’ to connote the group of intermediate dialects of which Awadhi is the chief, and
•• Western Hindi ’ to connote the group of dialects of which Braj Bhakha and Hindo-

stani (in its different phases) are the best known.

As a literary language, the earliest specimens of Hindostani are in- Urdu, or rather

Rekfita, for they were poetical works. Its cultivation began

in the Deccan at the end of the 16th century, and it received

a definite standard of form a hundred years later, principally at the hand of Wall of

Aurangabad, commonly called ‘the Father of Rekbta.’ The example of Wall was

quickly followed at Delhi, where a school of poets took its rise, of which the most brilliant

members were Sauda (d. 1780, the author of the famous satires) and Mir Taqi (d. 1810)

.

Another school (almost equally celebrated) arose in Lucknow during the troubled

time at Delhi in the middle of the 18th century. The great difference between the

poetry of Urdu and that written in the various dialects of Eastern or Western Hindi lies

in the system of prosody. In the former the prosody is that of the Persian language,

while in the latter it is the altogether opposed indigenous system of India. Moreover,

the former is entirely based on Persian models of composition, which are quite different

from the older works from which the native literature took its origin. Urdu prose came

into existence, as a literary medium, at the beginning of the last century in Calcutta.

Like Hindi prose it was due to English influence, and to the need of text-books in both

forms of Hindostani for the College of Fort William. The Bagh o Bahar of Mir Amman
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and the Khirad Afroz of Hafizu’d-din Ahmad arc familiar examples of the earlier of
these works in Urdu, as the already mentioned Prem Sagar written by Lallu Lai is an
example of those in Hindi. Since then both Urdu and Hindi prose have had a prosper-

ous course, and it is unnecessary to dwell upon the copious literature which has poured
from the press during the past century. The late Sir Sayyid Ahmad Bahadur is probably
the most eminent among deceased writers of Urda prose, while in Hindi the late Harish-
chandra of Benares, by universal consent, holds the first place. Hindi, of course, has no-
poetical literature. Urdu poetry continues to flourish.

Urdu and Hindi, as representing, each, one of the two great religious systems of

Headquarters Of Urdu and
India, have their headquarters wide apart. Two rival cities

Hind1, claim to be the true headquarters of Urdu, viz. Delhi an<T
Lucknow. The styles of the writers of these two cities, and of their respective followers,

show considerable points of difference. Putting a few matters of idiom, such as the use
of the Infinitive as a Gerundive, or of certain verbs as transitive or intransitive, to one
side, the main point of difference is that Lucknow Urdu is much more Persianised than
the Urdu of Delhi. Lucknow writers delight in concocting sentences which, except for •

an auxiliary verb at the end, are throughout Persian in construction and vocabulary.
Delhi Urdu, on the other hand, is more genuinely Indian. Writers are not afraid to
employ a word because it is of home growth. This avoidance of pedantry had been
strongly advocated by the new school of Delhi writers which has come to the front in the-
last twenty years of the nineteenth century, and of whom, Nazir Ahmad, the author of
several excellent novels, is the most illustrious example. The Urdu of his earlier works
is remarkably clear and simple, and his writings exhibit both sturdy common-sense and
a fine appreciation of humour. Other authors of this school who may be mentioned are
Ijlali, Muhammad Husain Azad (said by some to compose the purest Urdu prose that
ever was written), Ratan Nath Sarshar, and ’Abdu’l-Halim Sharar. All these writers,
whether in prose or verse, are apostles of naturalness as opposed to the artificial thought
and diction of the Lucknow school.

Hindi, also, has two schools of writers—that of Agra, and that of Benares. The
Hindi prose of Benares is as artificial as literary Bengali It stands as a literary
parallel to Lucknow Urdu, in avoiding the use of simple language as much as possible
and in confining its vocabulary almost entirely to words borrowed directly from Sanskrit.
Native Indian words are eschewed as strictly as those of Persian origin. The school of
Agra, on the other hand, is not only much more free from Sanskritisms, but admits with
comparative liberality foreign words which have achieved citizenship in the general
vocabulary of India.

In connexion with this, it may here again be mentioned that Literary Hindostanv

Various standards of Literary
is not only founded on a vernacular dialect of Western

HmdostanT. Hindi, but is still in living connexion with it. Different
writers have not hesitated to employ in their works idioms borrowed from their own
vernaculars, and many of these have won their way into what is the standard form of
speech. Hence the literary HindostanI of the time of Gilchrist is very different from,
that employed at the present day. Idioms have fallen into disuse, and new idioms have
been introduced, so that works like the Totd Kahdni or the Bdg& o Bahar are very,-
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unsafe guides as to what is elegant modern Urdu. Many European writers have fought
against this change, and have not hesitated to condemn new idioms as * ungrammatical

'

or as solecisms. They forget that the works which they consider to be classics were really
first attempts at writing Hindustani prose, and that a hundred years of practice, with
an inexhaustible well of racy native idiom at hand from which to draw at will, has
greatly improved a form of speech originally possessed of great capabilities. Mr. Platts

was, I believe, the first to attack this too conservative method of teaching a language,
not as it is, but as the teacher thinks it ought to be. He rightly insisted that grammars
written by Europeans, however scholarly, cannot be considered as the ultimate court of
appeal. The jus et norma toqnendi of the best writers of the time is the only criterion.

The language cannot be made to fit the grammars, but the grammars must be made
to fit the language. 1 It is a false purism which condemns the use of an apt expression
because, although bom of the soil, it has not been used by former writers.2

The particular alphabet in which Hindustani is written is usually a matter of re-

written character.
li»ion ' Musalm&ns commonly employ the Persian alphabet
with a few additional signs, and .most Hindus the Deva-

nagari or the Kaithi. Simple Hindostani which is neither highly Persianised nor
highly Sanskritised can be, and often is, written in both alphabets. It is quite common
to find a book which appeals to a large circle of readers issued in two editions, one in the
Persian character for Musalmans, and one in the Deva-nagari character for Hindus.
In this respect it should be noted that many educated Hindus, and especially Kayastlis,

are equally familiar with both alphabets.

When Hindostani is highly Persianised, and takes the form of Urdu, the words aro
often so foreign in sound that they cannot be conveniently represented in the Deva-
nagari character. Hence Urdu is always written in the Persian character. Similarly

highly Sanskritised Hindi does not lend itself to the Persian character and always
appears in Deva-nagari. Amongst fanatics who ought to know better, hut do not wish

to do so, this question of characters has unfortunately become a sort of religious shib-

boleth. Tine Hindostani can be written with ease in either character, and Musalmans
find it easiest to read it in the Persian and most Hindus in the Deva-nagari. But, owing
to the fact that the extreme varieties of Hindostani on each side can only each be written

in one character, these fanatics have confused alphabet with language. They say,

because a thing is written in Deva-nSgari therefore it is Hindi, the language of Hindus,
and beeaxise a thing is written in the Persian character therefore it is Urdu, the lan-

guage of Musalmans. Nothing could be further from the truth. The written character

does not make a language. If it did, when we write Hindostani in English characters,

we should have to say it was the English language, and not Hindostani
; but not even

1 As examples of this borrowing from the vernacular dialects, I may cite the use of un-nS, instead of us-nS9 to mean ‘ by
him.’ Several grammarians have exercised their ingenuity over it, ana some have condemned it as wrong. It is simply the
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our fanatics would go so far as that, although that is where their arguments would
logically lead them. It is necessary to mention this because the policy regarding the

alphabets which are officially recognised by some of the Indian Governments has been
much misrepresented. When orders were issued enjoining or permitting in certain cases

the use of the Deva-nagari character for official documents, a cry was raised, which misled

many well-meaning Muhammadans, that the Hindi language was being introduced into

our courts. Government was quite aware that Sanskritised Hindi was just as unintelli-

gible to the masses as Persianised TJrdu, and took no steps towards introducing either.

All that it directed was that, without changing the language, official documents should

be written in characters which would be most decipherable to those who had to read

them.1

It is unnecessary to describe the Deva-nagari and Kaithi alphabets. A full account
of them will be found on pp. 7 and ff. of Vol. V, Pt. II of this Survey. Nor is it

required to describe the Persian Alphabet. The student will find all that he needs on this

point in any Hindostani grammar. Suffice it to say that the signs employed for sounds

peculiar to Indian languages, and not found in Persian, are c£i» /,^ fh, £a, dh,

jj r and A
j fh. Instead of the four dots written over each of these letters we often

find a small toe. Thus
f & } 5 f .

Hindostani is so well-known a language that it would be waste of space to give more
Hindustani Grammar.

than the merest sketch of its grammar. I shall, however
deal at some length with what are known to Indian gramI

marians as the praydgas, or « constructions ’ of a verb with its subject and its object.
Hindostani, like every Aryan language of India, is derived from an ancient Indian

Thn Pravoras and their nriffin
di®le0t UnUke the °W Sanskrit which WC meet in the
Vedic hymns. This ancient dialect became changed in the

course of centuries, and we have specimens of it in various stages from about 250 B 0
down to, say, 1000 A.D. The modern vernaculars may be said to have become estab-
lished on their present basis at about the latter date.

We may take Sanskrit grammar as illustrating in its main features the grammar of
the ancient Indian dialect from which Hindostani is sprung. When we examine this
grammar we find that the verb is supplied with a very complete and somewhat compli-
cated array of tenses. The present and one form of the future tense were fairly simple
They have survived, in an abraded form, down to the present day, although the represen
tative of the future is now-a-days excluded from literary Hindostani. With the past
tenses it was different. Besides an Imperfect the ancient Indian dialect had three
tenses which expressed past time, a perfect, and two aorists. It had also a past pai-ti-

' The average native mates a business o£ deciphering any written document. He has first tn «... . „ „
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ciple, which was always intransitive, that is to say, in the case of transitive verbs, it

took a passive meaning. Thus, the past participle of the intransitive verb ‘ to go ’ was

‘ gone,’ but that of the transitive verb ‘ kill,’ was not ‘ having killed,’ hut was, passively,

‘ killed.’ In the old Indian dialect, as in Sanskrit, this past participle was often used as

a past tense, without employing any auxiliary verb. When its speakers wished to say

‘ he went,’ they often said ‘ he gone,’ and when they wished to say ‘ I killed him,’ they

often said ‘ he killed by me,’ in which it will be seen that the participle still retains its

passive sense. But there is another way of using the past participle of a neuter verb,—
i.e., impersonally. When a speaker of the old Indian dialect wished to say ‘ he went,’

he as often as not (instead of saying * he gone ’) said • it (is) gone by him.’ 1

Now the true past tenses of the ancient Indian dialect had a very complicated con-

jugation. There were two ways of forming the perfect, and regarding the more com-

monly used form, even Sanskrit grammarians were not agreed as to its rules. The two

aorists were still more difficult to conjugate correctly. The formation of the past parti-

ciple is on the other hand simple enough. As the language developed from the ancient

Indian dialect it, according to a well-known law, proceeded along the line of least resist-

ance, and gradually abandoned the whole complicated array of past tenses and adhered

solely to the employment of the past participle to express the idea connoted by a past

tense. In doing so it retained all the methods of employing the past participle which

existed in the old Indian vernacular, and also extended them by adding one of its own.

When Hindostani, therefore, wishes to express the idea of • he went,’ it says either,—

1. (Actively), ‘he gone,’ woh chald (Sanskrit, sa chalitah)

2. (Impersonally) ‘ by him it (is) gone,’ ns-ne chald’

(Sanskrit, tern chalitam)

Similarly, if it wishes to express the idea of ‘ I killed him,’ it says either,

—

3. (Passively), ‘by me he (>vas) killed,’ mai-ne woh mdrd

3

(Sanskrit, mayd sa mdritah)

or

4. (Impersonally) ‘ by me with reference to him it was killed (or killing was

done),’ mai-ne ns-Tcd mdrd. (The Sanskrit would be mayd tasya-krite

mdritam, but the impersonal construction with transitive verbs was not

employed in Sanskrit).

The fourth is apparently a development of the modern vernacular, based on the

analogy of the second—at least there is no evidence that it existed in the ancient Indian

vernacular from which Hindostani is descended.

We thus see that there are three methods of employment of the past participle to

express the past tense. Of these, one, the active one, is confined in Hindostani to in-

transitive verbs, one, the passive one, is confined to transitive verbs, and one, the imper-

sonal one, is employed with both intransitive and transitive verbs, although literary

Hindostani prohibits its employment with the former.

* It will be remembered that intransitive verbs in Latin can also be similarly employed in two ways. For ‘ I play/ we
may say either, actively, ludo, I play, or, impersonally, Inditur a me, it is played by me.

* This second impersonal form of a neater verb is excluded from literary Hindostani, but it occurs iu vernacular dialects.

* I do not pretend that this particular sentence is idiomatic Hindostani, but it illustrates what I want to say, and the

construction would, in certain circumstances, be correct.
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These three constructions (or praydgas) are named as follows by Indian gramma-

(1) The active construction is called the Kartari praydga.

(2) The passive „ „ „ Karmani „

(3) The impersonal „ „ „ Shave „

One word more. The past participle is an adjective, and is therefore liable to change
for gender.

In the Active construction it naturally agrees with the subject. If a man is gone,

we say mard chald, but if a woman is gone, we say ‘aurat cliall.

In the Passive construction the participle must agree in gender with what would be,

in English, the object. For instance, the phrase * the woman struck a horse ’ must be
expressed passively by ‘ by the woman a horse (was) struck,’ in which it is evident that

the participle ‘ struck ’ must agree with ‘ horse,’ and not with * the woman,’— thus
‘aurat-ne ghord mdrd. But, ‘the woman struck a mare’ would be ‘aurat-ne ghorl mart,
in which mart, struck, is put in the feminine to agree with ‘mare.’

In the impersonal construction, the participle should, properly speaking, be in the
neuter, but that distinction of gender no longer exists in literary Hindustani, the mascu-
line being at the present day always substituted for it. Hence the participle is always
in the masculine. Thus ‘the woman struck the horse ’ is ‘ by the woman with reference
to the horse it was struck (or striking was done),’ •aurat-ne ghore-ko mdrd

;

and ‘ the
woman struck the mare ’ is * by the woman with reference to the mare striking was
done,’ ‘aurat-ne ghori-kd mdrd.

It is of great importance that this system of construction should be thoroughly mas-
tered. Otherwise it will not be easy to understand the interlinear translations of the
specimens which follow, in which all three constructions are literally translated when-
ever they occur.

There is no difference of importance between the declensions and conjugations used

Urdu and Hindi Grammar Urdu and Hindi, respectively. Urdu often borrows
compared. Persian constructions, such as the izdfat, but these are

borrowings and nothing more. Besides the difference of vocabulary, there is, however,
an important point of difference in the idiom of the two forms of Hindostani. This con-
sists in the order of words. In Hindi prose, which follows the almost universal rule of
all Indo-Aryan dialects, the order of words is fixed, and can only be altered for the sake
of emphasis. Except when the order is deliberately changed to lay stress on any parti-

cular word, it is invariably,—first, the introductory words of the sentence, such as con-
junctions and the like ; next, the subject

; next, the indirect object with its appurten-
ances ; then, the direct object with its appurtenances ; and, last of all, the verb. Adjec-
tives and genitives precede the words they qualify. For instance, the sentence which
in English would run,—‘ I give John’s good book to you ’ would run in Hindi prose,—‘ I
you-to John’s good book give.’ In Urdu, on the contrary, the influence of Persian and
of Semitic languages has greatly relaxed this rule. The Persian rule of order, or even
the Semitic one (in which the verb precedes the subject), is often followed, and, especi-
ally, the verb is frequently moved from the end to the middle of the sentence. So im-
portant is this point of the order of words in a sentence that Hindi scholars make it a
tost as to whether the language of a book is Hindi or Urdu, and in one notable case-the
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Kuhani thelh Hindi- me, a work written by Insha (see p. 35) in the last century—a book

which does not contain a single Persian word from cover to cover is classed as Urdu
because the writer ordered his sentences in the Persian fashion. He was a Musalman,

and could not release himself from the habit of using idioms which had been taught him

by Maulavis in his school-days.

Hindustani Vocabulary. The Vocabulary of Hindostani falls under four heads, viz.
:

—

(1) pure Hindostani words;

(2) words borrowed from Sanskrit

;

(3) words borrowed from Persian (including Arabic) ; and

(4) words borrowed from other sources.

The last group may be dismissed without notice, such words exist in every language.

As regards the Persian (and Arabic) borrowings, they do not come from the old

Eranian language of pre-Musalman times (though that has
Perso-Arabic element.

a]so contributed a small quota), but from the Arabicised

Persian of the Mughul conquerors. Thus, through Persian, the Indo-Aryan vernaculars

have also received an important contribution of Arabic, and even some fewTurki, words.

The influence of the Musalman religion has opened another door for the entry of Arabic,

and a few words have also been imported on the west coast from Arab traders. In the

main, however, the Arabic element in all the Indian vernaculars, whether Aryan or not,

came in with Persian, and as a part of that language. The pronunciation of the Persian

words so imported is that of the Mughul times, anid not the effeminate articulation of the

land of the Lion and the Sun at the present day. The extent to which Persian has been

assimilated varies greatly according to locality and to the religion of the speakers.

Everywhere there are some few Persian words which have achieved full citizenship and

are used by the most ignorant rustic, and we find every variation between this and the

Urdu of a highly educated Muhammadan writer of Lucknow, who uses scarcely a single

Indo-Aryan word except the verb at the end of his sentence. In all circumstances,

however, it is the vocabulary and but rarely the syntax which is affected. Only in the

Urdu of the Musalmans do we find the Persian order of words in a sentence. There has

been no other introduction of Persian construction, nor are the Arabic words inflected

(except by purists) according to their own rules, but they have to conform to the

grammatical system of their host.

The words borrowed from Sanskrit take two forms, according to whether they

Sanskrit element. are lifted straight out of the Sanskrit dictionary, spelling

Tataamas. and all, or whether they are more or less mispronounced,

and spelt according to the mispronunciation. Words of both classes are named Tat-

samas or ‘the same as “that” (i.e., Sanskrit),’ and European scholars have named the

corrupted Tatsamas of the second class semi-Tatsamas. This borrowing has been going

on for centuries, but has been carried to excess during the last hundred years.

The pure Hindostani words form the backbone of the language. They are derived

from the ancient Indian dialect which I have already

mentioned as akin to classical Sanskrit. This ancient

language passed through various stages and ultimately became Hindostani, just as Latin

passed through various stages and became Italian, French, etc. After the ancient Indian

dialect had lost its pristine form, and before it finally became Hindostani, it passed
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through what is known as the Prakrit stage. If we borrow the terms of blood relation-

ship, we may say that the ancient Indian dialect and classical Sanskrit were brothers

;

that Prakrit was the son of the ancient Indian dialect, and the nephew of Sanskrit

;

and that Hindostani is the grandson of the ancient Indian dialect, and the grand-

nephew of Sanskrit. Words borrowed by Hindostani direct from Sanskrit are therefore

grand-uncles of the genuine Hindostani words, descended through Prakrit from the

ancient Indian dialect, although we often meet them side by side in the same sentence.

Nay, we sometimes find a grand-uncle and his own grand-nephew on the same page.

1

These genuine Hindostani words are called, by native scholars, tadbhams or ‘ Having
“ that ” (i.e., Sanskrit, or, rather, its brother the ancient Indian dialect) for their origin.’

We thus find that the Indian element of the vocabulary of Hindostani is made up of

tadbhavas with a mixture, varying in amount, of tatsamas.

To take examples, the modern vernacular word djnd, a command, is a Tatsama

loan-word borrowed direct from classical Sanskrit. Its semi-Tatsama form, which we
meet in some languages, is dgyd, and one of its Tadbhava forms is the Hindi an, derived

immediately from the Prakrit ana. So also, raja, a king, is a Tatsama, but ray or rao is

a Tadbhava. Of course complete triplets or pairs of every word are not in use. Fre-

quently only a Tatsama or a Tadbhava occurs by itself. Sometimes we even find the

Tatsama and the Tadbhava forms of a word both in use, but each with a different mean-
ing. Thus, there is a classical Sanskrit word vamda, which means both ‘ family ’ and
‘bamboo,’ and connected with it we find in Hindi the semi-Tatsama bans, meaning
* family,’ and the Tadhhava 60s, meaning * a bamboo.’*

We thus see that for many hundred years classical Sanskrit has been exercising,

and is still exercising, a potent influence on the vocabularies of Hindostani. It is only

upon the vocabulary that its influence has beeu directly felt. The grammar shows little

(if any) traces of it.. This has continued steadily in the course of its development since

the earliest times. The influence of Sanskrit may have retarded this development, and
probably did so in some cases, but it never stopped it, and not one single 8anskrit

grammatical form has been added to the living grammar of Hindostani in the way that

Sanskrit words have been added to its vocabulary. Nay, more, all these borrowed Tat-

samas are treated by Hindostani exactly as other borrowed foreign words are treated,

and very rarely change tbeir forms in the processes of grammatical accidence. For

instance, ghord, a horse, has an oblique form ghdre, because it is a Tadbhava, but raja,

a king, never changes in the oblique cases, because, and only because, it is a Tatsama.

Now in all the modern Indo-Aryan vernaculars the verb must change its form in the

processes of conjugation, while nouns are not necessarily changed in the course of

declension. Hence Tatsamas are as a rule never treated as verbs. If it is found neces-

sary to do so, it must be done with the help of another Tadbhava verb. For instance,

the word darkm, seeing, is a Tatsama, and if we wish to use it in the phrase ‘ he sees,’

1 In Bengali, in which the state of affairs is exactly similar, I have seen in the narrative port of a novel the tatsama

word dlpa-ialaka, and in the very next line, in which one of the characters uses colloquial language, the corresponding tad-

bhava, diyd-salii, a match.

2 Tatsamas and Tadbhavas occur also in European languages. Thus, * lapsus ' in ‘ lapsus calami * is a Tatsama, and

* lapse ’ is a semi-Tatsama, both meaning * a falling,’ while * lap ’ is the Tadbhava form of the word, with the different

meaning of * the hanging part of a garment.’ Similarly ‘ fragile ’ and * redemption ’ are semi-Tatsamas, while * frail ' and

‘ransom ’ are the corresponding Tadbhavas.
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we cannot say dariane, but must employ the periphrasis darsan kare, he does seeing.

On the other hand, in all the modern vernaculars nouns need not be declined syntheti-

cally. Borrowed nouns can always be declined analytically. Hence Tatsama nouns
(which are necessarily declined analytically) are common, and, in the high literary styles

of all the vernaculars, very common. Thus, although there are sporadic exceptions to

the broad rule, it may be laid down as a universal law that Indo-Aryan vernacular

nouns may be either Tatsamas (including semi-Tatsamas) or Tadbhavas, but that Indo-

Aryan vernacular verbs must be Tadbhavas.

During the last century, the introduction of printing and the spread of education

Evil results of excessive employ- has, ln the case of some modern Indo-Aryan languages,
ment of Tatsamas. introduced a fashion of using Tatsamas in comparison with

which the wildest Johnsonese may almost be considered to be a specimen of pure Saxon

English. It has been proved, for instance, by actual counting that in a modern

Bengali work 88 per cent, of the words used were pure Sanskrit, every one of which was

unnecessary and could have been represented by a vocable of true home growth. In

such cases the result has been most lamentable. The vernacular has been split into two

sections—the tongue which is understanded of the people, and the literary dialect, known

only through the press, and not intelligible to those who do not know Sanskrit.1 Litera-

ture has thus been divorced from the great mass of the population, and to the literary

classes this is a matter of small moment, for ‘this people, who knoweth not the law, are

Although Bengali displays the greatest weakness in this respect, and has lost all

power of ever developing a vigorous literature, racy of the soil, until some great genius

rises and sweeps away the enchantment under which it labours, other Indian verna-

culars, especially Hindi, show signs of falling under the same malignant spell. The

centre of Hindi literature is naturally Benares, and Benares is in the hands of the

Sanskritists. There is no necessity, as may have existed in the case of Bengali, for

Hindi to have recourse to the classical tongue. In themselves, without any extraneous

help whatever, the dialects from which it is sprung are, and for five hundred years have

been, capable of expressing with crystal clearness any idea which the mind of man can

conceive. It has an enormous native vocabulary, and a complete apparatus for the

expression of abstract terms. Its old literature contains some of the highest flights of

poetry and some of the most eloquent expressions of religious devotion which have found

their birth in Asia. ' Treatises on philosophy and on rhetoric are found in it, in which

the subject is handled with all the subtilty of the great Sanskrit writers, and this with

hardly the use of a Sanskrit word. Yet in spite of Hindi possessing such a vocabulary

and a power of expression scarcely inferior to that of English, it has become the fashion

of late years to write books, not to be read by the millions of Upper India, but to display

the author’s learning to a comparatively small circle of Sanskrit-knowing scholars.

Unfortunately, the most powerful English influence has during this period been on the

side of the Sanskritists. This Sanskritised Hindi has been largely used by missionaries,

and the translations of the Bible have been made into it. The few native writers who

1 The newly appointed minister to a Scotch parish had made a round of visits to his poople. “ He's a rale line edicated

man, the new meenister," said an enthusiastic wife. “ Ay, he's a’ that," retained the husband. “ Vo dinna ken the meaning

o' the hanf o' the words he uses.”

—

St. Jamet's Gazette.
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have stood up for the use of Hindi undefiled have had small success in the face of sc

potent an example of misguided efforts. Arguments may he brought forward in

favour of using classical Sanskrit words for expressing technical terms in science and

art, and I am willing to admit their truth. I am not one of those who (to quote a well-

known example) prefer ‘ the unthroughforcesomeness of stuff ’ to ‘ the impenetrability

of matter,’ but there the borrowing from the parent language should stop. There is

still time to save Hindi from the fate of Bengali, if only a lead is taken by writers of

acknowledged repute, and much can be done in this direction by the use of a wise

discretion on the part of the educational authorities of the provinces immediately

concerned.

Very similar remarks apply, mutatis mutandis, to that form of Urdu which is over-

Evil results of excessive
loaded with Persian words. The Hindostani of Musalmans

Persianization. will always differ in its vocabulary from that of Hindus, but

this is no reason for overloading a naturally facile and elegant form of speech with

hundreds of exotic expressions which are unintelligible to nine-tenths of the author’s

co-religionists. Urdu can be simple and Urdu can be pedantic. The simple belongs to

India, the pedantic is an imitation of the language of a foreign country. There should

be no hesitation in the choice made by a patriotic Indian Musalman.

After the foregoing general remarks it will suffice to give the annexed brief

summary of the main heads of Hindostani grammar. It
an ,n spa mg. wip pe remarked that in Urdu the so-called imperfect 0

,

which has been carefully recorded in all the vernacular specimens in the Deva-nagari

character, is omitted. This is the usual method of writing Urdu. For instance, the

word meaning * to see ’ would be dekh’na in Hindi, but dekhnd in Urdu.

This principle is followed in all the specimens of literary Hindostani. The imperfect

letter is also omitted in the skeleton grammar.
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hindostAni skeleton grammar.



DAKHINI hindost&nt or musalmAnT.

Name of dialect.

The Musalman armies imposed their language on their co-religionists in the Deccan

from the first. At the present day, whether the language of

the country is Marathi, Tamil, Telugu, or some other Dravi-

dian form of speech, the Musalmans of southern India all employ that form of

Hinddstani, commonly known as Dakhini, the language of the Deccan, or as Musalmani,

the language of Musalmans. It was in the Deccan that

Hindostani, under the form of Urdu, first received cultiva-

tion, and it was at the hands of Wall of Aurangabad (cir. 1700), the ‘ Father of Ttekhta,’

that a standard of literary form was given to it. Wall’s example was followed at

Delhi, and from thence the poetical literature of Urdu spread over northern India.

One result of its Deccan origin is that, even at the present day, we find, in Urdu
poetry written in the north, idioms peculiar to Dakhini that do not appear in

standard prose.

It is commonly said that Dakhini is a corrupt Hinddstani. Historically speaking

it would almost be truer to say that literary Hinddstani
Relation to literary Hindostani. .

is a corrupt Dakhini, for we have seen that Hindostani

literature took its origin in the Deccan. Without, however, going so far as that, it

is not correct to look upon Dakhini as a corrupt form of speech. The Musalman armies

carried vernacular Hinddstani to the south before it had been standardised, and it

then contained many idioms which are now excluded from literary prose. Some
of these have survived in the Deccan. Such are, for instance, the employment of

the oblique genitive as a base for declension in phrases like mere-ku,, to me, where the

standard would have nmjh-kd. Again, the oblique plural in a survives to the present

day in the Vernacular Hinddstani and in Dakhini, but is excluded from Urdu prose.

So also the nasalization of the infinitive, as in tndrna, to strike, is only a survival of

the old neuter gender, which has disappeared in the modern literary languages, but

is still common in the dialects. Other similar examples will be noted as they occur

in the following pages.

Only in one respect can Dakhini be called a corrupt language. In Madras and
the south of the Bombay Presidency, no doubt under the influence of the surrounding

Dravidian languages, the passive construction of the past tense of transitive verbs has

been abandoned. Transitive and intransitive verbs are now treated in exactly the

same way, and though the subject is occasionally put into the agent case with ne,

the ne is altogether neglected as a factor in the idiom, and the verb agrees in number
and gender with the subject (although in the agent case), and not with the object.

In Central Bombay, on the other hand, the presence of Marathi has prevented the

proper employment of the agent case from disappearing.

We may roughly take the Satpura Hills, south of the Narbada valley, as the

boundary between Dakhini Hinddstani, as a recognised
Locality where spoken.

literary form of speech, and the standard Hindostani of

Delhi and Lucknow. Taking the figures of the Census of 1891 as our basis, we may
consider the following to be the approximate number of those who speak it.
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Table showing the approximate number of speakers of Dakhini Smdbstam.
274,102

Sholapnr

Satara

Belgaum

Nagpur
Wardha
Chanda

Nizam’s Domh

Coorg

94,431

24,821

5,932

25,867

18,627

117,844

47,977

48,847

56.669

40,781

76,950

101,216

79,999

41,616

14,836

10,939

11,685

6.919

3,654,172

The Authorities which deal with Dakhini are included in the General Bibliography

Authorities, Grammar.
of Western Hindi - 1 here give a brief account of the main
points in which the dialect differs from standard Hindostani.

DECLENSION.
Nouns—The oblique form singular is formed as in standard Urdu. The nomina-

tive and oblique plural are often formed differently. The common rule is that the no-
minative plural usually ends in e or S, and the oblique plural in S or you. Sometimes B
is used for the nominative plural, and a for the oblique plural.

The following are examples :

—

No”’ Si,‘K- ou. Stag. Norn. Plur. Obi. Plur.

V,"
p w ™aU watt

ande^ta, thought ante.he anteshe anteshyaS
share ghare ghJSrd

huuaS kaum kameyaa
baniye baniyi baniyS

CB ashns SshniS
_ sshnsS

isnays idndyS

ghord, u

* Many of tbese speak the standard form of Hindostani, bnt it it impossible to separate them on



The usual postpositions are :

—

Agent . . . . . . ne,ni.

Dative-Accusative . . . . leu, id, ko, ke-tai, leatai, kane, to or for.

Ablative su, si, so, si, se, si, salt, from, by.

Genitive . . . . led, (he, ki) (as in the Standard).

Locative ...... me, m3, in ; pd, pa, par, on.

Pronouns.—The following are the first two personal pronouns:

—

First Person. Second Person.

Sing. Nom. mat tu, ti, tai.

Glen. merd (-re,-ri), mujh, muj terd (-re,-ri), tujk, tuj.

Acc. Dat. mujhe, muje, munje, mujk-ku,

mere-kane, etc.

tujhe, tuje, lujh-ku, tere-kane, etc.

Obi. mujh, muj, mere tujk, tuj, tere.

Plur. Nom. ham, hame,'hami, hamdrd turn, tumi, tume, tumhe, tumhi.

Gen. hamdrd (-re, -re), kamard (-re, -r»),

human.

tumdrd (-re, -ri), tumard (-re, -ri),

tuman, turn.

Acc. Dat. hame, hamnd, ham-ku, haman-ku,

hami-ku, hamdre-leane, etc.

tumhi, tumnd, tum-ku, tuman-ku,

tumhi-ku, tumdre-kane, etc.

Obi. ham, haman, hamnd, hami,

hamdre.

turn, tuman, tumnd, tumhi, tumare.

The forms which differ from the standard should not be considered corruptions.

They all occur in various dialects of Western Hindi and were brought down to the

Deccan before Urdu was standardised. Special attention may he drawn to the em-
ployment of the oblique form of the genitive as a general oblique base. Although this

is almost totally excluded from standard Urdu, it is common in all the vernacular dialects

of northern Hindostan. The forms hamnd aud tumnd are oblique forms of haman and
tuman, respectively, and point to Bajasthani influence.

The Demonstrative Pronouns, including the Pronoun of the ‘third person.

Sing. This. That, he, she, it

Nom. e, ye, yd, yeh, ine, i o, wo, took, une,

u

Aec. Dat. ise, is, is-ku, etc. use, us, us-ku

Obi. is, (as an adjective, also) ye us.

Nom. in, inu, ini, ini, inks un, unu, uni, uni, unhe, tee, o, wok,

Acc. Dat. in-ku, etc. un-ki, etc.

Obi. in, inu, ini, 'ini, inlii, inks, un, unu, uni, uni, unki, unhe,
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The singular is often used for the plural, and vice versa.

The Agent Singular is often me or ini, and une or uni.

The Reflexive Pronoun is,—

SlKGDLiE AND PlUBAL.

Nom. dp, ap, ape, dp5, ape, ape, apasg, apan, self or selves.

Gen. dp-kd (-Ice, -hi), apnd (-ne,-ni), dpnd (-ne, -ni), apan, apas, etc.

Obi. dp, apne, apne, apan, apas, apase.

The Relative, Correlative, and Interrogative Pronouns are,—

Sing. Who. That. Who ?

Nom. jo, jd, jine, jin so '
led, kd, Icon, kine, kin

Obi. jis tis kis

Plor.

Nom. jo, jo, jine, jin so kd, kd, kon, kine, kin

Obi. jin tin km

The Hindostani Dative -Accusatives jise, plur. jinhi, and so on are also employed.

The Neuter Interrogative Pronoun is kyd or kd, what ?, oblique form kdhe,

kdhi, or ki.

The Indefinite Pronouns are koi, obi. form kdi, km or kisu

;

and kuchh, obi. form

.kuchh: These are used for both persons and things, but kdi is more often applied to the

former, and kuchh to the latter. There are also jo-hdi, jin-koi, je-koi, or jakoi, whoever,

and jo-kuchh, je-kuehh, or jakuchh, whatever.

CONJUGATION.

The Infinitive usually ends in nd, as in Standard Hindostani. Sometimes we have

instead an, n, or na. Thus, marnd, mdran, or mdrnS; obi. masc. mdrne or mdrnS; tem.

sing, mdrni

;

plur. mdrniyd or mdrnya, to strike ;
jdn, to go ; den-kd, of giving.

The Present Participle ends in td, or, sometimes, in at or t, as in mdrtd or moral,

striking ; del, giving. The feminine plural ends in tiyd or tyS. Thus, mdrtiya or

martya.

The Past Participle ends in a, or sometimes in yd. Thus, mdrd or mdryd, struck.

The feminine plural ends in yd. Thus, mdrya, they (fern.) struck. The irregular forms

are as in Standard Hindostani. We have, however, also such forms as kard or karyd,

done
;
mudyd (for mud), dead. This participle is sometimes used with the genitive of the

subject, as in took merd mdrd hai, he is killed of me, i.e., I killed him.

The Conjunctive Participle has many forms, such as mir-kd or mdre-ko. Other

forms of the postposition, attached to either mar or mare, are he, kar, kar-ke, kar-ko,

kar-kar, kd, ka. Examples of other verbs are ho-ko or hde-ko, having been ; d-kar or

jie-kar, having come.

The Verb Substantive is thus conjugated,—

Present, I am.
Plur.

hat or he, hai

hai or he (Madras), ho (Bombay)

hai or hg, hai.

The plural is often used for the singular.

1. h%

2. hai

3. hai
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The Past Tense is tkd, etc., as in the Standard. Sometimes we have athd, etc.,

instead of tha.

The conjugation of the Active Verb closely agrees with that of Standard Hin-
dustani. The following are the main points of difference.

In Madras the second person plural is the same as the first and third persons, as in

tarn mar's, you may strike. In Bombay it ends in 6 as in the Standard. Thus, turn

mard. The present subjunctive (old present) is often employed as a present or even

.
as a future. The singular is commonly used instead of the plural.

The second plural imperative ends in 6, § or an, as ma.ro, mard or mdrau, strike ye.

The future is, as usual, formed by adding gd (masc. plur. ge; fern. sing, gi, plur. gya)
to the present subjunctive or old present ; thus, mat mdru-gd, I shall strike. In Madras,
the 2nd plur. masc. is marege, not mdroge. The singular is commonly used for the
plural, as ham mdregd or marege, we shall strike.

The conjugation of the past tense of intransitive verbs is as the standard. Thus,
mat chald, I went. In the case of transitive verbs custom differs. In Bombay, the

standard idiom is followed, as in mat-ne mard, I struck ; mat-ne yeh hat sum, I heard
this affair. In Madras, on the contrary, ne is usually omitted, and the verb is treated

as if it were intransitive agreeing with the subject in gender and number. Thus,
mat mard, I (who am a man) struck ; mat mart, I (who am a woman) struck. Some-
times ne is used, but here it is pleonastic, and the construction is the same as when it

is not used, the verb still agreeing in gender and number with the subject, and not with
the object Thus, o mart or o-ne man, she struck. The same idioms are employed,

according to locality, for all the past tenses of transitive verbs. In Bombay, the

passive construction is employed, while in Madras it is not. In Bombay, even, the use

of ne is by no means regular. It is often employed with intransitive verbs,— e.g.,

us-ne chald, he went ; and even with the present tense of transitive verbs as in mat-ne
martd-hS, I am striking.
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The dialect of Western Hindi spoken in Western Rohilkhand, in the Upper
Points of difference from Gangetic Doab, and in the Paniab district of Ambala is

Literary Hindostani. , . _ „ „ ,
J

,what I call Vernacular Hindostani, that is to say, it is the

form of speech on which the Literary Hinddstani that took its rise in Delhi is based.

Its grammar differs from that of the standard dialect in only a few minor points, and
most of these are cases of surplusage, in which two or more expressions can be optionally

employed to connote the same idea. In such cases. Literary Hindostani has usually

selected one form as the standard, and rejected the other.

In its vocabulary, even amongst rustics, Vernacular Hinddstani rather affects the

Vocabuiar
us0 of Persian and Arabic words, which it often distorts in

the borrowing. Thus, instead of using md for mother, a
Muzaffamagar villager says maldah, which is a corruption of the Arabic wcilida. Other
examples of these corruptions are :—

• Mahcmjat for mnhdfazat, watching, guarding.

Kal for intiqdl, death (confused with the Sanskrit kdla, time, death).

Tamakkus for tamassuk, a bond.

Mafbal for matlab, intention.

Vgdhi for gnwdhl, testimony.

The language of the State of ftampur and of the districts of Moradabad and Bijnaur

where spoken
ea®t ^anSes an^ in Western Rohilkhand, possesses

the strongest resemblance to Literary Hindostani. This is

no doubt due to the influence of Islam, which has always been strong in these parts.

Crossing the Ganges we come into the Upper Doab between the Ganges and the Jamna.
For our present purposes we may take this as including (going from south to north) the
districts of Meerut, Muzaffamagar, Saharanpur, and the plains portion of Dehra Dun.
In the hill country of Delira Dun the language is Jaunsari, which belongs to the Pahari
group of Indo-Aryan vernaculars. The language of the Upper Doab also agrees with
Literary Hinddstani, but the agreement is not quite so strong, as several optional forms
are employed, which do not occur in the standard dialect or in that of Western
Rohilkhand. Crossing the Jamna from the Upper Doab we enter the Panjab. The
Districts bordering on the west bank of that river, going from south to north, are Delhi,
Karnal, and Ambala. The language of Delhi district (as distinct from that of ' the
famous city of the same name) and of Kamal is not Hinddstani. It is a distinct dialect

of Western Hindi, strongly influenced by Pafijabi and Rajasthani, called ‘ Bangaru ’ or
‘ Jatu.’ The influence of Rajasthani has disappeared in Ambala, and we may say that
the language of the eastern part of that district including the adjacent parts of the
States of Kalsia and Patiala is Vernacular Hinddstani, more or less affected by Panjabi.
In Western Ambala the language is actually Pafijabi. In this part of the country the
boundary between the two languages, Pafijabi and Western Hindi as represented by
Vernacular Hinddstani, may be taken to be the river Ghaggar, anciently known as the
Drishadvati. Within these limits we can estimate that Vernacular Hindostani is

employed by the following number of speakers.
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Table showing the estimated number of speakers of Vernacular Hindostani.

West Rohilkhind—
,

These figures do not include the number of people in these localities who are esti-

mated to be speakers of Literary Hindostani under the form of Urdu. These last figures

have been included in those for Literary Hindostani, and have, in each ease, been esti-

mated by taking the whole of the Urban Musalman population, half the rural popula-

tion, and half the Christian population. The figures so arrived at are as follows :

Table showing the estimated number of speakers of Literary Hindostani in the area

in which the general language is Vernacular Hindostani.
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In the last three districts the number of speakers of Literary Hindustani is small,
and has not been estimated separately.

It will have been seen that Vernacular Hindostani is spoken in the north-western
Typical characteristics of corner of the area occupied by Western Hindi. To its
Vernacular Hindustani.

west it has either PaKjabi or the half-Rajasthani of Delhi
and Karnal. To its north are hill languages belonging to the Pahari group of Indo-
Aryan vernaculars (which are all closely connected with Rajasthani), and to its south
and east the Braj Bhakha dialect of Western Hindi.

We are therefore entitled to assume that Vernacular Hindostani (and consequently
Literary Hindostani) is that form of Western Hindi which shows the Braj Bhakha
dialect shading off into Panjabi and Rajasthani, and such indeed is the fact.

In all the other dialects of Western Hindi, the typical ending of strong tadbhava
participles, adjectives, and substantives is the letter 6 or on. Por instance the word for
‘ good ’ is bhald or bhalau, that for ‘ struck ’ is mdro or mdryau, and that for horse is ghoro
or ghorau. So the termination of the genitive masculine is led or kait ; thus, ghore-
kau, of a horse. In Pafijabi, the corresponding termination is d, not an or o. So we
find in both Vernacular and Literary Hindostani the Panjabi termination d. Thus,
bhald, good ; mdrd, struck

;
ghord, a horse

; ghore-kd, of a horse. The last example would
be, in Pafijabi, ghore-dd, so that we see that Hindostani, while preserving kau, the
suffix of Western Hindi, has given it the Panjabi termination d. It has not taken the
Panjabi suffix da, as a whole.

In its consonantal system Vernacular (but not Literary) Hindostani uses the
cerebral n and l very freely. These do not occur in the other Western Hindi dialects,

but are common in Eastern Panjabi and in Rajasthani.

The oblique plural of nouns often ends in a, as in PaKjabi and Rajasthani. This
is excluded from ordinary Literary Hindostani, but is common in Dakhini. It does not
occur in other dialects of Western Hindi.

The present tense of the Active verb is often formed by conjugating the old present,

commonly called the present subjunctive, with the present tense of the verb substantive
Thus, beside the standard form mdrtd-h«, we have also marti-hi,, I am striking. The
Imperfect is usually formed by conjugating the past tense of the verb substantive with an
oblique verbal noun in e. Thus, mat mare-thd, I was striking, literally, I was on strik-

ing. These two forms are frequently met in Rajasthani. They are also heard in that
part of the Braj Bhakha area which lies between the Upper Doab and Rajputana.

The above is sufficient to show the place occupied by Vernacular (and Literary)
Hindostani in relation to the surrounding dialects. There are other similar occurrences,
which, together wi(h those points which are peculiar to Vernacular Hindostani itself,

will be dealt with in detail when we come to the specimens.
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BSNQARO, JAfO, AND HARlSNT.

We have just seen that in the district of Ambala the Vernacular Hindostani of the

Tipper Doab merges into Pafijabi. South of Ambala, in the country along the west bank

of the Jamna, we find a disturbing element in the proximity, not only of the Pafijabi to

the west as in Ambala, but also of Rajasthani, under the form of Mewati, to the south.

This tract consists of the districts of Karnal, Bohtak, and Delhi. It also includes the

south-east corner of the State of Patiala, the east of the district of Hissar, and detached

portions of the States of Nabha and Jind which lie between Bohtak and Hissar. On the

east it is separated from the Upper Doab by the river Jamna. On the north it has the

district of Ambala, and on the south the district of Gurgaon. On the west it is bounded

by the State of Patiala and, further south, the rest of the district of Hissar. That portion

of the tract which consists of the east of the district of Hissar and of the country imme-
diately adjoining is known to natives as Hariana. The rest is known either as Bangar or

Khadir. The bulk of the population of the whole tract consists of persons of the Jat tribe.

As regards the Bangar and the Khadir, the latter is the land immediately on the

west bank of the river Jamna in the districts of Karnal and Delhi. In Karnal, it is only

a few miles wide, and is bounded on the west by a ridge which is the commencement of

the Bangar, or high, dry, land. The Bangar extends right across the district into the
State of Patiala where the country round Nirwana is also known as Bangar. South of

Nirwana, in the Jind Nizamat of the State of Jind the Bangar is continued, and goes on,

over the whole of the district of Bohtak, into the eastern half of the Dadri Nizamat of

Jind, and into the northern half of that portion of the State of Nabha which lies to the

west of Bewari in Gurgaon. To the wist of this lies the Hariana tract of Hissar, and
that name is also applied to the two Nizamats of the Jind State which have just been
mentioned. The district of Delhi falls geographically into two parts, the southern (and
smaller), and the northern (and larger). The northern part is, like Karnal, divided into

Khadir and Bangar, the boundary between them being approximately the Grand Trunk
Boad. The southern portion consists mainly of hills, inhabited by Gujars, who like others
of that tribe speak a form of Rajasthani. The Khadir, however, stiH continues between
the hills and the Jamna, and is here rather wider. On the west of the hills, round Najaf-
garh, there is a low, marshy, tract, known as the Dabar, which is not a part of the Bangar,
but is a continuation of the Gurgaon country, which is inhabited by Ahirs who speak Ahlr-
watl, the dialect of the west of Gurgaon. Moreover, Ahirwati has extended into Jhajjar,
the southern Tahsll of Bohtak, although this country is properly a part of the Bangar.

With the exception of this Jhajjar Tahsll, the languago'of Hariana, the Bangar and
the Khadir, is everywhere the same. It is a form of Western Hindi inflnanoed in its

vocabulary by Panjabi, and strongly affected in its grammar by the Ahirwatl of Gurgaon
which itself is a mixed dialect partly Western Hindi and partly Rajasthani, and which
might almost be classed under either language. In the present survey it is classed as a
form of the Mewati dialect, of Rajasthani. Ahirwatl has to its south the pure Mewati
spoken in Gurgaon and Alirar, and to its west the Bagri and Shekhawap of Bikanir and
the Shekhawat! country.

The dialect with which we are dealing at present has various names according to
locality and to the castes of its speakers. In Hariana and the neighbourhoojl it is called
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Harianl, Des-wall, or Dfearl ; in Kohtak and Delhi it is usually called Jatu, or the
language of the Jats who form the bulk of the population; in Delhi, which also has-
many Chamars in its population, it is sometimes called Chamarwa. Elsewhere it is
called Bangaru, or the language of the Bangar (as well as of the Khadir). Everywhere,
by whatever name it is called, it is the same dialect. The best general name for it is

Bangaru. With the exception of the Khadir, this Harianii-Bangar tract does not drain,
into the Jamna, although so close to that river. The Bangar forms the watershed be-
tween the river system flowing into the Bay of Bengal and that flowing into the Indian
Ocean. All the drainage of Hariana and the Bangar runs to the west, not to the east.

The following account of the linguistic character of the district of Hissar is based on
the information given in the local Gazetteer :

—

Hariana ia the name of an important tract in the south-east of the district of Hissar. It stretches from
the confines of the tract watered by the Ghaggar to the south-east corner of the district and beyond. On the
north it stretohes across a considerable portion of the Fatahabad Tahsll, but gradually narrows in width towards
the south, being encroached upon by the Bagar sand. It comprises within its limits the eastern portions of
Tamils Fatahabad and Hissar, the whole of Tahail Hansi, and a small portion of the eastern half of the Bhi-
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the Jind Nizamat of Jind, although this is certainly true Baugar country, the local form of speech is also

known as Hariani. Natives profess to distinguish between Hariani and Bangaru, and say that the former, and

not BangarE, is heard in the Jat and llOr villages of Karnal, but, except that the Hariani vocabulary now and

then borrows a word or two from Ilagrl, the specimens show no difference between the two forms of speech.1

In giving the following estimated numbers of speakers of Bangaru under its various

names, it is necessary to explain that those given for Delhi are not the same as those

originally published in the Bough List of Languages of that district. That list wrongly

reported the Ahirwati of the Dabar under the name of Mewati, and also gave separate

figures for Jatu and Chamarwa, which are one and the same form of speech. The Delhi

figures for Jatu now given are therefore the sum of the original figures for Jatu and

Chamarwa.
Bangaru, returned as Bangaru.

Karnal 791,000

Patiala (Nirwana) 80,000

South Nabha 4,535

Returned as Jatu.

Bohtak (excluding Jbajjar) 495,972

Delhi (including ChamurwH) 236,324

Returned as Baridni or Diswdli.

Hisear 315,864

Dnjana 36,450

Jind (Jind and north-east Dadri) 205,639

Total . 2,165,784

Bangaru, being a mixed dialect, is not described in detail here. Its peculiarities

will be discussed when we come to deal with the specimens.
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The dialect is called Braj Bhakha (also spelt Braj Bhasha), i.e., the language of the

Braj Mandal. It is also called Antarbedi, the language of
'

'

• the Antarbed (Sanskrit Antarnedl, literally the country

within the sacrificial ground, i.e., the holy land, par excellence, of India) or the Doab

between the Ganges and the Jamna. Neither name completely describes the language,

for it is spoken far beyond the Braj Mandal and the Doab, although it does not by any
means cover the whole of the latter tract. The Braj Mandal almost exactly coincides

with the modern district of Muttra, if we exclude the eastern corner comprising Sadabad

and a portion of Mahaban, which were added to the district in the year 1832. The

Braj Mandal (Sanskrit Vraja-mandala), or Region of the Cowpens, is the country round
Gdkula and Vrindavana, the abode of Krishna’s foster-father Nanda, and the scene of

that demi-god’s juvenile adventures.

Instead of ‘ Braj Bhakha,’ the name of the country ‘ Braj ’ is often loosely applied

to mean the language. The name Antarbedi is frequently applied to the dialects spoken
in the central Doab, i.e., in the districts of Agra, Etah, Mainpuri, Parukhabad, and
Etawah. The language of Parukhabad and Etawah is Kanauji, and that of the others

Braj Bhakha.

Taking Muttra as the centre, Braj Bhakha is spoken to the south in the district of

Where spoken
™ the S*6*161 Part of the State of Bkaratpur, in the

States of Dholpur and Karauli, in the western part of

Gwalior, and in the east of Jaipur. To the north it is spoken in, the eastern part of

Gurgaon. To the north-east* in the Doab, in Bulandshahr, Aligarh, Etah, and Mainpuri,
and, across the Ganges, in Budaon, Bareilly, and the Tarai parganas of Naini Tal. It

thus occupies an irregularly shaped tract running from south-west to north-east, and
measuring on an average 90 miles wide by 300 miles in length. It covers, roughly
speaking, an area of 27,000 square miles. It is spoken at home by, in round numbers,

7,850,000 people.

Over this area Braj Bhakha exhibits a few variations. The standard form of the

Varieties.
dialect is best illustrated by the language of Muttra, •

Aligarh, and West Agra. To the north of Aligarh lies the

district of Bulandshahr, where the language is much mixed with Vernacular Hindostani.
So far as the Braj Bhakha portion of its grammar is concerned, the only important
difference is the change of the typical Braj termination au to <5. Thus, chalyo, not
chalyau, gone. In the east of Agra, Dholpur, the plains portion of Karauli, and the

neighbouring portion of Gwalior, the language is very nearly the standard, the only

important difference being the omission of the letter y from the past participles of verbs,

thus, chalau, not chalyau. In the Doab we find a similar omission of y in the districts

of Etah and Mainpuri, the most eastern of the Braj Bhakha area, and here we have in

addition the Bulandshahr change of au to o, as in chald, not chalyau. The same peculi-

arities are observable across the Ganges in the districts of Budaun and Bareilly. In each

case we see Braj Bhakha fading off into Kanauji, in which chald is the regular form.

Again, in the north-west of Gwalior, we also observe the change of au to 6 and the omis-

sion of y, the language in this case fading off into the Bhadauri form of Bundeli.
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In Bharatpur and in the Dang dialects to its south, which lie to the west of'

Karauli, the y is preserved, and au is sometimes changed to o and sometimes not. Here
we have the language fading off into the .Taipurl dialect of Rajasthani in which the y
exists, hut the termination is always d, not au. Similarly in Gurgaon, the dialect is-

fading off into Mewati, and here again the an has become o, but the y is preserved.

Finally in the Tarai Parganas of Naini Tal, we find a mongrel dialect, locally known as

Bhuksa, from one of the tribes which employ it. I have classed it as Braj Bhakha, but

it might with equal propriety he put under Kanauji or Hindostani.

Natives do not recognise all these distinctions. They, however, admit the following:

varieties. The. Braj Bhakha of the east, where it is shading off into Kanauji, they often

call Antarbedi. The dialect of the north-east corner of Gwalior, opposite the State of

Dholpur, the country of the Sikarwar Rajputs, they call SikarwarJ. The dialect of the

plains portion of Karauli and of the portion of Gwalior opposite that State across the

Chambal, they call Jadobati, from the Jadds who are settled there. The broken country

in the south of Bharatpur, in Karauli, and in the east of Jaipur is called the Dang and
the dialect spoken by the Gujar inhabitants of these hills is called Pangi, with further

subdivisions in Jaipur into Dangi proper, Dflgarwara, Kalimal, and Dangbhahg. As.

already stated, the mixed dialect of the Naini Tal Tarai is called Bhuksa.

Taking the use of yau, au, yd, or 5 in the past participles as our criterion, we are

able to classify the various forms of Braj Bhakha as follows :

—

I.—Standard Braj (chnlyau).

Muttra.

Aligarh.

West Agra.

TL—Standard Braj
(chalyo).

Bulandshahr.

TTT.—Standard Braj (chalau).

East Agra.

Dholpur.

Jadobati (Karauli plains and Gwalior).

IV.— Braj merging into Kanauji
(chaloV

Etali.

Mainpuri.

Budaun.

Bareilly.

V-—Braj merging into Bhadauri (chald).

Sikarwari (north-west of Gwalior).

VT—Braj merging into Rajasthani (Jaipur!) (chalyau or chalyo).

Bharatpur.

Dang Dialects.

VII.—Braj merging into Rajasthani (Mewati) (chalyo).

Gurgaon.

VHL— Mixed dialect of Naini Tal Tarai.
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, In the district of Aligarh, and in the east of the district of Agra, we come across a

other variations from the very peculiar form of the pronoun of the third person, viz.:
Standard.

or gu, he, she, it or that. So far as the specimens show,

this form only occurs in this tract, but in the Pang dialects we find a form hica, which
suggests its origin. In the districts in the east of the Braj Bhakha tract we notice a

tendency to run consonants into each other, especially when the first of them is the

letter r. This is also a marked feature of the neighbouring Bhadauri form of Bundeli.

Examples are khackchu for kharchu, expenditure (Mainpuri); matt for marat, dying

(Sikarwari); thdkussa for thdkur-sahib (Etah) ; and (even so far north-west as Aligarh)

naukanni for naukarani, servants.

In the districts of Budaun and Bulandshahr, the Braj Bhakha is much mixed with

the neighbouring vernacular Hindostani, just as in the former district it is also mixed
with Kanauji. One more small point may be noticed. Over a great portion of the Braj

Bhakha tract there is an instrumental case ending in an, as in bhukhan, by hunger. In

-Agra and Dholpur we have instead a form in ani, thus, bhiikhani. This is an interest-

ing survival of the time when the suffix ne was once used for the instrumental as well as

for the agent case.

In the broken country in the south of Bharatpur, in Karauli, and in the east of

Jaipur', the Braj Bhakha employed by the Gujar inhabitants
The Dang dialects.

presents many notable peculiarities. These are described in

the section relating to those dialects. Suffice it to say here that they form a connecting

link between Braj Bhakha and the Jaipuri dialect of ltajasthani. Like many rude forms

of speech they are of importance for the comparative philology of the modern Indo-Aryan
vernaculars.

It will be seen from the above that there exist several cross-divisions in the classifi-

cation of the various forms of Braj Bhakha. It is hence by no means easy to arrange

the districts in which it is spoken in an Order which is convenient for the examination of

the specimens. That given in the following paragraph is the one which I have adopted :

—

The nuifiber of speakers of Braj Bhakha at home is re-

ported to he as follows :

—

Muttra 611,721

Aligarh . 992,2<J0

Agra 547,000

Dholpur 262,335

Oadobati

—

Karauli 80,000

Gwalior 60,000
140,000

Sikarwari (Gwalior) 127,000

Etah . 401,000

Mainpuri 532,000

Bareilly 857,213

Braj BhakM mired with Vernacular Hindflstanl

—

Bnlandshahr 941,000

Budaun 826,500

Naini Tal Tarai 199,52)

Carried over

4,470,469

1,967,021

6,437,490
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Brought forward . 6,437,490

Braj Bhakha merging into Rajasthani

—

Gurgaon l«,70O

• Bharatpur 502,303

Dang Dialects 774,781

1,426,784

Grand Total . . 7,864,274

No information is available as to the number of speakers who employ Braj Bhakka.

outside its own area.

Braj Bhakka is more typically Western Hindi than is literary Hindostani, and is

also more archaic. The latter dialect, based on the form of

Characteristic of Braj Bhskhs.
employed in the north-west corner of the Western

Hindi area, is strongly influenced by Panjabi. It follows the latter language, more

especially, in the preference for the termination d for strong masculine tadbhava nouns,

adjectives, and participles, and in employing only one form of the future tense, that

made by suffixing gd. In Braj Bhakha cm is generally preferred to d, and, though gau

is also employed to express the future, a form of which the characteristic letter, is h is

more commonly met with. The future made with ga or gau extends over all the north

of India from the Panjab to Bihar. In the west it is the only form, but its use becomes

more and more rare as we go eastwards, so that in Bihar it is only met in sporadic

instances.

The archaic nature of Braj Bhakha is well illustrated by the occasional retention of

a neuter gender. In most of the dialects of northern India this gender has nearly

altogether disappeared,—nouns, which in former days were neuter, having as a rule

become masculine. In Braj Bhakha, however, it is occasionally preserved. For

instance, the infinitive was originally a neuter, hence, in Braj Bhakha we have not only

the usual masculine form, e.g., mdr’naw (Hindostani, mar°nd), to strike, but also, and

more usually, the neuter form mar'nau. In the rural dialects this retention of the neuter

is more widely spread than in the Braj Bhakha of literature ; for instance, we have the

neuter word sonau or sons, gold ; and even a neuter adjective in phrases like ap°nau (or

ap“ns) Man, his own wealth.

I have said above that Braj Bhakha generally prefers the termination au to the a,

of Hindostani. Towards the east of the area in which the dialect is spoken, there is a

tendency to pronounce this au as 6, after the Kanauji fashion. I shall, henceforth, treat

these terminations au and 6 as convertible terms. The standard Braj of Muttra, the

Doab, and Rohilkhand, does not use this au termination for nouns substantives. In the

case of these it takes the termination d, not au. Thus, ghorti, not ghorau, a horse.

The oblique form singular and the nominative plural of these nouns ends in e, also as in

Hindostani. As we go south of Muttra, however, we find these nouns ending in au or 5,

and, moreover, the oblique form singular and the nominative plural ends in a, not e,—an

idiom which is borrowed from Rajasthani. Adjectives (including genitives and parti-

ciples), on the other hand, universally end in au or 6. Thus, standard Braj, ghore-kau,

southern Braj, ghord-kau, of a horse ; bhalau, good ; chalyau, gone. Besides au, corre-

sponding to the Hindostani S, nouns have an oblique plural in ni or n, as in ghoran-kau,

or ghorani-kau, of horses.
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The pronouns show many divergencies from standard Hindostani. These will be
described later on, when dealing with the grammar. Here it will suffice to draw atten-

tion to the frequent use of the word hau, meaning ‘ I.’

As regards verbs, the present tense of the auxiliary does not differ materially from
Hindostani, but this is not the case with the past tense which is hau or hutau, not thd,

(I) was.

In the active verb, the present participle ends in tu or t (e.g., mdratu, or mdrat,
striking), not in id, as in the Hindostani mdr^ta. The past participle of standard Braj
is very characteristic. It ends in yau, as in mdryau, struck. As we go eastwards, there

is a tendency to drop the y, so that we have forms like ohalau, chalo. On the other

hand, to the south, the y is inserted in adjectives which are not participles, so that we
have words like dchhyau, good ; tihdryau, your. The y, which properly belongs only to

the past participle, is a survival of an old Sanskrit i. The stages may be represented as

follows Sanskrit, mdritaleah ; Prakrit, maridao, mdriao, mdriau ; Braj, mdryau.
The tense which in Hindostani is often called the aorist and is usually employed as a

present subjunctive, is in reality an old present indicative, the meaning of which has
been specialised. In Braj Bhakha it is quite common to find it used in its original

meaning of a present indicative. When it is desired to define the meaning of this tense,

so as to make it a present definite, this is done by adding to it the present tense of the
verb substantive. Thus, had mdrau-hau, I am striking ; tu mdrai-hai, thou art striking.

Another form of- the present definite is made with the present participle, as in

ordinary Hindostani. Similarly the imperfect tense is made with the present participle,

but in some parts of the Braj Bhakha area we find another set of forms of the

imperfect made by adding the past tense of the verb substantive to what is usually

identified' as the third person singular of the simple present for all persons and numbers.
Thus, mdrai-haji, I, thou, or he was striking ; mdrai-lie, we, you, they were striking.

The future tense of Braj Bhakha may be formed by adding gau to the simple
present, thus, mdrau-gau, thus following Hindostani. The more usual method is,

however, to add ih or aih to the root, and then to suffix the same terminations as those of

the simple present. Thus, mdrihau, I shall strike. This tense is derived directly from the
ancient Sanskrit. The steps are Sanskrit, mdrishydmi ; Prakrit, mdrissdmi, mdrihdmi,
mdrihau

;

Braj Bhakha, mdrihau. It is thus seen that the Braj Bhakha future is

identical with the latest form of the Prakrit future.

Braj Bhakha has a long and illustrious roll of authors. The earliest work with

Literature
which I am acquainted is the Prithiraj Rasau of Chand
Bardai. Chand states himself that he was born at Lahore,

and. he was the most famous of the Rajput bards. Nevertheless he wrote neither in
Panjabi nor in Rajasthani, but in an old form of Braj Bhakha. He was the court poet
of Prithiraj Qhauhan of Delhi, the last of the great Hindu monarclis, who was conquered
and slain by the Muhammadan invaders under Shahabu’d-din in the year 1192 A.D.
In the Prithiraj Rasau, Chand celebrates his master’s exploits. These took place mainly
in the middle Doab and the north of Rajputana and Bundelkhand, so that the employment

1 I say * usually identified.' but the identification is not, in my opinion, conect. I look upon mdrat as an old locative
of a verbal noun, ' on striking.' Thus, marai-hau means * I, thou, or he was on striking' (cf. English a-striking) An
exactly similar idiom is found in the Magahi dialect of Bihari.
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of Braj Bhakha is not surprising. The language is so old that parts of it are

actually pure Prakrit. Unfortunately the value of the work either as a historical

document or for linguistic study is discounted by the fact that grave doubts exist as to

its genuineness. It is, in any case, certain that it contains copious interpolations. The

poem has not yet been critically edited in its entirety, but the Nagari Pracharini Sabha

of Benares has undertaken the task, and a good edition is now (1812) becoming available

to students.

During the fifteenth century there was current in northern India a system of

Vishnu-worship, founded by a learned Brahman, whose date
The Knshna cuit of Braj.

is uncertain, named Vishnu-swami. The incarnation of the

deity which was principally adored was that of Krishna, conjointly with that of

his spouse Radha. Vishnu-swami preached to Brahmans only, and his teaching was not

promulgated as a popular religion,—his followers were a select few. At the end of the

fifteenth century, a Tailihga Brahman named Vallabhacharya changed all this, by

popularising the cult of Radha-Krishna, and introducing it to the mass of the people.

The faith centred round Mathura,—in other words, the Braj Mandal,—-the scene of the

sports of the youthful Krishna, and of his amours with Radha and the other herdmaidens

of Gokula. Here Vallabhacharya finally settled. He left eight famous pupils, who are

collectively known as the Ashta Chhap. The most conspicuous of them were Vitthalnath

and Sur-das. These eight old master-singers settled in the country hallowed by their

traditions, and became founders of the illustrious colony of Gokulastha Gosals, filling all

the Doab with the music of their songs. They employed the Braj Bhakha dialect as

the medium of their verse, and since their time, just as Awadhi has become the language,

first of the Gestes of Rama, and, secondly, of all north Indian Epic poetry, so Braj

Bhakha has ever since remained the one suitable vehicle for the praise of Krishna and
his divine mistress. The Ashta Chhap had many pupils and many imitators, several

of whom have displayed signal command over language, and have succeeded admirably

in composing the padas which are characteristic of their style,—short mystic love

songs, in which the love of Krishna for Radha is compared to the love of the Supreme
Deity for the human soul. The graceful diction, and at the same time the passionate

yearning of some of these hymns have not often been surpassed.

The greatest of all this group was undoubtedly Sur-das (flourished 1550). He was
a son of a court singer to the Emperor Akbar, and was blind,—the youngest of seven

brothers, of whom six had been killed in battle fighting for the independence of Hindo-
stan. He was a voluminous writer, and his fame chiefly rests upon his well-known Sur-
sagar, a collection of stanzas extending to something like 60,000 lines. He justly holds

a high place in the ranks of Indian literature. He excelled in all styles. He could, if

occasion required, be more obscure than the Sphinx, and in the next verse be as clear as
a ray of light. Other writers may have equalled him in some particular quality, but (in

his special line) he combined the best qualities of alL To European taste there is too much
sameness in his narrative style, —a sweet evenness, it is true,—to allow him to claim all

that Indian devotees would render to him. The blind bard of Mathura was a great poet,
but nowhere does he reach to that high nobility of thought which illumines all that his
great rival, Tulsi-das of Audh, has written.
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To give a list of Sftr-das’s successors and imitators would be unprofitable, and to

describe their work at any length would occupy too much space. I content myself with
referring to Nabha-das (ft. 1600), originally a Dom by caste, the author of the Bhakt-
mal, a collection of legends about the great Vaishnava reformers, from which some
historical matter may be extracted. Other famous writers, in Braj Bhakha are Deva Datt
(early 17th century) of Mainpuri, who has a great reputation amongst Indian scholars

and Bihari Lai (fl. 1660), the author of the incomparable Sat-sai, or seven hundred
couplets in what is some of the daintiest and most ingenious verse that was ever written.

The Sat-sai has aptly been described as the despair of translators and the mine of

commentators. The ease with which its author inevitably uses the right word in the

right place makes translation almost impossible, and the compressed nature of his style,—
each couplet being in itself a completely finished miniature,—gives rise to difficulties

that afford an irresistible temptation to scholars who are learned men without being

poets, and who love to hide what is obscure in the still deeper darkness of paraphrase and
commentary.

AUTHORITIES.

The first recognition of Braj Bhaklia as a distinct dialect with which I am
acquainted is Lallu Lai’s grammar mentioned below, which was published in 1811.

The early Jesuit Missionaries do not seem to have been acquainted with it, nor is it

mentioned in old collections of language-specimens such as the Sprachmeister. In the

following list I mention only those grammars and other aids to the student which deal

directly with the dialect. Full information regarding other works in Braj Bhakha
will be found in the general bibliography of Western Hindi.

The only translation of the Scriptures into Braj Bhakha with whioh I am
acquainted is the ‘ Bruj ’ version of the New Testament by tiie Serampore Missionaries

(Carey and Chamberlain, 1818—1833).

GRAMMARS, DICTIONARIES, AND READING-BOOKS.
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A skeleton grammar of the Braj Bhakha, dialect is given below. In writing it, I

have presumed that the reader is acquainted with the prin-

ciples of standard Tfindostg.m. The following additional

information will be found of use. Tor the sake of completeness much is a repetition of

matter in the preceding pages.

In many parts of the Braj Bhakha area, especially to the east and south-east, near

the Bhadauri country, the letter r when it precedes a consonant is often elided, and the

following consonant is then doubled. Examples are maddu for mard, a man : majjdu,

for mar-jaw, die (imperative) ; mattti, for marat-hS, I am dying ; naukannu-s for

nawk°ranw-su, to the servants (after a verb of saying). In Aligarh we meet a similar

elision of/ in bhed dayaw, for bhej dayaw, he sent.

The sound of the letter to is very indefinite. It is often pronounced as b. Thus,

the word for ‘ he ’ is as often bo as too. The true sound is really something between the

two letters. The letter to often becomes m, especially after a long vowel. Examples are

malm (or bhS) for waha, there ;
charamatu-ai, is grazing; dmatu-ai, is coming ; mandman,

to celebrate
;
jdmS, they may go ; romati, she (was) weeping ; banian, fifty-two.

Aspirates are very loosely dealt with. They are quite frequently dropped in the

verb substantive. Thus, in Aligarh, we have, S, I am ; e, thou art, he is ; S, we are,

they are ; aw, you are ; o, he was. So, we have hat for hath, a hand. R is moved in its

position in bha, for waha, there ; bhaut, for baliwt, much ; and kulaph, for qujl, a bolt.

In Aligarh, we have ky changed to eh in chd, for kyd, why.

Except in the Braj Mandal and the adjacent country, the diphthong aw, which is

so characteristic of Braj Bhakha, is very commonly changed to 6. In fact, over the

whole area these two letters may be looked upon as mutually convertible. Thus,

chalyau or chalyo, he went.

Attention has already been drawn to the fact that in Braj Bhakha, strong mascu-

line adjectives (including genitives and participles) of o-bases, end in aw, as in bhalaw,

good
;
ghar-kau, of the house

;
chalyau, gone. In the Braj of the Braj Mandal, and of

the country to its north and east, this is not the case with substantives. These end in a,

as in Hindostani. Substantives end in aw or 6 only in the south country bordering on

Bajputana. In the same part of the country, these substantives form their oblique singulars

in a, and their oblique plurals in a, and we meet sporadic instances of .this further

north. Thus, even in Muttra, we find thore dina pdchhe, after a few days, in which

dina is used instead of the regular Braj Bhakha form dinan. These oblique forms in a

and a are no doubt due to the influence of Rajasthani. Generally these nouns have

their singular oblique form and their nominative plural in ai or e, and their oblique

plurals in an or ani. Thus, ghord, a horse ;
ghorai-kau or ghore-kau, of a horse

; ghorai

or ghore, horses
; ghoran-kau or ghorani-kau, of horses. There is one important group

of exceptions. Nouns of relationship, even when their nominatives end in a, have the

Rajasthani oblique forms everywhere. Thus in Muttra we have do dhhord (not

ehkore), two sons ; again, loh’re betd-ne, by the younger son.

The letter e added to a noun gives the force of the indefinite article (compare the

Persian idiom). Thus, jane-kau, of a certain man ; nawk're (Muttra), a servant.
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There is the usual locative in e, which is found all over northern India, as in ghare,

in a house. There is also an instrumental in 6 or 5, as in bhukho or bhukhS, (I die) of

hunger.

The postposition of the case of the agent is usually ne or nai. Occasionally we meet

the form nu, as in tum-nu mah’mani karl-e (Aligarh), you have given a feast. This

postposition is the origin of another instrumental case in n, ni, or nu, according to local-

ity. Thus, bhukhan, bhukhani, or bhukhanu, by hunger. This instrumental in an has

become confused with the oblique plural in an, which has an altogether different deriva-

tion, and hence an i or a u is often suffixed to this oblique plural form which has no

business to be there. Thus, besides ghoran, we have ghorani, and besides gharan, we

have gharanu. Similarly we meet majuranu-kau, of servants; kameremi-kti, to workers,

and many other such forms.

Now and then we meet with instances of other old case forms, such are rdjai

(Aligarh), the accusative-dative of raja, a king. So we have the termination u added

to the nominative of weak a-bases, as in gharu for ghar, a house. Indeed, this

termination is often used in the oblique cases as well, where, however, its derivation is

different.

There are several instances of the survival of the neuter gender. These have been

dealt with ante on p. 72, and need not be again discussed.

Adjectives which end in au often follow, in the south, the example of the past

participle, and insert a y. Thus, achhyau, good ; meryau, my ; tihdryau, your.

The accusative-dative of the personal pronouns often takes the forms moe, toe, and

,ode, in different varieties of spelling. The final e of these forms is very loosely attached

to the base, so that, when emphatic particles are added they are inserted between the

two. Thus, mo-u-e, me also. In Aligarh and East Agra there is a peculiar form of

the personal pronoun of the third person, viz., gu or gwa, he, that ; oblique singular gwd.

Nominative plural gtee ; oblique plural guni. Connected with it is gwa or ngwa, there.

Another demonstrative pronoun which we meet is nearly the same in form as the relative

pronoun. In Aligarh and the east it takes the form ji, and means ‘ this.’ To the south

it takes the form je, and means ‘ that.’ Similarly we have words like jhS meaning

« here ’ or ‘ there,’ according to locality, and jab, the equivalent of tab, then, besides

meaning ‘ when. ’

I have already mentioned the way in which, in some localities, the initial h of the

auxiliary verb is dropped. Here I may also draw attention to the following forms

found in the Doab. Ni-®=I am not. Mai is rised for hwai, having been, and hatu-e, a

nearly pure Kauauji form, for ‘ he is.’ In the definite present, when the li of the

verb substantive is elided, the latter is sometimes combined with the present participle,

as in mar*t®, for marat-hU, I am dying. This may be further contracted in the east to

matt®.

The tense which in ordinary Hindostani is commonly used in the sense of a present

conjunctive is, in Braj Bhakha, quite commonly employed in its original meaning as a

simple present. Thus, mdrau, I strike, as weU as ‘I may strike.’ When the verb

substantive is appended to this tense, we get another form of the definite present, as in

tndrau-hau, I am striking.
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Another method of making a definite present and an imperfect is to take a verbal

noun in ai or e, and to append to it the appropriate auxiliary. Thus, mdrai-hau or

mdre-hau, I sun striking : mdrai-hau, or mdre-hau, I was striking. The mdrai remains

unchanged through all numbers and persons.

Attention has been drawn, on pp. 69 and ff., to the fact that the y of the past parti-

ciple is commonly dropped in the east, as we approach Kanauji.

As regards idiom we have to note that the agent case is often used with the past

tenses of intransitive verbs. Thus (Muttra), loh‘re betd-ne chalyau, the younger son

went away. This is, of course, quite contrary to the use of standard Hindustani, but is

justified by the practice of Sanskrit. The verb is to be considered as impersonal, and
the above sentence is literally, * it was gone by the younger son. ’ In Sanskrit it would
be laghund putrena chalitam.

Note also how the past tense of verbs of saying and the like is put in the feminine,

to agree with bdt understood. Thus, kahi, he said, literally * the word (bat) was said
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KANAUJT.

Kanauji takes its name from the city of Kanauj, which is situated on the hank of

the river Ganges in the modern district of Farukhabad.
Name of the Dialect.

rpj,^ cifv jg one 0f the most ancient in India : under the

name of Kanya-kubja (the Canogyza of classical geography) it is celebrated in Sanskrit

literature as early as the Ramayana and the earlier Arab geographers describe it as the

chief city of India. In the middle of the 5tli century A.D. it fell into the hands of the

Rathor Rajputs. The fifth monarch of this dynasty was Jaichand, who is a prominent

figure in the Rajput epic of Ohand Bardai, and in the Alha-tidal cycle described under

the head of Bundeli. In 1193-94 Jaichand was defeated and slain by the Musalmans,

and Kanauj became a portion of the Muhammadan Empire of India. Throughout its

history, the city also gave its name to its dependencies and to the surrounding district,

and Kanauji therefore means, literally, the dialect of the old kingdom of Kanauj.

At the present day, Kanauji is spoken in its greatest purity in the Doab districts of

^
Etawah and Farukhabad, and, north of the Ganges, in Shah-

ere p
° jahanpur. It is also found in Cawnpore and Hardoi, but in

the latter district it is more or less mixed (according to locality) with the AwadhI dialect

of Eastern Hindi spoken to its east, and in the former it shows signs of the influence not

only of Awadhi, but of Bundeli. North of Shahjahanpur, in Pilibhit we also find

Kanauji, but here it is mixed with Braj Bhakha.

Kanauji is bounded on, the west and north-west by Braj Bhakha and on the south

ndaries
by Bundeli. Both of these are, like Kanauji, dialects of

Language oun a les

"Western Hindi. On its east and north-east it has the

Awadhi dialect of Eastern Hindi.

The area over which Kanauji is spoken is not a large one, and near the borders it is

influenced by neighbouring dialects. In the tract in which
Varieties. _ . .

°
, ...

pure Kanauji is spoken there are few variations. The only

important one is that, north of the Ganges and in Cawnpore, there is a tendency to add

a short i to a word ending in a consonant. Thus, deti (masc.), not det, giving; badi,

not bad, after. I have already said that in Cawnpore and Hardoi the dialect is mixed.

This is specially the case in Eastern Hardoi (in the Tabsil of Sandila), where it is

difficult to say whether the language is Awadhi or Kanauji. The same is the case in

Cawnpore, and in that district, in the tract on the bank of the Jamna opposite the dis-

trict of Hamirpur, the language is so influenced by the Bundeli of the latter district that

it has a special name of its own, Tirhari, or the language of the river bank. There is also

a Tirhari spoken on the opposite (southern) bank of the Jamna, which has been described

under the head of Awadhi.

N ber of Speakers.
The number of speakers of Kanauji is reported to be as

um er

follows:—

Name of District. Somber of speakers.

Farukhabad 712,500

Etawah1 351,000

Carried over . 1,063,500Carried over . 1,063,500
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Name of District. Number of speakers.

Brought forward . 1,063,500

Hardoi (except Sandila) 880,500

Shahjahanpur 825,000

Pilibhit 432,500

3,201,500

Mixed dialects—

CawDpore Kanauji 1,090,000

Cawnpore Tirhiri ....... 40,000

Hardoi (Sandila) ....... 150,000

1,280,000

Total . . 4,481,500

As a literary language Kanauji has been overshadowed' by its more powerful

Literature
neighbour Braj Bhakha. The district in the Kanauji area

which has produced the most famous authors is Hardoi,

where the towns of Fihani and Bilgram, especially the latter, were the homes of many

distinguished writers. Most of these were Musalmans, and wrote in Arabic and Persian,

but Hindu and Muhammadan writers in the vernacular were not wanting.

The town of Tikmapur or Tikwanpur is in the district of Cawnpore. Here, in the

middle of the 17th century, flourished four celebrated brothers, Chintamani Tripathi,

Matiram Tripathi, Bliukhan Tripathi, and Nilkanth Tripathi. They were voluminous

authors, and the reputation of their learning and poetic powers has survived to the

present day.

The only work dealing with Kanauji which I have seen is Mr. Kellogg’s Hindi

Authorities
grammar. The Serampore Missionaries published a version

° ' M
of the New Testament in Kanauji in the year 1821. The

dialect employed differs considerably from that illustrated in the following pages.

As elsewhere stated, Kanauji differs but slightly from Braj Bhakha. It prefers the

Grammar
termination 6 to the au of that dialect. O, however, also

occurs in some forms of Braj Bhakha. Both dialects are

fond of adding u to the end of nouns which in ordinary Hindustani terminate in a con-

sonant. This is, perhaps, more common in Kanauji, which also, north of the Ganges,

sometimes puts i instead of u.

"With reference to the accompanying skeleton grammar of Kanauji the following

additional facts may be noted :

—

As in other dialects there is a tendency to drop h between two vowels. Thus, * I

will say ’ is kaihau for kahihaS.

8trong masculine tadbhava adjectives (including the genitive case and participles),

which in Standard Hindi end in d, in Kanauji end in 6. Thus, Hindi ohhotd, Kanauji

chhoto, small. Strong masculine substantives, however, end in d, and this « is in some

cases (mostly nouns of relationship) not changed to e in the oblique singular. Thus,

larikd, a son ; larikd-ko (not larike-ko), of a son.

Weak masculine tadbhavas, which in Hindi end in a silent consonant, in Kanauji

optionally end in u. Thus, Hindi ghar, Kanauji ghar or gharu, a house. This termin-

ation u is optionally retained in the oblique singular, as, ghar-ko or gham-kd, of a house.
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As regards Demonstrative Pronouns, these are, in Standard Hindi, toah and yah, and

in Bundgli, bo and jo. Knnauji fluctuates between the two forms. We have wahu as

well as bau, he, that, and yahu as well as jau, this.

We sometimes find the past tense of a neuter verb used impersonally with the subject

in the agent case. Thus, larika-ne chalo-gad, by the son it was gone away, i.e., the son

went away. This is, of course, opposed to the rules of Standard Hindi. Note how verbs

of saying, asking, etc., are used in thefeminine of the past tense, agreeing with bat under-

stood. Thus, us-ne kahi, he said ; us-ne puchhi, he asked.

The past tenses of dend, lend and jdnd are, as in Bundeli, dad, lad, gad. The past

tense of the verb substantive is rahd, hato, or tho. In Bundeli it is rahd, halo, or to, and

in Braj Bhakha, rahau, hutau, or ban.
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BUNDEL.T or bundelkhandT.

As its name implies, Bundelkhand! is the language of Bundelkhand. ‘ Bundeli’'

signifies the language spoken by the Bundelas, who are the-
Area m which spoken.

principal inhabitants of that country. According to the

Gazetteer of India, Bundelkhand is the tract ‘lying between the river Jamna on the

north, the Chambal on the north and west, the Jabalpur and Saugor Divisions of

the Central Provinces on the south, and Rewa or Baghelkhand and the Mirzapur Hills

on the south and east.’ Politically this area includes the British districts of Banda,

Hamirpur, Jalaun, and Jhansi ; so much of the Gwalior Agency of Central India

as consists of the home districts of the State of Gwalior, the whole of the Bundelkhand

Agency, and a small portion on the west side of the Baghelkhand Agency. The

area in which Bundeli is spoken does not altogether coincide with this definition. In

the first place the dialects spoken in the district of Banda are not Bundeli. They am
broken forms of the Bagheli dialect of Eastern Hindi, and have been described under

that language.1 The River Chambal forms the northern and western boundary of the

State of Gwalior. On the north, Bundeli not only extends to that river but crosses it

into the districts of Agra, Mainpuri, and Etawah, being spoken in the southern portions

of each. On the west, it does not extend to the Chambal, the languages spoken in 'the

western portion of Gwalior being Braj Bhakha, and various forms of Rajasthani. On
the south it extends far beyond the nominal boundaries of Bundelkhand. It is spoken

not only in the districts of Saugor and Damoh and in the eastern portions of Bhopal,

all of which, like the south of the Bundelkhand Agency, lie on the Vindhyan plateau,

but is the vernacular of the districts of Narsinghpur and Hoshangabad which lie in the

Narbada Valley, and, still further south, on the Satpura plateau, of the district of Seoni-.

On the same plateau it is spoken in a broken form by the Lodhis of Balaghat and over

the centre of the district of Chhindwara, and a large number of its speakers have even
found their way into the great Nagpur plain and are heard speaking a mongrel patois in

the district of Nagpur, the proper vernacular of which is Marathi. We may say

roughly that it is spoken by nearly seven millions of people, and over an area of

nineteen thousand square miles.

Bundeli is bounded on the east by the Bagheli dialect of Eastern Hindi
; on the

Lan u e Boundaries
north and north-west by the closely related Kanauji andanguage oun anes.
Braj Bhakha dialects of Western Hindi, and, in Hamirpur,

by the Tirhari form of Bagheli spoken on the south bank of the Jamna ; on the south-

west by various dialects of Rajasthani, the most important of which is Malwi ; and on the
south by Marathi. It merges gradually, without any distinct boundary line, through

some mixed dialects into Eastern Hindi, Kanauji, Braj Bhakha and Rajasthani, but
there is no merging into Marathi, although there are some broken dialects which are

mechanical mixtures of the two languages.

.Bundeli is, on the whole, a very homogeneous form of speech. There is one

Varieties
uniform type current over the greater part of the area in

which it is heard. Natives, who are very quick to notice

1 See VoL VI, pp. 142 acd ff.
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slight variations of dialect, maintain that there are two or three sub-dialects to which

they have given special names, but the differences are only very unimportant local peculia-

rities. There are, however, towards the north of the Bundeli tract some intermediate

forms of speech which deserve notice, and there are also the broken dialects of the south.

The varieties of the standard Bundeli which are recognised by natives are called Pawari,

Lodhanti or Rathora, and Khatola. Pawari is the dialect used in the north-east of the State

of Gwalior, and in Datia and its neighbourhood, where the Pawar Rajputs are numerous.

Lodhanti or Rathora is the dialect spoken in the Rath Pargana of Hamirpur, and the

neighbouring portion of Jalaun, where the Lodhis are in a majority. In the heart of the

Hamirpur district, and adjoining the Rath Pargana, lie the Bawan Cliaurasi Pargana of

the Charkhari State, the Sarila State, and the Jigni Jagir.all falling politically under the

Bundelkhand Agency. The same dialect is also spoken in them. Khatola is the form

of Bundeli spoken in the south-east of the Bundelkhand Agency and in the neighbouring

part of Baghelkhand, i.e., in the Panna State and its neighbourhood. The same form of

speech is also found in the adjoining district of Damoh in the Central Provinces.

The mixed dialects are Banaphari, Kundri, Nibhatta, on the east, shading off into

Pastern Hindi, and Bhadauri, on the west, shading off into Braj Bhakha. Of these

Banaphari is the most important. It is spoken in the south-east of the Hamirpur

district, and in the north-centre and east of the Bundelkhand Agency. Here the

Banaphar Rajputs are strong, and an epic cycle celebrating their deeds, and composed in

their language, is famous all over northern India. The Banaphari sub-dialect varies

somewhat from place to place, that of Hamirpur being so full of Bagheli idioms that

I have been compelled to describe it under that language (ante, Vol. VI, pp. 155 and if.).

That of the Bundelkhand Agency though borrowing freely from Bagheli is in the main

Bundeli, and is dealt with here.
1 Kundri is spoken on both banks of the river Ken,

which separates the district of Banda from Hamirpur. The Kundri on the Banda side

of the river is based on Bagheli, and has been described under that language (ante,

Vol. VI, pp. 152 andff.). That on the Hamirpur side is a mixed language, but its basis

is Bundeli, and therefore it is described in the following pages. Along the north side of

the Hamirpur district, on the south bank of the Jamna, there is a narrow strip of

country in which Tirhari, a mixed dialect based on Bagheli, is spoken. It has been

described ante, Vol. VI, pp. 132 and ff. This Tirhari goes on into the district of Jalaun,

where it gradually merges into the standard Bundeli of the district through a form of

Bundeli known as Nibhatta. Bhadauri or TSwargarhi is properly speaking the dialect

spoken in Bhadawar and TSwargarh, on the banks of the Chambal where it separates the

Gwalior State from Etawah and Agra. On the north side of the river we find it in the

country near the Chambal belonging to these two districts and to Mainpuri. In Gwalior

it extends right .down the whole centre of the home districts of the State, having Braj

Bhakha and Rajasthani to its west, and on its east, to the north Pawari (already

described) and further south ordinary standard Bundeli. Standard Bundeli itself, which

is recognised by natives as not being Pawari, Lodhanti, or Khatola, is spoken in the rest

of the districts of Jalaun and Hamirpur and of the Bundelkhand Agency, in' Jhansi and

Saugor, together with the portions of Gwalior and Bhopal immediately to their east, and

in Seoni, Narsingpur, and Hoshangabad.

; of Banaphari will be found on pp. 481 and ff., post.
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The broken, dialects of the south are not like the mixed ones of the north, as they

are not intermediate links each between two neighbouring languages. The two

languages in each case are there, but as the members of each pair are not closely

connected, they do not merge into each other. There is, instead, a broken patois which

is a purely mechanical mixture of the two forms of speech. The speakers, who are

familiar with both, sometimes use the idioms of one and sometimes of the other, and

usually show so strict impartiality that in one sentence they will use the one for express-

ing a particular idea, and in the next will employ the other for expressing it over

again. These broken dialects are Lodhi, Koshti, Kumbliari and Nagpur! * Hindi,’

which are Bundeli mainly mixed with Marathi, and the Bundeli of central Chhindwara

which is mixed with ordinary Hindostani. Lodhi is spoken by the members of the

Lodhi tribe who have settled in Balaghat (compare the Lodhanti Bundeli of the north),

and Koshti by Koshtis in Chhindwara, Chanda, and Bhandara. Kumbliari is spoken by
the Kumbhars of Chhindwara and Buldana. Nagpuri ‘ Hindi ’ is the so-called ‘ Hindi

'

of the district of Nagpur.

The following figures show the estimated number of speak-
Number of Speakers. ers 0f the various forms of Bundeli. They are based on the

census of 1891 :

—

Name of Dialect. Where spoken. Namber of speakers.

Standard . . . Jhanai 679,700

Jalann 360,129

Hamirpnr 384,000

South-east Gwalior .... 200,000

East Bhopal 67,000

Orohha, etc 388,400

Sangor 582,500

Narsinghpur 363,000

Seoni 195,000

Hoshaogabad 300,000

Total Standard . . 3,519,729

Paw&ri . . . North-east Gwalior .... 150,000

Datia, etc. 203,500

Total Pawarl . . 353,500

Lodhanti or Rathora . Hamirpur 98,000

. Charkhari, etc., in Hamirpnr . . 39,500
' Jnlaan 8,000

Total LodhanU or RathBra . . , 145,500

Khatola . . . Panna, etc. . . . . . 569,200

Damoh ...... 322,000

Total for Khatola . . . 891,200

Total for all varieties of Standard Bnndeli . 4,909,929
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Xiuoe of Dialect. Where spoken. Number of speakers.

. .. „ ..
Brought forward . . 4,909,920

Mixed dialects of the North-east—

BanSpharl . . •
. North-east Bundelkhand . . , 245,400

West Baghelkhand .... 90,000
' (Hamirpur, not inolnded in the total . 5,000)

Total Banapharl . 335,400

• Hamirpur. 11,000
• Jalaan 10,200

Total mixed dialects of the North
Mixed dialect of the North-west

—

356,600-

Bhadanrl or Towargarhi . Gwalior 1,000,000
A8ra W,000
MainPari . 8,000
Etawah 55,000

Total Bhadauri . 1,313,000-
ken dialects of the South

—

Ho*1 - - . . Balaghat 18,600
Chhindwara Bundeli . Chhindwara . . . . . . 145,500
Eoshtl Dialects . 14,692
Kuznbh&r Dialects 4,980
Nigpuri « Hindi *

. Nagpur . 105,900

Total broken dialects of the South . 289,672

Total of all forms of Bnndgli 6,869,201

Bundeli has a large literature. There is in the first place the well-known epic cycle

Literature.
about Alha and tidal, still sung all over northern India, and
preserved by bards in the Banapharl dialect. These heroes

lived in the latter half of the twelfth century A.D. and their exploits have been the
subject of verse ever since. The poet Chand Bardai, who according to tradition was
their contemporary, devoted a whole canto of his famous epic to Prithiraj’s wars with
the State of Mahoba, whose champions they were. Pormal Bundeli literature, of the
kind which the learned of India delight in, dates from at least the time of the Emperor
Akbar. Kesab Das, the founder of vernacular rhetoric, was a native of the State of

Orchha, and served as an ambassador from Indrajit Singh, its king, to that monarch
He flourished at the end of the sixteenth century, and his works are to the present day
the acknowledged standard of poetical criticism for the whole of Hindostan. From his

time Bundelkhand has produced a long series of writers on poetics. Prom it have sprung
many masters whose works are admitted authorities on the art of criticism. Perhaps the

two best known are Padmakar Bhatt of Banda and Paj’nes of Panna, both of whom
flourished in the early part of the nineteenth century. All these could tell how poetry

should be written, hut none of them were great original poets themselves. The school of

Bundelkhand shone in analysis rather than in composition. The only original writers of

importance were Pran-nath and Lai Kabi, both of whom attended the court of Chhattarsal

of Panna in the first quarter of the eighteenth century. Pran-nath was a
1

religious

reformer who attempted to combine Hinduism with Muhammadanism. He was a
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voluminous author, and wrote in a curious language, which, like his doctrine, was a

compound of India and Islam. While the grammatical structure of his language is

purely vernacular, the vocabulary is mainly supplied from Persian and Arabic. Lai

Kabi wrote the Chhatra PrakaS, an account of the life of his patron Chhattarsal and of

his father Cliampati Ray. • It is noteworthy as one of the few original historical works

written by an Indian for Indians.

AUTHORITIES
Leech, Major R., C.B.,

—

Notes on, and a short Vocabulary of the Hinduvee Dialect of Bundelkhand.

Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, Vol. xii, 1813, pp. 1086 and ft. Contains a short

grammar and a full vocabulary.

Smith, V . A.,

—

Popular Songs of the Bamirpur District in Bundelkhand, N. W. P. Journal of the Asiatic

Sooiety of Bengal, Vol. xtiv, 1875, Pt. I, pp. 389 and fi.

Smith, V. A.,

—

Popular Songs of the Hamirpur District in Bundelkhand, N. W. P. No. II. ib, Vol. xlv,

1876, Pt I, pp. 279 and ff.

Besides the above, Mr. Vincent Smith has most kindly placed at my disposal a

manuscript collection of Bundeli popular songs and a series of notes on the grammar

•of the dialect which have been freely utilised in the following pages.

As elsewhere in Hindostan, both the Nagari character and its congener, the

Written Character. Kaithi character, are used in writing Bundeli.

Bundeli has several words in its vocabulary which are not met with in ordinary

dictionaries. Some of these will be found in the specimens
vocabulary.

and in.the standard List of Words and Sentences. In addi-

tion I give the following from the Bundelkhand Gazetteer :

—

Baba, bare baba, a paternal grandfather.

Dai, a grandmother.

Dadd, bhd.ii, bhaiyd, bdpd, a father.

Didi, aiyd, mat, a mother.

Dadd, a paternal uncle.

Kakihi, an aunt, the wife of a duda.

Bhaiyd, dad, dddct, wind, an elder brother.

Blibbhi, bhtmji', an elder brother’s wife.

Lalmri, gutui, a younger brother’s wife.

Dul‘han, lagdi, mahariyd, basahi, jurud, gotdni, a wife.

Didi, a sister.

Bitiyd, buiyd, chhauni, a daughter.

Bald, dddtt, chhaund, bud, a son.

Phuwd, bated, a mother’s sister.

Jijd, a sister’s husband.

Pdhun, wit, a son-in-law.

Sdr, sard, a wife’s brother.

Saho, rant, mahtau, a father-in-law.

Bhdnij, bhainS, a sister’s son.

Garai, lotiyd, a lota.

Genduwd, jhdvi, karord, a lota with a spout.

Thariyd, that, tdthi, a salver.

Batutod, a brass vessel for holding water. (Hindi bat‘ldhd.)
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Khord, khor"tod, khoriyd, beliyd, a cup. (H. katord.)

Kojfri, a large brass plate. (H. parat.)

Chambu, a brass cup. (H. beta.)

Kal"sd, a brass water-pot. (H. gagari.)

Tameh’rd, a copper water-pot.

Karahiyd, an iron pan.

Gangal, an earthen vessel. (H. kdraddr gag°rd.)

Pdnddbbd, a betel-box.

Sanarsi, tongs. (H. safsi.)

Grammar. —It is hoped that the following sketch of Bundeli grammar will be

found sufficient for understanding the specimens.

Pronunciation.-When the vowels e and 6 are shortened, they become i and u,

respectively. Thus from beti, a daughter, we have bitiyd, and from ghoro, a horse,

gliv/r^wd, not beliyd and ghor°wd as in the more eastern languages. I have no proof

of the existence of the short vowels e and o in Bundeli, but it is probable that

the short e occurs in words like katek, how many ? The diphthong ai is commonly

confused with e, and au with o. Judging from the specimens e and 6 seem to be the

most common pronunciations. Thus we find keho, for kailiau, I will say
;
jehe and also

jaihe, thou wilt go ; and dr, for aur, and. In the following grammatical notes, when there

are authorities for both pronunciations, I shall write e and o respectively, it being under-

stood that when these letters form parts of terminations they can be also written ai and

au respectively. The value of other vowels is also fluctuating. Thus we And i substituted

for a in birobar, equal to, and the vowel a lengthened in ray?, it, fern., remained. So

also the word for the conjunction ‘ that ’ is indifferently written ki, ki and he.

As regards consonants the letter r is often substituted for r, as in yard, he fell,

dcmr-ke, having run, and ghur'wd, a horse. In the word hakigat, truth, a g has been

substituted for a k. The most prominent feature, however, is the constant elision of

a medial h. Thus, we have kai or kayi, for Mi, he said ; ran, for rahan, to remain ;

kuabe-he lak, for

'

kahdbe-ke Idik, fit to be called; paird deb, for pahird deb, clothe.

When a long d precedes the h, a following a is changed to u, as in chant, for chdliat,

wishing. Rahi-ke, having remained, becomes rei-ke. Other forms of the same verb are

ratt-hai, they, fern., • remain, and rab-to, he bad remained. In this connexion, note the

form bhaut, for bahut, much. The letter y, as an initial, is unknown, its place being

supplied by j. So, also, b is substituted for initial to. Thus, jo, for yah, this, and bo for

wall, that.

Declension.—The use of long forms of nouns, usually in a diminutive or non-

honorific sense, is very common. Masculine long forms mostly end in tod, and feminine

ones in yd. Thus, we have both ghoro and also, more commonly, ghur°wd, a horse ;
beti,

and also bitiyd, a daughter. We also often meet redundant forms in aiva, as in bilaivd,

a cat, and chiraivd, a bird.
1

,

1 Theoretically, every Indo-Aryan noun can have three forms, a short, a long, and a redundant. The short form may be

either weak or strong. In eastern languages, such as Bihiri, all four forms of one and the same noun are commonly found.
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Masculine tadbhava words,' which in Hindostani end in d, in Bundell usually end
in 6. Thus, Hindostani, gkord, but Bundell, ghoro, a horse. The only exceptions which
I have noted are some nouns of relationship, such as daddd, a father ; mord, a son ;

kakkd, an uncle ; and long forms like ghurried.

The feminine often has nl where standard Hindostani has in, as in tel°m, an oilman’s

wife, but Hindostani telin. So hnr’lcmi, a harlot.

The declension of nouns closely follows that of Hindostani. Masculine tadbhavas

in b form their oblique form singular, and usually their nominative plural, in e. The
oblique plural ends in an. Wo thus get the following forms of ghoro, a horse.

Direct, ghoro ghbre.

Oblique, ghbre ghoran. •

Other masculine nouns remain unchanged in the singular, and in the nominative
plural, but form the oblique plural by adding an. This is the general rule, but some
nouns in a form the nominative plural in a, or even in an. Thus, hinnd, a deer,

nom. plur., hinna ; kuttd, a dog, nom. and obi. plural, kuttan. Feminine long forms
in iya form the nominative plural in iya, and the oblique plural in iyan. Other femi-
nine nouns form the nominative plural in e, or, if they end in t, in ?, and the oblique

plural in an or in. All feminine nouns remain unchanged in the singular. Examples
of these forms taken from the specimens are

Direct. Oblique.

Lord, younger lore

Daddd, a father daddd

Ku-karm, a had action ku-karm

Chdkar, a servant chdkar

Sar, ahull sar

Rahdiyd, a dweller rahdiyd

Nugarid, a finger nugarid

Kur"kini, a harlot hur’kini

Gal'kl, a thump gafki

Direct.

lore

daddd

ku-karm

chdkar

rahdiyd

hw*kin%

gafki

Oblique.'

loran.

daddan.

ku-karman.

chak"ran.

rahdiyan.

nugarian.

hur°kinin.

gafkin.

Sometimes we meet ordinary Hindostani forms, as bate, words ; hetis-ke sang, with

friends ; pad-mS, on feet. Note also the forms ghare, in a house ; bhukhan-ke mare,

through hunger.

Cases are made as usual by postpositions. The following are the principal. The sign

of the agent case is ne or ni. That of the accusative and dative is lc% or kh§ ; of the

ablative se, si, or s§

;

and of the locative mai or me. Lai or lane is ‘ for.’ The usual

suffix of the genitive is kb ; obi. masc., ke ; fern. dir. and obi., ki. The termination

khS is also apparently sometimes used to form an oblique genitive, as in td-khe pichhei

after that. Unless the words are mistake of the writer, as they probably are, we have

1 A tadbhava word is one which has come down from the ancient Sanskrit, by a regular process of development, through

Prakrit, into the modern Indo-Aryan languages. A tatsama is one which has been borrowed in later times direct fronr.

Sanskrit to make up some real or fancied deficiency in the vocabulary.
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in one case, nach-ke bol sund, he heard the sound of dancing, an oblique genitive used
instead of a direct one. Either he or sund must be wrong.

Tadbhava adjectives in 6 change in the same way as the suffixes of the genitive.

The oblique masculine ends in e, and their feminine, direct and oblique, in I. Thus,

salfro, all; obi. masc. sab’re ; fern, satfri.

The following are the forms of the two first personal pronouns :

—

Singular.

Nom. me, me, mm, I Id, tai, thou

4gent mai-ne lai-ne

Qen. md-kd, mero, mdro, mono td-ho, tero, toro, tond

‘ He ’ or ‘ that ’ is bo or «, ‘ she ’ is ba. The obi. sing, of both is bd, u, & or id.
‘ To

him ’ is bay or bde. The nom. plur. is be, and the obi. plur. is bin or un. These are

all the forms which are vouched for by the specimens. Others probably occur.

‘;This ’ and ‘ who ’ are both jo (fern, ja), obi. sing, y a, nom. plur. ye. No forms of

the oblique plural occur in the specimens. ‘ This ’ is also e, with an oblique plural in.

* Your Honour ’ is dp, with a dative apan-khd. ‘ Own ’ is ap°no. All these geni-

tives undergo the usual modifications. Thus, the feminine of mero is men and of ap°no,

ap"ni.

Ed, obi. kdye, is ‘what?’ Kou, obi. kdu, anyone; kaehhii, anything; katek,

kitek or kai, how many ?

CONJUGATION.
A—Auxiliary Verbs and Verbs Substantive.

Present, I am. Past, I was.

1. hd, ad, or aw he, ay hato, or to halt, ti hate, Id halt, ti

2. he, dy hd, aw hato, to hati, ti hate, te hatt, ti

3. he, dy he, dy hato, to hati, ti hate, te hati, ti

Other forms are hulid, or hod-go, I will be ; hue, it may be ; bhao, fern, bhayi,

masc. plur. bhaye, he became ; naiya, I am not ; naiyd, he is not, and so on ; bhai nd

chahiye, ought not to become.

B. Active Verbs.—Moran, to strike. Infinitive and Verbal Norm mdran and

mdr’bo ;'obl. mdr’be

;

also mare. Present Participle, marat. Past Participle, mdro.

Present Subjunctive, I may strike. Future. I shall strike.

Sing.
,

Plur. Sing. Plur.

1. mars mar? tndrihd mdrihe

2. mare mdro mdrihe mdriho

3. mare mar# mdrihe mdrihe
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In the future the vowel a is often -substituted throughout for i, thus, mdr’hd.

Another form of the future is made by adding go to the present subjunctive.

The go is liable to change for gender and number. Thus

—

SlBOFtAH. PlDBAL.

Hasc. Fem. Masc. Fern.

First Person, maru-gd mdrft-gi mdri-ge marS-gi

and so on for the other persons.

Present Definite, mdrat-hS or mdrat-Sw, I am striking. The auxiliary verb is

commonly omitted, so that the present participle alone serves for all persons and
both numbers.

Imperfect, mdrat-hato, or mdrat-to, etc., I was striking. The auxiliary changes

according to the gender and number of the subject.

Imperative.— This is the same as the Present Subjunctive, except that the second
person singular is mar.

Tenses formed from the Past Participle.—In the case of transitive verbs, these

tenses are construed passively, exactly as in Hindostani, the subject being put in
the case of the agent with ne. Thus, mai-ne mdro, I struck

; mat-ne mdrd-to, I had
struck.

Irregularities.—Verbs whose roots end in d generally form the present participle in
at. Thus, jdt, going. Some, however, insert a u. Thus, chant, wishing, ant, coming.
So also raiit, remaining. Pen, to give, and len, to take, make det and let.

The verb karan, to do, makes its past participle regularly. Thus, hard. The past
participle of den, to give, is dad

;

of len, to take, lad ; and of jan, to go, gad. In forming
the feminine and the plural these generally insert y. Thus, dayi, daye. Note that in

the past tense, the verb kan, to say, is always put in the feminine to agree with bat

understood. Thus, Icayi, or kai, he said. Note in this connexion the phrase rayi led,

literally, what remained ?, which is used as a kind of expletive meaning * thereupon.’

An example of a desiderative form is bharo chdut-to, he was wishing to fill. An
example of an inceptive compound is ran logo, he began to remain.

The conjunctive participle ends in ke or kg. Thus, mdr-ke, or mdr-ke, having
struck.

The case of the agent is used with some laxity in the specimens. Thus, we have it

used with intransitive verbs in bd-ne baitho, he sat ; bd-ne logo, he began. In bd-ne
chaut-to, he was wishing, we even have it used before a tense formed from the present

participle.



Literary Hindostani.

The first specimen is % version of the Parable of the Prodigal Son in pure !fheth

Hindostani by the late Mahamahopadhyaya Pandit Sudhakara Dwivedi, F.A.TJ. It is

Capable of being written in, and is perfectly legible in, both the Deva-nagari and the

Persian characters. In order to show this, it is printed in both characters.

Although in Theth Hindi it will be observed that it contains one or two foreign

words, such as the Persian bafehara, a share, and the Sanskrit papa, sin. Such words

are included because, although foreign, they are in daily use in everybody’s mouths'

They have attained to full right of citizenship.
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Hind&btanI (Theth variety).

(Mah&mahGpadhy&ya Pandit Sudhdkara Dwivedi, F.A.U., 1898.)

DEVA-NAGART character.

# ft § i *r h isrgr % ^iq i =tnrr

% RTR RTTR # tfR H HTT WTT ¥T gifi ^ | HR 3HH

3TRHT HR 3HW RT£ I R^H ftH Htf % HRRT R£T HR

^ RZtT W TWT H ftR fRHTHH WT
fRHT I RfR Tf HR 3IfT ^RfT fR if STRiTH RgT

ark wf niH"ra ftw i fra rr 3H Hi fR<Ht h% % sftr

crrara iptt ftra^r Riwt «ra% ran h rarrar =rr iran i

^ftr HR HT¥HT SIT, ft) H RfHHT R3 3H #tfH?ff H *ft ftftr H^TT *ITH

1° RT wtf ^HT SIT | fra 3Wt HfT ?3TT 3lk HTfH

RHTT, ft> HT RTH Hi HRT Rf^ft sraira fr^t ftf?t %° ft) ftifft HHTT

viz HR SsfTTT H ^frr HHTH fit WH ¥ W H^fl HTfir f I If

hsht if sfk rjr ^ qnr sirara H#t Rf#m ft> % htr h h hrhth %
ftgra 3HR # hthh rtr ftraT i h ftnc ^tr hit rzt hs% wth

Rift i p^t 3tr% ?raff it w 4 hth fftiH i fra h? hs
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am qrq % ure qqT i m; qq f* ft qr, fa qq% % qq<fit

^nrr ^t, ark qn: qqiq q§f ir fkqz qqr ark qq^t

qqT i q£ *f qnrr t qnr q q qqqTq % fqgn ark arm %
^m% mtm fqrqr a?k anq qn %zi qnr arkf wtq qff i qr qrq q a*q%
^Tqrrf if q qqr % qm, fqr qq q ar^T qnrfT qqqrt qf%«rr#t ark

Tra if afqst qk qTqf if ^ | ark Wf ¥q kkT WT0 ark qqq i

^fffqr qq qn qn ikn qr fin: t ^kn % tnq w fife fqqr

% i aqiiql qqqq skr 11

^Sn q^T aqq if qr I qq q? anq ’fq qr q fqarr qfqT
fTqqfqq qarrq qn nr qqT i qqq arqq qTqrn if q oqr qt ^sn

qiT af<5T, fa qq qn % | qqq qq q qr^T, fa anq qn qit anqT %
anq qi qrq q kqqrr faqT % qqffa qqqt ^n qn qiqT % i qq

mx qqq frq faqr qk qrqr aikrr arm qqm i qr qqqn qrq qrqr

anqn: qqqk qqiqq qqr i qqq qiq qt qqrq faqT fa qfair q
iqq qrqf q anq ^q qmn f ark anq % afaq qn ^rqqT q
fqjqT ark aqq% qqfat qrqt qqr qqqT lit q faqT fqr q qqq qfaqf %
qq fqwn i qr anq qn q? qn wt qgkqt q qq anq q qq <rrt

m qqT Iqqft anqr nit #t anq q qqqT faq qfaqf ^qqrr fan % |

qTq^ qqq qm t %Zl <f q<n qt rkr % ark fW qTT % qt qq

qrr % i iqrqqT a^T ^nqqT q^ % wrfkr qi qxr qit qn
qqT qr fqn €tan % tnq qqT qT ftn: fqsn % 11
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HindostanI (Theth variety).

(Maha.mahdpSLdhy3.ya Pandit Sudh&kara Dwivgdi, F.A.U., 1898.)

PERSIAN CHARACTER.

^ A^ 4- ^

* y-Jy yv y° «£- v? <*. y
y *f v* ^ ^ 4^1 s"0

'

(j/*?
10

1,^?^ y*j j_)l y ^ jy ^y i_~»> Lbo

J^l U"i° t_M t-r
'J" ^4 Jj) S^“ *J

* Ld jjf UjJ

v-^° ^-f *- ur-^ »j J<^ »J Jjj ]

*
4_J y4 4^- ^ 4*)yW ^

e- u^° *f U» L^W »j y
y^i s^° * w> Ljij y»j c#y <la^

i_yj &4LJI yjj <_>u c_jj^o &r kj jyy y
l_S~W jj) <i—

W* li^lJ C—ys^o &T ,^U>

v^ y ^y * uy 'yy eA^y ^
y _y &«y 1

^° <y £~ ^ i^stjyw- i_y
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* >—fy*. 4— bkio K v— jqj # iy »_>lj a^Lw l—

*4?) »j ^ * c=*^) i_/ ‘Mil HL <%J _/

«i_ <—>lj $*A y 5j jj # v^Ij <£- '"t’W Jz_] y

^°y$- y-4 jji iy u/>^ y £-j y^ jijj jji bjo y
<£- o_>J jy &«C>j <£- liiiy^J «i- v^1 £- V" *— A * ^

<*_! *— yo ^ * i^>y
,*-^- «i-W <£- buo k <—

>j jjj
iy v_>l

Jjf iy b^t <“- ^ ^£bj £L (i^yw

^ly y> jU. Jjl * <L_ja. ^jb
Jjj

\jS ^ £L. ]y° ^ ^ jjjJ

# /XmJj jm &-$£** C.— C--^> £_ W-*

jjj £—) > ^ # L^J J^- K^J

^ <iq/V <±J <y-J * uJ-j-. k «i_Uvj

Ljj ^Lsj ^ ^ v^J /-^ t ^ LjjT &j Uujj^ i)b j*

* ll j^j jji y-
,

1

yy j[_
iyyy. *— **- v5 jy <^-

jiU ylj K-<J Jj
* *3 lila. yxaj ^y Jjj

ly ^"J

jot ,. v^Cij y loo u-sjjA- / vr*^ A^° t * k! jixi® yj.
t y

j

4f
*3 ^ ^ v? jy Jy uyy

C/V3 y bo «j t®bj
li^ay y»*o£
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J>
^jAO ‘v’J l_&"* £— y^. l£jo &J 15 i—

>J Jj
#

«/**.$; <=^ ^ *~~ V? <^" y e£ri- 2- W

^ jjl ,k. <-&- }hf £_ ^ e- uM V^1 * i.

aSojaT ,£ jj U*^a jjJ UuJa jj # ^ JjjJ £_ JjX*

#- g_ U-* j^J l^j Uf J^A _A_ Ua.
J&>

L-j] ]y> v_fl«j J^Ai &jJ
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HindostanI (Theth variety).

(MahamahSp&dhyaya Pandit Svdh&kara DwivSdi, F.A.U., 1898.)

TRANSLITERATION AND TRANSLATION.

Kisi manus-ke do bete the. Un-mi-se lahure bete-ne

A-certain man-of two sons were. Them-in-from the-younger son-by

bap-se kaha, ‘ be bap, ap-ke dhan-me jo mera

the-father-to it-was-said, ‘ 0 father, your-Somur-of property-in what my

bakh“ra ho, us-ko mujhe de-dijiye.’ Tab us-ne ap*na dhan

share may-be, that to-me give-away.’ Then him-by his-oitm property

un-mi bat-diya. Babut din nalu bite, ki labura beta

them-among was-divided. Many days not passed, that the-younger son

sab kucbb bator dur des chala-gaya, aur wab! luch*pan-mi

all things collecting distant country went-away, and there debauchery-in

din bit&w’te ap’na dhan ura-diya. Jab wall sab-kuobb

days passing his-oum fortune was-wasted-away. When he all-things

ura-chuka, tab os des-mi akal para, aor wab kangal

wasted-completely, then that country-in famine fell, and he indigent

ho-gaya. Tab wab us des-ke kisi bhale-manus-ke yabS

became. Then he that country-of a-certain well-to-do-man-of near

ja-kar rab“ne laga
;

jis-ne us-ko ap*ne khet-ml suar

gone-having to-live began; whom-by him-for his-own fields-m swine

charane-ko bheja. Aur wab chah“ta-tlia ki, ‘ mai ap*na pet un
to-feed it-was-sent. And he wishing-was that. * I my-own belly those

cbhimiyi-se bharu, jinhS suar khate-hai,’ par koi us-ko kucbh
hushs-with I-may-fill, which swine eating-are,' but anyone him-to anything

nahi deta-tha. Tab us-ko chet hua, aur kah*ne laga ki,

not giving-was. Then him-to senses became, and to-say he-began that,

4 mere bap-ke yah! it*ni alelah roti boti-hai, ki

‘my father-of near so-many thoughtlessly loaves prepared-are, that-

kit'ne majure pet-bhar khate-hai aur bachay bhi rakh’te-haT

hoto-many labourers belly-full eating-are and putting-by also keeping-are,

aur mai bhukha marta-b!. Mai uth*t&-hs aur bap-ke pas

and 1 hungry dymg-am. I arising-am and the-father-of near
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ja-kar yahi kahiga ki, “he bap, mai-ne Bhag*wan-ke

gone-havvng this-very will-say that, “ 0 father. me-by God-of

bimukh aur ap-ke sam*ne pap kiya. Mai phir

against and your-Eonour-'of in-presence sin was-done. I again

ap-ka beta kahe-jane jog nahi. Mujh-ko apane

your-Sonour-of son to-be-called worthy not. Me your-ouon

majur5-mi-se ek-ki na¥ rakhiye.” ’

Tab wah uth-kar ap*n§

labourers-amongfrom one-of like keep.”

'

Then he risen-having his-own

bap-ke pas chala
;

par wah dur-hl tha ki us-ke bap-ne

father-of near went ; but he far-off-even was that his father-by

us-kd dekh-kar daya ki, aur daur-kar us-ke gale-ml

liim-to seen-haviny pity was-done, and run-having his neck-in

lipat-gaya, aur us-kd chum*ne laga. Bete-ne kaha, * he bap,

threw-himself, and him to-kiss began. The-son-by it-was-said, ‘ O father,

mai-ne Bhag*wan-ke bimukh aur ap-ke sam”ne pap kiya

;

tne-by God-of against and your-Sonour-of in-presence sin was-done;

aur ap-ka beta kahe-jane jog nahi.’ Par bap-ne ap“ne

and your-Sonour-of son to-be-called worthy not.’ But the-father-by his-own

ekak”r5-me-se ek-se kaha ki, ‘ sab-se achchba kap*ra is-ko

servants-in-from one-to it-was-said that, ‘ all-than good clothes this-one-lo

pahinawo, aur bath-mi aguthi aiu- plw5-mg jute. Aur chalo, ham-log
put-on, and hand-on a-ring and feet-on shoes. And come, we-people

khay aur bel*si, ky§-ki yah beta mara aisa tha, phir-se

may-eat and, may-rejoice, because this son dead like was, again

jlya-hai; heray gaya tha, phir mila-hai.’ Tab ire sukh-se

alive-is; lost gone was, again found-is.’ Then they pleaswre-ioith

belas’ne lage.

to-make-merry began.

Us-ka jeth*ra beta khet-mi tha. Jab wah ate-hue ghar-ke niar

Bis elder son field-in was. When he coming house-of near

pahScha, tab nach“ne bajane-ka sur suna. Us-ne ap“ne

arrived, then dancing music-of sound was-heard. Sim-by his-oton

chakllr6-m!-se ek-ko bula-kar pSchha ki, ‘yah kya hai?’

servants-in-from one called-having it-was-asked that, ‘ this what is ? ’

Us-ne us-se kaha ki, * ap-ka bhai aya hai, aur

Eim-by him-to it-was-said that, ‘ your-Sonour-of brother come is, and

ap-ke bap-ne jew*nar kiya-hai, kyg-ki us-ko hara-bhara

your-Sonour-of father-by feast made-is, because him-to flourishing

paya-hai.’ Is-par us-ne ris kiya aur ghar-ke bhitar

it-has-been-found’ Eereupon him-by anger was-made and house-of inside
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jana na chaha. Par us-ka bap bahar a-kar us-ko manaw*n&

to-go not wished. But him-of father outside come-having him to-appease

laga. Us-n6 bap-ko jabab diya ki, ‘ dekhiye, mai it*ne

began. Rim-by the-father-to answer was-given that, 'see, I so- many

bar*s5-se ap-ki tahal karta-ha, aur ap-ke ades-ka

years-since your-Honow-of service doing-am, and your-Ronour-of order-of

tal‘na na kiya, aur ap-n6 mujh-ko kabhi ek

transgression not teas-done, and your-Eonour-by me-to ever-even one

m6m*na na diya ki mai ap*ne mSliy§-k6 sang

kid not was-given that I my-own friends-of with

biharta. Par ap-ka yah beta jo raturiy6-ke

might-have-made-merry. But your-Ronour-of this son who harlots-of

sang ap-ke dhan-ko kha-gaya-kai, jaise-bi aya taise-hi

in-company your-Ronour-of fortune eaten-up-has, as-even he-came so-eten

ap-ne us-ke liye barhiyl jew*nar kiya-hai.’ Bap-ne

your-Eonour-by him-of for good feast has-been-made.' The-fatherby

us-se kaha, • he beta, tS sada mere sang hai, aur jo-kuckh

him- to it-was-said, ' 0 son, thou always me with art, and whatever

mera hai, so sab tera hai. Par hulas’na aur liarakh'na pad

mine is, that all thine is. But to-be-pleased and to-be-glad proper

hai, ky8S-ki yah tera bhai mara aisa tha, phir jia-hai ; heray

is, because this thy brother dead like was, again alive-is; lost

gaya-tha, phir mi!a hai.’

had-been, again found is.’
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I next give an extract from the Kahani Thgth Bindi-me, the celebrated story of the

loves of Prince TJdai Bhan and the Princess Ketaki, by Ingha Allah Khan, who flourished

at Lucknow in the early part of the nineteenth century. The' passage given is the

Preface. In this the author explains that his intention is to write a composition in the

idiom used by the better class of people, meaning by this the Urdu of Lucknow, hut with

a vocabulary which rigorously excludes all words of foreign origin, and which is drawn
entirely from Hindu!, i.e. the speech of Hindus. As a tour de Jorce, his success has been

complete. The work is a treasury of words in everyday use amongst the people of

Hinddstan, many of which will not be found in any dictionary. On the other hand, as

a model of style, it can only rank as a curiosity. The style is that of the Persianised

Urdu current in Lucknow, not that of a true Indian language. The verb is commonly
in the middle of the sentence, for instance ragaftd-hS in the very first clause. Again,

the metres used for the poetry are Persian, not Hindi. As explained elsewhere, Hindu
scholars class a language as Urdu or Hindi, not according to its vocabulary, hut according

to the idiom—especially the order of the words,—employed. Hence, although from be-

ginning to end Insha Allah’s tale does not contain a single Persian word, they universally

deny that it is written in Hindi. To them it is written in Urdu and in nothing else.

I give the extract in two characters, in the Persian in which it was originally

published, and also in the Deva-nagari. Anyone capable of studying it will be able to

read it in one or other of these characters, and I therefore give no transliteration. I

append a translation based on that of Mr. Clint, but more literal.

The whole work was published (with a good many misprints) in Vols. XXI and

XXIV of the Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal. The first section was translated

by Mr. L. Clint, and the second by Mr. S. Slater. It has been more tlian once reprinted

in Bazar presses in India. A satisfactory text has not yet been issued. I have, in the

main, followed that of Mr. Clint, with a few alterations based on other information.
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£ y±” i-V t>y- ^ &* - yf.
e-jM <=Ay

* Jykj^? «£- <yy] *5-^ K-^J jyj * ** 5jUj &j

1^° vJ 4-5 - ^ 2- S^ ^ °LT c*^ SrO 5

* <*_ jW j-i uV jy <^3! yyi “
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. y
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Jf ' s^ **jfc eA**° 4-5 ^4 y ^ ^
45 '^ Sr^ >^~«^- S^)0^4

yU * <« yj; ^ kJ*^ J^> ^ y* <L\*. ^ * <L?

»-£j e. u** e^l)^ £_\ * rf g> £*)) sOl^JjJ J*> i_/

- 22 V - ^JV«^ - vjfa 4.y.J 4-J,/ yJ £_jj C_jj ^jy

£/ y4 -y <-& -y yy>
. y ha

i£ ** s^i * yy y>L«y o-y cdU y . ^jy

c^rJ HL. v#**J <4w ^-Aa. - C^U. &i ^gj

jji - ^ jy ^ <#*» k ^ ^ yy yy ^/W
* K yy iy^ V * «-j* *> <£- ^

yiLso^.yiy lys u
(y y&ej ^yy li

^»

^Uib y y yi, ^ iy uyj y;] ^ * y
ykiK^ 4- u^- 4- j^j Jy g yi

VOL. IX, PART I. ,
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iulj ILflj y \S&»yi y # <^’4 <*S+^y

# IjJlj y c-Jy$£j Uy £>_ i_p^ * life et- syy

W- jjl - i_ ^tl* y V? wV=!
K ur51/ <-^

y&j jj &yy° Haj # UU ^~J^i £!_j| &os^

jl jj!
jUi jU y UU <L- lijd c—yo y # ^y tills. ^ k_>)£
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3U.

- Jf^ c^j e_ t^J^v y Ijy^ **

* c-W Jy y^y 4.I - <j*° Vj; ^ cyf

ii^° uy ^ ^ *y 4^ “yjy^

^ uy kU& <«-r~“y y s^y

y! y liU^i. «i_ «=yW yjJ

y i^y kU&/ lly y l^y

<
_pi" - Aa^j^ yoj <iLy <^_ &«£) JS y) i-jJ

yyy <ry <s*^
Jy d 4J j>y uy y$* <22.

* uy ^1 Jy V); u^ *-
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Hindustani (ThSlh variety).

(Insha Allah Khan, circa 1800.)

Rr iprr-sfiT vi^di-if ^pr ^«TR-Tt%-f wnkf kra-H

fH-HT-ft «WWf fk TTrT-ft HT 3JT H?

ffft-% *T TPtT ||

f ifafi wrfkfr ft hth %*
i

^H-f fr*r sir ht wr ¥ u

^R-^tt yd^i ft hhh hh fk^nft-ft ^sr thi ft Hj^rf-H frf

n# fk ^rr ^fr ft i sh w-ft kraif ft stfr-t

^gTt ^kiff-w wt-% II

kR-fT fN ff fk HHH-ft ^tr fkt i hi^t ft fft
ht-h ft i *jrff-ft ft ^r fen i ktft-f ^re«r-€t ^;?Rt

pa 3ffT ft WT $^lT-ft 3tTcR ^ TrTT H% I HW % ft 3HRt

’pn ft ft wt HHRTTf-ft m\ narf fk aar aiti ^ fwFt-Trr ft

wr% Hft kff I f%T-t ^RT fpt-cPtf tkckr ^*rc-%—ft ht-% h*i fkr

kf fk HTTfT ff fk TrR TTH1 THt ^TR-H TV ffctft Htft

Jrf^4f k#t W aiklT %H-H f—ft ft H ft II

kn: hr ffn tr ^RT-if hh ^rt-%

qrrr-ft—fftt-% kra \ w-%—ft ^ * ftm If^ h =rrt i fk

^H-^rr wfTt ht%

—

ffH-^rr arre sft-% ^rt—^ft-ft 1R h#

^nft Tft-% i
If wr i ’hhh RPT-ff «rft hurt i fk ktflf

^H-% *Tf%-HR %° WST qTTTT % I fk ftf ft—^iW HT ft-

ft HTf HTcTT I TH ^TR-f ^Z ffft f-HTR-SW-fk-OT-f

3qr irft 1 ftf W HWf-3tt HRTt ffc HTR-TTT T^rTT-

fftft *ft II

VOL. IX, PAST I.
P 2
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dfi fpt tg Iff fTd TTOd sror-if W«5-Wt4—#tt ("ft fnft

ufa fwn-n h^i i§<£ ^r r=*t4?t «t fit# i df wt-w ittt

w“t W-#t fikt % df-% fkw I flffT-#^ ftW wk iTWTff ^
'sd-# <̂ )'t* «T ft I WM*T y«i%-f 1'TW-d-d U'ti eni4. dS M<S ki<9-

yild ^TT*T 'SMI— *ud—iff <9in*l <slTO—fdT k’sil-'hi—iff

Pd-wr—«dfi dT wp-wT—wkir finr-fiT—pt wf%—iff fto ft^t

f^i=rr% «rft p?t 1 ift «t fdff% wk dWHTO i «[Jfi

wro—w# d% wtd ww5t-% wwg wrod-d ftfTO-fi'sm-f—wrf-fd wf

ifft Tf grjf f#Ttt-# «f I iff dff fTO-WT |

ti-% w*f-#t s^t frkf-fd stfd in-fir d\d<*u-frr fifT—if

^iW QfTT WdtTfT ftfd *Tff I Wt TTO-#f HTfcT WT fpfTWT wk TfiS

dW ftff-# sM%lfT dWTWT dk f-Tjk if-fefdd-wl Tpidt fTO

dWTWT i Wt JJdi-d «T ft dWed dt ddT Iff fTO df-% WT kiwi^dl I

ffd if-d ftcd Td fifPWt Tided I

fd fifTdkfiT fifd-fTdT HfT WTO-fit Wdldl-%—wk WdT

dtd dd q<*Hd-f fif TJdTed-% I ^ffdT fTlf df-fT dTT-fiT

WTO-#t WdtdT-11 | Wt ITT ^ifll-T WTfT dt ff dTO-dTO 'Mk TMl ct-WTO

wk ^-kn? wk kTOT-fkfT kuwr 1 wt pro-ft WTO-# TOTO-fd

dt^T—Wt ffsfdt % lit dfd Wdd—dWTfT-d ffTdf-# pf-d—

-

Wdd dkrlt dd WTO I

dt%-dT Wdd df-% WTOI-lf d I

=n<d=f Wt f dt df ^aHeu-lf d I

dd WTfd-fT%-d Wt WTfT dt Wlft I

fifed ft p f fT. ^WTdT-f W II

Wf WTO fdd Tif-W TTOHf ft-# Z3i PTT ffid Sf-if <(Z

WWdtp Wfd PT W-#t M<=ist Wd ff§t-d f#d W# «RW

PTOrdT-^ II
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TRANSLATION.

Having bowed my bead, I rub my nose (in the dust) before Him, my Maker, by

•whom we all were made, and by whom in an instant1 were revealed all those things

of which the secret had hitherto been found by none.

Each breath that comes and goes,

Without meditation on Him, would be a noose for our necks.

How shall this puppet, that holds in remembrance the Being that makes it

dance, fall into any difficulty (lit. sourness) ? How shall bitterness and astringency be

met with? It is the sweetness of this fruit which thou shouldst taste, as thy fore-

fathers have tasted of excellence from their elders.
2

Eor seeing He gave the eyes, and for hearing the ears. The nose also He made

-prominent amongst all (the features). On our forms bestowed He a soul. Where

has a vessel of clay so much power as will enable it to declare the skill of its potter ?

Of a truth, how can that which is created praise its Creator, and what can it say ? Let

him who thus would do, babble in vain, (but as for me,) if every hair of the down upon

my body from head to feet were each to speak and to continue glorifying, and were to

remain rapt in that case for as many years as there are sands in all the rivers and

blossoms and pods in the fields, even then they could not accomplish aught.

With this bowing of my head, I also prostrate myself day and night before that

"Friend9 of the Giver, far advanced (in favour), on whose account it was said, ‘if Thou

hadst not been, I would have created nothing.’ And of his cousin (‘All), whose

marriage was contracted in his family, the remembrance has always been with me.

(As i”remembered him), I exulted, and could not contain myself. And as many

children as there are of him, to them alone am I devoted* Whoever else there may

be, he pleases not my heart. Beyond the pale of this family, what have I to do with

any vagabond, sharper, thief, or robber? While)I live, and while I die, on all these

alone and on their house, day and night, do I place my hope.

THE FOUNDATION5 OF A WONDROUS TALE.

One day, while I was sitting doing nothing, it came into my thought to write a

story in which there should not appear the employment6 of any language except

Hindu!. Having taken this resolution, my heart expanded like a flower-bud. No

foreign words or rustic expressions were to appear in it. Of those who heard (my

intention), a few great scholars, old-fashioned curmudgeons, wily old rascals, introduced a

cats’ concert,7 wagging their heads, screwing their faces, lifting up their noses and eye-

brows, petrifying their eyes, and began to say, ‘ we don’t see how this thing can be. That

to introduce one person to another.' Hence, ‘ to fascinate, beguile.'

ippearance, shape.' But iaul ial'nS. is • to lay a foundation.'

• Tar'chdnd is litei

an object of affection or

» Daul is ' method,

« The dictionary meaning of pot is

cation of a medicine, of Sre, of plaster, of a smearing, and so on.

I Khat-rdg is literally ‘ six tunes * (played at once). Hence ‘ discord.'

our schoolboy days. Akhi path'rdna is to tnrn the eyes to stone (paMat

It is the application of anything, at

exactly to the cata
1
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the quality of Hindu! should not appear, that the quality of local dialects should not slip-

in, that the style in use among the better sort of people, the super-excellent, which they
employ amongst themselves, should under such conditions remain as it always was, and
that neither of these (two faults) should he reflected in it,—that is impossible.’

I took offence at the difficulties raised by their cold sighs (of discouragement), and
replied with some irritation, * I have said nothing so very wonderful. If I show- you.

a grain of mustard seed and try to persuade you that it is a mountain ; if I play a
pantomime with my fingers and call the false true ; if I construct entangled and uncon-

nected sentences without measure or moderation; if (in short) I cannot do (what I

propose), then, well and good
; (you are quite right to ask me) why I let such words,

issue from my mouth. (Let us judge by results.) In what way soever it is effected, an
end is put to the dispute.’

The narrator of this story here declares himself, and to that degree in which some
people proclaim him (in . the way of praise), speaks conformably. Passing the right

hand over the face (in consideration), I explain myself. Whatever my Benefactor

willed, that, whether it is gestures and hints, 1 or coming, and going, or leaping and jump-
ing, or struggling and striving, will I show. Immediately on seeing which, the steed of

your fancy, which is much faster even than lightning, and which in his bound is like-

the deer, will be lost in amazement. 1

Mounting my horse I come.

The skill I have I show it all.

Whatever He who wished did wish, that, at once.

In whatever I may say, do I show forth.

Do you now give ear, and turning towards me, look for a moment in my direc-

tion. See in what manner I progress, and what sort of flowers I disclose from the petals

of my lips.

1 The dictionary meaning of tdo-bhdo is ‘ very little.’ Tarn is properly the red glow of the face when angry. When
a person’s face is inflamed with rage, he is said tarn dekhldtnd. Bhdm is a gesture or hint Thus, 4/,die na deUdo, sdfsdf
tabs, don’t hint, speak plainly. In Idm-bbdm, tdw is little more than a doublet of bhdm, as in the phrase ««-»i babul taw-

bhdm dekbdyd, par mai-ne Vc na mini, ap'm-ki jit rakkhi, he gave me several hints, but I did not heed, and stuck to
my own determination.

* Chaukar% is the bound off all four legs at oncee, taken by a d«er. ‘ to forget one’s bound ’ is * to be lost
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The next specimen is an extract from the Theth Bindl-ka Thath, a short novel

by Panilit Ayodhya Singh UpSdhyay. It is an admirable specimen of the true Hindo-
stani language, free from any admixture of borrowed words, whether Persian or

Sanskrit. This pathetic story, illustrating Hindu life in northern India, is well worth

the study of everyone who wishes to master the real language spoken by the people of

the Upper Doab, which is at the same time readily intelligible wherever Himl6stS.nl

is employed as a lingua franca. This is more than can be said either for the Persianised

Urdu of Maulvis, or for the Pandit-ridden Hindi of Benares.

It has been published both in the Deva-nagari and in the Persian characters, and

both editions are here given. I append a fairly literal translation. The Indian idiom,

it will be observed, is retained throughout. There is none of the Persian order of words

which we have observed in the preceding specimen.
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HindostanI (Theth variety).

(Pandit Ayodhyd Singh Up&dhy&y, 1899.

)

TUb UHT? WTH-ft ggft gT-% gTU-ft XRgglft-ir lift

ftift-ft gTC I HTg ggg-gT %, gTgg-U gift

WT ft-ft ZZT =ft ft* W*ft-% I ftgt ggg

ggT, ifz-Hzr hi fr-w, !$g=udrat ftr-u fti gft ftr

^TTUT ftg HgT, fgU fft g¥ bTgft ggt ft I fiW g? gT-gT

gH HTH ggT ft-llgT, gg-giT gT?T, gg

era gnrf t? u gfH gg-u ifgt gurat gRTft u#t-ir n

gg-«ra^r fkg gw-gn % i gfhr gk

gigg, gif, ^u?ft gW, ff fk gtg writ, gift gw fk

ft gHiggift ggt gft ^ruiTra ^gg-ft gng tigen-% gfri urg ftg-

gr wuat-gr ggtT % i gf gggT gft *ifg-ir tiht-% gfr gg

ggft wft-%, wt^gg-t-ft ftwr fkfMrt gnu gTf-? I ^g-ggfg

tffrfT fttr gg ^ft gTHT, 33T bfgft-g gfT-gK kraUT I *T? gggft
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# ^t^-% #c ^sft ^mr-% ^t-%

5ft-=Rt <|pTRft I 'si'S'fl*!
4
ii<jI <^^ «tc<Jrt ^li«t<u,

% «rre %ii i ^ ^rrai ift, nr ^t-% i Ttft

W-% IJWT, %-si^ ^ g^T 3TST & f
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HindostAni (ThSth variety).

( Pandit AyOdhyG Singh UpMhydy, 1899.)
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TRANSLATION.

A girl of eleven years of age is standing in the garden by her house watching for

someone to come. The sun is about to set, the clouds are suffused with red, a gentle

breeze is giving coolness to her spirit. In a short time the sun set, and, just as it was
beginning to he dusky, someone became visible approaching, from another side of the

garden, that side where the girl was standing. In a little while he came and stood by
her. When the girl saw him she said, ‘ Deonandan, where have you been all this time ?

I have been standing here a long while waiting for you.’

Deonandan is a youth of fourteen or fifteen years. To look at his well-favoured

fair-complexioned face, shapely hands and feet, slender form, high and broad forehead,

long arms, and large heart-attracting eyes, you would think that Jayanta, the son of

Indra, had himself descended from heaven and come down to the earth. He really be-

longed to the same village as that in which the girl lived, and from babyhood they had

been fond of each other. Every third or fourth day, as he found an opportunity,

Deonandan would come to see her, and she, too, would meet him with the greatest affeo-

tion, and with her sweet, sweet, words would attract his soul. The girl knew that

Deonandan would come that day, and for this reason had been looking out for him. He
did come, but it was a little late, and that is why she said to him, * Deonandan, where

have you been all this time ?
’
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LUCKNOW LITERARY UROG.

The following specimen is in the Persianised Literary Urdu of Lucknow. The
preference for Persian words instead of indigenous ones is manifest from the first

sentence.

Notice, too, the preference for the Persian order of words with the verb in the

middle, not at the end of the sentence, and the subject after the object. Hindi, or indeed

any pure Indo-Aryan language, will not tolerate sentences like chald ayd bdp-ke pas,

he went to his father. The true Indian order would be bdp-ke pas chald ayd. Again
the order of the phrase ek naukar-kd us-ne puchha is not truly Indian. The Indian

order would be us-ne ek naukar-kd (or -se) puchha, the subject preceding the object.

The specimen (which is a version of the Parable) is given in the Persian character.

As it is a good specimen of Urdu handwriting, it is given in facsimile, and not in type.
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Hindostan! (Standard UrdO variety).
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INDO-ARYAN FAMILY. Central Group.

WESTEBN HINDI.

Hindostani (Standard Fro® variety). District, Lucknow.

TRANSLITERATION AND TRANSLATION.

Ek shakbs-ke do bete th6. Un-ml-se chhota bap-se

One man-of two sons were. Them-in-from tlie-younger father-to

kahne laga, * abba jan, jaedad-mg hamara jd-kuchh hissa hai ham-

to-say began,
‘
father dear, property-in my whatever share is me-

ko de-dijie.’ Chunacbe us-ne apna asasa donS-ko taqsim

to give-away'.’ Accordingly him-by his-oum property both-to division

kar-diya. Aur chand-hi roz ba‘d chhota beta sab mal

was-made-md-given. And some-even days after tlie-younger son all property

ikattha kar-ke bahut dur-ke mulk-mS chala-gaya aur wahl

together made-having great distance-of country-into went-away and there

sari daulat shohad-pan-ml ura-di. Jab sab uth-gaya to

all wealth debauchery-in squandered-away . When all up-went then

us mulk-mi qahat-e-'agim para aur wob muhtaj ho-chala. Aur us-

that country-in a-famme-great fell and he needy became. And him-

ne us mulk-ke ek rais-ke ha ja-kar naukari kar-li.

by that country-of a rich-native-of place-in gone-having service took.

Us-ne ise apne kheto-ml suarl charane-ke liye bhej-

Eim-by for-this-one Ins-own fields-in swine feeding-of for it-was-sent-

diya. Wah, to, bari arzu-kS sath un chhilko-se bhi pet

away. He, indeed, great desire-of with those .
husks-with even belly

bhar-leta jo suarl khati-thl, magar woh bhi kisi-ne

would-have-filled which the-swine eating-were, but that even anyone-by

us-ko na di. Ab us-ki akhl khull. Us-ne kaha

him-to not was-given. Now him-of eyes opened. Him-by it-was-said

ki, ‘ bahutere mazdur to mere bap-ke yah5 pet bhar

that, * many labourers indeed my father-of house-at belly full

khana pal, balki bacha bhi rakhaT, aur maT bhukho marS.

food get, nay-rather saving also keep, and I from-hunger die.

UthS aur abba-ke pis ja3 aur un-se kahn, “abba jan,

Let-me-rise and father-of near go and him-to say, “father dear,

mal Ehuda-ka aur ap-ke huzur-ml gunah-gar hn, aur ab

J God-of and your-Honour-of presence-in sinner am, and now
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is laiq nahl ki ap-ka beta kahlau. Mujhe apne

this worthy not that yonr-Honour-of son I-may-be-called. Me your-own

mazduxo-ml rakh-lijiye.” ’ Pas woh utha aur cbala-aya bap-ke

labourers-in having-kept-lake ' So he arose and went the-father-of

pas. Hanoi! fasile-hi-se tha ki bap-ne dekh-liya aur

near. Yet • distance-even-at he-was that the-father-by he-was-seen and

J'ahm kba-kar daura, gale-se lagaya, aur piyar kiya.

pity eaten-having he-ran, neck-to was-attached, and love was-made.

Aur bete-ne us-se ‘ar? kiya, ‘abba jan, mai
Mnd the-son-by him-to the-reqnest was-made, ‘father dear, 1
Khuda-ke huzur aur ap-kl nazar-ml gunab-gar hS, aur ab

Qod-of presence and your-Honour-of siglit-in sinner am, and now

is laiq nahi ki ap-ka beta kahlaQ.’ Magar
this worthy not that yonr-Honour-of son I-may-be-called.’ Hut

bap-ne apne naukarS-ko hukm diya ki,
‘ ‘umda-sg

the-father-by his-own servants-to order was-given that, ‘ good-than

‘umda poshak lao aur in-ko pahnao

;

agutlii hath-mg aur

good dress bring and this-one-on put

;

a-ring hand-on and

juta paB-mi pinhao

;

aur sab log da'watS kba-kar kbusbiyS
shoe feet-on put; and all people feast eaten-having rejoicings

manal. Mera yeh farzand mar-kar, pliir jiya, ; aur

let-us-celebrate. My this son died-having, again lived ; and

gum ho-kar, phir mila.’ Chunache woh. sab log

lost become-having. again was-found.’ Accordingly they all people

kbushiyl manane lage.

rejoicings to-celebrate began.

Us waqt us-ka bara beta khgt-par tha. Jab woh
That time him-of elder son jield-on was. When he

palat-kar ghar-ke qarib pahScha to us-ne gane
returned-having house-of near arrived then him-by singing

aur nacli-ki awaz sum. Ek naukar-kd us-ne bula-kar

and dancing-of sound was-heard A servant him-by called-having

puchha ki, ‘yeh sab kis bat-par ho-raha-hai ?
’

Us-ne
it-was-asked that, 'this all what matter-on going-on-is ?

’ Him-by

us-se kaha, ‘ap-ke bhai ae-hai aur un-ke sahih-

hbm-to it-was-said, ‘ yonr-Honour-of brother come-is and him-of safe-

salamat wapas ane-par ap-ke walid-ne jashn kiya-hai.’ Woh
sound back coming-on your-Honour-of father-by feast made-is.’ He

bahut bigra, ghar-ke andar-hi na jata tha. Is-par

much was-put-out, house-of inside-even not going was. This-upon
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so-many years-from

kisl waqt ap-ke hukm-

us-ka bap bahar nikal aya aur manane lags. TJs-
him-of the-fother outside emerging came and to-appease began. Eim-
ne bap-sb kaha ki, ‘dekhiye, it*ne bar“sS-se mai
by the-father-to it-was-said that,

ap-kl kbidmat karta-bu aur

your-Eonour-of service doing-am and any time your-Eonour-of orders-

se sartabl nahl ki ; us-par bhi ap-ne kabbi
from disobedience not was-done ; that-on even your-Honour-by ever

mujhe bakii-ka ek bachcha tak na diya ki apne dostS-
to-me she-goat-of one young-one up-to not was-given that my-own friends-

ke sath khushi manata. Magar jn-hf ap-ka
of with rejoicings 1-might-have-celebrated. 'But as-even your-Eonour-of

yeh beta aya
.

jis-ne ap-ka sara mal kasbiyS-ini gawa-
this son came whom-by your-Eonour-of all substance harlots-in was-

diya, to ap-ne un-kl khatir-se jashn kiya.’ Us-ne
lost, then your-Eonour-by him-of affictwn-by afeast was-made.’ Eim-by

us-se kaha, ‘ beta, turn hamesha mere pas ho
;

jo-kucbh mera
him-to it-was-said, ‘son, you always me near are; whatever mine

hai, woh tumhara hai. Munasib yehi tha ki ham-log
is, that yours is. Proper this-indeed was that we-people

khushiyS mana§
#

aur masrur h§, ky8-ki tumhara bhai
rejoicings may-celebrate and happy may-be, because your brother

mar-ke, zinda hua-hai ; aur gum ho-ke, phir mila-hai.’

died-having, alive become-has ; and lost become-having, again found-is.’
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QASBSTI URDO OF LUCKNOW.

The preceding specimen has illustrated the high, literary style of Lucknow Urdu.
We now proceed to give specimens of the ordinary Urdu spoken in the city. It is

known as qasbati, from qasbat, the plural of qasba, a quarter of a town.

It is not so highly Persianised as the literary dialect, but possesses the typical order

of words which Urdu has borrowed from Persian. Thus we have jdnib dakhm, in the

southern direction, the Indian order of which would be dakhinjanib. Similarly, kinare

darya-e Sai-ke, instead of darya-e Sai-ke kinare, on the hank of the river Sai.

I give two specimens of this form of Urdu. The first is a short passage of the

Parable of the .Prodigal Son, which I give in transliteration only, merely for the purpose
of comparison with the literary dialect. The other is a folk-tale about the temple of

Bhauresar in Nigoha. It is given in the Persian character, with full transliteration and
translation.

[ No. 6.]

INDO-ARYAN FAMILY. Central Group.

WESTERN HINDI.

Hindostani (Qasbati UrbC op Lucknow).

Specimen I.

Ek shakhs-ke do larke the. Un-mg-se chhote-ne apne bap-se kalia ki, • ai bap,
jaedad-ml-se jo mera haqq hota-ho mujhe de-dijiye.’ Tab us#e un-ko apni jaedad
taqsim kar-di. Aur thore roz-ke ba‘d chhota larka sab kuchh mal jam* kar-ke ek dur-
ke mulk-ko rawana hua, aur waha-par apna mal ‘aiyashi-ml ura-diya. Aur jab sab
kharch kar-dala, tab us mulk-ml bara qaht para, aur woh thud mohtaj hone laga.
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INDO-ARYAN FAMILY. Central Group.

* WESTERN HINDI.

HiNDosTANi (QasbstI Urdu op Lucknow).

Specimen II.
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HindOstanI (QasbatI Urdu op Lucknow).

Specimen II.

TRANSLITERATION AND TRANSLATION.

Qasba Nigdhl-ki janib dakhin ek mandir Mahadeo-ji-ka bai,

Town NigohS-of direction southern a temple Mahddeo-ji-of is,

jis-ko Bhauresar kahte-baT, aur kinare . darya-e Sai-ke

which Bhauresar calling-they-are, and on-the-bank the-river-of Sai-of

waqe‘ hai. Aur wah§-par har Du-shamba-ko mela hota-bai, aur

situated is. And there-on every Monday-on a-fair being-is, and

aksar log har roz darshan-kd bila uagha

generally people every day paying-respects-for without intermission

jayS-karte-lial, aur jo maqsad-e dill rakhte-hai woh

going-regularly-are, and what desire-of of-the-heat't keeping-they-are that

pura hota-bai.

fulfilled being-is.

Sunne-mS aya-hai ki ek waqt-ml Aurangzeb Badshah bbi

In come-it-is that one time-in Aurangzeb the- Emperor also

mandir-par tashrif-lae-the. Aur un-ki yeh

temple-on hoiwured-with-his-presence. ' And Eim-of this

mandir-ko khudwa-kar murat-ko nikalwa-

that this temple got-dug-up-having the-image he-might-get-

sadha mazdar us murat-ke nikalne-ko mustaldd

taken-out, and hundreds labourers that hmage-of taking-out-for ready

bug, lekin murat-ki intiba na ma'lum hui. Tab

became, but the-image-cf end not found became. Then

Badshah-ne gbusse-ml a-kar ijazat di ki, ‘ is

the-Emperor-by anger-in come-haoing permission was-given that, ‘ this

murat-ko tor-dalo,’ Tab mazdur5-ne torna shuru‘

image break-in-pieces’ Then the-labourers-by to-break commencement

kiya, aur do ek zarb murat-mg lagai, balki, kuehh

was-made, and two one strokes the-image-in were-applied, nay, somewhat

shikast bhi ho-gai, jis-ka nishan aj-tak bbi maujud bai, aur

broken also it-became, which-of the-mark today-to also existing is, and

that-(God-)of

mansha tbi

intention <

lew!.
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qadr-e khun bill murat-se numud hua; lekin aisi

little-a blood also the-image-from visible became; but such

qudrat murat-ki zahir hui, aur usi murat-ke

supernatural-power the-image-of manifest became, and that-very image-of

niche-se bazarha bhaure nikal-pare, aur sab fauj-e Badshah-ki

below-from thousands hornets issued, and all the-army-of the-Emperor-of
bhauro-se paresban hul Aur yell khabar Badshah-ko bhi ma'lum

homets-from distress became. And this news the-Emperor-to also known

bul. Tab Badshah-ne hukm diya ki, ‘ acbcbha, is

became. Then the-Emperor-by order was-given that, ‘good, this

murat-ka nam aj-se Bliauresar hua, aur jis

image-of name today-from Bhauresar(Lord-of-Eornets) became, and what

tarh-par thi usl tarh-se band
. kar-do,’ aur kbud

mamner-on it-was that-very manner-by closed-up make,’ and himself

Badshah-ne murat mazkur band karane-ka intizam
the-Emperor-by the-image aforesaid closed-up causing-to-make-of arrangement

kar-diya.

was-made.

Ab eband roz-se ‘ilawa darshan-ke bahut-se dukandar
Now some days-from beside paying-respects-of many-very shopkeeper

log wabi dukang ' lagate-haT. ‘Ilawa ma'muli chizS-ke, kashtkari-ki
people there shops arranging-are. Besides ordinary things-of, cultivation-of

cbizg, jo debat-mg bahut ziyada kar-ke zarurat hoti-hai,
things, which viUages-in much more done-having necessary being-are,

waha-par mil sakti-hai.

there-on be-found can.

FREE TRANSLATION OF THE FOREGOING.

To the south of the town of Nigohl there is a temple of Mahadeo, which people
call Bhauresar, and is situated on the bank of the river Sai. A fair is held there every
Monday, and every day there is a stream of people who come to visit the image, in the
belief that this act of worship will lead to the fulfilment of all the desires of their hearts.

The story goes that the Emperor Aurangzeb once visited the temple of this deity,
and gave orders that the image should be dug up aud taken out of the temple. He sent
several hundred labourers, but no matter how deep they dug, they could not find the
bottom of the image. Enraged at tliis, the Emperor ordered the image to be broken in
pieces. The labourers commenced the work and gave it one or two blows. In doino- so
they damaged it slightly, and the marks of this are visible to the present day A°few
drops of blood also issued from the image. But this indignity only served to make
manifest the supernatural power’which existed in the idol. Thousands of hornets issued
from below it, and put the Emperor’s army of men to flight. When this was told
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to him he said, ‘ very well, from this day let this image be known as Bhanresar, or the

Lord of Hornets, and let the earth he filled in so as to restore it to the same condition

as that in which itwas before.’ He then himself saw that the arrangements for restor-

ing the image to its original condition were carried out.

For a long time not only have people visited this shrine to pay homage to the deity,

but a number of shopkeepers have set up shops in the locality. They sell not only the

ordinary stock in trade but also everything that is necessary for village life.



BEGAMATl URDO OF LUCKNOW.

The form of Urdu employed by respectable Musalman ladies of Lucknow City is

known as Begamati. It is said to be very free from any Hind! admixture, but this

statement is not borne out by the specimens which I hare received.

Two specimens are given. The first is a transliterated text of a portion of the

Parable of the Prodigal Son, for comparison with the other Urdu versions. The other is

a letter written by a Musalman lady of Lucknow to her mother. It is an admirable

specimen of this dialect, full of quaint idioms and vivid expressions. I give it in fac-

simile of the original manuscript, together with a transliteration and translation. The

writing of the manuscript is in the ordinary broken Urdu running hand.

Note that Persian and Arabic words ending in a short a are not inflected for the

oblique cases, as the grammars tell us should be done. Thus, Khd»am Sahiba (not -be)-ke,

(by the son) of the Khanam Sahiba ; chha mahina (not -ne)-kd baoheha, a baby of six

months. This is a common irregularity of writing, which, however, does not affect the

pronunciation. These oblique forms are pronounced as if ending in e. Sahiba-ke is

pronounced Sahibe-ke, and so on.

[No. 7.]

INDO-ARYAN FAMILY. Central Group.

WESTERN HINDI.

Hindostani (Begamati Urdu of Lucknow).

Specimen |.

Ek admi-ke do bete the. Un-ml-se chhota bap-se bola, * abba-jan, mal asbab-mi

jitna hamara hissa hai ham-ko de-dijiye.’ Aur us-ne apni daulat donS-ko bSt-di. There

din? ba‘d chhota sab jam‘-jatha samet-kar bahut dur Ms! mulk-ko nikal-gaya. Waha sab

shohad-pan-ml ura baitha. Jab sab uth-utha-gaya to us mulk-ml babut baira qaht para,

aur yeh mohtaj ho-chala

.
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IliNDosTANi (BEgamati UrdC op Ltjckkow).

Specimen II.
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HiND0STi.Ni (BEgamati Urdu op Lucknow).

Specimen II.

TRANSLITERATION AND TRANSLATION.

KHATT BETl-Kl TARAF-SE MA-KO. ,.

LETTER DAUGHTER-OF DIRECTION-FROM MOTEER-TO.

Ammi jan, Khuda kare ap salamat rakl.

Mother dear, God may-make Tour-Honour (iu-)aafety may-remain.

Bahin Jhamman Sahib aj Lakhnau-ml tlakhil liul. Un-se

Sister Jhamman Sdhiba today Lucknow-in entered became. Her-from

ap-ki sab khair wa salali ma‘lum hui. Bare

Tour-Honour-of all health and prosperity known .became. The-elder

mamS-ka ji ae-din (hamesha) manda rakta-hai.

maternal-uncle-of spirit daily (i.e. always) unwell remaining-is.

Lakhnau-ml bakut (lawH-darman ki, magar kuchli faida nakl

Lucknow-in much medicine-drugs were-done, but any benefit not

hua. KaJk agar upar-wala ho-gaya,

became. Tomorrow if the-above-one (Le. the-moon) happened (i.e. becomes visible),

to Jum'a-rat-ko woh zarur zarur ‘ilaj karne Eaiz-abad

then Thursday-on he certainly certainly {for-) treatment doing Faizabad

sidliarige.

he-will-start.

Aj-kalh yaha choro-ka bara nargha hai. Paros-ml

Nowadays here thieves-of great gang is. The-neighbourhood-in

Khanam Sahib-ke yah§ kalli din-dahare kai chor

EMnam Sdhiba-of at yesterday in-broad-daylight several thieves

gkus-ag. Bara ghul-ghapara macha. Sipahi nigore, gSwar-ke

entered. Much noise-clamour was-raised. Constables useless, boor-of

lath, samjhe na bujke, hullar sunte-ki hamare

stick, understood not knew, uproar immediately-on-hearing our

makan-ml dan-ana chale-ae. Woh to kahiye, bari khairiyat

house-in straightway came. That verily you-may-say
,

great good-luck

guzri. Admi dyorhi-par maujud tha. TTs-ne roka

happened. A-man ante-chamber-on present was. By-him it-ioas-stopped
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thama. Nahf-to sab-ka samna ho-jata. Us-me-se

impeded. Otherwise all(-of-us) -of exposure would-have-been. That-out-of

do chor pakre bhi gae. Mu5-ne hakim-ke samne

two thieves arrested also went. The-idiots-by the-magistrate-of before

ixlta chhndda rakha ki, ‘ Khanam Sahiba-ke bete-ne makan

contrary accusation brought that, * Khanam Sdhiba-of the-son-by the-house

akwane-ke bahana-se ghar-ml bulaya. Do pahar band

estimating-of pretext-on house-in (ice-)ioere-summoned. Two watches confined

rakha, pachas rupaiye chhin-liye, Rita “ chor chor
”

(we-)were-kept, fifty rupees were-snatched-away, contrary “ thief thief”

kar-ke ghul macha-diya.’

doing noise tcas-raised.’

Nazir aur un-ki biwi-me roz-marra jhanjbat haa-karta-hai.

Nazir and him-of wife-between daily wrangling keeps-going-on.

Nazir-ko to • ap janiye, — ek nak-charha. Biwi

Nazir indeed Tour-Honour may-know, — a nose-mounted-one. The-wife

bhi mizajdar; zarra-garra-si bat-par ‘tu ta, mal mai’

also haughty; very-little matter-on ‘thou thou, I I' (i.e. quarrelling)

bone lagti-hai. Lakh samjhaya, ‘bahin,

to-be beginnmg-is. Hundred-thousand was-it-remomtrated{-by-me), ‘sister,

kachcha sath hai. Khuda rakhe. Siyani larki

inexperienced company is. God preserve(-you). Youthful daughter

biyahne laiq pablu-se lagi baithi-hai. Us-ke samne is

for-being-married fit side-by close seated-is. Her-of before this

bak-bak jhak-jhak din rat-ke dat kil-kil-se kya faida.’

talking altercation day night-of teeth gnashing-from what profit.’

Magar aisi ‘aqlo-par Khuda-ki mar. Samjhane-ml bat-ke

But such wits-on God-of curse. Hemonstrating-on words-of

batangar ba4hte-hai. Kaun dakhl-de ? Ulta

wranglings increasing-are. Who may-mterfere ? On-the-contrary

nakku bane.

disgraced he-may-become.

Anlad ‘Ali-ko dekhiye. Na koi bat na chit, bekar

Auldd ‘Alt please-see. Not any word or talk, without-ground

bekar bhi, ma-se lar-bhir-kar dadhiyal

without-ground also, mother-with quarrelled-having to-grandfother’s-house
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lakh asu girte-hai. Abhi MiyS-ko

a-hundred-thousand tears falling-are. Only-now (her-)husband-to

mare pur6 char mahina bhi nahi hue-the ki yeh asman

smee-death full four months even not passed-had when this sky

phat-para. Gharib-ki raln-sahi as bhi tat-gai.

fell-in. The-poor-vooman-of remaining hope also broke.

FREE TRANSLATION OF THE FOREGOING.

A LETTER PROM A DAUGHTER TO HER MOTHER.

Dearest Mother,

May God ordain that you ever remain in safety. Sister Jhamman arrived today

in Lucknow, and from her we have heard how you are getting on. The elder uncle’s

health is daily getting, worse and worse. He has been trying all kinds of medicine here

in Lucknow, but they don’t seem to do him any good. So, if the moon becomes visible

tomorrow, he will certainly set out on Thursday for Faizabad to be treated by the

doctors there.

Nowadays there is a big gang of thieves about. Yesterday, in broad daylight, a

number of them got into the house of the Khanam Sahiba, who lives close by us.

There was a great hue and cry, and the fools of police, useless as a boor’s cudgel which

neither knows nor understands, directly they heard the outcry, made straight for our

house. You may indeed say that we were fortunate, for by great good luck there was

a man standing at our hall-door who stopped them. Otherwise all we women in the

mnana would have been exposed to view. Two of the thieves were caught, and the

idiots, when they came before the magistrate, brought a countercharge that the Khanam

Sahiba’s son had invited them into the house under the pretext of getting the building

valued. They added that he had imprisoned them for some six hours, had robbed them

of fifty rupees, and had then got rid of them by calling out * thief, thief.’

You will be sorry to hear that Nazir and his wife keep on their daily quarrelling.

You know Nazir, what sort of man he is, going about with his nose in the air. His wife,

too, is overweening, and starts a wrangle on ever so little a matter. I’ve reasoned

with her thousands of times,—‘sister dear, there’s inexperienced company. There’s

a young marriageable girl sitting close to your side. What good will come from all this

nonsense and talk, all this teeth-gnashing by day and by night, in her presence ? ’ May

God’s curse rest on such silly-wits. The more one remonstrates, the more she wrangles.

Who is there to interfere, with the certainty of having some rude thing said in return ?

Just look at Aulad ‘All’s conduct. Without saying a word, nay, for absolutely no

reason, he has quarrelled with his mother, and gone off to stay with his grandfather.

Bcgam Jan’s six-months’ old little baby, which she had been nursing with such

loving care, died the day before yesterday. Poor creature, when she presses together

the lids of a single eye, a hundred thousand tears fall. It is only four months since

her husband died, and now, again, the sky has fallen in upon her. The poor thing’s one

remaining consolation is now broken.
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STANDARD URDO OF DELHI.

The Urdu of Delhi is less Persianised than that of Lucknow, and hence more nearly
fulfils the requirements of a lingua franca intelligible over the whole of India. This
will be evident from the following specimen (the authorised Urdu version of the
Parable of the Prodigal Son, as issued under the auspices of the British and Foreign
Bible Society). It will be seen that the vocabulary is on the whole simple, and that the
Indian, and not the Persian, order of words is preferred. For another example of Delhi
Urdu, the Urdu List of Standard Words and Sentences, which was prepared in that city,

may be consulted.

The original Urdu version of the New Testament was made for the British and
Foreign Bible Society by Henry Martyn during the years 1806-1810. It has been
thrice revised. The version of the Parable now given is taken from the third and
last revision canned out by a committee headed by Dr. Weitbrecht during the years
1893-1899.

The Bible Society has issued this version under two forms,—one in the Persian
character, and the other in the Boman character. I give both here. The system of
transliteration used by the Bible Society differs somewhat from that employed in the
present 8urvey, but this will give rise to no difficulty.

It is not necessary to give an interlinear translation.
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HindostanI (Standard TJrdU, Persian Character).

(Panjab Auxiliary Bible Society, 1900.)

<2L cjy** OL- a** iJ - ^ ‘M'l

- c_i> > IasvAjJ £ ys. IS jLe - i >L c_J

4JU ^0 jjJ - v_#0 OskL ^lXe jLo Lj| <L

,
jLc UjJ (jLj jjJ - y sjljjjf C®lLc 4-jyi <£-^ £*a. ILJ Ujo

y Hy^y jy
- Lo jjt yk ^

<L- ^_<Lc - liJ «Ly yisv-e
*5 Jjj

- Jjj J6 C^±v~

- uy^«£_jy i_/“J - jy 4- uk c_jlilj

ki-^ 4>J y <L.Lr jy. oULj y- ^ y>| <»-j jy

yy i <yy ^ - u* kjj *j jyy y° c-3)«y

- yk. <» tyj y u^yy

vk «£.j y - uy y y yy uy jy

y> *_#y jjj k ^Lkf - k_>L c-i Kyx *l ^ jy

- 'ku )jii jqj &£ \bj ^jjd ^j t_>) - y jtsyS ^jx*

v_y ^y <i_jy *5 ^ yy <*_!

uy yv^ y ^-1 ^ W^ jy ») - jy *jy
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£L 4- ' Jjl ^ ^ £-£ U"f £ Jj!
- y

L->“I ‘-r’l _ Jy> <-^° J*" SrL^" Jjl ^ L&° ' *-)

V eu Ujjfy <L !
*- - u})^^ )j& j*i ^ oV

a^jU Z_ i_>*J jjJ - £l! / jKi jla. iwU. ULf <»_ ^| &T

y <=-3^ <=y y* j)i - 3^ ^y u±* u}^ j;i ^yyi

- l^J SO^O LlXj Sdl }jX>0 dio^O m ^JjLLc ^ &£[j

# £ i_lk»o ^yy. jj
- > U* t_>J - I3J Uf - Jy jjjj i_j[

yy t s^- w> v_/v
e ^ 13? & i^-i

'-&J jjl -
i_^M jlj] ^ e=^j jjf «S-Wv y 4—

iy fu_ (_^<j «i_ j_^.f s £_ Lkj^jA UjT sj kj «i_y cu~»yjyiijyyy
- £_ wyy iy *- c-y y 4H <yw b^*

- uy &j uu. jojj jji y ^ »j
- ul> Uaj &_] i=ii

<SL <£.) <i- i_M * ISJ «i_U-c <£_la. ylj v_>L) IS

Oj* ^y t_#y v_^jJ <ijJ - &4&0 &T 1^ v!^

^ y y* - y ^ s^y

- UlLe ^-iya. S^iL. Z_ ikT Lj &j
(>_#

-*> S^o K i_<y#

- v.s'^ JjJ v»y^ J^ y «i- y ^4# *i y s^-

- y <2l i_rj «i- - wy ^ y?v y yy c^f y

y *j i. y° ^8?^ je- jjJ - ^_ c-^ six»i y y - l±u

^y - u*’ s—^ y jji ^yy yy - ^
# ^_ iu i_>j 1*14^ y' - y »ooj *_>! - t^j s«y yw ^ y
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WESTERN HINDI.

Hind6sta.nI (Standard Urdu, Homan Character1
).

(British and Foreign Bible Society, 1900.)

Ek sliakhs ke do bete the. Un men se chhote ne bap se kalia, ki Ai bap, mal kd jo-

hissa mujh ko pahunchta hai, mujhe de. Us ne apna mal mata‘ unhen bant di. Aur

thore din ba‘d chhotd beta apna sab kuchh jama* karke, ddr ke mulk ko rawana hdd,

aur walian apnd mal badchalni men ura diya. Aur jab sab kharch kar chukd, to us

mulk men saklit kal paid. ; aur wuh muhtdj hone lagd. Phir us mulk ke ek bashinde ke

Un ja pard : us ne us ko apne kheton men suar chardne bhejd. Aur use arzu thi, ki

jo pkaliyan sdar khate the, un se apna pet bhare ; magar koi use na deta thd. Phir us

ne hosh men dkar kalia, ki Mere bdp ke kitne hi mazdurou ko roti ifrat se milt-i hai, aur

main yahdn bhiikhd mar ralia hdn 1 Main uthkar apne bdp ke pas jddngd, aur us se

kahdngd, ki Ai bdp, main daman kd aur teri nazar men gunahgdr hud : ab is ldiq nahin

raha, ki phir tera beta kahlaun ;
mujhe apne mazddr jaisd hi kar le. Pas lvuh utlikar-

apne bdp ki taraf rawana hdd. Wuh ablii ddr hi tlia, ki use tlekhkar us ke bdp ko tars

dyd, aur daurkar us ko gale laga liya, aur bose liye. Bete ne us se kahd, ki Ai bdp, main

dsmdn kd aur teri nazar men gunahgdr hdd ; ab is ldiq nahin raha, ki phir terd betd

kahldun. Bdp ne apne naukaron se kalia, ki Achchlie se acbchhd jama jald nikdlkar

use pahindo ;
aur us ke hath men angdtbi, aur panwon meu jdti pahindo. Aur pale hue

bachhre ko lakar zabh karo, tdki ham khakar khuslii manden ; kydnki merd yih betd

murda thd, ab zinda hdd ;
kho gayd thd, ab mila bai. Pas wuh khiishi mandne lage.

Lekin us ka bara beta khet men thd
:
jab wuh dkar ghar ke nazdik pahunchd, to gane

bajane aur naehne ki dwaz suni ; aur ek naukar ko bulakar daryaft karne lagd, ki Yih

kya ho rahd hai ? Us ne us se kahd, ki Terd bhai a gayd hai ; aur tere bap ne paid hdd

bachhra zabh kardya liai, is liye ki use bliald changa pdyd. Wuh gusse hdd, aur andar

jana na cbahd ; magar us kd bdp bdhar jake use mauane lagd. Us ne apne bdp se

jawab men kalia, ki Dekh, itne baras se main teri khidmat kartd hdn, aur kabhi teri

hukm'uduli nahin ki ;
magar mujhe td ne kabhi ek bakri kd bachohd bhi na diyd, ki

apne doston ke sdth khushi manatd : lekin jab terd yih beta aya, jis ne terd mal mata‘

kasbion men ura di, to us ke liye td ne paid hdd baclihrd zabh kardyd. Us ne us se

kahd ; Betd, td to hameslia mere pas hai, aur jo kuchh merd hai, wuli terd hi hai ; lekin

khushi manani aur shddman hond munasib thd, kyunki tera yih bhai murda thd, ab

zinda hud, kho gayd thd, ab mild hai.

1 The ®ystem of transliteration is that adopted by the British ard Foreign Bible Society, and differs somewhat from that

employed in the present Survey.
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MODERN URDO OF DELHI.

During the last thirty or forty years a school of writers has arisen in Delhi, which

has paid attention to the necessity of avoiding the extreme Persianisation of style

which had hitherto been fashionable, and which is still fashionable in Lucknow.

The author of this school who has obtained the greatest reputation is Maulavi

Nazir Ahmad. ' Two novels by this writer, the Mir’atu ’l-‘Artis (The Bride’s Mirror),

and the Taubatu ’n-Nafiih (The Repentance of Nasuh), have been edited in England.

They are well worth reading, not only as introductions to the Urdu language, but for

their contents. They are admirable pictures of the home life of respectable Indian

Musalmans of the middle class. The stories are absolutely unobjectionable and full of

interest, and are illumined by many pages of true humour. An account of the best

editions of these works will be found in the Bibliography under the name of their author,

and for further information regarding the school of writers to which he belongs, the

reader is referred to Shekh ‘Abdu T-Qadir’s work on ‘ The new School of Urdu Literature
’

quoted in the first section of the Bibliography.

As a specimen of Nazir Ahmad’s style, I give an extract from the Mir’atu ’l-‘Arus.

The text is taken from Mr. G. E. Ward’s edition in Roman characters (London, 1899).

The passage selected is a cock-and-bull story, freely interlarded with pious phrases, told

by a swindling old crone to the silly heroine, on whom she is playing the confidence trick.

The story is a propos of two miraculous (but quite unnecessary) cloves, which the old

lady presents to the year-old bride, and which are guaranteed to restore a husband’s love

and to give children to the most unloved of barren wives. The reader who is curious as

to the sequel is referred to the original work. Suffice it here to say that the old lady

having gained the bride’s confidence, successfully decamps with all her jewelry.

Considering that the novel is written by a Musalman for his co-religionists, and is

professedly in Urdu, not in Hindi, it is remarkably free from Arabic and Persian

expressions. In Lucknow Urdu, nearly every word would hail from one or other of

these sources. Here fully forty-five per cent of the vocabulary is Indian, about twenty

per cent is Persian, and less than 34 per cent is Arabic. The small remainder comes

from other languages,—Turkish, English, and Portuguese. 1

I am indebted to Mr. Ward, the editov of the Mir’dtu 'l-'Ariis, for these particulars. I would strongly recommend

everyone who is interested in the great Lingua Franca of India or its literature to read this edition of a highly original and

amusing worl.. Tuc perusal is rendered easy to Europeans by its being in the Homan character, and every assistance is
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Hindostani (Modern Urdu op Delhi).

(Maulavi Nazir Ahmad, circa 1810.)

fa J1^ jfa ? fa fa^/ C
^ c

3 j|T fa ^
C-6 fa) <L- J<*L *-9^ fa y

fa fa - fa3 83
fai fa ^y _ Uj

-

Vj

py>** <2L yy fa y ^ fa s-'" fa^

fat ly _ Ui &j &svj oy _
ls#
y' Uj

C^-*^0 '—'"V" «i-y dJljJ jjl W> &> cyliilj (3^°

e_o% sp^*I C-OH- ^ ^xr° fa *i)3 ^ fa? *

»oL- L*j| ^)y> jj e-Jy
j er**- '-'"i ^1 v_jUaLo

/fa * ^ fa
ul^ fay / ^yfa fa- y

,_^y ^jj &r uJ. &*io v_5oj * w oUicj u <sl

Lj jjLj £_ fa £_) ^/V® ^Jj u>yjA‘^J — £_ v_#y ji

# ijx*) fafa
&^j'U t®L' j$

j

jp> j^f <L_ ^y

«i_ sli ^a. &xyp i^Lj * yy y £-
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# lixLo —
Sr^*^

0 4 ^4)* £ U^J &9&j

^yc & jjy£ jj) 4 y ^ *f <yy> cyjlij '-r’Jy / (*Aj

* c/^ ^y1

u>V*j y ««*y y * » J& as.

«y i 1/ jJy j* y° **|/ vf *- (*$*

^ i_>^ & OJjjA * 1^" ^ <SL ViH^

°"t* -JJ^T &** U^& <J?f ^J

jjj^j t*jj yy v crW" j>y uh$ yy yy®

y*-5 34 c/** j‘>^ ^ ^ v^y)4^ - V %• v^v® yij jy*

y u*l J-®& iy ^-£»j j^J i_ y' lj/ «i_ joi.U # Uj

IjX ,w_ JjAU <i_ ^&LI # LJ Oj^L Uf g_ Ulij

y jy jy**- V^ 1^*-^ * ^y-v 34 ^y y
y>J £ j'y y t>y J4)j vJ yi *4Jf - y ii^y ^x>

V *- * <^4- <L /^ v^® yy y>j y v? jy ^ y

<_y? Jj
«A*a. ./ M- ^ y, e^jy '^1 *yf ^ Jji

zJ° y <^4 y 34 * ->y j4y ^ ^ e^y

* <^4 iL£ *±4 *i4 _ ^ ^ v*y» yy, ^
j4? i*AjJ v-^La «La ty y> _ ojj j,oJ «j

{_y
e^) &> - U* j.Uu k y
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f si £}J vi*

jf eujj s^sS jjJ li^£y s^b •£ jArf — bo jf &^CjO ^ *~~~u

\J& v_A Jji e-^l ~ A l_sA V" ^ 6^* * ^

* fi i_A U)^r* A yjJ (^iJ *^ bib Z_

^ * 4«*y ^ ^ (A# y w s'ly y 4P y *-/ y
^A J"\ ^ <=n Ay >-£) *f - ^y «-^~y &j b

A) <i- *T»iy [>^f yb ^ j'te- *- (A i^y^y * <*i *-$* / A
# >_jU^ Uai. jf

jy Jjj
bo ««9^ jJ <£- ^A J-*

^ Li ^ jjj£i # jH ^ £" i-Ay* y^® *4^-

<—y.y° - *- ^A 4- jA 1*6 - A yy jbtd £- 'A^

bj ob LbJ *4^'-'®
J4^ * ^ A- y vSAi A)

V" u^°- fyj
b»

A’*"'
0 yj^i (A#

— £_ O^®0^- <=—

/

*4:?^® «i- ^_-~=-bo ibi

A i^sv^ jUL A *^- jA/ viT"
&-1 — > bL. yA) /

*
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Hindostanx (Modern Urdu op Delhi).

(Maulavi Naeir Ahmad, circa 1870.)

TRANSLITERATION AND TRANSLATION.

Mai jab hajj-ko gai-thi, to usi jahaz-ml

I when pilgrimage(-to-Mecca) -to gone-was, then that-very ship-in

Bhopal-ki ek Begam bbi suwar tht; — shayad tum-ne un-ka

Bhbpdl-of a Begam also passenger was

;

— perhaps you-by her-of

nam bbi suna-ho, Balqis Jahani Begam;— sab-kuchh Khuda-ne
name also heard-may-be, Balqis Jahani Begam,

;

— everything God-by

un-kd de raklia-tha; daulat-ki kuchh intiha na thi;

her-to giving placed-was ; wealth-of any end not was ;

naukar-chakar, laundi-ghulam, palki-nalki, sab-hi-kuch

servants-attendants, girls\-and)-slaves, palanquins(-and)-litters, everything-verily

tha ; ek to aulad-ki taraf-se magbmum raba-karti-thf

;

was ; one indeed family-of direction-from grieved she-contimied-to-remain

;

koi backcha na tha ; dusre Nawab-Sahib-ko un-ki taraf mutlaq
any child not was; secondly the-Nawdb-Sdhib-to her-of direction absolute

iltifat na tha, aur shayad aulad na hone-ke sabab mahabbat na
kindness not was, and perhaps family not bevng-of because affection not

kart6-h5, warna Begam surat-shakl-mS * chande aftab,

doing-he-may-be, otherwise tlq-Begam form-appearance-in ‘now a-sun,

chande mahtab,’ — aur is husn-o-daulat-pai- mizaj aisa sada,

now a-moon' — and this beauty-and-wealth-on disposition so simple,

ki ham-jaise nachiz5-ko barabar bithana aur bat puchhna!
that us-like nothings-to equally to-give-a-seat and matters to-ask l

Begam-ko faqirS-se parle darje-ka e'tiqad tha. Ek daf'a

The-Begam-to mendicants-lo utmost degree-of faith was. One time

suna ki tin kos-par koi kamil warid hai
; andlieri

it was-heard that three kos-on a-certain saint arrived is ; dark

rat-mi apne ghar-se piyada-pa un-ke pas gaf, aur pahar-bhar
night-in her-oum house-from on-foot him-of near she-went, and a-watch-full

tak hath bandhe khari rah?. Eaqiro-ke nam-ke
during hands beiug-Jolded standing-up remained. Mendicants-of name-of
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qurban jaiye ! Ek martaba jo Shah-Sahbb-ne Ikh

sacrificial-offering go l One time when the-Shdh-Sdhib-by eyes

utha-kar deklui, farmaya, ‘ja mai, isl rat-ko

Ufted-having it-was-looked, it-was-orderel, ‘go mother, this-very nighi-at

hukm milega.’ Begam-ko khwab-mS bisharat hui ki

order will-be-got.' The-Begam-to dream-in annunciation became that

‘ hajj-kd ja, aur murad-ka motl samundar-se nikal-la.’

‘ pilgrimage-to go, and desire-of pearl ocean-from taks-out.’

uth hajj-kl taiyariyS . hone lag!. Pa-sau

rising pilgrimage-of preparations to-be began. Five-hundred

Begam-ne ap kiraya de-kar jahaz-par

the-Begam-by herself the-fare given-having ship-on

Subh

{At-)dawn

miskin

lowly-people

embarked

karae ;
un-me-se ek

toere-caused-to-be-made ; them-in-from one

waqt-ka pas-rahna — Begam-Sahib

time-of near-remaining — the-Begam-Sdhib

mai bhi till. Har

I also was. Every

(Ilahi ! donO jahan-mi

(0 God l both toorlds-in

surkbru !)
mujh-par babut mihrbani karne lag*, aur

{may-her-)face(-be)-bright /) me-on much friendship to-do began, and

saheli kaha-karti-thl. Das din tak barabar jahaz pani-mi

comrade used-to-call. Ten days during straight-on the-ship water-in

chala-gay§; gyarahwS din bich samundar-mi ek pakar nazar aya.

went-along ; on eleventh day mid ocean-in a mountain in-sight came.

Jfakbuda-ne kaka, * Koh-e Habsha yebi hai, aur

The-captain-by it-was-said, ‘ The-Mountain-of Ethiopia this-verily is, and

•ek bara kamil faqir is-par rabt5-hai; jo gaya, bamurad

a great saint hermit it-on dwelling-is ; who went, possessed-of-wish

aya.’ Begam-Sahib-ne Nakbuda-se kahs, ‘ kisi tarah mujh-kd
came.’ The-Begam-Sdhib-by the-captain-to it-wus-said, ‘in-some way me

us pakar-par pahuckao.’ Nakhuda-ne kaha, * Huzur,

that mountain-on cause-to-arrive.’ The-captain-by it-was-said,] ‘ My-Lady,

jahaz to pabai- tak naki pabuoh sakta; albatta agar

the-ship indeed the-mountain up-to not arrive can; certainly if

ap irshad karl, to jahaz-kd langar kar-dl, aur ap-ko

you instruction make, then the-ship-to anchor we-may-make, and you

ek kisbti-ml bitha-kar le-chal§.’ Begam-ne kaha,

a boat-in caused-to-sit-having we-may-take-away: The-Begam-by it-was-said,

‘ khair, yehi sahi.’ PSch auratl Begam-ke sath Kob-e
‘ well, this-indeed easy.’ Five women the-Begam-of with the-Mountavn-of

Habsha-par gai-thl, — ek mai, aur char aur. Pahar-par

Ethiopia-on gone-were, — one I, and four others. The-Mountain-on
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pahuche, to ‘ajib tarah-kl khushbu maliak-rahi-thi. Chalte

we-arrived, then a-wonderful kind-of odour exhaled-being-was. On-going

chalte Shah-Sahib tak pahuche. Hu-ka maqam tha ;
na

on-going the-Shah-Sahib up-to we-arrived. God-of place it-was ; nor

adrnl na adamzad ;
tan-e-tanka Shah-Sahib ek gliar-me rahte-the;

man nor born-of-man ; all-alone the-Shdh-Sdhib a house-in dwelling-teas;

kaisi nurani shakl
!

jaise firishta ! Ham sab-kd dekli-kar

what-sort-qf serene appearance ! like an-angel ! Us all seen-having

du‘a di

;

Begam-ko barah lauge di. aur kuclih

a-blessing wott-given ; t)ie-Begam-to twelve cloves were-given. and something

parh-kar dam kar-diya. Mujli-se kaha, ‘ chall-ja, Agre

recited-liaving breathing was-performed. Me-to iit-was-said, ‘ depart, Agra

aui- DiUi-ml logo-ke kam banaya-kar.’ Beti,

and Delhi-in people-of wishes continue-causing-to-be-successfuV Daughter,

un barah laugS-ml-kl do laugl yeh haT. Hajj kar-ke

those twelve cloves-in-of two cloves these are. Pilgrimage made-having

jo laute, to Nawab, — ya-to BSgain-kl

ialien we-returned, then the-Nawdb,—whereas-formerly the-Begam-of

bat puchhte-na-the,— ya yeh naubat hui, ki ek rnahine

affair asking-not-he-was,— now this pass became, that one month

age-se Bamhai-ml a-kar Begam-ke lene-ko pare-the.

before-from Bombayin come-having the-Begam-of bringing-for fallen-had.

JfS-hi Begam-ne jahaz-se paw utara, Nawah-ne

As-even the-Begam-by the-ship-from foot was-caused-to-descend, the-Nawdb-by

apna sar Begam-ke qadam5-par rakk-diya, aur rd-ro-kar

his-own head the-Begam-of feet-on toas-placed, and wept-wept-having

khata mu‘af karai. Chha haras mai Bhopal-mi hajj-se

fault forgiveness was-got-made. Six years I Bhopal-in pilgrimage-froni

a-kar thahri. Faqir-ki du‘a-kl barakat-se, lagatar

come-having stayed. The-hermit-of prayer-of blessing-from, successively

upar-tale, Allah rakhe ! char bete Begam-ke,

one-after-the-other, God preserve(-them) ! four sons the-Begam-of,

mere rahne tak, ho-chuke-the. Phir mujh-ko apna des yad
my stay during, been-had. Again me-to my-own country memory

aya ; Begam-se ijazat mSgi ; bahut-sa roka

;

came ; the-Begam-from leave(-to-go) toas-asked ; very-much stoppmg-was-done

;

mai-ne kaha,

me-by it-was-said.

‘ Shah-Sahih-ne

the-Shah-Sdhib-by

mujh-ko Dilli-Agre-ki

me-to Dellii-Agra-oJ

khidmat

supurd ki-hai, mujh-ko waha jana zarur hai ;
’ yeh sun-kar

entrusted made-is, me-to there to-go necessary is;’ this heard-havmg

Begam-ne char nackar mujh-ko rukhsat kiya.

the-Begam-by willy nilly me-to leave-to-depart was-made.
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FREE TRANSLATION OF THE FOREGOING.

When I went on my pilgrimage to Mecca I had for a fellow-passenger a Begam of

Bhopal,—perhaps you have heard of her, her name was Balqis Jahanl Begam. God had

endowed her with every blessing. As for her wealth, there was no end to it. She had

troops of servants, women slaves and men slaves, palanquins and litters,—everything,

in fact, which she could want. But she had an aching heart about her prospects of a

family,—she had no children,—and besides this, the Nawab Sahib, her husband, had

altogether ceased to show her any affection. This latter grief was probably due to her

being childless, for, as to her personal appearance, as the saying goes, * when she wasn’t

as bright as the sun she was as fair as the moon ;
’ and to this beauty and wealth was

added a disposition of the purest sincerity and simplicity,—even nobodies like us she

would ask to sit down beside her, and talk with them.

Now, she had the greatest faith in wandering mendicants, and once she heard that

a certain holy saint had arrived at a place some six miles away. So one dark night she

started off on foot from her house and stood a good three hours in front of him with

folded hands. My life for the fame of such holy men ! On one occasion when this one

lifted his eyes he saw her and said, ‘go, madam, this very night will you receive a

command from above.’ That night she had a dream, in which she heard a voice saying,

• depart on a pilgrimage to Mecca, and gather the pearl of your desire from the ocean.’

The first thing in the morning she began the preparations for her pilgrimage. She paid

the fares of five hundred poor people, amongst whom I was one, and took them on board

the ship with her. She always kept me by her side and (O God, may her face be bright

in this world and the next) not only began she to show great friendship to me but even

used to address me as ‘ comrade.’ The ship went on straight through the sea for ten

days, and on the eleventh a mountain came in sight in the middle of the ocean. * That,’

said the captain, ‘ is the Mountain of Ethiopia, and on it there dwells a holy hermit.

There never was a petitioner who went to him that did not have his prayer granted.’

Said the Begam to him, ‘ you must get me in some way or other to that mountain.’

• Your Ladyship,’ replied he, ‘ there is not enough water for the ship to go alongside,

but, if you wish it, I can have the anchor let go and send you ashore in the jolly-boat.’

‘ That will do excellently,’ said she. So five women (myself and four others) went off

with her to the Mountain of Ethiopia. When we got there we found the air filled with

a wondrous fine odour. We came at length to where His Holiness lived. It was a very

place where God alone dwells. Not a man or son of man was there. In his house

abode His Holiness in perfect solitude. What a serene appearance he displayed! Like

an angel of heaven ! As soon as he saw us all he blessed us. To the Begam he gave

twelve cloves and, after reciting something, breathed over her. To me he said, ‘ depart

and busy yourself with bringing about the desires of the people of Agra and Delhi.’

Daughter, here are two of those twelve cloves

!

Now, when we came home from our pilgrimage, the Nawab,—who formerly had not

taken the slightest interest in the Begam,—must needs go down to Bombay a month

before?the ship was due, and wait there for his wife in order to escort her home. She

-had hardly got off the gangway before he fell at her feet, and with many tears asked

pardon for his neglect. After I came hack from the journey I stayed for six years in
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Bhopal, and while I was there, all owing to the power of the holy man’s blessing, one

by one, the Begam had four sons. By this time I began to think of my own country,

and asked her for leave to go away. She would not hear of it, but I reminded her of

how His Holiness had made over to me the care of Agra and Delhi, and^that I really

must go. When she heard this, she had perforce to allow me to depart.
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URDU POETRY.

As a specimen of Urdu poetry of the classic period (as elsewhere explained standard

Hindi has no old poetical literature), I give an extract from the Tanbihu 'l-juhhal, or

Admonition to Fools, by the celebrated Mir Taqi. This poet was born at Agra, and

studied at Delhi under Siraju ’d-din Khan (‘Arzu). He lived there up to the year 1782,

when he migrated to Iiucknow, where he died at a very advanced age in 1710. He and

Rafi‘u ’s-sauda are considered by native authorities to be the two greatest Urdu poets.

An elegant paraphrase of the poem, under the title of Conseils aux mauvais poetes,

was published by Garcin de Tassy on pp. 300 and ff. of YoL vii of the Journal Asiatique

(1825). An Italian translation of this paraphrase was published at Palermo in 1891 by

Signor Pugliese Pico, under the title*of Consign ai cattivi poeti. Monsieur J. Vinson

published a more literal translation, under the title of Satire centre les Ignorants in the

Revue de IAnguistique, Vol. xxiv (1891), pp. 101 ff. t

Mir Taqi’s works have been printed in India. The text of the poem under consid-

eration is carefully edited by Shakespear in his Mimtakhabat-e Hindi. This text has

been reproduced in Monsieur Vinson’s Manuel de la Longue hindonstani. The text

given here is based on that of Shakespear, with a few corrections rendered necessary by

the metre. I have to thank Mr. G. E. Ward for assistance rendered in translating this

not always easy poem.

We may note a few points in which the language of the poem differs somewhat

from the language of the standard grammars. In bargnsida-ne, by the Elect One (verse

28), the oblique form ends in a, not e. This may, however, be a mere matter of spell-

ing, for most scribes in such cases write a final a, but pronounce it e. In verse 28 we

have an example of the custom which at the present day prevails in Lucknow of treating

samjhd as if it were a neuter verb. In verse 13 we have de-jhai, which is the dialectic

form, in the Upper Doab for detd-hai, he gives. In verse 25 we have rukhsat construed

with a masculine verb. Note also the spelling of muj-kd, instead of mujh-ko in verse 14.

In the transliteration, I have marked the vowels as long or short, as is required by

the metre, so as to assist the scansion, and not according to their natural length. Hdi

and hdi are each to be counted as one short syllable. A syllable containing a short

vowel, and ending in a consonant, is long, if the next syllable begins with a consonant.

Thus, in the second verse, because td follows iekarat, the latter word is scanned w .

But if such a syllable is followed by a vowel, it may be either long or short. Thus, in

the first verse, dm dyd is scanned , while in the third verse, ‘ izzat 5 is scanned

— ^ — . Note also that a syllable like ek, consisting of a vowel naturally long

followed by a silent consonant, or a syllable like she‘r, containing a short vowel followed

by two silent consonants, counts as two syllables, and is scanned as a trochee (
— w ),

if followed by another syllable commencing with a consonant. Thus, in the first verse,

ek din is scanned — ^ , and in the fifth verse, $he{r-ki taqrib Id-kar is scanned

w— w • . A long final vowel is often shortened, and the Persian

izafat (e) may lie long or short as required by the metre.
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(Mir Muhammad Taqi, fl. 1780 A.D.)

TRANSLITERATION AND TRANSLATION.

Metre.— \j — ^ — —

HIKAYAT.
STORY.

SJjaiq-e-fann tha Wazir-e-Isfahan.

Ardent-admirer-of-accomplishment was the- Wazir-of-Ispahan.

Bk din aya Hilali us-ke yl.

One day came Hilali him-of to-the-house.

HajibS-e-dar-se ho agah-e-kar,

The-porters-of-the-doorway-by being informed-of-the-matter,

Ki isharat ta use dg gliar-me bar.

Was-made a-sign that to-him they-may-give house-in entrance.

‘Izzat 0 ta‘zhn ki hadd-se ziyad

;

Honour and respect was-made Ivmit-tham more

;

Pas le, inasnad-pa baitha, shad shad.

Near bringing, throne-on causing-to-sit, happy happy,

TJn-ne khalcln us-ki mirzai bahut.

That-(Wazir-)by was-dravm him-of mirsd-ship much.

Baithe baitlie rat jab ai bahut.

Seated seated night when. came much,

(6) She‘r-ki taqrlb la-kar dar-miyan,

Roetry-of mention brought-having between,

Karne laga sha‘iri-ka imtihan.

To-make he-began poetic-power-oj testing.

She‘r-khwani ki, parha so tha ghalat,

Poetry-recitation was-made, what-was-recited that was incorrect,

Sunte-hi bliarka woh sho‘le-ki namat.

On-hearing-immediaiely blazed-up he fiame-of manner.

Ghusse ho bola ki, ‘ hi, farrash o chub.’

Angrily becoming he-said that, ‘ here, sweeper and rod.’
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Kkaich-la maida-me ki shaUaq1 kkuh.

Dragging-taking field-in was-made heating weU.

Is-qadar mara ki be-dam ho-gaya,

So-much was-he-struck that without-breath he-became,

Suj dast 6 pa, har-ik tham bo-gaya.

Being-swollen hand and foot each a-pillar became.

* Khaieh-kar dalwa-diya darbar-m!,’
‘ Dragged{-him) -having he-was-caused-to-be-thrown-down the-court-in,’

Teh kbabar p’huncbl jo bar bazar-mi,

This news arrived when every market-in,

(10) Waris us-ke le-gae a rat-ko,

The-heirs him-of carried(-him)-away coming night-ai.

Jab ba-kbqd aya to paya, bat-kd.

When to -himself he-came then was-found the-drcumstance-to.

Ya‘ni, ‘ dastur-e-zami dushman na tha,

Viz., ‘ the-Mimister-of-the-age enemy not was,

Ya woh kucbh na-ashna-e-fann na tha.

Or he (in-)any(-way) unacquaintfd-with-accomplishment not was.

Gbaliban paya ghalat ash‘ar-ko,

Probably was-found incorrectness the-verses-to,

Khush na aya us karam-kirdar-kd.

Agreeable not it-came that liberality-doer-to.

War-na shewa* us-ka hai lutf 6 kararn.

Otherwise the-habit him-of is praise and liberality,

Jaize-mi de-hal dinar 6 diram.

Reward-in lie-gives dinar and dirham.

Muj-ko kyU shaUaq karta itni shab ?

Me-to why beating doing so-much (at-)night

?

Kahe-ko bad-nam hota be-sabab ?

What-for bad-name becoming without-cause ?

(15) Pas, mujhe hi tarbiyat apni zarur.

Consequently, tome verily instruction my-own necessary,

Ja-ke baithi ik sar-amad-ke huziir.

Gone-having let-me-sit a top-come-of (in-)presence.

Sohbat aksar rakkhu us ustad-se.

Intercourse very-much let-me-hold that teacher-with,

Shayad us-ki daulat-e-irshad-se

Perhaps him-of benefit-of-instruction-from

1 The word is properly shalaq, but the metre shows that Mir TaqI spelt it with two /’a.

8 The final a of sterna is considered long owing to the existence of the ‘ imperceptible ' h,
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P’hunche ik rutbe-ko meri qll o qa),

May-arrive a-certain high-station-to my proposition and answer.

Ho mujhe is fann-mS ik-guna* kamal.’

There-may-be to-me this accomplishment-in one-kind perfection.'

Uth-ke aya Maulavi Jam! kane,

Arisenrhaving he-came Maulavi Jdmi near,

Mashq ki yak-chand wis nami kane.

Practice was-made a-little that famous-one near.

Jab hua kuchh she‘r-ka rutba2
buland.

When there-become some poetry-of degree high,

Aur Maulana lage karne pasand.

And Lord-our began to-make approval,

(20) Pkir gaya ik din dar-e-dastur-par.

Again he-went one day door-of-the-minister-on.

Hajib-e-dargab-ne ki ja kbabar.

Porters-of-the-gateway-by was-made going news.

K’, ‘ ai Amir, us roz-ka shallaq-kbwar

That, * O Prince, that day-of beating-eater

Aj dar upar bal, phir khwalian-e-bar.’

Today door upon is, again desirous-of-admission.'

Ki isharat, ‘ sadd*e-rah koi na ho,

Was-made a-sign,
1 obstruction-of-road any not let-be,

Qasd hai bar-khurd-ka, to ane do.’

Intention is fruit-eating-of, then to-come allow.’

Sainne aya, to ki nichi nazar,

In-front he-came, then was-made downcast look,

Dhup-mS jalta-raha to ik pabar.

Sunshine-in buming-he-remained then one watch.

Ba‘d az an ima-e-abru ki ki, ‘ hi,’

After of that sign-of-eyebrow was-made that, f yes,’

Sahn-hi-ml-se hua woli madh-khwa.

Courtyard-even-in-Jrom became he eulogy-reciter.

(25) Phir wahl-se de sila rukfcsat kiya.

Again therefrom giving a-present dismission was-made,

Ik musahib-ne jigar kar-kar kaba,

A courtier-by courage made-having it-was-said,

‘ Agli sohbat-ki thi ‘izzat is-qadar,

‘ Former interview was honour to-this-degree,

\ The na of gund is prosodiacally long owing to the existence of the * imperceptible ’ h.

s Again rutba is a spondee owing to the ‘imperceptible ’ h. So also in several subsequent instances to which I shall i
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So liui shallaq hadd-se beshtar.

Yet became a-beating limit-than more.

Abki us-ko jaiza de-kar gira.

Now him-to reward given-having heavy,

Tu-ne farmaya murakhkhas wa-se wS.

Thee-by was-ordered permitted-to-depart therefrom there.

Mai na samjka yeh ki woh kya tha yeh kya.’

I not understood this that that what was this what.’

Dar jawab us bar-guzida-ne kaha.

In answer that Mect-one-by it-was-said,

’ Aisi-kl koti-kal tazhik-e-salaf ?

‘ Such-verity become mockings-of-the-past ?

Dast ho to un-ki-tai karye talaf.

Sand he-may-be then him make ruin.

{30) Is-qadar us-ka tanabboh tha zarur,

To-this-degree him-of admonition was necessary,

Ta-ki p’hunche yeh khabar nazdlk o dur.

In-order-that may-arrive this news near and far.

Jo sune, so khud-sari-se baz-ay.

Who may-hear, he self-conceit-from may-refrain,

Tarbiyat hone-ko ustads-ki jay.

Instruction . being-for teachers-of may-go.

War-na karta puch-goi har dabang,

Otherwise would-make nonsense-speaking every lout,

Kafta-rafta sha‘iri ho-jati sang.

Going-going poetic-skill would-become ignominy.

Tab jo mai shallaq ki yeh kham tha,

Then tohen by-me beating was-done this-one raw was,

Ab jo aya laiq-e-in'am tha.’

Now when he-came worthy-of-reward he-was.’

Qissa kota. The mumayyiz dar-miya,

(Of-the-)story the{-long-and)-short. There-were discriminating . between,

Nang liai kirm-e mazabil-par bhi yl.

Sense-of-shame is the-worm-of the-dunghill-on even here.

(35) Be-taioizi-se bii raij abtari,

Indiscretion-front is becoming-usual deterioration,

Jis-ko dekbo khud-numai khud-sarl.

Whom you-may-see(-there-is) self-ostentation self-conceit.

Ne bayii-ka hai saliqa ne zabl,

Neither explanation-of is skill nor diction,

Ts-pa hai kar-ck Sahban-e-hayl.

This-on is every-one a-Sahbdn-of-oratory.
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Bas qalam! Waqt-e-zaba-bazi nabf,

Enough pen I Time-of-tongue-feats is-not ,

Chup, ki. dauran-e-sukhan-sazi nahf.

Silence, for time-of-eloquence it-is-not.

Kaun harf-e-kbub-ko karta-hai gosh ?

Who advice-good-to makes hearing T

Bat-ki fahmld-ka hai kis-ko bosh ?

Word-of understanding-of is whom-to intelligence ?

Be-tamizB-se bhara hai sab jaha,

The-indiscreet-by filled is all the-world,

Hai dimagh-e-harf ham-ko bhi kalia?

Is patience-of-advice me-to also where t

FREE TRANSLATION OF THE FOREGOING.

Passionately devoted to the Muses was the Wazir of Ispahan, and one day Hilali

1

approached his palace. Informed by the gate-porters of the poet’s arrival, the minister

made a sign that he should be admitted into the audience-hall3 of the palace. The greatest

honour and respect were shown to him ;
His Highness called him up, caused him to sit

rejoicing on ike throne by his side, and made a point of addressing him as often as

possible by the title of * Prince.’
3 After they had sat together for a long time, night

fell, and then the Wazir turned the conversation on to the subject of poetry, and

proceeded to test his visitor’s poetic powers. Hilali recited some of his verses, and, in

doing so, made a false quantity. Directly he heard it His Highness burst forth like a

flame, and, in a rage, he cried, ‘ what ho there ! A sweeper, and a rod !
’ He dragged him

out into the palace grounds, and there gave him such a thorough drubbing, that he fell

like a breathless corpse upon the ground with limbs numb and swollen like pillars.

When the news spread through every bazar that Hilali had been dragged about and

dashed down in the very audience-hall his people came and carried him home by night. ‘

After he came to himself he discovered the Wazir’s intentions (by the following train of

reasoning) :

—

‘ His Highness, the Minister of the Age, was no enemy, nor was he by any means
unacquainted with the canons of poesy. Probably he noted something incorrect in my
verses, and they sounded harsh to His Munificence. His usual habit is to give praise

and to show liberality and (on others) he bestows golden sequins and silver coins as re-

wards. Why did he give me such a drubbing last nigbt ? Surely it was not without

a cause that I was thus disgraced. It is evident that I must continue my studies, and
that I must go and sit at the feet of some illustrious scholar. I must hold frequent

1 Hilali was a Tartar poet famous for bis amorous lays. He died about 1530 A.D.
3 He was admitted inside the house. It will be seen that on his next visit he had to stand in the courtyard. The

audience-hall occupied one side of the courtyard, being separated from it by a row of arches, not by a wall.
3 laterally, ‘ dragged out his prince-ship.' ‘ Mirra,’ or ‘ prince,’ is often given as an honorary title to eminent scholars.

There is a double meaning
;
the phrase also signifies ‘ dragged his mlrzdl ’ or * jacket,' or as we should say * button-holed him.*

* Want here probably means merely friends and relations, but Garcin de Tassy takes the word in its literal sense of
‘heirs.’ He considers that Hilali was supposed to be dead, and that his heirs ran up, only to find to their disappointment

that he had recovered.

VOL. IX, PART 3
x g
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intercourse with my master, and perhaps through his instruction I may attain to a

certain eminence in elocution, and to some sort of perfection in the Muses’ art.’

So rising he repaired to the learned Jam!,1 and studied a little with that famous

author. When he had arrived at some sort of eminence in the poetic art, and his master

began to express his approval, he returned one day to the gate of the minister. The gate

porters approached His Highness with the intelligence,—‘ Your Majesty,’ said they, * he

who was drubbed the other day, is now again at the door, and prays for admission.’ He
made a sign of consent, ‘ let no one stop his entrance. As he is determined to succeed,

let him enter.” He came before His Highness, who lowered his eyes (and afiEected to be

engaged on some business). The poor poet remained standing (outside in-front of the

audience-hall), scorched in the sun for at least three hours. At length the Wazir raised

his eyebrows and merely said * well ? ’ and then the unfortunate man had to recite his

panegyric from where he was standing in the courtyard.3 Without being called up,

when he had concluded, he was simply given a present and told to go.

One of the Wazlr’s boon companions took courage, and said, ‘At the. former inter-

view, Your Highness paid him so much honour, and then gave him the severest possible

cudgelling. Now Your Highness has given him a large reward, but has got rid of him
without further ceremony straight off from where he was. I understand not. What
was that ? and what was this ? ’ In answer the Elect One deigned to reply, ‘ Is such

mockery of the time-honoured (rules of poetry) to be allowed to exist ? When you have

(a mocker) in your power, destroy him pitilessly. Such correction was necessary for

him, that the news of it might reach near and far, and that he who hears may refrain,

from self-conceit and seek teachers from whom he may receive instruction. Otherwise

every lout would be uttering his nonsensical talk, and by degrees the art of poesy would
fall into disrepute. When I drubbed this Hilali he was raw (and untaught), but when
he came this time he was worthy of reward.’

Not to make too long a story,—there were men of discernment at that period,—here,
too, there arises a sense of shame at (my detractors), those worms of the dunghilL From
this want of discernment a deterioration in poetry is becoming prevalent, and, at whom-
soever you look, you see nothing but self-ostentation and self-conceit. There is neither

the skill for telling a story effectively, nor the command of language (to put it into

choice words), and over and above this each (would-be poet) considers himself a Sahban
of eloquence.4

Let not my pen run away with me,—now is not the time for feats of oratory.

Silence,—for it is not the season for eloquence. Who nowadays listens to good advice ?

Who has sufficient intelligence to understand (my) words ? The whole world is filled with
people of no discernment and where, also, have I patience5 to bear (their) rejoinders?

1 Jaml (1414-1492), the author of the Yusuf o Zulaikha. was one of the most famous of Persian poets.
: There was no ushering in in state. He was simply told to go in.
3 The courtyard, or sahn, would be inside the palace, but quite outside the audience-hall. The contrast is, of course,

with the poet’s former welcome, when he was invited into the hall and sat on the throne beside the Wazir. Now he is dis-
missed from the ?ahn itself {toahi-se), without being called up.

4 Those who have the Gulistdn, will not require to he reminded of Sahb&n Wail (died 673 A.D.), the most cele-
brated preacher of the early days of Isl&m. It is said that he used to speak for a whole year before an assembly without once
repeating a single phrase.

* ‘ Patience ' is not one of the dictionary meanings of dimagk, but U-dimdgil means • impatience/ Some such mean-
ing as • patience • ia the only possible one here. We might nse the Englieh metaphor of ‘ stomach/ ‘ I have no stomach to
tear my opponents' criticisms/
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MODERN URDO POETRY.

As a farther specimen of Urdu poetry, I give a set of verses by Shamsu’l ‘ulama

Maulavi Saiyid Altaf Husain Ansari Panipati, commonly known as Halt, who is another

member of the new school of Delhi authors, to which Nagir Ahmad also belongs. Hali

has as great a"reputation for his verse as that writer has for his prose. The school aims

at abandoning the false hyperbole which is so common a feature in oriental verse, and at

depicting thoughts in natural colours. In the poem here quoted, Hali addresses his Muse,

and encourages her to adhere to simplicity of diction and to truth. As will be seen, his

style, though full of Persian words, combines simplicity with great elegance of thought

and expression. The text is taken, with Mr. G. E. Ward’s kind permission, from his

edition of the Quatrains of Hali.

Regarding the system of transliteration here adopted for Urdu poetry, and the

method of scansion, see p. 147. Note specially that in words like firefta (verse 2) or

rdsti (verse-3), the syllable containing a long vowel followed by a silent consonant is

scanned as a trochee (— ). Thus, firefta is scanned w — w w and rdsti is

scanned — — .
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HindostanI (Modern Urdu Poetry).

(HAM.)

eAr* yyyy ** —y? y
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c
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y jL" y y - y^J jj^0
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(Bail.)

TRANSLITERATION AND TRANSLATION.

Metre. ^ w w ^ w ^—
Ai she‘r, dil-fireb na ho tu, to gham nalu

;

O Poetry, heart-beguiling not mayst-be thou, then sorrow not

;

Par tujh-pa haif hai, jo na ho dil-gudaz tu.

But thee-on pity is, if not mayst-be heart-melting thou.

San‘at-pa ho firefta ‘alarn agar tamam,
Skill-on may-be fascinated world if entire,

Hii, sadagi-se aiyo apni na baz tu.

Yes, simplicity-from come thine-own not back thou.

Jauhar hai rasti-ka agar teri zat-ml,

Jewel is sineerity-of if thy nature-in,

Tahsin-e rozgar-se hai be-niyaz tu.

Applause-of (present-) time-from art independent thou.

Husn apna gar dikha nahi sakta jahan-ko,

Beauty thine-own if make-to-see not thou-canst the-world,

Ape-ko dekk; — aur kar apne-pa naz tu.

Thyself look-at ;— and make thyself-on pride thou.

5. Tu-ne kiya-hal bahr-e haqiqat-ko mauj-khez

;

Thee-by made-is the-acean-of reality billow-raising ;

Dhoke-ka gliarq kar-ke, rahega, jahaz, tu.

Imposture-of sunk made-having, thou-wilt-remain, the-ship, thou.

Woh din gae. ki jhut tha iman-e sha'iri

;

Those days are-gone, that falsehood was the-cn;ed-of poetics ;

Qibla ho ab udhar, to na kijo namaz ta.

The-Qibla may-be now in-tliat-direction, then not make worship thou.

Ahl-e nazar-ki akh-me rahna hai gar ‘aziz,

Men-of insight-of eyes-in to-live is if precious,

Jo be-basar ha?, un-se na rakh saz-baz tu.

Who without-eyes are, them-with not hold concord thou.

Nak upari dawa-se teri gar charhae log,

Noses upicards medicine-from thy if raise people.
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Ma'zbT jan un-ko,— jo ho chara-saz tu.

Excused consider them, — if mayst-be remedy-preparer thou.

Chup-chap apne sach-se kiye*ja dilS-mg ghar

;

Silently thine-oum truth-by build-up hearts-in a-home ;

Ucha abhi na kar ‘alain-e imtiyaz tu.

Sigh now-even not make the-banner-of refinement thou.

10. Jo na-balad ha? un-ko bata. chor ban-ke rah

;

Who ivithout-country are them-to show thief [becomc-having the-way

;

Gar chahta-hai Klii/.r-ki ‘urnr-e daraz tu.

If wishing-thou-art Khizr-of the-life long thou.

(Izzat-ka bhed mulk-ki khidmat-m§ hai chhipa

;

Sonour-of secret comtry-of service-in is hidden ;

Mahmud jan ap-ko, gar hai Ayaz tu.

Mahmud think thyself, if thou-art Aydz thou.

Ai she‘r, rah-e rast-pa tu jab Id par-liya,

0 poetry, road straight-on thou when that threwest-thyself,

Ab rah-ke na dekh nisheb-6-favaz tu.

Now the-road-of not look-at hollows-(and-)heights thou.

Kami hai fath gar na'i dunya, to le-nikal

To-be-made is conquered if a-new world, then go-forth-(and-)take

BerO-ka sath chhor-kar, apna jahaz tu.

Eafts-of company abandoned-having, thine-oum ship thou.

H6ti-hal sach-ki qadr ; — pa be-qadriyg-ke ba‘d

;

Becoming-is truth-of appreciation ;—but non-appreciation-of after

;

Is-ke khilaf ho, to samajh us-ko shaz tu.

This-of contrary may-be, then consider it rare thou.

15. Jo qadr-d3 ho apna, use mughtanam samajh,

Who appreciator may-be your-own, him a-prize consider,

Hali-ko tujh-pa naz hai ;—kar us-pa naz tu.

Hdli-to thee-on pride is

;

—make him-on pride thou.

FREE TRANSLATION OF THE FOREGOING .

1

1. My Muse ! if thou he not heart-beguiling, it is no sorrow ; but pity on thee if

thou be not heart-melting, thou.

2. Though the whole world be spell-bound in allegiance to artifice, Courage ! from

thine own simplicity turn not back, thou.

3. If there is in thine own nature the precious gem of sincerity, independent of

applause from the present age art thou.

4. If thou canst not make the world turn to look at thy beauty, look at thyself

;

and take a pride in thine own self, thou.

i The translation is by Mr. G. E. Ward, to whose kindness I am also indebtid for the text. The notes are mine.

YOL. IX, PAST I. r
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6.

The deep sea of reality thou hast made heave its waves ; thou shalt sink the ship

of imposture, and still survive, thou.

6. Those days are past when lies were the creed of verse-making; now should the

Qibla1 shift that way, do not worship thither, thou.

7. If to live within the eyes of men of insight is precious,
2 with those void of vision

hold no compromises, thou.

8. Should men turn up their noses at thy new-fangled medicine, hold them

excused ;—if so be thou art a wise physioian, thou.

9. In stillness, with thy truth, build up a home in peoples’ hearts ; exalt not the

banner of refinement yet, thou.

10. Disguised as a thief point out the road to the benighted ; if thou wish for the

long life of Elijah,3 thou.

11. Honour’s secret lies hidden in the service of one’s country. Think thyself to be

Mahmud, if thou art Ayaz,‘ thou.

12. O Muse ! since thou hast cast thyself upon the straight path, begin not now to

look upon its ups and downs, thou.

13. If a new world is to be conquered, do thou go forth, and take, clear of the

hugging rafts, thine own ship, thou.

14. Val^e for troth does come but after disparagements. If there be an instance

to the contrary, think it rare, thou.

15. Should any recognise thy merit, count him one more gained. Halt has pride

in thee ; have a pride in him, thou.

1 The Qibla is the temple of the Ka'ba i

» Mr. Ward euggeets, as an alternative rei

Kliwaja Killer, or the Green Prophet, »

Muslims with the prophet Elijah. He is said

, towards which Muslims turn their faces when at prayer.

• If (thou wish) to live honoured in the eyes of men of insight.'

from the traditional colour of his apparel, is usually identified by

discovered and to have drank of the Fountain of Life, and hence lives
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HIGH LITERARY HINDI OF BENARES.

The following version of the Parable of the Prodigal Son, by Babu §yam Sundar Das,

is in the high Sanskritised Hindi fashionable for literature written in Benares. Sanskrit

words abound. In the very first sentence we have two,

—

manushya, a man, and putra,

a son. Sanskrit spelling is also affected, as in ami for arts, a share ; dei for des,

a country ; dayd for daya,, compassion.
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HindostanI (HixdI variety). Benares.

(Babu 8yum Sundar Dus, 1899.)

fa# P t I fqcTT-H WT fw %

fro top?! ft hit tot ft ht gw ^tffh i hh sh-h

TOT-Wt TOfft HHfW ife ft I ftt W* TITfT

cTO-W W wtl TOT ^TOW-H f^*T HTOt

HUftT I ^ If HIp =gWT TO ^TH TOTTH

TOT TO WHTH ft-W I Htl TO TO-ft ^ST-fr ffTTfafI-H-% TO<-%

TOT TOH WU ffH-H HH HTO WHf-H HTO TOTWTO T=fi=TT | TOfT

TO TO TOTO-H ff% TOTT WTH-tf TOHT TO HTTO TOTOT-TO Wlfw

^H-WT ftf ^ TOT %TOTO I TO Sit TOT IfTO wk TO-% TOT f%

HT facTT-fi HfT fWTO HWTT-% WTH-TO »ft WfH itfeu *n#t TO^t-T? =#k

If Htar-H HTHT-ff I Ht H TO-f? HTO ftRTT-% HTH WTWTT wk TO-it

ff f facTT H-H ffTO' wk HTTO TOT fTOT-

% I TOT-fft H fWT HT1-WT TpT WfTH-% fk<l TO? if I gW TO%

'6^-H-H TOi-% TTHTH TWfWH I TO TO TO# TOH facTT# TTH

TOTT | TO ^T-ft-H TOT# facTT# TOT fit wk TOT-

t 71%-if fkro-fi TOT TOTT I g^T-H TOi-H TOT ffi t fw ff-% WH-

t=T-H froi Hk HTCf-% HTH% TOT fWHT-% I TH-H TO TOT-WT T*

TOTH# ftHI TOf f I TOH fTOT-H TOH ^THT % ^ TO#
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^ fWTisT-W iff TTf%TT^t 1W-W ¥ra-if mif-if ^
| ^k ^*T-kkT fTOT-liT ^fk if* ^ff% ?Tf ilTT

m-qm-m fkr ^Nt % *§t-qqr-m fair kmT-% i ?ri t

qrkr ^ht ii

^-wt %r-*f m i wq rnm^tr fach,r

xrf^r H=f mr-% mm ^lk mi-m ^ gm 1 mr-q mk fkwf-

?r-i mrr-wt wt mq gm-% <jwt f% m? qm % 1 mr-fr wr
ft? ^rnr-^iT mi mm % kt ^rnr-% fitm-i irtw fgm-% iq-fkir

f% Hm w TRT-% I wz gqW sfiTO felT ^T gfcm mf7 I

^q-m firm m?r m sff mrr% mn 1 mr-i firm-wt ^
f^m fw ^f%ir q i?rq rnirf-ir mroft qm ^rrm-’f^ qnk W-% mq-wf

^ak«r srff firm 1 ^fk g»B ms kwr »k q
f^m fmrm to krtf-% mi if w? tot i nig mq-m w gq
f^r-% irsmkf-qi mr mq-wf qqfk qm-ff-% mf-ft mm <m-#t mq-q

smr qfmr mrmm-% 1 fam-% mr-i* wr far % gq g
m*T 3r % 1 imfsra wtgiw%TT%wtmimT%i qrg mq
gw mqg wrm qk iffo ftm sfrnr m qmfw mr mi mi m-
w-m fkr #m % ktqm-m ftrc firm % 11
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(Bobu Syam Sunday Das, 1899.)

TRANSLITERATION AND TRANSLATION.

Kisl manushya-ke do putra the. Un-me-se ckhut*ke-ne pita-se

A-certain man-of two sons were. Them-in-from the-younger-by the-father-to

kaha ki, ‘he pita, ap’ni sampatti-mg-se jo mera ariis ho bo

it-was-said that, ‘O father, your fortune-infrom what my share may-be that

mujhe dijie.’ Tab us-nS un-ko ap*nl sampatti blt-di.

me-to give.’ Then him-by them-to his-oion property having-been-divided-was-given.

Kuchh din bit® chhut*ka putra sab kuchh ikattha kar-ke dur des

Some days after the-younger son all things together made-having distant country

chala-gaya, aur walla luch-pan-ml din bitate-hue us-ne apanl sampatti

went-away, and there debauchery-in days passing him-by his-own fortune

ura-di. Jab wall sab kuchh ura-chuka tab us de£-m§ bara

was-wasted-aicay. When he all things wasted-completely then that country-in great

akal para, aur wah kangal ho-gaya. Aur wah ja-ke us des-ke

famine fell, and he poor became. And he gone-having that country-qf

niwasiyS-ml-se ek-ke yah! rah'ne laga, jis-ne use ap‘ne kheto-mS
inhabitants-in-from one-of near to-live began, whom-by to-him his-own fields-in

suar charane-par rakkha. Aur wah un mothS-se jinhg suar

swine feeding-on it-was-sent. And he those water-grasses-with which the-swine

khate-the ap*na pet bhar*na chah*ta-tha ; ky5-ki us-kd kol

eating-were his-own belly to-fill wishing-was ; because-that him-to anyone

kuchh nahl deta-tha. Tab use chet hua aur us-ne
anything not giving-was. Then to-him remembrance became and him-by

kaha ki, ‘ mere pita-ke yah5 kit*ne majur5-ke khane-par hhi
it-was-said that, ‘my father-of here how-many labourers-of eating-after even

bahut rotiyi bachi rahatl-hai aur mai bhukh-se mar*ta-hS. So mai
many loaves saved remaining-are and I hunger-from dying-ami. So I

uth-ke ap4ne pita-ke pas jaSga aur un-se kahuga ki, “he pita,

arisen-having my-own father-of near will-go and him-to will-say that, “ O father,

mai-ne Swaxg-Daiv-se viruddh aur ap-ke sam*ne pap kiya-hai;
me-by Heavenly-Deity-from contrary and your-Honour-of before sin done-is ;
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is-liyS mai phir ap-ka putra kahan6-k§ yogya nahT hS ; mujhe

this-for I again your-Honour-of son being-called-of worthy not I-am; me

ap*ne majuro-ml-se ek-ke sarnan samsjhiye.” ’ Tab wall uth-ke

your-own labourers-in-from one-to equal know.” Then he arisen-having

ap'ue pita-ke pas chala, par dur-hl-se us-ke pita-ne use

his-oum father-of near started, but distance-even-from him-of father-by him

dekh-ke daya ki, aur daur-ke us-ke gale-mt lipat-ke

seen-having pity was-done, and run-having him-of neck-in enfolded-being

use cliuma. Putra-ne us-se kaha ki, ‘he pita, mai-ne

to-him it-was-kissed. The-son-by him-to it-was-said that, ‘O father, me-by

Swarg-Daiv-se viruddh aur ap-ke samane pap kiya-liai,

Heavenly-Heity-from contrary and your-Honour-of presence-in sin done-is,

is-se ab ap-ka putra kahane-ke yogya nahl h§.’ Parantu

this-from now your-Honour-of son being-called-of worthy not I-am.’ Hut
pita-ne ap*ne dasS-se kaha ki, * sab-se uttam wastra

thefather-by his-own servants-to it-was-said that, * nll-than excellent clothes

nikal-ke ise pahirao aur is-ke hath-ml aguthi aur paws-mi
taken-out-having to-this-one put and this-one-of hand-on ring and feet-on

jute pahirao, aur ham-log mil-kar khawl aur anand kart

;

shoes put, and we-people united-being let-eat and rejoicing let-make;

kyS-ki yah mgra putra mar-gaya-tha, phir jui-liai ; kho-gaya-tha, phir
because-that this my son dead-gone-was, again alive-is ; lost-gone-was, again
mila-hai.’ Tab we anand kar*ne lage.

found-is.’ Then they rejoicing to-make began.

Us-ka jetlia putra khet-mi tha ; aur jab wall ate-hue ghar-ke nikat
Him-of the-elder son field-in was; and when he coming house-of near

pahuclia tab us-ne baja aur nach-ka iabd suna ; aur us-ne ap’ne
arrived then him-by music and dance-of sound was-heard ; and him-by his-own

sew*k§-mt-se ek-ko ap'ne pas bula-ke puchha ki, « yah
attendants-in-from one himself-of near called-having it-toas-asked that, ‘this

kya hai?’ Us-ne us-se kaha ki, ‘ap-ka bhai aya-hai,
what is?’ Him-by him-to it-ioas-said that, * your-Honour-of brother come-is,

so ap-ke pita-ne uttam bhoj diya-hai, is-liye ki use bhala
so your-Honour-of father-by excellent feast given-is, this-for that for-him well
chahga paya-hai.' Yah sun us-ne krddh kiya aur laut*na

in-health found-it-is.' This hearing him-by anger was-done and to-return
chalia. Is-par us-ka pita bahar a use manane la°£

it-icas-desired. This-on him-of the-father outside coming him to-appease be°gan.

Us-ne pita-ko uttar diya ki, ‘ dekhiye, mai it*ne bar*s§-se
Him-by father-to answer was-given that, ‘see, I so-many years-from

ap-ki sewa kar*ta-hu, aur kabhi mai-ne ap-ki ajna-ka
your-Honour-of service doing-am, and ever me-by your-Honour-of order-of
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ullanghan nahl kiya, aur ap-ne mujhS kabhi ek mem*na bhi

transgression not teas-done, and yonr-Honowr-by me-to ever a lamb even

na diya jis-se apane mitrs-ke sang mai anand

not tcas-given which-by my-own friends-of in-company I rejoicing

kar*ta. Parantu ap-ka yah putra jis-ne ve4ya§-ke

miglit-have-made. But your-Honour-of this son tehom-by harlots-of

sang ap-ki sampatti ura-di-hai jyo-hi aya ty5-hi

in-company your-Honour-of fortune teasted-is as-even lie-come so-even

ap-ne us-ke liye uttam bhojan banawaya-hai.’ Pita-ne

your-Honom-by him-of for excellent feast been-got-prepared-is.’ The-fatlier-by

us-s6 kaha ki, ‘he putra, tu sada mere sang hai

;

him-to it-was-said that, ‘ 0 son, thou always me-of in-company art ;

is-liye jo-kuchh mera hai, so sab tera hai
;

parantu aj tujhe

this-for what-ever mine is, that all thine is ; but to-day to-thee

anand kar*na aur harshit hona uchit tha ; kyS-ki yah tera

rejoicing lo-make and glad to-be proper teas ; because-that this thy

bhai mar-gaya-tha, phir jiya-hai ; kho-gaya-tha, phir mila-kai.’

brother dead-gone-tcas, again alive-is ; lost-gone-teas, again fomd-is.’
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As another example of high Hindi I give the authorised Hindi version of the
Parable issued under the auspices of the British and Foreign Bible Society. It closely

resembles the preceding version, and it will be sufficient to give the text without
transliteration or translation.

t No. 14.]

INDO-ARYAN FAMILY. Central Group-

western HINDI.

Hindostani (Standard Hindi).

(North India Bible Society, 1898.)

fonft *ii'*i* ft gr t i T«rrt% ftr?rr% w % f*mT

HPjfflHH Wt HTT ^T3I Ht g# I TOR ^TOfit TOT#t

HWjfH TOZ fff I TOfrf f^f tfflf ftn fq? g=f TOf fW TOfifT

4iT% ^ f3T TO5TT mi TOT ffiTORH ff*T fTOR 'ftT TORt HHlf-T

fff i tot to gq fw gm to th fjrir wsi totot

wg ft tot i gfr to urr% tot froi

HW# TOT TTOt TOT faTO TOT TOR WHtH gTOT TORTO HTO |

gk TO TO f%%‘ TOTO tfra § TORT TO HT% TORT TOT

^T? wff m I TO TO TO TfTO qk TO% 4TfT

ffuR gtTOH qfTOf ftft ft^t % TOk If TOT-

H TORT ^ 1 If TOR farTT TTH WRiTO =#k TO% % fTOT

Ir fw gh TOrq% nw im fer % i If far tow gq
4T?TTOJ% qtTO TO#f # g# TOR HTOi HTTR I TO

^ tor ffm qnr to to <£rft to fqr to% fq?tR to
^TO fftf qk fhrfr TO% TOTO fgq£% TO TOT 1 gTO

sgg wr % fwr q% froi gk =roq% nra mr fw %
qk fqnc ^TTOiT gq 4TSTTOt% ft^H TO#f # I

qTJg ftRR TOR ^TOT

$ qrrr qq$ toto tot frotraff qfiHigi qk to# wtto

TOT^t qk qiffif q?t qftHRt 1 Ht^T HKt ^T
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Ifig gk qk I ggffgr ?Tf TOT qg l£qT qT fq<T ^5fT %w m fw % i ctw % gH«< ^nt u

TOTqiT ^ST qg %cT«f m gk gg qq gkr TO% fgqr7
to ^tto gk giggrr gs? ggr i gk tor grot qq=hffia

TOT^T <TOT W^T% qfM? W I I TOR TOT% qrqT TOT
*nf giro % gk giggi fwg kkrr qwq tott % gqfgg 1% to
»RTT TOTT TTRIT % I TOR TOR stfR f^i^rr gk ktTO gR q qr?T |

THkra 3TO fw grTO qT TOT TOTR gqT I TOR fcRTgt TOTT

f^n fqr qfkg if grot qrkkt gmgt kgr tot ^ gk grift gTTO^t

^rarot toto q fw gk ^tr gkr gift gg? ggrr kt g f^rr

1% If qgq fkgfg kg qM*c grrrTT i g^gj grrogrT qq gg gt

ta?rrgt% tot gm€t gurkr ^t ggi % gfrfft gigr sqtft grok to%
f%g kkr q^q tott % i fqgTg tor gr?

t

t qg g g^r to kg
%qkwtf^TOT%ktgq tot % i tort qigig grrgr gk qfgg

ftgr gfgg gT qgffgr qg tot toI ?jqT m fro gkrT % kr ggigr

fro frorr % n
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HINDOSTANT in the united provinces, the panjab,
CENTRAL PROVINCES, RAJPUTANA, AND CENTRAL INDIA.

The Hindustani spoken in the United Provinces of Agra and Oudh requires no
further illustrations. That of Lucknow has already been very fully dealt with. Over
the rest of the provinces, where it is not a vernacular, Hindostani is largely used by the

better classes of Musalmans, by Native Christians, by educated Hindus as a lingua

franca, and very generally in the large cities. The same remarks apply to the Panjab,

to the Central Provinces, to Rajputana, and to Central India.
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HINDOSTANI IN EASTERN INDIA.

Hind6sta.nl is also spoken in Assam, Bengal, Bihar, and Orissa. In Assam it is

spoken only by immigrants. In Bihar it is used much as in the United Provinces, but

to a less extent, a large number of middle class Musalmans speaking Awadhi instead, so

that we find three languages in use in the territory,—Bihari by the mass of the

population, Awadhi by middle class Musalmans of the country parts, and Hindostani in

the great towns and among the upper class Musalmans. As we go East in Bihar the

employment of Awadhi disappears.
1

In Bengal proper most of the Musalmans speak Bengali more or less mixed with

Persian and Arabic words. The upper class Musalmans (who often have marriage

connexions with Upper India), however, speak Urdu, and often very good Urdu. In

Western Bengal, Hindostani is more widely spread, and in Birbhum it is largely spoken

by all Muslims. Hindostani, in fact, is so much the language of the Musalmans of

Western Bengal and Orissa that when a family is converted to Islam it changes its

language also. For instance, the Garp&da Bhuiya family of Balasore were formerly

Hindus, but since they became Muslim they have abandoned their native Oriya for

the Hindostani of their co-religionists. ,

The Musalmans of Orissa, though they form an exceedingly small fraction of the

population, have preserved a fairly pure though not very grammatical Urdu, as the

language of their home life.

The upper class Musalmans of Bengal employ the Persian character for writing

their Hindostani. The lower classes, when literate, usually employ the Bengali or the

Nagari character. In Eastern Bengal, especially, the Nagari is quite common among
Muslims. As an example of Bengali Hindostani I give a short extract from the Parable

of the Prodigal Son, which illustrates the language of the Muhammadan population of

Birbhum. It was received in the Nagari character. The only thing to he remarked in

it is the spelling. The influence of the Bengali round them makes them pronounce a

short a, when written, like the 6 in * hot.’ Hence when they wish to write Hindostani

in the Bengali or the Nagari character, they do not represent the Hindostani short a

(pronounced like the u in * nut ’) by a, but, for want of some better expedient, write

it a. Thus they spell ham, I, ham. Sometimes this Hindostani a is represented by e,

as in lefha, a son. If they wrote ham, they would pronounce it him. In other re-

spects, it will be seen that the Birbhum Hindostani, or (as it is locally called) Musalmani,

is far from correct. Gender and number are altogether neglected. In transliterating,

when a short a is written in the original, I represent it by 6. This only occurs in words

borrowed from Bengali, such as bisoy, property, which is meant for f^rra. Another

example of the influence of Bengali is the employment of giyd, instead of gaya, to mean
‘ he went.’ As, we shall see, is also the case in Madras, the use of the agent case with ne

is unknown.

!e, Vo). VI, pp. 118 and S.
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[ No. 15.]

INDO-ARYAN FAMILY. Central Group.

WESTERN HINDI.

HindOstanI (Birbhum MusalmanI). District, Birbhum.

DW ft TfT I TR fH-TT

TUT-^t ^T, TTT-#f, f%*RHRT €t »TRT fW(T HHT

WI-€t I f^RI I %gT %T ^
WtTI tST UT <JT5 f%*RI tr^f uTIW 3iT-% %5T =^<TT ftm m
WPHITTf Ht ^TUHT <3 lim II

TRANSLITERATION AND TRANSLATION.

Ek admi-ks do ler'ka raha. Us lok-ke blch-ml chhota
A man-of two sons were. Those people-of middle-in the-younger

ler*ka ap*na bap-ko bola, ‘ bap-ji, bisoy-ka jo bhag ham-ko
son his-oum father-to said, *father-dear, property-of what share me-to

milega 6 bhag ham-ko deo.’ 0 us lok-ko bisby
will-be-got that share me-to give.’ He those people-to the-property

bbag-kar-diya. Thora diu bad chhota beta sab kuobh bisoy ek
divided-and-gave. A-few days after the-younger son ail any property one

jay'ga kar-ke dur del chala-giya, or us jay*ga-mg so ap*na
place made-having a-far country went-away, .and that place-in he his-oum

khai-ap khiyal-mi bisoy-ko ura-diya.

evil ideas-in
.

the-property squandered.
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The Hindostani of Orissa is not written in the Persian character. The few literate

Musalmans write it in the Oriya character. As an example, I give an extract from
the Parable.of the Prodigal Son. As in Birbhum Husalmam it is most ungrammatical.
The agent case with ne is not used, and no attention is paid to gender or number. We
may also note the Oriya (and also Dakhini Hindostani) form ku, employed instead of

the accusative-dative suffix kb.

{ No. 16.]
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Hindostani (of Orissa Musalmans). District, Cuttack.

4Q €11<5PQI CQI Qg’QI 811, 8il<§Q (§ GSJ9G9 QQgq CQlfcl 91(^1$

91^1 j
gqiq GQI $qi G$l©l @4 6 ©qg CQI 81I(§Q 6 6 GRqgQ

9Q.GA QqQl QQQq 91$ Q^l 8II(3q GRIGS' GqQGQ 9R Cgl$l Qg'Ql

qq 4qQGO q^i cikSq aQGQtfg ci^i qkSq q©iqq ©qgi qq qqq©
£fGqQ9i€Gfl Gqqqiq QQQ-qi i

TRANSLITERATION AND TRANSLATION.

Ek admi-ka do lar*ka tha. lor 6 log-ke bich-se
A man-of two sons were. And those people-of middle-front

chhota bawa-ku kaha, * bawa, hamara Jo hisa hota hae 6
the-yomger Ihe-father-to said, *father, my what share being is that

ham-ku do.’ Aor 6 6 log-ke bich-me us-ka daulat bant
me-to give.’ And he those people-of among-in hbm-of. wealth dividing

diya. Aor thore roz-ke bad chhota lar*ka sab ekkaththe kiya aor
gave. And a-few days-of after the-yownger son all together made and

par-deS-ku gaya, aor uhH-par us-ka sab daulat phayel-baji-me

a-foreign-land-to went, and there-on his all wealth debauchery-in

loksan kar-diya.

'

destroyed made.
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HINDOST&Nl OF GUJARAT.
The Hindustani spoken by the Musalmans of Gujarat is, on the whole, very fairly

pure, much better than that of Bengal or Orissa. It is naturally influenced somewhat
by the Gujarati spoken by the surrounding Hindus. This influence is shown principally
in the vocabulary. As a rule the vocabulary is remarkably free from Arabic and
Persian words, and, when these occur, they are often curiously distorted. On the other
hand a few Gujarati words, especially the very common ne or one, and, have been
adopted. The grammar is, as a rule, correct. The character employed for writing is

sometimes the Persian, and sometimes the Gujarati. I shall give examples in both
modes of script.

The first example is in the Persian character. It was sent by the Collector of

Customs, Bombay, as a specimen of the ‘ Gujarati dialect of Urdu spoken by Musalmans
of north, central, and south Gujarat.’ The following peculiarities may be noted.

The word for ‘ one ’ is ek, not ek. The Arabic word fuzul has become phadul, and
rnfar has become saphr. There is a Dakhini form apas, used as an oblique form in
apas-ke, of one self. In standard Urdu dpas (with a long initial a) is only used in the
plural.

Gujarati forms are ne, and ; bhegna, to collect
;
pad-dena, to make completely.

Some forms common in local dialects of Hindustan, which have disappeared in
standard Urdu, have survived in Gujarat. Such are nnB-mS, among them ; kayd (for

kahyd), it was said ; and saphrS, on a journey.
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HlNDOSTANI (GUJABAT VABIETY).

^ i- * 4I A jO <L.

A- <L~ i-->U jX-J * c-ooii JU 15 l/Uj y* JjU

c^y&t- ^ gl JSi U u-yJii £4? «i_ * LlJ dL Lj'laJ yjX* yjij) <L-

4*" ^ yf ory' Z- Ui' «£_ c_y^.

# Lo JdjJ ^^L-® 15

TRANSLITERATION AND TRANSLATION.

Ek admi-ke do bete the. Ne unO-ml-ke chhote-ne kaya,

A man-of two sons were. And them-in-of the-younger-by it-was-said,

‘ bawa, mujhe mere bhag-ka mal de-de.’ Tis-par bap-ne

‘father, to-me my share-of property give-away.’ That-on the-father-by

apas-ke sausar-ke imO-me bhag pad-diya. Ne ghane dlwas na

himself-of goods-of them-in division completely-made. And many days not

mkle-the ki chhote ckhokre-ne sab bheg& kiya, ne koi

passed-had that the-younger son-by all collected was-made, and a-certain

dur des-kl saphrS gaya, ne wg apas-ka dhan phaduliyo-mS

far country-of on-journey went, and there himself-of wealth debaucheries-in

uda-diya.

was-squandered.
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The following little story comes from Surat. It is much more Persianised than
the preceding specimen, the writer of it signing himself as a QazL The only irregu-
larities are the pronunciation of aur, and, as dr, and hai, is, as he, as is customary in
Gujarat.

[ No. 18.]
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Hindustani (Gujarat variety). District, Surat.

jj! <£_ j/U «L_
(_f<L

^ jj. * jy K*f
Jjj

# bf &JJ g

J)j I)
4& ^

*) ^ ^/L.

e-jhi e-^° «-J ‘-r’Jy- y * 4T Uj jT

&r ur
r
K yii* yi yyr &r y

jV"I * *«£> vi *j Ly>o ii»j eJLic.

^ vy**' «i- _ Jii So

* yJjp cA * V * ^W ^ * Wy <- * £_

^ ^ vjj^A jjf <«lJ <£- iy ty

* LIV Aj
i_s-4- y ^

Jjl -£i- 1-01*^ 4)1 s£)^y v=^> ** J^r ^ J—L.
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WESTERN HINDI.

Hindostani (Gujarat variety). District, Surat.

transliteration AND TRANSLATION.'

hikayat.
STORY.

Ek shakhs-ne ‘arzi kisi hakim-ke nam likhi, or

One person-by petition a-certain king-of {in-)name was-written, and

us-mi kuchh-ka kucbh likh-gaya, or jawab us-ka talab

it-in something-of anything written-was, and answer him-of demanded

hua. Bare fazl-e Khuda-se hakim-e munsif-ki rai-ml woh
became. At-last grace-of God-by the-king just-of opinion-in he

hua, or mo‘af kar-diya-gaya.

became, and pardoned he-was-made.

jawab likha, * AS mere pyare

answer was-written, ‘ 0 my dear

ki Skh kbol-kar, or babut

,
that eyes opened-having, and much

kiya-kare, ki ghaflat-s6

qasur-mand ‘amdan sabit na

guilty intentionally proved not

To us-ko us-ke bap-ne

Then him-to him-of the-father-by

farzand, insan-ko chahiye

son, mankind-to it-is-necessary

dekh-bhal-kar kam
seen-having

,
business he-should-make-a-practice-of-doing, that carelessness-by

it.na dhokha na khae, ki jis-se ap dukb utbawe. Is-

so-much blunder not he-may-eat, that which-from himself sorrow he-may-raise. This-

par yeb naql, — Ek shakhs-ne kisi tabib-se kaha ki, “,-nera

on this fable, — A person-by a-certain doctor-to it-was-said that, "my

pet dukhta-hS.” Tabib-ne pucbha ki, “aj kya khaya-tha ?
”

belly aching-is.” The-doctor-by it-was-asked that, “ today what eaten-was ? ”

Kaha ki, “ jali roti.” Kaha-gaya ki tabib-ne use

It-was-said that, “ burnt bread." Said-it-is that the-doctor-by to-him

surma diya, or kaha ki, “ Ikbs-ka ‘ilaj pahle

eye-ointment was-given, and it-was-said that, “ eyes-of treatment first

kavna chahiye, kis-waste ki akh aohcbhi hoti, t5 jali roti

to-be-done is-necessary, what-for that eyes well if-had-been, then burnt bread

na khata.” Hasil yeh ki sarkar-ka kam bahut

not he-would-have-eaten." Moral this that government-of business much

hoshiyari or khabardari-se kijiye, or ghaflat na kijiye.’

intelligence and carefulness-with you-should-do, and carelessness not you-should-do.'

VOL. tx, part i.
2 A
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FREE TRANSLATION OF THE FOREGOING.
A certain man wrote an application addressed to a king. In it he wrote a deal of

nonsense, and he was called on for an explanation. By the grace of God the king,
who was a just monarch, found him not guilty of having committed his fault intentionally,
and he was pardoned. Then his father wrote a letter to him saying, * O my dear son,

everyone should do everything with open eyes, and after mature consideration, so that
he may not fall into any blunder through his carelessness, and thereby sup sorrow
There is a fable to this effect.—A man once complained to a doctor that he had a pain
in his belly. The doctor asked him what he had been eating that day. “ Only a bit
of burnt bread,” said he. The story goes that the doctor gave him for medicine some eye-
ointment, “ for,” said he, “

it is important first of all to apply remedies to your eyes. If
they had been sound, you would not have eaten a bit of burnt bread.” The moral of this
is that in dealing with Government, you should show intelligence and watchfulness,
and avoid every kind of carelessness.’



hind6stanI of Gujarat. m

The next specimen is an extract from the Parable of the Prodigal Son, and comes
from the Mahikantha Political Agency. It is written in the Gujarati character. It

will he noticed that in general style it resembles the specimen received from Bombay. . It

is not highly Persianised, and possesses a few Gujarati idioms. As elsewhere in Gujarat
the diphthong cm becomes o, as in or, and ; dolat, wealth. There is considerable laxity

in employing the numbers of the pronouns, e.g., m-mg-ke for un-me-ke. The vowel o
sometimes becomes u, as it does dialectically in Upper India. Thus the sign of the

dative-accusative is ku, not. kb, and the oblique plural of nouns ends in u, not 5. The
oblique singular of the first personal pronoun is muj, not mujh, which is also an Upper
India dialectic form. Gujarati words are sometimes employed. Such are chhete, far,

and bhegna, to collect.

vot. IX, PART i.
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HindostanI (Gujarat variety). Agency, Mahikantha.

?l »a «l. 3l« §H>ft SlM «UM3 461 1, <H«, PtSUCUl >Rl fcttl JwSl l. S)R §*£

SHi item ^=i a Sir «li1 Iw Mid, dui #tei, «M 4* 4*, Si >jns8 hv Sir «d ’hh-O

&«W §11 €[. 3»R <§4Ut W* »R*l 1W MldfcW ?« M 141 S4l« Mil, SlR §«| <Pll£ «rQ. SjR 8l «t4R §*
^«4S &i iui *8 su s «a, Sir §«j <u*i a*. sir ^ ^
*1, §tW* 5HH-U 8l WVtj §»4l (in Ml, SIR §Hj fiMln f«l 1*1
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Hindustani (Gujarat variety). Agency, Mahikantha.

transliteration and translation.

Ek admi-ke do bete the. Or us-mg-ke chhote-ne

One man-of two sons were. And them-in-of the-younger-by

bap-ku kaha ' ke, ‘ bapu, milkat-ka mera hissa muj-ko

the-father-to it-was-said that, ‘father, the-property-of my share me-to

de.’ Or us-ne un-ku dolat bghech di. Or

give' And him-by them-to the-wealth having-divided was-given. And

thode din pichhe, chhota beta, sab bhegi kar-kar, chhete

a-few days after, the-younger son, all collected having-made, a-far

mulak-mi gaya, or wa moj-majhe-mg apnl dolat

country-in went, and there pleasure-and-enjoyment -in his-own wealth

tula di. Or us-ne sab kharach-dale, pichhe

having-wasted was-given. And him-by all was-spent-entvrely, afterwards

us des-mS bada dukal pada, or us-ku tangai padne lagi.

that country-in a-great famine fell, and him-to distress to-fall began.

Or wo • ja-kar us mulak-ke rahenewalu-mg-sl ek-ke waha

And he having-gone that country-of dwellers-in-from one-of near

raha, or us-ne us-ku apng khetar-mi bhSdu-ku charane waste

remained, and by-him him-to his-own field-in swine feeding for

bhgja. Or 36 SingS bhnd khate-the, us-mg-sg apna

it-was-sent. And what husks the-sume eating-were, them-in-from his-own

pet bhame-ku us-ka dil tha, or us-k5 kisi-ni diya nahi.

.belly filling-for Um-of mind was, and him-to anyone-by it-was-given not.



HINDOSTANI OF CUTOH.

The Hindostani spoken in Catch is more corrupt than the foregoing specimens.

It is full of Gujarati, and has also local peculiarities of its own. As a specimen I give a

short folk-tale. It is not worth while to give a complete account of the irregularities,

but the following are the main points worthy of notice. Some of the forms given below

are interesting survivals of an archaic dialect which has elsewhere been levelled down to

the general standard of Hindostani. Such, especially, is the use of hS for the nominative

case of the first personal pronoun, while me is reserved for the case of the agent. In

standard Hindostani hS has passed out of use, and mat is employed for the nominative,

although it is by origin an instrumental.

There is the usual Gujarat change of at to e in eta, such ; he, is ; and mS, by me.

Verbs are often contracted when the root ends in h. This is also found in the

dialects of Upper India. Examples are raiya, they ( fern.) remained ; kayd, it was said ;.

keta-he, he says.

Feminine nouns have a nominative plural in S, as Skha, eyes; chlja, things.

Adjectives agreeing with feminine nouns in the plural, also end in a, as raiya, they

(fern.) remained ; sdjia, sound, in good health (agreeing with SkhS). We sometimes

find neuter adjectives, as in dena. (masc.), deni (fern.), dena (neuter), to be given.

The oblique plural ends in ffi, so also k8 is used for ho. Thus, vaidh-kS, to the

doctor ; SkhS-ma, in the eyes.

In the pronouns, hu is ‘ I,’ with an agent mere or mat. Tije is
' to thee.’ The

Gujarati potS, is used for ‘ self.*

The word for ‘ and ’ is the Gujarati ane.
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Hindustani (Gdjaeat variety). District, Outoh.

*>* wiwi 5<ti. ciH! (A«m A «« 3u y+{ 5i«i <uis sOhi

1 «l ^»Wl =»ti>Hi s\hi Ai ^ (Ad Misfl iep
: Hm wm «i*> m Aw & »i8 (Ai? im'i -is. 3l«i

4Vt Cm3 cl Ah hwA mwa »hw (ci«!fl »ir<jwi Ai§!rt sm qauai, =>m wUi wHi »twcii uHi ctH'i 4ifl
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TRANSLITERATION AND TRANSLATION.

£k dosi-ki akhl raiya. Tadhl tis-nl te

A-certain old-woman-of eyes stopped (-seeing). Then her-hy them

saji karne saru ek vaidh-kS bulaya
; anl sakhsi rakhnl

sound making far one physician-to it-was-called ; and witnesses having-kept

esa wadar kiya ke, * jo tS meri Skill sajia karega to

such bargain was-made that, ‘ if thou my eyes sound wilt-make then

mere tije chakri deni
;

pan tkk saji na
by-me to-thee (a-reward-for-)service is-to-be-given ; but the-eyes sound not

hoy to kli tije deni nai.’ Esa karar

may-be then anything to-thee is-to-be-given not.’ Such contract

karnl pichhl te vaidh wakh’te-wakhat awe tis-ki

having-made then that physician time-after-time having-come her

Sklm-ml potS-ki dawa lagata, anl jadha jadtia awta

eyes-hn his-own medicine used-to-apply, and when when he-used-to-come

tadhl tadhl kai-ke-kli le jata. IyS karte

then then something-or-other having-takdn he-used-to-go. Thus doing

thore thore karnl tis-ki badhi milkat chura-liti. Anl

little little having-done her all property was-stolen-away. And

jadhl tis-ka jita tha tita badhe tis-ke hath-ml avya, tadhl

when her-of as-much was that-much all him-of hand-in came, then

tis-nl tis-ki Ikhl saji! kitil; anl karar pramlnl paise

hm-by her eyes sound were-made ; and contract according-to money

mlge. Dos! jadhl dekhs
ti hui, tadhl ghar-ml

tcas-demanded. The-old-woman token seeing became, then house-in

pota-ki kli chij dekhi nai. Waste is-kS kli dia

her-own any thing was-seen not. Therefore him-to anything was-given

nai. Vaidh kano-han karnl laga ta-pan d6si-nl

not. The-physician a-disturbance to-make began then-even the-old-woman-by

kli USe dhadh na dia. Tis-upar-thi te tis-ki! dharbar-m!

any to-him heed not was-given. Therettpon he her-to court-in

bold gaya.

having-called went.
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Posl-nl dhar'bar-ma kaya kg, ‘I manas je keta

The-old-woman by court-in it-was-said that, ‘ this man what telling

he, te sachl wat he ; karan ke jo men. Ikh saji hoy

is, that true story is; because that if my eyes sound may-become

to tis-kn paisa daS; pan andhi-j rah§ to kSi

then him-to money I-should-give ; but blind-only if-I-remain then anything

na da5, esa karar tha. Hare 6 keta he ke,

not I-should-give, such an-agreement was. Now he saying is that,

« i saji hd-rahi-he ;
” pan h5 slml keti-hS ke,

« this {she) sound has-become but I on-the-contrary say that,

“h§ to andhi-j hS.” Karan ke jadht ml meri Ikh khoi

“ 1 indeed blind-only am." Because that when I my eyes lost

tadhli h§ ghar-ml ghani tarlh-ki chija anl sara sara saman

then I house-in many kinds-of things and good good furniture

dekhti. Pan have i si khan! keta-he ke, “ is-ka

used-to-see. But now he oath having-eaten saying-is that, “ her

andhapa gaya he ;
” pan h§ ghar-me ek pan chij dekh*ti-na

r

blindness gone but I house-in one even thing seeing-not-am.’

FREE TRANSLATION OF THE FOREGOING.

An old woman haring lost the use of her eyes, called in a physician to heal them,

and made this bargain with him in the presence of witnesses, that if he should cure her

blindness he should receive from her a sum of money ; but if her infirmity remained,

she should give him nothing. This agreement being entered into, the physician time after

time applied his salve to her eyes, and, on every visit taking something away, stole by little

and little all her property. When he had got all she had, he healed her, and demanded

the promised payment. The old woman when she recovered her sight and saw none

of her goods in the house, would give him nothing. The physician insisted on his claim,

and as she still refused, summoned her before the judge. The old woman thus spoke in

the
’

court :
‘ This man here speaks the truth in what he says ; for I did promise to give

him a sum of money, if I should recover my sight ; but if I continued blind, I was to

<nve him nothing. Now he declares that I am healed. I, on the contrary, affirm that I

am still blind ; for when I lost the use of my eyes, I saw in my house various chattels and

valuable goods ;
but now, though he swears I am cured of my blindness, I am not able to

see a single thing in it.*

I, PART I.
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DAKHINT OF BOMBAY.

The following specimen of the Dakhini of the Bombay Presidency is the first half
of a version of the Parable of the Prodigal Son, prepared in the office of the Collector
of Customs of Bombay, It is said to illustrate the dialect of the ‘Musalmans of
the Deccan.’

As pointed out above (vide pp. 68 and 62 ), the Dakhini of Bombay has not abandoned
the use of the case of the Agent before the past tenses of transitive verbs,—indeed, in the
present example it goes even further than the standard form of HinrW.5.T» ia this

respect. For instance, the verb bolna, to speak, is throughout treated as a transitive verb,
whereas in the standard dialect it is always intransitive. Moreover, the Agent case is

sometimes used with the past tense of an intransitive verb, as also occurs in some of the
Western Hindi dialects of Upper India. Thus, chhokre-ne gat/d, the boy went, literally,
‘ the boy it was gone.’ There are some cases of the influence of Marathi. For
instance, apart is used not only in its proper sense of • own,’ but also to mean ‘ we ’ in-

cluding the person addressed. Again the forms mdje and majhe, to me, are both due to
the same influence. In mat mere bdp-kadan jdu, I will go to my father, we have mere
used where in the standard we should have apne. This looks like the influence of

Gujarati. Ane or ne for * and ’ is also Gujarati. Bhi is also used at the beginning of a
sentence to mean ‘and,’ which is quite irregular. Hour for * and ’ is common in dialects

of Western Hindi and of Bajasthani.

Typical of Dakhini are the use of jidhar to mean ‘ when ’ and ‘ where ’ instead of
‘ whither ;’ tea for teoh, he ; lcoi-ne for lcisi-ne ; and athdior thd, he was. Attention may
be drawn to the frequency with which Arabic and Persian words are incorrectly spelt.
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TRANSLITERATION AND TRANSLATION.

Ek admi-ke do bete the. Un-ml-sg chhote chhore-ne

,
One man-of two sons were. Them-in-from the-younger boy-by

bola, ‘ baba, mere bhag-ka mal majg dg.’ Haur us-ne

it-was-said, ‘father, my share-of property to-me give.’ And him-by

un-ml bhag 1 par-diya. Bohut din nahl gag-the, ki

them-in share was-completely-given. Many days not gone-were, that

us-ke pichhe chhote chhdkrg-ng sab bhandola jam* kar-kar

that-of after the-younger boy-by all wealth collected made-having

koi dur glw-ku gaya, bhi udhar ja-kar sab mal

a-certain distant village-to it-was-gone, and there gone-having all property

hullaypane-m! bigad-dala. Tab us muluk-ml bhari dukal para, ane

debauchery-in was-wasted. Then that country-in severe famine fell, and

us-ku tangi hone lagi. Ane us-ne ja-kar us-glw-walg

him-to want to-be began. And him-by gone-having that-village-belonging-to

koi admi-ki naukarl pakri. Ane un-ne us-ku khet-ml dukkar

a man-of service was-accepted. And him-by him-to Jield-in swine

charane-ku bheja. Jidhar wok dukkar khane-ke konde-ku bhi

feeding-for it-was-sent. When he swine food-of husks even

khane-ku raji atha, pan wu bhi us-ku koi-ne diya nahl.

eating-for willing was, but that even him-to anyone-by was-given not.

Jidhar woh apne budh-ml aya, tad bola, * mere bap-kang

When he . his-own sense-in came, then he-said, ‘my father-near

kitne mulkari hai ki un-ku itna khana milta-hai ki

how-many servants are that them-to so-much food being-got-is that

kha-kar bache, ng mai bhukh-sg marta-hn. Mai uthS,

eaten-having remains-over, and I hunger-by dying-am. I will-arise,

ng mgrg bap-kadan jaB, ng usg bolfi ki, “arg bap,

and my father-near will-go, and to-him will-say that, “ 0 father,—

mai-ng tgre samng pap kiya, so tgra bgta bulwane-ka majhg

me-by thee-of before sin was-done, and thy son calling-of to-me

mg nahl hai ;
majhg ek mulkari samajh.” ’ So woh utha.

one servant consider.”
’ he arose, and
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was-taken. And
Allah-ke samne

God-of before

apne bap pas aya. Pan jab woh thore dur atha ki
his-oum father near came. But when he at-a-little distance was that
us-ke bap-ne us-ku dekha, ane use pvar aya. So
htm-qf thefather-by himrto it-was-seen, and to-him affection came. So
woh bhag-kar use gale lagaya, ne mukka liya. Ane
he run-having him on-the-neck was-applied, and kiss

bete-ne apne bap-ku bola, ‘baba, maT-ni
the-son-by his-oum father-to it-was-said, ‘father, me-by
ane tgre samne guna kiya, so mai tete beta bulwane-ka
and thee-of before fault toas-done, therefore I thy son calling-of
sajawar nahf.’ Pan bap-ne apne naukara-ku bola ki

deserving am-not.' But thefather-by his-oum servants-to it-was-said that,
chaukhot bastar lao, ne is-ko pinao; bhi hlth-ml chhalla

good garment bnng, and this-one-to put-on ; and hand-on ring
pinao, ne pgw-ml juta pinao. Ane chalo, apan khawl, ne
put-on, and feet-on shoe put-on. And come, we-all wiU-eat, and
khushya manae, kyS-ki yeh mete bete mate tha, so phir iita
happiness celebrate, because this my son dead was, he again living
hua; woh .gama tha, so mila.’ So woh chaman karne lage

became; he lost was, he was-got.' So they merriment to-make began.
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The following specimen of Bombay Dakhini comes from the district of North
Kanara. It will be found to agree very closely with the grammatical sketch given on
pp. 59 and ff„ although it departs much more widely from Standard Urdu than does the

specimen which came from Bombay Town. It will be seen that the Agent case with
ne is regularly employed, but that the Madras custom is followed of making the verb
agree in gender, number, and person with the subject instead of the object, in spite of

the presence of the ne. The Agent case is used even with intransitive verbs. Examples
are mai-ne ldyd-ti, Ihave brought ; bhat-ne do handiya Idyd, the Bhat brought two pots

;

loka-ne khdnd dene lage, the people began to give food.

Among peculiarities of pronunciation, we may note a local tendency to convert s to

ah. Thus, uake for use, to him
;
paiahe, pice ; sfrikayd, he taught. In the latter case there

is also a dropping of the aspiration of kh. The correct Urdu form would be sikhdyd.

With this loss of aspiration we may compare the dropping of the initial h of the auxiliary

verb in phrases like Idyd-ft, I have brought, for layd-hm, and letd-e, you are taking,

miltd-e, it is got. Words borrowed from Arabic are sometimes altered, q being changed

to kk, as in shaulchi, for shauqi, devoted to ; wakhat. for waqt, time. There is a tendency

to shorten long vowels when they fall in unaccented syUables, as in lejd-kd, for lejd-kar,

having taken away, and bazar for bazar, a market. So also sarkd for sarikhd, like. In
ddlnd, to place, a cerebral d has been dentalised. All these latter are regular Dakhini
peculiarities.

Other Dakhini forms which are prominent are athd meaning ‘ was ’ and the regular

use of the plural for the singular. Thus, un is over and over again used for us, and hs,

they are, for hai, he is. The verb bolnd is regularly treated as transitive, as in bhat-ne

bolyd, the Bhat said. Verbs of speaking and asking put the person addressed in the

accusative and not in the ablative ; thus, bhat-ko puchhyb, he asked the Bhat. Note the

curious way in which the words bol-ko bolyd, having said he said, are appended, like the

Sanskrit iti, to every statement made by any ofjthe characters of the story.

A few instances of borrowing from Marathi occur. Such are the emphatic ch in

Maisd-ch, even in that way, and the word raws, a parrot.

The specimen is a folk-tale which is left unfinished by the original scribe.
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TRANSLITERATION AND TRANSLATION.

Ek ga5-m6 ek bhat athS. Woh jogar-ka bara shaukhi atha.

A village-in one bhat was. He gambling-of much fond was.

Us jogar-ke kliel-mi ap?ni sab ghar-clar harya, auv bhik

That gambling-of play-in his-oum whole household was-lost, and alms

mangne-ko nikalya. Tab us-ke zat-wale loka-ne . ap“ne

begging-for he-went-out. Then his caste-men people-by their-own

dil-mi samje ki, * inhl bhik mahgne lagya, to ikade

mind-in it-was-thought that, ‘ this(-man) alms to-beg began, then at-one

wakhat dusre zat-mi bhi jatga.’ Is-waste is-k& zat-ke loka-ne

time other caste-in also he-will-go.’ Therefore his Caste-of people-by

har roz ek sher chawal-ka khana paka-ko dene lage. Yo
every day one seer rice-of food cooked-having to-give began. This

bhat liar roz ja-ko woh khana le-kd ata-tha. Ek

bhat every day gone-having that food taken-having used-to-come. One

din ek kunbi ek jangli rawl-kd bechne-ko laya. Tau woh

day one cultivator one wild parrot-to selling-for brought. Then that

rawa ‘umr-ml bara atha, is-waste kaun ushe liya nai; ki

parrot age-in great was, therefore anyone him took not; what

bole to woh bat shike sarka na-tha. Tau woh kunbi

should-say then he speech to-learn like not-was. Then tlmt cultivator

phir-ko ghar-ko jata-tha, us wakbat-m! woh khana lata-tha.

returning home-to going-was, that time-in he food bringing-was.

So bhat-ko woh kunbi milya. Tau us kunbi-ne us

So the-bhat-to that cultivator was-met. Then that cultivator-by that

bhat-ko puchhya ki, ‘yo rawa tii leta-e, kya?’ Tau us

bhat-to was-asked that, ‘ this parrot thou buying-art, eh ?' Then that

bhat-ne bolya ki, ‘hoi, mai leuga, lekin mere-kane kuehh paishe

bhat-by was-said that, ‘yes, I will-take, but me-with any pice

nai, mere-kane jara khand hi ; is-mi-so ada khana mai tujd

(are-)not, me-with a-little food is ; this-in-from half food 1 thee

deSga.’ Tau woh kunbi bhukka atha, is-waste us kunbi-ne

will-give.’ Then that cultivator hungry was, this-for that cultivator-by
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us bat-kd kabul kar-ko rSwa diya. Tau us

that speech-to accepting made-having the-parrot tcas-given. Then that

bhat-ne wok raws le-kd apne ghar-ko aya, aur us

bhat-by that parrot token-having his-own home-to came, and that

kliang-ml-ka jara khana rawi-ko dal-ko, baqi khana

food-in-of a-little food the-parrot-to placed-having, remaining food

ape khaya. Jara wakhat hue bado woh raw!

(by-)himself mas-eaten. A-little time passed after that parrot

bhat-kane bat karne lagya. Tau bhat apne dil-ml bars,

the-bhat-witli speech to-do began. Then the-bhat his-own mind-in much

khush hua, aur rawi-ko puchhya ki, * tu kya bolta-1 ?
’

pleased became, and the-parrot-to asked that, ‘thou what speaking-art?’

Tau us rawl-ne bolya ki, ‘ are bhat, tujhe din-daroz kitna

Then that parrot-by was-said that, ‘ 0 bhat, to-thee daily how-much

khana milta-i ?
’ Bhat-ne bolya, ‘ maje ek sher-ka

dinner being-given-is ? ’ The-bhat-by was-said, ‘ to-me one seer-of

milta-1.’ Tau us rawi-ne bhat-ko shikaya ki, ‘ abhi

being -given-is.’ Then that parrot-by the-bhat-to was-advised that, ‘ now

tu us loka-kd hdl ki, “ maje ' itta khanl-ko chawal

thou those people-to say that, “ me so-mttch eating-for uncooked-rice

deo,” hol-ko bol.’ Waisa-ch uis bhat-ne ja-ko us loka-kd

give,” said-having say.’ So-even that bhat-by gone-having time people-to

holya. Tau us. Jok8-ne us-ki hat qabul kari; aur

mas-said. Then those people-by his speech accepted was-made ; and

ushe ek sher chawal jari lakri aur jari dal dene lags.

to-him one seer rice some wood and some split-peas to-gme began.

Tau unhl ek din woh sara le-kd apne rawl-kane aya, aur

Then he one day that all taking his-own parrot-to came, and

rawi-ko bolya ki, 'tu-nS bole sarka mai-ne chawal

parrot-to said that, ‘ thou-by saying according-to I rice

laya-S.’ Tau woh rawl-ne bolya ki, ‘ is-mi-ke ade chawal

brought-have.’ Then that parrot-by was-said that, ‘ this-in-of half rice

bazar-mi le-ja-ko bech, tau tujg p5ch paishe milege; tau

bazaar-in taking sell, then to-thee five pice mill-be-got ; then

us-mi-s6 tu ek bari handi aur ek nanhi hand!

that-in-from thou one big earthen-pot and one small earthen-pot

le-kd ad,’ bol-ko bolya. Tau us bhat-ne woh

taken-having come,’ said-having it-was-said. Then that bhat-by that

chawal hech-kd dd handiyS laya, aur rawi-ke samne

,-ice sold-having two earthen-pots were-brotight, and parrot-of before
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rakhya. Tau rawi-ne bolya ki, ‘ us bari
,

handi-mS khana

wire-pul. Then parrot-by icas-said that, ‘ that big earthen-pot-in food

paka aur nanhi-m! dal.’ Tau us bliat-ne pakaya.

.cook and , small-in split-peas.' Then that bhat-by u>as-coohed.

FREE TRANSLATION OF THE FOREGOING.

In a certain village there was a Bhat1 who was a great gambler. By it he lost all

his property, and so he went out to beg. His caste-fellows said to each other that if he

went on begging he would some day lose his caste, and so they gave him every day a seer

of cooked rice. Each day he used to go and fetch his dinner home. One day a cultivator

brought a wild parrot for sale to the village, but it was too old for any one to buy it, as

there was no likelihood of its learning to speak. As he was going home with the bird

he met the Bhat returning with his dinner. The cultivator asked him if he would buy

the bird. ‘That I will,’ said the Bhat, ‘ but I have no money. All that I have is this

food, and if you like you can take half of it as the price.’ The cultivator was hungry,

and so he made a bargain on these terms. The Bhat took the parrot home and after

giving him a little of his half-share of the food ate the rest. Shortly afterwards the

parrot began to speak to him, at which the Bhat was much pleased, and asked him what

he was saying. The parrot said, ‘ O Bhat, how much dinner do you get each day ?
’

‘ I

get one seer.’ Said the parrot, ‘ tell those people to give you uncooked rice.’ The Bhat

did so, and his people agreed, and gave him a seer of uncooked rice, some wood, and some

split peas. One day he took all these and brought them to the parrot saying, ‘ I have

brought uncooked rice as you told me.’ The parrot said, ‘ sell half the rice in the bazar,

and you will get five pice for it. With these buy two earthen pots, a big and a small

-one.’ He did so and showed the pots to the parrot. ‘Now,’ said the parrot, ‘cook the

rice in the big pot, and the split peas in the small one.’ So the Bhat cooked his dinner.

(Sere the story ends abruptly. The remaining adventures of the parrot and the

Bhat are unknoum to me.)

1 Bha$s are a aept of Brahmans. Many of them liveby begging.
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The next specimen of Dakhini comes from the State of Savantvadi, which lies just

north of Goa. It is a folktale. The language closely resembles the Dakhini of Madras,

the most important exception being the use of the word hatd to mean * was.’ This word
is used in Gujarat, Braj and Bundelkhand in the same meaning, and a possible explana-

tion of its presence here may be that it is a survival from the tenth century, when llatna-

giri and the neighbouring country was ruled by Yadavas. Braj is the head-quarters of

that tribe.

The principal peculiarities of this form of Dakhini are as follows :

—

Arabic words are deformed in the borrowing. Such are garth for gharlh. and

khdtar for khdtir. We may also note as an irregular pronunciation mUgnd, instead of

magnd, to demand. Ear, and, is a dialectic form in Upper India. Achhnd means

‘ to be.’

The sign of the Agent case is ni. Bor the dative we have ke-nt, as in us-ke-ni, to

him. This shows the origin of the common Dakhini form kane.

As already stated, the word for ‘ was ’ is hatd. We have also td in lagyd-td, had

happened. Td is also a Bundell form. The present tense of the auxiliary verb loses its

aspiration in composition, as in dtd-5, 1 am coming ; nhdtt-e, thou art running.

The case of the Agent is used in the Madras fashion, i.e. the verb agrees in number

and gender with the noun in the Agent case and not with the object. I therefore ignore

the suffix of the Agent in the interlinear translation, and treat it as non-existent The

•case is even used before intransitive verbs. Examples of the way in which it is employed

are,

—

un-ni bolyd, he said ; un-ni holt, she said ; him milele mdl-ki chart karya, someone

made tale-bearing of (about) the treasure trove ; un-ni mundi haldyd, he shook his head

;

un-ni dil-mS Idyd, he brought into his mind, he thought.

The Gujarati past participle in eld is common. Thus, bhareld tapld, a filled vessel

;

mUela mdl, treasure trove ; dield tapld, the vessel given (by the uncle).
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[ No. 23.]

INDO-ARYAN FAMILY. Central Group.

WESTERN HINDI.

HxndostanI (Dakhini of Bombay). State, Savantvadi.

*Ua Uaj ,JoJ * yjk

yjl W * & ,yi yur

y*y^y •—

y

<^>^1 # U* J<$JL t£L)

* ^ yf '-^6yjf t>yy * ydyy ly>^yL®

* ty wyy ^ j- &y° <-y^° * ly'Wa^ ^y y
<=6* wo e_j^.' # ia jjU- ^yt * o-^yy^y^wy#^ yt

* w ^ * wj^iyy 4y
* ^ $ y eA*J * czyy ^yclo «JL ^y. <£?i

«yu *^ iQy£y> y.yy *- eJ I&-* Uy \S>Sy^\ <£_ y^L

* Kjjujoj y y> y ^ <y ^ # us ^yuiy

J^Ls. iL)-ey _j" l^j’ v_£) # Ljy v^flj jj Lyo e-^su

yy ^yi * iy * Lufc <^i4?u

* e=y cMyy J«i * U>y L*J «yj^

^yu 4=^ ^yyji)i * %! c-^1" <=%) wj-yy yi

e^° c^v y° y ^4 ^y> yy wuyy e^y * jy
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y^ ^ d* * t-k y * cAy <=~J^ i_*yofy
jfy jilf # ^y jhr ^yyay^ ^yx^fjjA^yjyjjyy# c_y

y A * s^ljl yAs yh- ^-jW^y^ ^5^
s^f J" <n? ^ d-Ufy^.y * uryayl ytiLfl uy s

]yy * y ^yj li^® i_y_ji * ty ^34. cJ^JLo

^ yu*
st^ 1^0

s^y sy s?& * ly <a^° u^y 1453

o-5 4 #ja^yA * e/V fjfi* **r*<~*y &y, b*f* ^ uy*^

vfy »_>*! <^y° uJ J^“* 4^ Ufl jy fc y>JU£lf Uy

^UKif # J^ijj ^Jjju* c_^ J^jjjj * ULo jU j^L,
<=
*V/C

G~yy 4 *yy$ 4— u^y er’^ * u4^ jy 8

^ ’% ^ s^ yy y^j ^ orV cy^^yv
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INDO-ARYAN FAMILY. Central Group.

WESTERN HINDI.

HindostanI (DakhinI of Bombay). State, Savantyadi.

TRANSLITERATION AND TRANSLATIONS

Ek garib buddi sut katnewali hati. Us-ka ek beta hata

;

One poor old thread spinner there-was. Rer-of one son was

;

us-ke-ni sutkya do gundyi bikane-ke khatar un-ni dil. O
him-to ' of-thread two reels ' selling-of for-purpose she gave. He
jate-jate bari-ke upar ek salda hata. Un-ni admi-ku dekhte

going-going hedge-of upon one lizard was. He man-to on-seeing

barobar dar-ko mundi halaya. Un-ni bolya, ‘mamu, tum-na
immediately feared-having head shook. He said,

‘

(maternal-)mele, to-you

bona to yo leo.’ Dono gundya bari-ke upar rakbya,

if-they-are-wanted then these take.’ Both reels hedge-of on were-put,

hor ghar-ku aya. Ml-ni puchhi, ‘paise laya, kya?’
and house-to (he-)came. The-mother asked, ‘pice are-brought, eh?’

‘ Mamu-ni mSge, so use dono diya.’ Bajat
‘ The (maternal)-mcle asked-for, therefore to-hirn both were-given.’ Then

un-ni ape kat-ko bajar-ml le-ko gai. Ukre chawal
she

__
herself spun-having market-to taken-having went. Half-boiled rice

lai. Thore din hue. Un-ni bolya, ‘ mamH-kem-su
she-brought. A-few days passed. He said, ‘ (maternal-)uncle-near-from

paise le-ko ata-5.’ Un-ni boli, ‘ohakhot, ja.’ Us-ke jiw-mg
pice taken-having (I-)coming-am.’ She said, ‘well, go.’ Her mind-in

kharya-ke mamS-keni-su paise lanara. WhS-su 6 gaya.
(that-)real (matei-nal-)uncle-from pice (he-is-)a-bringer. Therefrom he went.

Bari-ke upar ek mota salda ise dekhte-ke-barobar dar-ko

Hedge-of on one big lizard him on-seeing-just feared-having

nhatne lagya. * Mamu, nhatt-g kl ? Raise deo

to-flee began. ‘

(Maternal-)uncle

,

(you-)running-are where ? Pice give

us din-ke; naT-to sepri-ku pakar-ko adlaSga.’ Bajat woh daurya;
that day-of; if-not tail-to held-having (I) shall-dash.’ Then he ran ;

’

- sangat 6 bhi daurya. Ek tapla rupayg-su bharela jangal-ml najik
in-company he also ran. One vessel rnpees-with filled jungle-in near

hata. Us-ke upar-su salda gaya. Un-ni mamS-ka mal
was. That-of upon lizard went. He

(maternal-)uncle’s property
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bdl-ko bhareli parat utha-ko laya. Marag-mg un-ni dil-ml
said-having a-JUled plate lifted-having brought. The-way-in he mind-in

•aya. ‘yb rupae pole achhlge.’ Un-ni sir-ko-sH

brought, ‘ these rupees unsubstantial will-be.’ Ee from-on-head
rupae sare otya. Talu-ke-upar do rupae rahye dharg,
rupees all poured-out. On-top two rupees remained substantial,

baki sare pole. Do rupae le-ko ma-keni
remaining all unsubstantial. Two rupees having-taken mother-to

la-ko
,

diya. ‘ Mamu-ni diele taple-mS-su do
brought-having (he-)gave.

‘ By-[maternal-)uncle given out-of-vessel two

sare pole.’ Ma-ni ball, chal, dikba.’

all unsubstantial.' The-mother said, ‘come, show.'

sare bhar-ko le-ko ax, hor
all collected-having taken-having came, and

la-ko us-ke gulgule kari. Gulgule
brought-having tliat-of balls made. Sails

tali, hor
.
picbhari-mS charo baju. urai.

having-made ghee-in (she-) fried, and compound-in four sides threw.

Bete-ku boli, ‘ gulgulyl-ka niu lagyal, chun-ko la-ko

Son-to (she-)said, ‘balls-of rain has-falien, gathered-having brought-having

kha.’ 0 cliun-kd khate rabya. Tbore din-su kini
eat.’ Ee gathered-having eating remained. A-few days-in some-one

sarkar-ml milele mal-ki chari karya. Polis tapas-ml
govemment-in found property-of backbiting made. Police investigation-in

likhna hua. Dusra likhna korat-mg hua. Buddi-ni boli, ‘mai-ni
writing became. Second writing court-m became. The-old-dame said, * I
dieli iabani polis-ke dar-sH . di. Kbara puchhe to maje
given statement poliee-of through-fear gave. Truth thou-ask then to-mc

kucbh malum nahl. Bete-ku puclibo.’ Bete-ni bolya, ‘gulgulyl-ka nio
anything known is-not. Son-to ask.’ The-son said, ' balls-of rain

lagya-ta, tank, mhainsi, sal, din, maje malum na?, us niS-mB
fallen-had, date, month, year, day, to-me known is-not, that rain-in

dhare, baki

stibstantial, the-rest

Ma-ni ja-ko

The-mother gone-having

ghln o gur

wheat and molasses

kar-ko ghiu-ml

maje sara, mal milya.’ Purawa mudde-sir us-ke-par bua nai.
to-me all property was-got.’ Evidence conclusive him-of-on became not.

Gulgulya-ka ni§ kadi lagya nai. Dieli jabani polis-ke dar-su.

Balls-of rain ever fell not. Given statement police-of fear-through(-is).

Bina purawe-ke korat-ki khatri hui nai. ‘ Chhora anjan,’
Without evidence-of com-1-of satisfaction was-made not. ' Boy ignorant(-is)

*

bol-ko, ‘ kuchh-bbi bolta nai; sabab khatri hoti nai*
said-having, 'anything is-speakmg not; therefore satisfaction becomes not.'
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FREE TRANSLATION OF THE FOREGOING.

There was once a poor old woman who earned her living by spinning thread. She

had one son. One day she gave him two balls of thread to take away and sell. As he

went along he met a lizard sitting on the top of a hedge, who shook its head in terror at the

sight of a man. The boy said, ‘ Ifunkey, if these are for you, you can take them.’ So he

put the balls on the hedge and went home. His mother asked him for the money resulting

from the sale, and he told her that his uncle had asked for them, and that he had given

them to him. So she spun some more thread and went ofE herself to market to sell it.

and with the money she got for it bought some half-boiled rice and returned home. A
few days afterwards the boy said to his mother, ‘ I am going off to get the money from

Jfunkey.’ She thought he was talking of his real uncle and said, * very well.’ So he

started on his way.' On the top of the hedge there was sitting a big lizard, which ran

away in terror as soon as it saw him. Said the boy, ‘ Nunkey, where are you running

to ? Give me the pice which you oweme for the thread I gave you that day, or else I’ll

catch you by the tail and dash you to the ground.’ He then ran after the lizard. There

was a vessel full of rupees in the jungle hard by and over this glided the lizard. The boy

thought it was his uncle’s property, so he lifted up the filled plate and carried it home.

On the way it occurred to him that the rupees might be hollow, so he poured them all

from off his head on to the ground. Two of them remained on his head, and these he

considered to be Solid, but the rest he neglected as being hollow. So he took the two

rupees and brought them home to his mother saying, ‘ two of those which were in the

vessel given by is’unkey were solid. The rest were all hollow.’ The mother told him to

show the others to her, and went and picked them all up and brought them home. Then

she bought some wheat and jaggery which she made into balls and fried in ghee. These

she scattered over the courtyard and said to her son, ‘it has been raining toffee-balls. Go

out and pick them up and bring them home to eat.’ So he picked them up and sat down

to eat them.

A few days afterwards some good-natured friend told the government officers about

the treasure trove. The old woman told the police at the inquiry what had occurred.

Then she was sent for to the court, and there she said, ‘ the former statement was made

by me through fear of the police. If you want to know the truth, I have nothing to tell.

Ask my son.’ The boy said, ‘ I found the property in the rain on the day on which it

rained toffee-balls. I cannot give you the date.’ There was no other evidence against

him There never was such a thing as a shower of toffee-balls. The magistrate con-

sidered that, ‘it is plain that the first statement was made through fear of the police. The

court can come to no decision without evidence. The boy is an idiot, and says the first

thing that comes into his head. He cannot therefore be convicted.’



dakhinT of madras.

The operations of the Linguistic Survey do not extend to the Presidency of Madras,

or to the neighbouring States of Hyderabad and Mysore. I am hence unable to offer any

specimens prepared for the Survey in these countries. In order, however, to make the

subject complete I give, as an example of the Dakhini of Madras, the following version

of the Parable of the Prodigal Son, as issued by the Madras Auxiliary Bible Society. It

will be seen that the language is that illustrated in the preceding grammatical sketch.

The case of the agent nowhere occurs, and verbs of saying and asking govern an accusa-

tive and not an ablative of the person addressed. Note how, under the influence of the

neighbouring Dravidian languages, the use of the relative pronoun is avoided as much as

possible. I give a transliteration. An interlinear translation is unnecessary.
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INDO-ARYAN FAMILY. Central Group.
WESTERN HINDI.

HindostAn! (Dakhini op Madras).

(Madras Auxiliary Bible Society, 1894.)

^ Y/ vW ^ Jjjt - ^ 4 y> y'
yj yj »5jjj <^o iLa-L & JU yS, U^J^j ^Oc l_jL

// 14
-^ ^o3r^ - Li

- WJjt JL Uoj wLj Lsy« K ^L

*4* *3J^ - J>^ ^ uA K*/ ^».

uy^ 4J <sd »jjjJ - iu L. l_£j <£_ V_J3Ly ijjji . K)

T* jjj £_]jj) - Lo^j «i_J^.Jfyr

YY u* yy wJ - 4 Lo *y-j yy^j -yy~yy)
&. y^^ o^-y^oy*^ <d_ vb <^x*

vg m *y &3Ly ^ vg y^j y> . uy> uy ^
4; J4^ <«L LT »Uf^ <^4 ^
- 4 oiiLy vjoj ,-L u^° u^yy 4.1 as* ^y^ <j^ ^
iy.o y y ky *rL>jy ^) %y ±_ vl ±

jyy^
vl <^j y lkj yy-jyyy 4^

^

<i_a/ 14 jyj <- s->) uy 4*ujyi 44 j;J «-***. «£- W4-J ^
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ulj ^ vy A) vWjj - e,y u^S «JL

s^> «*•. i^yj M* ^ u-J,jyjiy eJjjl j»yb

v^ ^^ r* *¥ ¥ /* / «->w -y *ktf -y

W y ^ yjjj V wy

U

sj !y> y &r^ ^j
.
^o;

* <£o/ ¥sy¥ *jjy y *%y

Vv ^j5

v /* ^ «. ^ - u:jjjiy^ <jb

.(*“ ^ ¥> w ^ ^ )j* *vel 'y'+vt

<-W yi jy y t&.
»jy - 4. U*yi jy^» y ** ^ e-~*3u

yv^i)^ v»Jy »jy - Ui* yjyb v4 tf . UU. &i

fy
Sr
r^j;l ^y¥ »_*y' <~. iij &«$y y

^ ^ ,£-u* ¥¥ ^ ^ wy-y 4.1^^y^j ty *s

/ syKt*5 s¥ y ^ v ¥ - bo «j/^ <jl^
/ <=¥ <=^ ^“jy bf UfLf&ajL, ^ u^t. ..v

V- Jjl 4_ urb cy «^A y ^LjJM tfl/y^f
gjJjJ . UT

-¥ 4. ¥ m U*- y> ^ v »yy - i. iyr <5- fy *«¥

* ^¥V¥ j¥r £- ** U* jy ^
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INDO-ARYAN FAMILY. Central Group.

WESTERN HINDI.

HlNDOSTANi (DaKHINI OF MADRAS).

(Madras Auxiliary Bible Society, 1894.)

TRANSLITERATION.

Kisi admi-ke do bete the. Aur un-mi-se clihota bap-ku kaba, ‘ ai bap, mujhe

pakunehta-hai so mal-ka hissa mujhe de.’ Aur wok apni ziudagani un-ku bat-diya. Aur

bahut diu nahi guzre ki chhota beta sab kuchh jam' kar-ke ek dur-ke mulk-ka safar kiya,

aur walia apna mai bad-ma‘ashi-ml uraya. Aur sab kharch kar ckuka, so waqt us

mulk-me bara qaht para, aur wob muhtaj hone laga. Aur woh us mulk-ke ek basbinde-

se ja mils, aur wob use apne khet§-m! suar cliarane bheja. Aur use arau thi ki suar

khate-tbe so chbilko-se apne tal ser kare, aur koi us-ku na deta-tha. Tab hosh-mi

a-kar kaba, * mere bap-ke kitne mazdurS-ku babut-si roti hai, aur mai yabS bhukh-se

marta-bn. Mai utb-kar apne bap-ke pas jaSga, aur use kahSga, “ ai bap, mai asman-ke

khilaf aur tere huzur gunah kiya-liS ; ab-se mai tera beta kalilane-ke laiq nahi bS ; mujhe

apne mazdurS-m5-se ek-ki manind bana.” ’ Aur uth-kar apne bap-ke pas cbala, aurabbi

dur tba ki us-ka bap use dekba, aur rahm kiya, aur daur-kar us-ku gale lagaya, aur bosa

diya. Phir beta use kaba, ‘ai bap, mai asman-ke kkilaf aur tere huzur gunah kiya-bn

;

ab-se tera beta kablane-ke laiq nahi bn.’ Par bap apne naukar5-kCi kaba, ‘ achchlie-se

acbcbba jama jaldi bakir lao, aur ise pahnad ; aur us-ke hatb-mS agutlii, aur pa§-ini juti

do ; aur pale hue baclihre-ku la-kar zabh karo ; ki ham khawS aur khushi manawl

;

is-liye ki yeh mera beta mar-gaya-tha, aur phir jiya-hai
;
gum hua tba, aur mila hai.’

Aur wob khushi kama shuru‘ kie.

Aur us-ka bara beta khet-mi tha. Aur jab a-kar ghar-ke nazdik pabuncba, rag

aur nach-M awaz suna. Aur chhokrO-mi-se ek-ku pas bula-kar, ‘ yeh kya hai ? ’ puchha.

Wob use kaba ki, * tera bhai aya hai, aur tera Dap, use sabih salamat pane-se, pala-bua

bachbra zabh kiya hai.’ Tab woh kbafa hua, aur andar jane na cliaha. Tab us-ka bap

bahir a-kar use manaya. Par wob jawab-m! apne bap-ku kaba, * dekk, itne barsS-se

teri kbidmat karta-hS, aur kabbi tera hukm-‘udul na kiya, aur tu kabhi mujhe apne

dost3-ke sath khushi manane-ke liye ek bakn-ke bachche-ku na diya. Par jab tera

yeh beta, jo teri zindagani-ku kasbiyS-ke sath kha ga-ya, so aya, to us-ke liye pale-hue

bachhre-ku zabh kiya.’ Aur woh us-ku kaha. ki, ‘ ai larke, tu hamesha mere pas hai,

aur sab kuchh mera hai, so tera hai. Par tera yeh bhai mar gaya tha, ab jiya-hai ; aur

gum hua tha, mila hai; so khush o khurram hona lazim tha.’
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As another specimen of Madras Dakhinl, I give the fahle of the crane and the

hawk, taken from Shakespear’s grammar. The language is that illustrated by the

foregoing grammatical sketch.

[ No. 25.]

INDO-ARYAN FAMILY. Central Group.

WESTERN HINDI.

HlNDOSTANt (DAKHINi OF MADRAS).

(From Shalcespear’s Grammar, 1843.)
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HindostanI (DakhinI op Madras).

(From Shakespear’s Grammar, 1843.)

TRANSLITERATION AND TRANSLATION.

Bol-gae-hai ki, ek dhobi kisi naddi-ke karke
They-have-said that, a washerman a-certain river-of on-bank

apne dhande-mS sarak tba, haur har din ek baghole-ku
his-own profession-in engaged was, and every day a crane

dekhta ki, woh dhau-ke kinare-po baithta, haur chikar-mg-ke
he-used-to-see that,, it stream-of bank-on used-to-sit, and mud-in-of

kire chun-kar khata, haur us-po-ch sabr kar-ko
worms picked-up-having used-to-eat, and that-on-even patience made-having

chup rahta haur wahs-sfi apne ghSsle-ku nrh-kar
sUent used-to-remain, and therefrom his-own nest-to flown-having

chale-jata. Ek din ek basha anchit a-nikalya, haur ek
used-to-go-away. One day a hawk suddenly came-forth, and a

katte titar-ku shikar mar-kar thora khaya, haur baqi-ka
plump partridge (as-)prey struck-having a-little ate, and the-rest-of

chhdr-de-kar chal-nikalya. Baghola yeh dekh-le-kar apne-mS ape
left-having went-forth. The-crane this noticed-having himself-in himself

chinta kar-liya ki, ‘yeh panchhi itna chhota achh-kar
thinking made-for-himself that, * this bird so small been-having-

aise hare hare janwarS shikar marta-hai. MaT itna mota
such big big creatures {as-)prey killing-is. I so stout

achh-kar aisa najis chara khata-hn. So yeh meri kambakhtl haur
been-having such filthy food eating-am. So this my bad-fortune and

halki paeri-ka kam hai. Mai bhi ki aisa bar-pana nai
mean originrof effect is. I also what such greatness not

jagata-hS ? Ab-su maT aise kire nai khaSga, haur ek
arousing-am? Now-from 1 stick worms not will-eat, and one

daf‘e-ka asmah-po pakhota marSga.

iime-of heaven-on wing 1-will-strike.

you ix, part i. 2 E
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NAZM.
VERSE.

(Metre, — v-»v> — — — — w —

•

In the following verse, vowels are marked long or short as required by the metre.)

“Jo ki dhuwa ghan-ke upar jawege,

“ When that smokes clouds-of above will-go,

“Abr-mS phir kahe-ku woh awgge?
“ Cloud-in again why they will-come ?

“ Zinda dill hai, so gagan-par charhl,

“ Living hearts are, they heaven-on may-mount,

" Bal-su apan dil-ke o yh§-s§ urhi.” ’

“ Foree-by own lieart-of they here-from may-fly.”
’

Teh samajh-le-ko une kire khana chhor-diya, haur

This eonsideration-taken-having he worms to-eat abandoned, and

titar kabutar-ke shikar-po japne lagya. Dhobi

partridge pigeon-of prey-on to-lie-in-wait-for began. The-washerman

basha-ka bhi tamasha dekhya-tha, haur baghola kire khana

the-hawk-of also the-exhibition seen-had, and the-crane worms to-eat

chhor-de-kar kabutar-kS kudhan jhSsta-hai, so yeh bhi

abandoned-having pigeon-of direction looking-eagerly-is, so this also

dekh-le-ko dang , ho-gaya, haur tamasha dekhne lagya.

watched-having surprised became, and the-exhibition to-watch began.

Yakayak kabutar waha a-nikalya haur baghola urh-kar us

All-at-once tlie-pigeon there came-forth and the-crane flown-having that

kabutar-pd jkasya. Kabutar pani-ke kudhan dhuk-kar

pigeon-on looked-eagerly. The-pigeon the-water-of direction turned-having

haur use . chSdi de-kar us-ke agCL-sS patta turaya.

and to-it evasion given-having it-of front-from collar broke {i.e.went-off).

. Baghola us-po tut-kar pani-ke karke-po girya, haur us-ke

The-crane it-on swooped-having water-of edge-on fell, and it-of

para chikar-mS lot-pot ho-gae. Dhobi a-kar use

feathers mud-in entangled became. The-washerman come-having it

pakax-liya, haur ghar kudhan chal-diya. Bat-ml us-ka ek dost

seized, and heme direction went. Way-on him-of a friend

mil-ko puchhya ki, ‘kya hai?’ Dhobi bolya, * yeh

met-having asked that, 'what is

r

The-washerman said, ‘ this

baghola hai. Basha-ka kam karne gae lagS ape-ch

crane is. Eawk-of business to-do going while he-himself-even

sapar-parya.’

he-was caught.’
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FREE TRANSLATION OF THE FOREGOING .
1

They have related that a washerman was engaged in his business on the bank’ of

some river, and every day observed a crane which was seated on the side of the stream,

and which picking up the worms from within the mud used to eat them, patiently

remaining silent. Then flying thence it used to go to his own nest. One day a hawk
came forth suddenly, and having struck as his prey a fine partridge, ate a little, and

leaving the rest went away. On seeing this the crane took to thinking within himself,

that * this bird, being so small, hunts and kills such very large creatures ; I, being so

large, am in the habit of eating such filthy food : this is the effect of my want of

fortune and meanness of origin. What I cannot I, too, rouse such greatness I From
this time I will not eat such worms, and will for once strike my wing up to heaven.

“ When the columns of smoke ascend above the clouds,

“ Why should they return with the showers ?

“ They who are lively of heart will mount up to the firmament,
“ By the impulse of their heart alone they will fly hence above.”

’

Having taken this fancy into his head he left off eating worms, and began to lie

in wait for a partridge or pigeon. The washerman had witnessed the exhibition of the

hawk, and that the crane, having abandoned eating worms, was looking eagerly towards

a pigeon ; at beholding which he was struck with surprise, and began to direct his

attention to the spectacle. All at once the pigeon came there, and the crane taking

wing was intent upon it. . The pigeon directing her flight towards the water, and

eluding the other, fled away from before him, but the crane, having made a swoop at

her, fell slap on the shore of the water, and his wings became entangled in the mire.

The washerman then came and seized him, and proceeded towards home. On the way

a friend meeting him asked, ‘ what is this? ’ The washerman replied, * this is a crane

that was himself caught whilst attempting to do the deed of a hawk.’

1 Shakespear's, with a few verbal alterations.

2e2
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DAKHINT OF BERAR.

The DakhinI of Berar in no way differs from that spoken in Madras, and specimens
of it are not necessary. The same remark applies to the Dakhini spoken in those

districts of the Central Provinces which lie south of the Satpuras, and adjoin Berar and
Hyderabad. Although, of course, no definite fine can be drawn, we may take the

Satpura range, and the connected hills, as the boundary between standard HindostanI
and the Dakhini variety.
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Vernacular HindOstant.

The following account of the peculiarities of the Vernacular Hindustani of the
Upper Doab and Western Rohilkhand is based on the specimens annexed. It will be
-noticed that many of them have been found to exist in the Hindostanl of Gujarat and
in Dakhinl.

PRONUNCIATION. Vowel8.—There is a strong tendency to prefer the letter e

to ai, and 6 to au, thus, we have per, not pair, feet
; he, not hai, he is; he, not hat, they

- are ; or, not aur, and ; Ibnda, not laundd, a son ; dor, not daur, run. Or, and, is some-
times weakened to ar, and is then sometimes aspirated and becomes har. In Saharanpur
and Dehra Dun it becomes hor. Similarly, baith, sit, becomes batth, which, in the
second Meerut specimen, becomes baft. In other respects vowels are frequently

interchanged. Thus we have both kahd and kehd, said, and kuhdtid, to be called. The
letter i, in an unacoented syllable, has become a in sakarl, a hunter ; mathai, sweet-

meats. In katthd, for ikatfha, in one place, an initial unaccented i has been elided. In
ak, for ki, that, i has become a, and the vowel has been transposed. In yad’rni, a man,
the vowel y has been prefixed.

Consonants.—The influence of Panjabi is evidenced by the strong preference

shown for cerebral letters. The dental w na, when medial or final, often becomes the

cerebral nr na, and the dental la, when medial or final, often becomes the cerebral

$ la. The latter letter is unknown to standard Hindi, and to the more eastern dialects,

but is common in Rajasthani, Panjabi, and Gujarati. In the manuscripts received
from the Upper Doab it is indicated by putting a dot under «r, thus, «r, but in printing the
specimens I have followed the usual custom of writing 36. Examples of the employment
of cerebral % na are mdnas, a man, for mdnus ; ap“nd, own, for ap'nd ; khowan, to lose
for khond ; sunan, to hear, for smfnd. In likar, for nikal, come out, initial n has become a

• dental l, and l has become a cerebral r. Examples of l are jangal, a forest.
; kbli, the

breast ; bhlad, a bullock ; bal, hair. If the spelling of the specimens is to be trusted, the
change of l to l is not nearly so regular as that of n to n. We often find dental l where
we should expect the cerebral letter. Thus we have mile-gi, not mile-gi, she (i.e. . it)

will be got; chald, not chald, he went. Perhaps, however, this is due to carelessness
'in writing.

In standard Hindi and to the east, a medial * da or s dha is regularly pronounced
ra or rha. Thus, bard, not badd, great. In the Upper Doab, the da-sound is

often preserved. Thus, gadi or gdddi (see below), not gapi, a cart; badd, not bard, great

;

chadhTnd, not charh‘nd, to mount. I have, however, noted a few instances of r such as
‘ gf'OTd, a horse

; cliifyd, a bird ; but these may be slips of the pen on the part of the
writer. The preference is certainly for the da (or dha) sound.

One of the most marked tendencies of this dialect is to double a consonant after
an accented long vowel. In this case the preceding long vowel is usually shortened, i.e.

i becomes i, u becomes u, e becomes e, and b becomes o. The only apparent exception
is a, which in writing remains long. It is, however, in such cases pronounced short,

not like the u in ‘ nut ’, but like a in the German word ‘ mann ’. Thus the sound of the
word bdppu, a father, might be represented in English (not Hunterian) spelling by
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bappoo. So strong is this tendency to doable consonants that even the t of the termin-

ation of the present participle is doubled after a long vowel. Examples of this doubling

are bdppu, a father ; bdssanh, a vessel
;
gdddi, a cart ;

pdttd, obtaining (present partici-

ple of pdtfd); jdttd, going ; bhukklid, hungry ; bettd, a son ; khettd-mi, in the fields

;

dekkha, seen ; bhejjd, sent ; rotti, bread; chhottd, small; loggS-pe, on people
; hottd,

becoming.

DECLENSION.—Nouns.—There is an oblique form singular of weak nouns
which ends in o or S. Thus, gharS-mi, into the house

;
gharU par rahd, he stayed at

home
;
gharo, to the house. The oblique plural sometimes ends in ®, as in mar"du-kd, of

men ; betyu-kd

,

of daughters ; chokkhe ydd'myU-kd, of good men. In one case, chhol’ka-ne

,

husks (Muzaffarnagar), we have an oblique plural in S (as in Dakhini). The nominative
plural of feminine nouns in i ends in ?, as in betti, daughters.

The sign of the case of the agent is ne or ni. For the accusative-dative, we have ke,

ka or ko, nU (a Panjabi form), and ne. Examples are bdp-ke, (a son lias been
born) to (my) father ; Bir’bal-ki, to Blrbal ; bdppd-nu, to a father ; chhoVka-ne sir

kha-hi, the swine are eating husks ; bandar-ne m-ne dekh-liyd, the monkey saw it

;

mathdi-ne chhor-de, (that) he should give up the sweetmeats. For the locative we
have pe and pa, on ; and for the ablative setti. In bette-ne chald-giyd, the son went
away (Muzaffarnagar), we have the agent case used with a neuter verb.

Pronouns.—The pronouns of the first and second persons ai

Their principal forms are as follows :
—
L Thou.

Sing. Nom. mi tu

Agent mi ti

Oblique majh, mujh tajh, tnjh

Acc.-Dat. majhe, mujhe tajhe, tujhe

Genitive merd terd

Plur. Nom. ham tarn

Agent ham-ne tam-ne

Oblique ham tarn

Acc.-Dat. ham& tami
Genitive hamdrdy mhdra tumhdrd, third

Note that inthe singular these pronouns do not take ne in the case of the agent.
Thus, mi (not mi-ne) bhej-diyd-thd, I sent; te yd chij kis-ke-ti lai ? from whose (house)
did you take (i.e. buy) this thing ?

The demonstrative pronouns have a feminine form in the nominative. They are
as follows :

—

Norn. Masc. Nom. Fem.

This, yu, yah yd
That, he, she, it, o, 6, oh ^

In other respects they are as in standard Hindi, except that the Nominative Plural
of o is toe.

Other pronominal forms are ap“na, own
;
jo, jon, who ; kon or ke, who P ; ke, what ?

(both substantive and adjective); kai, how many ? ; ko, any one (obi. kisi)
; jon-sd,

jo-kuchh, whatever ; asd, suoh ; ib, now ; ibhi, ib-jS, even now
; jib is both * when ’ and
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‘ then ’ as elsewhere in Western Hindi dialects
;
jib-ja, thereon ; toha, toha-si, there

;
ja,

where.

CONJUGATION.—Verb substantive-—The present is

—

Sing. Plnr.

1. hi hi

2. he ho

3. he he

The past is thd, etc., as in the literary form of the dialect.

Active Verb.—The tense which in standard Hindi is mainly used as a present

subjunctive, here often retains its original meaning of a present indicative. Thus, mi
maru, I strike, or may strike.

The Present Definite is formed by conjugating this simple present (not the present

participle! with the present tense of the verb substantive. Thus,

—

Sing. Slur.

1. mdri-hi, I am striking mdri-hi

2. mare-he mdro-ho

3. mare-he mdri-hi

Sometimes the present participle is used as in the literary dialect. Thus, hottd-hi,

he is becoming
;
jdtte-he, they are going.

The Imperfect is sometimes formed on the same principle as those on which the

present definite is formed, substituting the past, for the present, tense of the verb sub-

stantive. Thus, mi mdri-thd, or -mi mdr*td thd, I was striking. More usually, this

tense is formed as in Rajasthani and sometimes in Braj Bhakha, by conjugating an
oblique verbal noun in e, with the past tense of the verb substantive. This form also

occurs in the Magahi dialect of Biharl. Thus, mdre-thd, I, thou, or he was striking,

literally, was on striking
; mdre-the, we, you, they were striking. Compare the Old

English ‘ was a-striking.’

Verbs whose roots end in a long vowel are contracted in the present and future.

Thus, kha-he, for khai-hi, they ea.t ;jdugd, for jaigd, I shall go; khagd, for lchaegd, he

will eat ; khage , we shall eat.

The Infinitive ends in tid (oblique ne ), or n (oblique the same). Thus, khdnd, to

eat, dative khdne-ko, for eating ; khowatt, to lose (note the inserted to after o)
;
paran,

to fall ; bharav-kb, for filling.

The verb kar"nd makes its past participle hard or kiyd. Thus, kard-he, or kiyd-he,

(I) have done (sin). Java, to go, has both gaya and the Panjabi giyd. Dharand, to

place, has its past tense irregularly dharybya.

In one place the word for * it is proper ’ is given as chahdiye. In mathdi kadlfnl chdhi,

he wished to take out the sweetmeats [literally, the sweetmeat to-be-taken-out (a gerundial

adjective) was desired], we have an instructive illustration of the use of a desiderative verb.

In the second specimen from Meerut, we have an irregular conjunctive participle

in § which is borrowed from Rajasthani. It is batts (for batthi), having sat.

We have an example of a potential passive in kuhdnd, to be able to be called.

The usual negative is naht, not. Ne and ni are also used. N? appears to be used

with the first person as in mi ni chald, I did not go, and ne with the third person as in

use kb ne detd, no one used to give to him.
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The first specimens of Vernacular Hindustani come from the District of Meerut.

[No. I.]

INDO-ARYAN FAMILY. Central Group.

WESTERN HINDI.

Vernacular Hindustani. District, Meerut..

Specimen I.

(G. R. Dampier, Esq., J.C.8., 1899.)

Hqf ^t #5% it I
#1W-if qqiil qn?T

^ qm ?it fir# $$ qq qiqt hw fairift qT qilt i

qTq-if ^twf qWT-#t qqift WRT qfj-^t | 41# #T£T Hit

HKT wra fi-% qqfT-qqT %T qqf qq^T

WTH iftqqi qfiTT I faq HTTT VR Ht q’ftcf 3T5T

q^W qPTT I Ht qt qftq ^t-qqi I f#T qq-q >3H ^H-% Jjqf

HPUH-H^I WT-^iT qtqrlt qfqt I Ht BH HPUHW aRIS-Jf qqw

HT IfTrlT HWT I faiT 'SH qq^t qqi qpft =ft qTH

VTH H5 *3T-$ qq-ft-H qqqi qZ HTnr-qft <WTT qT | ^TT fqpat

HPUH-q SW HTV-qt qff I f^q ^if Hlft ^rt qt SH-q

qqw qq-if qnrr ht qrq-qi qft qftq qtqn: ¥ qtr qiT =itzt

q#f % qtT if TH ^H-if q^-f I if qq ^S-% mm qTq-qf qfi

WT3i qfr qq «h^n qft qt qrq q ii^T-qj qtr Hr qqq; qiq qnr-% |

qq if qqT q#f TVT fiTT fTPH wNi I qqf qqqT *tWt

qiT-qt I qt ^S-% qqq qTq-qi HtT W I fqq qt qqq qTq-% qi-fi

fT TTT-SIT rtq qq-% qTT-q ^if %*IT qtT ^VT lit qT-q£ I

qq-qt #ialt qq-qt qtT qwrrr qtT ^qqrr qqtr fqqr i qt qt%-q

qnrr qt qiq if i|?t-# qqr: qtr tit qqT: qmfqqT-ir i if qq qqi

qff r?T qft HTr qra i fqn qiq-q qqqf wfqfrf-H qrrr

^1 HTtf-w qm ¥H qff%-#t qtn ^qr-=ft qirit if u»ft

,qtT ^ht qrrqf qtr qq? stst qqsi qrr # qrret i fH iqpt
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Mil I q^ ?TTT €r^T q*-qqT-qT qTT qq #t-qqT I qT*

qfr qq fore-qqT-t i qfo: qrqq-ir qrrur qq u

#* q^T MTf qqaE-if m I qq qqaE-fr q*-# qfo qiqr qt

qr*PT qiW-^t qre | for* qq.q Tjqr qTqrrqfT qqfT-qrT

q^T #t qT # qm t i qfqpc-q qq qm w\ q*T *rrt q*T qrqT-%

#t* q*r qri #m qqrr-qrqT i qq-#t q}qt-q q* qjq-q q^i
qnzT-% i qqqt qre gq-# qm ret wfo-q qr-# qrf-if q#f qqr i

ftp; qq-# qiq-q qnr re-# qq qm ^ftor qq i for* sq-#

qjq-cfit qqre fqqr #f q q# fore-q qff qrq rer qrft qr

qqq fore #rt qrre qff qr*T i re for* qq-re q# qqr qqr*t-qn

qqr reft fore fore q qrc-# qq# qirt-qrr qtre ^ i qr forq

q^TT qfreT qire fore-q #tt rer qrqrer-q ^rf fore qf ?q-#t

wm srer qim rer-fore i for* qjq-q q# ret-# qm #t qr*:

qfre q* qtt*m-% re* #tq*r % qr-ft recr % i for* sqf

q?fo# #t ^q fore-# reft qfo i q*r re
-

? q*Ffre #t-qre i qr*

#tre-ren-re qt* qq forer-% n
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INDO-ARYAN FAMILY. Central Group.

WESTERN HINDI.

Vernacular HindostanI. District, Meerut.

Specimen I.

(O. if. Dampier, Esq., I.C.S., 1899.)

TRANSLITERATION AND TRANSLATION.

Ek ad'mi-ke do londe the. TJn-ml-tl chhote-nd ap'ne

One man-of two sons were. Them-in-from tlie-younger-by Ms-own

bap-setti kaha, * O bap, tere mare pichchhe jo-kuchh dhan
father-to U-was-said, ‘ 0 father, thy death after whatever property

<lhar*tx majhi millgi, wa ibhi de-de.’ Bap-nl dono
land to-me will-be-given, that now give.’ The-father-by the-two

Idndo-ko ap*nl maya bat-di. Thore din pichhe
sons-to his-own property was-divided-(and-)given. A-few days after

chhota bhai ap“na sara mal le-ke par-des-mg

the-younger brother his-own all propei'ty taken-having foreign-land-into

chala-gaya, dr waha bad-massi-ml ap’na nawa khowan laga. Jib

went-away, and there evil-conduct-in his-own goods to-lose began. When
sara dhan sapar-gaya, to ns . des-m5 bahot thada kal paran

all property was-spent, then that country-in very mighty famine to-fall

laga; to 6 garib ho-gaya. Phir un-nl ns des-ke ek

began; then he poor became. Then liim-by that country-of one

manas-setti ja-kar nok*rI mlgi. To ns manas-ni usl

man-to gone-having service was-prayed-for. Then that man-by as-for-him

jangal-m! ap’ne sur chugawan-ki-khattar bheja. Pbir usl

forest-in his-own swine feeding-of-for it-was-sent. Then to-him

it*nl bbuk lag! ki jo ghas pat sur khS-the

so-much hunger-by was-attached that what grass leaves the-swine eating-were

un-hi-tl ap’na pet bharan-ko tayar tha ; or kisi manas-nl usl

them-with his-own belly filling-for ready he-toas ; and any man-by to-him

khane-ko nahl diya. Jib usl kuehh soddhi ai, to us-nl

eating-for not was-given. When to-him some sense came, then hbm-by

ap’ne man-ml kaha, ‘ mere " bap-ke dbore bahot nokar bl, dr

his-own mind-in it-was-said, ‘ my father-of near many servants are, and
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wahl kuchh ghata nahi he ; or me is des-me bhukkha

there anything wanting not is ; and I this country-in hungry

marS-hS. Ml ab uth-ke ap"ne bap-ke dhore jaS or

dying-am. I now arisen-having my-own father-of near (will-)go and

use kahlga ki, “0 bap, ml Khuda-ke or tore rub*ru pap

to-him I-will-say that, “ O father, by-me Ood-of and of-thee before sin

kara-he. Ab ml asa nahl raha ki tera beta kuhaya-ja§.

been-done-is. Now I such not remained that thy son called-I-may-be.

Majhl ap*na nokar kar-lo.” ’ 0 uth-ke ap*ne bap-ke

Me thy-own servant appoint.” ’ He arisen-having his-own father-of

dhore gaya. Jib 6 ap’ne bap-ke ghar-tl dur raha-tha,

near went. When he his-own father-of house-from far-off remained-was,

tab us-ke bap-nl us! dekha or daya bhi a-gal. Bor-ke

then his father-by as-for-him it-was-seen and pity also came. Bun-having

us-ki koli bhar-li, or puch“kara, or us-ka chumbha

him-of embrace was-filled-and-taken, and he-was-kissed, and him-of kiss

liya. To londS-nl kaha, ‘ 0 bap, m! Khuda-ke rub*ru

was-taken- Then the-son-by it-was-said, ‘O father, by-me God-of befoi-e

or tere rub*ru pap kiya-h6. Ms ab asa nahl raha jo

and thee-of before sin been-done-is. I now such not remained that

tera beta kuhaya-jaS.’ Phir bap-ne ap*ne nok*r5-se kaha

thy son called-I-may-be.’ Again the-father-by his-own servants-to it-was-said

ki, ‘sarS-ml achchhe latte is lar*ke-ko parhao, or us-ki ag*li-m!

that, ‘all-in good clothes this son-to clothe, and his finger-on

guntthi or per-me jutta parhao ; or ek thada bah*da la-ke

a-ring and feet-on shoes clothe; and one fine calf brought-having

kato. Ham khige or khusi manawl. Yu mera

slaughter. We shall-eat and merriment shall-celebrate. This my

londa mar-gaya-tha, or ab ji-gayi ; or khoya-gaya-tha, or ab

son dead-gone-was, and now alive-went ; and lost-gone-was, and now

mil-gaya-he.’ Or apas-ml khusi karan lage.

fotmd-gone-is.' And themselves-among merriment to-mdke (they-)began.

Or ba4a bhai jangal-m! tha. Jab jabgal-tl ghar-ke

And the-elder brother forest-in was. When forest-from house-of

dhorS aya to un-n! nachan gawan-ki waj suni. Phir

near he-came then him-by dancing singing-of sound was-heard. Then

un-n! ek uokar-ko bula-kar puchchha ki, ‘ ya ke bat

him-by one servant-to called-havmg it-was-asked that, ‘ this what matter

he ?
* Nokar-nl us! kaha ki, ‘ tera bhai gharS

is ? ’ The-servant-by to-him it-was-said that, ‘ thy brother to-the-house

VOL. IX, rABI I.
' 2 1 2
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aya-he, or tera bhai jita-hua chala-aya ; us-ki khusi-mi ter8
come-is, and thy brother alive-been arrived; this-of happiness-in thy

bap-nl bah*da kata-he.’ ItV bat sun-ke bada
father-by calf slaughtered-is.’ So-much talk heard-havhng the-elder

bhai chhoh-ml a-ke ghar§-ml nahf gaya. Phir us-ke bap-nl
brother wrath-in come-having house-into not went. Then his father-by

bahar a-ke usl kaha, ‘tu bhitar chal.’ Phir un-uS
outside come-having to-him it-was-said, ‘ thou inside go’ Then him-by

bap-ko jubab diya ki, ‘ ml ghanl din§-se tori tahal

the-father-to answer was-given that, ‘I many days-fnm thy service

karS, or kadi tore hukm-bina koi kam nahi kara ; to
do, and ever thy order-without any work not was-done

; yet

phir-bhi ib-lo majhl ek bak*ri-ka bachcha bhi nah! diya,

again-even now-up-to to-me one she-goat-of young-one even not was-given,

jise ml kat-ke ap*ne yarS-ka notta dn. ' Par jib

which I slaughtered-havvng my-own friends-of feast I-may-give. But when
yu tera londa aya, jin-nl tera dhan kanchanyS-ml' khb-diya,
this thy son came, whom-by thy fortune harlots-among was-wasted-away,

to is-ki khattar thada lbah“da mar-diya.’ Phir bap-nl
then this-one-of for the-fine calf was-killed.’ Again the-father-by

bade bhai-tl kaha ki, ‘ arah londe, tu dhur-tl mere dhore
elder brother-to it-was-said that, ‘O son, thou long-from my near

raha-he, 6 jo mera he so-hi tera he. Phir nyo
remained-art, and what mine is that-very thine is. Yet thus

chahaiyg ki ham mil-ke Sadi karl; tera bhai
it-behoved that we united-having rejoicing should-make; thy toother

mara-hua, ji-gaya; or khoya-gaya-tha, or ab mila-he.’

dead-was, alive-went; and lost-gone-was, and now found-is.’
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A FOLK-SONG.

(Sis BUm Brahman.)
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Specimen II.

A FOLK-SONG.

(Sis Kdm Brahman.)

TRANSLITERATION AND TRANSLATION.

KyS dhakke khata phire bharama-ke tattu ?

Why pushes eating wanderesl-thou deluded-having-become O-pony ?

Jo likha karama-ka mila-jaga ghara battb.

What written fate-of will-be-got at-home sitting.

KyS sira-pe ja{a bldha-ke bsdha-lal chundya ?

Why head-on matted-hair tied-having bindest-thou a-top-knot?

Yha sekarS munda muda-ke mara-gaya mundya.
Sere hundreds head shaved-liaving died ascetics.

KyS diya kakha-mS tumbi kuttaka kundya ?

Why was-placed armpit-in gourd mace cup ?

KyS muha-ke cbala lapeta bana-gaya Dundya ?

Why mouth-of fine-cloth having-wrapped becamest{-thou) a-Jain?

Dila sapha nahi to tuma ho nlkhattd.

Seart clean not then you are worthless.

Jo likha karama-ka mila-jaga ghara battS.

What written fate-of will-be-got at-home sitting.

KyS bbasama ramawe kyS orhe mriga-chhala ?

Why ashes dost-thou-put why dost-thou-wear deerskin ?

KyS pahara kantha-mS phire katha-ki mala ?

Why wearing neck-on dost-thou-wander wood-of necklace?

KyS phuka-phuka-ke kiya aga-mUha tana kala ?

Why burnt-burnt-having was-made fire-in body black ?

Trabhu-se milane-ka he eka pantha nirala.

God-with meeting-of is one path separate.

Gaphalata-ka parada khola-de kane mattu I

Negligence-of the-veil open O-one-eyed vain-one!

Jo likha karama-ka mila-jaga ghara battS.

What written fate-of will-be-got at-home sitting.
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Kyd uchi awaja-se ja-ke alakha jagawe ?

Why high voice-with gone-having God dost-thou-awaken ?

0 sowe to phira kona jagane pawe ?

He sleeps then again who to-awaken is-able?

Tu baja-ke chimata kisa-ku gliora sunawe ?

Thou sounded-having tongs whom, a-voice art-thon-cammg-to-hear ?

0 ghata-ghata-ki sunata-he, beda nyShi gawe.

He heart-heart-of (-voice) hearing-is, veda thus-even sings.

Mtgana-ki taryl maga, utani-ke mattii

!

Askmg-of the-manner ask, barren-woman-of O-vain-one

!

Jo likha karama-ka mila-jaga ghara battS.

What written fate-of wttl-be-got at-home sitting.

Jo pawega so ghara betlie-hi pawega.

What thou-wilt-get that at-home sitting-even thou-wilt-get.

Bana-baaa-ke bhatake-se kuchha hatha nahl awega.

Forest-forest-of wandering-from anything hand not will-come.

Jo sata-ki mihanata kara*kara-ke khawega,

Who truth-of labour done-done-liaving will-eat,

Usa-ke bere-ko alakha para laghawega.

Him-of the-raft God across will-take-over.

Eahe Sisa-Rama mere laga gyana-ka chattii.

Saith Sis-Mam mine became knowledge-of the-plaything.

Jo likha karama-ka mila-jaga ghara battu.

What written fate-of will-be-got at-home sitting.

In the above the word battu is altered, for the sake of rhyme, from batthu, i.e.

baithu, a Rajasthani form of the conjunctive participle.

FREE TRANSLATION OF THE FOREGOING.
Why, thrust here and there, dost thou, O horse, wander about in illusion? That

which is written in thy fate will come equally certainly to thee, though thou sit at

home.

Why dost thou tie up thy matted hair, why dost thou bind the topknot (of a

faqir) ? In this world have hundreds of shaveling ascetics shaved their heads and died.

Why holdest thou under thine arm the ascetic’s gourd and mace and cup ? Why
wrappest thou (an insect-strainer of) fine cloth before thy mouth, and becomest

thou a Jain ? If the heart be not dean then art thou worthless. That which is written

in thy fate will come equally certain to thee, though thou sit at home.
Why dost thou cover thy body with ashes, and why dost thou wear the ascetic’s

deer-skin ? Why dost thou wander about with a wooden rosary around thy neck ?

Why dost thou torture thyself, and bum thy body black in the fire ? There is but one
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and one only path for finding the Lord.
. O one-eyed Vain One, tear the veil of ignorance-

from ofE thy face. That which is written in thy fate will come equally certain to thee,

though thou sit at home.

"Why with loud cries dost thou endeavour to awaken the Invisible One ? If He
sleeps, then who is there who can awaken Him ? When thou soundest thy tongs,

whom art thou addressing thy cries ? It is the voice of each heart that He heareth,

is sung in the Vedas themselves. O thou Vain One, Son of a Barren Woman, ask th

the manner of asking. That which is written in thy fate will come equally certain

thee, though thou sit at home.

What thou wouldst get, that wilt thou get if thou sit at home. Naught will come
to thee from wandering through the forests. Who eateth the fruit of honest labour,

his raft will the Invisible One guide over the ocean of existence. Saith Sis-Ram, ‘ to

me hath fallen the (excellent) toy of knowledge. That which is written in my fate will

come equally certain to me, though I sit at home.’
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Specimen III.

A FOLK-TALE.

<G. It. Dampier, Esq., I.C.S., 1899.)

TRANSLITERATION AND TRANSLATION.

Ek din Ak*bar Bad*sa-n! Bir*bal-t! puchchha, ‘ 0 Bir*bal,

One day Akbar the-Emperor-by Blrbal-to it-was-asked, ‘ O Birbal,

tu. ham! balad-ka dudh la-de, or nahi tgri khal kadh'wai jagi.’

thou to-me bullock-of milk bring, and not thy skin flayed shall-go.’

Bir*bal-kfl bahdt ranj hua or huntar an-ke ap*ne

Birbal-to great anxiety became and therefrom come-having Ms-own,

gharu par-raha. Bir*bal-ki londi-n! ap“ne man-m! kaha

in-house lay-down. Birbal-of daughter-by her-own mind-in it-was-said

ki, ‘aj to mgra bap bahot soch-mi para-he. Aj kg

that, ‘ today indeed my father great anxiety-in fallen-is. Today who

jane is-ka ke dhab hua.’ Jib nn-n! ap"ne bap-ks

knows this-man-of what manner became.’ Then her-by her-own father-to

puchchha, ‘ are bap, aj tera

it-was-inquired, ‘ O father, today thy

kaha ki, ‘ beti, kuchh na

it-was-said that, ‘ daughter, anything not

puchchha ki, ‘ pita, ap*ng man-ka bhgd batana chah'ye.’

it-was-asked that,
'
father, thy-own mind-of secret to-show is-necessary.’

Jib un-n! kaha ki, * Bad*sa-n! kaha ki, “ ke-to

Then him-by it-was-said that, ‘the-Emperor-by it-was-said that, "either

balad-ka dudh la-de, nahi tajh! kolku-m! pil*waSga.”

bullock-of milk bring, (or-)not thee the-mill-in I-shall-cause-to-be-pressed.”

Merg-tl kuchh nahi kaha gaya, or hammi-bhar-ke aya-hn, or

Me-by anything not said went, and agreed-having come-I-am, and

kucbh rah nahi patta.’ Londi-n! kaha ki, ‘pita-ji,

any way not I-(am-)getting.’ The-daughter-by it-was-said that, ‘father.

ke dhab • hg ? ’ Bir’bal-n!

what manner is ? ’ Birbal-by

he.’ Pher londi-n!

is.’ Again the-daughter-by
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ya to kuchh-bhi bat na he. Turn be-phikar raho.’

this ini °ed any-even thing not is. Thou without-anxiety remain.’

Bir*bal uth khara hua.

Birbal having-arisen standing-up became.

Kher, jib tar*ka hua, to us londi-nS ke kam kara, ki

Well, when dawn became, then that girl-by what deed was-done, that

ap*na sab sibgar kara or bahot achchhi pusak pahar-ke,

her-own all adornment was-made and very good dress put-on-having,

or kucbb kap*re hath-mi le-ke, Bad“sa-ke kil6-ke age-kS

and some clothes hand-into taken-having, the-Bmperor-of fort-of before-to

likar Jam“na-par gai. Bad“sa kile-par chadh-ke

coming-out the-Jamndto went. The-Emperor the-fort-on mounted-having

Jam*na-ki sel kar-rabe-the. Ak‘bar-ni dekha ki Bir*bal-ki

the-Jamnd-of survey making-mas. Akbar-by it-was-seen that Birbal-of

londi latte dho-rahi-he. Bad'sa-nl londi-tl puchcbha

the-daughter clothes washing-is. The-Emperor-by the-girl-from it-was-asked

ki, ‘ e londi, aj kyS tar*ke-hi-tarak latte dhowan

that, ‘ O girl, today why very-early-in-the-morning clothes to-wash

ai-he ? ’ Jib us londi-ng kaha ki, *Bad*sa, aj

come-art-thou f ’ Then that daughter-by it-was-said that, ‘ Emperor, today

mere bap-ke lar*ka hua-he.’ Bad’sa-nl chhoh-ml a-ke

my father-to son has-been.’ The-Emperor-by wrath-in come-having

kaha ki, * ari londi, bhala, kahl mar*dS-ke bhi londe hote

it-was-said that, ‘ O girl, well, ever men-to also sons being-bom

sune-hl.’ Londi-nl kaha ki, ‘ Bad*sa, bhala, kahl balad-ke

heard-are.’ The-girl-by it-was-said that, ‘ Emperor ,
well, ever bullock-of

bhi dudh hota suna-he ? ’ Jib Bad*sa-k3 kuchb bol nab! aya. Or

also milk being heard-is ? ’ Then the-Emperor-to any talk not came. And

londi-ku kah-diya ki, ‘ tar’ke-hi-tarak Bir*bal-k§ kachah'ri-mg

the-gvrl-to it-was-ordered that, ‘ early-in-the-morning Birbal court-into

bhSj-de.’

mere bap-ke

my father-to

kaha ki.

it-was-said that,

tar*ke-hi

m-the-moming

kuchb bol na

any talk not

tar*ke-hi kachab’ri-m? gaya. Bad‘sa-ne

irly-in-the-morning the-court-in went. The-Emperor-by

‘ Bir'bal, laya balad-ka dudh?’ Bir“bal-n§

, ‘Birbal, bronghtest(-thou) bullock-of milk?’ Birbal-by

‘ Bad*sa, salamat, me to kal

,

‘ Emperor, peace(-be-nnto-thee), by-me indeed yesterday

londi-ke bath bhej-diya-tha.’ Bad‘sa-kn

the-daughter-of hand(-by) (it-)sent-was.’ The-Emperor-to
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FREE TRANSLATION OF THE FOREGOING.

One day the Emperor Akbar told Birbal to bring him some bullock’s milk, * other-
wise,’ said he, * I shall have you flayed alive.’1 Filled with anxiety as to how he was to
comply with this order, Birbal went home and lay down on his bed. His daughter
wondered at his condition, and asked him what was the matter. ‘Nothing,’ said he. She
persisted in enquiring the secret cause of his evident trouble, and at length he said to

her, * the Emperor has ordered me to bring him some bullock’s milk, “ or else,” says he,
“ I’ll have you squeezed in an oil-press.” I had no reply to make, and I have come
home after having accepted the task.’ Said she, ‘ Father, this is a matter of very slight

importance. Don’t worry about it.’ So Birbal got up and went about his daily
business.

Well, early next morning, what did this girl do but dress herself up in all her
ornaments and fine apparel, and carry a lot of soiled clothes down to the bank of the
Jamna, where it flowed below the Emperor’s fort. The Emperor was taking a walk on
the battlements and saw Birbal’s daughter washing clothes in the river. * My girl,’

said he, ‘ why have you come out to wash clothes so early in the morning ?
’

‘ Tour
Majesty,’ she replied, ‘because my father was brought to bed of a son this morning.’
This made the Emperor angry, and he cried, ‘you impudent girl, well, upon my wori,
who ever heard of men having babies ? ’ She answered, ‘ well, upon my word, your
Majesty, who ever heard of .bullocks giving milk ? ’ The Emperor had no reply to make
to this retort, so he simply told her to tell her father to come to court the first thing the
next morning.

Early next morning Birbal appeared in court, and the Emperor asked him' if he had
brought the bullock’s milk. He replied, ‘your Majesty, peace be upon you, I sent it

yesterday by my daughter’s hand.’ The Emperor had no reply to make to this.

i>£ this operation is to put the sufferer into an oil*pi

Bubal's reference to it later on. Birbal, as court-jester, should have made so:

His ready tongue failed him on this occasion.

out of his skin. Hence

is got out of the difficulty.
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The language of the District of Muzaffarnagar is practically the same as that

of Meerut. This will be evident from the following specimens, one of which is a portion

of the Parable, while the other is a folk-tale.
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Specimen I.
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•Tft TfT dll %fT eject'd) | JJ*fi dl«tnX-H-<T U4i-#t cl<n =Hl II
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TRANSLITERATION AND TRANSLATION.

Ek yad*mi-ke do bette the. Un-mi-te chhotterne bappu-te

One man-of two sons were. Them-in-from the-younger-by the-father-to

kaha ak, *' bappu., jon-sa hissa mal-mg-te mere bate

it-was-said that, ‘father, whatever share property-m-from my in-share

awe-he oh mujhe de.’ Jib us-ne mal unhl bat diya,

is-coming that to-me give. When him-by property to-them dividing was-given,

chhotte bette-ne thore din pachhe sab kattha kar-ke dur

the-yomger son-by a-few days after all together made-having distant

mulak-m! chala-gaya, dr wha-si ap*na mal luch*pane-mt

country-info it-was-gone-away, and there his-own property debauchery-in

kho-diya. Jib-ja oh sara kharach-mS a-liya, jib us

was-wasled-away. When that all expenditure-in was-brought, then that

mulak-mi kal par-giya, or oh bhukka ho-giya. Jib-ja us

eormtry-in famine fell, and he hungry became. Then that

mulak-mi ek sahukar-ke ja laga. Us-ne

country-in one rich-man-to going got-himself-engaged. Him-by

ap*ne khett8-ml sur chugawan bhejja. Use yah chah*na tbl

his-oum fields-m swine to-feed he-toas-sent. To-him this desire was

ak, ‘jon-si chhol*ka-ne sur kht-hi un-te ap*na pet

that, ‘ whatever husks swine are-eating those-with my-own belly

bhar-lfl.’ Wg bhi Use ko ne deta. Jib sodhi-mi

I-may-fill.' Those even to-him anyone not used-to-give. Then seme-in

a-ke keha ak, ‘ mere bappu-ke kit'ne

come-havmg it-was-said(-by-him) that, ‘ my father-of how-many

nauk*ri-ku rotti mil§-hi, ar me bhukka marQ. Mi uth-ke

servants-to bread is-given, and I hungry die. I arisen-having

ap'ne bappu dhoie jauga ar us-se kahiga, “he bappu, ml
my-own father neat will-go and him-to will-say, “ O father, by-me

As*man-ki ar tere hajur-ki bari khata kari, ib mi is

Reaven-of and thy presence-of great sin was-done, now I this-for
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joga nahi raha ak tera betta kuhaS. Mujhe
worthy not remained that thy son I-maybe-called. Me
nauk‘r5-mi-te ek-ki dial bana.”

’

servants-m-from one-of like make." ’

ap'ne

thy-own
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A FOLK-TALE.

TRANSLITERATION AND TRANSLATION.

Ek sakari chhotte muh-ke bassanh-mg thori matbai glial-ke

One hunter small mouth-of vessel-in some sweetmeat put-having

jangal-mi bolla-bolia dharyaya. Ek bandar-ne us-ne dekli-liya. Dhore

forest-in silently placed. One monkey-by that was-seen. Near

gaya. Matbai dekkhi. Jibhi bassanb-ml hath de-diya, or

he-went. Sweets he-saw. Then-even vessel-in hand was-put , and

mutthi bhar-ke matbai kadb“ni chabi. Ib-ja lik*re, to

fist filled-having sweets to-take-out desired. Now it-may-come-out, then

kis dhal lik*re. Na-to bartan-ka muh cliaura

what manner it-may-come-out. Not-either vessel-of mouth wide

hotta-hai, or na oh mutthi khol*ta-he. Na to ob lobh-te

becomes, and not he fist opening-teas. Not either he avarice-from

hat'ta, na t§ use akal rasta batati, ak mithai-ne

would-icithdraw, not or to-him wisdom a-way would-tell, that sweets

chhdr-dg, or ap*ni jan bachawe. Hotte-hotts

he-may-give-up, and his-own life he-may-save. Becoming-becoming

yah hua ak sakari a-gaya, bar bandar pakar-liya.

this became that the-humsman arrived, and the-monkey was-captured.

Netham yahi hal un loggg-pe he, jo mal-ke lobb-mg

Exactly this state those people-on is, who property-of covetousness-in

par-jatte-hi. Akbir-ml unhg bara sakari maut giraph’dar kar-ke

falling-are. Last-at them great huntsman death caught made-having

le-jatta-he.

takes-away.

FREE TRANSLATION OF THE FOREGOING.

A hunter onee put some sweetmeats into a vessel with a narrow mouth, and qaietly

laid it down in the forest. A monkey saw it and went up to it. He saw the sweets
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inside and at once put his hand in. He took a fistful and tried to pull his hand out.

Come out it must, hut how was it to come out ? Neither would the mouth of the vessel

become wider, nor would he open his fist. He wouldn’t give up his greediness, nor did

his wits tell him to give up the sweets and save his life. In process of time the hunter

arrived, and caught the monkey.

This is exactly the fate of those people who fall into the pit of covetousness. In
the end the Great Huntsman, Death, catches them and takes them away.

It is unnecessary to give any example of the Vernacular HindostSni of Saharanpur.

It is the same as that exhibited in the preceding specimens. The only peculiarities

which I have noted are the use of the word hor for ‘ and,’ and the less frequent occur-
rence of doubled consonants.

Similar remarks apply to the dialect of the Dun proper in Dehra Dun District. In
Jaunsar-Bawar the language is an altogether different one,—Jaunsari, a dialect of
Western Pahan. The number of speakers of Vernacular Hindostam in these two
districts is

—

Sabaranpar

Dehra Dun
970,000

90,000



WESTERN ROHILKHAND.

To the east of the Upper Doab, across the Gauges, lies Rohilkhand. The dialect

of Eastern Rohilkhand is Braj Bhakha and >7 ill be subsequently dealt with,

—

vide

pp. 312 fE. Western Rohilkhand includes the State of Rampur and the two districts of

Moradabad and Bijnaur. Here the dialect is Hindostani, and the Vernacular is much

nearer the literary form of that speech than even the dialect of the Upper Doab. In fact

the only difference is a slight broadening of the pronunciation, by which a final 6 becomes

aw, and a final e becomes ai. I have also noted the occasional use of kti instead of kb as

the sign of the Accusative-Dative, and the common instrumental in 5, as in blmkhs, by

hunger. In other respects the dialect of Western Rohilkhand does not differ from

literary Hindostani. This will be evident from the following extract from the version

of the Parable of the Prodigal Son which comes from Bijnaur.
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Vernacular Hindostan!. District, Bijnaur.

ft % i it^-% *nq-% wr f% ft

ftsr ,% ffe f I Wtw I ft% ff^T 5|T^ ftZT fzT UT UT^l-f f-3TT qrfU-fl

TO TOT 4k T¥T TO pwl ft-ff^T 4k VRT fW
wft T¥T I g^f-H wft 3TP5T T3T 4k 3¥ f*TT^ ft% I

to th fu-f u=b wftr-fi viu to i su-f "wf tguYi? ggr

^1% TO-froT I ^ ft g^T ^T^nr ftf-fu

^TTOT VZ TOUT 4k fti TU fW ^ft fUT 1 far aUf STOfft

W* ^nf ft^r ff to TOT-fr *npT-t fro«4Nt pkt-ft

% 4k gv TfcH-% 4k U wit TOUT-lf I W TOlf ^TR-% fk
rt ii

TRANSLITERATION AND TRANSLATION.

Ek ad*mi-ke do bete the. Un-ml-se chhote-ne bap-se

One man-of two sons were. Them-in-from the-younger-by the-father-to

kaha ki, ‘jd-kuchh mere hisse-ki chij hai mujhe bat-de.’

it-was-said that, ‘whatever my share-of thing is to-me dividing-give.’

Tab us-ne us-ke hisse-ka mal bat diya. Thore din

Then him-by his share-of property having-been-divided was-gioen. A-few days

bad chhota beta sab mal-kS le-kar par-des-ko chala-gaya,

after the-younger son all property taken-having foreign-land-to went-away,

aur waba sab mal kuchal-mai kho-diya, aur us-ke pas kuchh
and there all property evil-conduct-in was-tcasted, and him-of near anything

nahi raha. Us mulk-mai bbari kal para aur wuh kangal hone
not remained. That country-in heavy famine fell and he indigent to-be

laga. Tab us des-ke ek amir-ke pas chala-gaya. Us-ne

began. Then that country-of one rich-man-of near he-went. Him-by

ap*ne khetau-ml suwar charatie bhej-diya. Aur wuh uu chhil*kau-se,

his-own fields-in swine to-feed he-was-sent. And he those husks-with,
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jo suwar kha-kar chbor-dete, ap”na pet bhar*(a,

which swine having-eaten nsed-to-leave, his-own belly he-used-to-fill,

aur koi ad*mi usai kuehb nahl data. Pbir jab us-ko sudh

and any man to-him anything not used-to-give. Again when him-to sense

ai, tab us-ne socha ki, ‘ mere bap-ke l:ahut-se

came, then him-by it-was-thought that, ‘my father-of many

mihantyau-ko khane-ko hai, aur wuh bach rah*ta-bai, aur mai

labourers-to eating-for is, and that saved remains, and I

bhukha marHa-hS. MaT ap'ne bap-ke dhorfi jaSga.’

frmn-hunger dying-am. I my-own father-of near will-go.’
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AMBALA.

The boundary line between Western Hindi and Panjabi passes through the district

of Ambala. Tahslls Rupar and Kharar, in the west of the district, speak Panjabi, the

rest of the district Western Hindi. The frontier between the two languages may be

taken as the river Ghaggar.

The east of Ambala is separated from Saharanpur by the river Jamna, and the

language of the Western Hindi tract of the former district differs very slightly from the

vernacular Hindostani. of the Upper Doab. It has naturally more of a PaKjabi flavour

as we go west, and moreover, the speech of the lower castes has a stronger tincture of

that language than that of the rest of the people.

Por instance, the language spoken round Dera Basi, near the Ghaggar, which is

called by its speakers ‘ Pahdr-tali,’ or the tongue of the country at the foot of the hills,

has even Panjabi phrases like m-dd, of him, though, on the whole, it is distinctly

Hindostani. Similarly, a folk-tale from Chachhrauli, which is in the State of Kalsia, in

the extreme east of the district, although so near to Saharanpur, has the PaKjabi form

laggid, for ‘he began.’ This was because the version was in the language of a Chamar
grass-cutter.

The average Vernacular Hindostani of the Hindi area of Ambala is, however, on the

whole remarkably free from Panjabi influence. This will appear from the two speci-

mens of it which I append, viz. a portion of a version of the Parable of the Prodigal Son,

and a statement made in court by an accused person. I further give the folk-tale men-

tioned above, which was told at Chachhrauli by a Chamar.

The distriot of Ambala includes two portions of the State of Kalsia, and it is Con-

venient to consider the number of speakers of Vernacular Hindostani in the three areas

together. We must also include some speakers of the same dialect who live in Nizamat

Panjaur of the Patiala State, which lies close to Ambala city. The number of speakers

is as follows :

—

Ambala proper ... ....... 506,500

Kalsia (Chaohhranli) . 40,283

Kalsia (near Dera Baai) . 18,933

Patiala (Panjaur) . 136,500

Total for Ambala . 702,166

In the specimens which illustrate the average dialect of Ambala we may note the

influence of Panjabi in the use of kihd, for ‘ said bad’nd, not bat‘m, to divide ; and the

use of nS or n

5

to indicate the dative. Amongst other local forms, we may note dr

or hor, and
;
pach“kdrd, not puch“kard, kissed ; ma, in ; man-rm, to me, and the employ-

ment of an oblique plural in a, not 5, as in dona-nU, to both, and several other examples.
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Specimen I.

qqf iWl it I qq-HT-H WTS qqq qTq-H

fqrsT f% nq-q wt flu mf-t htt hh-h qi%-% i wf

qiq-q ^tqf-q qfs-f^qr i ulr f^«fr fqqg wf? ulqiTT t^-HTTr wht

qsT-% qr^H ww i qvf qq-q ^m»ii hrt qqqT qrqqjgt-nf qrr-

M^r-f^n i qtr qrq hrt qqqi qftqr ft-fqprr q^r qrra q^ qqr i

Ht wi qrr q’q ¥fq qnn i qtr qqf qqf#-% fauir<n.-^ qfq<T qrr

W I fsnffqTT-H qqq %fH-HT qqT% ifqT I ^H-SR

qft-qf WTT fqf fqpl sel'd'^i-Wf H^T qq-H qqqT MZ HT-^

I

qr qq qfti wff %-qT i Ht wr qq-qf qqrq qi£ f% ht qiq-qf

fqfqq-vf qrqn *qrif-%* qfr q qqn qq-w i qq if qqq qrq-#

qrq qrRRHT qtr qq-qf qfifriT fqf ht-h xq-qn qfr qvr qrcjT qqT-%

qfr qq q qq qrraq? qff if fqf htt q'ZT ^firs? i qq-q iff qqq

qtqrrf-wf qrqfi; q»r-^ Trat-% i wr qf? qqf-H qqq qrq qtqt qqT i

vtr qf? qqff qT fq? qq %§-% qq-^ qpi-q hth qrox i

qf qnsf-mqf qtr q% qqqfTTT u

t. IX,
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TRANSLITERATION AND TRANSLATION.

Ek ad'mi-ke do chh6k*r§ the.

One man-of two sons were.

ne bap-te kiha ki, ‘ ma
>wn father-to it-was-said that, * n.

ap'ne bap-te

his-own father-to it-t

oh mera man-nl

that mine me-to

Un-ma-te chhote chhok’re-ni

Them-im-from the-yoimger son-by

-n9 jo hissa ghar-ma-te awe-hi

-to what share house-infrom come

To bap-ne donl-n3 bid

dividing-give.’ Then the-father-by both

lore dina pichchhe oh chhok*ra

few days after that boy

par-des chala-gaya. Wahl us-

ap*ne kheta-ma sTLwar

will-go and him-to I-will-say that.

ki, “ mere-te Rab-ka

ne-by God-of and

t hua-he. Or ab mi
has-been-committed. And now I

is layak nahl hu ki

this worthy not am that
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tera beta kuhau. Man-nS-bhi ap“n6 nok'rS-mS nokar kar-ke

thy son I-majf-be-called. Me-also thy-own servants-among servant making

rakh-le.” ’ Pher oh wahl-te ap*ne bap orl chala. Hor oh aj§

keep.” ’ Again he there-from his-own father towards started. And he yet

dur tha ki use dekh-ke us-ke bap-113 taras aya. Dor-ke

far-off vms that him seen-having his father-to compassion came. Bun-having

jliampM-pali 6r use pach'kara.

embrace-ivas-taken and as-for-him it-was-kissed.
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Vernacular Hindustani. District, Ambala.

Specimen 1 1.

IWTci HVcrcft nft nrq wrzh ft htst-h airm-siT i

HTcT-HT HS3T W#lf vft-ft I fn qHHTm HWRt *rft ifT-

^ i fvr-^n: ^nr-nt i ¥cm wt-^T ^ -

vt vrr q^t ft i h-h wift wUr ? i ht ^r-^t v i %
HTWH STR-HT fw-f^r fft W 3TtT IfHTtt ^pft

«TRH-H Vt^r I?-? I Hft STHTl-H gWT-HT | flft

3T?-f^tT f% HH-4 HTTT W#f 3TtT HT icTT-¥ I W* %
H f I RTT fHTTT VTH^TT HTW-H ^-f^VT II
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Vernacular Hindostani. District, Ambala.

Specimen II.

(Statement in Court of an accused Person.)

TRANSLITERATION AND TRANSLATION.

Musammat Mahtabi men ghar-wali-nu tap chothya do sal-se

Musammdt Mahtabi my wife-to fever quartan two years-from

ata-tha. Gat-ma satya nahi rahi-thi. Pher ek din Musammat

coming-was. Body-in strength not remaining-was. Again one day Musammdt

Mahtabi ghar gaSi kha-kar gir-pari. Us-ke gir-kar

Mahtabi (in-)the-house swooning eaten-having fell-down. Her-of fallen-having

chot lag-gai. Hattha chakki-ka or lak'riya walia pan-tin.

hurt was-catised. The-handle grinding-stone-of and firewood there lying-were.

Ml-ne man naliT he. Mere gliar-ki orat he. Pher Nanak-ne

Me-hy struck not she-is. My house-of woman she-is. Again Ndnak-hy

kadawat-se thane-mi likha-diya ki, ‘ Lekhu or hamari

enmity-from police-station-in it-was-got-written-doum that, 'Lekhu and my

chachi apas-ml ghar-ml bol-rahe-he.’ Pher men orat-nu

aunt each-other-in house-in speaking-are.’ Again my wife-to

thane-ma bula-liya. Men Orat-ne kah-diya ki, • man-nu mara

police-station-in it-was-called. My wife-by it-was-said that, * me-to-it struck

nahi, or na chheta-he. Yah malik he, ml orat hu.’ Pher hamara

not, and not it-beaten-is. This lord is, I wife am.’ Again our

thanedar sahab-ne chalan kar-diya.

the-police-sergeant sdhib-by despatch was-made.

FREE TRANSLATION OF THE FOREGOING.

My wife, Musammat Mahtabi, had been suffering from quartan ague for two years,

and had become very weak. One day she fell down in a swoon at the house, and

was hurt by the fall. There was the handle of a grinding-mill and some fuel lying there.

I did not beat her, she is my wife. It was Nanak who through enmity reported at
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the police station that I, Lekhu, and my wife, his aunt, were

My wife was thereupon sent for to the police station. She

beaten her or struck her. That I was her lord and she my wife,

then sent us off to court.

quarrelling at home,

stated that no one had

The police sergeant



The following is a specimen of the dialect of the lower castes of the Ambala district.

It is a folk-tale told by a Chamar of Chachhrauli. /

Note the way in which a postposition is added, not to the noun itself, but to an

oblique genitive, as in chamdr-ke-ne, by a chamar. The dialect is fond of omitting

aspirates, as in bi for bhi, also ; mwje for mujhe, to me ; ta for thd, was.

The sign of the case of the agent is nai, ne or nS. Both un-mi and cm-mi are used

for ‘by them.’ Ta and jtt both mean ‘ thus.’ Pan is ‘ five.’ The influence of Panjabi

is shown in present participles like jdndd, knowing ;
in past participles in id, like loggia,

began, dekhid, saw ; and in the use of postpositions, such as ndl, with.
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Specimen III.

(DIALECT OF LOWER CASTES.)

^ ’TOir-qr-w ht-h h Tnift toit-h i

qi git m«r ht fwr i to to-ht-h qr-ftw h i »rrft ih-%

%fw th-ht ^tto
i firorr jii41h to-to i to

ft? V ^ff^T fw WTH I f%%vf-HTTf-H §R-

f^VT ’fT^t f%t%VT TOJ-ff I TO TO VTO "rfwnJT Hi

Wi I TOR far?T ftf ^RTRTft I TO HTR HT#
HT-fHvr-?jT gr^T i tor itfaRr f% rwt itfirvT i ©ft qrit

wf ht fm i to ft? sf ft qr?^r ^rai fw i qf gft

^rff «rr fti i *(T¥ tor? froRRrfffrR isR-froT v% f qrft to

Oft ff¥ ^rff ft I TOT HR-HT TO Z/ft-cft WI I TORT WH-ffvr

fk zffr TO-zrft gft to wf ft i fr? toh hr-ht

^HT-fTOT TOft HR VTH | TO HTHiR^ Ht TORT ft? fTOT I

ftft-qv pw ttft HRR | HTH Ijqft ^ft TO?t TORT ttft

mro i tor tor-% zmft inft TOft hth-% hrrth qf graT

to froT hth i zro fti ft? tor qrro fw i TOH-i« tor
TOHt HTH-f HR-TO 'TO-froT | ft? ftft RtH % I =r?H HfR^I
nft ftZ TO?t TOT I If ^TOT HRT I HT ff TO Hlft TO?t | TO
vt? toh qrfR?rr f-HR wrff If ^frt i It ht%-to wt1%^rr

ft 5TRRT I WtH-Hlf II
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Specimen III.

(DIALECT OF LOWER CASTES.)

TRANSLITERATION AND TRANSLATION.

Ikk chamar-ke-ne

One leather-worker-by

ap*ni ma-nS kiha

,
his-own mother-to it-was-said

ake,

that.

ap*ni bayyar-nS liyaS, bai. muje pan ser khilli de-de.’

my-own wife bring, O-you, to-me five seers parched-maize give.'

Bas, un-mS-te gaone te. Gari ja-ke dekhia

Enough, them-in-from hard-grains were. Further going it-was-seen

bal-maS dawan laggia. Khilla ur-gai, gaone
wind-in to-be-winnowed began. Parched-grains blew-away, hard-grains

rah-gae. Bas, oh yS kah’nda chalia-giya ake, ‘awe
remained. Enough, he thus saying went-on that,

‘ let-them-come

jai.’ Chiriyl-marl-ne chhet-diya ake, * mhari chiriyl

let-them-go.’ Eird-catchers-by he-was-beaten that, ‘ our birds

dae-dl.’

were-caused-to-fly •away

.

’

kikkar kahn ?
’

how should-I-say ?
'

dhar-dhar-jad.’ Bas,

put-put-go.' Enough,

ohhetia ki, * ti

Bas unaT puchh"nai laggia, ‘bhai,

Enough them to-ask he-began, ‘brother,

Un-nai kiha ki, ‘ lai-lai-jao, ar

Them-by it-was-said that, ‘ take-take-go-away, and

sahab, gari mar-giya-ta mur*da. An-nai

sir, further died-gone-was a-corpse. Them-by

be-sagan bolia, aisi kaho “ aisi kahi

he-was-beaten that, ‘ thou ill-omen spakest, thus say “ such anywhere

na ho.” ’ Bas, oh jS bi kah'nda chalia-giya, ‘ bai,

Enough, he thus also saying went-on, ‘ O-you,

Bah, un-nB biah-waliya-ne chhet-diya

Afterwards, him marriage-men-by he-was-beaten

aisi boh-kahl ho.” ’ Agge

not may-be." ’

aisi kahl 11a hoi.’

such anywhere not may-be.'

ake, • * y§ kaho, “ bai.

that, ‘ thus say, “ O-you, such many-wheres may-be." ’ Further-on

gaw.ma lag-rahi-ti ag. Un-nS chhet-diya ki ‘ mliare

village-in raging-was a-fire. They thrashed that ‘ (in-)our{-village)
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lag-rahi ag, tu kalie, “ aisi sab-kahi ho.’’
’ Oh ap’ng

raging-is a-Jire, you say, “ so everywhere may-be.' He liis-own

glw-ma chalia-giya ap*ni sas pas. Bas, sSjh-nS

village-into went his-own mother-in-law near. Enough, evening-in

use ratada hoi-giya. Roti-par bulaya, rotl khane-nS.

to-him night-blindness became. Bread-on he-was-called, bread eating-for.

Sas chup’ki chup’ki laggi U8-pa roti pawan.

The mother-in-law silently silently began him-nea bread to-put.

Un-ng uthai-ke thali mari ap“ni sas-ke mathe-nal,

Eim-by raised-having the-dish \ioas-struck his-own mother-in-law-of head-on,

bai kutta lag-giya-nal. Eat hoi oil pasab karan

that a-dog is-joined-with(-him-in-eating) . Night became he water to-make

giya. Ap’ng-ke bahane ap*ni sas-ke mijg-par

went. His-own pretence-under his-own mother-m-law-of cot(-on)-to

eharh-giya. Oh boli ‘kaun liai?’ Kahan laggia ‘ten cliot

he-climbed. She spoke ‘ who is ? ’ To-say he-began ‘ thy hurt

laggi rat. Max dekhan aya.’ ‘ Na bette, mere

was-received at-night. I to-see came.’ * No son, (on-)my{-body)

Dahl laggi.’ Bas, oh kahan laggia, ‘ j8-tan nahi mai janda.

not was-received.' Enough, he to-say began, ‘ thus not I believing.

Mere maje par chhodi-a, tau janaga.’ Chliod at

My couch on leaving-come, then I-shall-know.’ Leaving she-carne.

FREE TRANSLATION OF THE FOREGOING.

A cobbler once asked his mother for five seers of parched maize, as he wanted to go off

to bring home his wife. Among what she gave him were some hard, unparched grains.

As he went along the wind began to winnow his load, and blew away the parched

grain, but left the heavy hard ones behind. Not caring a bit, he went along saying,
1
let them come, let them go,’ meaning it was all the same to him.

As he went along saying this, whom should he meet but some bird-catchers.

‘What’s that you’re saying?’ said they. ‘Let them come, let them go,’ replied he.

So they beat him. ‘ That’s not the thing to say to bird-catchers,’ said they, ‘ you have

let go the birds we caught.’ ‘ I am very sorry,’ said he. ‘ What should I say ?
’ 1 Why,

you should say, “ catch plenty of ’em, and carry plenty of ’em home,” ’ answered they.

Well, Sahib, he went along the road saying, ‘ catch plenty of ’em, and carry

plenty of ’em home,’ when whom should he meet but a funeral procession carrying a
corpse to the burning-place. ‘ Catch plenty of ’em, and carry plenty of ’em home,’

says he. Then the mourners gave him a thrashing for using ill-omened language.

‘I’m very sorry,’ says he, ‘but what should I say ?
’ ‘Why, of course,’ replied they,

‘ when you meet a funeral you should say “ ah, may the like of this never happen
again.”’
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So he went along saying, * ah, may the like of this never happen again,’ and, by
and bye, he met a wedding party. ‘Ah, may the like of this never happen again,’ says

he. So they beat him. ‘ What should I say ? ’ says he. ‘ Why, of course,’ answered

they, * when you meet a wedding you should say, “ may this happen over and over

again.”
’

So he went along saying, ‘ may this happen over and over again,’ when he came to

a village on fire. So the villagers beat him, because he wanted fires like that every-

At length he got to his mother-in-law’s house. Evening came, and he was moon-

blind. They called him in to dinner. His mother-in-law put his dinner quietly down

before him. He thought she was a dog wanting to share his dinner, so he hit her on the

head with his dish.

When night fell he had to get up for a certain purpose, and when he came back

climbed on to his mother-in-law’s bed thinking that it was his own. ‘ Who’s there ?
’

said she. Said he, ‘ I am only come to see if you are- still sore from the blow I gave

you.’ ‘Not a bit, my son,’ replied she. Then said he,' ‘I don’t believe it. I won’t

believe it till you get off my bed.’ So she got off.

(Here the story ends abruptly. I am not certain that I have given the correct

meaning of the last two sentences. It is the best sense I can make of it.)



BANGARtJ, JAJO OR HARIANT.

This dialect is spoken in the South-East Panjab, in the country to the north and

•west of Delhi, on the west of the Jamna. Its habitat is more particularly described

in the Introduction (pp. 66 £E.). It is the Vernacular Hindustani of the Upper

Doab much mixed with PaKjabi and Rajasthani. A full account of its peculiarities

will be found in the description of the Bangaru of Kamal which follows. Its most

prominent characteristics are the oblique plural of substantives which (as in DakhinI

Hinddstani) follows Pafijabi and Rajasthani in ending in a, not §, and the employment

of the Rajasthani verb substantive s®, I am.



BANGARO OF KARNAL AND PATIALA (N1RWANA).

The Bangaru of Karnal and of the country round Nirwana in Patiala resembles in

many respects the Vernacular Hindostani of Muzaffarnagar on the other side of

the river Jamna. On the other hand it has all the typical peculiarities of the mixed
dialects of the Eastern Panjab. It is in this latter point sharply distinguished from
the dialect of Ambala, which is the same as that of the Upper Doab, with a varying

amount of peculiarities borrowed from Panjabi. The specimens of Ambala show hardly

any of the marks which distinguish Bangaru from the dialect of Muzaffarnagar, such,

for instance, as the employment of sfi to mean ‘ I am.’ The only book describing

Bangaru that I have seen is Jdtu, being some grammatical notes and a glossary of the

language of the Rohtak Jdts, by Mr. E. Joseph, I.C.S., which originally appeared in the

Journal and Proceedings of the Asiatic Society of Bengal (N. S.), Vol. VI (1910),

pages 693 ff. Eree use has been made of this in writing the present account. The

following are the main peculiarities of Bangaru which appear in the specimens.

PRONUNCIATION.

The vowel scale is not very definite. Thus we have kohdu for kahdu, I may be

called ; rehyd for valid, remained; jubdb for jamah, an answer ; bohat for bahut, much.

The vowel e and the diphthong ai are freely interchanged. Thjis, the postposition of the

instrumental and dative, tie, is often written nai, and the postposition of the dative and

the ablative is both te and tai. Similarly, the oblique form of the genitive postposition

is both he and kai. There is the same preference for cerebral « and l which we have

noted in the Upper Doab, as in ap°nd, own; hbud, to be; kal, famine; chalan,

conduct. When l is doubled, it is protected from ceVebralisation, as in chall’nd, not

chaltnd, to go ;
glidlland, not ghdlfnd, to send. The sound of d is preferred to that

of r, as in ba#d, not bard, great. The specimens, however, give a few instances of »•,

as in para, he fell ; mere, near, and Mr. Joseph gives an example of r becoming l in

khald, for khard, erect. There is the same tendency as in the Upper Doab to double

medial consonants, with shortening of a preceding long vowel. When the preceding

vowel is d, it is not shortened in writing, but is pronounced short, like the a in the

German ‘ mann.’ Examples of this doubling are chdllyd, he went ;
ghdllyd, he sent

;

Idgge, they began; rajji, pleased ; bhittar, within ; bhukkd, hungry; kail, tomorrow,

hut kal, time, with a real long d.

DECLENSION.

Nouns are declined much as in ordinary Hindostani, except that the oblique

.plural ends in a, not d. We have noted a few sporadic cases of this in the Upper Doab,
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and some more in Ambala. Here, as in Dakhini Hindostani, Pafijabi, and Rajasthani,

it is the rule. The following are examples of the declension of substantives :

—

Sing. PI.«•

“• Oblique.

ghorx, a home ghere. ghere gherS

babbu, a father babbi babbu babbnS

din, a day din din ding

hhet, a field khet kltet kheta

manat, a man mina* manas mun-ii

haras, a year haras barns bar-sS

clihSri, a girl chhori chh9ryS ehheryS

bayyar, a woman bayyar bayyara bayyarS.

Note that the femmiue niouqs are irregular.

The postpositions are employed rather indefinitely. In several instances, the same
postposition is used for more than one case. The genitive takes led as in ordinary
Hindostani. Its masculine oblique form is he or kai. Ne or nai is used not only for
the case of the Agent, but also to indicate the dative and the accusative, corresponding
to the Hindostani ko, thus, par-des-ne, to a foreign country. Ti, te, or tai, is properly
the sign of the ablative as in Hindostani, but is also used for the dative and the accusa-
tive, as in mai-ne chhore-ti maryd, I struck the boy. ‘In ’ is mg or mat. Kani-ti is
given as a sign of the ablative. A good example of the twofold meaning of ti, te, or tai,

is in the sentence un ropaya-ti us-ti le-lo, take those rupees from him. Site forms an

The first two personal pronouns are

Thou.

thS, tS, tau.

terci, tdrd.

tai-ne, tanne, tannai.

tanne, tannai,

tham, tamhe.

thd-ne, -nai.

xne demonstrative pronouns are yduh, yoh, yu, this; nom. fem. yah; sing. obi.
is; nonx plur. ye, yai; obi. in: duh, oh, he, that; nom. fem. wdh; sing. obi. m;
Pluf- •“»*> oh ! obi. tin. The relative pronoun isyo or jaun, obi. sing. jis. The interro-
gative pronouns are kaun, who ? obi. sing, his ; and he or kai, what ? lb is ‘ now.’

instrumental, as jnoarya-me, (pincl) witli ropes.

The Pronouns show several peculiar forms.

I.

Sing. Nom. mat

Gen. merd, n
Agent t

Dat.

Plur. Nom. ham, hamg
Gen. mhdrd

Agent mhd-ne, -nai

Dat. mlid-ne, -nai
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B—Active Verb.

The tense which in Hindostani is employed as a present subjunctive, is here also

employed in its original sense of a simple present. It is conjugated as follows, closely

4 agreeing with Dakhini Hindostani.

Sing. Plur.

1. mdrS, mdrS, I strike mdrai, mdrS, mdrS.

The definite present is formed either by suffixing the present tense of the auxiliary

verb to the present participle, as in book-Hindostani, or to the simple present, as in

the Upper Doab. Thus, mat mdr"dd-sS or mai marS-sfi, I am striking.

The imperfect is formed by conjugating the past tense of the verb substantive with

the present participle, as in book-Hindostani, or with the verbal noun in e, as in the

Upper Doab. Thus, mat mdr"dd-thd, or mai mdre-thd, I was striking. In Bohtak the

principle followed is the same as that of the definite present, as in mai mdrU-lhd, I was

striking.

The future is formed, on the same principle as in Hindostani, by suffixing ga (ge,

gi) to the simple present. Thus, mdragd, I shall strike.

The past tenses are formed from the past participle on the usual principle. Thus,

manne marya, I heat him.

Mr. Joseph gives a past conditional formed either as in Hindostani, or, more usually,

by suffixing hai to the simple present. The latter principle is that followed by Lahnda,

which suffixes hd in the same way. Examples of eaeh form of this tense, given by

Mr. Joseph, are :

—

(1) Je thord pant na hStd, to tor charh jdtd, if so little water had not been

(ruuning), it would have flowed up (on to the fields).

(2) Je mai nyS hard-hai, to mat marS-(hai), if I had done so, I should have

died. As indicated by marks of parenthesis the hai may be omitted in

' the apodosis.

The present participle is mdr°dd, with d instead of t.

The past participle is mdryd; masc. obi. mare ; fern. mart.

The infinitive is maran or mdr“nd.

The irregular verbs seem to be as in ordinary Hindostani, except that I have note I,

dn-kai, having come; and manne kard-sai, I have done. Jdn, to go, has its past parti-

ciple both gayd and giyd.
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The usual negative is ndht. When the verb is in the first person we have also

»?, as in mat ni jam, I do not know. With the Imperative mat or mat-nd is used, as

in mat-nd ehaliyd, do not go (Mr. Joseph).

VOCABULARY.

Several peculiar words are used. I h
Many of them are borrowed from PaKjabi.

db’rd, bad.

ak, conj., that = ki.

ar, and.

oral, are, here.

as’nd, a son-in-law.

babbit or bappu, a father.

baitan, to sit.

baldn, to summon, call.

bandan, to divide.

bar°gd, like, resembling.

baran, to enter.

bayyar, a woman, a wife.

herd lev, to visit.

bhdjan, to run.

bhukkd, hungry.

bhundd, bad.

bibl, a sister.

big-jdn, to arrive.

birdn karan, to destroy.

chdllan, to go.

ehhel or ehhail, good.

elihiirat, a hoy.

chin, flour.

dand, a tooth.

dhore, near.

dhui, the hack.

dlmr, distance.

dhobi, a friend.

d/iandi, a cow.

dhitnd, a house.

gail, with.

giyan, matter, affair.

hat, a shop.

ib, ibbi, ibbai, now.

jaryat, a son.

jib, then, also when.

noted the following in the specimens,

jiman, to eat.

kamand, a rope ladder.

karai, hare, where ?

ken, the ear.

kharan, to stand up.

khas, a wish, desire.

khdttar (postposition), for
;

(sub-

stantive), entertainment, hospi-

tality.

khottd, an ass.

khottd, sin, wrong-doing.

km, kar, the back.

laggan, to begin.

lhawdi, a confectioner.

loyd, iron.

mand-jan, to be engaged in a thing

(governs the infinitive).

maigan, to beg.

nakk, the nose.

nidm, a reward = in1dm.

ot, advantage, benefit.

pd, near = pas.

palld, a sheet, a shawl.

sdpphd, a sheet, a handkerchief.

sdtt, true.

siond, gold.

smand, a forest, jungle.

tawal, haste.

thiydwan, to be got = Hindi hath

turan, to go.

fabar, a child.

talld, service.

urai, me, there.

war, delay.
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The following specimen comes from Karnal. It was originally written in the

Persian character, which does not show the cerebral n and l. These were shown in tile-

transliteration which accompanied the copy in the Persian character. I have transcribed

it into the Nagari character, which is more appropriate. I also give a transcription

in the Homan character. An interlinear translation is unnecessary.

[ No. I.]

INDO-ARYAN FAMILY. Central Group.

WESTERN HINDI.

Bansab®. District, Karnal

wr ft fit t i rtf ftf-r *rrw4 rw rr
*rroit w-k wNr-wr fPUT «it§ nit-i nt f-t i wt sw-sf

rr srf i rr rtf ffwr tnw rtn flu m nT
rr-r rra-w m rf mm rr wfc raew-if sft-ffsnr i

rr n* httt rr fh-W nm qfT m wN ^i®
I tfiT ttr *^*ST mT-W 1 mf-W

HT TOf WIW I m riW ft rr ^ ftsrf-3 wN-^T-%

HT SHT-tf rWT VZ HT-% TO TO-% rtf stiff %m 1 fiT

wtft-W nr-#w ht run# frrar rat vz sit s3T#-a m If an
*rt hi m If 33-r mr riw^rtt run-ntn m sh-# nnu
rr rro m <m sft3 m-% m ?r th »trff rr a

%tt wtrr rftrrr i a# mr fa^rfcraf rw w% i ft <33-#

^qnt ^Ttc^ rtt TOTm fft T# fT n TO ra-% fsi-r ^H-% ^TO-

a nf am# K3E m-frn m rt^a ran 1 ftt-a run#w
ma hh nw-i m nor site rsT-a m i.a rtwn wr#f to rtr

ftrt rWir 1 mr wtrtf-H wr to grr-# fjrt rrw ri3

rsirft nr rw-% unirt m rw-r wra-lf aft m rr^rf-lf ftn m-

nrfr m nr rr ^ rrir to htt fm aT-aaT-n ?r ft-an

rr sttaT-aaT-rr tn-w 1 wt rT W TT^f ftr rtssT 11
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w-to wm 5Etrr ^rr i ^ mm mm m.

q<Jl|q<H-e^t 3T5I I ^ *T3f «JTO-4t IJWT 3T % I *3¥-«T

w-^ ^fur ^tt *rri; m. ^ ^ttr:

?fTfrr ^r-% m?n i wt-if »rr?t ^t^it

,

toi mriT i <?t ^-% ^to^% <3% wrt i w-%

f^n t*=r W 3r msrMr 3ft zm *rf^m
3t ’f5m f^RT ^rr#f ^tw rr$ ^rlt *nt TOrft-TO wr «rrff f3^T

w ?nrf ?ra ?^t hiitr!
i ^ ^ ^ 3tt #tt toto f%rer-%

ctTT ^*T W!sJT-?r 3^1411 cTsf ^?ft *ITrlT 'flfl I '3^-*I ^H3T

*rar t wtf <rf 3f ip-ft t m p to t frlft 3rr 1 1 m
*l€t wtot m. *T*ft ftwr m ’ms ^ 3tt *nt tit-w-^t €t

^ #-w-t ^r ifRrHraT-srr pt m-w it



INDO-ARYAN FAMILY. Central Group.

Bangaru. District, Kabnal.

TRANSLITERATION.

Ek manas-kai do chhorg tie. Un-mai-tai chhotte-ne bappu-tai kahya ak, * bappu

ho, dhan-ka jaun-sa hissa mere bade awe-sai mannai de-de.’ Tau us-ne dhan unhai

bad-diya. Ar thorg ding pachhai chhotta chhora sab kuchh kattlia kar-ke par-des-ne

chall-gaya, ar urai {there) ap’na dhan khotte chalan-mai kho-diya. Ar jad sara kho-

khida-diya ns des-mai bacja kal para, ar &hh kanga) ho-gaya. Pher ek sahukar-kai

naukkar lag-gaya. TJs-ne ap“ne kheta-mai sur charawan ghallya. Ar us-ne chah*na thi

{there was a wish to him) ak in chholl'ko-se jaun-sya-ne sur khawg-sai ap"na pet bhar-le,

ak us-ne koi nah? de-tha. Pher us-ne sodhi-mai an-kai kahya, ‘ mere bappu-kai kit“ne

kamere pet-bhar khawl-sai ar maT bhukka marS-sS. Ar mai uth-kai ap°ne bappu dhore

challya-jaga ar us-tai kahaga ak, “ bappu, Bhag“wan-ka ar tera khot kara-sai, ar ib is jogga

nahi s8 ak mai tera chhora kohaS. Mannai ap’ne mih’n*tiyl bar*ga {like) bana-le.”
’

Tau uth-kai ap"ne bappu dhore gaya, ar auh ibbai {now) dur tha ak us-ne dekh-kai us-ke

bappu-ne daya ai, bhaj-kai gal la-liya ar bohat chumbya. Chhore-ne bappu-tai kahya,

< bappu, manne Bhag*wan-ka ar tera khot kara-sai, ar is jogga nahi ak tera chhora

kohaS’ Bappu-ne apane nauk'rl-tai kahya ak, ‘ suth*re-tai sutha
re latte kadh lyao, ar

us-ne par*hao ; ar us-ke hath-mai gSthi, ar pahya-mai jora par*hao ; ar ham khawg ar

khusi manawe ak mgra chhora mar-gaya-tha, ib ji-gaya ; ar khoya-gaya-tha, ib pa-gaya.’

Tau pher wai rajji hon lagge.

Us-ka bada chhora khet-mai tha. Jad auh ghar-ke nere aya gawan ar bajawan-ki

waj suni. Tau ek naukar-ne bula-kai puchha, ‘ yauh ke sai ? ’ Us-ne us-tai kahya ak,

tera bhai a-rehya-sai, ar tere bappu-ne is-ki badi khattar kari, is khattax ak us-ne {him)

achchha paya.’ Us-ne chho-mai an-kai nabl chahya ak bhittar jawe. Tau us-ke

bappu-ne bahar an-kai use inanaya. Us-ne jubab diya, ‘ dekh, mai tere dhore it*ne

bar^sS-tai ten tahal kar8-s8, ar kadhi tere hukum bina nahi challya, par tanne kadhi

manne bak*ri-ka bachcha nahi diya ak ap*pe yara gail {with) khusi manaS. Ar jad yu

tera chhora aya, jis-ne tera dhan kanchanya-mai udaya, tanne us-ki badi khattar kari.’

Us-ne kahya ak, ‘r§ chhore, tatt mere dhore dhur-tai {from long) sai, ar jo kuchh

mgra sai, auhi tgra sai. Par khusi manana ar rajji hona chahiyg-tha, ak yu tgra bhai

mar-gaya-tha, so ib ji-gaya-sai ; ar khoya-gaya-tha, ib pa-gaya.’



bangaro (jayO).

The Bangaru of Rohtak, which is locally called Jatu, or the language of the Jats,

is practically the same as that of the foregoing specimen. The only point to notice

is that the letter y is not used in the past participle of verbs. Thus, kahd, not kahyci.

We may also note the idiomatic use of the oblique form of the genitive as an oblique
base in mere-se, from me.

As a specimen I give a short story illustrating the reputed avarice of the people of

the Ahir (or, as they are locally called, Hir) caste. An AMr has promised to give his

son-in-law whatever he asks for. When the son-in-law asks for a very petty present, the
Ahir invents all kinds of excuses to get ofE giving it.

It is printed, as received, in the Persian character. It may also be taken as a
specimen of the Jatu of Delhi.
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1NDO-ARYAN FAMILY. Central Group.

WESTERN HINDI.

Bangart) (JatC). District. Rohtak.
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INDO-ARYAN FAMILY. Central Group,

WESTERN HINDI.

Banga.ru (jATtJ). District, Rohtak.

TRANSLITERATION AND TRANSLATION.

Ek hir mlda para tha. Us-ka as“na bera-len aya.
A Hir sick fallen was. Him-of son-in-law to-visit came.

Jis din us-ka as'na aya, us din tuk-tuk us-ko
On-what day him-of the-son-in-law came, on-that day somewhat him-to
chain thl. Hir ap*ne bhai-se bola ak, ‘yoh chhora kaun
relief was. The-Sir his-own brother-to said that, ‘ this youth who
sai? TJs-ka bkai bola ak, ‘mhara as*na sai.’ Hir-ne
is? Him-of brother said that, ‘our son-in-law it-is.' The-Sir-by

if

tat% aw ‘
kau?*sa “S’

I“ sai?’ Oh bola, • Jaikali-
it-was-said that, which son-in-law is-it?' He said, ‘ Jaikali-
U(not ka) ghar-wala sai* Hir-ne kaha ak, *Chaudh*ri,

of house-holder it-is.’ The-Hir-by it-was-said that, ‘Chaudhri,
tere ane-se meri chain hui-sai. Tu mere-se kuchh

’

thy comvng-from my relief become-is. Thou my-from something
Hir-ka jamai bola ak, ‘Chaudh*ri, maT mggSga,

The-Hir-of son-in-law said that, > Chaudhri, I shM-ask
nah dega.’ Hir bola, ‘ nah kyS dSga 9 TfirA"* mlt-9ive-' The

;
Bir «**• ‘not why shaU-lgice? My

aj

m§g.’

thou

M-sS men 6t hui-sai. Jo magega, so ds®>
comimg-from my benefit become-is. What thou-shaU-ask, that I-shall-le ’

JS-.£
{% thal

Y^e^’ Thf'iir sat tUt, ^
d-smi-gioe. This corZrake three geij^from tpt 7 ^ykaka, Hukamla. -ke hath-bi t* *

* * ^
father, Hukamla, -of hand-of Wh7h '

^ ChMa ' M§r®

kor. kpar 1 Z T, *
Uver-qf piece. Which-on three three mlrrtae

^
Kyu-kar de-dS?*

marriages spoilt were-taken.

How am-I-to-give-away ? ’



BANGAttt (JATU).

FREE TRANSLATION OF THE FOREGOING.

There was a certain Ahir who had fallen sick. His son-in-law came to visit him.

It happened that he was a little better on the day that the son-in-law came. He asked

his brother who the young fellow was. * Our son-in-law,’ was the reply. * Which son-

in-law ?
’

‘ Jaikali’s husband.’ Then said the Ahir to his son-in-law, ‘ Sir, today I feel

better, and it is owing to your coming. You must ask me for a present.’ The son-in-

law replied, ‘ Sir, if I do ask, you won’t give.’ Said the Ahir, ‘ why should I not give ?

It is your coming here which has done me so much good. Ask what you like, and I’ll

give it you.’ Then said the son-in-law, ' give me that four-pronged corn-rake, which

you have.’ Said the Ahir, * that corn-rake is just what I can’t give you. I’ve had it

in my family for three generations, and it is the one which my poor old father,

Hukamla, used to work with. Besides it has rings on its joints. ' It’s a regular bit of

my heart, so it is. I have broken off three marriages rather than part with it, when it

was asked for as part of the dowry. How on earth can I give it ?
’
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,
BANGARO (HARIANl).

As a specimen of what is called Hariani, I give the following excellent folktale-

from the Jind Tahsil of the Jind State. The language is the same as in the other

specimens. We may, however, note the following cases of exceptional pronunciation.

Xah'nd
, to say, has for its infinitive kaih“n, almost pronounced kaihn. Its causal is

kawhdn, to cause to say. Maigan is for magfna, to ask, beg. In baldti, to summon, ti

or o has become a.

The verb rahan, to remain, is much contracted. Thus we have re-the for rahe-the,

and rliya for rahya (standard Hindi rahd).

The verbs den, to give, and len. to take, prefer the vowel * to the vowel e in conju-

gation. Thus we have diaga, I (maso.) will give ; dtgi, I (fem.) will give.



[ No. 3.]

INDO-ARYAN FAMILY. Central Group.

WESTERN HINDI.

Bangaru (HarianI). State, Jind (Tahsil, Ji\d)..

qw qrurq tt wr qw qiwpift Tt i i“q-w f%-qrqT

=hT<^l I TTwft Tfw <rll«?l TH HH^t-if TTWT HTW H I q WRi
qrf^T-w qT^fMr qn zqrr Ri^h-wt t-lr i qq tiw-*! ht”

wr-lj ^Sf-% I WHITT if HWtq? Tf WPrpjT 1 qTTJpff ww
wwfft qwtqr wt if fHwr-Tf^ft i wr wq qTTJpft-q hwH fin*n-fqqT

wqr bwi iffe-rf i

TTWT HtW-q H itwr Rl^uq-% T-f^TT I TTTiTW HT WRW

TTT WTPT-WTTT II

TT^TT iftW DTi WWf IITTI-wf HT-ifi iNf-if TTW-TflT I WTWT

qrprr qtqff fqq-fqrT i <ni qtw-q qrr wrnl-qft ttc-rt

®TT WT-f^TT I
"5=u4-»T WTtIT WT-i? TTT Tf-T? I WTT^ TtW-

q?t TTW TTWT HTW-q^t TT«?t-qft HTW-if WHIT I TTqf

isUTT WTf^W-WTTT WT^T | . W <^«t a=«W-ir wl* WTIIfW-qqT I ^=u4

WT ^vR^-BT q^W WH^TT TT®TT HTW-H srnjft ’Ri a t ^ st i

fq<nq h i Tiwr-qft wtwft W! wr«?t wri fw-wiTT i 3?qrt ww
WHITT WT¥ iJW-WHTT I TT^JT-'ft Tlit W-W wHsi W==IK-q

ww-wl i Tim wtw-qr nw-lf sn sii tt t-t i Tim wrw-q tHt

HT'RTT HiTT%-if TTT-W HTTT I TT^TT^t tft THTH <sli««?t fw? WTT

TvS 'STT WTH | <rs=l(4 WW WHITT WTI^ TUT-5! f*<q if I WT TR

THSTT-wt qft WTf WHS WTH?t WT WTW WHlff £qf WTT if

Wit HTOT-if fPR W-qf #ft WTq-T I WT Wt TWW WT T^n-t I

q?wr§: ww wtutt qq? qww iR wt%-wrwT wt t^ut-h i tt? ttw-

wit www qrmft citr wit if Tfawr ^nif ^nwr-t n
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^rrwTfT-t qqn-*R fa-^rRT w *rri; ^tt t

I q^3f-t 3TTO-W WT-^ HTT-^t I ^TT WTSTft-H

wi ntw wf-f^nn i ttwt ^r ^tfwt ht# ew im
^ qffHt i wraTf wtw eft ^t-t *nfrt i ttw g^n ^rm?n

JTTT eft % fcnw I gfTlTf tfwt I ftW faqfq»t I

TTWT Wt eW-H ftW q^ t f^TPTT ^t-t «TT mft I sjff

^r?T-ff f^R^T *mrf q^n i s^t-h q^r t ftqqr %4 ttw
Wt5-f^qT II

tt^it qr^i-qRn wtqr wfr ^T-fwr^ qqrr tfe-fr m
^ft ^ff q^-irar ii
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t No. 3 ]

INDO-ARYAN FAMILY.

WESTERN HINDI.

Central Group.

BANGARA (HaRIA.NI). State, Jind (TahsIl, Jikd).

TRANSLITERATION AND TRANSLATION.

Ek Bahman tha ar ek Bahmani till. Bahman chun
One Brahman), was and one Brdhmatii was. The-Brdhman flour

maig-kai li-aya-kaiJda. Bahman! kailr*n laggl, ‘is nag»ri-mai
begged-having to-bring-used. The-Brdhmanl to-say began, ‘this village-in

tajja Bhoj sai. Yu s*lok kaulia-kai Balimani-nai
King Bhoj is. This-person verse caused-to-say-having Brahmans-to

6k taka sione-ka de-sai. Is rajja-kai tau bill ja-kai kah-de.’
one coin gold-of giving-is. This king-to thou also gone-having recite.'

Bahman * kaik’n laggya, ‘mai s“l6k ni jan“da.’

The-Brdhman to-say began, ‘I a-verse am-not knowing.’

Bahmani kaih“n laggl, ‘ s*lok tannai mai sikkya-dlgi.’ Pher
The-Brdhmanl to-say began, ‘a-verse to-thee I teach-witV Then
un Bahmani-nai s“lok sikliya-diya ak, ‘ paissa gitk-mai.’ Rajja
that Brdhmani-by the-verse was-taught that, ‘pice knot-in.’ The-King
Bhoj-nai sai ropaya us-nai niam-ke de-diya.
Bhoj-by hundred rupees him-to reward-of were-given.

Bahman to ap*ne gharS challya-aya.

The-Brdhman indeed his-oum to-house went-away.

Rajja Bhoj ek khurji ropaya-ki bhar-kai sail-mai chall-parya.
King Bhoj a saddle-bag rupees-of fllled-having tour-in started.

Challya challya aphn sasurar big-giya. Rajja Bhoj-nai
Gone gone his-oum father-in-law’s-hotise he-amved. King Bhoj-by
ek Ihawai-ki hat-par dera kar-diya. Lhawai-nai us-ki
one confectioner-of shop-on lodging was-made. The-confectioner-by him-of

khattar kar-de war ho-gai. Lhawal roj-ki roj rajja
entertainment doing delay became. The-confectioner day-of day King
Bhoj-ki ranl-ki mah*l-maT jaya-karMa. Lhawal rani khattar
Bhoj-of Queen-of palace-in to-go-used. The-confectioner the-Queen for
laddu le-jaya-kai'da. TJ dan tawal-mai iuh la<ldu bhul-gaya
cates to-bring-used. That day hurry-in he the-cates forgot.

Lhawai jad kamand-par charhan laggya rajja Bhoj-nai
The-confectioner when the-rope-ladder-on to-clinib began King Bhoj-by
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thappi ak,

it-was-determined that,

Rajja-ki chhoh'ri

The-King-of daughter

‘tai bhi dekh

‘ thou also see

kaihhi laggi,

to-say began,

indeed what matter is.'

‘laddu li-3ya ?
’

luist-thou-brought ?
’

Lhawai kaihM laggya, * laddu bhul-aya.’ Rajja-ki betti

The-confectioner to-say began, ‘ cates (I-) forgot.’ The-King-of daughter

le-kai kor*ra lhawai-nai pittan mand-gai. Rajja
taken-having a-whip the-confectioner to-beat became-engaged. King

Bhoj-ke palle-mai char laddu bandh re-the. Rajja Bhoj-nai adli

Bhoj-of cloth-in four cates tied-up were. King Bhoj-by that

sappha jhardkhe-mai baga-kai mara. Rajja-ki betti

handkerchief window-in thrown-having mas-struck. The-King-of daughter

kaih'n laggi, ‘yih laddu karai-lai ae?’ Lhawai

to-say began, ‘ these cates wherefrom came? ’

The-confectioner

kaih*n laggya, ‘la4du Ram-na i die sal.’ Pher wah rajja-ki

to-say began. ‘cates Ood-by given are.’ Then that King-of

betti latldu khan laggi, ar kailrh laggi. ' lhawai, isi

daughter the-cates to-eat began, and to-say began, ‘confectioner, such

laddu mai ap*ne sas*re-mai biah le-gai,

cates I . my-oum father-in-law’s-house-m (on-)marriage was-taken-away,

juhi khae-the. Tere k6 bateu a rhya-sai ?
’

then eaten-were. Thy (-house-in) any wayfarer having-come remaining-is ?

'

Lhawai kaili’n laggya, * ek bated mere ghore-ala

The-confectioner '.Jto-say began, ‘ one wayfarer im-my(-house) horse-owner

'

a rhya-sai.’ Wah rajja-ki betti kaih*n laggi, ‘tannai

having-come remaining-is.’ That King-of daughter to-say began, ‘ to-thee

char sai ropayd dlgi, us bateu-nai mar*wa-de.’

four hundred rupees I-will-give, that wayfarer get-killed.’

utar-kai char jalladda-nai bala-kai

descended-having four executioners called-having

Lhawai

The-confectioner

li-dya ak, ‘ bhai, char sai ropaya led. Is bateu-nai

brought that, ‘ brothers, four hundred rupees take. This wayfarer

smane-mai ja-kai mar-deo.’ Char jalladda-nai adh Rajja Bhoj

forist-in gone-having slay.’ Four executioners-by that King Bhoj

pakar-liya. Rajja Bhoj kaih*n laggya, ‘bhai. tam mera ke

was-seized. King jBhoj to-say began, * brothers, you of-rne what

karoge Jalladd bolle, ‘ haml tannai ji-tai mirage.’ Rajja

will-do ?

'

Executioners said, ‘we thee . life-from will-kill.’ King

puchclihan laggya, * ji-tai mare tannai ke thiyawaiga ?
’

to-ask began, ’ life-from by-killing to-thee what will-be-gained ? '
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Jailadd bolle, ‘bhai, char sai ropaya thiyawaige.’

Executioners said, ‘brother, four hundred rupees will-be-gained'

Rajja bollya, ‘ bhai, tam-nai ropaya pan sai dilga,

The-King said, ‘ brothers, you-to rupees Jive hundred I-ioill-give,

ji-tai na maro. • Tliare =ah*r-mai jinda nahi barSga.’

life-front not kill. Tour city-in living not I-will-enter.’

Unhl-nai pan sai ropaya le-kai auh rajja chhor-diya.

Them-by Jive hundred rupees taken-haoing that king was-released.

Rajja Bhoj-kai Bahman-wala sflok satt a-giya ak, ‘ paissa

King Ehoj-to the-Brdhman’s verse true turned-out that, ‘ pice

g£th-mal ’ tha, jo ji bacli-gaya.

knot-in’ was, therefore life escaped.

FREE TRANSLATION OF THE FOREGOING.

Once upon a time there was a Brahman and liis wife. The Brahman lived by beg-

ging. He would go out and come home with a little flour. One day his wife said to

him, ‘the king of this village is Raja Bhoj, and he is in the habit of making Brahmans

recite verses before him and of then giving them a gold coin.
1 You should also go and

recite a verse before him. ’ ‘ But, ’ said the Brahman, ‘ I don’t know any verse.’

‘Never mind,’ replied his wife. ‘I’ll teach you one.’ So she taught him the verse

beginning 'pice in your poke.’
2 He went to the king, and recited his verse, and his

Majesty gave him a reward3 of a hundred rupees, and sent him home.

Well, King Bhoj put pice in his poke,—that is to say, he filled a saddle-bag with

rupees, and started out for a riding-tour. By and bye he came to the village where

lived his father-in-law. (His wife at the time was on a visit to her father.) He put

up for the night in a confectioner’s shop. While he was hospitably entreating him, the

confectioner forgot the time, and finding himself late, hurried off to the palace. Every

day he used to go to the palace of King Bhoj’s queen, and serve her with cates. This

day, in his hurry, he ran off, but forgot to take the cates with him. As he began to

climb the rope ladder into the palace, King Bhoj made up his mind to see what was the

matter, and followed him to its foot. Her Majesty1 said to the confectioner, ‘ well, have

1 A taka is a double pice. Here it means a gold coin the size of a double pice.
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you brought the cates ? ’ The poor confectioner had to confess that he had forgotten
them, and so she picked up a whip and began to lay it on him. Now, it happened that
King Bhoj had four cates of his own, wrapped up in his cloth, so, when he heard what
was going on, he threw his kerchief and its contents in through the window. « Where
did these come from ? ’ said the queen. All the poor confectioner could say was « God
sent them.’ She tasted them, and said, ‘ confectioner, when I was carried off to my
father-in-law’s house after being married, I was there given cates with just the same
smack. Have you any traveller staying in your house ?

’
‘ Yes, there is one,’ said the

confectioner,—‘ a man who came on horse-back.’ ‘ Then,’ replied she, ‘ take these four
hundred rupees, and go and get that traveller murdered.’

So the confectioner climbed down the ladder, and sent for four executioners.
‘Brothers,’ said he, ‘here are four hundred rupees. Take this traveller off into the
forest and kill him.’ So they caught hold of King Bhoj, and carried him off.
‘ Brothers,’ said he, ‘ what are you going to do to me ?

’
‘ We’re going to kill you dead,’

said they. ‘ Aud how much are you to get for the job ?’ asked the king. ‘We’re to
get four hundred rupees,’ answered they. ‘ Well, brothers,’ said the king, « I’ll give you
five hundred rupees not to kill me dead, and I’ll promise not to enter your city again so
long as I live.’ So he gave them five hundred rupees, and they let him go.

Thus, yoh see, the Brahman’s verse turned out true. King Bhoj had pice in his
poke, and that is how he saved his life.
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BRAJ BHAKHA.

The first specimen which I give of this dialect comes from the district of Muttra, the
head-quarters of Braj Bhakha. The language is that illustrated by the grammatical
sketch given in the introduction.

[No. I.]

INDO-ARYAN FAMILY, Central Group.

WESTERN HINDI.

Braj Bhakha. (District, Muttra.)

TOt 3R-k ^ WTTT f | TO-W-k ^ift t% mpfiT TO

TO WtH I I TO m-% TO f^m | kk kk
mi ink km-k fmik to TOi-skt fr imr-k mmt

ik m TOwt to TOrra-fkk i ik to fmrk to wk-TO-

TOft m TO-% Tit totot qkrt ik to kmrr fm <*rmt i kl ms

3% m^it-k mi: Tmt ik m-i tth tor; totto-ti to kcm-fr

niitit i m-k tot-h mi to ferat-i fk%°to
v(Z to kk tth mi m<r to-H i fi? m ii mit fk to mr-k

toto Hrom-kt kit toth-% ik if ku?H TOg-if i to% rnm-k

3TT WT3ik mk mm ^ilhk fk «hl«ni H-*T d<l ik M-TTt Tsl mT
fk?k-% ik to kit to rirt fk ik km mkf i km to% htor-

kt mi ttw i ik ^drt ik mm mr-fi ik mit t to tot ^ri

it fk m-k mmk mtt ^rt *mr hh ^krt kk ifs-k mti fkTOTi;

kfit kk toto fwrc-ktwt i tot-% m-% Trft fk Trrrrr ff-k iiit

kk HTOm-kt m<i fk«Tl-% to mk m<? nit fk ik tot

mwT i mwk ^to s^km-k Trtt wt% kT% ^ttu mkt ik to
TOnit ik m-k mro-if kmft ik pttot-h to T'fTiit ik
to tmi ik tor to i to kit kkT TO-mk-k kt to fkit-% kk
ktr *rft-it kt to mk-% i ik I *|it tow mk n

ik m-kt Tit wtn %?t-t it i to rnwr-k fro mit tt-h

mro ik mro-kt TOf3 git i to m-i «t«ik kk m-%
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qft *r? +¥1 i-Tirt-% I <Tt qrft fa fid WIT ^TT^-% W\t

<t* cnim i-»T “tsl 41*111 «ni)-% qT + i<ji fa qTq
\

qT-q
-

f^rfa *rrr wkn; «t faqid i tt* qr-% qm-q qrq

wnd dr qT-q qiq-3 -qrft #f fqkMr qfl z^t qroj-^f 4rk

qfq-ir qft ^T>5T-n qm «rrq qdft' i xr qrq-ir mo; qqr

*H4 f4<fl 1% 4m«i 41 ^ * *T-?T +141 I <qq cld

*n? fkr ?mt wt-% fwrd w rfft-^^t-W fanr fad <rq It-%

^t-% qrrir srit ^kiTT €fat i cr ht-% qrft qzr gkr w fsq

?d-% dr wt *d % tt* fid % i qq qlrr qrrd ^fkcr % fa

*id wn *nd **d faq fad-% dr wri qrd-% ||
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[NO. JJ

INDO-ARYAN FAMILY. Central Group.

WESTERN HINDI.

Braj Bhakha. (District, Muttra.)

TRANSLITERATION AND TRANSLATION.

£k jane-ke do chhora, he. Un-mg-te loh*re-ne kahi
A man-of two sons were. Them-in-from the-younger-by it-was-said

ki, ‘ kaka, mere bat-kau dhan moe de.’ Tab wa-ne dhan
that, ‘father, my share-of fortune to-me give.’ Then him-by fortune

unliai bati-kari diyau. Aur thore dial pachhe loli-re

to-them being-divided-having was-given. And a-few days after the-yonnger

beta-ne sig*rau dhan ik-thaurau kari-kai dur desan-ku
son-by all fortune one-place made-having a-distant country-to

ckalyau, aur wa jage ap*nau dhan uray-diyau. Aur
it-was-gone, and that in-place his-oion substance was-squandered. And
jab sig“rau dhan kharch kar-ehukyau, wa des-mS barau
when all fortune expenditure was-completed, that country-in a-great

akal paryau aur wall kangal hon lagau. To ek bare ad'mi-
famine fell and he poor to-be began. Then a great man-

of (house-in) having-gone he-attached-himself, and him-by as-for-him swine

charaibe-ku ap“ne khetan-ml pathaiyau. Wa-ke man-ml ai un
feeding-for his-own fields-in it-ioas-sent. ffim-of mind-in it-came those

chhil‘k5-te jinhai suar khat-hai ap‘nau-hu pet bharai, aur wae
husks-with which swine eating-are his-own-also belly he-may-fill, and to-him

kol nac det-hau. Tab wae chet ayau ki, ‘mere bap-ke
anybody not gwing-was. Then to-him sense civme that, 'my father-of

balai majuran-ki roti chalat-hai aur hau bhokhan maratu-hau. Ap’ne
many Idbomers-of bread going-is and I by-hunger dying-am. My-own
kaka-ke dhore jaSgau aur wa-se kahngau ki, “kaka, mai-n8 terau
father-of near I-will-go and him-to I-will-say that, “father, me-by of-thee

aur Bhag*wan-kau barau pap kiyau-hai, aur ab aisau nae rahyau
and Ood-of great sin made-is, and now such not I-remained

ki terau beta bajau. Moe ap”ne majuran-ki nal rakh.”

that thy son I-may-be-called. Me thy-oum labourers-of like keep."
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Anr uthyau aur ap*ne bap-ke 4hore chalyau. Wah abhai dural

And he-arose and his-own father-of near started. He as-yet far-off-even

hau ki wa-ke bap-kfi wae dekhat khem tars ayau, aur • daur-kai

was that him-of father-to him seeing presently pity came, and run-having

wae chip*tai llnau, aur balai piar klnau. Beta-ne

as-for-him having-embraced it-was-taken, and much affection toas-made. The-son-by

wa-se kahi ki, ‘ kaka, mai-ne terau aur Bhag*wan-kau barau

him-to it-was-said that, *father, me-by of-thee and God-of great

pap kiyau-hai aur ab aisau nae rahyau ki terau beta

sin done-is and now such not I-remained that thy son

bajau.’ Bap-ne ap*ne nauk‘ran-te kahi, ‘ chokhe

I-may-be-called.' The-father-by his-oion servants-lo it-was-said, ‘ good

chokhe latta lao aur yae pah'raau, aur ya-ke hathan-m!

good garments bring and this-one cause-to-wear, and this-one-of hands-on

agiithi aur paman-me pan“ha pah*raau, aur ham-khaai aur magan

a-ring and feet-on shoes cause-to-wear, and we-may-eat and rejoiced

rahai. Yah merau chhora, mar gayau-hau, so ab jiau-hai ; aur

may-remain. This my son dead gone-ioas, he now alive-is ; and

khoi-gayau-kau, so ab payau-bai.’ Awe wai khusi karan lage.

lost-gone-was, he now found-is.' And they merriment to-make began.

Aur wa-kau barau chhora khet-pai hau. Jab bakhar-ke dhing

And him-of elder son field-on was. When house-of near

ayau wa-ne gaibe aur nacVbe-ki ahat suni. Tab wa-ne

he-came him-by singing and dancing-of sound was-heard. Then hvm-by

nauk‘re bulayau, aur wa-se pSchhi, ‘ yeh kaha hwai-rahyau-

a-seroant was-called, and him-from it-was-enquired, ‘ this what occurring-

hai ? ’ To wa-ne kahi ki, ‘ terau bhaiva ayau-hai, aur tere

is f ’ Then him-by it-was-said that, * thy brother come-is, and thy

kaka-ne bari jonar kari-hai
;

ya kaje ki wae achchhau-bhalau

father-by great feast made-is ; this for that as-for-him safe-and-sound

dekhyau-hai.’ Wa-ne ris-ke-mare bhitar janau na bicharau. Tab

it-seen-is.’ Him-by anger-of-from inside to-go not it-was-thought. Then

wa-ke bap-ne wae manayau, aur wa-ne bap-se kahi,

him-of falher-by as-for-him it-was-appeased, and him-by father-to it-was-said,

1 hau itek dina-se teri tahal karatu-hau, aur kab-hS

‘J so-many days-from thy service doing-am, and ever-even

teri agya-te bahar nae chalyau
;

par tai-ne kab-hu moe

thy orders-from outside not I-went ; but thee-by ever-even to-me

ek unna-hn nae diyau ki mai-S apane dostdaran-ml

a kid-even not was-given that I-too my-own friends-among
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khus-labdi kar*tau. Jab terau yah chhora ayau ja-ne

merriment might-have-made. When thy this son came whom-by

sig"rau flBnn rSri-mur*ni-me bigar-diyau tab tai-ne wa-ke kaje

all fortune harlots-etc.-among was-wasted then thee-by him-of for

ban jonar hint.
1 Tab wa-ne kahi, ‘beta, tu to

great feast toas-done.’ Then him-by it-was-said, ‘ son, thou verily

sada mere dbing rahyau-hai, aur jo merau bai so terau

always me-of near having-dwelt-art, and what mine is that thine

hai
;

par toe khusi kar*ni uchit hai ki terau bhaiya

is; but to-thee merriment to-make proper was because thy brother

maryau bhayau, phir jiau bai; aur khoyau bhayau, payau bai.’

dead became, again alive is; and lost became, found is.
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OLD BRAJ BHAKHA.

I now proceed to give specimens of old literary Braj Bhakha. To those able to read

them transliteration and interlinear translation will be unnecessary. I therefore, in
each case, give only the text in the vernacular character, and a literal translation,

short extract from the Sur Sagar is here given in order to illustrate the Braj Bhakha
the sixteenth century.

[No. 2.J

INDO-ARYAN FAMILY. Central Group.

WESTERN HINDI.

Bkaj Bhakha (SO it Das).

get gT g* HteRT HTWH I

STT *PJTt gTelrt II

eftfT # g% %g gf% I

ng f%f% fttfgt n

ng HTf% ftreri i

grt gtf*T gr?# nt g-gctii 11

^-’SIT-fT Wt 1

ftgffa HTT-gr gtfi ii

sT5f gT^t rtf sjt ggTTT i

fthj g gu g gtn ii

^rag gff gigcf i

ggss g% gg gtwg gngrt ii

ggtz; gg gw% i

ggr ggrz fgmg gr-gr-^ n

Hffwr WRIT |

ff^gt fft «ti«ii ||

translation.
[Krishna has persuaded the cowherds of Gokula to abandon the worship of India, and instead to offer

homage to Mount Govardhana. The verses describe how they bring offerings of food to the mountain.]

In every house in Braj are they preparing food, and joyful music is being played
in the doorway of each. The inhabitants of Gokul and Braj all yoked their carts and
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carried off the offerings to the God. Salted tyre did they prepare and sweetmeats of

honey. How am I to tell all the exceeding quantity of it. Cates did they despatch

from every house, as they issued from the village and came to the cultivated land

around it. There did the inhabitants form a wondrous collection, broad as the shore-

less ocean. No one had to go on foot for they travelled in the carts which carried

the provisions. Prom Prince Nand’s* house alone went forth a thousand carts, so

how many others were there of the other houses ? Says Sur-das, the Lord is an

Ocean of Majesty, and he became manifest in Gokul as the youthful Hari.

1 Nilmi was the leader o£ the cowherds, and the foster-father of Krishna, who was an incarnation of Vishnu (Hari). The

tradition that those cowherds travelled ex masse in cart* is very old, and is not without historical importance. This mode of

conveyance, used by a whole tribe, is elsewhere unknown in Northern India. The legend ha* been used to support the theory

that these cowherd worshippers of the infant Krishna were members of a pastoral tribe that had migrated from Central Asia,

bringing with them reminiscences of the Gospels of the Infancy. See Mr. J. Kennedy in J. E. A. S., 1907, pp. 951 ff.
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I next give a few of the easier verses of the Sat-sai of Bihari, as examples of the-

Braj Bhakha of the seventeenth century.

[No. 3.]

INDO-ARYAN FAMILY. Central Group.

WESTERN HINDI.

Braj Bhakha. (Extracts from the Sat-saI.)-

(Bihan-m, c. i6so.j

I

%f%ir HHTSf I

HWf f=«41 HT-TWf fr^-TTaf II ? II

|

«nf%«T § wf mn i

frr? WfT-% WTH II ^ II

««?U ^fl*T I

*3^3 cHi <R5 HT HkHR I

siwt qAl
1

?! TTT il 3 II

TRANSLATION.

1.

The Spring.

In every quarter appears the array of gardens and of groves in blossom. (Each

flower is a Cupid’s shaft) and it is as though the King of Seasons had built a cage of

these arrows (in which to imprison) fair ones distraught by love.

2.

The Hot Season.

This is not a mighty conflagration. ’Tis the fierce hot winds blowing on every

side. The summer is, as it were, heaving hot sighs for the departed spring.

3.

The Breeze.

Prom the (sandal-scented) south country, there comes a wanderer,—the breeze. He
lingers beneath each tree. The sweat (upon his brow) is the nectar which (he has-

gathered from) the flowers on his way.

Finally, I give an extract from the Baj-niti, to illustrate th1
*. Braj Bhakha of the

early part of the 19th century.
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TOi W I HT-R TO wft WR

fWH I TOt fTO RTH-ft RTH WRI WR# l TO TO<

hhsi-to s3T^-^f ’srog froRHRft *rp# wra ntr-ft-

tot toh¥ i h wrfro wffai
firwrfr ^htotoi ^tth nfror# i 3r#-% f%

—

^TTqm-afiY 3TH Rf%H ^rJT «T T% I

ijw to win tojtI h% ii

^ ht wfrr-% ^fa^rr ^rft m-TO tot# i

?r?T fTOR?ta TOtH fTO HTO TOH TO WRT Wrt I fTO-H-H TOi VW\

ftr# to wMh-# tT i# TOg-ff i fwrofa ^rft to: *rr to

w wNt w-h ^i to^ % i to-h t nt-#

<HI«lfJ II

TRANSLATION.

On the bank of the river Godavari was a silk-cotton tree, on which birds of every

quarter used to roost. One day, very early in the morning, a crow named Laghu-

patanaka, awoke and saw a hunter approaching from a distance, like the God of Death

himself. He screamed out and began to remark (what an unlucky omen it was that)

the first thing he should see on the dawn of that day was an unscrupulous villainous

countenance. •Who knows,’ thought he, * what is going to happen next.’ Having

thus considered, the crow Laghupatanaka flew away. For it is said,—

‘A wise man remains not in the place of calamity

;

* But a fool stays there, and sups fear and sorrow.’

In the meantime the hunter scattered grains of husked rice at the foot of the tree

and over them spread his net. There came flying Chitragriva (the king of the pigeons)

with his family. One of them said, * I should like to have a peck at that husked rice.’

But Chitragriva said, * hullo, how does husked rice come into this forest ? This is

something quite out of the way. I therefore don’t like the look of it.’



BRAJ BHAKHA OF ALIGARH.

To the north-east o£ Muttra lies the district of Aligarh. Here the language is Braj

Bhakha, but it has some prominent local peculiarities, or, at least, has peculiarities which
do not occur in the specimens received from Muttra.

I give two specimens of the Braj Bhakha of Aligarh, a version of the Parable of the

Prodigal Son, and a Folksong. The following points may be noted :
—

Pronunciation.—There is a tendency of the letter r to disappear when it precedes

a consonant, which is doubled in compensation. Thus, naukannu-sU, for naukaranu-su,
from the servants. This is very common in the Bhadauri form of Bundeli. The letter

w when preceded by a long vowel often becomes m. Thus, manaman, for manawan, to

celebrate; bdman, fifty two; romati, she (was) weeping. Ky is sometimes softened to

eh, as in eho for kyS, why. J before d sometimes becomes d, as in bhed-dayau for bhej-

dayau, he sent. A final aspirate surd consonant is disaspirated, as in hat for hath, a
hand. In the word ktilaph for qujl, a bolt, consonants have been transposed.

Declension.

—

A final short n is added to weak nouns even more commonly than
in standard Braj Bhakha. The « is retained in all cases and both numbers. Thus,
hap or bdpu, a father

; bapu-sU, (he said) to the father ; khetanu-mg, in the fields

;

majuranu-kau, of the servants. In one instance we find the word rdjai used as the
accusative-dative of raja, a king.

The postpositions are as in standard Braj Bhakha, but we have also nu (as well as

ne) for the agent, as in turn-mi malfmarii kari-e, you have given a feast, and kg (as well
as leu) for the accusative-dative, as in ek jane-ke, to a certain man.

In the Pronouns, the accusative-dative of nun is moy or moe, as in the standard,
and mo-u-e is ‘ me also.’ The pronoun of the third person is very peculiar. It is yu or
gwa with an accusative-dative gtoai, and an oblique form gtod. The plural is gwe,
oblique guni. With it is connected gwS (often written nwd, yt), there = wahd.
‘This’ is ji; accusative-dative jay ; oblique, yd.

The present of the Verb Substantive is—
Si“S- Plar.

1 «
2. e au
3. e $

No doubt e is often pronounced ai, and g, at. The Past Tense masculine is 6 (or o«),
plural e. In other words, in Aligarh the initial A of standard Braj Bhakha is dropped.

’

When the verb substantive is used as an auxiliary with a present participle, the two
are sometimes joined so as to form one word. Thus, mar°ttt for marat-S, I am dying.
Eatu-e is used to mean, he is. The conjunctive participle which is hwai in standard
Braj Bhakha, becomes hai in Aligarh. Thus, hai-gayau, for htoai-gayau, he became.

In all verbs the sign of the conjunctive participle is kg, not kal.

Braj Bhakha is reported to be spoken in Aligarh by 992,200 people.
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IIST SS-ST S' S£T II I SH-H-H ili-S STS-H Sfift fsi H STS

^ a) sft ST^ flrj-11 Hf StH I NS IST-S +ll« S% SlR <^sl I

NS i\i\ SST HS TSI-il^l SiR-SI STSH-Sf^ SSsf-NSt sts 1ST ssst HS

HF5 TJ^TWTg-H ^Sisf I SS W5 TgTS ifTS ’gsst 1ST %N-H srt ssns

Sift I fSlR $ SWt SPTT^ %-Hst I NS 1ST ^H-St HST HlOlflM-Sf

htR-h srrs snst i ist-s ist-s[ sss wst ^stss its-sst i

WST ST HSH-II iST-stt SW hRs-SI^ HI4K ^ I ISIS SiTi ST^

ST Si S<J I STS ISTS fRj STST NS IST-S ST#t HT SHJ-Sf S^N-% HST^-

s[ gsmf! ft€f s sR ti Hisg ntnj n^t-n sR-^ sss sts-%

sfR STTSliTt StS IST-N Si^i?) fsi H-S HSHTN-sT HRS SR fNSR SHTT

STIJ ST^-S StS HS H thrift SZT STfITS STTSST NT W I SH sR HNT

TfS-S NS Ht-ST-H TlflS-N I ISTS sfssf HSS STS-SI Wff STSt 1

SR WfS fR-S-T IST-Sf STN-s[ SUITS SSlt sR SS STS-SI^ NH SIN-Nst

sts stiff wfs swi-^t sz sR-si sts ussrnft i sR sm-s sts-h

srft fll H STS H-S HHNTN-ST SSTT whs fsSTT %lfS NPJ Hift WtS

SS W fSTT^ S5T STfTSN STNST ST ST
| sR STS-S SNN sts^-H

srft fsi sss ssi? 'Ml <ssi srist sts sirs srrrst sts wrs st-% stn-h

ssttsI sR ssft stn^-h ssrrst i ssf nfs sR ss snr i sn%-

N fsi fs sft S7T sR nsRst sR fsiR ^t-s# I lftS HSl-St

sR STN-llfl I hR fSiR S 14^ HSTHS SS II

1ST ifS iST-^t srt STS %S-H ST | 5TS IJ ST-% wR STSt st IST-S

STTSt STfSSf IJist I ^S il^i stSTfi wR q#t fsi ST SIT %-TWI-

S I IST-S IST-H srft fsi sftHST STS-S^-S 'SR st STS-S iST-^t
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i w-?f f% aj q<^ anrf qrq-aiqf-q i qq aj qff frq aaqf qfc

^ Wi' I 5TT-?f WT3 ^Tt%T ^ amfqqTqf l

?r aqj-% qnq ^tt fa If ^rt% qqg-q f?mft^ qrc-Tqit-

^hi q q Ri^iCl qm-if qnt-^ ^rf%r qaft i qfcs gq-q qnt-f arm q$
q=hR«n-aff qq-qi q ^qf fa qTaq-q <*r?fT I qR #q fa fd^lit

^r 41 ftfflft Wi 5TOT afat rfeg-qi W\ am ^Tft aqrfat

^Jn^t q»ff-q i aqr-% aqr-q qrft 1% tzT qqq gqr-£ a^fgq I

qf^qt-q ^gq qt qrt-i q | fat w-aq qfaqfa-i fa qq afqf qqiqq

^R *PT ffa I qrrt-q fa fa q^ qqx qft-qqMt faR #-qqff | qfa
^Tg-Ti^-qt faR qR-aiql ||
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TRANSLITERATION AND TRANSLATION.

Ek jane-kl dwai beta e. Un-ml-tS chhote-ne bap-sS

A man-to two sons were. Them-in-from the-yonnger-by the-father-to

kahyau ki,
‘ e bap, merau jo batu hotu-e so moy

it-icas-said that, ‘ 0 father, my what share becoming-is that to-me

dai-deu.’ Tab gwa-ne main unhai blti dayau. Tab

give.’ Then him-by the-property to-them dividing was-given. Then

chhotau beta sabu ik-thaurau kari-ke par-des-kn

the-younger son all in-one-place made-having a-foreign-country-to

chalyau-gayau, auru gwl ap*nau sabu malu gul-chharranu-mi urayau.

went-away, and there his-oum all property debauchery-in was-wasted.

Jab sabu uray khay chukyau gwa des-ml barau akalu paryau.

When all wasting eating was-finished that country-in, a-great famine fell.

Phiri gu barau kangalu hai-gayau. Tab gwa des-ke ek

Again he very poor became. Then that country-of a

bliagiman-ke sahare-sS jay lagyau. Gwa-ne gwa-kS

rich-man-of support-by having-gone he-attached-himself. Him-by him-as-for

ap*ne khetanu-m! suar chugaibe bhed-dayau. Suar jo khat-i

his-oum fields-in swine for-feeding it-was-sent. Swine what eating-are

gwa-kl chbfichhi-sfl petu bharibe-kB tayyar hau. Gway kol

that-of the-husk-with the-belly filling-for ready he-was. To-him anyone

kachhu na 6 detu. Jab gway hosu ayau, tab gwa-ne

anything not was giving. When to-him sense came, then him-by

kahi, ‘ mere bapu-kl bahut-se majuranu-kS muk'terl roti 8,

it-was-said, ‘ my father-to many-very servants-to abundant loaves are,

auru mai bhukhanu mar*t8. MaT ya-tS uthi-kl ap’ne

and I by-lmnger dying-am. I herefrom arisen-havmg my-own

bap-ke jaui! jaBgau, auru gwa-t! kahSgau ki, “mai-ne Bhag“man-ke

father-qf near will-go, and him-to I-will-say that, “ me-by God-of

gamine auru tihare agar papu karyau-e, auru ab mai tiharau beta

before and of-you ‘in-front sin done -is, and noto I your son



kahaibe layak na u. Jaise aura major rahat-i, taise

for-being-called worthy not am. As other servants living-are, so

mo-u-e rakhi-laL” * Gwa-tl chali-kg ap“ne bap-ke jauil
me-also keep." ’ Therefrom gone-having his-own father-of near

ayau. Pari bahut duri-tg-I gwa-ke bap-ks lakhay
he-came. But great distance-from-even his father-to being-visible

paryau. Aura tab bap-ku tarsu ay-gayau, auru dauryau, auru
he-fell. And then the-father-to compassion arrived, and he-ran, and

beta-ki jet bhari-lai, aura puch'karyau. Auru beta-ne bap-sS
the-son-qf arm was-filled, and he-toas-kissed. And the-son-by the-father-to

kahi ki, ‘e bap, mai-ne Bhag*man-ke agar aura tihare
it-was-said that, * O father. me-by Ood-of before and of-you

dekhat papu karyau. aura ab mai tiharau ' beta kahaibe
in-the-sight sin was-done. mw I your son for-being-called

layak na Pari bap-ne ap*ne naukannu-sQ kahi ki,

worthy not am.’ But the-father-by his-own servants-to it-was-said that,

‘ achchhe achchhe orh*na laau, auru jay palPraau, aura chhap
‘good good clothing bring. and to-this-one put-on, and a-ring

ja-ke hat-mg pah*raau, auru pan“hi payanu-m! pah“raau. Chalau,
this-one-of hand-on put-on, and shoes feet-on put-on. Come,

khSy, aura chain karai. Kahe-ti ki ji

let-us-eat, and rejoicing let-us-make. What-from (i.e. because) that this

merau beta mari-gayau-o, auru phiri ji-paryau ; khoy-gayau-o, auru
my son having-died-gone-is, and again came-to-life; lost-gone-was, and

pay-gayau.’ Aura phiri we kbusi nantman lage.

found-went: And again they happiness to-celebrate began.

Gwa khan gwa-kau barau beta khet-ml 6. Jab gu
(At-) that time hvm-of the-big son the-field-in was. When he

gbar-ke jaurl ayau, tau gwa-ne gaibau nachibau sunyau. Aura
the-house-of near came, then hvm-by singing dancing was-heard. And
Sku naukaru bulayau auru puchhi ki, ‘yl ka hai-rahyau-e ?

’

a servant was-called and it-was-asked that, ‘here what happening-is ?

'

Gwa-nS gwa-su kahi ki, 'terau bhaiya ay-gayau-e, aura tere
Bim-by him-to it-was-said that, • thy brother arrived-is, and thy

bap-ne gwa-ki mab‘manl kari-e; kahe-tg ki gu bhalau changau
father-by him-of feast made-is ; because that he well healthy

ay-gayau-e.’ Tab gu barau ris bhayau, auru bhitar na dhasyau.
arrived-is.' Then he very angry became, and within not he-entered.

Ja-te gwa-kau bapu bahir nikasi ayau, auru gwa-kn
This-from him-of thefather ' outside having-emerged came, and him-to
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Tab gwa-ne ap*ne bap-kQ jwabu dayau ki,

it-was-remonstrated. Then him-by his-oum father-to answer was-given that,

« mai itfne barsanu-tS tihari tahal kar-rahyau-3, auru na mai

‘ I so-many years-from your service doing-been-am, and not I

tihari bat-te kab-hB bahir bhayau. Tau-u tum-ne kab-ba

your word-from ever outside became. Nevertheless you-by ever

moy eku bakariya-kau bachcha-u na dayau ki yaranu-ml

to-me a she-goat-of young-one-even not icas-given that friends-among

lahari urawtau. Pari jais€ ji tiharau beta ayau,

pleasure (
I-)might-have-aroused. But as-soon-as this your son came,

ja-ne tihari sab jama pBji randinu-ke sang uray kbay

whom-by your all collection property harlots-of with wasting eating

dari, gwa-kl tum-nu mahamani kari-e.’ Gwa-ne gwa-sfi

was-thrown-away, him-of you-by a-feast made-is.’ Him-by him-to

kahi ki, ‘beta, hames ta mere-i jauil rahatu-e. Jo

it-was-said that, ‘ son, always thou me-of-even near living-art. What

kachhu mo-p6 hatu-e, so terau-i ’e. Ji ham-k5 chahiyati-i,

anything me-on being-is, that thine-even is. This us-to is-proper-verily,

ki ham khusi manaw*te auru khus hot*.

that we rejoicing should-have-celebrated and rejoiced should-have-been.

Kahe-tl ki ji terau bliaiya mari-gayau-o, phiri ji-paryau;

Because that this thy brother dead-having-gone-is, again came-to-life ;

-auru jatu-rahyau-o, phiri . ay-gayau.’

and lost-was, again arrived.’
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The next specimen from Aligarh is a popular song in four verses. It tells the story
of the departure of Nala and his Queen, Damayanti, from his home and kingdom. Nala
had been ruined by gambling and lost all that he possessed. The whole tale is one of

the most famous in Indian literature.
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TTWT IpT-iflcrft-t %-*R | ^TT
^tt *irre ^ gft ntt ht i % nt ^rNn ira i

mm gw-nlcrfNft %-ni i %-»r* tfr? i

^ Tra wrnfilt ^TOT 5RT-3ft HTf I Tpft TTWr ^35 xfsi

ftwnf *Rft-R II ? ||

*rft wNtto wr^rt airfl
i ^r

WTft I fn^Pn §ipft TF?t tin Id wnfl qrrft l

TMT-% *IR wit I 3TR ^TT Wi SHiT-t 5rf%-<^ Hit I 3ift

fw-H notm i ^Mi-gift *Rt n*i-t <=nsl ^rr i

rtct tfifn *ra-w w( wft tre-ir u ^ it

TT’ft TRT fn^ift nrft ^TR 1 ^fft ^TpftfsT ^ qft3R»HT

fa#-** wt 1 td TO <nt wt$ I tct

% fw I ^ ^ f%®rg qft fit $qr %.

"3^ 1 ^ ^ ^ ift-% fwft
i cft-ir f%t wfs-w nwf^ ^ i ^ <33^ fm ^twt wr-tf m^t \

^ wft fatnt I nt" ^TR-nt nft
i gfn f%t tt

ftT 5FTTTWT-# «hK«t nfd fWT ^HTlT I Ht ^lf^

'SK tR tw-H^ ni% II ? II

TT^I-^ tR TRT-'3 tt^ TR W-Tf I gft TRT
^THI 5JT f^T H-t s? ^*T^Rf H-% n SRR-^j- flt fRi TR I
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^TT f^f TT51T ^nft^TT ^Ni 5?t% »df

3ft ^fft i jjm tiro jf ^jf^ra i fs?rt ut?i ^mr t

#>r f^itt ttwt ^mft f%fw %c!t i ^rt 'ftn

«H=H-^TT «Tt ^ ^TO3f-% ilf^-^ft II 8 ||
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TRANSLITERATION AND TRANSLATION.

Sone rupe-ke malial bane Baja Nal-ke, ja-ke sun-pitari-k6

Gold silver-of palaces were-made king Nal-of, which-of brass-of

hai-gaye. Aurl-jaurS kkas ann muthi-bhari na rahyau, Nal-ke
became. There{-and)-here pits (qf-) grain a-handful not remained, Nal-of

hai-gaye kaula mat! rakh. Sone-ki sgkar gwai-u sun-pitari-ki hai-gai.

they-became charcoal earth ashes. Oold-of chain that-too brass-of became.

Gwa-u-tg hai-gayau lohu. Rani tau Rajai samajhawai,

That-too-from became iron. Rani then Rajd-to makes-to-understand,
* Bal“ma, clihorau nagar-kau mohu.’ Ab Earn Baja dou panth

* Reloved
,

give-up city-of affection.' Note queen king both way

sidharai pamari-pai.

go the-gate-at.

II

Bhari chaumase soi Dumlti, jay
The-entire four-months (i.e. rainy season) slept Damayanti, all-whom

chinta byapl gail-kl. Abhuklian laye-samhari. Khamm-khamm-sS
anxiety pervaded road-of. Ornaments site-arranged. Pillar-after-pillar-with

milati Dumlti Bani romati cbhati phari. Nal Baja-ne ban
embracing Damayanti queen weeping bosom rending. Nal Raja-by arrows

samhare. Bach mahal, kdth&r, kulaph Nal-ne jari-daye tare.

were-arranged. Crystal palace, store-house, bolts Nal-by were-fastened locks.

Kan kille-sn par*nam. Jwala-mukhi layau Nal-ne khSrauWzs-made the-fort-to salutations. Jwdldmukhi was-taken Nal-by sword
kothanu-pai lal kaman. Gota phase Nal-ne sah dhari

shoulders-at red bow. Counters dice Nal-by all having-been-placed

line phet-mi.

were-taken waistband-in.
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in
Rani Raja nikari phairi dar’baje-pai aye. Kari

Rani Rdjd having-come-out again the-doorway-at came. Doing

adhini, dai parikamma jab, kiUe-kS Nal-ne jwab

supplication, was-given perambulation when, fort-to Nal-by answei'*

sunaye. ‘ Merau amaru rahau khai kotu. Merau
were-caused-to-be-heard. ‘ My everlasting remain moat {and-)fort. My
terau bichhuryau hai, KiUe Dada, jotu. . 'Merau terau bichhuranu.

thy separated is, Fort Brother, company. My thy separation,

suni, Kille Bhaiya, bai-chukyau. Ab men ten Hari-ne bigari

hear, Fort Brother, is-completed. Now mine thine Ood-by has-been-undone

aju. To-mi, Kille, baitbi-k! bhnjyau baman garh-kau maT-ne

today. Thee-in, Fort, having-sat was-enjoyed fifty-two forts-of me-by

raju. Aju utbyau, Kille, dano to-tl pani. JlSgau

kingdom. Today rose, Fort, grain thee-from water. (If-)I-shall-live

tau phairi milSgau ;
nal ay-gal men kal-ki bani. Suni,

then again I-shall-meet ; otherwise came my death-of words. Sear,

Kille, mere bir, Nal Raja-ke kar*ne til mati liujau dal-glr.’'

Fort, my brother, Nal Rdjd-of reason-by thou do-not become sad.'

Su bliarak-bharak Nal asu darai roy kille-su ys kahai.

Thus, in-agitation Nal tears sheds crying fort-to thus says.

TV

Rani-u rowai, Raja-u rowai, ja-kau garbu path*ra-kau gab*bharyau.

Rani-too weeps, Rajd-too weeps, whose foi't stone-of melted.

‘Suni, Raja, men bat. Ja din tai-ne h§ ban'wayau, tai-ne

* Hear, Rdjd, my word. What day thee-by I was-caused-to-be-built, thee-by;

chS na banay-daye mere dou hat. Ja din, Raja, karigar

why not were-made my two hands. What day. King, masons

bul'waye, auru Sche niche tai-ne burj cbinaye ; khodi

icere-summoned, and high low thee-by toioers were-carved-out ; having-dug

nib meri dhari-dai aiiri
;

jab, Raja, tai-ne ply na

foundations my were-placed deep; then, King, thee-by feet not

ban*waye, detau ply banay. Sang

were-caused-to-be-made, (thou-)shouldst-have-given feet having-made. With

tihare cbal*tau, Raja, adhi bipita letau

of-thee (
I-)would-have-icalked, King, half the-misfortune (I-)would-have-taken

batay. So kaisi kar§, hira Nar'bar-ware, merau dharu

having-shared. So how am-I-to-do, jewel Nar'bar-of, my body

Basnk-nS gahi-layau.’

Bdsuk-by is-firmlyheld.’
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FREE TRANSLATION OF THE FOREGOING.

1. The gold and silver palaces o£ King Nala all were turned to brass. There were
store-houses (pits) on this side and that, but not a handful of grain was left. All his

substance was reduced to charcoal, earth, and ashes. His chains of gold, they too

changed into brass, and brass itself to iron. The Queen thus counsels the King
:

* Forsake, my lord, thy attachment to the city.’ Bound for the journey both the King
and Queen stand at the threshold.

2. Queen Bamayantl who had slept at ease throughout the four months of the

rainy season, is now weighed down with anxiety thinking of the journey. She counts

her jewels. She gives the parting embrace to each pillar of her home, she weeps as if

her very heart would break. King Nala arranges his arrows. He closes his crystal

palaces, does King Nala, and locks the store-houses. Saluting the fort King Nala takes

up his scimitar Jwala-mukhi, and hangs the crimson bow over his shoulders, while in

his waistband he put his counters and his dice.
1

3. The King and the Queen then issue forth to the gate. With humble steps the

King goes round the fort and addresses it as follows :
‘ Stand firm, for ever, ye moat and

walls, although we must part. Listen, O Fort, the time has come that we must bid fare-

well, for the Fates have ordained that we must be separated. Seated here in thee I held

sway over fifty-two other forts, but henceforth must I seek my bread elsewhere. I will

return if life last ; if not, death will have summoned me. But, O dear brother Fort, feel

not thou care on my account.’ Nala shed hot tears while he thus addressed the

fort.

4. The King weeps and weeps the Queen ;
and the heart of the stony fort melts.

‘ Listen to me, O King, when thou didst build me, why didst not thou construct for me a

pair of hands. Thou didst collect the builders and they made the towers high and low,

and laid the foundations deep ; but why didst not thou shape a pair of feet for me. Had
I feet I would go with ye and share half your troubles. Alas 1 I am helpless, held fast,

O jewel of Narbar, as I am in the grasp of Basuki.1 ’

' the Mug as it is rooted in the earth.
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BRAJ BHAKH& OF AGRA.

Pour principal dialects have been reported as spoken in the district of Agra. The

town of Agra, the head-quarters of the district, was for many years the capital of the

Mughul emperors, hence we have here, and in the country immediately surrounding it,

Urdu. In the south of the district, on the bank of the Chambal, the language is the

Bhadauri form of Bundeli. The rest of the district is divided into two nearly equal

parts by a line running approximately north and south. To the west of this line, in

the country touching the district of Muttra and the State of Bhartpur, the local officials

report the dialect to be Braj Bhakha : to its east, in the country bounded by Aligarh,

Etah, and Mainpuri, they call the dialect simply ‘ Glw-warl ’ or * Khari Boli.’ As will

be seen from the specimens, both of these are Braj Bhakha,—the western dialect agreeing

with that of Muttra, and the eastern closely resembling that of Aligarh.

The following are the language figures for the district of Agra :

—

Urdu .

Braj Bhakha, West of District .... 330,000

„ „ East of District 217,000

Bhadauri

Other languages

1,003,796

These figures are based on the census of 1891.

As a specimen of the form of Braj Bhakha spoken on the west of the district, I give

the first few lines of the Parable of the Prodigal Son. It will be seen that it is quite the

same as the dialect of Muttra.

200.000

547.000

250.000

6,796

2 1-2
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INDO-ARYAN FAMILY. Central Group

WESTERN HINDI.

Braj Bhakha. (West of District Agra.)

ft ijct % I WR-H ^ H ^tWT

I cR ^T-W wffe ff?lt I

ffw ftrr win ht wft-w fft fn-w i *rf?

wr-w i H5 f^RAit ^wl wr fn-ir

Wl I T? ftH WR<ft I ?R WT fH-% wi

wtt i n-w ^rw %ctff4f Rn5R-w n

TRANSLITERATION AND TRANSLATION.

Eku adiml-kaT do put he. Un-ruaT-se lauhare-nai bap-tl

A man-to two sons were. Them-in-from the-younger-by father-to

kahi kai, ‘ai kaka, mere bst-kau malu moi dai-dai.’ Tab

it-was-saul that, ‘ 0 father, my share-of property to-me give.’ Then

ba-nai malu bini-k5 blti diyau. Kachbuk din bitai

him-by fortune them-to having-divided was-given. Some days on-passing

lauh“rau ckhaura sabu ikatthau kari-kai duri des-ku chalyau-gayau.

the-younger son all together made-having distant land-to ivent-away.

Maha ba-nai ap“nau malu kusahg-mai urayau. Jab sabu

There him-by his-own property evil-company-in tvas-wasted-away. When all

nib*tai-chukyau ba des-maT akalu paryau. Buh garibu bon

completely-was-finished that country-in famine fell. He poor to-be

lagyau. Tab ba dfis-ke eku bars adimi-ke jaha jai

began. Then that cotmtry-of a great man.of here having-gone

lagyau. Ba-ne ba-ku ap*ne khetan‘-mai sugar charaibe-kB

he-attached-himself. Him-by him-as-for his-own Jields-in swine feeding-for

bhejyau

.

it-was-sent.



The Braj Bhakha spoken in the eastof Agra is almost the same as that of Aligarh.

It has all the peculiarities of the dialect of the latter district, including the typical

pronoun of the third person gu or gum.

The only important local peculiarity (which also exists to a less extent elsewhere in

the Braj Bhakha tract) is the tendency to drop the y in the past participle. Thus, chalau

instead of chalyau. In the specimen we may also notice the following :

—

An instrumental singular in ani, as bhukhani, by hunger, and an oblique plural in

enu, as in kamerenu-ku, to servants. Note also the frequent use of contractions observed

also in other forms of Braj, Kanauji, and Bundeli. Such are khdtai, for kkdt-ai, are

eating; detd, for det-o, he was giving
;
and ruattu, for marat-S, I am dying.

The specimen consists of the first few lines of the Parable of the Prodigal Son.
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INDO-ARYAN FAMILY. Central Group.

WESTERN HINDI.

Braj BhAkhA. (East of District Agra.)

ft %ZT % I HUH WTW-H *fift # HT

Ht-*" I cR 53T-H HT<g gftr-4 qffe ^rt I

ft% fipl ftt #Twl fffT HT HHfe-lff fft ^ Jiff | HST

^T-ir ^TWt imj w HH-H ^ft I ^5R HT fiRJR =g*#l RT

^t-h wft qft i «r qftr ft5i ^nn ?r ri t%

HR HR! 1 RT-H RT-R HUH Rrig-H W»R %frt-R Rifft |

RT-^t H^ft fwf ft H ftf^RR-H f%R? ^5R RTH Hqwt h€
^T-% HR H RT-H wllf ^<Tt I ?R ftH H NTf-f 5f»ft # JR

WRRf Wtci-H 4W-ft ftft T fk H WRfiT II

TRANSLITERATION AND TRANSLATION.

Ek adimi-kai do beta he. Chhote beta-ne ap*ne bap-te

A man-to two sons were. The-youngrr son-by his-own father-to

kahi kai, ‘ are kakku, mere bSt-kau malu mo-kS dai-dai.’ Tab
it-was-said that, ‘ O father, my share-of property me-to give.’ Then

gwa-ng main guni-kn blti dayau. Thore din picblie

hitn-by property them-to having-divided was-given. A-few days after

chhotau maura sabu samaiti-kai diiri des-k8 chalau-gayau.

the-younger son all collected-having a-distant coimtry-to went-away.

Maha gwa-ne ap“nau malu khote sang-mai uray-dayau. Jab

There him-by his-own property evil company-in tcas-squandered. When

sabu nib*tai-chukau gwa des-mai barau akalu parau. Jab

all was-finished-completely that country-in a-great famine fell. When

garib hon lagau, tab gwa des-ke 6k bar6 adimi-kai jsi

poor to-be he-began, then that country-of a great man-to going

lagau. Gwa-n5 gwa-kS ap“ne khetanu-mai sugar gheribe-kn

he-attached-himself. Him-by him-as-for his-own fields-in swine tending-for

khadyau. Gwa-ki majji jili hi kai, * guni chholikan-te jinhai sugar

it-was-sent. Him-of desire this was that, ‘ those husks-with which swine
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khatai ap“nau petu bharu ; ’ ja-ke-marai kai kou gwa-kfi

eating-are my-oum belly 1-may-fill ; ’ this-of-on-account that anybody him-to

nahl detau. Tab hos-mai ai-kai kahi kai, ‘ mere bap-kaT

not giving-was. Then senses-in come-having it-was-said that, ‘my father-to

bliaut-se kamerenu-k3 bhaut-si roti baT, auru mai bhukhani
many-very tearhers-to many-very loaves are, and I from-hunger

mattn.

dying-am.
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BRAJ EHAKHA OF DHOLPUR.

To the south of the district of Agra, and, on the east, separated from Gwalior by
the river Chambal, lies the State of Dholpur. Here the language is good Braj Bhahha.
The only local peculiarities which I have noticed are the tendency to emit the letter yin the past tenses of verbs (thus, parau instead of paryau, he fell), and the occasional
use of^the termination ani instead of an for the instrumental singular (e.g. bkskkani,
for bhukhan, by hunger). Both of these irregularities also occur in Eastern Agra.

We may also note the word bha, for icaha, there.

The number of speakers of Braj Bli&kha in Dholpur is estimated to be 262,335.
A very short specimen of the dialect will suffice.
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INDO-ARYAN FAMILY. Central Group.

WESTERN HINDI.

Bkaj Bhakha. (Dholpur State.)

% HtgT % I TTC-N wft TR
it AT TO W I WT It I Ht-qrf | TO-% TPI-

I" TT-^f Tffe ^ I
Wtir fgRfrtTl

qrfr i wr ^tt It f^FT-tf »fttqvRH-tf h*tt|

^ I m Hlft ^(-d qft I (ft

ipgfH Hiw ii

TRANSLITERATION AND TRANSLATION.

Ek ad“mi-kai do mora lie. TJn-mai-te chhote

A-certain man-to two sons were. Them-infrom the-younger

mora-nai bap-te kahi. ' bap, jo tere pas dhan hai,

son-by father-to it-was-said, ‘father, what of-thee near wealth is.

ta-mai-te mere bat-kau baithai t6 md-kau dai-dai.’ Tau wa-ke

that-m-from my share-of sits that me-to give.’ Then his

bap-nai wa-kaS bati dayau. Thore din pachhai chhotau

Jather-by him-io dividing was-given. A-few days after the-younger

mora sab*rau dhan ik“sutau kari par-des-kau chalan-gayau.

son all wealth together having-made foreign-country-to went-away.

BhS jai-kai kacbhu dinan-mai khote karman-mai sag*rau dhan

There gone-having some days-in bad deeds-in entire wealth

lutai-dayau. Tab wa des-mai
.

barau-bhari akal parau.

was-squandered-away . Then that country-in a-mighty famine fell.

Ab tau bhnkhani inaran lagau.

Now verily by-hunger to-die he-began.

VOL. IX, PART t. 2 r
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JADOBAfT.

The State of Karauli consists partly of plains country, and partly, on the north,

south, and east, of broken hill country, known as the Dang. In the Dang we find a
number of broken dialects, mixtures of Braj Bhakha and Jaipur! which will he discussed

later on (vide pp. 329 ff.). The plains country is inhabited mainly by Rajputs of

the Tadava or Jado tribe. This tribe also extends across the Chambal into the Gwalior
State, where it occupies the district of Sabalgarh, and the north of the district of

Shiopur. Over the whole of the tract in which these Tadavas dwell, the local dialect is

known as Jaddbatl. This is good Braj Bhakha, purer even than in Dholpur immediately
to its north, for it preserves the y in the past tense. A few lines of the Parable will

make this clear.

The only local peculiarities which we may notice are the following :

—

'The word lahurau, younger, is contracted to lhaurau, which is also common in the
Dangs, and in Jaipur!. Shethdni (literally, in that place) is used to mean * there.’ This
too occurs in the Dangs, where we have also bhya and mha in the same meaning.

The number of speakers of this Jaddbati form of Braj is reported to be as follows :
-

Total . 140,000
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INDO-ARYAN FAMILY. Central Group.

WESTERN HINDI.

Braj Bhakha (JadobatI). (States. Karauli and Gwalior.)

=RT3i HIST % I gv#t TH

Hmf-H-H ^0(Ht 1 "ft* TT-H HTHT *rfe-

^ i *rk ffa ^rt htst fsi^iT-

iRt ^fr ifeT^t HTHT <TgTO II

TRANSLITERATION and translation.

Kau ad*mi-ks do mSra he. Win-ml-tl lkaure-n? ap*n6

A-certain man-to two sons were. Tliem-in-from the-younger-by his-own

bap-t! kalil, ‘bap, m5-k§ saml-ml-tg ap*tto bat

father-to it-was-said, ‘father ,
me-to property-in-from your-own share

dai-ohukau.’ Aur wa-n§ win-kS ap*ni sama blt-dai. Aur

give-completely And him-by tliem-to his-own property was-divided. And

baut dinan-ke pichke lhaurau mSra sab jori-kl dur par-des-ml

many days-of after the-younger son all collected-having far foreign-country-in

nikar-gayo, aur bhltfiani sag*ri sama uray-dai.

departed and there entire property was-wasted.



SIKARWSrT.

North of the tract in the State of Gwalior in which Jadobati is spoken, and opposite
the State of Dholpur, from which it is separated by the river Chambal, lies the Gwalior
District of Sikarwar, which is the country of the Sikarwar Rajputs. Here also a form
of^Braj 'Bhakha is found, which is known as Sikarwari. It is not nearly so pure as the
Jadobati to its south or the Braj Bhakha to its west. Immediately to its east, in the
rest of the Gwalior State the dialect is Bundeli, mainly the Bhadaurl variety. Hence
Sikarwar! is much mixed with Bundeli. Jadobati has been preserved from contamina-
tion by that dialect owing to the traditions of the tribe which speaks it, whose history
centres round Muttra. Sikarwar! has had nothing of the sort to preserve it. It is

reported to be spoken by 127,000 people. As a specimen I give a portion of the Parable
of the Prodigall Son. The following are the local peculiarities. It will be recognised
that they are nearly all due to the neighbouring Bundeli.

The termination o is everywhere preferred to cm, and the termination of the past
participle is o, not yau. Thus, chuko, he finished

;
paid, he fell. There is the Bhadauri

love for contraction, as in chatt for charat, grazing; matt for marat, dying. As in
Bhadauri, vowels are apt to change, as in keh for kahi, having said. So, also, there is a
negative verb substantive, as in nanS, I am not. The past tense of the verb substantive
is hato or ho, as in Bundeli. The conjunctive participle is hai-ke, not hwai-kai.

Note also the word for ‘ tiiere.’ It is bhSthonl or that. Compare Jadobati bhSthdni,
and the Dang! bhya and mha.

The word for ‘I’ is hu. This is here used not only for the nominative, but also for
the oblique singular, as in hS-ne, by me, and hS-kd, to me. In standard Hindustani, the
reverse has taken place, for in it mat, I, is by origin an oblique form.



INDO-ARYAN FAMILY. Central Group.

WESTERN HINDI.

BRAJ BhAKHA (SlKARWARl). (GWALIOR STATE.)

kfH <k HTfT ^ I TOIT-H TTq-H Wt TR
kk TO HIT I 3?k TOH siq^t Wpfk k*T-if I

wfh <?fk Htfr HR^r irk-TO-k %h-^t w-kk ark

HSfift TOk *TT^ Trf?3TfT-H TfTST-^k | 3lk sTT HHk ^fT^T-

iwt HSTHt Tft qft 3^r ft Hjft-H %-Hk I 3?k TT %W^\

wt-% H3T HT*H-H fwT I TT-% ^arfkt? TOT% 3TTO kct-H

TO-^k i ^ik h tt-h hTtt-h k i^rkgf ^fi-ft sunk to h# i

TOT TT-# qjf-k nt Htk aik #-H TiTOTOt TO TUT-# STfcT-t

’TO fkt IfTcT-^ 3?k WWT?I kci-¥ ^fk IT TOTO HH-Tf 1 w
3TTO ^TTOfi fSH ^TtkPTT ^k ^fiTTk l>-% TUT-^ft-^ft TOff-3i TO “MG

krai srk to hitot kik ark toi kk kfT qnr?n?k-k hth i

f-=k 3TTO TTifk I 3lk 3Tft %-^ ^ITO TT^ fjiT-k^ II

TRANSLITERATION AND TRANSLATION.

Kisu mans-ke do mora hate. Bin-me-se luVre bhaiya-ne

A-certain man-of two sons were. Them-in-from the-younger brother-by

bap-se kahi, ‘ bap, mero bat moi de-ghal.’ Aur ba-ne

fatlier-to it-was-said, ‘father, my share to-me give.’ And him-by

ap“ni jagir bin-mi bat dai. Aur bahut dinan bad

his-own estate them-in dividing was-given. And many days after

luh“ro mora sag-ko bhelo kar-ke dur-ke des-ko

the-younger son all-to together made-having a-far-of comtry-to

chal-diyo, aur bhlthoni sag*ro mal wahiyat-me

took-his-jowney, and there all property riotous-living-in

uray-dayo. Aur jab sag*ro mal uray-chuk6 bhethoni baro

was-squandered. And when all property had-been-wasted there a-greal

akal pare. Aur bo, tahgl-mi hai-gayo; aur ba des-ki

famine fell. And he difficulty-in became ; and that comtry-of
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baati-ke ek mans-se mild. Aur ba-ne bis-ko suariya cbarane

village-of one man-to he-joined. And him-by him-to swine to-feed

ap*ne kbet-ml pathai-dayo. Aur bhaT ba-ne motha-se jo suariya

his-own field-in it-was-sent. And there he husks-ioith which swine

chatt-hl ap*nd pet bharyo. Jab ba-ke mur-ml lag!

eating-were his-oum belly was-filled. When his head-in it-was-applied

tau socho aur ji-mi

then he-thought and heart-in

mahin-dar khub rot! khat-kaT,

servants ' much bread eating-are,

matt-hS. Hu ap‘ne bap-ke

dying-am. 1 my-own father-of

Eam"jl-ki marji-ke gair kam
Ood-of will-of against work

aur ab tero mora kak*lay*be-ke

and now thy son being-called-of

mahindaran-mS rakh-le.” * Aur
servants-among keep." ’ And

dbing-ko chalo.

near he-went.

keb-utho, ‘ mere bap-ke bahut-se

he-said, ‘ my father-of many-very

aur bachay-let-kai

;

aur h0 bhukhan
and saving-are

;

and I of-hunger

dhibg jaSgo aur kabdgo, “ h3-ne

near will-go and will-say

,

“me-by

kiyo, aur tere sam*ne kiyo;

was-done, and thy in-presence was-done

;

layak nanl. Hn-ko ap^ne

worthy I-am-not. Me-to your-own

• thard-hai-ke ap"ne bap-ke
' arisen-having his-oum father-of



BRAd BHAKHA OF ETAH.

The District of Etah lies between Aligarh, in which the dialect is Braj Bhakha,

and Farukhabad, where Kanauji is spoken. The Etah dialect is nearly pure Braj

Bhakha. It does not show any of the peculiarities of Aligarh, hut agrees much more

closely with the standard of Muttra. The only local peculiarity is the preference of the

termination 6, instead of the Braj Bhakha au. Also y is dropped in the past participle,

so that we have forms like ohald instead of chalyau, he uent. These are Kanauji

peculiarities, and are to he expected from the geographical position of the country in

which they are found. We may also note the Braj Bhakha change of to to m, as in

jams, they may take away, and the usual tendency to contraction, as in pSehb, for

pahucho, he arrived ; lea, for kaha, there ; and ba, for baha or wahS, there. Note also

the contraction thdkus-sd, for' thdkur-sdhib, in which we have the common elision of r

before another consonant with doubling of the latter. The contraction ad for sahib, is

found in widely distant parts of India, e g. both in Kashmiri and in Bihari. Note

also the Braj Bhakha spelling hat for hath, a hand.

The specimen of the Etah dialect is a folk-tale illustrating the stupidity of the men
of the Kori, or Hindu weaver, caste. In Indian folklore weavers, whether Hindus or

Husalmans, occupy the place of the fool of European story. In the present tale, a

Kori is taken on forced labour by his Thakur landlord, and exhibits the usual desperate

silliness of his tribe.
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INDO-ARYAN FAMILY. Central Group.

WESTERN HINDI.

Braj Bhakha. (District, Etah.)

Hf 3TfR5 ft I RTR RRi tnTTH RRift fk RRRt

RffHT-H HR RTR f*i«ui-Rr HRRt ^HTTT-^ HHt I HR ftfTRT-^t

HHlft-R Rift fk R5T HR STfH *|Ht ff HR HRlf HT ?jf

HTR-<ftH I ftftRT ST^iH-Ri HR RH-HRT I HR STfR +}H4.K-H WfHT

Rft ftfkTRfi^ HRRt ^fsRI RHTR-Rft fk HHK-RHT fRi HTR WtfT

R H-HTH | Rift TTH HR ftftRT HTT-RHl I RfgRT fk H-RR |

RtHTR RT-H RWT Ht RffRT R Rif I HRTH RT-Ri HiftRI-H HT HHT

ST$H HtRH-f Rlfft Hk Rift fRi ft 3TfH-HT H^R-T|R?|R ft ft-R

% I TTfH R5T <JH H-RR-ft | % ^fR STRpH Hfe-H |^R-H HTH
I

ftftRT fRR-% HR HfR-HHt I TTR-H RRi RfRRT qft | STgfH-R

ftftRT-f HURt HTRTT RTT¥-^I HtT Rift f% HT HR RHk-HT
I HR

ftff-RtW Rfft HTRTT fHRTH-H-H fHHik-RTt I RTtffRT-H Rift ft

STfH-HT HT-H-H fHRt fHRifT-RTt fk WlRiHt Ht-R kf-RRt I 3TfH-

R Rift 1% Rif fRft-RTt I HR RT flfRRTR Rf^RT-H fHRTR HRi-H

RHIRt fRi RT fRTt-% I fRRTR-^ RR-RRt I HT-R ?,TfR T|R f% |

ftfTRT-R RTH HtfT-Ri Rift fRi H% 3TfH HRlT-RRHlf HT TR nfft-% I



[No. 12]

INDO-ARYAN FAMILY. Central Group.

Beaj Bhakha. (Disteict, Etah.)

TRANSLITERATION AND TRANSLATION.

Eku thakuru ho. Ba-nl ek koriya-kn begar-mg pak“ro,

A Thdkar was. Bim-by a Kori-to forced-labour-in it-was-seized,

aur ap“ni ghuriya-ke sang bai libai-kg ap“ni susTrar-ktl

and his-oum mare-of with him taken-having his-own father-in-law's-house-to

chald. Tab koriya-ki maitari-ng kahl ki, ‘ beta, jab

he-went. Then the-Kbri-of mother-by it-ims-said that, ‘son, when

thakuru khusi hS, tab arhai ser rui mag-liye.’

the-Thdkur pleased may-be (plur.), then two-and-a-half seers cotton ask-for.’

Koiiya thakuru-ke sang chal-bhayo. Jab thakuru

The-Kwl the-Thdkur-of with departed. When the-Thdkur

sus“rar-m! bliitar gao. koriya-ku ap"ni ghuriya thamay-gao,

fathei'-in-law 8-house-in inside went. the-Kbri-to his-own mare he-entrusted.

aur jatai-gao ki, ‘ jai chotta na la-jam!.’ Adhi rat

and warned(-him) that, ‘ this thieves not let-take-away.’ Half night

bhayl koriya sOi-gao. Ghuriya chor lai-gaye. Dhautayg

on-becoming the-Kori to-sleep-went. The-mare thieves took-away. At-dawn

bii-nl dekko, to ghuriya na pal Lagam lai-k!

him-by it-was-seen, verily mare not was-found. The-bridle taken-having

atariya-me ja jaggai thakuru sowat-he pScho,

the-upper-chamber-in what place the-fhakur sleeping-was (plur.)
I he-arrived.

aur kahi ki, * 6 thakus-sa, at“lan-khiui
akhun to mo-pai hai

;

and it-was-said that, ‘ 0 Thdkur-Sir, atlanrkhunkliun verily me-with is ;

hun*hun ka turn lai-gaye-ho ? ’ Je suni thakuru

hunhun (interrogative) you took-away ?' These having-heard the-Thdkur

uthi-kE dhur*be-kS bhajg. Koriya bin-kg sang lagi-lad.

arisen-having searching-for ran (plur.). The-Kori him-of with accompanied.

Rah-ml ek nadiya pari. Thakuru-ng koriya-ku ap*ni tar“bar

The-road-in a river fell. The-Thdkur-by the-Kbri-to his-own sword

gahai-dai, aur kahi ' ki, ‘mere sang utari-a.’ Jab

was-handed-over, and it-was-said that, ‘ me-of with across-come.’ When

bichS-bich pQcho tar'bar miyan-ml-tg nikari-pari.

middle-middle he-arrived the-sword the-scabbard-in-from out-fell.

vot. ix, part i. 2 R
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* 6 thakus-sa, ja-me-su midgl nikari-parl,

The-Kdri-by it-was-said, ’ 0 Thdkw-Sir, this-in-from the-kernel out-fell,

aur chok'lo mo-pai raki-ga

and the-shell me-with remained.’

giri-pari ?
’

did-it-falir

batayo

it-was-shown

Thakuru-nf

The-Thdkur-by

Tab ba koriya-nfi nadiya-me miyan

it-was-said that, ‘ where

phlk-kl

the-river-in the-scabbard thrown-having

Miyan-hu

The-scabbard-also

Koriya-ni

bak-gao.

fioated-away.

jori-kg

Then that Korl-by

ki, * ba giro-hai.’

that, ' there it-fallen-is.’

Ja-pai thakuru khub base.

This-on the-Thdkur much laughed. The-Kdri-by- hands folded-having

kabl ki, ‘ bhale, thakuru, amma-ni arhai ser rui

it-was-said that, ‘good, Thakur, mammy-by two-and-a-half seers cotton

mtgi-hai.’

asked-for-is.’

FREE TRANSLATION OF THE FOREGOING.

There was a Tkakur. He caught a Kori for forced labour, and taking him with bis

mare departed to his wife’s home. Then the mother of the Kori said, * O son, when the

Thakur is in a good humour, ask for 2J seers of cotton.’ The Kori departed with the

Thakur. When the Thakur went inside his wife’s house, he entrusted his mare to the
Kori and warned him to take care that it was not taken away by thieves. At midnight
the Kori slept, and some thieves took away the mare. At morning when the mare could

not be found, the Kori, taking the bridle, went to the upper-room where the Thakur was
sleeping and said, ‘ O Thakur Sahib, Atlan Khunkhun' is with me, have you taken away
Hunhun ? ’ Hearing this the Thakur got up and ran to search for the mare. The Kori
went with Mm. On the way they came to a stream. The Thakur handed over his sword
to the Kori and ordered him to cross over with him. When they had just reached the
middle of the stream the sword fell out from its scabbard. Said the Kori, ‘ O Thakur
Sahib, the kernel' has fallen out and only the shell has remained with me.’ The Thakur
asked where it had fallen out. Then the Kori threw the sheath into the stream and
pointed out, « there is where it has fallen.’ The scabbard also flowed away. On this the
Thakur laughed heartily. Then the Kori folding his hands said, ‘ Good Thakur, my
mammy has asked for seers of cotton.’

*

1 Atlan Khtmkm is meant to represent the jingling sound o£ the bridle, and Hunhun, the neighing of the mare.
5 The Thakur, of course, laughed at the stupidity of the Kdrii but the Utter thought he was pleased with him, and

lienee put in his petition for the cotton.
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BRAJ BHAKHA OF MAINPURI.

Immediately to tlie south of Etah lies the District of Mainpuri. The following-

specimen from that locality shows that the dialect is just the same as that of Etah.

There is the same tendency to use the Kanauji termination o instead of au, and to omit

the y of the past participle. The specimen consists of the first few lines of the Parable

of the Prodigal Son. There are several examples of the elision of r with doubling of tiie

following consonant. Thus, kliachchu for kharchu, expenditure
; kad-dad for kar-dad, he

made ; mann for maran, to die : and mattu for maratu, dying.

This form of Braj Bhakha is spoken over the whole of the district except in the

extreme south-west, on the hanks of the Jamna, where we find about 8,000 people em-
ploying the Bhadauri form of Bundell.
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Braj Bhakha. (District, MainpcrI.)

ft ^>T % I TW-W-W ft£-3 «TDI-H Wifi WTO ft ft

^*nd ffwiT fwwnf ht fH f fr i ?to wt-w <3w-ft htoj fffe <^1 i

Wfdi ffw mI$ ’HfeWiT-W WW ?!Wt-Stft «nit <|T-Wf tjfwWi-

ft wft WWt wfa WTO WT-W TOTOt HF( gft WTHW-ir TO'W Wi^ft I

TOtT TO-ft WT-ft TOTt HTg wfe *rft HW-ft ’fWT TOiT^ RTt I TOtT

TO-ff TO TOt WW-ft WT qffWf-% W%

wft I TO WT-*t WT-ft %TO-W WTO WTTTO-ft TOTOT I

TOtT TO Wlfg-f-ft ff WTO-fi WW *3% aj^TO-W TOWt TO WT wrnMn fwi

wro frf w^> fg writ ft i toIt to WT-ft wfwiff frorTW to! wt-w

writ faff TO-# WTOTO! f%TO Wfcl-W WTOW-ft ftst ft wk W

TOTO TOT-#T II

TRANSLITERATION AND TRANSLATION.

Eku-ke do larika he. TJn-me-s6 chhote-ne bap-se

One-of two sons were. Them-in-from the-younger-by the-father-to

kahi, ‘ bap ho, jo hamaro hissa nikarai, so hamai

il-was-said. ‘father 0, what my share may-come-out, that to-rne

de-deu.’ Tab wa-ne un-ko malu bati-dao. Kackhu din

give-away.' Then him-by them-to property was-divided. Some days

pichhe chhote larika-ne sab malu ik-thoro karo, aur

afterwords the-younger son-by all property in-one-place was-made. and

dur-ke mulik-ko chalo-gayo, aur huan wa-ne ap*no malu

distance-of comtry-to he-wenl-away
,

and there him-by his-own property

burl batan-m6 kacbchu kad-dao. Aur jab-hi wa-ko sab*ro

evil affairs-i/n expenditure was-made. And when-even his nil

malu uthi-gao, tab-lil hua akalu paro. Aur jab-hT

property was-squanuered, then-even there a-famine fell. And when-even

wall bhnkhan maun lago, tab-lu eku wa mulik-ke bare ad*mi-ke

he by-hunger to-die began, then-even one tlfat country-of a-great man-of
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dhing gao. Tab wa-ne wa-kd ap*ne khetan-mg suar charaibe-ko

near he-went. Then himrhy him-to his-own fields-in swine feeding-for

pathao. Aur wah ch3hatu-i-ho ki suar-ke bache-khuche

it-was-sent. And he wishmg-eoen-was that the-swme-of superfluous

chhuk‘lan-se ap*no pet bharai, kahe-so ki way
husks-by his-own . belly he-may-fill, tohy-flrom(i.e. because) that to-him

koi kachhu detu-nahl-bo. Aur jab wa-ki akili tbikane

anyone anything giving-not-was. And when him-of sense in-correctness

ai, wa-ne kahi ki, ‘ mere-I bap-ke hian baliut-se

came, him-by it-was-said that, ‘my-even ' father-of • near many-very

majuran-ko roti hi, aur maT bhukhan mattu-h5.’

servants-to bread teas, and I by-hunger dying-am.’



BRAJ BHAKHA OF BAREILLY.

North of Budaun lies the district of Bareilly with the district of Pilihhit to its east

and the State of Kampur to its west. The dialect of the former is Kanauji (with an

admixture of Braj Bhakha), and of the latter Hindostani.

The dialect spoken in Bareilly is good Braj Bhakha. The only local peculiarities

which I have noticed are the use of 6 instead of att as the termination of strong adjectives,

and the form bau or bahu for ‘ he.’ The verbs denau, to give, and lenau, to take, make
their past participles dated, and laved, after the Kanauji fashion, instead of diyau or dayau-

We may also note that owing to the fact that Bareilly was long under Musalman
domination there is a greater use of Arabic and Persian words than in the Braj Bhakha

tract proper.

The population of Bareilly was 1,040,691 in 1891. The languages spoken were-

(taking corrected figures) divided as follows :

—

Braj Bhakha (wrongly returned as Rohilkhandi) 857,213

Urdu 180,000

Other languages 3,478

Tout. . 1,040,691

The Urdu is spoken principally by Musalmans, by Kayasths, and in the towns.
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*** ^T-% % I % TTT-t w£\

^ TTT HM-H oft HTT Hfe % Tt WIN 1 HN NTT-W ^W WTW

I Wtf f^W Wit WfTt ^TfTIT WW HR WNlft

^Rt-WWt I wk |wi WN OTT 4114 Id-W TfTN-NWt 1

** ^rff% Tit wk tw trr-w qft wir wgt wl ft

•*wr ^st fk 5*fr 11:-% fw-it tr wnrwrw wT^wt-% nt wrr ii

TRANSLITERATION AND TRANSLATION;

Ek jaug-ke dui laura he. Un-mg-se lahure-ne bap-se
0v£ man-of two sons were. Them-in-from the-younger-by the-father-to

kakl ki, ‘e bap, „ mal-mg jo mera bat hai bau moy
it-was-said that, * 0 father, property-in what my share is that to-me

dai-dew.’, Tab bap-ne usai mal bit dawo.
give-away. Then the-father-by him-to property having-divided was-given.

There din pachhe lakuro lar*ka sab mal ekattho kar-ke
A-few days after the-younger son all property in-one-place made-having

par-des-ko chalo-gawo. Aur hOa sab rup*ya baiyat-ml uray-dawo.
foretgn-land-to went-away. And there all rupees dissipation was-squandered.
Jab us-ke dhihg kachhu nlhi raho, aur us des-mg baro
When him-of near anything not remained, and that country-in great
akkal pare, tau bau nango bhSkho aur dukhi hui-ke us
famine fell, then he naked hungry and distressed become-having that

d£s-ke ek bhag*man ad*ml-ke ghar gawo.
country-of one fortunate man-of house{-to) he-went.



BRAJ BHAKHA MERGING INTO HINDOSTANT.

' The dialect of the districts of Bulandshahr and Budaun is on the whole good Braj

Bhakha, but in both localities it is much mixed with the Hindostani of the upper Doab

and of western Bohilkhand. In Bareilly, to the north of Budaun, this mixture is not

apparent, although Bareilly and Budaun both show traces of the influence of the Kanauji

spoken to their east. We thus see that Budaun is infected from both directions. The

Kanauji infection consists in the use of o instead of yau as the termination of past parti,

ciples, as in chalo instead of chalyau.

In the Naini Tal Tarai there is spoken a mongrel mixture of Braj Bhakha, Hindus-

tani and Kanauji. We thus get the following figures for the districts in which Braj

Bhakha merges into Hindostani :

—

Bulandshahr 941,000

Budaun .... 826,500

199,521Saini Tal
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BRAJ BHAKHA OF BULANDSHAHR.

Bulandshahr is the most northern district of the Doab in which Braj Bhakha is-

spoken. Beyond it lies Meerut, of which the language is ordinary Vernacular H indostani.

The Braj Bhakha of Bulandshahr does not .vary much from that of Muttra. The main
difference is the preference for the termination 6, instead of the cm which is so charac-

teristic of the standard form of the dialect. Even this is probably only a question of

spelling and not of pronunciation, for in Muttra, where the cm-sound undoubtedly exists,

it is as often as not represented by 0, in writing.

Bulandshahr is separated from Muttra by Aligarh, but we do not find the pronoun
of the third person, gu, which is so prominent in the latter district.

On the other hand, we sometimes meet with a few instances of borrowing from the

Hindostani of Meerut,—usually the employment of the termination a instead of p or au.

Thus, liamdrd for hamdro. These borrowings, as might be expected, occur in the north

of the district on the Meerut border.

The Hindostani of Meerut is called by those natives of India who live to its east

Pachhdrt, i.e. the language of the west. The original rough list of the languages of

Bulandshahr showed 939,000 people as speaking Pachhari, and 2,000 as speaking Braj

Bhakha. The local authorities evidently meant that there 939,000 people used alanguage
differing from Braj Bhakha. The difference consists, as explained above, in the occasional

use of Pachhari expressions. The basis of the whole is, however, undoubtedly Braj
Bhakha, so that we are justified in putting the number of speakers of that dialect in
Bulandshahr as 941,000, it being remembered that about 2,000, in the south of the
district, speak it more purely than elsewhere. This will be evident from the following

specimen which consists of the first few lines of the Parable of the Prodigal Son
The following are the main peculiarities of the Bulandshahr Braj Bhakha. The

sign of the accusative dative is ho, and not ku. The accusative plurals of the first two
personal pronouns are hams and tumhi, and their genitive plurals are hamdrd and tumhard.
The nominative singular of the pronoun of the third person is wo or wd. The past tense
of the auxiliary verb is ho, not hau, and its masculine plural is he or hai. Finite verbs
form their present and imperfect tense with a form in e, instead of atn. Thus, ham rahe
hai, I am living ; suar chare-ice, the pigs were grazing

;
pet bhare-he, he was filling his

belly. So, hot de-mi, no one was giving. This peculiarity, and also tbe forms hams,
etc. are also found in Meerut.
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ft % i Brit btb wrrr fwr tb
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TRANSLITERATION AND TRANSLATION.

Braj Bhakha. (District, Btjlandshahr.Y

Ek ad“mi-ke tlo lafke hai. Chhote-ne kahi, ‘ b&pu,

One man-of two sons were. The-younger-by it-was-said, 'father

hamara hissa haml de-ae.’ Us-ne ap*na hissa wa-ko bit

my share to-me give.’ Hirn-by his-own share hini-to dividing

deo. Chhoto tliore-hi din-mS ap*no mal
was-given. The-younger a-few-very days-in his-own property

jama par-des-ko le-ke chalo-gayo. Wahl sab

(having-)eollected a-foreign-country-to taken-having went-away. There all

lugar*paiie-ml bar*bad karyo. Jab sab bar*bad kar-chukyo

wickedness-in wasted was-made. When all wasting was-completed

wa des-ml jab*ra akal paryo. Wa bbukbo kangal ho-gayo.

that country-in a-great famine fell. He hungry indigent became-

W a ek koi-ke naukar ho-gayo. Wa-ne suaran chugane-pe

He one someone-of servant became. Him-by swine feeding-on

naukar kar-diyo. Jab wa-ko kol kuchh dg-nal,

servant he-was-made. When him-to any anything giving-was-not,

to wo jo suar chare-he khok*ta wa-se pet bhare-he.

then he what swine eating-were husks that-with belly filling-he-was.
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BRAJ BHAKHA (KATHERIYA) OF BUDAUN.

North of Etah, across the Ganges, lies the district of Budaun, in Rohilkhand.
Here also Braj Bhaklia (not Bohilkhandi as originally reported) is spoken. The dialect

is locally known as Katheriya,, from Kather, the name of Eastern Rohilkhand, although
the true Kather country is to the north in the district of Bareilly. North-west of
Budaun lies the district of Moradabad, the dialect of which is Hindostani, and hence
we see traces of the influence of that dialect in Budaun. Such are the use of tha (plural
the), as well as ho for ‘was’; of us as well as tod, him; and of ho for the accusative-dative

as well as for the genitive. The only peculiar local form which I have noticed is

timhro, for tumhdro, your. For adjectives and participles, the termination d is preferred
to au.

As a specimen, I give a short extract from the Parable of the Prodigal Son. It is

in the Persian character, as received from the local officers.

The number of speakers of Katheriya in Budaun is reported to he 826,500.
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TRANSLITERATION AND TRANSLATION.

Braj BhakhA (KathErita). (District, Budaun.)

Ek admi-ke do larka the. Ta-ml-se " chhote-ne apne

One man-of two sons were. Them-in-from the-younger-by his-own

pita-se kalii ki, ‘pita, tumhre dhan-mS jo mero hot-hd,

father-to it-was-said that, ‘ father, your wealth-in what mine may-be,

wa inuj(h)-ko bat do.’ Wa-ke pita-ne us-ke b5te-ka jo

that me-to dividing give.’ Rim-of father-by his share-of what

tha wa-ko de-did. Nek dinan-mi wa-ko cbhoto put sigro

was him-to was-given-away. A-few days-in his younger son entire

dhau iktho kar-ke kahfl dur-ke des-ko nikas-gayo, aur

wealth together made-having some distance-of country-to out-went, ' and

wa des-mi apno sigro dhan bure kaman-ml bitar-dio.

that country-in his-own entire wealth evil deeds-in was-squandered.

Jab warke pas kachlio na bacho, wa des-ml - gambhir

When him-of near anything not remained, that
,

country-in a-severe

akal paro ki wa bhikari hai-gayo. To ek bhagwan dhani-ki

famine fell that he poor became. Then a fortunate rich-man-of

bakkri-mi gayo aur wa-ke cbelan-ml nokar bhayo. Wa-ne
house-in he-went and him-of dependents-in servant became. Rim-by

ya-ko apne kbetan-mg suaran cbarawan-ko bhej-dio.

hhm-for his-own fields-in swine feeding-for it-was-sent.

khusl-se apno pet un jaran-se bkar-leto,

happiness-with his-own belly those roots-with would-have-filled,

suar janawar khat-kl. Jaran bbi ya-ko kou
the-.swine animals eating-were. Roots even him-to anyone

det-ho.

giving-was.

Ya
Re

ja-ko

which

not



THE BHUKSA DIALECT OF THE TARAl.

The Tarai parganas of the Naini-Tal district run by the foot of the Eumaon Hills

• along the northern border of the State of Rampur and the districts of Bareilly and

Pilibhit. The dialect of Rampur is Hind&stani, of Bareilly Braj Bhakha, and of Filibhit

Eanauji. The Tarai is inhabited by a number of broken hill tribes, such as the Tharus

and Bhuksas, as well as by immigrants from the plains. These hare developed a

mongrel mixed^dialect, made up of Hindostani, Braj Bhakha, and Eanauji, with an

infusion of the Kumauni of the hills. The Tharus and Bhuksas have lost their abori-

ginal languages, if they ever had one. The c&alect has been returned as ‘ Bhuksa ’ from

the name of one of these tribes. I class it as a form of Braj Bhakha, but it might just

as easily appear as a form of Eanauji. The number of its speakers is reported to be

199,521.

A brief extract from a version of the Parable of the Prodigal Son will suffice as an

example of this dialect, and well illustrates its mixed character.

In the first sentence we have lea used as a sign of the oblique genitive, which comes

from'Eumauni. In the next line we have lea as the sign of the direct genitive which is

Hindostani. So are led, the sign of the accusative-dative and words like mera, my, and

others. On the other hand, he, were, is Braj Bhakha, while dao, gave, gad, went, are

Eanauji. The only peculiar form which I have noticed is nai (beside ne) as the sign of

•the agent case.
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TRANSLITERATION AND TRANSLATION.

£k phalane sakhas-ka do laura he. Chhote-ne ap*ue

A certain person-of two sons were. The-yOunger-by lip-own

bua-se kaho ki ‘ bud, mera jo mal-ka kissa hai so

father-to it-was-said that ‘father, my what property-of share is that

de-do.’ Aur us-nai ap*ne mal don5-ko bat dad.

give.' And him-by his-own property both-to divided was-given.

Tbore din bad cbbota laura ap*ne mal-kd bator-ke

A-few days after the-younger son his-own property collected-having

dur des-ko cbalo-gao. Aur baha ja-ke ap*ne mal
a-distant country-to went-away. And there going his-own fortune

luchapan-m! bar'bad kar-dao. Jab sab kbarach ho-gao tab

debauchery-in wasted was-made. When all expended became then

us dds-me bara kal par-gao aur kbane-ko bhi tang

that counbp-in great famine fell and food-for even in-want

ho-gao. Tab us des-ke ek rahis-ke ghar-me samil

he-became. Then that country-of one well-to-do-man-of home-in joined'

ho-gao. Or wok suar chugane us-ko khet-me bhej-dad. Or
he-became. And he swine to-feed him-as-for field-in if-was-sent-away. And
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woh chaho ki jo bakkal suar khate-ho wok udar

he wished that what husks swine eating-may-be those belly-

bhartie-kd chaho. Kisi-ne na dao.

filling-for he-desired. Anybody-by not [it-was-given.
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BRAJ BHAKHA MERGING INTO RAJASTHANI.

To the south of Braj Bhakha lie the Mewati and Jaipurl dialects of Bajasthani, into

both of which it gradually merges. In Gurgaon we see it becoming Mewati. In the

State of Bharatpur we notice the first signs of the influence of Jaipur!, which becomes

stronger as we go south, until in the Dangs, or broken country in the south of that State,

in Karauli, and in the east of Jaipur, we find a number of sub-dialects which are

grouped together under the name of Dang!. The number of speakers of these inter-

mediate forms of Braj Bhakha are reported to be as follows :

—

Gurgaon ......... . 149,700

Bharatpur 502,303

Dang dialects 774,781

1,426,784
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BRAJ BHAKHA OF GURGAON.

The district of Gurgaon is under the Government of the Panjab. It has the river

Jamna to its east, being separated by it from the district of Aligarh. To its south lie

the district of Muttra, and the State of Bharatpur. In Gurgaon there are three princi-

pal dialects, viz. Ahirwati and Mewati, which are forms of Bajasthani, and Braj Bhakha,

spoken by 149,700 people, in Palwal Tahsil, where the district meets Aligarh and
Muttra.

The Braj Bhakha spoken in Gurgaon is very fairly pure. It bears slight traces of

the influence of the neighbouring Bajasthani. Such are the use of the termination 6

instead of ate, for adjectives and participles, and the masculine form of the genitive

singular (e.g. bat-led, not bat-kau, of a share) ; the oblique ending a, instead of e ; and

the use of the Bajasthani form of the Present Definite tense, as explained under the

head of Braj.

The use of 5 for an is also common in the neighbouring State of Bharatpur. The

oblique ending is usually e, as in good Braj, but now and then we meet d, as in thd,

they were.

The word jab is used to mean ‘ then,’ as well as ‘ when,’ as in Bajasthani. The

imperfect tense is also formed as in that language, by adding the past tense of the

auxiliary verb to the verbal noun in e, as in ohahe-ho, I was, thou wast, or he was wish-

ing. The past tense of the auxiliary verb is usually ho (plural he) as in Braj Bhakha, but

sometimes thd (plural thd) is borrowed from Bajasthani. The past participle of verbs ends

in either yd or d, as in kahyo or kaho, he said.

Au extract from a version of the Parable of the Prodigal Son will be a sufficient

specimen.

2x2.
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TRANSLITERATION AND TRANSLATION.

Ek ad*mi-ke dwai beta he. TJn-te loh*re-ne bap-te

A-certain man-of two sons were. Them-from the-younger-by thefather-to

kahyo ki, ‘bhai, hamare bat-ko hissa blt-dijo.’

it-was-said that, 'brother,
1 my share-of share having-divided-give.’

Jab to wa-kS bat-diyo. Thore din pichhe sab

Then indeed, him-to having-divided-it-was-gwen. A-few dags after all

dhan le-ke loh*ro larika par-des-ku chal-diyo. Anr

property taken-having the-younger son a-foreign-country-to went-away. And

wah ap*no mal khoti sahgat-ml ura-diyo. Anr jab sab

he his-own wealth evil company-in was-sqnandered. And when all

. kharach kar-chukb, to wa des-me akal par-gayo,

expenditure toas-made-completely, then that country-m a-famine fell,

anr wall magan lagyo. Jab phir waha-ke rahis-ke

and he to-beg begem. Then again there-of rich-man-of(-near)

ja lagyo. Tab to wa larika-kS suwar

having-gone he-engaged-himself. Then indeed that boy-as-for swine

charaw1ne-ke-liye ap*ne khet-ml khanda-diyo. Anr wah chahe-hb

feeding-of-for his-own field-in it-was-sent-away. And he wishing-was

ki un chhol*ka-te, jo suwar kbly-tba ap*na pet palan

that those hushs-with, which swine eating-were his-own belly cherishing

kare; kyg-ki use koi na de-ho. Jab hos-ml

he-may-make ; because to-him anyone not giving-was. Then senses-in

a-ke VaVifl, ‘ dekho, mere bap-ke kitfne nokar ha!,

come-having it-was-said, ‘ see, my father-of how-many servants are,

anr ml bhukhan marl-hO. Ab me ap*ne bap-ke dliore jaSgb

and I by-hunger dyvng-am. Now I my-own father-of near will-go

aur wa-tb kahSgo ki, “he bap, ml-ne tera anr Dham-kos

and him-to I-will-say that, “0 father, me-by thy and The-Rich-One-of

khot bahut karo aur tere-layak ml beta na hS. Tumhare jo

evil much was-done and thee-of-worthy I son not

mihin“ti rahe-ha! un-ml mb-kS samajh.”
’

labourers are them-in me (obj.) consider."
’

Tour who
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BRAJ BHAKHA OF BHARATPUR.

To the south of the district of Muttra lies the State of Bharatpur. The main
language of the State is Braj Bhakha. Only in the north-west, on the border of Alwar,
is Mewatl spoken, and, on the south-west, in the hill-country bordering on Kerauli,

Dangi. The former is a dialect of Rajasthani, and the latter, a broken mixture of that

language and Braj Bhakha. To the west of Bharatpur lies the Rajasthani-speaking

State of Jaipur. Hence, although the Braj Bhakha of Bharatpur is on the whole fairly

pure, it shows traces of the influence of Rajasthani.

The following figures show the estimated number of speakers of the three dialects in
Bharatpur :

—

Braj Bhakha 502,308
Pafgi 40,000
Mswati 80,000

Total . . 622,308

As a specimen of the Braj Bhakha of Bharatpur I give the first few lines of the

Parable of the Prodigal Son. The following are the local peculiarities, mostly borrowed

from Rajasthani, which differentiate it from the Standard dialect of Muttra.

Instead of the termination au for strong adjectives and participles we have o.

Thus, diyo, he gave
;
paryo, he fell. Sometimes, however, we also find au, as in bhalau,

good ; fichau, high.

1

There is a strong tendency to nasalise a final vowel, as in jang-kg,

to a man; ap'nai dau-tai, (he said) to his father. In some cases this final nasal appears

to represent an old neuter gender, as in ap’nS dhan, his own wealth. The vowels 5 and
u seem to be interchangeable. Thus the sign of the accusative-dative is kg or ku, and

both bhukhs and bhukhs are used to mean ‘by hunger.’ Strong nouns in a do not

change in the oblique form, in this following Rajasthani ; thus, chhord-ng, by the son.

Sometimes such nouns substantive end in au or 6, not a. Thus, the list of words

received from Bharatpur gives mhaurau, a mouth, and sdnS (another neuter form), gold.

In one case, in the specimen, we have a strong adjective, chhotd, small, ending in d in

the nominative, with an oblique form in e.

The past tense of the verb substantive is hau, as in Braj Bhakha. The list of words

gives an additional form, hatcm or liatyau. Batau is like the Bundeli and Kanaujl hato.

In the active verb, the definite present is made as in Rajasthani by conjugating the

simple present with the present of the verb substantive. This is sometimes found in

the Braj of Muttra, but appears to be universal in Bharatpur. The tense is conjugated

as follows :

—

1. mdrS-hS marai-hai

2. marai-hai mdrau-hau

3. marai-hai marai-hai

There are several examples in the specimen.

The only other peculiarity worth noting is the use of hud, instead of bhayrn, he
became.

1 These examples are quoted from a list of words received from Bharatpur, but not here printed.
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TRANSLITERATION AND TRANSLATION.

Ek janf-kl do chhbri, he. Aur bin-mai-tai chhote

A-certain person-of two sons were. And them-in-from the-younger

chhora-nl ap*nai dau-tai kahi, * dauji, dhan-mi-tl jo

son-by his-own father-to it-was-said, ‘father, the-property-in-from what

m&re bat-mi awai so mo-kQ den.’ Aur wa-ni ap*no dhau

my share-in may-come that me-to give.’ And him-ly his-own wealth

bin-kS bit diyb. Aur gbani din nai bite chbota

them-to dividing was-given. And many days not passed the-younger

uhhora ap*ni bat-kS ikattha le-kai dur des-ko digir-gayo,

son his-own share-to together taken-having a-far country-to went-away,

aur wahl luchcb*panl-ml ap*n§ dhau bigar-diyo. Aur jab

and there riotous-living-in his-own wealth was-squandered. And when

wa-pai-tl sab utb-gayo tab wa des-mi baro-bharl jawal

him-near-from all hqd-been-wasted then that country-in a-very-great famine

paryo, aur wo bhukhi maribe lagyo. Tab wo ohal-diyo aur wa

fell, and he by-hunger to-die began. Then he went-away and that



des-ke ek rak*waia-ke yah! jai .rahyo. Aur wa-nl
country-of one imhabitant-of near having-gone remained. And him-by

wa-kB ap*n5 kketan-me suar gher*be-pai kar-diyo. Aur jo

him-as-for his-own fields-in swine tending-for it-was-employed. And what

bhusl suar khawai-he, wa-te • wo ap“no pet bbar*n5 chahe-hau.

chaff swine eatmg-were, that-by he his-own belly to-fill wishinywas.

Pan koi ad*mi wa-kfl nSi dei. Aur jab wa-kS soch huo,

But any man him-to not gives. And token him-to thought became,

tab wa-nl kahi, ‘ mere dau-kl kit*nl-bi ad’mi rot!

then him-by it-was-said, ‘ my father-of how-many-verily men bread

khai-hai, aur baob-rahai-hai ; aur mar bbukha marB-hE.’

eating-are, and saved-remaining-are ; and I of-hmger dying-am.'
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Of these Urdu is spoken by the Pathans and Muhammadans of the State, and by

the educated portion of the urban population. In the plains country, which is mainly

inhabited by Rajputs of the Yadava or Jado tribe, the language spoken is the Jadobati

form of Braj Bhakha, and has been described ante (pp. 298 and ff.). The broken hill

country, known as the Dang, is the home of Dahgl. The Dang, with its language,

extends beyond tbe limits of Karauli State, to the north into Bayana Tahsil of Bbaratpur

in the south of that State, and to the west into Jaipur. In the latter State, besides Dangi

proper, we find variations of it, called DOgar-wara, Kalimal, and Dangbhang, all spoken

in the broken country bordering on Karauli. The people who speak Dangi are mostly

Gujars.

'

The following are the figures for the various forms of Dangi

Por Dangi proper, I propose to give specimens of that spoken in Karauli and Jaipur.

The Dangi of Bbaratpur closely resembles that of Jaipur, showing, however, greater
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affinities with the Braj Bhakha spoken immediately to its north, specimens of it are

unnecessary. Of the other Jaipur dialects, I give specimens only of Bahgbkang. The

others are intermediate between it and Pang! of Jaipur. I also give a List of Words

and Phrases in the Bang! of Karauli and Jaipur, and in all the three other dialects

of the latter State.

The examination of all the forms of speech current in Jaipur has been greatly

facilitated by a book which will be frequently referred to in the following pages :

—

Spe-

cimens of the Dialects spoken in the State of Jeypore, prepared, at the instance of His

Highness The Mahar&ja, by the Rev. G. Macalister, M.A., in the year 1898. This

admirable work gives a vocabulary, grammars, and specimens of all the dialects spoken

in the State. It contains many details which cannot find place in the present

Survey.

Pahgi exhibits Braj Bhakha in the act of shading off into Rajasthani. In the

standard dialect of the south of the Braj tract we have, indeed, noticed the use of a form

of the present definite (karS-haii instead of kar°tu-hau, I am doing) which is borrowed

from that language, and in the centre of Bharatpur other examples of its influence have

been pointed out, but in both these cases the instances are sporadic. In the Hang dialects,

on the other hand, they are quite common, and give a distinct colour to the whole. Pangl,

in short, shows the first signs of idioms which we shall meet more and more frequently

as we go west, till they arrive at their fullest development in Gujarati. In one notable

instance (the impersonal use of the past tense of a transitive verb) we find the Gujarati

idiom already established in the Bangi of Jaipur.

As in many rude languages, we find idioms preserved, which throw light on more

abraded forms employed in more civilised speeches. For instance (as in old Gujarati)

Hangi clearly forms a dative by putting the genitive into the locative case. Thus, mSrd,

of me, makes a locative merai, which means ‘ to me.’ This explains the origin of the

Hindi suffix kb (Braj Bhakha kau), which is really the locative of the genitive post-

position ka (Braj Bhakha kau).'

We have noticed in the Braj Bhakha of. Aligarh and of the east of Agra a curious

pronoun of the third person, gu or gwa. The corresponding form in Bangi, wha or hioa,

probably indicates the origin of this peculiar form. Wha is only another form of the

familiar wah.

In Braj Bhakha nouns form (amongst several methods) their oblique plural in »

preceded by a short vowel. Thus, ghord, a horse
;
ghoran-kau, of horses : ndri, a woman

;

narin-kau, of women. In Rajasthani, these end in a nasalised long vowel. Thus, ghorS-

kd, nwryst-kd. Hangi occupies an intermediate position, and exhibits a form older than

either, from which both are derived. The oblique plural ends in n, always preceded by
a long vowel. Thus, ghbrdn-kb, of horses ; ndrin-ko, of women ; din or dan, a day

;

dinan-ko or danan-ko, of days.

In all the Western Hindi dialects, the past tense is simply the past participle of the

verb without any suffix. We have seen that in Eastern Hindi and Bihari (and other

languages of the group) certain suffixes are added to the verb in all its tenses. Thus
1 Kb is derived directly from an old form kahte, which in its turn represents the Sanskrit kfite. Krite (which in

Sanskrit means 'for') is the locative of kritak, which itself is the origin of the Hindi ka meaning * of
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(Eastern Hindi) mdrya-s, he struck. This s-suffix is, as has been explained, the relic

of an enclitic personal pronoun.

We shall see, in dealing with Jaipur!, that this very termination can also he added

to words, but here it is recognised as a distinct enclitic wprd, not as verbal termin-

ations, and can be added or not at will. Thus, gayo or gayd-s, lie went (it will he
noticed that the same peculiarity occurs in Banaphari Bundeli, vide post, p. 485).

This enclitic is common in Babgi, as in buldi-s, she was called.

In Western Hindi the sign of the Agent case is ne or nai. In Bajasthani and

Gujarati this case takes no postposition, hut ne or nai is used to indicate the Accusative-

dative. In Bang! nai is used (in the case of pronouns) for both the Agent and the

Accusative-dative. In the first case it is used with the form of the nominative, and in

the latter case with the oblique form. Thus, tai-nai, by thee ; td-nai, or to-kti, to thee.

Here we see the postposition in the actual circumstances of the change of its meaning.

In Bajasthani the conjunctive participle may be formed by adding ar to the root.

Thus, mdrar, having struck. In Western Hindi it. is formed by adding the suffix kar,

the letter i being optionally added at the same time to the root. Thus, mar-kar, or mari-

kar. In Bang!, it is formed by suffixing kar, or by adding ar or ir. Thus, mar-kar,

mdrar or mdrir. Here we see the origin of the suffix ar. It is formed by the elision

of the k of kar, and that this is the fact is proved by the form mdrir, which is evidently

a contraction of the form mdri-kar.
'

This, also, incidentally throws light on the Baja-

sthani genitive in ro. The Marwari ghdrd-rd is by parity of reasoning a contraction of

ghord-kard, just as the Bengali balaker, of a boy, is a contraction of balaka-ker.

Owing to the interesting character of these Bang dialects, I have appended a special

List of Words and Sentences, which illustrates their various forms.
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DANGT of karauli.

In the State of Karauli, Dangl is reported to be spoken by 60,000 people. Sere it

is a rude Braj Bhakha, with a strange vocabulary, and various infusions of Jaipuri.

Two specimens are given,—a portion of the Parable of the Prodigal Son, and a letter

written in the locality, given just as it was put down, except that the formal salutation

at the commencement has been omitted. The following are the principal divergencies

from Standard Braj Bliakha which should he noted.

Pronunciation—The letter a often becomes* in an unaccented syllable, as in bdlik,

a child
;
surij, the sun. The letters e and ai are apparently interchangeable. It is quite

common to find the same word spelt with one or other indifferently. Thus, pltai or pite,

he beats. So 6 and an are absolutely interchangeable. Thus, maurd, mdra, mord, or

even murd, a son. So chalyo or clialyau, he went. The letter h is sometimes inserted

between two vowels, as in suhar, swine. It is sometimes omitted, as in ran for rahan, to

remain. When a vowel precedes a doubled consonant, it may be lengthened, and one

consonant of the doublet omitted. Thus, utar for uttar, an answer. In the word Hup,

well, an initial k has become kh. Instances of contraction are bhot or bhaut, for bahut,

much, and dok for do-ek, one or two.

Strong nouns which in Braj Bhakha end in a, here usually end in mi or 6. Thus,

ghorau, a horse. A few nouns of relationship, such as maurd, a son, still end in a. The
oblique form singular of nouns in an (6), usually ends in e, as in ghore-kau, of a horse.

The Rajasthani form in a is, however, also common. Thus, from baiyo, baiyd-ku, to the

mother. Note that this word ends in 6, although it is feminine. The Nominative
Plural usually takes the form ghore, but occasionally we have ghbra. The oblique plural

usually takes the form ghdrdn. The long vowel in the last syllable of the oblique plural

Is typical of Dangi. Sometimes we have en instead of an, as in jeg’ren-ke, to the calves,

nom. sing, jeg’rb. Nouns like maurd have obi. sing, and nom. plur. maurd, and obi.

plur. tntmran. Nouns ending in consonants have a nom. plur. in d, as in din, a day,

dind, days
;
purikh, a father, plur. pnrikhd. The oblique plural ends in an, en, or an, as

in dinan or dinen, janen (jam, a person), and purikhan. Nouns in * and u preserve

the long vowel in the oblique plural. Thus, mefrnati, a servant, has meh'natin

:

and
paturu, a buffalo calf, has parurun.

The case suffixes are the same as in Braj, but there are also some irregular forms.
Thus, for the accusative-dative, besides kau, ke, and ku, we have n$ (properly belonging

to the case of the agent). Thus, win rupaiydn-ne lai-lai, take those rupees. The suffixes

of the instrumental-ablative are si, se, s§, with the usual variations, but very common is

pai-se, as in wd-pai-se lai-lai, take from him. We have even pai (properly belonging to
the locative) used alone as an ablative in sentences such as mo-pai digyau none jdt, it

is not gone by me, I cannot go.

Besides the two ordinary genders, masculine and feminine, there are distinct traces
of a neuter, which is indicated by the nasalisation of a final au or o. Thus

,
pdnyau

tikhugayo, the water has dried up; sukhd-kdl paryd, a famine fell; bichdryS, it was
considered (by him), he considered

; ap‘nd pet, his own belly.

The pronoun of the first person is hS, lid, me, or mai. The genitives plural of the
first and second persons are (1) hamdrau or ham-ran, (2) tumdrau, tum-rau, or tiyarau.
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The oblique forms plural are haman and tuman, respectively. The genitive of dp, self, is

ap°nau or dp-kau. As pronominal adverbs note jhs, here
;
jab, at this time, as well as

‘ when ’
; bha there.

The verbal irregularities are few in number. There is a negative verb substantive.

The only form noted is ndne, which means both ‘ I am hot ’ and ‘ he is not.’ "We have

already noted ndng, I am not, in Sikarwari Braj Bhakha.

.As in Bhadauri Bundeli, the initial h of the verb substantive is often dropped when
the verb is used as an auxiliary. Sometimes y is inserted. Thus we have, ropat-e, he

sets up
;

jdt-ye, he goes ; det-o, he was giving ; charat-e, they were grazing. The full

form is also used, as in dolat-hai, he is walking about.

The definite present generally prefers the Rajasthani principle of conjugating the

auxiliary with the simple present, instead of with the present participle.

The past participle nearly always ends in yau. Sometimes the y is omitted. We
have both clmkyau and clmkau, he finished.

Precative forms of the imperative are aiyo, come ; dho-ghdlijau, give ; lijau, take,

and dijau, give.

The following is a list of unusual words which occur in the specimens. Verbs are

quoted under their root forms :

—

dtyau, weary.

drd, a wall-niche.

djhyfi or aujhS, again.

katthdn, a buffalo.

kukas, a husk.

khirak, a cattle-pen.

ghur, to fight.

chalu, durable.

chhattd, good, handsome.

jegfro, a calf.

tarak-de, to walk away.

tdrd-turi, evasion.

thatlfro, dry stalks of bajra.

dig, to walk.

dot, to wander about.

dhuk-le, to see.

daju, a father.

dlio-glial or dhd-de, to give.

ndkh, to leave behind. In Jaipur this means ‘ to vomit.’

nydr-phus, straw and chaff, fodder.

pdnyau, water.

phitak, in tody pliitak sujhi, he came to his senses.

phus, chaff.

baiyo, a mother.

hair°bdn», a woman, a wife.

bhdyf'lb, a friend.

bhid, a brother.
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bhus, to bark (like a dog).

maliik, handsome, good.

mukrtau, much.

meh’nati, or mehanti, a servant.

rahau, a stove.

lagan, enmity.

Idr, to throw food before cattle, to tend them.

lotha, grown up.

lohyau, blood.

hal, to move (intransitive).
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Specimen I.

TRANSLITERATION AND TRANSLATION.

Kol ad'ml-ke dS mora he. Win-mi-se lhaure mora-ne

A-certain man-of two sons were. Them-in-from the-yomger son-by

daju-se kahi, 1 are daju, bisudha-ml jo mero bat hai,

the-father-to it-was-said, ‘ 0 father, property-in what my share is,

why mo-kd b5t-de.’ Tab bap-ne ap'ni bisudba bat-diul.

that me-to divide-give.’ Then the-father-by his-own property was-divided.

Kachhuk thore-i dinan-ml lliaurya mora sab bisudba sameti

Some few-even days-in the-younger son all property having-collected

dur par-des-kS cbalyd-gayo, aur bli5 gulamyS-se sab dina

afar foreign-conntry-to went-away, and there debauchery-in all days

khoy-die sab bisudba. lutay-dini. Jab sabe

having-wasted all the-property was-squandered. When everything

gamay-chukyau, tab bh5 baro bhari sCikba-kal paryg, aur wo
wasted-was-completely, then there a-great heavy dry-time fell, and he

nanga he baitbyo. Wo wa des-mi basibe-ware ek

naked having-become sat-down. Be that country-in dweller one

kol-ke jha rah*be lagyo. Wa-ne wa-k§ ap-ke kbetan-m?

certain-person-of near to-dwell began. Him-by him himself-of fields-in

suhar charay”be pathayau. BhS ja kukas-kn suhar chart-6,

swine to-feed it-was-sent. There what husks the-swine eating-were,

wa-se apanS pet bhar*bo bicharyg. Wa-k5 koi nahi

that-by his-own belly to-fill it-was-thought. Bim-to anyone not

det-o. Jab way phitak sujhi aur wa-ne

giving-was. At-this-time to-hirn discrimination became-apparent and him-by

kahi ke, ‘ mere daju-ke jha bhot mebbiatin-kau pet-se

it-was-said that, ‘my father-of near many servants-to betty-than

fibar roti hoy-hai, aur mi bbukhan mar3. Ja-se

exceeding bread is, and I of-hunger die. This-by{i.e. hence)

jh5-se daju-ke ghar jaSgo, aur bht wa-se kabdgo,

herefrom the-father-of house (-to) I-will-go, and there him-to I-will-say,

"are bap, mi-n6 ter6 agari papai-pap-kau dhandho karyau-hai.

“ O father, me-by thee-of before on-sin-sins-of occupation made-has-been..
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MS tero larilo baj*be-waro • nahi rahyau. Moy tn tere ek
I thy son one-who-is-oalled not was. Me thou thy one.

meliantl-kl nai rakhi-le.”
’

servant-of like keep."

'
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f kPI-tWT f# HiT 'si<i-H

ftT-STTH-# iHTT-HfH ft HT# ?wt I HTHTf-HTcr sift-f !£% lift I

gwrt JJ^T-f ST2T WTfff-#t HTfct-ff eft HST?T-% |

fffT ftsT ft-nft ft ft ¥Tht-# wpm =r>fiTT hth i hh firrr

#ft flttH-ff HK-Wnt ft HI# HTTeT-f I ^ IJHrT »JH?T. «rf# H#t I

fffw# ff*kr ^tpt*t ftim
i hth ft nniT-if-# Hrff-wrfift i

ft ift# fkra-% \ f-f fm hhh<th funn Htfrt ft ’whf ^rar

WT% ?ct-f I #ft 5H?-^ WHHfRT <TH ft HT-# ZTHtf ft-% I f-f

nrf tfr ft h th ftft i wi tinift wfaft-t -ir hthcmi hh

•QTT-TRH I ft-H cl-T^T HT# iwl ffigt 5nrT-f |

hh fnwr ^ %<•(<* «i-f ffn-nfz frirt ^?r-% i hh g wr nift i

ft fftfk i ft «rr% wiwft i rs hh Him fnr

ftft i ft ft hr; Pr^Kfii kmrft HTsrt fr-wwf i nf-ft ftt

ff*T«T-H if Hina) I 'H«l iHT ^TStHT-H T«T ft <3?t I HHH-HTt *j=not

I nk HT-#-f ft HH HHTW HrS-Htf ft-Htffft | ftH Htrft

ft-lfft-ft | ft ftHt ffHT-H H5HT % I wk HWHT HTH#-f TT-H?

ftft % TTf ft#-# HIT-if ft»T ^HHT HTf# HWt-lf | ft ITC-f-f

hhh? fnr*ft wk h*?t wk wit ht*wt %-# hht-#^ htthth i

ft #f ffff ifs-wraft I ffft HHT*H gft 'Q H*H?T H
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TRANSLITERATION AND TRANSLATION.

Mai muk*te-ii dinan-se tuman-kau likk-likka har-chukau

I many-also days-from yon-to writing-writing am-tired-completely

ki jhl diig-mS dhor-dharen-kO nyar-pkus bhl nane

that here the-Bang-in the-cattle-herd-for straw-chaff (i.e. fodder) even not

rahyau. Panyafl-pat nadi-ml sukki-gayS. Tum&re mura-se kattkan-k§

was. Water-stream the-river-in dried-wen t. Your son-to bvffalo-to

thathTe larike-ki kahat-k8, to tara-turi karat-hai.

dry-stalks-of-bajra, throwing-oj\-word) saying-I-am, then evasion doing-he-is.

Mora lotha ho-gayo, to-bhi hal-i janat bujhat

The-boy grown-up became ,
nevertheless now-even knowing understanding

nane. Ab dhuk-le, bhia, tero mura jeg”ren-k6 lar-lar bhi

he-is-not. Now see, brother, thy son the-calves-to tending even

nane jat-ye. Hu bkusat blnisat tbaki maryau. Haman-se

is-not going-is. I barking barking being-weary am-dead. Me-with

dinen-ke dinen-se lagan ropat-e. Ab h§ bakliar-ral-se karhi-jaugo.

days-of days-from enmity setting-up-he-is. Now I honse-in-from will-go-away

Wo ghuribe dolat-hai. Mai-ne bliot sam*jhay bnjhav

Ee for-fighting wandering-is. Me-by much remonstrating explaining

kakyau, to aujkS utar nane det-i. Kaiyo janen-ne

was-said, still again answer he-is-not giving-even. Several persons-by

sam'jhayo, tab wo bha-se tavak-det-kai. Tai-ne jliS

it-was-remonstrated, then he therefrom walkihg-away-is. Thee-by here

Jab bair"bani jhaup“ri-se

When (my-)wife the-hut-from

dar"t-ye. Mo-pai

giving-she-is. Me-by

Ab, bhia, in

Now, brother, these

Ab tu jhs aiyo.

Now thou here please-come.

baiyo bhi nai ran dini.

mother also not to-remain was-allowed.

kkirak-m! awat-e, tab pararun-ku nyar-phus

the-pen-in coming-is, then buffalo-calves-to fodder

tanak bhi nane halyau digyau jat-i.

a-little even is-not moving walking going-even.

rup*kan-se din-utki lohyau sukhat-hai.

conducts-from day-arising blood drying-np-is.

HS likhi chokyau.

having-written finished.

Ab kS nane jan’tau.

Now I am-not knowing. This-in-frm.
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tu sab samajh bujh lijau. H5 to bat nihartau
thou all understand know please-take. I indeed the-road watching

nihartau atyau ho-chalyau. Nai-to thore dinan-ml hs aw*tau.

watching weary became. Otherwise a-few days-in I shall-come.

Anaj kutklla-mB ran dijau. Haman-kau muk“tau
The-corn the-granary-in to-remain please-allow. Me-to much

duuyyegau. Anr a-mg-te do man anaj Jhandu-kau
will-be-necessary. And il-in-from two mounds grain Jhandu-to

dho-glialijau. Moy jhar*nd ko-gayau-hau. So dok dina-se
please-give-away. To-me diarrhoea become-was. That two{-or)-one days-from

kal bai. Aur Nanua bhay*le-sB ter-kl kijo ke rahe
peace is. And Nanua friend-to seen-having please-say that the-stove

plchhe-ke are-me tin rupaia nakhi ayau-ku. So
behind-of niche-in three rupees having-left come-I-am. Therefore

hat-mf-se maluk ckalu agar*khi anr panha aur chhattsi

the-market-in-from handsome lasting shirt and shoes and a-selected

kakha le-ke baiya-ku pbay-dey. Wo jha mili
comb taken-having the-mother-to make-over. She here having-joined

bbet-jay*gl. Miti Besakh sudl 7 Sambat 1956.

wM-meet{-me). Date Baisakh bright-half 7 Tear 1956.

FREE TRANSLATION OF THE FOREGOING.
I am weary with writing to you this long time, that there is no food for the cattle

in this jungle. The very water in the streams has dried up. When I tell your son
to give the buffaloes bajrd stalks he shirks the work. The boy is now grown up, but
still he won’t understand anything. Look here, brother, your son won’t even go to
feed the calves. I rail and bark at him till I am tired, and the only result is that
he hates me more and more every day. Now I won’t stay in this house any longer.
He goes about seeking whom he can fight with. No matter how much I reason with
lum„ he won’t give me an answer. A number of people have reasoned with him, but
he just walks away from them. You did not let even my mother stay here, and so
my wife has to feed the buffalo-calves when she goes out from the hut to the cattle
pen. I am quite unable to get about myself . Now, brother, through these goings-on
my blood is fairly drying up. Please come here yourself. I have already (before)
written to ask you this. Now I don’t know anything. From this letter you can
understand the state of affairs. I am weary watching the road for your coming.
If you don’t, I leave this in a few days and go to you.

Let the corn stay in the granary. We’ll want a great deal. You may give two
maunds of corn to Jhandu. I have been ill with diarrhoea, but have been better for
the last day or two. Tell my friend Nanua that I have left three rupees in the wall-
niche behind the stove. I want him to buy with them a handsome, durable shirt, and a
pair of shoes, and a good comb, and to make them over to my mother. She will come
here and see me. Dated 7th of the bright half of Baisakh, Sam. 1956.
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DANGT OF JAIPUR.

The Dangi proper of Jaipur is spoken in the north-west corner of the state on

the borders of Bharatpur and Karauli. It is continuous with the Dangi of the former

state. To the west of the Dangi proper, along the southern border of Alwar, there

is a mixed dialect, through which Dangi shades off into Jaipur!. It may also be

included under the head of Dangi. The number of speakers is reported to be as

follows :

—

Psagi proper 186.905

Mixed dialect 217,531

Total . 404,436

As in the case of the other Jaipur dialects I am indebted to the Rev. G. Macalister

for the two excellent specimens of Dangi proper which follow. The grammatical

sketch of the main peculiarities of the dialect is based on his grammar, and on

the specimens.

Pronunciation.—Like all the Jaipur dialedts Dangi shows a marked preference

for the cerebral n (which is strongly pronounced) over the dental n which we meet in

Braj. In fact we may say that every n which represents a medial single n in Prakrit

is cerebral : while only the few that represent a double nn in Prakrit are dental. Thus,

the n in jay,u, a man, has a cerebral n, because in Prakrit the word is jano, but sonu,

gold, has a dental n, because the corresponding Prakrit word is sonno or sonno, with
a double nn. Mr. Macalister states that a medial l is also pronounced as a cerebral, and
it is probable that the same rule applies in this case also. The cerebral l (as) is not
written in the specimens, so I do not mark it in the transliteration.

There is a tendency to disaspiration in the middle or at the end of a word. Thus,
we have bhukan for bhukhan, by hunger

; kai for kahi, said
; hat for hath, a hand

; char
for charh, mount'.

The letter ch sometimes becomes s, as in sosi for sochi, he thought.
Mr. Macalister always transliterates a final y preceded by a long vowel as ya, thus,

todya, to him
;
jaya, he goes

; klioya, having lost.

As an instance of contraction we may quote Ihbro for lahuro, small

When the letter a falls in an unaccented syllable, it is liable to be changed to i.

JirT’

mik' f°r Mlak' 4 b°y ! P5khir’ f°r P°khar' a tenk- So “ becomes a in thdkar for

Nouns, adjectives, and participles, which in Braj Bhakha end in m, in this dialect
end in o. Thus, jewaro, a rope ; bhalo, good. The y is preserved in the past participle,
as in chalyo (Braj Bhakha, chalyau), not chalo, he went.

Nouns are declined much as in the Dangi of Karauli. There is the same typical
retention of the long vowel in the oblique form pluraL

As a rule strong masculine nouns (as distinct from adjectives and
,
participles) end

in d, not o. The termination o is Jaipuri and is occasionally met with. Now and
then we meet «, thus, sonu, gold

; janu, a person. Of nouns of this class, the oblique
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singular as well as the nominative plural ends either in e, as in Braj Bhakha, or in

d, as in Jaipur!. Nouns in a have only the form in a. Thus, pota, a grandson ; accusa-
tive potd-kS, nom. plnr. pota

; ghord, a horse or horses. The other nouns seem to

prefer e. Thus, from rah"be-wdlo (or -ward), a dweller, we have as genitive rah“be-

wale-ko, and from janu, oblique jane. The oblique plural of all these nouns ends in an
or en, as in pdtan-kti or poten-kw, to grandsons.

Masculine nouns ending in a consonant have a nominative plural in a, as in dina,

days. The oblique plural ends in an, as dindn. Sometimes we have the Braj Bhakha
termination an, as in noifran-ko, of servants.

Feminine nouns in l, such as ehhori, a girl, have obi. sing, and nom. plur. ehhori,

and obi. plur. chhdrin.

The case suffixes are the following :

—

Agent. ne

Acc.-dat. ka, ke, kai

ObL-instr. te, tS, tat, pai-te, pai-te, kai-te

Gen. led, obi. rnasc. ke

;

fern. ki.

Loc. me, in
; pat, mail, on.

The oblique masculine of the genitive is sometimes (as in Jaipur!) kd, as iii «
des-kd ek rah’be-wale-ke dhigare, near an inhabitant of that country.

The accusative-dative sometimes takes the termination ya, as in potdya, to a
grandson. There is also, as usual, an instrumental in an, as in bhukan, by hunger.

There are traces of a neuter gender. Thus, mtiyu, it was heard, he heard. Strong
adjectives which in Braj Bhakha end in an, in this dialect end in o, with an oblique
masculine in d or e. Thus, bhald, good, oblique bhald, bhale.

As regards Pronouns, that of the second person has its plural (nominative and
oblique) tom, not turn, and a genitive plural tum’ro or tydro. ‘ He,’ ‘that,’ is it, wd or
wha ; obi. sing, wd ; nom. plur. we, obi. plur. tin. An optional form of the aoc.-dat.

sing, is wdya.

‘ This ’ is yd or * ; sing. ohl. yd ; acc.-dat. yaya : plur. nom. ye ; ohl. i».

Another word for ‘that’ is ye; sing. ohl. jd; acc.-dat. jaya ; plur. nom. ye; ohl. jin.

So also jab, ‘ then,’ as well as ‘ when.’

The Relative pronoun is ye, declined exactly like ye, that.

Kdn is ‘ who ? ’ kd, * what ? ’ and kaelihu, anything. Hence, Bang! is also called

Kd-kachlm-la bolt. Kdn or kdn is any. None of these change their bases in declen-

sion.

The genitive of dp, self, is dp-ko or dp"no. The word is sometimes (as in Jaipur!)

used to mean ‘ we.’ Quite frequently, the personal pronouns mero, wd-ko, etc., are

used where, according to the rules of Braj Bhakha, we should expect djfnd.

The Verb Substantive is the same as in Braj Bhakha, except that one of the forms
of the past is hattyo instead of hutan. Hatty

o

is also used as the present participle

of haibo, to become. Other forms of this latter verb are 1 pres., hcM ; 1 fut., hfigo

;

past,

biiyd

;

conjunctive participle hai (not liwai), hair, etc.

The conjugation of the Active Verb is on the whole the same as in Braj Bhakha.

The definite present follows the Rajasthani principle of conjugating the auxiliary verb

with the simple present tense, and not with the present participle. The present
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participle seems to be sometimes used as a past tense, as in khaddto, he sent (him to

"the fields) ; dgtd, (no one) gave.

The form of the conjunctive participle is borrowed from Jaipur!, and is noteworthy.

Its typical sign is the letter r, as in bolar, bolar-kai, bolar-kam, or bolar-kain, having

said. Sometimes the termination is ir instead of ar, as in uthir or utkar, having arisen.

The termination ar is often written as a separate word and is hence liable to confusion

with the word ar, and. Thus, oharar, having mounted, is written both and

srv.

There are also traces of the Braj Bhakka conjunctive participle in i (or y), as

in jaya, having gone; khoya, having lost; kai (i.e. kahi), having said. Care should

be taken not to confound kai, having said, with kai, that (conjunction). The matter

is further complicated by kai being also used for kahi, (he or she) said.

This conjunctive participle in i or y is often compounded with the verb dbo, to come,

the two members being written as one word. Thus, ^rsrra, kary-dS, having done

I come, I will come back after doing it. So sftaiul, jiy-dyd, having lived he came,

he came to life.

Kar'bo, to do, is regular, its past being karyo ; debo, to give, and lebo, to take, make
diyo and liyd (also diyo and Uyb) respectively. ‘ Gone ’ is gayo.

Bor further particulars and for a number of excellent specimens, the reader is

referred to Mr. Macalister’s work.
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W-qf ft % I iftf qT-% qTq-R ^qf

^T3i 'SJST-W % srra qt-Sff ffe-f I % qT-q qq Tfqt §T qq-q|^

ffe-ftft 1 ff^TT 5fff Ttr ^ft€t q^T *R-f Ifc ^cf

qrfq-if "5f*sft-qt i °fr oik mit qq q«r qjqrmiir-if ^tqt i

*R WT-% qq qq q^TT-ftqt SR RT fq-if qqt qTCT SRPsT qgrt qT
qiqRr %-qt i qtw qr q» |q-qrr qqr ffqfi m rfft i

^ WR ?RT RTR %<T-q R^RTT I ^ HTTIfT qqq qrR-% f3R-%

RRq-qi^ q? TRft frqt i m qrr^-f qrqjft ^t<j qff fqt i ^-t
1T?T ^rri qT-q qrft q* wr qR-qi-t qtqnq-qf fMt ftft qr If

*?qtq qq i if m qr qrq-qf feVir qTRRt m qi-q qrfqt

q-q irq-^rr qrq qrfit qr qrt mq qrerr i qr qq if tj# qff

qfrt % qft q^T qrfqTss i qt-*R qft qtqrr qpq-q \ qr ^fzK qT-qr

qR-q? fsqfr qRT i qR-qf^ qT-qj^ fr-q qTqt-f f^T ^t jj% t

^iq qrq fferr qnr qq-q qqr-qtqt qq: qft qf qT-qt i qq q^r-

q qT-q qtf qi if-q qR qRfr qq qR qnfr i qq

qq TTqt if «rtt Tfrt % qft qzT qRqrft i sr qR-q qR-qr

qTqpq-a qrf qilg-q qill qt<Rn wrt qr qr-q^ qqqrql i qr qr-%

TTrT-if 4jUlI WTRt I q* HRq-ii qqff qTTRT | ^ 1R q)if

qr qq^i wr qqr f qrt %5T qr-ift ft t qtr
|

^tT RTq-qt ft £i qR-ft I % *iift II

qT-^t qgt q^T ft qf %ct-q ft i 5R b? qfRt sr qr-a

qprft qrrat sr qr-q qqqqt qiqt «rqqt ?foq i qjq qnr-% qq? qro
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ftaFFT-W-it puff i 5pr 3T-?t qtft^ i % i ^tw ^T-f

^T-*t ^ft WJI ^FST-ft % I !T* ^TFT-f Mfnr-¥^ gT-g ^ TTft-^nft

^nff t^-^tft i ^ fwnr-ft i ^T-n iftrrc *r#f nft i wt-^ *n-#

^Tfr ^nr ^ *Fnft i =rr-% gx-% ^ft-ss ftft w
tt fift ^u=ui) <jnf =?n; *f-% wt ?r#f

Ti^t i ft-^ tf-H ft-^f q^f wrr-^f gff ftft w ^rrw^-fi

FT§t f ^TFcTT I m FT VI W-f WT-^T FTt ^
qg<iTl^-?f sgT-^Nrt ?n-% «if gt tf-Sfr

i gr-% gr-H g»t g^T

<r-nt *rfri f^nr t% i % fg*nr % §r fift-f % i *wf

^ Tift %ft ft ¥?T-W Irat ft ^ f fft WTT FT-ft

ft % fr€ ffaift i *§tg-ft ft if ip; trrerft u
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TRANSLITERATION AND TRANSLATION.

Ek-kl do

A-certain-one-to two .

wa-ke bap-te kahi,

his father-to it-was-said,

jaya mO-kS b5t-dS.’

jar ap-ko

having-gone his-oum

When him-by all wealth had-been-wasted, then that country-in such

bbaro jawal paryo, ar u kahgal bai-go. Pichhai wa u
great famine fell, and he poor became. Afterwards he that

des-ka ek rah'be-wale-ke dhTgare ja-rahyo. U waya suwar
country-of one inhabitant-of near having-gone-remained. He him swine

cliarabe khct-ine khadato. Je pat'ra suwar khawai-he, jin-ke

to-feed field-in sent. What husks swine eating-were, those-of

khay*bS-k3 u raji hattyo. Ar kafi-I ad*mi waya nab? dltb.

eating-for he pleased was. And any-even man to-him not gave.

Jab wa-kS surat at, wa-ne kahi, ‘are! mere bap-ke-I
When him-to understanding came, him-by it-was-said, ‘Ot my father-of-verily

nokTan-k! niri roti, ar mat bhukan mar3. MaT uthSgd,
servants-to plenty bread{-is), and I of-hunger am-dying. I will-arise,

ar mere bap-ke dhigare jaSgo, ar wa-te kahSgo, “dau,
and my father-cf near I-will-go, and him-to I-will-say, “father.
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maT-ne surag-ko pap karyo, ar tero pap karyo; ar ab mai aiso
me-by heaven-of sin done, and thy sin done; and now I such

nahl rahyo, jg tero beta kah*wa8; mo-kS too nsw
not remained, that thy son I-may-be-called ; me (acc.) thy a-servant

rakh-lai.” ’ XT uthir wa-ke bapkg dhigare ayo. Bap-kS
keep.”’ He having-arisen his father-of near came. Father-to

wa-ku dur-tg ato-i dgkhar daya aya-gai. Jab bap
him (acc.) distance-film on-coming-just having-seen compassion came. Then thefother

dauryo jar gale-tg laga-liyo, ar matt! lai wa-ki.

ran having-gone the-neck-to voas-applied, and kisses were-taken him-of.

Jab be.ta.-nc wa-tg kai, ‘ are dan, inaT-ne surag-ko pap
Then the-son-by him-to it-was-said, ‘O father, me-by heaven-of sin

karyo, ar too pap karyo
; ar ab aiso mai nahl rahyo, je tero

done, and thy sin done; and now such I not remained, that thy

beta kah*wa8.’ Jab bap-ne ap-ke nok“ran-tg kai,

son I-may-be-called.’ Then the-father-by his-oum servants-to it-was-said,

‘ aehhg-te achclig orhana latro ar iva-kS peVrawo, ar iva-ke hat-me

goodfrom good clothes bring and him-to put-on, and his hand-in

aguthi peh*rawo, ar pawan-m! pana peh'rawo ; ar ham khawl

a-ring put-on, and feet-in shoes put-on; and let-us eat

prwi ar chain karl. KyS ak I mgro beta

let-us-drink and merriment let-us-make. Because that this my son

mar-go ho, je phgr ji ayo ; ar khoya-go hg, jg paya-go.’

dead was, who again living came; and lost-gone was, who wasfound.’'

Ar wg khusi haibe lage.

And they merry to-be began.

Wa-ko baro bgta ho, jg khet-ml ho. Jab u ayo, ar

His elder son was, who field-in was. When he came, and

jab ghar-tg lag*to ayo, jab \ra-ng bajabo gabo ar nach*bo sunyS.

when liouse-to near came, then him-by music singing and dancing was-heard.

Jab -wa-ne gk janu nok‘ran-ml-tg bulayo. Jab wa-te

Then him-by one person servants-from-among was-called. Then him-to-

puchhi ak, ‘ aj I ka bat hai ?’ Jab wa-ne wa-te

it-was-asked that, ‘today this what thing is?’ Then him-by hvm-to

kai, ‘ tero bhaiya aya-go hai ; tgre bap-ng jiwayg-'haT,

it-was-said, ‘thy brother come is; thy father-by afeast-has-been-given,

ak - -wa-ne u raji-baji aclihl dekh-liyo.’ tF risaya-go, ja-te

that him-by he safe-and-sound well was-seen.’ He became-angry, therefore-

bhitar nahi gayo. Ja-te wa-kg dau-ng bahar ar u

inside not went. Therefore his father-by .
out liaving-come ho

YOt.. IX, part i. 2 r 2
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manayd. Jab wa-ne wa-ke bap-kS juwab diyo ak, ‘ dekh,

was-persuaded. Then him-by his father-to reply was-given that, ‘ see,

itek bar*san-te me! ten chak"rl karS, ar mai-ne kabhS-hi tero

so-many years-from I thy service do, and me-by ever-even thy

kahyo nahl ralyo ; to-u tai-ne mo-k§ ek bak’ra-u nahi
order not was-disobeyed ; still thee-by me-to one goat-even not

diyo ak mere bhayalen-ke saje mai kbusi kar“to. Pan
was-given so-that my friends-of with I merriment might-make. But

tere ya chhora-kn ate-i, ja-ne tero dhan ber*nin-ml

thy this son-to on-coming-just, tohom-by thy wealth prostitutes-in

ura-dlyo, ya-ke lahl to tai-ne jiwlye.’ Wa-ne wa-te

wan-wasted, him-of for indeed thee-by a-feast-is-given.’ Him-by him-to

kai, ‘ beta, tu-to sadli mere dhigare rabai. Je mere
it-was-said, ‘ son, thou-indeed always my near livest. What my
dhigare hai, je terd-i hai. KhnsI kar“bo ar raji haibo
near is, that thine-verily is. Merriment to-make and pleased to-be

to ham-kS chaiye-i ho; kyo ak i tero bhaiya mar-go
indeed us-to

,
proper was ; became that this thy brother dead

ho, je pherS jiy-ayo , khoya-go ho, je pher paya-go.’

was, who again lioing-came ; lost-gone was, who again was-found.’
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htt znrrr ft i ft tt-w wirt-k tt-?t tts w nff ft i

ft TT-f Tift f% mf WTTift-ff^ wRift I ft HTi fR-
fkiwT ft i wt-w writ %% tut i ftftTT ft w fR-fkiwT tt-t?

^R W#t f | fR-fffTT ft WR | fk TT-fi TWTH-f

m WRT TiCT W-W fR HH f-fkft I ft W ft ^TiT-T«Ri WT ftt-f

Tnft <5TTiT I ft WR-fkirT-fi TWR-f TT-k fR |-ftft I ft 3TTTT

ffc-kt TTrft TIT TTH-WT W£-T kk-wi WTT-ffft I ft ftit-f fR-

fkfrT WTf I TT-k qft twRt TiTT-k HR ?ft wff ffft-% I n't W
WWT TH-T ft fR t-ftft I <5TTiT Tint TiT WT-ft I ft fR-fkfTT

wft WT-tf I ft TW-f STTiT WT-fkft I ft WT WIT TTTTft-ft TT
’rr-fkft i ft sttit-h ijft g; iR i W fft wrTrft i ft w wt

w-f ft 'ft I ft Ti£-T <3v T3T-wt I HTWTR-Wt wft I ft HTi

ftf%T wft ft Tlft-f I ft TT fR-fktrT-f fkft W H W£Ti

WTW I TT-k Tift W WT WT I ft TT ftfWT-# t»TTT WZTt TiTT Rft I

ft <=)£<*) TiTTR ftft %T TWft TTRlt I ft ftfilT-kt TTT-if HJTT

%TiT HTW WTW I ft TT-k Tift W WT-ft wft TT WWTT W I ft TT-k

TiU HTH WTqft wfk-f-f fk TT TTTT-k WTift Tiki | ft

HITT T|T TTT-ft I ft WTT-f HST TWf-ft I ft Ti WTT flwt

Iwit i ft ktfw-f TT-wt wkr fR Tft i ft fR-fkin-k fkt \

Tift TiT fft I ft TT-k Tift W HTi %TiT-k WTT ^TT-ft I WT-f W-k

fft wkr-kt HTTT TTgTt TiTC-TTR-Ti I Hi^ftfw fR-fkfTT-k WT
fk ffft i ft kft-kt kft wki %-gf i ft % kk-T fkf wt i

ft TT %TH-f ftft # <1 TT-k WTft ttt Ttrrft ft fkr h fR i

WT-f wft I ft Hi^ftfw WT-f TW ffft II
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TRANSLITERATION AND TRANSLATION.

£k Thakar ho. To wa-kai khay*bg-kn ghar-mg kachliu
One Thakur there-was. Then him-to to-eat house-in anything

hat nahi ho. To jhafsiden wa-nS kahi ki, ‘ bhai,
even not was. Then immediately him-by it-was-said that, ‘brother,

chak*ri-k§ jaSgo.’ To ek son-chiraiya hi, ja-k6 son
service-for 1-will go.’ Then one omen-bird there-was, whose omet,

lebs jaya. Kojina to u son-chiraiya wa-kc son nahi
to-take he-goes. Every-day indeed that omen-bird him-to omen not
dg. Son-chifaiya to chugere-kS jaya; aur wa-ke bachchan-tg

gives.

'

The-omen-bird then picking-food-for goes; and her young-ones-to
kah jaya, ‘ beta, kau-k3 son mat de-dijyo.’ To u to

saying goes, ‘sons, any-one-to omen do-not give.’ Then she on-her-par,

chuk*be-kS gai, ar picbhg-tai ayd Thakar. To son-chiraiya-ke
feeding-for went, and behind-from came the-Thdkur. Then Ihe-omen-bird-ot

not give.’ Then she on-her-part

Thakar. To son-chiraiya-ke

the-Thdkur. Then the-omen-binl-of

To Thakar St-ki kathi
Then the-Thdkur camel-of saddle

.

u" kas-ar Qt-pai char-ar chal-diyo. To pichhe-ta:
tightly tied-having camel-on mounted-having set-off. Then behind-froi

son-chiraiya at Wa-ne puchhi, « betao, kau-kS son
.

to nal
the-omen-bird came. She asked, ‘ children, any-one-to omen indeed no\

diyo hai ?
’

To kai, ‘maiya, ham-ne to son dai-dlyd.
given is?’ Then it-was-said, ‘O-mother, us-by indeed omen was-givei

Thakar abo karai, ja-kS. To son-chiraiya bhaji whl-taT
The-Thakur coming does, him-to. Then the-omen-bird ran there-from

to gail-ml Thakar ja-liyo. To xrhg jar
then the-way-in the-Thdkur was-overtaken. Then there having-gov

bair*bani-ko rup dhar-liyo. To Thakar-ne puchhi, ‘tu
a-woman-of form tcos-assumed. Then the-Thdkur-by it-was-asked, ‘tho

kon ?
’

• maT tfri bair*bani.’ To kai, ‘a, ek-te do huye.’
who? ‘I thy wife.’ Then it-was-said, ‘come, one-from two became.’
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To unt-pai u baitha-lai. Khafken-kl dab lag! ; to
Then camel-on she was-caused-to-sit. Nature's-call-of necessity was-felt ; then

Sk pokhir bbari hi panl-te. To wa son-cbiraiya-tl bolyo kai,

one tank full was water-with. Then he the-omen-bird-to spoke that,

* max khat‘ke kary-aS.’ Wa-ne kahl kai, * ja,
* I a-call-of-nature having-done-come.’ Ser-by it-was-said that, ’ go,

kary-a.’ To wa pokhir-kai dhagare klxafke kar*be gayo.

having-done-come.' Then he tank-of near call-of-nature for-doing went.

To khat*ko kar-kain siso ler ul’to bag*dyo. To
Then call-of-nature done-having water having-taken back he-returned. Then

pokhir-ki par-mi sylp xnair*ka-mI8 lap*kai. To wa-ne kahi

the-tank-of bank-on a-serpent a-frog-at darted. Then him-by it-was-said

kai, ‘ya-ko jyo ya ajay le.’ To wa-ne chakku-tl

that, ‘this-of life this-one untimely takes.' Then him-by pen-knife-with

kat mis ap*ni jlg-ml-te, aur wa sylp-kS phaik*bo karyo.

having-cut flesh his-own thigh-in-from, and that serpent-to throwing was-done.

To syap khub dhap-go. To ap-i uthar chalyo-go.

Then the-serpent much satisfied-went. Then himself having-arisen went-away.

To u jar pSchhyo Ot-kai dhagarai. To loin-te wa-ki

Then he having-gone amved the-camel-of near. Then blood-with his

jig bhij-rabi. To son-ohiraiya-ne dekhi, kabi, < ka huyo ?
’

thigh wetted-was. Then the omen-bird-by it-was-seen, it-was-said, ‘ what became ?
'

To wa-ne kahi kai, ‘ek ma'ir’ka-kS sylp kbawai-bo;
Then him-by it-was-said that, ‘,one frog-to a-serpent eating-was

;

ja-ti maT-ne meri jlg-ko mas raryo, kat-kat-kaT.’ Jbafsiden

therefore me-by my thigh-of flesh was-thrown, cut-cut-having.’ At-once

son-cbiraiya-ne bat pher-diyo. To aisi-ki aisi jig kai-gal.

the-omen-bird-by hand was-passed-on. Then such-of such the-thigh became.

To cbar 5t-pai donyl cbale. To wa mair"ka-ne

Then mounting the-camel-on both set-off. Then that frog-by

sosi kai, ‘ tu. wa-kn aro kab awaigo to boya

it-was-thought said, ‘ thou him-to serviceable when will-come then it-may-be

na boya; ab-i cbalo.’ To jhat*siden wbl-tax cbal-diyo.

not it-may-be; now-even go' Then at-once therefrom he-started.

FREE TRANSLATION OF THE FOREGOING.

There was a Thakur who had nothing to eat in bis house, so he said to himself,

‘brother. I’m going to look for service.’ There was also a bird of omen, and the

Thakur went to her to get an omen, but though he went every day she never gave him

-one. One day she went out to pick up some food, and before she started she told her
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children on no account to give an omen to any one. While she was away the Thakur
came as usual, and the chicks gave him the looked-for indication, so he saddled his camel,

mounted and set off.

Back came the omen-bird, * My children, are you sure you gave no one an omen ?
*

* Indeed we did, mother. We gave it to the Thakur who comes every day.’

Up flew the omen-bird, and overtook the Thakur on his way. She assumed the form

of a woman. ‘ Who are you ? ’ said he. ‘ I’m your wife.’ ‘ Come along ; one has

become two.’ So he took her up on his camel. They came to a tank full of water, and
he was compelled to descend for a certain purpose. ‘ I’ll be back in a moment,’ said

he. * All right,’ said she. On the bank of the tank he saw a snake pursuing a frog.

‘ It’s a shame to let the poor thing be killed,’ said he. So he took out his penknife and
cut bits of flesh out of his thigh with which he fed the snake till it could eat no more.

Then he got up and went back to the camel. His thigh was all bloody. ‘ What’s
happened ? ’ said the omen-bird. ‘A snake was going to eat a frog, so I threw it lumps

of flesh from my thigh instead.’

Straightway the omen-bird passed her hand over the wound, and it healed up as it

was before. Then they got up on the camel and went on their way.

But the frog said to himself, ‘ some day or other you may be of use to him. Go at

once.’ So he started off at once.

[This is the end of the extract- The entire story, which is a long one, will be found

on pp. 82 and ff. of Mr. Macalister’s book. The frog takes the form of a barber and

overtakes the Thakur. The three then go on. The snake, out of gratitude for his good

meal, also joins the company as a Brahman. The four settle in a city, where the omen-

bird gets the Thakur service under the king, on a salary of a lakh of rupees. The king’s

barber persuades the king to set the Thakur three apparently impossible tasks (to get a

snake’s jewel, to find a ring thrown into a well, and to get news of his dead and gone

ancestors), all of which the Thakur performs with the aid of the snake, the frog, and the

omen-bird. To carry out the third task, the omen-bird assumes the form of the Thakur

and gets the king to make a huge funeral pyre on which she sits. It is lighted, and she

flies away in the smoke. She then sends the Thakur to the king with the news that he

has come back from the king’s ancestors, and that they are all well, but want a barber.

So the king makes another pyre and sets his barber on it to go off to his ancestors. The

pyre is lighted. The barber is, of course, burnt to death, and the king and the

Thakur live happy ever afterwards.]



DANGBHANG.

In the south-east corner of the Jaipur State, on the borders of Kotah and Earauli,
and separated from Dang! by Kalimal and the Dangi of Earauli we have Danghhang.

The estimated number of its speakers is 80,363.

Danghhang is more infected with Jaipur! idioms than Dangi. It even exhibits
modes of expression which have hitherto been considered to be peculiar to Gujarati.
In its grammatical forms the following are the main points in which it differs from
Dahgi of Jaipur.

Pronunciation—There is a tendency for * to become a, as in dan, a day ; lakhyo,
written. So u becomes i in ripyb, a rupee.

The tendency to disaspnation appears to be stronger even than in Dangi. We have
cases like kusi, pleasure ; badb, bind ; suko, dry

; sad (sddhu), a saint; JAdjfco, hungry;
jib, a tongue; lb, iron; rdkas (rdkhas), a fiend. The letter A is often transferred to
the first letter of a word, as in mhnl for mahal, a palace ; mhdrdj

,

as well as mdhdrdj, a
great king; ghado, for gad'ho, an ass. Similarly m is transferred in Imabo, for lambo,
long. Disaspiration is, as usual, prominent in the conjugation of the roots rah, remain,
and kah, say. We have rai-hai for rahai-hai, he lives; rayo, lived ; kai, said; hai, say
(imperative, 2nd sing.)

; and kfigo, I will say.

As a rule strong masculine nouns end in 5, -not d, as in Da ngi and Braj Bhakha,—
thus, beto, not beta, a son. The oblique singular of these nouns, and the nominative
plural, end in a. Thus, betd-ko, of a son ; beta, sons. The oblique plural ends in an, as
in Dangi. In other respects nouns form their oblique forms as in Pahgi.

^
There is no accusative-dative in ya, like the pOtdya of Dangi. There is a locative

in a, as in mhala, in the palace; sachyd, in truth
; and in ai for nouns and adjectives

ending in 6, as in mahlnai, in a month ; dgai, in front, before. This last locative is

common, and when an adjective (or genitive) agrees with a noun in the locative, it too
is put into that case, which is a most interesting survival. Thus we have dp-kai (not
dp-ke) mhala, in his own palace ; merai (not mere) dgai, in my front, i.e. before me

;

tumarai paehhai, in thy behind, behind thee.

The postpositions are the same as in Dahgi, except that the agent has nai, instead of
ne, and that the oblique genitive ends in kd, not he, as in £ des-kd raibdld-kai, to an
inhabitant of that country.

The termination kai of the dative (which also occurs in Dangi) is here clearly seen
to be the locative case of kb, the sign of the genitive. In other words, in Danghhang, a
dative may be formed by putting the genitive into the locative, i.e. by changing the
termination b to ai. Thus, raibdld-kai, to an inhabitant ; chayand hai merai, there is a
desire to me, I have a desire

; do putr ho-jydy‘gd terai, two sons will become to thee,
thou wilt have two sons

; beta hbya dp’nai, sons will be to us, we (i.e. I) shall have sons.
When an adjective^or pronoun agrees with a noun, the postposition is sometimes

added to both, as in S-nai rajd-nai kai, by that by the king it was said, it was said by
that king ; raibdld-kai ek-kai, to inhabitant to one, to one (i.e. an) inhabitant.

Sometimes the sign of the agent is omitted (as in Jaipur!), as in ® (for ft-rni)-

mait°ri-ku man, he beat the sweeper-woman.
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Adjectives which in Braj Bhakha end in au, and in Pang! in 5, often end in yd in

PangbhaDg. Thus, dchhyo, good (obL sing. masc. achhyd) ; sachhyo, true (fern, saehl,

loc. sing. masc. sachya) ; asyo, of this kind (=Hindostani aisa). It will thus be seen

,

that they agree in form with past participles.

As to pronouns, the first person is the same as in Dangl, except that we now and

then meet a Jaipur! form, such as mim'd, as well as mero, my. The accusative-datives

mdya, toya, waya, etc., do not occur.

The nominative plural of the second person is turn, tarn or tamu, and its genitive is

tumbro. This pronoun takes nai, the sign of the agent case, also as the sign of the

accusative-dative (in this case suffixed to the oblique form, and not to the nominative).

Thus, tai-rni, by thee ; lo-nai, to thee ; tvm-nai, by you or to you.

As in Pang!, the reflexive pronoun dpa, self, is also used to mean ‘ we,’ including

the person addressed, or even * I.’ Its.oblique form is dpa, or (plural) dpan. Its geni-

tive is dp°iid or dp-leo. The personal pronouns are often used instead of ap’no, in the

sense of ‘ own.’ Thus, u-kd (or dp’nd) bdp-sE kai, he said to his father.

The pronoun of the third person (‘he,’ ‘that’) is wo; ohl. sing. W

;

nom. plur. we;
obi. plur. un : wha=‘ there.’

* This ’ is yd (sometimes yd) ; obi. sing. %

;

nom. plur. ye ; obi. plur. in : nya—
‘ here ;’ «yo=thus.

Jo, obi. sing, j%, nom. plur. je, obi. plur. jin, is the demonstrative pronoun ‘ that,’

and the relative pronoun ‘who ;’ jad or jab=‘ then,’ ‘when’
; jhya=‘ there,’ ‘where.’

Kun (which does not change in declension) is ‘ who ? ’ fca?=‘ what ? ’
; kdi=‘ any-

one,’ ‘ some’ ; kat=‘ anything ’
; kha=‘ where ? ’

; kyd—' why ?
’

The conjugation of verbs is generally as in Dang!, except that (as in Jaipur!) the

first person plural ends in a, and the third person plural is not nasalised. Thus,—

I strike, etc.

Sing. Plur.

1. mdrS mdra.

3. moral mdrai.

The conjunctive participle ends in kai, lear or or, as mdr-kai, mdr-kar, mdr-ar;

having struck. The noun of agency ends in halo, as in rai-bdlo, an inhabitant.

The auxiliary verb uses both the Braj and the Jaipur! forms. Thus

—

(Braj) mm A®, I am ; mat ho (plur. masc. 1(d), I was.

(Jaipur!) mat chhti, I am ; mat chho (plur. masc. child), I was. The Braj form is

the more usual.

The definite present is formed by adding the auxiliary verb to the simple present.

Thus, mat mdrS-hU. The imperfect is formed by adding at to the root which is conju-

gated with the past tense of the auxiliary. Thus (singular) mat mdrai ho, (plural) ham
mdrai hd, and so for all persons.

The letters * and k are often added pleonastically to the third person of verbs.

They are relics of old pronouns. Thus, kai-as, he said; puchhi-8, he asked ; mdrai-k, he

may strike.

In one important point of construction Danghhang agrees with most of the Raja-

sthani dialects, and with Gujarati. When a transitive verb occurs in Hindi in the past

tense, it is used either passively, or impersonally. Thus (passively) us-ne stri mart, a
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woman was struck by him, i.e. he struck a woman, in which the verb (mdri) agrees in

gender with the object (stri) : (impersonally) us-ne stri-kd mdrd, by him, with reference

to the woman, striking was done, in which the verb (mdrd), being used impersonally,,

always remains masculine whatever the gender of the object may be.

In Bahgbhang, as in Gujarati, when this impersonal construction is used, the verb

is attracted by the gender of the object, and becomes feminine when it is feminine.

Thus, rdjd-nai maifri-kw bultii, literally, by the king, with reference to the female-

sweeper, she (not * it ’) was called, i.e. the king called the female-sweeper. Here, it will

be observed, the word buldi agrees in gender with maifri, although the latter has the

sign of the dative, ku, attached to it.

We may also note the employment of the Jaipur! word konl or kit ni,

meaning ‘ not.’
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¥T I WteT tsT-l ^-4TT TTT-H

mi 5Tf ml Ht | I ^Mft tfrf

mZ-ft I *fr?T ^ ml Hlft lit %4 ^T HT%H-

«r ^wr-pmt i ^n-m ^-1 lit It
i

ht lit i ml I tn-ir Itn-Ht ttrt *rg-*rlt i ^ #r

lirra fr-R^t i H irm ^fT I |h-^t Irnwr-I^-I T^t i 3?-!

ss-\ ht %?r-! if^rm
i It m?r^T pjt wt-m fln-l It

PT*ft in itt ^ff it t-ft i

=5TH mft *Mr htt W-1T wraTH-lfrlt g# ^ I
s#

*NNf | if ^<flt m ffTT TTT Tfl Sullt l-H ^Nft TTT tr-l

HT^T-sft mi Tf# ^n: Ift hdt wt =spc 1° wt I TWt It Hr^ ^TS | HTT IfaiTH-H lt-1 It HTT HffT W-t ||

TRANSLITERATION AND TRANSLATION.

Koi ad’mi-kai do beta ha. Un-mi-sS chhota beta-nai
A-certain man-to two sons were. Them-in-from the-younger son-by

u-ka bap-su kal, ‘ bap, pBji-ml-sS jo meri patx awai
bis father-to it-was-said, ‘father, property-in-from what my share comes
so mo-kS dai.’ tt-nai S-kx pgjl un-kn blt-dl. Thora
that me-to give: Bim-by his property them-to dividing-was-giveti. A-few
dan pachhai chhoto beto sari poji le-kai dur
days after the-younger son all propei-ty token-having a-far

par-des-mB chalyo-gayo. Whl ja-kar S-nai S-kl pgji
foreign-country-into went-away. There gone-having him-by his property
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gair chalan-ml ura-di. fr-nai sab pSji ura-di, ppbhai
bad conduct-m was-wasted. Him-by all property was-squandered, afterwards

u des-mS bhot-so kal par-gayo. Jad wo kagal ho-gayo. Wo
that country-in a-great famine fell. Then he poor became. Be
gayo ar S des-ka raibala-kai ek-kai ja-kar rayd. tJ-nai S-kS
went and that country-of inhabitant-to one-to gone-having lived. Bim-by him-to

sur charaba-kS khetan-pai khadayd. JO patera sur khawai-ha
swine feeding-for fields-vn toas-sent. Which husks swine eating-,cere

jin-su wo pet bhar*ba-kS raji ho. Koi ad*mi fi-ka kST
them-from he belly filling-for pleased was. Any man him-to anything

bi nai de-ho. Jab S-ka gytfa ayo jab S-nai
even not giving-was. When him-to understanding came then him-by

kai, ‘ mera bap-ka chakaran-kS roti ghani, ar mai bhuko
it-was-said, ‘my father-of servants-to bread nmch(-is), and I hungry
marU-hu. Mai uthugo, ar mera bap kanai jaSgo, ar S-sS
dying-am. I will-arise, and my father near will-go, and him-to

kSgo, “ bap, mai-nai sarag-ko pap karyo, ar tero pap karyo,
will-say, “father, me-by heaven-of sin was-done, and thy sin was-done,

ar mai asyo nai rahyo so tero beto kuwaS; tera
and I such net remained that thy son I-should-be-called ; thy

nokaran-mg mo-kS bi ek nokar rakh-lai.”
’

servants-in me also one servant keep'"
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TTqf TTWT ift qijqt I ft Hcfft HTT^ «ni'S=ti qT^-ft TT3TT fTcT

fft ftq-Wt I ftftt-H TTWT-^ TOT qm-qiT ffT-qt qift ftqTTt

qPIT-^tqt I tfiT TOTT-H qffqH if TOqft ft TTWT qT qclft-H

ft-f^ TOT #5T-q; qift ftqrft qfTIT ^T^TT^t I ifiT ttcTTt-q^ Wit I

ijftTT H ^Rcft ftW | Sf-W qrft ftqift mf <jRTTqt ft-f TOT I

Hcrtt-W qif *TT¥TTTW mf-T W5 1 qff-f lift fft qqT-ftft I fi-W

TTSTT-q qit # HT#t I fiT f-W qif q *^KW »?TTt qT-ft frTT

ft-f^ HIT l q^lt ft I gWlft f€t TOqT-ft TOT Hq 1 qq

<i'3ii-«T qqqrr -it^ q^ § cr*t q.-ftqtq qn-qrr ^ft mqn-f f_qr fft

hito qq i
qq-q ^tt %*#trc fNat-q f? fqft-q Hift i xrt qq-q qi

qpfTqq qift i
qq f-q TTWT-q TOtqq q^ft qrrt i

ft Trt^-fq qiq ft-ft-t ft *Mt qsr i qr ftftqT qrq ^ q>q i

qq ft q^T-ft qfffqTT ftf ^Pt q»TT f^T ftq qmq | qTqf

ft qgft ft i fi-ft qro Ttft qfrt-ft i to ttt^ f?-ff qrr qrm

g# ft qrq qfrt ft-qft i TTWi-q q?-ft q^ft qrft wrq-qt i

TTO qiTTftft % I fit qfqcl qT qmif-f qft fft I TO-f TTft

ftr qrf qqT fN i qqq qft ft frf^ i qqq-i % i fN i qq-ft

qprqr % ff i htt qrm-fr tut ft ftft i stt ft qq ft-qrntqr

fr i ft ft WTq ft Tnft i ft TH-qft qr TTWr ’TOT qr-qft

qrq-iq
i fro qq qftf qq ft-w i Ttstt Ttft ft-qft i frot

TOR qRTT II
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(Rev. G. Macalister, M.A.)

Specimen II.

TRANSLITERATION AND TRANSLATION

Ek raja chh6 naputri. Jo mait*rl jharu kar*ba awai-hl,

A king toas sonless. When the-mihtardni broom to-wield coming-was,

raja hat m§do dhoivai-chho. Mait*ri-nai raja-kS dekhar

the-king hand face ivashmg-was. The-mihtarani-by the-king having-seen

ap-ka mSda-kai ado dhok*rd laga-liyo. Pher raja-nai kal-as,

her-oum face-to screen a-basket was-applied. Then the-king-by it-was-said,

‘ mai des-pati to raja, ar maitlri-nai mo-ku

‘ I counfry-lord verily king(-am), and the-mihtardm-by me

dekhar mBda-kai ado dhok'ro kas5 lagayo mo-kO dekhar ?
’

having-seen the-face-to screen a-basket why was-applied me having-seen t

'

Pher mait*ri-k8 bulai, puchhis, ‘mai des-pati to

Then the-mihtarani-to it-was-called, she-was-asked, ‘I country-lord verily

raja ;
tai-nai ado dhok’ro kyS lagayo ? ’ Mait“ri-nai

kingdom) ; thee-by screen a-basket why was-applied ? ’ The-mihtardm-by

kai, ‘ Maharaj, ky5-i nal. Ny8-I kusl meri

it-was-said, ‘ Your-Majesty, wliy-indeed is-not. Thus-verily pleasure my

laga-liyo.’ tf-nai raja-nai kai kai, * sachi kai.’ Pher

it-was-applied.’ Him-by the-king-by it-was-said that, * truth speak.' Then

B-nai ka! kai, * Mharaj, mharo ghar-kd maitar mo-ku marai.

her-by it-was-said that, ‘Your-Majesty, my house-of mihtar me may-beat.

Tum naputri ho. Tumaro mudo dekh“ba-ko dharain nal’ Jab

You sonless are. Your face seeing-of religion is-not.’ Then

raja-nai aphid nauk*ran-kS hukam de-diyos, ‘ja-kar dekho

the-king-by his-own servants-to command was-given, ‘ gone-having see

sichyi-i I-k§ bhangi maraik nal’ Un-nai jar

in-truth-verily this-one the-mihtar beats (or-)not.’ Them-by having-gone

dekhls, sdchyl-I a maifri-kS man. Pher un-nai

she-was-seen, in-truth-verily that mihtardni-to she-was-beaten. Then them-by
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a kayo-as, * marl.’ Jab u-nai raja-nai:

having-come it-was-said, * she-was-beaten.’ Then that-by king-by

dekhi-as,
'

* sad-sant-kl band’gl karo.’ So

it-ioas-seen (i.e. thought), * saints-holy-men-of service do.’ So

sad-sant awai, jl-ki-i wo bandagi karai. Ar rojina dharam

saints-holy-men come, them-of-verily he service does. And daily virtue

punn karai. Ab O-kai to beta-kl laggi-as,

holy-actions lie-does. Now him-to verily son-of {the-thouglit-)was-pleasing,

‘ koi day karar beta lioya ap'nai. Apt to

'some contrivance having-made sons may-become to-us. We verily

naputri ha.’ tt-ko bag suko paryo-ho. Ek sad S-mai

sonless are.’ Him-of the-garden dry fallen-was. A saint it-m

ar asyo utaryo so bag haryo ho-gayo. Raja-na-i 8-ki

having-come such alighted that garden green became. Tlie-king-by him-of

bandagi karl sad-ki. ‘ Sad karamati hai. So

service was-done the-saint-of. ' The-samt a-worker-of-miracles is. So

al’bat ya apSn-kS beto dego.’ Un-nai raji hor

certainly he us-to a-son will-give.’ Him-by pleased having-become

kai, ‘ bachcha, m5g.’ ‘ Bachan dyo to m5gu.’ ‘ Bachan-i

it-was-said, * child, ask.’ ‘ Promise give then I-ask.’ ‘ Promise-verity

hai. Mag.’ ‘ Putr-ki chay“na hai merai.’ * Tera karam-mai lakhya

is. Ask.’ ‘ Son-of desire is to-me.’ ‘ Thy fate-in written

to koni. Ja, do putr h6-jyay*ga terai.’ Wo to

verity (
tliey-are-)not . Go, two sons will-become to-thee.’ That verily

sad ho ram*to. So ram-gayo, ar raja mlialS

saint was a-wanderer. So lie-wandered-away, and tlie-king to-the-palace

a-gayo ap-kai. U-kai nawai mahinai putr ho-gaya. Raja

came his-own-in. Hvm-to ninth in-montli sons became. The-king

raji ho-gayo. iJ-ka ghar-bar basya.

pleased became. Sis house-(and-)liome were-established.

FREE TRANSLATION OF THE FOREGOING.

Once upon a time there was a king who had no sons. One day he was washing his-

hands and face when the Dame of the Broom 1 came to sweep up the place. Directly she

saw the king she hid her face behind her basket. Said the king, ‘ Here am I monarch

and lord of all. Why did the Mihtarani hide her face with a basket directly she saw

me ? ’ So he called her to him and asked her saying, ‘ Here am I monarch and lord of all,

why did you hide your face behind a basket? ’ Said she, ‘ Your Majesty, there was no

1 A woman of the Uihtar or Sweeper caste ; commonly called a Mihtarani. A man of the same caste is called Hihtar

or Bhangi. It is an unlucky thing for a woman to see a childless person.
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particular reason, for me to do it. I just put the basket before my face, because it struck

me to do so.’ Said the king, ‘tell the truth.’ Then she replied, ‘Tour Majesty, the

Mihtar, my husband, will give me a drubbing. For you have no son, and it is not right

that I should see your face.’ Then the king told his servants to go and see if really and
truly the Mihtar would beat her or not. So they went and saw that, as a matter of

fact, she was beaten; and they returned to the king and told him that she had got the

drubbing she expected.

So the king thought to himself that he must do homage to saints and holy men.
And whenever a saint or a holy man came to his kingdom he did homage to him, and
every day occupied himself in virtuous and charitable deeds. For he thought to himself

how nice it would be to have a son, and that he must do all he could to get one. Now his

garden was all dry and withered up, and one day a saint who alighted in it was so very
holy that it immediately all over became fresh and green. The king did homage to him.
‘This is a worker of miracles,’ said he to himself, ‘ and will certainly give me a son.’

The saint was pleased at his devotion and said to him, ‘ my child, ask a boon.’ ‘ Promise
to grant it,’ said the king, ‘and I will ask it.’ ‘ The promise is given. Ask.’ ‘Holy
sir, I long for a son.’ ‘ Sons are not written in your fate. But nevertheless depart in

peace, for two sons will he horn to you.’ The saint was a wanderer, and went his way,
and the king returned to his palace. On the ninth month the sons were born, and he
was happy, for now his family was established.



KALTMfiL.

Kallmal is spoken in Jaipur State immediately to the south of Pangi, between it

and Pahgbhahg, on the borders of the Karauli State. It is spoken by 81,216 people.

It closely resembles Pahgbhahg. Nouns and adjectives in 6 have their oblique

forms both in a and e. ‘My’ is mhdro and mero ; ‘thy,’ tharo and tiro; ‘your,’

tawdr6 ; ‘this,’ yd; ‘he,’ ‘that,’ wd or U (obi. plur. mi) ;
‘ who ? ’ kaun. Verbs form

their first persons plural as in Pahgbhahg, and their third persons plural as in Pangi.

Samples of Kalimal will be found in the List of Words. It is quite unnecessary to

give further specimens. A grammar and specimens of the dialect will be found in

Mr. Macalister’s book.



DffGAR-WARA.

In Jaipur the word. dSgar means ‘a hill,’ and hence I)ugm--wdra means the-

language of the hill country. It is spoken by 108,766 people, south-west of Dang!, and

immediately to the north-west of Kalimal. It only differs from the latter dialect in

being more strongly infected with Jaipur!. In fact it could with equal propriety be

classed as a form of that language. The main points in which it differs from Kalimil

are that it is fond of using the suffix of kai-tai to represent the dative case ;
‘ your ’ is

thamaro

;

and * who ? ’ is hurt. In the verb substantive it prefers the Jaipur! forms

chhs (present) and chho (past) to hS and ho, and the verb is conjugated in the plural

sometimes like Dang!, and sometimes like Jaipur!.

As in the case of Kalimal, this dialect is sufficiently illustrated for present purposes

by the List of Words appended. Further specimens and a full grammar will be found in

Mr. Macalister’8 work.



STANDARD LIST OF WORDS AND SENTENCES







































KANAUJT.

The town of Kanauj is situated at the south-east end of the Farukhabad district,

and the language of that locality may be considered to be the standard form of Kanauji.

It is that illustrated by the preceding skeleton Grammar.

It has hitherto been wrongly considered that at the north-western end of Farukha-

bad the language was Braj-Bhakha or Antarbedi. This is wrong. Kanauji is, as will be

shown, spoken all over the district. The total number of speakers of Kanauji in

Farukhabad is 712,500. The local authorities divided this into—

Antarbedi 678,900
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gg | gqq-g #£-g qTq-g qf=ft 1%

t faHT ffHT Wt ggT?T WT i?gt I gq qq-% gi^J^ qfc-^ i gfa nfr fqgg qti gffqg-q gq fw fq?fT qjlr-t

*** %H-€t ggT-ggt gfa; ^lf gqgf HTg g^R-g ggigT |

gfo; gq *lTg gg qft gqfT^ qff gtg Wf
'ff-ggf I ctq gg g^f-% qqi ?fg-% fqqf gfq-qgT I gg-%

<3H ’qqH ^fR-if ggjq-qrT qjgt | qffo gg WT¥ ^rft f% gg
Wt H^TT *im-!“ =qqgt q^ g? fqi gg-^RR-’fqt |

gq ftg-g giq-qr q?gg qnft f% ^htV grg-qi fagg ggrg# fr^t

*T?g % ^ ** WTrl? | g qfq% qTH-qi ntT gfa

Hg-g ^ff fq» fqm ¥H-% |q-qrT gfc g^fTTt ft*q q«TT-% ^ gq
th qrrqq> grff fqr fqrfr rpnr q^T qifl' i gg gqg ggrg-fr-g

Tjqf-^t qftqr qsn^r I gq gfe-qi qqq qiq-qf <?fa ggt I gfa q

qig gg f% gg qf<iqf qnj-qrf ^gr qfjft gfo ftfr-qr gg-qg nf

qnnq-qiwr wig qwt I qjTst ggg qfft fqj % fqqr tf-q fq-qft

vhs gwt qig qift gq fg qfFjqi Hiff f% fqjfq rpqifr gf%qq

qr?Ts i qiq-g gqg wNnw-g qrttfw g^t-g g^t rngig fgqqg-

qnft gfr ^g-gf qf^oqt g^g qg-gq qgq ghr *qgt ggrq i

qn%-g 1% ggTTt gf qjfgqg gqt-ggt gt gq fggr-% i

fgt gq fgfg qgt-% i gq q iqgt qrrg gr»t 11

gg-gt qgt gffqrr ^g-g ggt i gq g^-% giftw grqt

^gt gN grfggr ggt gq gg wlqn-gr qgig-g 13ft fg g^ qg % 1

gg-^ 5rg-g qrft fq? <3^1 it git grqt-% gts g^fir qig-g q# ^jgt^K

qrft-% qn%-% fqr ggt ggT qrgt 1 gg-g ftgrq-% wrqt
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•rrff ^ttt i ^TftT ^rni-% ^f%-^rf vrtstT i

3?ft ^tr^t g^R-% g^fiCt i^rr ^tTfi-?^
--Mr«NT-cfft *TTft ^ra-%° | qtg T^T-H TT<fi SHfift-cfit

wwt ¥*? srrff nr ^ro% firenfiR-f? *rr i

,

srhi

^ fsR-% K^fTft *rm qgf^R-w g^i^ft

HTT-% dPs-^ft =tsl ««i^l«iK 3T^t I ^f%-% ^ET-% %jx ?r
wrr «ftr ^nrr % ^ft ktt-^ % i ir

^rt%ir ^nt-% f% ci^Kf ?r? *rrf *ret-'?at

*rT fgr^T-% ^ ¥t ^ firat-t n
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TRANSLITERATION AND TRANSLATION.

Ek jane-ke doe larika hate. 'Un-mai-se ' chhote-ne bap-

One man-of two sons were. Them-in-from the-yonnger-by the-father-

se kahi ki,
‘ he pita, malu-ko hlsS jo hamaro chahiye

to it-was-said that, ‘O father, property-of share which mine is-proper

so deo.’ Tab un-ne malu unhg bit dad. Auru thore

that give.’ Then him-by property to-them dividing wax-given. And a-few

dinau pichhe chhote larika-ne sab kuchh ikattba kari-ke

days after the-younger son-by all anything together made-having

ek duri-ke des-kd chalo-gao. Aura hua ap*no malu bure
one distance-of comitry-to it-was-gone. And there his-oum property evil

chalan-mi urab. Auru jab sab khafch kar-chuko,
conduct-in tcas-squandered. And when all expenditure was-done-completely,

us mulk-ml baro akalu paro auru wahu kangal hui-gao. Tab
that country-in great famine fell and he indigent became. Then
us mulk-ke ek rais-ke hiyl lagi gao. Un-

that country-of one native-of near having-engaged-himself he-went. Eim-
ne use ap*ne khetan-ml suar charaibe-kd pathao. Aura usS
by him his-ou>n fields-in swine to-feed it-was-sent. And to-him

ohah hati ki, <un bak*lan-se jo suar khat-hai ap’no
the-desire teas that, ‘those husks-with which swine eating-are my-own
pbtu bharai,’

.

ki ' koi use d6t naT hato. Tab hbsu-mg
beUy I-may-fli: that anybody to-him giving not was. Then senses-in

ay-ke kahan lago ki, ‘ hamare bapu-ke kit*ne majuran-
come-having to-say he-began that, ‘my father-qf how-many labourers-

ko rati baliut hai auru bam bhukhS marat-hai. Mai uth-ke
to bread much is and I from-hunger dying-am. I a,-wen-having
ap*ne bapu-ke tir jaihafl aura un-sg kaihau ki, “pita, ham-ne

my-own father-qf near will-go and him-to will-say that, “father, me-by
Daiw-ko auru tumharo dokh karo-hai, aura ab is laik nah! ki
God-of and thy sin done-is, and now this worthy not that
Phiri tumhare beta kahawai. Hama! ap'ne majurau-maT-se ek-
agam thy son I-may-be-called. Me thy-oum labourers-in-from one-
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Id. barobar banao.” ’ Tab uthi-ke ap'ne bap-ke tir chalb.

of (to) equal make.'” Then arisen-having his-own father-of near he-went.

Aura we abhai dur hate ki usai dekhi-ke bapu-kl daya

And he yet far-off was that him seen-having the-father-to pity

lagi auru dauri-ke us-kl gare lagay-lao, aura chumd. Beta-

was-attached and run-having him on-neek embraced, and kissed. The-son-

ne us-se kabi ki, ‘ he pita, mai-ne Daiw-ko aura tumharo papu

by him-to it-was-said that, ' O father, me-by Ood-of and thy sin

karo aura ab is laik nahf ki phiri tumharo larika

was-done and now this uiorthy not that again thy son

kahaS.’ Bap-ne ap*ne naukaran-se kahi ki ‘ achchhi-se

I-may-be-called.’ The-father-by his-own servants-to it-was-said that, ‘ good-than

ackckhl posak nikas-lawau auru is-kS pahirawau, aura ham-sab khayl

good dress bring-out and this-one-on put, and (let-)us-all eat

auru khusi manawai ; kahe-se ki hamard yahu larika maro-hatij,

son dead-was,

be khusi

he now alive-is ; lost-gone-was, now found-gone-is.’ Then they merriment

and merriment make ; what-from that

so ab jid-hai; khui-gao-hato, ab mili-gao-hai.’

karan lage.

to-make began.

Us-ko bard larika khet-maT hatd. Jab ghar-ke nagioh Swo auru

Mis elder son field-in was. When house-of near he-came and

gaibo auru nachibo suno, tab 6k naukar-ko bulay-ke

singing and dancing was-heard, then one servant called-having

pCichhi ki, ‘yau ka hai’? Us-n6 us-se kahi ki

it-was-asked that, ‘ this what is ' T Mim-by hirn-to it-was-said that

‘tumharo hhai awd-hai, auru tumhare bapu-ne bari jeonar kari-hai,

‘ thy brother come-has, and thy father-by great feast made-is,

kahe-se ki usai bhalo chahga pao.’ Us-n6

what-from that him well * healthy it-has-been-found.’ Mim-by

risay-ke bhitar jano nahl chaho. Tab us-k6 bapu-ne

beeome-angry-having inside to-go not it-was-wislied. Then his father-by

hahir ay-ke bahi-kl manao. TJhi-ne bapu-s6 kahi,

outside come-having him it-was-appeased. Mim-by the-father-to it-was-said,

‘dekho, it*ni bar’san-se ham tumhari sewa karat-hai auru kab-hn
‘ see, so-many years-from I your service doing-am and ever-even

tumhare aggiya-ki bahir nahf
.

chalat-haT
;

parantu tum-ne kab-hu ek

your orders-of out not going-mn ; but you-by ever-even one

bak*ri-ko bachcha hamai nahl dad, ki ap*ne milapin-ke sang

goat-of young-one to-me not was-given, that my-own friends-of with
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khusl manate. Auru jab tumharo yahu larika awo
merriment 1-might-have-made. And when your this son came
jin-ne tumharo malu paturian-mai urao, tum-ne uhi-kl bari
whom-by your fortune harlots-in was-waited, you-hy hit great

jeonar kari.’ Uhi-ne us-se kahi, ‘are beta, turn sada hamare
feast was-made.’ Sim-by him-to it-was-said, • O son, you always me
tir rahe, auru

near were, and

manaibo auru

to-celebrate and

bhal maro-hato,

brother dead-was,

jo-kuchho hamaro hai so tero-I hai
:

par khusi
whatever mine is that thine-verily is: but joy

raji hoibb chahiye kahe-se ki tumharo yahu
pleased to-be is-proper what-from that your this

so jio-hai
; auru khui-gab-hato so ab milo-hai.’

he alive-is ; and lost-gone-was he now found-is.’



In the north-western portions of Farukhabad, the language is also Kanauji,—not

Antarbedi or Braj Bhakha as has been hitherto supposed. This will be evident from the

following specimen, which is the first few lines of the Parable. The language is identical

with that of the corresponding portion of the preceding specimen.

[No. 2.]

INDO-ARYAN FAMILY. Central Group.
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Kanauji. (West of District Farukhabad.)

¥% i #1% fa

wf Tfe ^rfr Swr i wr-% ‘THfar ’ffrn srrfe ^fr i

f^T tTTW RURT ^ I

fWT ^RTT HRT-CRT ^ TT^-HT I ^5R ^R

cR W-HT tfat wfa Tg *FW«T HT*T ||

TRANSLITERATION AND TRANSLATION.

Ek manai-ke doe larika hate. Chhote larika-ne bap-san
One man-of two sons were. 2 he-yonnger son-by the-father-to

kahi ki, ‘hamare hlsa-ko bltu kari deo.’ Bap-
it-was-said that, ‘ my share-of division having-nutde give.’ The-father-

n§ us-ko hlsa bati dao. Thore din pachhe chhote
by his share dividing was-given. A-few days after the-younger

larika-ne ap*no sab dhanu ikattho kari-ke par-des
son-by his-own all fortune together made-having a-foreign-land

nikasi-gao. Hua sab*ro mal-tal khSte rah-ml uray-dao. Jab
went-away. There all riches evil way-in was-squandered-away. When
sab kharch hui-gab, tab us des-mg akal paro. Auru bahu
all expenditure became, then that country-in famine fell. And he
bhukhan maran lago.

from-hunger to-die began.



KANAUJT (PACHARUA) of etawah.

The language spoken over the greater part of the district of Etawah is Kanauji.

Only in the south, in the Doab of the Chambal and the Jamna, do we hear the Bhadauii

dialect of Bundeli. To the north-west of Etawah lies the district of Mainpuri, the

language of which is Braj Bhakha or Antarbedi. To its north lies Earukhabad and to its

east Cawnpore, in both of which Kanauji is spoken. As might be expected the Kanauji
of Etawah shows traces of the influence of Braj Bhakha and of Bhadanri, but on the

whole, it is fairly pure.

In the original Bough List of the languages of this district, what is now stated to

be Kanauji, was wrongly shown as Antarbedi. That it is Kanauji will not be doubted
after a perusal of the specimens which follow.

The district of Etawah is divided into two nearly equal parts by the river Sengar,

which runs north-west and south-east, parallel to the course of the Jamna. There are

therefore (if we exclude the Chambal-Jamna Doab) two main tracts, a south-western,

between the Sengar and the Jamna, and a north-eastern beyond the former river. The
latter tract is locally known as the Pachdv, and local officials distinguish between
the Kanauji of the Pachar, which they call Pacharua, and that of the rest of the district.

Pacharua shows more traces of the influence of Braj Bhakha, and less of that of Bhadauri
than does the Kanauji of the unnamed south-western tract.

The following is the estimated number of speakers of these two forms of Kanauji
Pacharua 250,000
Kanauji of south-west 101,000

Total . 351,000

In 1891, the total population of the district was 727,629, and the balance is mainly made
up by 55,000 speakers of Bhadauri and 285,000 people who are reported to speak Urdu.
The latter figures appear to be a needlessly large estimate, but no better one is avail-

able. I proceed to give specimens of both forms of Kanauji.
Por Pacharua, I give a few lines of a version of the Parable of the Prodigal Son. It

will be seen that there are very few local peculiarities. We have ki, ks, and kau for the
sign of the accusative-dative, and «e or nai (Bhadauri) for the agent. The sign of the
conjunctive participle is kg, as we also find in Bhadauri. We meet the form a? for hat,
they were, which properly belongs to Braj Bhakha. The third personal pronoun is bu,
with an oblique form ted or bd (again Bhadauri). There is also the tendency to eliminate
an r before another consonant which is a marked peculiarity of Bhadauri. Thus khachchu
for kharch, expenditure, and paddes for pat'des, a foreign country. The form jtta,

there, is noteworthy.
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DTf H«TT-Ti tj
1? TTH I '3'T-H-H oUM-ct Tiift TT

ttt th-h-h thttt #fwr wtr wr ini i ht tt-% tt-ttT

Tg i 3*3; wfcf f^«f Hi'IV ht-h wT^T «rfwr wr

th§ 45^1 a «prr n?»i «ni*ci

Hg |
TfT WT-Sfit TT TfT

HT'ft ^l^TTg 'ITT ^ T^ TPTT<j5 TT-R'TT cTT ^ WRI-Ti TT Jjf^TTT-TT T%-

SIH-H-H HTT-% f?TT TT*T 3P?t TIT-T WT-^f TT*T #iT-H WTT TTT-^f

Tawt n

TRANSLITERATION AND TRANSLATION.

Ek manai-kl dui larika hate. Un-mi-taT chhote-ne

A-certain man-to two sons were. Them-in-from the-younger-by

bap-t! kahi, ‘ e bap, dhan-ml-te, jo hamard hlsa,

the-father-to it-was-said, ' 0 father, property-in-from, which my share

hoy, so ham! dai-deu.’ Tab wa-ne wa-kau ap“no dhauu

may-be, that to-me give-away.' Then him-by him-to his-own substance

blti dab. Kachhu bahnt din nahl bhaye-aT ki chhotb

having-divided was-given. Some many days not become-were that the-younger

larika sab-kachhu jori-batori-k! paddes nikari-gao aur juS

son all-anything collected-having another-country out-went and there

luchchai-m! din katat ap*nb dhanu uray-bharay-dao. Jab ba-ko

debauchery-in days passing his-own fortune was-squandered. When him-of

sab khachchu huy-chuko auru wa des-m! bard bhari akalu

all expenditure was-completed and that country-in greatly heavy famine

paro au bu kahgalu hui-gao tab bu jay-k! wa mulik-kb

fell and he poor became then he gone-having that country-of

rahaiyyan-ml-taT ek-ke hiya raban lago
;

ja-na! ba-k§ ap*ne

inhabitants-infrom one-of near to-live began ; whom-by him-as-for his-own

khefc-ml suar charaibe-ko patbad.

field-in swine feeding-for it-was-sent.



kanaujt of south-west etawah.

The dialect spoken in the south-west of Etawah hardly differs from that which pre-

vails in the Pachar tract. The influence of Bhadauri is felt a little more strongly, and

that is all. To this we may attribute the use of bd (and not tea) for the oblique form of

the third personal pronoun. To the same influence is due the use of bd (Bhadauri bd) for

the nominative as well as wah. We may also note the use of the Agent case for the

subject of an intransitive verb in the past tense. In this case the verb is used imper-

sonally.. Thus bchhe lafkd-ne chald, the younger son went, literally, by the younger son

it was gone. This of course is altogether contrary to the rules of Standard Hindi, but is

all the same quite common in this part of India. It is an instance of the preservation of

a very old idiom. Compare the Sanskrit tena chalitam.
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ftf ft I ffa-if-% WTW% 3T#t

ff WTT WIT ft frt "ffHT ffa ft ft-ff fft I

TT-ft ?tHT WIT WI ffe ^ft I flT ff*T W ff fti <d<?=iu-f

E®T fkr fk-^TT 1R<^H ^ft ^*WT <hlH Tt^T Tt5T ^TTf? Tft I

Wk WIT TOT ’STTOt ffl T^t I 5lcTWT-% W4 ^tft ft* *ft

rT* wft 3TM HTt fk W? *ft* ^-TOt I fk T? WT?I-%

W*»t-3i *i<^(i|i|T-TT-TT U'h-^T TTO ^PTt W»T *T-ft *TO T3<tMt

TJ^IT *Tllf-ft 113ft I fk *T ffff-ft ft WTO TfTcT-TN TOTt

<gi<Tl wnrPMrft wk fkr *T-ff 5^ f?i-*ft 11

TRANSLITERATION AND TRANSLATION.

K01 ad*mi-ke do lar*ka hate. Dou-ml-se nanhl-ne

A-eertain man-of two sons were. The-two-in-from the-younger-by

bap-se kahi ki, ‘ are bap, rupaya paisa-me-se jo mero
the-father-to it-was-said that, ‘ O father, rupees pice-in-from what my
btsa, hoy so mo-k§ deo.’ Tab ba-ke blsa rupaya paisa blt-dao.

share' maybe that me-to give.’ Then his share rupees pice was-divided.

Thore din bhaye ki ochhb lafka-ne sab chije jor-kar

A-few days became that the-younger son-by all things collected-having

par-des chalo aur him bure kam rbj-roj karat-raho.

a-foi'eign-country-to it-was-started and there evil deed daily he-doing-was.

Aur rupaya paisa ap*no khoy-dao. Jab ba-ne sab kauri paisa

And rupees pice his-own was-lost. When him-by all, cowries pice

khoy-dao, tab par-d§s-ml bharl kal paro, aur wah garib

was-lost, then the-foreign-country-in heavy famine fell, and he poor

hui-gayo. Aur wah jay-ke huan-ke ad3miyS-m5-se ek-ke hiyl rahan

became. And he gone-having there-of men-in-from one-of near to-live

lago, ja-ne ba-ko ap*ne kheto-ml suar charaibe-ko pathao. Aur
began, whom-by him his-own fields-in swine feeding-for it-was-sent. And
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ba un k§s5-ko jo suar khat-hate apau kliayau

he those husks which swine eating-were himself-also to-eat

Aur kou ba-k§ kuchb nahl det-hato.

And anybody him anything not giving-was.

chahat-hato.

tcishing-was.



KANAUJT of hardoi.

Crossing the Ganges from the district of Farukhabad we come to Hardoi, the only

western district of Oudh of which the language is not Awadhi. Here it is everywhere

Kanauji. Local authorities recognise three or four sub-varieties, but the differences are

merely as to the amount of Awadhi with which the Kanauji is mixed.

The number of speakers of Kanauji in Hardoi is estimated at 1,030,500. The

district has to its east Unao and Lucknow, and to its north Sitapur and Kheri, in all of

which the language is Awadhi. It is hence natural to expect a certain infusion of

that form of speech in the local Kanauji. This infusion varies from place to place, but

is generally very slight in amount. Only in the extreme east of the district, in Tahsil

Sandila and the neighbourhood is the infusion so strong as to form a mixed dialect re-

quiring separate treatment. We may estimate the number of speakers of each of the two

forms of Kanauji employed in Hardoi as follows :

—

Standard Kanauji slightly mixed with Awadhi 880,500

Mixed dialect of Sandila 150,000

Total . 1,030,500

The mixed dialect of Sandila will not be considered here. It will be found dealt

with, together with other mixed dialects, on p. 411 fE. At present, I confine myself

to the Kanauji of the rest of the district. As a sample I give an abstract of the main

story of the Parable of the Prodigal Son, which illustrates the dialect of the centre and

south of th*e district. This is locally known as Bangrahi from the name (Bangar) of one

of the Parganas in which it is spoken. Hlustration of the dialects of other parts of the

district (except Sandila) is quite unnecessary.

We may trace the influence of Awadhi in the rare use of the typical Kanauji termi-

nation u of weak masculine nouns ; in the employment of tehi as the oblique form of

so, that ; and in the locative par-desai (Awadhi par-desahi), in a foreign country.

Note also the way in which the letter i is added to a word ending in a consonant,

as in khusamadi, entreaty. This addition of i is common in the Kanauji spoken north

of the Ganges, and in Cawnpore.

Ss»
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I wt tjffw

Ht WT W^\ ^TTJfr ¥HTT ffHT-=fit HT

^Tfe I ^ffe l fIT

tkrr ik-% wt-w^t wk hw ?iwr f^ra-
H I wk T**T*.-% igTnfki ff
ifte wf? ^i-ht <kt i cm ^ %f <*§ ^ifk-% ^nr i

#cPT-HT 3Tk ^ft | w?
anf^r <m fak wr ^ ^rr*r *ro%^ ^ ^TiTt ft? Wlft wm HTW I cm WW

wk ^fHT HHf cRk-^Wf II

transliteration and translation.

Dk ad*mi-ke dui larika hate. Tehi-ml-te jo chhete larika
One man-of two sons were. Them-in-from who younger son

hato so ap*ne bap-par kahan lago ki, ‘jo kuchhu rupaya
was he his-own fatlier-to to-say began that, ‘ what anything money
hamare hlsa-ko hoi so bati deu.’ Tab bap-ne wahi-ke
my share-of may-be that dividing give’ Then the-fatlier-by him-of

hlsa-ko rupaya blti dao. Tab chhoto larika ap*no
share-of money dividing was-given. Then the-younger son his-own

hlsa lei-ke par-desai chale-gao, aur huS sab rupaya
share taking to-a-foreign-eountry went-away, and thei-e all money

kuehal-mg
, urai-dao. Aur jab banai-ke

evil-conduct-in was-wasted-away. And when made-having (i.e. very)

khar-khin hui-gao, tab kuchhu dinan-ke pichhu wahi-des-m! akal
indigent became, then some days-of after that-coimtry-in famine
paro. Tab wahu kehu bare amir-ke duare gao. Tab wahi-n6
fell. Then he some very rich-man-of at-door went. Then him-by
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wabi-ka khetan-ma suari charaibe-par kari-dao. Jab wahu hua-S

him-to 'fields-in swine feeding-on it-was-made. When he there-too

byakul bhao tab phiri ap*ne ghar lauti ad, aur

distraught became then again his-own house-to returning he-came, and

ap*n§ bap-ki khusamadi kari, aur kahan lago ki,
1 hamari

his-own father-of entreaty was-made, and to-say he-began that, ‘ my

kbata mapbu karau.’ Tab bap anand bui-gao, aur kasur

sin forgiveness make' Then the-father happy became, and fault

mapbu kari-dao.

forgiveness was-made.
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KANAUJT of shahjahanpur.

To the west of the districts of Hardoi and Kheri lies the district of Shahjahanpur in

the province of Rohilkhand. It is commonly stated that this province has a dialect of

its own. This is a mistake. The language of Eastern Rohilkhand is KanaujI, and that

of the west is the same as that of Meerut and Muzaffamagar, or else Braj Bhakha.
It will be seen from the following specimen that the dialect of Shahjahanpur is

ordinary standard KanaujI. There are hardly any local peculiarities. We may mention
the forms led, the sign of the accusative-dative ; tie, the sign of the agent ; and ma or

mahiya, the sign of the locative, as local forms of the case suffixes. The use of old instead

of uhi for * him,’ is probably due to the influence of the Awadhi of Kheri. We may
also notice the tendency to add the vowel i to a word ending in a consonant, as in bddi,

after
; deti, giving, which is characteristic of north Gangetic KanaujI, and of that of

Cawnpore. Finally, note the way in which an intransitive verb can be used imper-
sonally with the subject in the agent case, as in larikd-ne chalo, it was gone by the son ;

i.e. the son went.

The specimen consists of the first few lines of the Parable of the Prodigal Son.
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f% t tr ^hht wt ^e-*rt frrf%ft ht w-^tt i

^*T-=RT Trfe i wrr tit f^r srrf^ wiz

^ft-% ^ tH-^rr wt wK =f?rr wng f^r-

f<?r-H ^3f I fl cR ttf? Ttt Wra
nfr wfr Tf to ^ra fm ^nft i trf?

wrwR-t fw wnr *rtr i ^ #i tfcR-Hferr wtt-

nwtt I =#fc WTff-^bT Hg wtt f% Wt H^fiT

tp-# *rawt vz »rfw %ff fti ^fri sfrfT %f?r tht h

TRANSLITERATION AND TRANSLATION.
£k ad*mi-ke dui larika hate. Un-ml-se chhote-nf

One man-of two sons were. Them-in-from the-youngw-by

bap-se kahi ki, ‘ he bap, mal-ko hlsa jo ham-ka
the-father-to it-was-said that, * 0 father, property-of share which me-to

milibo chahiyS, so ham-ka dai-deu.’ Tab ohi-ni malu
to-be-got is-proper, that me-to give-away.’ Then him-by the-property

un-ka blti dao. Aur thore din badi chhote
them-to having-divided was-given. And a-few days after the-younger

larika-n! sabu ek-hao kari-ke ek dur-ke des-kd chalo

son-by all in-one-place made-having a distant comtry-for it-was-started

aur liua ap*no malu kuchali-ml urai-dao. Aur jab
and there his-own property evil-conduct-in was-wasted-away. And when

sabu kharchu hui-gao tab ohi des-ma baro akkal paro aur
all expenditure became then that country-in great famine fell and

wahu banai-ke sakhat hal hon lago. Tab
he made-having (i.e. extremely) hard condition to-be began. Then

ohi des-ke ek bhag’man-ke hiya jai lago. Ohi-nl usai

that country-of one rich-mati-of near having-gone he-joined. Him-by him-as-for
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ap“ne khetan-mahiya sukar charaon-ka patkao. Aur ohi-kd
his-own fields-in swine feeding-far it-was-sent. And his

bhao ki, ‘ un bak*lan-se jd sukar khat-hai ham-hfl
became that ‘ those husks-with which swine eating-are I-too

pet bhari-lehT,’ M koi uni-ka nahl deti-hato.

stomach will-fill,' because anybody him-to not giving-was.

manu
mind

ap*no

my-own

KANAUJI OF PILIBHIT.

Tbe District of Pilibhit, to the north of Shahjakanpur, was originally a portion of
Bareilly. The dialect of the latter district is Braj Bhakka. That of Pilibhit is

KanaujI in the main, but with here and there a Braj inflexion. For instance while
the Kanauji tho, was, is quite common, we hare also the Braj ho. Thus, in a
witness's deposition received from Pilibhit, we have baiydr-bdni sbat-hi, my women
folk were sleeping, and again, a few sentences lower down, wd-ne

;
mo-ko buldo-tho,

she had called me. With the exception of these few borrowed Braj expressions the
language is the same as the Kanauji of Shahjahanpur, and it is unnecessary to give
any specimen of it.
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MIXED DIALECTS.

Kanauji of Cawnpoke.

The district of Cawnpore has Farukhabad and Etawah, of which the language is

Kanauji, to its north-west. To its east, across the Ganges, lies the district of Unao, in

which Eastern Hindi is spoken. To its south-east, in the Doab between the Ganges and

the Jamna we have Fatehpur, of which the language is also Eastern Hindi. To its south,

across the Jamna, in order from east to west are Hamirpur and Jalaun, of both of which

the dialect is Bundeli. Being thus surrounded by three different dialects, we may

naturally accept that the local form of speech is a mixed one, and so it is. It- is every-

where based on Kanauji, but is generally mixed with Eastern Hindi. Eastern Hindi

prevails on both banks of the Jamna as far as the common boundary of Hamir-

pur and Jalaun. Here it is nowhere pure, and is known as Tirbari, or the language of

the River Bank. In Hamirpur it is infected with Bundeli, but is still based on Eastern

Hindi. In Fatehpur, to the south-east of Cawnpore, it also preserves its Eastern Hindi

character, but in Cawnpore, the infusion of that language is weaker than elsewhere,

and the Tirbari is like the Kanauji of the rest of the district, only more strongly

infected with Eastern Hindi. I therefore do not class it under the latter language

as has been done with the Tirbari of Hamirpur, Banda, and Fatehpur, but consider

it as a form of Kanauji. The following are the estimated numbers of the speakers

of Kanauji and Tirbari in Cawnpore :

—

,
Kanauji 1,090,000

Tirb&ri 40,000

Total . 1,180,000

The following specimen of the Kanauji of Cawnpore is a folktale. I here give a

brief sketch of the chief peculiarities of the dialect which differentiate it from Stand-

ard Kanauji.

In pronunciation, we may note the way in which e optionally becomes yd, e option-

ally becomes ya, o optionally becomes ted, and o optionally becomes tea. Thus, we
have eku or yaku, one

:
jehi or jyahi, this (obi. form) ;

ford or hoard, thy ; and

told or twahi, thee. These peculiarities also occur in Eastern Hindi.

Nouns are declined as in ordinary Kanauji. The termination a of weak nouns, as

ghar or gharn, a house, is very common. The sign of the accusative-dative is kd, kailia

or (Eastern Hindi) kd. Nitin is * for.’ The instrumental-ablative has se, te, or id.

The genitive has the standard Kanauji kd (ke, ki), and also the Eastern Hindi forms

her or kydr (not changing for form or gender), and kero or hydro (obi. -re, fern. -rt).

The locative has mS, mil, or (Eastern Hindi) mafia, in ; pan', pai, on ; Id, up to.

The Pronouns are,—

1st person,

—

mat, I
; moro, my ; ham, hamu, or hamat, we ; hcm‘rd, or hamdro, our.

2nd person,

—

tu, thou ; ford, thy ; him or tnmh, you ; tumh’rd or htmlidrd, your.

3rd person,—

t

oah, with, wahu (often written balm), or wait (often written bau), he,

that ; obi. sing, walii, vmhi, wold, or ui ; agent, walii, mild, wold, or ut

;

Nom. plur.

toe, ui ; obi. plur. un.
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This,—i, yah (or jah), yahu (or jahu), or you (or jau )

;

obi. sing, i, yahi, jahi, or
jyahi ; agent, yahi.jahi, orjyahi ; nom. plur. ye,je ; obi. plur. in.

In all the above, especially in the first and second persons, the plural is commonly
used for the singular.

The Relative pronoun is jaunu, etc., and the Interrogative kaunu, etc., as in stan-
dard Kanaujl. ‘ What ’ is kdhd, obi. kdhe.

The Verb is

This seems to

termination -u.

i irregular in the first person plural, which may optionally end in ana.
ie a combination of the Eastern Hindi -an, with the favourite Kanauji
The Verb substantive is thus conjugated :

—

We sometimes find present forms borrowed from Eastern Hindi, such as ham dhinu
(for ham dhen), we are.

For the past we have also the typical Kananji thd, and I have met one or two
instances of forms like mat thd, I was. Bahi (plur. fem. of raho) is used to mean ‘ she
remained.’

In the Active Verb, the infinitive is mdran, mdranu, mdr‘nd, mdrab, marabu, or
mar°bd. The Present Participle is marat, mdratu, or mdr’td. In three or four instances

I have met a masculine form mdrati. Tims larikd diwati-hai, the boy is coming ; tu

saugandh khdti-hai aura tayai-kd bdpu bandioali-hai, thou art taking an oath and
making only the devotee your father. Similar additions of * are found in other forms of

Kanaujl used north of the Ganges. The Past Participle is mdrd. The Conjunctive

Participle is mdri-kai.

The Present tense, ‘ I strike,’ or 1 1 may strike ’ is—sing, mdrau, mdrai, mdrai

;

plur. mdranu or mdrai, mdrau, mdrai. Mdrat-hau, etc., is also common. .

The Future is marihau, marihai, marihai ; marihanu or marihai, marihau, marihai.

Note that the first vowel is shortened, as in Eastern Hindi, owing to its falling in the

penultimate. Here and there I have met instances of the Eastern Hindi future, of

which the typical note is the letter fi. Thus, ham maribe, I shall strike.

In other respects, the conjugation of the verb follows standard Kanauji. Some-
times we meet stray Eastern Hindi forms, such as dinheni, he (or they) gave.
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iraf ttwt Ik f^Ttrrwk
| kra-lr mm irat t% i mi trit

wt Trat-Hf irart mrit fir irar ffrmT ikrkr-T% i mk Tran <rf

im-Ti fir fh irag-% i hI Tpft nimt-wf fir fkraf lkrg-^1% i

Wt pm t% fir i% ffriT iff-i-w mff ht# i <ff iki krarnt i

HT HTHra-ii TUT TTHt-liHT flink ftHTfl I TllVl mi 4.Ni-H

HSlf HfflT-ff fllTH ift I mi TTlt-lT l^TH WHeT mm HflT

krmt i ik hIht wrafer-imt i nk-HT mra-ir rff-mra

'll 4> Hs«ll-HT l«4-'sTl*Tef»4 l mT If <t flfTHT-HT HIT 11

nimT-lr it hth rim wi nkflrf hiit-ht mkflkt fra it mk-

^ mrku fra ^ <rrkn fra i era iff-wt-H mi tiiI-h

hiti iff fir ih nrmkt iTlfg i fra ^rag hi flit erar-H

rak-iTTt i erar iff-^ft mrkflrHt-tt-ft iri" ra^T rafffm u

flrk «raif nffiT-HT mi Trat-ra nfi mkraT Hrat i rai ii

HkraT iff vrfr era ftf rakran-HT ftkraran im mini i fra hi

mum raT rra mi rafkra-H Hkii *ira fir ih uni «nff rarf-% i

era hi Hkim iff-ra ftra hr i era flrk it fra era-rat wki rara

ft raf fir ih raura «nff rart-f i HTkrr-raT mi hi rakramT

iff-H raf fir rai*t ira-lrt «nm mem i era iff-ra era-rat •m
mra-frat i era flrk mi rakiraT iff-% ran fir m h^t ?ra-rat

Htim Rrfrr-% fra <ra-raT ^mrakr-% rati ih ft hht-htt rgraig

I i hi flrk h? HTrara-rak-ra raimf hht-h 3Tq-rat urn Iff i mat

iff-ft HlT-% HHJ-rat um fl^RTHlffet leTO iff I 1HT fflT flra-

THrafk-rat Rif i era mi rakran iff-H nfr fir HHT-mr

ratrt in-# flraTHTrak-rat Him ifr-% fir Hi-ff ranra-ft i <ra
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faft *re*rra-»r*t ^ fa f?r wr mr-t
41 <3 n

^ira4 fr*
i ^t f%-?rf fnt *rofr.

'fiff
i frft fa ¥*rmrr ’rr^t fii*iiii-^3

i ^ ^rnff fa
ftrara i m fafr ff?-% fa imm?T fq^
^ \ ^ ^ ^ wmf ^ ^^ I fR 3ffa lift | ^ ^fa-HT t^fT % fTff ffa-JTT fftf

’srfttMl t^t-%
i <tN tot fir ^

fRT fffa tfit JTT^faft W$m m flff TTRfcT-T%
| <?fa TTT^r-^t^ W3R ^nfat *rf<;fa*?fat fwt fa ht HTg^r-qRt rrfcff anfa-

frfh-% i ^faf fff-^r gf*rr ^rrcr rnfr i sm
cm sf ^rfiffT-% 'Sf twmfat jrftffat iJjf?T

U**t ^ff %ft ^rftr-n 3f%m?r *TTf?:-TOt ^ fff-giT =faff ffamf

% iffa *rfat ffafa *ra fasr? ^ feari^d-fat

^rir^TT ffa-»fat ii ^tt vmr ^gfa wrfafr-iff^t ^srr n(ci % h
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Kanauji (Mixed Dialect). (District, Cawnpore.)

Yakai hate Raja Bir Bikar’majit. Tin-ke yak
One-only tliere-was King the-mighty Vikramaditya. Eim-of one

Rani rahai. Hi Raja au Rani-ma haji lagi ki yak

Queen was. That King and Queen-in a-wager icas-made that one

chiraiya bolati-rahai. Taun Raja tau kahat-rahai ki,

bird callmg-was. Therefwe the-King • on-ihe-one-hand saying-was that,

‘ hans bolatu-hai,’ au Rani kahati-bati ki, ‘ kaun’wl bolatu-

‘ a-stoan calling-is,’ and the-Queen saying-was that, * a-crow calling-

huibai.’ Aisi hujjat rahai ki wahai chiraiya plre-pai-se

will-be.' Such discussion was when that-very bird the-tree-on-from

uri bhaji, tau kaunawai nik*so. Tab to

Jlying departed, then a-croic-verily it-tnrned-out-to-be. Then indeed

sar*may-kai Raja Rani-kaibS nikari-dinheni. Raai-ke ui

become-ashamed-havitig the-King the-Queen turned-out. The-Queen-of that

Rajate arhai mahina-ko audhan hato. TJi Rani-ka ebalat

King-by two-and-a-half motiths-of pregnancy was. That Queen-to walking

chalat yak maraiya mill. Taun taya-keri maraiya kabawati-

icalking one hut was-found. That the-devotee-of hut being-called-

hati. Taune-m! jay-kai rabi-jay, auru maraiya-mi

was. That-very-in gotie-havitig she-remained-having-gone, and the-hut-in

tatiya lagay-linheni. Jab thdri biriyt-ma taya ui maraiya-

the-screen fastened. When little time-in the-devotee that hut-

ke nere aye, tab kahan lage ki <i maraiya-mS larikini

of near came, then to-sayi he-began that ‘ this hut-in (if-)a-girl

hoy, tau larikini ; au larika. hoy, tau larika hoy.’ Tab

be, then a-girl ; and (if-)a-boy be, then a-boy will-be
.' Then

ivahi-ma-se ui Rani-ne jawabu dao ki. ‘ ham pbalani ahinu,’

that-in-from. that Queen-by answer was-given that, ‘ I so-and-st> am,'

auru apanu sab bitha taya-se kahi-dari. Taya wahi-ki

and her-oum all suffering the-devotee-to was-told. The-devotee her-of

larikini-ki-ki nai rachchha kinheni.

a-daughier-even-of like protection made.
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Phiri nawaye mahina-ma ui rani-ke eku larika bhao. Jab
Again ninth month-in that Queen-to one son was-born. When

wahu larika baro bhao, tab aure larikawan-ma khelibe-ka jan
that boy big became, then other children-among playing-for to-go

lago. Auru jab anVadu karai, tab ui larikan-te
he-began. And when a-ioickedness he-nsed-to-do, then those boys-to

saugandhaT khay ki, ‘ ham aiso nahi karo-hai.’ Tab
oaths he-vsed-to-eat that, ‘ me(-by) such not done-has-been.’

sab larikawa wahi-ke dhaulai marai. Tab phiri

all children him cuffs used-to-strike.

tayai-ki saugandh khay au
the-devotee-even-of oath he-nsed-to-eat and

anVadu nahi karo-hai.’ Akhir-ka

wickedness not done-has-been.’ At-last those all

kahaT ki, ‘ ap“ne bap-ko nau bataw.’

used-to-say that, * thy-own father-of name tell.’

tayai-ko nau ' batay-dao. Tab’ phiri ui

the-devotee-even-of name was-told. Then again those

kahai ki, 1 dha, sasur,

used-to-say that, ‘ away, father-in-law,

khati-hai auru tayai-ka bapu
(ithou-)eating-art and the-devotee father

tau taya-kero gulamu hai.’

indeed the-devotee-of slave thou-art.

Then

dSy

Then again every time

kahai ki, 5 ham
used-to-say that, ‘me(-by)

i sab larikawa wahi-se

children him-to

Tab wahi-ne

Then him-by

larikawa wahi-se

children him-to

saugandh

the-devotee-even-of(-on) oath

banawati-hai, Auru wais6

(thou-)making-art. And thus

Tab phiri maliaT

Then again very-much

tayai-ki

sar"may-kari-kai ap*ni maiya-se bapu-ko na3 pfichho.

become-ashamed-having his-own mother-front father-of name was-asked.

Tab wahi-ki maiya-ne bapu-ko nau Bikar’ma-jit batay-dao.

Then his mother-by the-father-of name Vikramdditya was-told.

Dus“re dina Bikar’majit-ki saugandh khai. Tab ui

The-second on-day Vikramdditya-of oath toas-eaten. Then those

larikawan wahi-se kaho ki, ‘ sasur-u, aui-au kab-hu

(by-)children him-to it-was-said that, ‘ father-in-laio, other-also ever

Bikar*majit-k6 nau sund-hai, ki ab-hi janat-hau.’ Tab phiri

Vikramdditya-of name was-heard, or now knowing-are-yon.' Then again

sarmay-gao, auru ap’ni maiya-se kaho jay ki, ‘ ham
he-was-ashamed, and his-own mother-to it-icas-said having-gone that, ‘ I
ap’ne bap-ke tira jaibe,’ arn-u kalii-kai chalo-gao.

my-oton father-of near will-go,' and said-having he-went-away.

Jay-kai ui des-mi pahuoho-jay. Huwl yak kug-mS
Gone-having that country-in he-arrived-going. There one well-in

pani bhar’ti-liatl Un-te kaho ki, ‘ham-ka pani

water (women-)drawing-were. Them-to it-was-said that, * me water
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piyay-deu.’ TJi kahan lagi ki, ‘ piyay-deti-hanu.’ Tab
.give-to-drink: They to-say began that, • giving-to-drink-we-are.’ Then
phiri wahi-ne kaho ki, ‘ ham-ka jaldi piyay-dew.’ Tau ui
again him-by it-was-said that, ‘ me-to soon give-to-drink.’ Then they

kahan lagT, ‘ aisai jaldi hoy, tan kul-ml kudi parau.’

to-say began, ‘ such haste (if-)there-be, then well-into jumping fall.’

Tab kudi part. Tau wahi-m5 dekho ki yak wahi-ml
Then jumping he-fell. Then that-in it-was-seen that one that-in

bahutai niki larikini daintur-keri baithi-hai. Taun daintur bara

very-indeed beautiful daughter ogre-of seated-is. That ogre ticelve

kos ihge auru barn kos uhge manus-keri mahak tak
kos on-this-side and twelve kos on-that-side man-of smell even

nahf rakhati-rahai. Taun manus-ki mahak pay-kar ap*ni larikini-

not keeping-toas. Eim(-by) man-of smell finding liis-own daughter-

s' puchhd ki, ‘ hya manus-ki mahak jani-parati-hai.’ Lekin
from , it-toas-asked that, ‘ here man-of smell felt-is.' But

wahi-ne bhun'ga banay-kai lukay rakho. Jab daintur

her-by a-mosquito made-having having-concealed was-kept. When demon

chald gad tab

went away then

daintur-kere maribe-ki

demon-of the-killing-of

wahi-ka mari-4aro,

him . it-was-killed,

auru wahi-ke sath

and her-of with

bani-gao.

became.

secret-by-secret that

jr^uti pBchhi-lai.

scheme was-asked.

auru wahi-ka ohi

and her that-very

biah kari-lao, auru

marriage he-did, and

that

juguti-te

scheme-by

aichi-lao,

he-dragged-out,

Bikartnajit-ko larika

Vikramdditya-of son

bhedai-bhed ui larika-ne larikini-te

boy-by the-girl-from

Au [ohi

And ' that-very

konawl-se

well-front

Ja bhaiya ‘ arhai manik-keri katha ’ kahawati-hai.

This story ‘ two-and-a-half gem-of story ’ being-called-is.

FREE TRANSLATION OF THE FOREGOING.

Once upon a time the mighty Vikramaditya was king. He had a queen, and one
day they had a dispute about a bird they heard singing. The king said it was a swan,
and the queen said that she thought it was probably a crow. While they were disnncgi™

the matter, the bird flew off the tree on which it was sitting, and it turned out to be a
crow after all. The king was so ashamed at being put in the wrong that he turned the

queen out of doors, although she was two and a half months gone with child by him.
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She walked on till she came to a hut known as ‘ the hut of Taya

1

,
the devotee.’ She

went into it and shut the mat door on herself. In a short time the devotee came home

and when he found the door shut he said, ‘ if there’s a girl inside, she will be my
daughter, and if there’s a boy, he will be my son.’ Then the queen answered from

inside that she was so-and-so, and told him the tale of all her woes, and the devotee took

her under his3 protection as if she were a daughter.

In due course the queen had a son, who grew up and began to play with the other

children of the neighbourhood. When he did anything wrong he used, like the other

children, to take oath that he had not done it. Then the children would cuff him, and

each time he used to swear by the devotee (as the other children swore by their

fathers) that he had not done it. At last the children asked what was his father’s name.

He gave the name of the devotee. ‘Away, foul one,3 you are swearing by the

devotee, and making him out to be your father, while you are really his slave.’ At
this he was much ashamed, and asked his mother who his father was, and she told him
that his father’s name was Vikramaditya. So next day he swore by Vikramaditya, and,

the children said to him, ‘foul one, did you ever hear the name of Vikramaditya before,

or have you learnt it just now ?’ At this he was again ashamed and he went to his

mother and said, ‘ I’m going to my father,’ and started off.

As he went along he came to his father’s country, and found some women drawing

water from a well. He asked them to give him to drink, and they said, ‘ yes, we will.’

Then he asked them to give the water quickly, and they replied, ‘ if you are in such

a hurry, you can jump into the well.’ So he did jump in, and there he saw a very

beautiful ogre’s daughter sitting. Now this ogre could not stand the smell of a man
if he was even twelve kos off on this side, or twelve kos off on that. So he said to his

daughter, ‘ I smell the smell of a man.’ But she turned the boy into a mosquito, and

so concealed him. Then the ogre went out and the boy asked the damsel all the secrets

by which he could devise some scheme for killing him. So he made his scheme and

killed the ogre. Then he hauled the damsel out of the well and married her, and became
known as the son of Vikramaditya.

This story is known as the * Tale of the two and a half gems.’

1 Taya is said to be a local form of lapa, a devotee. It may possibly be a proper name.
- Wahi-ti ractcMS kiuheni, made protection of her.
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TIRHARl OF OAWNPORE.

As explained in the introduction to the preceding specimen, the Tirhari of Cawn-
pore is spoken on the banks of the Jamna opposite the district of Hamirpnr, by some
40,000 people. Its basis is Kanauji, but it is much mixed with Eastern Hindi, and also

with the form of Bundgll spoken in East Hamirpur, which we may call Banaphari.

A few sentences from a version of the Parable of the Prodigal Son will show the

nature of this dialect. The mixture of speech is purely mechanical. Thus, in one sen-

tence we have the Eanauji larikd, and in the next the Eastern Hindi larikd , a son. We
have the Eanauji kaho, said, and the Bundeli dinhos, gave, linhos, took, ddros, threw

away. Pathaus, sent, is a contraction of the Bundeli pathaos. Other Eastern Hindi

forms are oh, him
; molt, me ; and the oblique plurals janen, persons, kdmen, actions.
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[ No. 8.]

INDO-ARYAN FAMILY. Central Group.

WESTERN HINDI.

Kanauji (TirharI). (District, Cawnpore.)

spi ^ffrrr i

^TT-rR fa? ura-it wnr-qn Rl%t =r? ifR-qn
i

** 3JHMt f5ff # flw | ftRT

uR wfc ^fTTfT-% HN HT^ 4f-^NtH ?R tnfi

g<pi-<fiT RWt 'fH w|r4 gq RTR tfTR 3fTHH-

HT ^SR-^TTTH l ^hr ft* uR gtf g^ff-gf WHT qft gk =nr fqZTJR
#* ^TH <R ftfiT ^Tt g^qj-gf qRT fefiTg HRf HT%qT Tfcf-T% |

«¥f RRfft q?T RT I gtf-% ?Tf-qn HtR*ll RTTN gqg RfrPTT-

HT qsW II

TRANSLITERATION AND TRANSLATION.

Yak manai-ke dui larika hate. Un-mt-te chhotg larika-ne
One man-of two sons were. Them-in-from the-younger son-by

kaho ap*ne bap-tan ki, ‘ mal-ko jaun hlsa moh-ka chahiye
it-was-said his-own father-to that, ‘ property-of which share me-to is-proper

wah moh-ka dai-de.’ Tab bap-ne un dunau janen-ka wah
that me-to give-away: Then the-father-by those both persons-to that

malu alag-alag kai-din. Aur phir thore dinan-ml jab chhotg
property separate was-made. And again a-few days-in when the-younger

larika-ne sab malu ik-thauri kai-linhos, tab gk ban dur-kg
son-by all property one-place was-made, then one very distant

muluk-ka chalo, aur hun pahuch-kai sab malu kharab kharab
country-to he-started, and there arrived-having all property evil evil

kamen-ma uthay-daros. Aur phir jab 6i muluk-ma sukha paro
deeds-in was-sqvandered. And again when that country-in famine fell
aur wah pitagen marai lag tab pbir 6i muluk-ma yak thikane
and he by-belly-fire to-die began then again that country-in one in-place

yak talebar rahat-rahai. O-khi ihl chak*ri karai ga. Oh-ng
one rich-man^ was-living. Eim-of near service to-do he-went. Eim-by
yah-ka soriyi charawai ap'ne khit‘wa-m5 pathaus.

him swine to-feed his-own fields-in it-was-senl.
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THE MIXED DIALECT OF EAST HARDOl.

The principal dialect of the district of Hardoi is Kanauji slightly mixed with the
Awadhi dialect of Eastern Hindi. Specimens of it will he found on pp. 395 ff. In
the eastern portion of the district, i.e. in Tahsil Sandila and the neighbourhood, which
has on three of its sides the districts of Unao, Lucknow, and Sitapur, all of which are
Awadhi speaking. The dialect is, it is true, based on Kanauji, but is largely mixed with
Awadhi. We may estimate that this form of speech is employed by, roughly speaking,
150,000 people.

As an example of this dialect, I give below an abstract of the main story of the
Parable of the Prodigal Son, and from this, and from some other materials, I have noted
the following peculiarities. In the first place the termination of strong masculine
nouns, adjectives, and participles is no longer o, but is the Awadhi a. Thus we have
ghord, a horse, not ghbro ; ghbre-kd, not ghore-ko, of a horse ; kata (this is a Kanauji
form with an Awadhi termination), not hato, he was

; gawd, gd, not gab, he went

;

6/iaicd, bhd, not bhab, he became.

In the conjugation of the past tense, we have both the Kanauji principle of using
the past participle alone (guard, I, thou, he, she, it struck), or else the conjugated form
peculiar to Awadhi. Thus, (masculine)

—

Sing.

2. marts

3. marts

The conjugation of the future in Awadhi differs only from that in Kanauji in the
third person singular. In the dialect under consideration the Awadhi custom is fol-

lowed. Thus (I shall strike)

—

Sing. Plur.

1. marihau marihai.

2. marihai marihau.

3. mart (not marihai) marihau

In the specimens we may also note the following miscellaneous Awadhi forms,
ka, as the sign of the accusative-dative : dink, the past participle of dend, to give : the
formation of a verbal noun in oK, as in kahai lag, he began to say.

We may also note the manner in which the letter i is added to words ending in a
consonant, as in bddi, after; bar*bddi, ruined. This occurs elsewhere in Hardoi, and
has also been pointed out in the case of present participles in Cawnpore.

Plur.

mared.
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I No. 9.]

INDO-ARYAN FAMILY. Central Group.

WESTERN HINDI.

KanattjI (Mixed Dialect). (Tahsil Sandila, District Hardoi.)

w Hi qqq qR-q* qr? ^tth fq? wr wtt Iw-qn ^q?rr fit

Ht ¥HR qffe qq 1 <R qfq-i qR-q qffo fhf I qqqj #-qf

Wl^qRT Hfwr q?f fqqq-qiT I fwf ^RH Hq qqqT

qq-’qqpfl-Hf wrq qR-HirfH wf qqiq-% qTqrfq ^t-ht i sftr

f^I-% qrfq iNfw qfr-HT I fqrfr q^ qrf =?nflT-% fqn HT |

nq qf% ’snfk-q huh ntft ^nt-qr qrft ^ i ^ ^
fwf qrnra wt (N ^ hhh qR-ql qk hr-# qr? <3pt f%

WTT *qHT Jrfq? 4% I cR qf?-% qR-q »frTT HRf^ HT II

transliteration and translation.
Ek manai-ke dui larika hate. Wahi-ma-se jaun' chhofkawa larika
One man-of two sons were. Them-in-from who the-younger son

hata, so ap*ne bap-par kahaT lag ki, ‘jd hamar hissg-ka rupaya
was, that his-oum father-to to-say began that, ‘ what my share-of money

hoi so hamar blti dew.’ Tab wahi-ke bap-nl blti dinh.
wiU-he that mine dividing give.’. Then Us father-by dividing it-was-given.

Rupaya lai-ke chhot*kawa larika kahu bides-ka chala-ga.
Money taken-having younger son somewhere foreign-country-to went-away.
Hug apan sab rupaya bad-chal'ni-mg kharach kal-daresi, au
There his-own all money evil-conduct-in expenditure lie-made-away, and

banai-ke bar'badi hui-ga. There din-ke badi hui
made-having (i.e. extremely) ruined he-became. A-few days-of after there
sukha pari-ga. Phiri wahu keha amir-kg duware ga. Tab wahi

drought
^

fell. Then he a-certain richman-of on-door went. Then that
ainir-nS • ap*ne khetan-mg sori charawal-par kari-dinh. Jab wahu

richman-by his-oum fields-in swine feeding-on he-was-employed. When he
hua kayal bhawa tab wahu ap*ne bap-ke tir ai-ke kahaT
there convinced became then he his-own father-of near come-having to-say
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lag ki, ‘ hamar khata maph kai-deu.’ Tab wahi-ke bap-nl
he-began that, ‘ my fault forgiveness make.’ Then his father-by

khata mhph kinh, aur khusi bha.

fault forgiveness was-made, and glad he-became.
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bundElT OR BUNDELKHANDT.

BUNDELl OP JHANSI.

The district of Jhansi is situated in the heart of Bundelkhand, and the dialect there
spoken may be taken as the Standard form of Bundeli. Out of a total population of
683,619 (according to the Census of 1891) 679,700 have been reported as speaking it.

I therefore give the two following specimens from that district,—one a version of the
Parable of the Prodigal Son, and the other a folktale :

[ No. I.]

INDO-ARYAN FAMILY. Central Group.

WESTERN HINDI.

BundElx.
(Disteict, Jhansi.)

Specimen I.

^ ft HtfT 'fit I ftT HT-H-if WtT-f

htt wt-wf Tnfr i ht-% fti 4-m ^nrit

^ ^ I f^nri ffwT srf Hir im ftft ht§t tr mm
wir w ft* iht trtt mm

HHT-^t i mm m\-m hw w t-| %£t ?r qw-n qft mtm
qft ftr Wt TOlft ft Hft I rTHff 4tt TOf qw% rfRRir-

H H iRi *lf-i feHT T«T sPTt I TO% TORt Wi %H-lf #PT
^TT%-i-*TTf ql-^ft I ftT TO% ft HW HTOT W-cTt R-tf ’Sfqft

to wt WRH-ft i frrs mm mi fn-ft i <r =n-isff

wft ftr mx-m rt ?xm-m *3* w^rc-if i|f-% mxm fmmxm

ft^f fm-f ftr wm t<tT ? ftr If htt HTt-^rm
i m

^rawt tot-% iff itr toht iff ^?T-tr Iff ^et
itr ?it tot tot qsrt i If fir gwTft ftn f^nf-i mxm h^it i

ft-it TOift qnftwn-i fqftwr iwr i Tiff ^»t it ft mix ftr tot-

i ffwr i ft ^rqR ^t-h fr THt TOi surf
ftr HTTO wff flT qT-ift *R-It vTTOft ftr if Rift

i

rR WtfT-f TOT-ff 3if Iff RTH-% ^T =^fif ^
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^<ft I t? ?tft WtTT ^iTO#-# ^TRi gTTO I gT-% grg-# ^T^TT^T-^F

gf£ to % #T# gsrr to#! fftr TO-ifr Itt %gt #tr trt-% •jgffroT-

g g^fw fftr gTgf-ir gg?TO to i tot to g# 5jr-% gfcr

#f gtr ggjf gif i gn#-g f# gt gfcgT gft wt to #t gst i

grra Trot gt fgrr-# fror grot ii

TR?t giT #t gT-#t gft. TOTO %?T-g TOt #tT TO gT TOTO-

# gf TO# #f TO TO# era gi#t TOT giTO# #tjf g#t I g>#
TO# ^TTOH-^T-H TOi-ift ^-6li #tT gT-g TOfig TOTt f# #t TO gfT ftrT I

^T-# gi# 3ft TOT TOTO gt TO gTg-# gf?T ^ift WT-% TO# f#

^T-#f frog ^wt giro i to g gt ftg-g to to# #tr gtgr wrt-#t
gT-#f tot to wzt i TO-g gT-iff gig-# to-# to# grft i gr-# tot#

TOT-gf pg gift % %w-#t If grog grag< f^gg-g tot gror-ff l

g»g-# gTg-#t g>^Mft gft ilft i to? gig-# gtg gro# ggr

ggiffro »?t gt # g tor tot gfft #g gn| i to
#t ggg-#f Wf gffT #t ^rf#f#g-# tot totto gg igr-ggt gar

tor-# gT-#t TOro-ft gfg gift i to gTg-# gr-t gift g #ct g #f
f^ro TOst tot ttot gtr #t giw gt-gt % gt to #ft % i toi grot
grr#t totot ggt grr# f# gft #tft toto gfr wt gs frogt tot tott

T#t gt fgsr fg#t n
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[No. I.]

INDO-ARYAN FAMILY. Central Group.

WESTERN HINDI.

BundElI. (District, Jhansi.)

Specimen I.

TRANSLITERATION AND TRANSLATION.

Ek jand-kd do mdra hate. Or ta-mi-si lord-ne ap*nd

One man-of two sons were. And them-in-from the-younger-by his-own

dadda-se kai, * dhan-ml-sg mdro hissa md-khS dei-rakho.’ Ta-ke

father-to it-was-said, ‘ property-in-from my share me-to give-up.' That-of

pichke 8-ne ap*no dhan barar dad. Bilat dina nai

after him-by his-own property having-divided was-given. Many days not

bhaye-hatd, loro indra sab kachhu jdr-ki palle

become-ioere, the-younger son all anything having-collected a-far-off

umiak ehalo-gad, dr huna ba-nd ku-karman-md ap”no sab'rd

Country(-to) went-away, and there him-by evil-conduct-in his-own all

dhan gama-dao. Jab ba-ne sab kachhu ura-dai baitbo, tab ba

fortune was-wasted. When him-by all anything liaving-wasted it-was-sat, then that

mulak-me bard kal paro, aur bd mag*nd hd-gao. Ta-kho pichbd

country-in great famine fell, and he beggar became. That-to after

ba-ne us mulak-ke rabaiyyan-mg-sS ek jane-ke dliiga ran lago.

him-by that country-of inhabitants-m-from one person-of near to-live it-was-begun.

Ba-ne ba-kho ap“ne khet-mi sugara charabe-ke-lane pathai-dao. Or

Him-by him-for his-own Jields-in swine feeding-of-for it-was-sent-away. And

ba-ne jo bhus sug"ra khat-td ta-sd ap*no pet bharo

him-by what husks the-swine used-to-eat those-with his-own stomach to-fill

ckaut-to. Kou ba-khd kachhu nai det-to. Tab ba-khd hos

wished. Any-body him-to anything not used-to-give. Theti him-to sense

bhao, dr ba-nd kai, 1 mere bap-ke katek maid&r-khd

became, and by-liim it-was-said, ‘my father-of how-many labourei's-to

kliaibe-ke-lane bilat roti hot-hai, or bach ratf-hai, dr mat

eating-of-for much loaves becoming-are, and saved remaining-are, and I

bhukhan-ke-mare maro-jat. MaT uth-ke ap*no bap-ke dhiga jdlid,

hunger-of-from dying-am. I having-arisen my-own father-of near will-go,

dr ba-sd keho, “ dadda-e, mai-ne Swarag-ke ultd dr tere agd

and him-to I-wUl-say, “father-O, me-by God-of against and thee before
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pap karo. Mai phir tumaro chhora kuabe-ke lak nail. Md-khd
sin wag-done. I again thy son being-called-of worthy not-am. Me
ap“no kaminan-ke birobar lekbd.” ’ Kayi ka, ki bo
thy-oim servants-of (lit. menials) equal consider "

’ Remained what, that he

utbo or bap-ke hina cbald. Bo ap*ne dadda-se dur hate
arose and the-father-of near went. He liis-oion father-frcm at-a-distance was

atek-ml ba-ke bap-ne ba-kh§ dekh-lao, or bliagat

the-meantime-in him-of the-father-by him-fo it-happened-to-be-seen, and running

gao, or ba-khS gale-se lagao, or mub chumo. Tab
went, and him-to neck-by it-was-embraced, and mouth was-kissed. Then

mdra-ne bap-sS kai, * dadda-e, mai-ne swarag-ke ulto or
the-son-by the-father-to it-was-said,

‘
father- O, nie-by heaven-of against and

tere Igl pap karo. Mai tero chbora kuabe-ke lak nail.’

thee before sin was-done. I thy son being-called-of worthy not-am.’’

Ba-ke bap-ne cliak*ran-s5 kai, « sab-se none nnna
Him-of the-father-by tlie-servants-to it-was-said, ’ all-than good wrapper

1&6, or ja-kho paira-deo; or hat-ke nugarian-mi mudariya, or
bring, and this-one-to put-on; and hand-of Jingers-on rings, and

pad-mi panaiya paira-ded. Ab sab jane jur-ke pit kari or
feet-on shoes put. Now (let-us-)all persons assembling feast make and

badhai kari. Kaye-sl ki bo mora mat'd liatd, ab ji

rejoicings make. Became that that son dead was, note having-become-alive

uthd; jat-rao-to, phir-ke mil-gad.’

arose; had-been-lost, again has-been-found.'

Rayi-ka ki ba-ko baddo bha'iya khet-ml hatd. Or jab ba
Remoined-what that his elder brother the-field-in was. And when he

aut-ke bere ghar-ke nere a-gao, tab bajd dr nacb-ke
coming-of at-the-time the-house-of near came, then music and dancing-of

bol suno. Ba-ne ap“ne cbak“ran-ml-sl ek-kbd dai-terd, or
sound was-heard. Him-by his-own servants-in-from one-to it-was-summoned, and:

ba-sl bujhan lagd ki, ‘jo sab ka hot?’ Ba-ne kai, ‘tero

him-from to-ask began that, ‘this all what is ?' Him-by it-was-said, ‘thy

bkaiya ao, so tere bap-ne pit- kari, ja-ke-laue ki ba-kh§
brother came, so thy father-by a-feast was-made, this-of-for that himrto

jiyat achchho pad.’ Ta-pai bo ris-mi bhar-gad, dr bhitar
aline healthy it-was-found.’ That-on he anger-with was-filled, and inside

jabe-khd ba-kbd man na bhao. Ta-pai ba-kks bap-ne a-ke
going-for him-to mind not became. That-on him-to the-father-by having-come-

tharai kari. Ba-ne ap*ne bap-so juab karo ke, ‘ dekb-lo,
entreaty was-made. Him-by his-own father-to answer was-made that, ‘see.
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mal tumare katek dinan-sg sewa kaiat-hg. Kabha-S ap-ki
I thy how-many days-since service doing-am. Eoer-even your-honour-of
kayi-khS nai tari. Tau ap-ne moe kabha-S ek
saying not was-disobeyed. Even-then your-honour-by me ever-even one
bukariya bhi na dal ke maT ap*ne hetio-kg sang hasi-kliel
she-goat even not was-given that I my-otvn friends-of with rejoicings

kar5. Ab dekh-ld apan-kbs jo mora hur*kinin-ke sang
may-do. Now see your-honour-to what son harlots-of in-company

ap*no dhan kha-gao, tau ap-ne ba-khg auta-yi pat
his-own fortune ate-up, even-then your-honour-by him-for just-as-he-came a-feast

kari.’ Tab bap-ne ba-sg kayi, ‘ g beta, taT mere dhTga
was-made. Then the-father-by him-to it-was-said, ‘ O son, thou me near

aths-pahar raut or jo-kachhu mo-no hai so sab tero hai.
the-eight-walches livest and what-ever mine is that all thine is.

Tau badhai kar*no chaund hato, kaye ki tero loro bkaiya
Therefore rejoicings to-make proper was, because that thy younger brother
maro hato, uth jiyo ; or jat-rao-to, phir mild.’
dead was, having-arisen lived; and had-been-lost, again was-found.’
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INDO-ARYAN FAMILY. Central Group.

(District, Jhansi.)

TRANSLITERATION AND TRANSLATION.

®k gaw-ke mate-ki chhir-ke dhigS ek garth kisau-ki

One village-of headman-of sir-land-of near one poor cultivator-of

klieti tharhi-ti. Ta-kh§ lakh-ki mate bold ki, * kaye
Jields standing-mere. Them having-seen the-headman spoke that, ‘why
re, tai-ne hamari kketi ap*ne dhoran-se chara-layi. Td-khd
O, thee-by my crops thy-oion cattle-by were-caused-to-be-grazed. Thee-to

dekh-nayi-parat ki ham rakh'wari kare-haT?’ Kisan bold ki,

the-seeing-not-does-jall that I watch doing-am ?' The-peasant spoke that,
‘ mate kakka, dhor, to, mere bhunsare-se hare bared!

x headman uncle, cattle, verily, my morning-from fields{-to) the-herdsman

lal-gao.’ Mate-ne sun-ke kayi ki, ‘ kal tero
took-away.’ The-headman-by having-heard it-was-said that, ‘ yesterday thy

bap hamari phirad-ke-lane chaut*re jat-to.’ Kisan-ne juab
father my complaint-of-for court-to going-toas.’ The-cultivator-by answer

da® ki, ‘ bap mero tin maina-se par-des-m5 hai.’ Tab
was-given that, ‘father my three months-from foreign-land-in is.’ Then

mate-ne kayi ke, ‘ to teri matayi hue.’ Kisan
the-headman-by it-was-said that, ‘ then thy mother it-may-be.’ The-cultivator

bolo, ‘ matayi meri bejari-se mar-gayi. Tab mai nanno hato.
spoke, ‘ mother my . illness-from died. Then I small was.

Ba-ki mo-khS khabar naiyya.’ Mate-ne daur-ke ba-khs
Her to-me remembrance is-not.’ The-headman-by having-run hvm-to

tin char latl dr gat*kin-se bhaut maid. Phareb-se sab‘ri

Mate-ne daur-ke

The-headman-by having-run

bhaut maro. Phareb-

four kicks and thumps-with much it-was-beaten. Deceit-by all

ba-ki kat-ke ’ ap’ne dhoran-sS chara-layi, or
him-of cut-having his-own cattle-by were-caused-to-be-grazed, and

i ke, ‘jo tai phirad-ke-ian e raj-mg jaihe, to hamare-mare
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ghare ao, or ap'ne manasan-s§ mate-ki sab*ri hakigat

•house-lo came, and his-own men-to the-headman-of all true-account

kayi. Tab sab-kl sammat bhayi ke, * chald, raj-mi phirad kari.

said. Then all-of opinion became that

,

‘ go, state-in complaint let-us-mahe.

Huna hakim-ke age sab*ro thik ho-jehe. Aur jo mSg§ baith-raihl,

There ruler-of before all right will-become. And if mute we-wUl-sit,

to gas-mi nibbo ban dari hulie.’ Tab kisan sab-ki

then village-in to-live-safely great time toill-be.’ Then the-peasant all-of

muh-ki kudai her-ke bold ki, ‘suno, bhaiyya, “tala-mi rei-ke

face-of leaping having-seen spoke that, 'hear, bi-other, "tank-in living

mag*ra-so bair kar*bo bhalo na'iyaL” Or ab, to, bam-nS ja

crocodile-with enmity to-do good not-is." And now, verily, me-by this

than lay! ki kheti-pati ja glw-mi na kari,

determination has-been-taken that cultivation this village-in not I-may-do,

banji-bhori kar-ki ap“no pet bhar*hi, or ap*ni marayya-mi
trade-etcetera having-done my-own stomach I-shall-fill, and my-own cottage-in

dare to lehg.’

I-being verily will-remain.’

Ba bera huna mut*ke mans jure te. Kisan-kl bati

That time there many persons collected were. The-peasant-of words

sun-ke moge ho-gaye. Un-mi-sl ek jane-ne kayi ke,

having-heard silent they-became. Them-infrom one person-by it-was-said that,

‘suno, bhaiyya, jabar pharebi-ke Sgt nibal be-ap*radhi-ki bat
‘hear, brother, strong deceiver-of before weak innocent-of words

kam-nai-aut. Ta-si, bhaiyya, gam-khao or ap*ne ghari baith-rao.’

do-not-avail. Therefore, brother, endure and thy-own house-at sit.’

FREE TRANSLATION OF THE FOREGOING.

The headman of a village, having seen a poor farmer’s harvest standing by his sir

land, said to him, ‘ how, fellow, is that you let loose your cattle in my field ? Do
you not happen to see that I keep watch on it ?’ The farmer replied, * uncle headman,
why, at daybreak the herdsman took away my cattle to the pasture.’ On hearing this

the headman said, * yesterday your father went to court1 to complain against me.’

Replied the farmer, ‘ my father has been away from home for the last three months.’
Then said the headman, ‘ it may have been your mother.’ Answered the other, ‘my
mother died of sickness long ago, when I was a boy. I do not even remember her.’

Then the headman fell upon him, kicked him three or four times, and gave him a pound-
ing with his fists. After that, he artfully got the farmer’s crop cut and grazed down by

' 1116 eonndl oJ rillogo elder.. It is not recognised by law but meets in the evening on a
somewhere in the centre of the village, and settles petty disputes.

mad platform (chaut‘ra)
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his cattle, and said to him, ‘ if you go to court1 about this, I’U take care that you won’t
be able to stay in the village any longer.’ So the farmer went home, and told his people
all that had come to pass between him and the headman. Said they all with one voice,
‘ let us go to the court, and the magistrate will make everything all right. Otherwise it

will be long before we shall be able to live at ease in the village.’

But the farmer, seeing that all this was only lip-courage, said, ‘ look here, brothers,,
it is not wise to live in water and to make an enemy of the crocodile. I have made up
my mind not to till lands in this village any longer. I had rather earn my livelihood by
some trade or other which will at least allow me to live at peace in my own hut.’

There were many people present there at the time, and when they heard what he
said they became silent, until one of them replied, * listen, brothers, there is no good in
the weak and harmless facing those who are strong and wily. Forbear, therefore, and
let us sit quietly at home.’

1 Tim tima it is I
• council of village elders.
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BUNDELT of jalaun.

Immediately to the north of the district of Jhansi lies the district of Jalaun. The

dialects spoken on the eastern border are Nibhatta (see p. 529) and Lodhanti (see p. 465),

but over the rest of the district the dialect is the same as that of Jhansi, slightly

influenced by the Kanauji spoken in Cawnpore. It is spoken by 360,129 people. It

may be taken as practically pure Standard Bundell, although in the north of the district

it is more affected by Kanauji than in the south. To the west of the district it varies

slightly.

The following specimen comes from Central Jalaun, and illustrates the form of

Bundeli spoken by the great mass of the Bundeli-speaking population. The influence of

Kanauji is most evident in the pronunciation. This is not so broad as in Bundelkhand
proper. The vowel e is preferred to ai and o to m. Thus we have esb instead of also,

of this kind
; pe for pat, on

;
jehai for jaihai, he will go ; dr for aur, and ; lotan for

laulan, to return ; brat for aural, a woman.

Vowels seem to be interchanged under the influence of a neighbouring h. We have

sahir for sahar or shahr, a city
;
pih'ran for pahvrdn, to clothe ; kih’hai for kah’hai, he

will say ; buhut for bahut, much.

In nouns the oblique form in an is often used for the singular, as in deran-pe, at the

house. This is more common in Hamirpur immediately to the south-east. In the

specimen, the Kanauji form tnmhS, to you, once occurs.

Note how commonly the past tense of the verb meaning ‘to say’ is put in the

feminine (to agree with bat understood) when used impersonally. Thus we have kahi,

it was said. Very good instances of this idiom are ja kahi, he said this, lit. this was said.

Here ja, the feminine of jo, this, agrees with bat understood. So titre din-ki kahi

for litre din-ki bat kahi, the (word) of the third day was said, i.e. the third day was
fixed.

The following are revised figures for the dialects spoken in Jalaun :

—

Bundeli (Standard) 360,129

„ (Nibhatta) 10,200

„ (Lodhanti) 8,000

HindaetiM 10,241

Other languages 7,788

Total (1891) . 396,361

The following specimen is a folktale from Jalaun :
—
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RTft-TTW RTRT-H qH-gHTft HTH-H Rift % RHTT HR ftTRH-

WHt I HR HTH-H HRHt HTRH-H HHT¥ RiT-Ri HT Rift H RHTT

fa^THR-HT 'fR% Ht RTft H% | RTRT-H Rift HT HTH-

^T% Rt fR H I HR HTH-H fWT RTH RHTf H ¥H ffWRT-

^tft-H Ht HfTR fH WTR? HT gff RHTRH RT% I HH-f Hff

RHTRfr hh-r €te hthI* i hr ftn nwt rtr-h rh-^r i

HRf gRiTH-R HI RTHTT-H HR HTHTH %-Ri RT1T Rift I HR

RT-H Rift % HtH-H WfTR W-H Hff ffft-% I Ht RiT ^TRH-% #
HRi HTRi W^t-HTH-% WtT HTRi-Hf fHMlf WHT-HH RilH WHt-HTH-% I

HHt RTR-Ri* RT HTH-R WTWt WtT HR ft-H HH Ttft RHTR HTR-Ri

HHITT HR HR HTH-H Rift H RTRT HRi RTH HH RTR RH ? Ht

RHTHt I HH-H Rift Rift I HR RT H Rift % HRi HTRi wft HTH-%

RTtT ftlMlf HHi-RH RiHH WHt-HTH-% I HT-RTt HTRHt RHTWt I HH-H

Rift gH RTH ^TRt HH RTHH-H I HHt I HT Wf%T-H HRi HT^RiTI-ft

R^ Hft RTfH TJTH % HtT RT-Hf RfH-H % I RT tJRf

f?H HRHt fRTT^t-H fHtHT nf-HHt I HR HH-H Htft HT Hfft

Rift HTWt I RT HRi gWHHTH-H RT-H HRH RT-H RtH-H RH h| I

HR RT-H Hrft Ri Ht HHTTt RT HfHHT HR fRHfRHTR-Ri HRH RT-RiT

HHt I TH-H gHHHTH fHRiTt I RT-H Rift HT Htn-sft HtTH HHTT

WRiTH-H 1H Wif I R%' Wffif I HR Rf RTft-Ri ftsf-ftf HH-Ri

RT-H RT-R HTH-H RHT HTTRi HHTWt
| frft % HT WtTH-Ri RT-H

HTH HT^ft HfHHT I HtH HHt RRTR RiT Rffif HT-H HT-HT

HRH RT-H HTT-H I Rt wfHT-H HTH-Ri RRi HfHHlft-Ri HTWT-HT

<?W RftH RR5RT f-H RTR fHHHt HtT HHTH H^HT RflTTR-H RT^-
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¥Tf-% WTC-if tftW-f ffwnHTft I qTsjchH-ft «r^-%

-*f ^rff % ir •Hi^=hK-*rf Tift sift ft i ir q^^HR-ft
Tift ft I ^T^TTf-f ^rft % ff^-ft Tlif JprWFT ST »lif rafff I

** «r m*ft ir* ^rft % ^rrar ftp; siff ffft | ^ ftp;

*n-5r ^rff i ftp: (ffe^ ^rft i «pj *rrg-

^fTT-^t *W-ff *PFI wt % if srm-t ft-ft qf-% I qr-if

3TT% f^.^-ft fNt PfTT% «pt-% I

*t *nft-Tm ^Tfct-? % Tft *rra ft ft ^rr-if

^rft i
3iw ft srf f?% ft % *ift ft ^ri^chK «rrg-f%

ftc ^T^TTf-% «TT ffcT-% •TT^T-f «lff <PT% ftf ITg^K
fir <=u<?iiw-ff ffrr ftr-f ff^% f ^t ftm ^nft

?rra ft wi ^ft-% ftp: raft-wrc i sra ^t ftrrT ff^rc% ?rar

w^nr {%¥% f wt writ ftw ^rfwf i ^ffif f ft«r

% i m ft ^fenr-ft ftfT frail i m qi^ni
*t gnwi* ftr ftfT-ft pft-f f? ftr arqf gr-ff

raft-f% n
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TRANSLITERATION AND TRANSLATIONS

Ghasi-ram baba-nl Put-bulaki nau-si kail ke,
1 hamare sang

Ghdsi-ram saint-by Put-bulaki barber-to it-was-said that, ‘ me-of with

tirthan-kg chald.’ Tab nau-ng ap'ni nain-sl salah

holy-places-to go.’ Then the-barher-by his-oum barber's-wife-from counsel

kar-ke ja kahi ke, ‘hamare kisanan-kS buhut am'danl huihai,

made-having this was-said that, ‘my clients-to great income will-be,

so marl jehai.’ Baba-ng kahi, 'jo am'dani hnibai so

that destroyed will-go.’ The-saint-by it-was-said

,

‘ what income toill-be that

ham dehai.’ Tab nau-n6 phir bat banal ke,

we (7) will-give.’ Then the-barber-by again word (excuse) was-made that,

‘ham duniyadari-ml jo charitra dekh-ay'hai, so tumhl
‘ we (J) worldly-affairs-in what actions having-seen-shall-come, that to-you

bataw'ne par*hai. Jabha-I nahl batay'ho, tabha-i l6t-ay‘kai.’

to-explain will-fall. When-even not yon-will-explain, then-even I-shall-retum.’

Tab do-u esi kah-kl chal-daye.

Then both such said-having went-off.

Ek mukam-pe nau bajar-si sab saman lg-kg

One place-at the-barber the-market-from all materials taken-having

bahar karho. Tab ba-ng kahi ke, ‘ kona-S charitra ham-ng uahT

out came. Then him-by it-was-said that, ‘ any action me-by not

dekho-hai.’ To ka dekhat-hai ke 6k dak . chali-jat-hai, or

been-seen-has.’ Then what seeing-he-is that a post going-along-is, and

dak-ks sipai ‘chala-chal’ kahat chalo-jat-hai. Eso dekh-kl

the-post-to a-peon ‘get-on-get-on’ saying going-along-is. Such seen-having

b6 deran-pe ao, or, jab do-ii jang roti banay-khay-kg tayyar

he lodging-to came, and, when both persons bread made-eaten-having ready

bhaye, tab nau-nl kahi ke,
'

‘baba, ek bat ham
became, then the-barber-by it-was-said that, ‘ Holy-Sir, one thing I

dekh aye-hai, so batao.’ Un-nl kahi, ‘ kaho.’ Tab ba-ng

having-seen come-am, that explain.’ Him-by it-was-said, ‘ say.’ Then him-by

kahi ke, ‘ek dak chali-jat-hai, or sipai “chala-chal”

it-was-said that, ‘a post going-along-is, and a-peon “get-on-get-on”
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kahat chald-jat-hai. Ta-ko may“nd bat&6.’ Un-ne kahi,

saying going-along-is. That-of the-meaning explain.’ ILim-by it-was-said,

‘ turn pay dabo, ham kahat-hai. Suno. Ja sahir-ml ek

‘ you {my)feet shampoo, 1 telling-am. Sear. This city-in a

sahukar-ki bahu ban kabul-surat hai, or ba-ko khamind paddes-ml

merchant-of wife very beautiful is, and her-of the-husband far-country-in

hai. Ba ek din ap“ni biradari-ml bulaua gai-hati. Jab utl-sg

is. She one day her-own relations-in on-invitation gone-had. When therefrom

loti, to Idhi pani ao. Ba ek Musalman-ke ghar-me ap*ne

she-returned, then storm rain came. She a Musalmdn-of house-in her-own

ghai'-ke dhokhe-sl ghus-gai. Jab ba-nl jani ke jo hamard

house-of mistalce-from entered. When her-by it-was-known that this my

ghar nahiyl, tab bil*bilay-kl ap“ne gbar-ko bhaji. Itte-me

house is-not, then horrified-being her-own house-to she-fled. Meanwhile

Musalman nik*ro. Ba-nl kahi, “ja kaun-ki drat hamare

the-MusaVmdn came-out. Rim-by it-was-said, “ this whom-of wife my

makan-ml ghus-ai. Dekhl chahiyl.” Tab bo bahi-ke piohhfi-piehhS

liouse-im entered. To-see is-proper.” Then he {by-him) her-qf after-cfter

clial-kg ba-ke ghar-pe jay-ks pata suiak lagAo. Dekhi

gone-having her-of house-on gone-having clue trace was-applied. It-was-seen {-by-him)

ke, “ ja orat-ke ghar-ml kou ad*mi nahiya. Kou esS upay karl

that, “ this woman-of house-in any man is-not. Some such device to-malce

chahiyl ja-sl ja-k§ ap*ne ghar-ml dar-ll.” Bo

is-proper which-from this-one my-own house-in I-may-put.” He {by-him)

sabir-ml jay-kg ek bhatiyari-ke mora-k5 das pachis rupayya

the-city-in gone-having an innkeeper's lad ten twenty-five rupees

de-kl bay sikhad, dr janane urh*na pih’ray-kl bad’sah-ke

given-having him it-was-taught, and woman’s clothing put-on-having the-king-of

dar“bar-mi pinas-ml balthay-kl libay-gao. Sahukar-ki

court-m palanquin-in caused-to-sit-having got-him-taken-away. The-merchant-of

bahu-ke naw-sl arji dai ke, “ ml sahukar-s§ raji

wife-of name-by a-petition was-given that, “I the-merchant-with content

nahi ho. Ml Musalman-sd raji hi.” Bad"sah-n! kahi ke,

not am. I the-Musalmdn-with content am.” The-kiiig-by it-was-said that>

“Hindu-ko esg Musalman na bhayl chahiyl.” Jab na mani,
“ a-Hindu-to thus a- Musalman not to-become is-proper.” When not she-heeded

,

tab kahi ke, “ kal phir arji diyo.” Tab phir

then it-was-said that, “ to-morrow again petition give.” Then again

dus're din ba-nl arji dai. Bad*sah-nl phir tis*re

{on-)the-second day him-by petition was-given. The-king-by again the-third

din-ki kahi. Ab sahukar-ki bahu-kS khabar bhai kd, “mere
day-of it-was-said. Now the-merchant-of wife-to news became that, “my
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khamind-ki

husband

nam-sS mere lebe-ki arji dai-gai-hai.” Ba-ne ap'ne
name-by my taking-of petition gwenrbeen-has.” Eer-by her-own

libay*be-kd dak ramane kari-hai.’

caming-to-take-for a-post dispatched been-made-has.’

So Ghasl-r&m baba kahat-hai ke, ‘itti bat to hui-gai,
So Ghasi-ram the-saint saying-is that

,

' so-mueh affair indeed been-has,

jo ham-ne kahl. Ab jo nal huihai so bam kahat-hai ke,
tohat me-by was-said. Now what new will-be that I telling-am that,

saber! bo sahukar Sy-jehai, or bad*sah-ke dar*bar-ml ba
m-the-morning that merchant will-arrive, and the-king-qf court-in that
orat-ke nam-si arji lag*hai. Soi sahukar pahuch-jehai, or

womanrof name-by petition will-be-brought-up. That merchant will-arrive, and
bad*sah-s5 hat jor-k! kih*hai ke, “liajur, ja orat
the-king-to hands folded-having wiU-say that* “ Tour-Majesty, this woman{-by)
hamaro mal jo jabs dharo-hai, batay-de; phir chali-jay.”
my property which where been-placed-has, let-her-show ; again let-her-go-away."
Jab ba orat nikar*hai, tab sahukar kih'hai ke, “hajur,
When that woman will-come-out, then the-merchant will-say that, “ Tour-Majesty,
ja hamari orat nahiyl. Dekb! eliabiy! ke kon hai.” Jab bad*sah
this my wife is-not. To-see is-proper that who she-is.” When the-king

dekh‘hai, to bhatiyare-ko mora nikar’hai. Tab bad'sah ba
will-see, then the-innkeeper-of lad will-come-out. Then the-king that
Musalman or mora-k! dhar*ti-m! garay-dehaT, or sahukar ap*ne
Musalmdn and lad the-ground-in will-bury, and the-merchant his-own
ghar-ks chalo-jehai.’

house-to will-go.’

FREE TRANSLATION OF THE FOREGOING.

The Saint Baba Ghasi-ram once asked his barber, Put-bulaki, to accompany him on
a pilgrimage. The barber took counsel with his wife, and refused on the ground that he
would lose the large income which he got from his other clients. The Saint replied that
he would make good any loss on that account. Then the barber tried to get off by saying
he would go on condition that the Saint promised to explain eveiy circumstance which
he might see on the way, and that if he ever failed to do so, he would immediately let him
return. To this the Saint agreed.

At one place at which they stopped, the harber went to market to buy provisions
and saw nothmg about which he could ask the holy man, till on the way home he
noticed a postman going along, urged by a peon, who kept saying • hasten, hasten.’ Sowhen he had come to their lodging, and both had finished their meal, he said to the
isamt Holy Sir, I have seen something which I wish you to explain.’ ‘ What is it,*was e answer. Said the barber, ‘ I saw a postman going along, and a peon urging him,
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saying “hasten, hasten.’’ What is the meaning of that ? ’ The Saint said, ‘I will tell

you while you shampoo my feet. Now, listen. In this city there is a very beautiful

merchant’s wife, whose husband is away on a journey. One day she went on invitation

to her own people, and on the way home was overtaken by a heavy storm of wind and

rain. The consequence was that she mistook her road, and went into a Musalman’s house

instead of her own. As soon as she discovered her mistake she was horrified and ran off

to her own house. The Musalman saw her, and wondered who she could be. So he

made up his mind to find out, and followed her to her home. There he made enquiries,

and found out that there was no man there. So he determined to make up some device

by which he could get her into his own house. He went into the city and got hold of an
innkeeper’s lad, to whom he gave ten or twenty rupees, and instructed him as to how he
should act. Then he dressed him in women’s clothes and brought him to the court of

the king in a palanquin. There the pretended woman put in a petition under the name
of the merchant’s wife to this effect; " I am tired of the merchant, and want to live with

the Musalman.” The king said that it was not right that a Hindu should become a
Musalman, but when the pretended woman would not listen to his remonstrances, he
told her to come to-morrow. The next day the lad put in a petition again, and the king
told him to come again the next day. In the meantime the news came to the merchant’s

wife that a false petition had been put in in her name, so she has dispatched a postman
to call her husband.’

The Saint continued, ‘ So much for what has occurred. I have told you what has
happened. Now I shall tell you what is going to happen. To-morrow morning the
merchant will come, and the petition in his wife’s name will again be presented. At the
same moment the merchant will arrive, and with folded hands will say, “ Your Majesty,
if this woman will tell me where she has stowed away my property, she may go her
way.” Then the false woman will have to get out of the palanquin, and the merchant
will say, “ Your Majesty, this is not my wife. Justice demands that you should enquire
who she is.” Then the king will enquire, and she will turn out to be the innkeeper’s
lad. Then the king will bury alive the Musalman and the lad, and the merchant will go
in peace to his own house.’



bundelt of west jalaun.

The following folktale comes from western Jalaun, and illustrates the patois of that

portion of the district. Out of the 360,129 speakers of Standard Bundeli in Jalaun, it

is estimated that about 20,00Q speak this patois. It was incorrectly entered as Bbadaurr
in the original Rough List of the Jalaun dialects. It has nothing to do with that dialect,

which is a mixture of Bundeli and Braj.

The principal distinction between the dialect of the west of Jalaun and that of the
rest of the district is that the pronunciation is much broader. Ai and au are preferred

to e and d respectively. Thus, we have pai, not pe, on ; kan as well as id, of ; kau as

well as ko, the sign of the accusative-dative
; hau, you are ; chalau and gaau, he went j

baithau, he sat ; karau, he was made ; barau, great. There is the same fluctuation of

vowel sounds that we have noticed in Central Jalaun. Thus, sib, all ; buhut, many
puhuchan, to arrive. In the pronouns, ‘ he, that,’ is Jo, not bo, and * this ’ is ja, not jo.

The oblique forms are Jd and jd, as in the Standard Dialect. The plural of ja, who,
is jay.

The specimen is a folktale relating one of the wit-contests between the Emperor
Akbar and his famous minister Birbal.
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WT 413114 kk kk«T
| TpfiRR-H kkWH k

3Z kk-kt 4ft % I ePf fkH-H 3ift k H¥TT5f WT-kt kkt kkf

HT-kl etkl WZ I era 4T3)T4-*T fkT 4r|
!

| 4T «lk 3ellkt H4-eT RZ

kk-kt % i era ktiw-k 3rft k kra-k^ kz kl kkl^KH-kt % i

^ra 4TOT4-k 3lkt k 4eTTkl fkkkTT-kt kz kk ^kf % I ’srk't

4eTPnf I 3T?-3i kill H4T f^HT 4FT^i Hlk-k f^TRt^TTH-% f#4T WT4

I ^ra kk*T i^K-H H HH era ^TWra-H «J<iUlk-kr 3Zkt I

^ra h krk era ^rak tt^t-ht-h kk kk-^> |h*t-h zkNi g’fkik i

<|k zk-4f ^TCRk H fair era TPHT4-k 5^"^ HHtI

kk 'HH-kf kk-3f wNw RraH-^ff ff4T TZ^ kk 4T?t

k f7T-^T 3> «k«lT-kf W3 ^Tra I 4(«nkT kk-H H W5H HP? I elW

raz% kt ^kt W i kra knfkTT ^rant ^rckt g^ra wtran ^kr i

m RTT-H tk*T fsrf-% M^IT ^T-k fZHT TO kk TO-*f 3ikt

3f 5TT-kt slet«i WeTTkl I kk»T-H chkl WfWT-H-eT klWT TO14-3F «[3iTT-

k isra to i fxp: *ro *|<t wnkT i ? to-% htt 3vH-k h to%

•T kk-eT Wrk 4Z% I TO ktTO-k TOt-fl =K^ I to k flk*ll-if

kra f^TT tor kk kkr-TO kt kra k[ kkr-k wf kk toh kk»r

TO 3T Wra-^f «|«n<l kk^el 4klT-TO 3PT 4izl I eiW

^raj(?i-«T ^»r knfknw-kf ^ guk ffkf ktTH k i

krankr i ^rkt kwk ffkf wt^rr i ^ran^-k k^it
ki-^t :3H-«T «T «<eii<j | el^ =tikl ^=nn «hl*i 4rH nkl | ^H-%

rarft k wk fthrr kkt ^zkt-'^kt i ^r-k

I ^TH k^r k^-% I etT-H H^-% I kfiT ^HF-k HH-t

^ira ^k ^rakf kkn-^ h ^nrt i era ^rft ^ kt

kkw krank eu-kt traf ^sht ^ht thth If i era k fkkt^iT
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kranniir i ^nirra ^k*rkrr firS ij?it ^ g?r wf
I

l

^*l-5I tft 1Vh q<si=n i d®( ^rt»T-«T ^S'^t 'B+I

*TT-^l ^*T Hrt*?l^K«r-% ^T-if i Ptiddl

vz % It g^rrif Tl g*r-% <tNt

H mkT i ?t^ ^Twra-% ^ fk*r g*r kNft knft-

^ VZ ftR-k % 1 ^R- kl4l<ird-^f flfT «
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TRANSLITERATION AND TRANSLATION.

Ek ber bassay aur Blran baithe-hate. Bassay-ne

One time the-Emperm- and Birbal seated-were. The-Emperor-by

Biran-sl puchhi kai, * pet kaun-ko barau hai ? ’ Tab Biran-ne

Birbal-to it-was-asked that, * belly whom-of large is ? ’ Then Birbal-by

kahi kai, * Mah*raj, ja-kau jaisau dll ta-kau taisau pet.’

it-was-said that, ‘ O-great-king, whom-of as-large form hbm-of so-large belly.’

Tab bassay-ne pliir kahi kai, ‘ naf, batao sab-tl barau
Then the-Emperor-by again it-was-said that, ‘ no, tell all-than large

pet kaun-kau hai ? ’ Tab Biran-ne kabi kai, ‘ sib-tl barau

belly whom-of is ? ’ Then Birbal-by it-was-said that, ‘ all-than large

pet tau jimid&r-kd hai.’ Ab bass&y-ne kahi kai,

belly then the-landholder-of is.’ Now the-Emperor-by it-was-said that,

‘ batao, jimidar-kd pet kaisl barau hai.’ ‘ Achchhi, batay'liai,’

‘ tell-me, the-landholder-of belly how large is.’ ‘ Very-good, I-shall-tell,’

ja kah-ke Biran ek dina kau gaw-ke jimidaran-ke hiyl
this said-having Birbal one day a-certain village-of landholders-of near

jay duke. Jab Biran dar*bar-ml na gaye tab bassay-ne

going hid-himself. When Birbal court-in not went then the-Emperor-by

bulaibe-ks ad*mi pathao. Jab na mile, tab ap“ne

calling-for men were-sent. When not he-was-found, then his-own

raj-bhar-ml, aur aura-u desan-ml dhuraua puhuchaye. Jab
kingdom-entvre-m, and other-too couniries-in searchers were-despatched. When

dh8r-dhur-ke har-gaye aur na mile tab bassay-ne

searched-searched-having they-were-tired and not he-was-found then the-Emperor-by

buhut-se buk’ra magaye, aur, un-kau taul-kl, gSwan-gawan-ks
many-very goats were-sent-for, and, them weiglied-having, villages-villages-of

jimidaran-ke hiyS pathaye, aur kahi kai, ‘in-k8 chhe
landholders-of near they-were-sent, and it-was-said that, ‘ these six

mahina-ls khub charabl. Akelo taul-mi na barhan pawl.

months-for well feed. But weight-in not to-increase they-may-get.

Taul barh‘hai, to barau dand daahai.’ Sab jimidar

(If-)weight increase, then great punishment 1-will-give.’ All landholders
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ap'nau ap“nau upaw sochan lage. Ja g5w-mg Biran hate,

their-oum their-own device to-think began. What village-in Birbal was,

hul-ke jimid&r un-ke dhigi gaye, aur un-ss kahi kai, ‘ja-kau

tliere-of landholders him-of near went, and him-to it-was-said that, ‘ this-of

jatan batao.’ Biran-ne kahi, ‘ beh*ra-m§-tg ek bhira. magay-kg

means tell.’ Birbal-by it-was-said, ‘ forest-in-from one wolf sent-for-having

buk'ra-ke age badhay-dew. Phir bay khub charao. Ba dar-ke

goat-of before tie-up. Then him well feed. He fear-of

marg kabha-3 na chet'hai, na taul-tg jada barh*hai.’

on-account ever-even not will-be-healtliy, nor weight-by much will-increase.'

Un logan-ne aiso-i karau.

Those people-by so-even it-was-done.

magaye aur taule-gaye, to

were-sent-for and weighed-were, then

ja-mi Biran hate, ba

which-in Birbal was, that

paua-bhar kam
one-quarter-of-a-seer-full less

jimidaran-so kahi kai,

landholders-to it-was-said that.

Jab ckhe mahina-mg sib buk^ra

When six montlis-in cdl goats

sib tau taul-tg barhe, aur

verily weight-by increased, and

gaw-ke jimidaran-kau buk'ra taulauti

village-of landliolders-of goat by-weighing

karbau. Tab bassay-ne un
came-out. Then tlie-Emperor-by those

‘ tumare biyl Biran hai ; uu-kn liao.’

‘ you-of near Birbal is ; him bring.’

kahi.

Them-by it-was-said, ‘ us-of

* hamare hiya naiya.’

lie-not-is

Bgssay-ne

Tlie-Emperor-by

gbur’ki dikbai, tau-u un-ne na bataye. Tab bassay-ne

browbeating was-shown, then-lie them-by not was-told. Then tlie-Emperor-by

kahi kai, • buk“ra kayg kam bhaau ? ’ Un-ne kahi kai,

it-was-said that, ‘ tlie-goat why less became ?
' Them-by it-was-said that,

‘ hamare hiya rogi buk“ra pathao-bato. Ba-ne charau-sarau kaehhu
‘ us-of near diseased goat sent-was. Him-by grass, etc. anything

naT khaau. Abhai nek chetau-hai, ta-sai kam bhaau-hai.’

not was-eaten. Now well well-it-is, that-from less become-has.'

bassay-ne aise-i kaiyak upaw kare.

the-Emperor-by of-this-nature-even several devices were-employed.

Biran-kau patau na lagau. Tab kahi kai, ‘jo

Birbal-of clue not was-found. Then it-was-said that, ‘ if

Biran liabe ta-ks ek hajar rupaiya inam daihai.’

Birbal will-bring him-to one thousand rupees reward I-will-gwe.’

Phir

Then

Akel§

But

kou

anybody

Tab

Then

be jimidar Bivan-kS libay-gaye. Bassay Biran-so utb-ks
those landholders Birbal produced. The-Emperor Birbal-witli arisen-having

mile, aur puchhi kai, ‘ turn kaha duke-te. Ham-ne tau

met, and it-was-asked that, • you where concealed-were. Me-by verily
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sib mulak dhur-darau.’ Tab Biran-ne kahi kai, ‘bam
all countries have-been-gearched-out.’ Then Birbal-by it-was-said that, ‘I

tau htl kos-bhar-pai in jimidaran-ke ghar-mg duke-te. Dekho,
verily here a-kos-full-at these landholders-of house-in hid-was. See,

jimidar-kau kit*no barau pet hai kai ham-ko dukayl-rahe

;

a-landholder-of hoto large belly is that me they-concealing-remained

;

aur tum-ne mulak bhar dbSr-daraii, tau-u hamai na pao.’

and you-by country whole was-searched-out, then-even for-me not it-was-found.'

Tab bassay-ne kahi kai, ‘ Biran, turn sScki kabat-bau.

Then the-Emperor-by it-was-said that, ‘ Birbal, you truth speaking-are.

Jimidar-kau pet sib-tl barau hai.’ Aur un jimidaran-k§ buhut
The-landholder-of belly all-than large is.’ And those landholders-to great

inam dad.

reward was-given.

FREE TRANSLATION OF THE FOREGOING.

Once upon a time the Emperor Akbar and Birbal were seated together, and the

Emperor asked Birbal what people had big bellies. Birbal replied that it depended on

the size of the man. ‘ But,’ said the Emperor, ‘ who has the biggest belly of all ?
’ ‘A

landlord,’ said Birbal. ‘ Tell me,’ said the Emperor, ‘ why you say that a landlord has the

biggest belly.’ ‘Very well, I shall tell,’ and with these words Birbal went and hid

himself in a village close by owned by some landlords. When he did not appear in court

next day, the Emperor sent for him, but he could not be found. Then he had search

made throughout his own kingdom, and other countries also, but without avail.

Then the Emperor got a lot of goats, and after having them, weighed, had one sent

to each village, owned by landlords, in his kingdom with this order, ‘ Peed this goat

well for six months, but take care that it does not increase in weight. If its weight

increases, I shall punish you severely.’ All the landlords began to think of some
device or other for carrying out His Majesty’s behest, and those who owned the village in

which Birbal was hidden came to him, and asked him what they were to do. ‘ Send,’

said he, ‘ to the jungle and fetch a wolf. Tie it in front of the goat, to whom you must
offer plenty of food. His fear of the wolf will prevent his eating, and he will pine away
and won’t increase in weight.’ They followed his advice, and at the end of the six

months all the goats were sent for by the Emperor and weighed in his presence. All

the other goats had increased in weight, but the one brought by the landlords of the

village in which Birbal was hidden was a quarter of a seer less than it was before.

Then the Emperor felt sure that Birbal was hiding with them, and told them to produce

him. They denied that he was with them, and, no matter how much the Emperor
browbeat them, they stuck to their denial. Then he asked them how it was that their

goat had become less in weight. ‘ Because,’ said they, * it was sick when it was sent

In the same way the Emperor tried several other tricks but failed to get a clue as to

where Birbal was. Pinally he offered a reward of one thousand rupees to whoever
VOL. IX, TAUT I. 3x2
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brought Birbal to him, and those very landlords did so. As Birbal approached the
Emperor rose and embraced him, and asked him where he had been hidden. « I searched
in every land for you, but without result.’ ‘Sire,’ replied Birbal, ‘I have been the
whole time in the house of one of these landlords, a couple of miles from this palace.
See, now, how big is the belly of a landlord. These men kept me safely concealed, while
Your Majesty searched out the whole country, and could not find me.’ Then the
Emperor replied, ‘ Birbal, you speak the truth. A landlord’s belly is the biggest of all.’

He then gave rich rewards to these landlords.
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BUNDELI of hamirpur.

The language of the central portion of Hamirpur is the same as the standard

Iiun dell of Jhansi. This will be evident from a perusal of the first few lines of a local

-version of the Parable which are given below. We may note the form mau-ha, to me,

-which in Jhansi would be md-khS. The change of mo to man is merely a matter of

spelling as explained in the introduction to the dialect. The ka instead of khd is due to

the influence of the corrupt Awadhi spoken immediately to the East. So is min'd instead

of mero.

The dialects spoken in Hamirpur are as follows :

—

Standard Bnndsll spoken by 384,000

Lodhanti 98,000

Knndri ] 1,000

Banaphavi 3,000

Tirhari 3,000

Hindustani 12,000'

Other languages 720

513,720

Of these Banaphari and Tirhari are (in this district) not forms of Bundeli, but are

based on Eastern Hindi mixed with Bundeli forms. They have been already dealt with

under the head of Eastern Hindi (see Vol. VI, pp. 140, 142, and 146). Kundri is spoken

both in Hamirpur and Banda, on the banks of the Ken, which forms the boundary

between the two districts. On the Banda side it is Eastern Hindi mixed with Bundeli,

and has been described under the former language (Vol. VI, pp. 162 if.). The

Kundri of Hamirpur is described below on pp. 527 ff. as it has a Bundeli basis, though

mixed with Eastern Hindi.
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ft H
| ^vf fai if

^t Htft ftHT Ht ^tI | nw =qqqt

ffe .^ft i ffqn nt-H far fm ^tr-% q^q sncf

Tf i ht ffn ^ftt ^hr 3fT ^rft u

TRANSLITERATION AND TRANSLATION.

Ek jane-ke do kuwar te. Lauve-ne maTkan-t? kal
One man-of two song were. The-younger-by father-to it-was-said

ki, ‘ai ju, mau-ka dhan-mg-se jo moro lrisa hoy, so
that, * O sir, me-to wealth-in-from what my share may-be, that

mil*bai-awai. Tab un-ne ap*no dhan bit dao.

let-it-be-obtained. Then him-by his-own wealth having-divided was-given.

Kachhu dinan bhaye-te ki iaure kuwar hot dhan jor-ke
Some days been-had that the-younger son much wealth having-collected

parades jat raye. Ml luch*pan-ml din khOye aur ap'no
far-country going was. There debauchery-in days were-lost and his-own

dhan wara-daro.

wealth was-squandered.



BUNDELI OF EAST GWALIOR.

To the west of the District of Jhansi lies the Gwalior Agency of Central India.

Along the northern half of the border it is separated from that Agency by the State of

Datia which belongs to the Bundelkhand Agency, but towards the south, in what formed

the old District of Lalitpnr, it marches directly with the Gwalior State.

The Gwalior Agency now includes the old Guna Agency, which lies to its south.

We may say, as a broad statement that the main language of the original Gwalior Agency

(excluding the old Guna Agency) is the mixed form of Bundeli known as Bhadauri, to

be described later on, and that of the old Guna Agency is the Malwi dialect of Rajasthani.

The old Gwalior Agency principally consists oE what may be called the home districts of

the Gwalior State. The main language of these districts is therefore Bhadauri.

Where, however, the Gwalior State marches with the District of Jhansi, i.e. along

the western border of the old District of Lalitpur, and, again, going south along the

western border of the Saugor District, the language is the standard Bundeli of Jhansi.

It is spoken in the Gwalior Districts of Ghanderi, Mungaoli, and in the eastern half of

Bhilsa District, by an estimated number of 200,000 people.

The following folktale comes from the Bhilsa District, and may be taken as a

specimen.
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[No. 6.]

INDO-ARYAN FAMILY. Central Group.

WESTERN HINDI.

BundEl!. (State, Gwalior.)-

WT^fTT WT I WT-% WJT q^T q qK qq gqqft qt I qT-q

qfaq-q 3mqt qq Wlft qTRT qfc ^aft I ark WTC

qrra qqq’t qk fqarTT w wtf i qqqqr-qt qrqt-q

HTfqnr qr-qart | arh: q qrcr qiq q^-q qqt feqtd-q wr qq i

q*f fw kq qk qq qr qf ^zr-q femfkqt i qr-q qqi

*nq q;q qk i qq armH-q wkf-q fqqR qsfT fq? fqqTq qq
WTTq-% arh; q*qr q eft I qrra ^k q-qqt I qT-q TTWT-%

qre fqanq-*k qq a^r qrft t ttwt qqkt fqwrqi qrr ark qqj

q% %r fq» qrrqr fqq ark wfr-^t qrar t% i TTaq-q arqq jffqrq-q

qrft fqi arr-qn fqqrq? qiT qff-k arq qj^t q wr^qt i

TT^T WT-ft qfq-q Hi f% q'Hq't Htft-q wit faf air qiq W
fqarrq Htq Wfq-% I ark qt€t-q qq qiqq-% qitg gqrqr; kf ^q
fqf % fqq-^t qra-qk qq-% »qqr qq-T? i g^q^q-q f%q wrrq-%

qq-H HT-^t fa Trai-€t q^t arqiT-fqqTqt % qTTf qj-q fkt
qff qq-qqm-% I qq qt^t-q arqqt qq qq qnq-% qq-qr

qqiq qart ^ finiil ark qrraq qqr arqq qjqq gqqq-^

qrft fa iq ^Tq qmfat qrq %rq i ark tth-% qqm afqt-q qjq

fqaTR qiT-% afk fW qq^-qiq-q fa^iq-% fqq-^r ^q fq % fcqTtt-q

^Tqq-qTq i qq qqq-q qxqq-qt fcqift-q ^krt ark qq qq qf

qq qiq qft I qr qrq-q qtq fqq qart ark wtr-^t qpq rk 11
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[ No. 6.1

INDO-ARYAN FAMILY. Central Group.

WESTERN HINDI.

BundEli. (State, Gwalior.)

TRANSLITERATION AND TRANSLATION.

When
dekho.

Ek sahukar to. Ba-ke char beta te, aur dhan mut’kero
One banker was. Him-to four sons were, and fortune plenty

to. Ba-ne ap“ne jiyat-ml ap*no dlian charau betan-ko barabar
was. Him-by his-oum living-in his-oum wealth the-four sons-to equally

dad ; aur char lal ap*ni maut jind"gi-kd
having-been-divided was-given; and four rubies his-oum death life-for

niare rakh-chhore. Pan“mesar-ki mar*ji-se sahukar mar-gao.
separately were-kept-apart. Ood-of wUl-from the-banker died.

Aur be chare lal betan-ne ek tipari-mai dhar-dae.

And those four rubies sons-by one basket-in were-kept.

Jab kuchh din bit-gag to bare beta-ne tipari-ko
some

*
days hod-passed then the-elder son-by the-basket

Ba-mS ek lal kam hato. Tab apas-ml
That-in one ruby less was. Then themselves-among

chare-ne bichar karo ki, ‘sibay ham charan-ke aur
the-four-by consideration was-made that, ‘ except us four other

kahu-ko khabar na tt. Lal kaun le-gayo?’ Ta-pai
anyone-to information not was. The-ruby who took-away?' There-upm
Raja-ke pas niaw-ko gae, aur kahi, ‘ he Raja, hamaro

the-king-of near justicefor they-went, and it-was-said, ‘ O King, our

nisaph kar, aur lal aise her ki lal mile aur
justice do, and ruby so search that the-ruby may-befound and

chor-ki laj rahe.’ Raja-ne ap'ne diwan-se kahi
the-tliief-of honor may-endure.' The-king-by his-own minister-to it-was-said

ki. ‘ja-kd nisaph kar, nahi-to an pani na khango.’

that, ‘this-of decision do, otherwise food water not I-will-eat.’

Raja ja-hi sSch-mg to ki ba-ki mori-ne kahi
The-king this-very anxiety-in was that his daughter-by it-was-said

ki, ‘are bap, ja niaw moe saup-de.’ Aur mori-ng

that, ‘ O father, this decision to-me entrust.' And the-daughter-by

un charan-ke pachhe mukh'bar chhor-dae ki be bin-ki bat-chit

those four-of after spies were-set that they their conversation
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sun-ke khabar det-rahe. Mukh'baran-ne bin charan-ke man-mi
hearing information might-be-giving. The-spies-by those four-of mind-in

bhar-dai ki, ‘ Raja-ki beti antar-giyani hai ; koi bat

it-was-filled that, ‘ the-king-of daughter internal-knower is ; any thing

ba-se doki nahi rah-sakat-hai.’ Jab morl-ne ap*no
her-from concealed not remain-can.’ When the-daughter-by her-own

bhay un charan-ke man-par khub jamae-lao, tau charan-ko
fear those four-of mind-on well had-been-impressed, then the-four-to

tipari aur lalan suddhg ap*ne sanVne bulay-ke kabi ki, ‘ ham
basket and rubies along-with herself before calling it-was-said that, ‘I

aj rat-ko lal hbrige.’ Aur rat-ke bakbat adkere-m!
to-day night-at rubies will-search.’ And night-of time darkness-in

lal niare kar-ke, aur kuchh ap*ne-pas-se milay-ke
rubies separate made-haring, and some her-oum-near-from mixed-having

bin-kO dab ki be tipari-mi dalat-jai. Tab
them-to they-were-gvcen that they basket-in dropping-tnay-continue.

saban-ne lalan-ko tipari-mi

all-by rubies-with-reference-to basket-into

barho.

increased.they-counted then one ruby

mil-gab ; aur chbr-ki laj

dalo aur

it-was-dropped and

Ja surat-se

This manner-from

Then

lal

teere-found ; and the-thief-of honor remained.

FREE TRANSLATION OF THE FOREGOING,

Once upon a time there was a banker, with four sons and great wealth. While he
was yet alive he divided his property equally amongst his four children, except four
rubies which he kept for himself as long as he lived. At God’s appointed time the bank-
er died, and his sons put the four rubies by in a- basket. After some *time had elapsed,
the eldest son looked into the basket and found one ruby missing. So he and his
brothers discussed who could be the thief, and came to the conclusion that he must have
been one of the four, as no one else hail been aware where the jewels had been put. So they
agreed to go to the king, and they made the following petition to him : ' Your Majesty,
do justice among us and have the ruby found

; but in such a manner that the face of the
thief may be saved.’ The king told his minister to comply with the request, and added
that he would neither eat nor drink till the matter was settled.

Seeing His Majesty troubled over the affair his daughter addressed him, and said
‘ O father, make over the settlement of this to me.’ She then set spies to watch the
brothers, and to report to her what they might be saying amongst themselves. The
spies were moreover instructed to fill the minds of the four with the idea that the
princess could read a man’s inmost thoughts. When the princess had thoroughly filled

their hearts with the fear of her supernatural power, she sent for them and directed
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them to bring along the basket and the three remaining gems. When they came she

told them that she intended to look for the missing stone that night. Accordingly,

when night fell and it was quite dark, she took the three rubies out of the basket, and

mixed them up with some of her own. She then gave them all to the four brothers, and
told them to drop the whole lot into the basket. They did so, and after they had

finished, the rubies were counted, and one more was found than the princess had given.

In this way the stolen ruby was recovered, and at the same time the face of the thief

was saved.



BUNDELT OF ORCHHA.

Tlie Bundeli of the western portion of the Bundelkhand Agency, which lies to the

east of the former British District of Lalitpur, and consists of the State of Orchha, and
the Jagirs of Tori Fatehpur, Bijna, Banka Pahari, and Dhurwai, is the standard form
of the dialect. It has a few local peculiarities, of which we may note the followin'*.

The oblique plural of strong adjectives sometimes ends in a* or S, as in ap"nai or ap"nS,

own ; dharS, placed, agreeing in each case with a noun in the oblique plural. The usual

sign of the accusative-dative is kat, kau, or khS (not khd) ; of the agent, nai

;

and of

the instrumental-ablative sat. TJnai is used to mean ‘ to them ’, or (respectfully) ‘ to

him.’ The nominative of the reflexive pronoun is apun, he himself, or they themselves.

The sign of the conjunctive participle is kat, as in uth-kai, having arisen. Note the

contracted form rat, remaining. Note also that like kahi, he said, pSchhi, he asked, is

always in the feminine, agreeing with bat, understood. These peculiarities are illustrated

in the accompanying folktale, which has been prepared by Bai Sahib Kashi Pershad,

Vakil, Charkhari.
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[ No. 7.]

INDO-ARYAN FAMILY. Central Group.

WESTERN HINDI.

BundEli. (State, Orchha.)

TOT TO TOT ¥P?T ITT WWT WT I TO groTt wt WWT wT

WW-W Rift # W TOwt ^ % wk WTTO’t Wt TOWl W3ft % <31-%

wl TOW TTW I WPfT-wT WTkT kff gW TOW TOW-% I

TO f^TOHJ TOT W#f nft I TOT-TT3T WT% f% fsf^T TOJ ftH 1? I TOW

^Id^dt-TO TOTW TOT fw WTW ftTOTT-W TOT fw^T § WTWT i % TO

wk toi gwfkwf $ ww wT wwwt toz-w to wto tow^ wtw^

>JT wTWrT-WT I TO TOyCl-H wf% wT gw#t-TO TOT WTWT WHIT TOT I

wk WTO 5fflTT5[-f TO I TOW #fW-W gwff-W 33-3? TOW TO TOTfT

wf%W Wk TOT TOTOWT f%WW-wT WTW?fkwT kpft fw WWTTW ^TTW

wfWTOTsr TOTW I wk TOT WT-W Ij ^ I TO WWTTWW WTWWWW

TO WZ WTWT^ TO TOT I WWTTsMt tfTdldi <k^dTO TO TO^T TOWT-

^ w frorm-^t wfwt wk wgw fwwg-%* to i wkfwrorfT wkfw
WT-W TO TOW fWWTT far W WWtW WTT TO* TOT I TOW IH-W fwWTTW-W

TOW %<?T SITOTfr fWTW-WtTOW fWT-W *|W WW TOT wk fTO TO?

^TTOT TO* I kfWW WWTTW-TO TO W-WT fTOTTW-% RTW TOW wk WTW

fWWTTW-W gW-W WW TO TOW TO TOT-% | Wk ftfiT fwWTTW-TO

tWTW-wftWT-W WTOT TOT I wfc TOTOW-WTOfT fw fWTOW ftcT-

¥ wk fro wwttw-to to-^T tow wfTOs tow wTtoto ww ww 11
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INDO-ARYAN FAMILY. Central Group.

WESTERN HINDI.

BundElI. (State, Orchha.)

TRANSLITERATION AND TRANSLATION.

Ilk berai ek liathi mar-gawo-to. Jab u-kau ji Jam-raj-kai

One time one elephant died-had. When his soul Jamrdj-to

gawd, tau un-naT pQchbi kai, ‘tai itfnau
,
barau hai aur ad“mi

went, then him-by it-was-asked that, ‘ thou so large art and man

jo itfnau hal'kau liai, u-ke bas-maT kaye rat.’ Hathi-kau

who so small is, his subjection-in why lioest.’ l'he-elephant-of

jl bolo ki, ‘ tumaT mur“dan-sai kam parat-kai
; abai

soul spoke that, 'to-thee dead-bodies-with business falls; note-even

jindan-saT ' kam naht paro.’ Jam-raj soche ki, ‘jinda kaise

living-beings-with business not fell.’ Jamraj thought that, ‘ living how

hot huhai?’ Ap’ne Jam-dutan-kka hukam dawo ki, ‘jaw,

being will-be ? ' Ms-own death-angels-to order was-given that, ‘go,

sinsar-saT ek jinda lai-awo.’ Be gaye aur ek musaddi-kau.

world-front one living-being bring.’ They went and one writer

lai-aye jO ap*ni khat-ml sab ap“nl kagad agad dhar? sowat-to.

brought who his-oion cot-on all liis-own papers etc. putting sleeping-teas.

Jab Jam-puri-mS pakuckai tau musaddi-kk5 ek jaga

When Jampuri-in he-reaches then the-writer-as-for one place(-in)

utar-dawo ; aur apun Jam-raj-kai gaye. It*nai-bick-mai

it-was-put-down ; and themselves Jamrdj-to went. In-the-meantmie

musaddi-naT uth-kaT ap*n§ sab kap‘ra pahine aur ek

ihe-writer-by arisen-having his-own all dress was-put-on and one

par*wauau Bis‘nu-ki kachab*ri-k6 likho ki ‘ Jam-raj kkaraj wa

letter ' Vishnu-of court-of was-urritten that ‘ Jamraj dismissed and

Siv-raj balial,’ aur tyar ho-kai baitk-rake. Jab Jam-raj-ke

Sivrdj appointed,’ and ready become-having sat-down. When Jamrdj-of

sam*nai gaye tab jhat par*wanau unai dawo.

before he-went then suddenly the-letter to-hirn was-given.

par'wanau dekhUana-T

seeing-on-even

saupo aur apun

jaga-kau

Jam-raj-nai

Jamrdj-by

Bis*nu-kaT gaye.

was-made-over and himself Vishnu-to he-went.

kam Siv-raj-kka

work Sivrdj-to

Aur bint“wari kari

And petition was-made
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ki, ‘ mo-sat ka kam big'ro ki mat bar*khas-kar-daw6-gaw6.’

that, ' me-by what work was-spoiled that I dismissed-made-was.’

It*nat-btch-mat Siv-raj-nat ap*nai lietl byaw“hari mir*t-lok-saT

In-the-meantime Sivrdj-by his-own friends companions the-mortal-world-from

bula-kat kkub sukh kard aur phir utaf pathuwa-clawo.

called-having well merriment was-done and again thither were-sent-away.

Bis*nu Jam-raj-khS saiigai lai-kat Siv-raj-ke pas aye aur
Vishnu Jamraj with(-him) taken-having Siordj-of near came and

bole Siv-r&j-sa" ki, ‘ tum-na? ab khub kam kar-lawo-hai.’ Aur
spoke Sivrdj-to that, ‘you-by now well work been-done-has’ And
pkir Siv-raj-khl mirt-ldk-mi pathuwa-dawo. Aur Jam-raj-sat kabi
again Sivrdj-to mortal-world-in was-sent-away. And Jamrdj-to it-was-said

ki, ‘dekhau, jinda kaise hot-ha!,’ am- phir Jam-raj-khl un-kau
that, ‘ see, living-beings how are,’ and again Jamrdj-to his

kam saup-kai apanai lok-kh8 chale-gaye.

office entrusted-having his-own world-to went-away.

FREE TRANSLATION OF THE FOREGOING.

HOW THE WRITER CHEATED THE GOD OF DEATH.

Once upon a time an elephant died. When he appeared before Jamraj, the God of
Death,' the latter asked him how it came to pass that a huge creature like him lived in
subjection to a puny creature like man. The elephant replied, ‘ All you have to do is with
dead bodies. You have nothing yet to do with living beings (and what can you know
about them).’ Jamraj thought to himself that lie would like to see what sort of thing a
living being was, so he sent his angels to bring one down for his inspection from the
World Above. They went off and brought down a writer as he was sleeping on his bed
surrounded by his papers and his writing materials. When they reached Jampuri,
they set him down and went off to report their arrival to His Majesty. In the mean-
time the Writer (whose name was Seoraj) got up and put on his clothes. He then
wrote a forged order from Vishnu to this effect, ‘ Jamraj is dismissed, and Seoraj is

appointed in his place,’ and when he had made it ready sat down to await his summons.
As soon as be was brought before Jamraj, he presented his forged order, and the King
of the Dead on seeing it made over his office to Seoraj, and hurried off to Vishnu’s

Court, where he humbly made a representation asking what fault he had committed to

earn his dismissal.

In the meantime Seoraj sent for his friends and companions from the World
Above, gave them a great feast, and sent them home rejoicing. On the other hand.
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Vishnu took Jamraj with him, and came down to Seoraj, whom he congratulated on his-

cleverness and sent back to the Land of Mortals. Then said he to Jamraj, ‘ now you

have seen what sort of thing a living being is,’ and after reappointing him to his former

duties, went off to his own heaven.



BUNDELT of saugor.

South of Jhansi and Orchha Kes the Central Provinces District of Saugor. Here
also the language is standard Bundeli. This will he evident from the following speci-

men, which consists of the first few lines of the Parable of the Prodigal Son.

[No. 8.]

INDO-ARYAN FAMILY. Central Group.

WESTERN HINDI.

BundelI. (District, Saugor.)

<sK«hl I WTH-H

3fft, ^WT, ^ii'3\m-=RY fHT sft HtTf ^ | 3i-«lM i hW R«ti ^

HH£l 'sCt I ^ ^ HHT

^ I *P1 ^ ^ *fft Hlft

qTt ftH ’cHTt H

TRANSLITERATION AND TRANSLATION.

Ek jane-ke do lar*ka hate. Aur un-ml-se luh*re-ng

One t man-of two sons were. And tliem-in-from the-younger-by

ap“nl bap-sS kahi, ‘ dadda, jajat-ko hilsa jo kachhu

Ms-own father-to it-was-said, ‘/other, property-of share what anything

moro kare, mo-khS de-d6u.’ Aur u-n8 ap*nt girastl -

mine may-come-out, me-to give-away.' And him-by his-own property

un-kh5 bit dai. Aur bhaut dina ne bite nanne

them-to having-divided was-given. And many days not passed the-younger

lar“ka-ne sab“ro ikhatto sameto aur ap*ni gail an mulak-kho

son-by all together was-gathered and his-own way another country-to

dharx, aur ute ap*no dhan gundol-mi gama-dao. Aur

was-taken, and there his-own fortune debauchery-in was-wasted. And

jab u sab ura-chuko tabal-kg u des-ml ek hard bhari kal

when he all had-wasted then that country-in one very heavy famine

paro, aur u tang hon lago.

fell, and he poor to-be began.
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bundelt of narsinghpur.

To the East of Saugor lies the District of Damoh in which Bundeli is also spoken.

There it- is an Eastern variety of the dialect similar to the Khatola spoken in Panna (see

pp. 457 and 464). South-East of Damoh, and separated from it by the Bhanrer range

of Hills, lies the District of Jabalpur. The Dialect of Jabalpur is a mixed one, and
has been described under the head of Bagheli (see Vol. VI, pp. 172 if.). In the

South-Western part of this last-named District, the dialect may be classed as Bundeli

with equal propriety, and shades off into pure Bagheli in the North-East.

To the West "o'f the Saugor District lie the States of Gwalior and Bhopal. The main
language of Bhopal is the Malwi dialect of Rajasthani but along the Saugor border

standard Bundeli is spoken by about 67,000 people. It gradually fades off into Malwi.

In Gwalior the main language is the Bhadauri form of Bundeli, but along the Eastern

frontier, we have, to the north, where it. marches with the state of Datia, Pawari
Bundeli, and further south, on the borders of Jhansi and Saugor, standard Bundeli spoken

by about 200,000 people.

South of Saugor lies the district of Narsinghpur, which is separated from it by the

Yindliya range, and consists of the upper half of the Narbada valley proper. Here also,

as in Saugor, the language is ordinary Bundeli. As in the case of that district, I give

a few lines of the Parable as a specimen.
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[ No. 9.]

1NDO-ARYAN FAMILY. Central Group.

WESTERN HINDI.

BundElI. (District, Narsinghpcr.)

ftf HREt-ET ft EtgT EE I fEE-E-E Ef-E =EEE ETE-E Eift

E< E HT-Ei HE-E-f ft Eft ffET ft ft Et-ft f-ft I EE ETE-

E EE-ff EEET HE ETC ^ft I EiW ffEt-Ei eW Eft HtgT EEft HE-

fNtE E-f fT %E-ft EEt EEt Ek ET EElft ETE-E EE ft ^Et I

EE EE HE EET-EEt EE ET %E-E Eft EiTE Eft eK Et *jff ETE EEt II

TRANSLITERATION AND TRANSLATION.

Koi ad*mi-ke do mora hate. Tin-ml-se nanhe-be

A-certain man-of two sons were. Them-in-from the-younger-by

ap"ne bap-se kahi ke, ‘e dada, ghar-ke dhaa-mi-se jo

his-oum father-to it-icas-said that, ‘ O father, house-of property-in-from which

mero hlsa ho so mo-khS de-do.’ Tab bap-ne un-khb

my share may-be that me-to give.’ Then tlie-father-by them-to

ap"no dban bat dab. Kachha din5-ke picbhl

his-ou>n fortune having-divided teas-given-away. Some days-of after

nanho mora ap'nl dhan-daulat le-kb dur des-khb
.
cbalo-gao,

the-younger son his-oum property taking distant country-to went-away,

aur bha gawlrl chal-s6 sab kho-dao. Jab sab dban

and there bad conduct-by all was-wasted-away. When all fortune

barha-gab tab ba des-ml barb kal parb aur bo bhukho

was-spent then that country-in great famine fell and he from-hmger

maran lagb.

to-die began.

TOL. IX, PART t, 8 IS 2
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BUNDELI OF HOSHANGABAD.

Immediately to the west of Narsinghpur lies the district of Hoshangabad, which
lies between the Narbada valley and'the Mahadeo Hills. In the Rough List of Lan-
guages of the District, its main dialect was shown as Malwi. This was an error. The
language of the Western, or Harda Tahsil is, it is true, Malwi, but that of the rest of the

district is good Bundeli. This will be evident from the following extract from a version

of the Parable of the Prodigal Son, for which I am indebted to Mr. L. N. Chowdhri. A
few traces of foreign influence appear, such as the occasional use of the Hindostani wah
for ‘that’ and of the Malwi tho (as well as the Bundeli hatb) for ‘was.’ The sign of

the accusative-dative is khfi or kha. It is worth noting that here, as in the broken
Bundeli of Ghhindwara, there is a tendency to use the past tense of an intransitive verb
impersonally, with the subject in the agent case, as in mdrd-ne clialo-gao, by-the-son it-

was-gone-away, for the son went away. So, in Sanskrit we should have putrena gatarn.

We may estimate the number of Bundeli speakers in Hoshangabad as 300,000.
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[No. 10.]

JNDO-ARYAN FAMILY. Central Group.

WESTERN HINDI.

BuudElI. (District, Hoshangabad.)

(Assistant Surgeon i. N. Chowdhri, 1899.)

’STT^ft-fi ft HTfT I WZ ^T5T

fro wt wra f-ft i era ^r-% y«i ffe ^frt i

^ w ^ wfr fret ^raft hws ^t-# fn

^#t-*rft ^rrr #r ’sraft w i sra *raft

^frt era <rr fn-H ^rrar q#t *ifta ft-wft i

’sfK ft frr-# #r-# *rft #-# wr-# %et-if g^tr

WTR-WT ffft | ft ^ f#5f f H*TT ^ITel-f ^mft

fz HT5T WTfet-ft I ffrt «tT*l #tT *ITf fel-ft II

TRANSLITERATION AND TRANSLATION,

Kol ad‘mi-ke do m5ra hate. T7n-mS-se nene-ne

A-certain man-of too sons were. Them-in-from the-younger-by

bap-sl kai, ‘ dada, dhan-me-se mero bato hoy so

the-father-to it-was-said, ‘father, property-in-from my share may-be that

moy de-do.’ Tab ba-ne ap'no dhan bit dao.

to-me give.’ Then him-by his-oton fortune having-divided was-given.

Mut*ke din nal bhae ki ngng m5ra-ne ap4no blto sab’i'd

Many days not became ' that the-younger son-by his-oton share all

samet-kar-ke dor des chalo-gao, aur wha gamarl-ml

having-been-collected foreign land-to it-was-gone-away, and there profligacy-in

din kat’te ap'no dhan ura-dad. Jab sab*ro dhan

days passing his-oton property was-wasted-amay . When all property

ura-dao tab ba des-ml bard kal paro aur wah garib

was-spent then that country-in great famine fell and he indigent

ho-gab. Aur bo ja-ke whl-ke rain-war5-m5-se ek-kha rain lago,

became. And he going there-of inhabitants-in-from one-with to-live began,

je-ne ba-kS khet-mS suar charan-kho bhejo. Aur bo un

whom-by he fields-in swine to-feed was-sent. And he those
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chhimiyo-mg-se jinl be sungar khat-the ap*no pet

husks-in-from which those swine eating-were his-own stomach

chahat-tho, aur bay koi kachba nahl det-thd.

wished, and to-him anybody anything not giving-was-

bharan-

to-fill
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BUNDElT of seoni.

South-east of Narsinghpur lies the district of Seoni. Bundeli is spoken in the northern

(two-thirds of this district. South of this the language is Marathi. At the same time it

must be noted that in the part of the district immediately round the town of Seoni

there are some 8,000 people, mainly Musalmans, whose vernacular is Urdu.

The number of Bund&li-speakers in Seoni district is estimated at 195,000. Imme-
diately to the East lie the districts of Mandla and Balaghat in which the vernacular is a

form of Bagheli, so that Seoni District is the extreme south-eastern limit of Bundeli.

As will be seen from the few lines of the Parable of the Prodigal Son given below, the

language is quite ordinary Bundeli. The only sign of Bagheli influence is the use of

Jed instead of lehd as the sign of the accusative-dative.

In the Bough List of Languages originally compiled for Seoni, the vernacular was
’wrongly shown as Bagheli, not Bundeli.
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[No. II.]

InDO-ARYAN FAMILY. Central Group,

WESTERN HINDI.

BundElI. (District, Seoni,).

3TT^?t-% ft <sH«ni I 'gf-H-H ^fT-H ^ift,

3tT ft ft* fTnr ^TST-ft ft €t HRt Hf-ff I cTW

«rqnt ^\Z ^S?t I q=ffl ffHT ^fT % «pff

hw ftHr qrsT-€t hh ir-f 35 q^nraf wt qft sfh f^if *it£

qfTHT-H H^ft ffaT-flST-ft €t ^ft I

TRANSLITERATION AND TRANSLATION.

, Koi ad*ml-ke do

A-certain man-of tux

ap*ne dadda-se kahi.

lar*ka hate. tt-ine-se nanhS-ne

sons were. Them-in-from the-younger-by

‘ are dadda, dhan-mE-se jo more

his-own falher-to it-was-said, ‘ G father, property-in-from which my

lilsa-bata-ko ho so moro m5-ko de-de.’ Tab u-ne ii-k5

share-divided-of may-be that mine me-to give-away.’ Then him-by him-to-

ap*no dlian bit dad. Bahut dina nahl bhaye-hate

his-own fortune having-divided was-given. Many days not had-become

ke nanhS larta sab blsa-Lata-ko dhan lai-ke dur

that the-younger son all share-lot-ot property taking distant

mulak-k8 chalo-gao aur hul khote kamo-mS sab*ro hisa-bata-ko

country-to went-away and there evil deeds-in all share-lot-of

dhan kho-dad.

property wasted-away.
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KHAJOLA BUNDlLT OF BUNDELKHAND.

Leaving the Central Provinces, we now return to Bundelkhand proper. The

Bundeli spoken in the South-centre and West-centre of the Bundelkhand' Agency, i.e.

in the Bijawar and Panna States, and in the Parganas of Rampur and Maharajnagar

belonging to the State of Charkhari, in the Chliattarpur, Man, Deora, and Rajnagar

Parganas of the Chhattarpur State, and in the Jagirs of Lugasi, Garauli, Alipura, Bihat,

and Bilahri, is locally called Khatola. It is practically the same as that spoken round

Orchha in the western part of the Agency, as will be evident from the following folktale,

for which I am indebted to Rai Sahib Kashi Pershad of Charkhari. The number of

speakers of Khatola is said to be 569,200.

We may note the following local peculiarities,

—

ndhiya, are not ; daihan, you will

give; and jaihai, he will go. Jo, this, has a nominative feminine yd.
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[No. 12.]

INDO-ARYAN FAMILY. Central Group.

WESTERN HINDI.

BundEli (Khatola). (State, Panna.)

(Rai Sahib Kashi Pershad.)

|'-W TJW it 5<?1 I TT^TT WTW QW ^TWT TTW-

I ik WRT-Wt wit TffT WRcF??t I TTWT^t *(it *ffcT gwr:

^<ft i m isnr wi nt ttwt-w w-w am-wt ktwrc wtt i %€t-wt

«Fnt-*T WRT it TTWT tJWT-W WTW TTW-li ikW-^it I ¥KT-W TTTTT-

H “h^t W ^5 ^il-W WW? «TftRTT it i-^T WTR

^Tt it TT5I 51% | it WPI-Wt WTftf?t W T-Wt W<R Tf3t-H ktWTT

I TrWT-i wft 3T^t ik |ft W WW fiWTT I ^RT kit TJW W5TTT

SR^T-W W$T W%-WT WT %T wk a£t-Wf W-tf I^TT ik wft-i

^¥T ^ I WRT-W it TIWT-H WT Wft afk HT? «T^t-W it%° it

WTT Wkl-W wutti-tlT it WWT TTW-^i aW Itllrl W*TT-TTWt 4t wft-f?

it =nl«t'3 =#6KI W% ^ kw-TTfkwt Wk f%Wf ¥HTT ^TPJ^fT ktfk^ |

TTwr-^f %zft-wT ^SKT-t' i% wr-w ik wt-wf wr-w wft-w ^it i

TiAKl 3¥cT WftT *IW TTWT-% iN it-WT it «tit-W PMk kit

^TW ^it f%T?Tt I TTWT-i it W5TTT «r$rT %it 4R=II wit it

Wtit ^ W-ikf “iil ktWT «TT5 I TTTTT »f 4^1 <pr it ^ |

qcii*Tl % ^TI WWT«T TTaiT-it =tit WR I Tl iHl-«T Wkf W afit

iit wit ^nkt i wre T«t=u^-H wt ik wair-w qw ^T-iki %kr
wn-f «n6KT-H 4% I ^J3KT ^TcT ^TT %^R-

%W ft-^T wit (ft ^T-i° qwr wit Wm-WT WWT W W3TTT

ftW TTWt-% I stTTT TTWT-HWN€ klH-H W-WT WWW-W°»lit 3TTT

W5TTT ^JTt ^f-W Wfcf wit Hit I 3TTT %WW-H itit W WTW TTfT HT

w^ hww wrw wk it wti zr wt Iwwk ^ wras-it wt ifkiwt i wwt

WW WWW <ll^«t WW cfMl WSTO 'T^T-W DW ’aT-H W *lit ik ^T-W
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ftRTT 4^ cffT-lf wr 3J3TTT ^-tf-%° 3TP?T f^RiT ^TT^ft I

^TRT SfHct-^t ^ 3TRT-RT RlRH l TRT *IT

^RT R5 fWTcf T¥t ^fF3\-%° «TT Tpt 1 5R #SFS(TCt V[f

3^T ^RT ^t ^T-^f «IT fjRRt ?R WT faiqlT CTT ^ TJ^f ^T
<TRT r*l =n -t-^ff *IR ^I3TT ^tT 3RT iRi *ttT ^ft ftrat ||

^TTRcT

# sfT-#f ^fT €f W trr? I

TT^T TRT-gT *m II



[No. 12.]

INDO-ARYAN FAMILY. Central Group.

BundelI (Khatola). (Siam, Panna.)

(Itai Sahib Kashi Pershad.)

TRANSLITERATION AND TRANSLATION.
Ek raja-kaT ek bet! hati. Raja puja-ke lanai ek
One king-to one daughter was. The-king worship-of for one
baba rakhe-hate. Aur baba-ki kahi - bahut

mendicant-priest keeping-was. And the-mendicant-of saying much
manat-hafe Raja-kl beti bahut Srodar hati. Jab husyar
heedmg-was. The-king-of daughter much beautiful was. When of-age

bhai. teb Raja-naT u-k6 byah-kau bichar karo.
she-became, then the-king-by her marriage-of consideration was-made.

Beti-ki nunai-pai baba, jo raja puja-ke lanai
The-daughter-of beauty-on the-mendicant, whom the-king worship-of for
rakhe-hate, mohat-hatd. Baba-naT raja-saT kahi kai,
keeping-was, enamoured-was. The-mendicant-by the-king-to it-xoas-said that,

‘i betl-ke lachhin achchhe nahiyS aur jo i-kafl ap'nai itai
4

daughter-of signs good not-are and if this-one yourself near
rahan daihau, tau raj chhut-jaihai. So ap-kau

to-remain you-icill-allow, then the-kingdom will-be-lost. Therefore you-to
chahiye kai i-kafl ap'nai raj-saT nikar-deo.’ Raja-naT

it-is-proper that this-one your-own kingdom-front yon-turn-out.’ The-king-by

kahi, ‘ achchhi,’ aUr * pQchhi kai, ‘kaisaT
it-was-said, ‘good (word),’ and it-was-inquired that, ‘how

nikaraT ? ’ Baba hold, ‘6k kathara han'wa-kaT
may-we-turn{-her)-out f ’ The-mendicant spoke, ‘one wooden-chest got-made-having

u-maT khaibe-kba dhar-deo, aur beti-kau u-maT baithar-deo, aur
that-m eating-for put, and daughter it-in to-set-cause, and
nadi-maT haha-deo.’ Baba-naT itai tau raja-saT
rwer-tn to-float-away-allow.’ The-mendicant-by here on-tlie-one-hand king-to

ja kahi, aur mai nadi-ke nichaT do char kos-ke
this was-said, and on-the-other-hand river-of downwards two four kbs-of

phas'le-pai jo chela rahat-hate unaT isarau laga-rakho kai,
distance-on what disciples living-were to-them hint was-arranged that,
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‘ nadi-mai jo kaunaix kathara kare tau rok-rakhiau, aur bina
‘ river-in if any wooden-chest pass then stop(-it), and without

liamare ae na kholiau.’

my coming not open(-it).‘

Raja-nai betl-kau kathara-mai band kar-kai,

The-king-by daughter wooden-chest-in shut-up made-having,

khaibe-khl dhar-kai, nadi-mai baha-dao.

eating-for put-having, river-in to-flow-away-it-was-given. The-wooden-chest

bahat-bahat ek-dus*re raja-ke
,

glu ho-kar jo

floating-floating another king-of village been-having (i.e. through) which

nadi-ke kinarai thorl dur-pai hato nik*ro. Eaja-nai jo

river-of side little distance-at was came-out. • The-king-by when

kathara babat dekhd mag*wa-lao aur jo khold tau

wooden-chest floating was-seen it-was-sent-for and when it-was-opened then

u-mai-sai beti nikar-ai. Raja-naT pSchhi, ‘ turn ko

that-in-from the-daughter came-out. The-king-by itfcas-asked, ‘ you who

bau ? ’ Beti-nai batayo kai, ‘ ham phalanai raja-ki

are?' The-daughter-by it-was-explained that, ‘I such-and-such king-of

beti ay.’ Raja-nai kahi kai, ‘ jaisi un-ki beti taisi

daughter am.' The-king-by it-was-said that,
4 as his daughter so

bamari. Jao ran“was-mai raho,’ aur raja-nai ek ghur-mSa

mine. Go seraglio-in live,' and the-king-by one horse-faced

badar maga-kai u kathara-mai band kar-kai

monkey having-sent-for that wooden-chest-in shut-up made-having

chhura-dao. Kathara bahat-bakat jab ckelan-ke

was-let-loose{-into-the-river). The-wooden-chest floating-floating when disciples-of

aigar ho-kar karo, tau un-nai pakar-lao, aur baba-khl

near become-having passed, then them-by it-was-caught, and the-mendicant-to

khabar dai kai, 4 kathara rok-rakho-hai.’ Baba

information was-given that, ' the-wooden-chest stopped-been-has.’ The-mendicant

Raja-sai kaunafi mis-sai chbuti lai-kar clielan-kai gab

the-king-from some pretencefrom leave taken-having disciples-to went

aur kathara dhard dekh-kai bahut khusi bhao.

and the-wooden-box put seen-having much pleased became.

Baba chelan-sai bolo kai,
4
aj rat-bhar khub

The-tnendicant the-disciples-to spoke that, ‘ to-day the-whole-night well

bhajan gao aur jo koi terai wa chillai tau kau-ki

hymns sing and if anybody call or cry-out then anybody-of(-words)

na suniau.’ Chela khub bhajan gaun lage aur baba

not listen.' The-disciples well hymns to-sing began and the-mendicant
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kathara utha-kai ek ghar-maT lai-gao aur ghar-ke
the-wooden-chest lifted-up-having one room-into took-away and room-of
kibare khub band kar-kaT jo kathara kholo tau

shutters well shut made-having when the-wooden-chest was-opened then

u-mai-sa! bldar nikar-ao, (baba janat-to kai,

that-in-from a-monkey came-out
, (the-mendicqnt thinlcing-was that,

‘ ^t1 buhai,’) aur baba-khl chfthan lago. Rat-bhar
‘ the-daughter wiU-be,’) and the-mendicant to-rend began. The-whole-night

chTtho aur baba khub chillat raho, akelaT kau-naT
he-was-rent and the-mendicant much screaming remained, hut anybody-by

na sunl. Jab gdh'yari bhai aur baba barl
not he-was-listened- to.. When morning became and the-mendicant a-long

der-lau na • nik*ro, tab chelan-nai jo kibare tare
tme-for not came-out, then the-disciples-by as the-shutters icere-opened

tau ek bara bsdar nikar-kaT bhagg-gao, aur baba
then one large monkey come out-having ran-away, and the-mendicant

6k kaunai-mai maro daro mild,

o corner-in dead thrown-down was-found.

KAHAWAT.
SATING.

Jo ja-kau jaisi karai so taiso phala pai;
Who whom-to as he-does he such fruit obtains;

Sundara baitbi raja-ghara babai bidara khai.
The beautiful-one sat (in-)a-king’s-honse the-mendicant-indeed a-monkey eats.

FREE TRANSLATION OF THE FOREGOING.

THE PRINCESS AND THE CHEST.

Once upon a time there was a king who had one daughter. His family chaplain
was a mendicant devotee who had great influence over him. The princess was very
beautiful, and when she came to years of discretion her father began to think about
getting her married. But the wicked chaplain himself became enamoured of her
loveliness, and so, in order to keep her for himself, he persuaded the king that her birth
marks were unlucky, and that the only way to save his kingdom from ruin, was to turn
her out of it. The king was quite taken in by his evil counsel, and asked how he was
to get rid of her. ‘ Shut her up,’ said the devotee, • in a wooden chest with some food,
and set her floating off down the river.’ Now he had some disciples living some five’
or six miles down the stream, and he sent word to them to look out for any wooden
chest they might see floa ting on the river, and to bring it ashore, but not to open it
till he came.
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So the king shut the princess up in a wooden chest with some food, and sent her

floating away. It chanced to float by the capital of another king which was also on
the river bank. This king saw the chest and had it brought ashore and opened. What
was his surprise to see a beautiful young princess come out of it. He asked her who she

was, and she explained to him her sad fate, and that she was the daughter of such-and-

such a king. ‘Never mind, my dear,’ said the other king; ‘As you were his daughter,

now you have become mine. You must live in my palace with the other women of my
family.’ He then got hold of a horse-faced monkey, shut it up in the chest, and sent

it floating away down the river. By and bye it passed the place where the mendicant’s

disciples were watching, and they saw it and brought it ashore, and sent word to him
that it had been successfully stopped. So he took leave from the king on some pretext or

other, and hastened to his disciples. He was filled with joy when he saw the chest, and
said to his disciples, ‘ now, you must sing hymns throughout the whole night, and if you
hear any screams or calls for help, you must not pay any attention.’ So they began to

sing hymns at the tops of their voices, and the mendicant took up the chest and carried

it into a room, where he shut the doors and windows tight, and hastened to open his box.

He, of course, expected to find the princess inside, but instead there came out a monkey
who at once savagely attacked him and began to tear him to pieces. The mendicant
screamed out loudly for help, but the disciples remembered his instructions, and no
one paid any heed to him. In the morning,1

as there was no sign of their preceptor,

the disciples at length broke open the door of the room. As they did so, a huge
monkey rushed out, and, thrown in a corner, they found the mangled corpse of the

mendicant.

So the Saying runs—
As a man deals with others, so will he reap himself

;

The fair one sat in a king’s house, but the monkey ate the chaplain.

* Adh'yari is so translated, and this meaning is required; but the word usually m<
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KHATOLA bundelt of damoh.

In the Central Provinces District of Damoh, the vernacular is a form of Bundeli
closely agreeing with the Khatola spoken immediately to its north in the State of
Panna. This will be evident from the following short extract from the Parable of the
Prodigal Son.

[No. 13.]

INDO-ARYAN FAMILY. Central Group.

WESTERN HINDI.

BundElI (KhatSla). (District, Damoh.)

ft mm ^ I

H WW-W-% Wt *tltl ?T*tl ftW Wt It-TIT I cfW yi-if

Wqft yy 3T£^t I f^t f ^fft H^ft

wit Ik yn wwr yy WfT-^ift i

*nc yt-y wwft yy ysT-sTTt yy yy yyy qft Ik yi ytty

ft-wwt II

TRANSLITERATION AND TRANSLATION,

KOI man*khe-ke do lar*ka hate. D-mi-se luh're-ne
A-certain man-of two sons were. Them-in-from the-younger-by

ap*ne dadda-se kai kai, ‘e dadda, dhan-mg-se jo more
his-oum father-to it-was-said that, ‘O father, propei-ty-in-from which my
hlsa hoy so mo-kha hit dawai.’ Tab u-nl u-khl ap“no
share maybe that me-to dividing give.’ Then hvm-by hvm-to his-oum

dhan blt-dawo. Bhaut din nai bhaye kai luh”ro
fortune having-divided-was-given. Many days not became that the-younger

lar-ka sab*ro dhan sam6t-ke dur mulak-mg kar-gayau aur
son all property having-collected distant country-into went-out and
utai badmasi-m! apteo dhan barha-daro. Jab u-n| sab“rd
there bad-conduct-in his-own fortune wasted-away. When him by all

dhan harha-daro, tab utai kai paro, aur u garib ho-gao
property had-been-spent, then there famine fell, and he poor became.



LODHANTI OR RATHORA BUNDELT of hamirpur and jalaun.

The north-western portion of the district of Hamirpur and the neighbouring country

of Pargana Urai in Jalaun, across the river Betwa, have a population consisting largely

of the Lodha caste. The tract is accordingly known as Lodhant. The most important

fiscal division in it is Pargana Path of Hamirpur, and the form of Bundeli here spoken is

known as Loclh&nti or Rathora. In the heart of the Hamirpur district there are portions

of the native states of the Bundelkhand Agency, viz. Pargana Bawan Chaurasi of the

Charkhari State, the Sarila State, and the Jigni Jagir. Here also the language is

Rathora.

We thus get the following figures for the number of people speaking Lodhanti or

Rathora. They are not the same as those originally published in the Rough Lists of

languages of these districts.

Jalaan 8,000

Hamirpur 98,000

Bundelkhand Agency 39,500

Toth. . 145,500

The Lodhanti dialect is nearly pure Bundeli. It has all the peculiarities of the

Bundeli of Orchha described above, such as kau or kha, the sign of the accusative-dative

;

sat, the sign of the instrumental-ablative ; and hat, the sign of the conjunctive parti-

ciple. The vocabulary is peculiar. The following words occurring in the specimen

(a folktale provided by Rai Sahib Kashi Pershad of Charkhari) and elsewhere are worth

taking as examples :

—

amid, a false accusation, a calumny. In ordinary Hinddstani this is considered

a woman’s word.

tipadrai, a quarrel. Cf. Hinddstani upadrav, a calamity.

baiyar, a woman, a wife.

chundtu, a box for holding lime, Hinddstani clmnmti.

khdlai, below.

bairan, to imprison ; biran, to be imprisoned. Cf. Hinddstani bera, a bolt.

niberan, to decide, discriminate. Cf. Hinddstani nibefnd, to divide.

khuwdhand (= khawand), a husband.

sudnau, gold.

ludhau, iron.

akelat, but.

Generally speaking the pronunciation of Lodhanti is more broad than elsewhere

in Hamirpur. The sound of aw is often preferred to that of 5. Thus, we have kau
instead of kb to mean ‘ of ’, and mauti instead of moti, a pearl. ‘ My ’ is sometimes even
mudrau, cf. sudnau, ludhau above. Strong adjectives, also, such as barau, great, end in

au instead of 6. Similarly, we have ap’nai for ap‘ne, and bydtd, a son, for beta. Most
strong nouns end in o or au, but some, especially nouns of relationship like bydtd, end in

d. The oblique form of such nouns in a also ends in d. Thus, accusative lar"kd-kha, a
boy. So supet ghurd-km palatchd, the saddle of the white horse.
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Nouns are declined as usual. As in many other dialects there are instances of

locatives or instrumentals ending in e. Thus, ghare, in a house ;
bhiikhe, in or by hunger.

Janai, persons, is a nominative plural.

Among the pronouns we may note baa, he ; ha, she ;
oblique ba for both genders.

Jrn is ‘ this.’ tJe is ‘ him,’ and una-l, ‘ them also.’ ‘ Anyone ’ is kbu, obi. kau. Ap or

apun is ‘Your Honour.’

In the case of verbs, again note the use of the feminine, agreeing with bat under-

stood in forms like bichari, it was considered ; kahi, it was said
;
pUchhi, it was asked.

Other forms worth noting are an, having come ; khaba, having caused to eat ; khaai, the

act of eating, a feminine verbal noun as in Banaphari ; and pahirni for pahini, worn, a

feminine in ai, again as in Banaphari.
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[No. 14.]

INDO-ARYAN FAMILY. Central Group.

WESTERN HINDI.

BuNDfiLi (Lodhanti or Rathora). (District, Hamirpur.)

(Rat Sahib Kashi Pershad.)

HTW^TT T% i qT WR 5m qT-q Tq I HTg^TiT qj

HTg^rrfrif qT Hl^cnTT-^r q^ qT aim I ftq RTT-H HT^^rTT T?cT-qt

^TWT-%” fq^lft qt ^TT ft ^5ITT *fikf3

^rf-H It wr I ITH-I ITWT ^i-% qT-^ft qftrT qm
^PTt ffT HT^rrr-^t q^ qT arm TM-qf ft fqqrff ft qft-W

I qq|$f HT^^rTT-^ qT-q-q ft^i qT qft WPST I fk 5m
<TTT T% II

+llq=nn-ft qi? TT aim ft qt?R qt-H q^-q Vif ^Tfw-H
^rft f% ftft WfcT TRT 5TTH-Tft-% I qf-q qf#t fqf qm W-fq I

ft i fqqr qrq rth ftft kp#t ht qq% i qqqr-q qrft

f% pjl qqr qft qrq | ft qtft Tuff ^qR-qft s}ffqT-3f4f qqT

^nft i qr writ wrt i serf' qqT qTfqft i ftf[T4fq<-qqiTfqqT4f

qift ff ftf qffqT-q qqT qf%qRI I ft qtft f% fqqr qrq

Htft Wrkt qT fPT% qt qqft qqfqqT-q ft ft qqq-ft ftft qf?q-

% ft £-kr ffm-ft ft?r-q fnr-qq tf qqT ft-5nq i qr-3f ftft-ft

qqi qqi-qf qiq qmrft fk^ qm-^ft fk fan q ft-f? »

TraT-q ft qqttf qft qf qq qft fk qq4f ftft ki 5iq qqr

fqft tr-% qrrq ft qpq-qft ftft 5RT-^ft-% ft qn-f qq-ft qftq

km % II

trh qqq qwqq-qk qqqq-Tt fkqqqqnft qft nq qnr-

q»TT-qffW qqrqt qTififtfqT?jqqffqiT?qq§ I HTfqfTT-q qrft

fq« q qft mqq t ft q# qmi qxq-f 5TTq l TT5tT-q HTfqfTT-qY
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% ^srt kk kn; Tw-q ^rr^qnfkr qT qi-k qnqn-qrf

f5TRt qTq#tkHTqf?kcpT| sq-f-q fcqk «TT qkt I era

Wram-W fWfT-T^t I ftRT *U^=hK-kt qf-qk q^TT-qr tfkt

fk 'PT qf fk mw*TT qfl % I q?-sf qrft fk qk-qrqT kt W
qrk ^ wif I TTWT-q qpft fk Htft WPT HTO %

^ i qr-q qrrt k 5fT-<f| qrgq qf krq jit kkt *njr q#
wq l fqq qft % I TmT-q q# fk #%* f^T qft % I q»-q qffT

qrra kk *r*jT-kt f^r q^f fk kk *qqrt?-q qf qm-ktw qqr fqft qrq-if *iT-qrqf i kk qgq-kf fk q^ I k
WIT «TO *1? qT Wtti^ wi ¥q[^ld-q fq§-? I

kt fqq qkf % i km qrm-k q^f »r#t "qra i ttoit stt qq-q?

*fkt qq kk qi-% m* ^ qT iqTWT-t' qT

’Si-wf q?TT*T ^ kk ^-qff qr qsqT-^kt II
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WESTERN HINDI.

BundElI (Lodhanti or Rathora). (District, Hamirpur.)

{Bai Sahib Kashi Pershad.)

TRANSLITERATION AND TRANSLATION.

Ek kou sahukar rahai. Wa char janai ghar-mai hate.

A certain merchant was. And four persons house-in were.

Sahukar, wa sahukarin, wa sahukar-ka bahu
The-merchant, and the-merchant’s-wife, and the-merchant’s daughter-in-law

wa byata. Jaun gaw-mai sahukar rahat-to, ba glw-ke
and son. What village-in the-merchant living-was, that village-of

raja-nai bichari kai, * sahukar-saT hajar do hajar

the-king-by it-was-thought that, ‘ the-merchant-frmn thousand two thousand

rupaiya kaunaii anua upadrai-saii lai lao chahiye.’

rupees some pretended quarrel-by having-taken to-take is-proper.'

Rat-kai raja u-ke ghar-ki pachhit an lago ki,

Night-at the-king his house-of rear having-come stayed that,

‘ sahukar-ki hahu wa byata rat-kai jo nikar'hai,
‘ the-merchant-of daughter-in-law and son night-by if they-will-come-out,

tau ehi-mai u-kha dar lailiau.’ Akelai sahukar-ke ghar-maT-sai

then this-in him-to fine I-will-take.' But the-merchant's house-in-from

kofl na ' gao ao, aur jaha-tahS par-rahe.

anyone not went came, and where-there they-lay-down.

Sahukar-ki bahu wa byata jo bhitar pare-te,

The-merchant-of daughter-in-law and son who inside lying-down-were,

bahu-naT ap*nai swamiya-saT kahi ki, ‘soo, hahut rat

tlie-daughtei-in-lawby her-own husband-to it-was-said that, ‘sleep, much night

jat-rahi-hai.’ tT-nai kahi ki, ‘pan laga-deo, kha-kai
going-beenrhas.’ Eimrby it-was-said that. ‘ betel prepare. eaten-having

sd-rahai. Bigar pan khaai mori 5khl na lag*hai.*

let-us-go-to-sleep. Without betel eating my eye not will-close.'

Baiyar-nai kahi ki, ‘ chunatu-miai churn nahi ay.’ Bau
The-woman-by it-was-said that, ‘ the-limebox-in lime not is.’ Ee
holo, ‘ khalai dukar-ki thalliya-mai-saT chunk lai-ao.’ Ba khalai ai.

spoke, ‘below old-man-of bag-in-from lime bring.' She below came.
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Ufca-I cliuna na milo. So ja-kaT u-naT swamiya-saT

There-even lime not was-got. Therefore gone-having her-lrg the-husband-lo

kahi ki, ‘o-i • thalliya-maT cliuna nahiyay.’ Bau bolo ki,

it-was-said that, ‘ that-even bag-in lime is-not.’ He spoke that,

* bigar pan mori 5khi na lag*hai, so ap'nl natliuniva-maT

‘ without betel my eye not will-close, therefore your-owu nosering-in

jo nau lakh-kau mautl pahinai-hai, so i-kliS diya-ki jot-sai

what nine lakhs-of pearl worn-is, that this-for lamp-of flame-in

jara-deo, ki cliuna ho-jay.’ TT-nai mauti-kau cliuna bana-kai

burn, that lime may-become' Rer-by pearl-of lime made-having

pan lagao, aur ue kbaba-dao, aur phir be so-rahe.

betel was-prepared, and to-him to-eat-was-given, and again they went-to-sleep.

Raja-naT, jo pachhitai lago-hate, sab sunau, aur inan-mai

The-kmg-by, who in-the-rear stayed-had, all toas-heard, and mind-in

bold ki, ‘jab ek biri pan-ke lanai nau lakh-kau mautl
he-spoke that, ‘ when one roll (of) betel-of for-the-sake nine lakhs-of pearl

jara-dao-hai, tau ja-ke dhan-kau kaun mit hai ?
’

bm-nt-been-has, then this(-person)-of wealth-of what limit is ? ’

Raja ap4nai mahlan-kau awat-rahe, aur jab sakarau bhao,

The-king his-own palace-to coming-was, and when morning became,

tab sahukar-kau pakar bulao, wa puchhi ki, ‘ turn

then the-merchant having-seized was-summoned, and it-was-asked that, ‘ you

bare ki ham bare ? ’ Sahukar-nai kahi ki,

great or we (I) great?’ The-merchant-by it-was-said that,

janat kai ko barau ay. Ap-i janai.’

knowing that who great is. Your-Honour-alone knows.’

sahukar-kaft hawalat-mai bair dao, aur phir raja-na!

the-merchant-to jail-in imprisoning was-given, and again the-king-by

sahukarin wa u-ke lari,ka-kau bulao wa pSchhi

the-merchant’s-toife and his son-to it-was-summoned and it-was-asked

nahl

Raja-naT

The-king-by

kai, ‘ham bare hai kai turn?’ Una-i-naT niberau na

that, ‘we (I) great are or you?’ Them-also-by distinguishing not

kard. Tab una-I-kau liawalat-maT bira-dao. Pliir

was-made. Then them-also-to jail-in it-was-imprisoned. Again

sahukar-ki bahu-kau bula-kaT pflckhi ki, ‘ ham
the-merchant-of daughter-in-law summoned-having it-was-asked that, ‘ we (I)

bare ki sahukar barau hai?’ TT-na7 kahi ki, ‘ garl-pai“war,

great or the-merchant great is?’ Rer-by it-was-said that, ‘poor-oherisher,

jo maT jan m&ph-kar paS, tau kahau.’ Raja-naT kahi

if I life pardon-making get, then I-may-say.' The-king-by it-was-said
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ki, ‘tori jan maph hai, kahu.’ TT-naT kahi kai, ‘na-tau

that, ‘ thy life pardon is, say.’ Her-by it-was-said that, ‘ neither

apun bare ay, na morau sasur barau ay. Din

Tour-Honour great is, nor my father-in-law great is. The-day

barau bai.’ Raja-naT puchhi ki, ‘kaisai din barau hai?’

great is.’ The-king-by it-u>as-asked that, ‘ how the-day great is ?
’

tT-naT kahi, ‘ dekhau, kal more sasur-kau din barau

Her-by it-was-said, ' behold, yesterday my father-in-law-of the-day great

-hato, ki more khuwahand-nai nau lakh-kau cbuna ek biri pan-maT

was, that my husband-by nine lakhs-qf lime one roll (of) betel-in

kha-lad. Aur aj apun-kau din barau bai, ki

was-eaten. And today Your-Honour-of the-day great is, that

apun-ke liukam-saT more sas, sasur, wa khuwahand
Your-IIonour-of the-order-by my mother-in-law, father-in-law, and husband

bhukhe hawalat-maT bTre-hal. So din barau bai. Kou
in-hunger jail-in impnsoned-are. Therefore the-day great is. Anyone

kau-sai barau nahi ay.’ Baja ja sun-kaT kbusi bbae,

anyone-than great not is.’ The-king this heard-huving pleased became,

aur u-ke sas, sasur, wa kkuwahand-kaQ hawalat-saT

and her mother-in-law, father-in-law, and husband-to jail-from

chhor-dao, wa u-khl u-ke ghare path*wa-dao.

it-was-released, and her-to her in-house it-was-sent.

FREE TRANSLATION OF THE FOREGOING.

Once upon a time there was a merchant, whose family consisted of four persons,

himself, his wife, his son’s wife, and his son. Now the king of the town in which the

merchant dwelt thought to himself, ‘ I must get up some fictitious quarrel with this

merchant, and get one or two thousand rupees out of him.’ So one night he went and
hid himself in the rear of the merchant’s house, expecting to catch his son and daughter-

in-law going out, and to be able to get a fine out of him on that account. But no one

-came in or went out. The good folks went quietly to bed.

After a time, the daughter-in-law said to her husband, the merchant’s son, ‘ it’s

getting very late, why don’t you go to sleep ? ’ Said he, ‘ first prepare a roll of betel for

me,1 and after I have had a chew we can go to sleep. I’ll never dose my eyes unless

I first have a chew of betel.’ She answered, * there is no lime in the lime-box.’ Then
said he, * go downstairs, and get some lime from the Old Han’s (his father’s) bag.’ She
did so, but neither was there any lime there. So she came back and told her husband.

Said he, ‘ if I don’t get some betd, I won’t dose my eyes. There’s a pearl worth nine
lakhs of rupees in your nose-ring. Make some lime by burning it in the lamp-flame.’

1 A roD of betel is prepared with betel leaf, arecanut, and spices, of which the most important is lime.
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So she made some lime out of the pearl, and prepared some betel, which he chewed, and
the two went off to sleep.

Now the king, who had been hiding in the rear of the house, heard all this, and he
said to himself, ‘ they’ve burnt a nine-lakh pearl for the sake of one roll of betel. This

man’s wealth must be limitless.’

So he went home to his palace, and as soon as morning came he had the merchant
arrested and brought before him. As soon as he appeared, the king asked him, * who is

the greater, you or I ? ’ The merchant replied, * I do not know. Tour Majesty alone
knows.’ Then the king put him in jail, and sent for the merchant’s wife and son.
‘ Who,’ asked he, ‘is greater, lor you?’ They also were unable to reply, so he put
them, too, in jail, and sent for the merchant’s daughter-in-law, and asked her, ‘ who is

the greater, I or the merchant ? ’ She replied, ‘ Cherisher of the Poor, if you will promise
me my life I will tell.’ Said the king, ‘ you have the promise of your life, tell.’ Said
she, ‘ neither is Your Majesty great, nor is my father-in-law. It is the day which is

great.’ The king asked her what she meant. Said she, * behold, yesterday my father-in-

law’s day was great, so that my husband was able to eat nine lakhs worth of lime in a
single betel roll; but to-day Your Majesty’s day is great, for by Your Majesty’s order my
father-in-law, my mother-in-law, and my husband have been cast into jail, and are now
lying there in hunger. Therefore, it is the day which is great. No one person is greater

than anyone else.’ When the king heard this reply he was much pleased, and released

her father-in-law, her mother-in-law, and her husband from jail, and sent her home to

her house.
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PAWfiRl BUNDELT OF DATIA AND THE NEIGHBOURHOOD.

Pawari is the name for the variety of Bundeli which is spoken in those parts of the

Gwalior and Bundelkhand Agencies of Central India, in which the Paramara or Pawar
Rajputs are one of the principal clans. In the Bundelkhand Agency it is spoken in the

tract lying to the west of the Jhansi District, which includes the State of Datia, and
the Alampur Pargana of the State of Indore. In Gwalior it is spoken in the tract

adjoining Datia, i.e. in the east of the Gird Gwalior, and in the Bhander Districts of

that State.

The number of its speakers is reported as follows :

—

Bundelkhand Agency 203,500

Gwalior 150,000

Tout . 353,500

Pawari hardly differs at all from ordinary Bundeli. It has a few local pecu-

liarities, most of which it shares with ihe Lodhanti just described. This will be evident

from the following folktale, which, like so many of these Bundeli specimens, has been

prepared by Rai Sahib Kashi Pershad of Charkhari. We may note the following words
which do not occur in ordinary dictionaries :

—

hai-piifld, lamentation.

Viraiya, a fox.

kol-kadaiya, carrying on the shoulders.

sika, a swing-shelf.

We see very strongly in force the Bundeli tendency to omit a medial h and to

contract. Thus, we have kai for kahi, having said ; rauyau, I shall remain
; ran,

remained; similarly rahat-td, he was remaining, becomes rato. Other verbal forms

worth noting are lag°hai, he will reach, and lakhai-rato, he -was remaining gazing. The
following causal verbs occur in the specimen, kutin, to cause to say; dikhdban (neuter in

sense, really a potential passive), to be visible ; diban, to cause to give.
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JNDO-ARYAN FAMILY. Central Group.

WESTERN HINDI.

BundElI (PawArI). (State, Datia.)

(Eai Sahib Kashi Pershad.J

tlW HTfT^TTC ddid-% f=ft«i|T Tdt | TJ^f (f «1 dHlM

HT^nr-% wrwt i wr^nr far dt rraiT-H h=t

TRT 3T5t-T% ^Td If fkt ^jklT I «ti*il<n ^tkt If 6 1 'ST T^f*TT

wk HT^TK-H dkl WT -^ft dlft d»T ^ I ’dk dHlM

TTrT-% HHdT WPT-^T 3T§t WWt I ^T-fW? dTd ^3T WT

ff<IH TO d*ff ffdT dfc-% (fdM-H 3did ff*lkf I Wt

TTd ^4«?t WdTH ^P§ Tdt I H«BK ddld-lf-H dT5-%* WFlpTHT-#

fgdiT dft wk HT^TPC-H ft’ft f% +jm<ETI f? I HT^TTT TtkT WT

Wt WcTT TRT HT dT-^f dtTSikff -Ml dll dl «TTT Tdt I SRWra

Htd drrakft wrerfl ^t| rft i *rarf ff*r ^srct

t^lfRT-T^t I HTH^TTT-^f dTft f^T d-d dd TTd ffdT-d cTPTT ^fk

dTd dTW dT I

dt dTT-fdddT drrd ddft ddft i *hr-ff did ddr Mw fwr

dk d€t fdi TTd-fdddT d»Td-dTd-% I dT-d dd TldT dif?

ddTdt I fdTdT dtdt f% If dddT did ffdT I ddld If did

dTld-d^dl dT d-dd
s
dk Sd-f-^^-dd-f 'sdK dTdd I dll ddT

dTd-d ^ dT Id? dd-dft TTdT dNd-% dt ddd dd^ ^tJT dTd dd I

didTd did-d # dTft dk fdddT-^f kraT-wt i fdddT-d dr-d?

ttwrtt dkt wk drft fd? ft dd? dir-fd dT-d dtdn dfd-fd wk
dT-d dldld-^f W#t dT-tT wk ?W did dTT-fd fd? WRIT dT-

dTd I tl^ ft% € ftt ^ift-% I wN 5tT ^PT% I WRT

i krrsrr fkft ft? ff?n-lf HFm t i Qh wto: i
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«TT qlw | f%T3T ^NfT «TT <n«n^-% cTT^t-% *Tf

i wm f»ra-% i wm tjtnn f*t»rr-

<^u i «ri<u<si-«T >M4ti ^j?5n-=«T 'iTi'si-'h^y i ^Tt =srfr

BTTTT-^n^t ftfiT 'SHW IT^T ll
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INDO-ARYAN FAMILY. Central Group.

WESTEKN HINDI.

Bundeli (Pawari). (State, Datia.)

(Hat Sahib Kashi Pershad.)

TRANSLITERATION AND TRANSLATION.

Ek sahukar ek talaw-ke kinarai rato. Ek din ek
One merchant one tank-of on-bank living-teas. One day one

kaDgal sahukar-ke itai m5g*be-ka0 ao. Sahukar bold ki,
poor-man the-merchant-of near begging-for came. The-merchant said that,

‘jo talaw-maT sab rat thard-rahai bae maT bis rupaiya
•who the-tank-in all night standing-may-remain to-him I twenty rupees
d|W.’ Kangal bold, ‘maT thard raaugau,’ aur

may-gwe. The-poor-man said, ‘I standing-up wUl-remain,’ and
sahukar-saT tin her kuwa-kaT rupaiyan ki pakki

the-merchant-from three times caused-to-say-having rupees of assurance
kar lai - Aur kafig»1 talaw-maT rat-ke samaiyl

havmg-made was-taken. And the-poor-man the-tank-in night-of at-time

jay-kaT thard bhad. Aur hun-bich5 bae kdu na
gone-having standing-up became. And there to-him anyone not
dikhabai, akelaT ek diya dur g5w-ke dibale-maT ujTat dikhabai.
ts-msible, but one light distant village-of temple-in shining is-visible.

So bae ap*ni najar-saT lakhaT rato. SakaraT
Therefore to-it his-oum gaze-with looking-at

(he-)remaining-was . At-dawn
talaw-maT-saT karh-kaT sahukar-ke dhikl gao aur
tank-in-from come-out-having the-merchant-of near

(he-)went and
sahukar-saT bold ki, ‘rupaiya ddw.’ Sahukar bold, ‘ ja tau

the-merchant-to said that, ‘rupees give.’ The-merchant said, ‘this indeed
bata, rat bhar to-kau kau-kau as*rau tau nai rao.’ Kaheal
tell, night whole thee-to anyone-of help verily not was.’ The-poor-man
bold, ‘ mod kau-kau as-rau nai rad. AkelaT dibald-maT ek diva
said, 'tome anyone-of help not was. But the-temple-in a light
uj*rat dikhat-rao.’ Sahukar-naT kahi ki, ‘taT-naT
shining being-visible-was.’ The-rich-man-by it-was-said that, > thee-by Til
rat diya-saT tapd,’ aur bad kachhu na dad.

night lamp-from warmmg-was-done,’ and to-him anything not was-given.
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Bau hai-pig*la karat chalo-gao. Gail-mai bae 6k liraiya

He lamentation making departed. The-road-in to-him a focc

milo, aur pSchhi ki, * hai-pig*la kaisau karat-jat-hai ?
’

was-met, and it-was-asked that, ‘ lamentation why maleing-going-thou-art t ’

Ba-nai sab hal kahi sunad. Liraiya bolo ki,

Him-by all affair having-told was-caused-to-be-heard. The-fox said that,

‘ mai rupaiya toe diba dehau. Akelai tai mo6
‘ I rupees to-thee having-caused-to-gwe will-give. But thou me

kol-kadaiyi dhar lai-chal, aur ita-i-kau-ita-i utar

on-shoulders having-placed take-away, and here-even-of-here-even having-deposited

jaiye; aur paila gaw-mai ,kai a ki, “ban-kau raja

go; and first the-village-in having-said come that, “ the-forest-of the-king

aut-hai, so ap*nai ap‘nai kutta bldh-lew.” * Kangal
coming-is, therefore your-oum your-oum dogs tie-up." ' The-poor-man

glw-mai kai ao aur liraiya-kab liwa-gao. Liraiya-naT
the-village-in having-said came and the-fox took-away. The-fox-by

ja-kaT paohait jori aur kahi ki,

gone-having an-assembly-of-arbitrators was-brought-together and it-was-said that,

‘do khamm gar-dew; ja-sai slka bldh-dew
; aur ja-mai

'two poles bury; thesefrom a-swinging-frame tie; and this-im

chaw“ran-ki handi dhar-dew ; aur tarai ag bar-dew ki chawar
rice-of cooking-pot place; and below fire alight-set that the-rice

chur-jawai.’ PaBch bole kai, ‘handi dur tangi-hai

;

may-be-cooked.' The-arbUrators said that, ‘cooking-pot distant hung-is

;’

Ich na lag*hai; chawar kaisai chur'haT ? ’ Liraiya bold ki
heat not will-reach; rice how will-be-cooked ?

’ The-fox said that,

‘diya-sai tapat kaisai hai ? Aisai chawar chWhai.’
* lamp-from warm-making how is? So the-rice will-be-cooked.’

PaKch kachhu na bole. Liraiya bolo ki, ‘na diya-sai
The-arbitrators anything not said. The-fox said that, ‘not lamp-from

kangal-nai tapo-hai, na chawar chur*hai. Bae
the-poor-man-by warming-been-done-has, not rice will-be-cooked. To-him
rupaiya gin-dew.’ Aur sahukar-sai bae rupaiya

the-rupees count-and-give.’ And the-merchant-from to-him rupees

S“a'daS - Kangal-nai rupaiya lai-kai
were-caused-to-be-counted-over-and-given. The-poor-man-by the-rupees taken-having

liraiya-kau kol-kadaiy! dharo aur ban-mai bae utar-ao,
the-fox on-his-shoulders was-placed and the-forest-m him he-deposited,

aur phir ap*nai ghare gao.

and again his-own in-the-house
(he-)went

.
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FREE TRANSLATION OF THE FOREGOING.

A certain merchant used to dwell on the banks of a tank. One day a poor man
came to him to beg. The merchant said, * I will give twenty rupees to whoever will

stand in the tank all night.’ The poor man said he would do so, and made the merchant

promise to keep his words by a threefold promise. At night the poor man went to the

tank and stood up in it. While he was there no one was seen by him. The only thing

that was visible was a lamp shining in a temple of a village far away, and on it he kept

gazing. At dawn he got out of the tank and went to the merchant and asked for his

money. ‘ During the whole night,’ said the merchant, ‘ did anyone give you any help ?
’

4 No one,’ replied the beggar, * the only thing I saw was the lamp shining in the temple.’

4 O then,’ said the merchant, 4 you were warming yourself at that lamp, were you ? ’ and

he refused to give him anything.

The beggar went away lamenting. On the road he met a fox, who asked him why
he did so. He told the fox the whole affair, and the latter said, 4 never mind, I’ll get

you your money ; but after I have done so, you must lift me on to your shoulders and

bring me back, and set me down in this very place. But first go and tell the villagers

that the King of the Woods is coming, and that they must tie up all their dogs.’ The

beggar took the message, and then conducted his friend to the village. The fox called a

meeting of the village arbitrators, and told them to set up two high poles, and between

the two to hang high up a swinging tray,

1 and to set a cooking pot in the tray, and to

light a fire on the ground below, so that some rice might be cooked in the pot. The

arbitrators said, 4 the cooking-pot is hung too high up. The flames won’t reach it, and

how on earth will the rice be cooked ? ’ Replied the fox ,

4
it will be cooked, just as a person

can warm himself from a distant lamp.’ When they heard this the arbitrators had

nothing to say, and the fox went on, 4 neither could this poor man have warmed himself

at that lamp, nor can the rice be cooked. Pay him the rupees he has earned.’ So they

made the merchant count out and give his twenty rupees to the poor man, who, as soon

as he had got them, took the fox on his shoulder, and carried him to the forest, where
he deposited him in the place where he had found him, and went home rejoicing.

1 A siia is a hanging frame on which pots and the like are placed for cooking or to he out of the way.
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THE MIXED DIALECTS OF THE NORTH.
To the north, Bundeli has on its west the closely related Braj Bhakha dialect of

'Western Hindi and on its east the Bagheli dialect of Eastern Hindi. In the District of

Hamirpur it extends nearly up to the Jamna, being separated from it only by a narrow

strip of land,in which Tirhari is spoken, along the south bank of that river. As already

shown good Bundeli is spoken over nearly the whole of Hamirpur. To the east of that

district lies the district of Banda.

Tirhari and the dialects of Banda have been dealt with under the head of Eastern

Hindi (Vol. VI, pp. 132 ff.). These are all mixtures of Bagheli and Bundeli, and as

the former language is the most prominent element in all of them they have been

described under it. So also has the language spoken by some 8,000 Banaphars (Bana-

phari) in Hamirpur, although Banaphari elsewhere is distinctly a form of Bundeli.

Between Hamirpur and Banda (on both sides of the river Ken, which forms the

boundary between the two districts) is a dialect called Kundri. The Kundri on the

Banda side is a form of Jurar-Bagheli and has been described under that head (Vol. VI,

pp. 152 if.). That on the Hamirpur side of the stream is also a mixed language, but

is mostly Bundeli and is described on p. 527.

South-east of Hamirpur, i.e. in the north-east of the Bundelkhand Agency of

Central India and the neighbouring portions of the Baghelkhand Agency, the true

Banaphari is spoken. It also is a mixed dialect, but here, although containing many
peculiarities which are distinctively those of Eastern Hindi, it is in the main Bundeli.

Finally, so far as these mixtures with Eastern Hindi are concerned, we have seen

that Tirhari (which we have classed as a form of Bagheli) runs along the south bank of

the Jamna in the Hamirpur district. At the border of the district immediately to the

north-west of Hamirpur, i.e. Jalaun, it stops ; but here we find, in Jalaun, a small

tract in which Tirhari is fading off into the general Bundeli of that district. This form
of speech is called Nibhatta (p. 529). It is based on Bundeli, but has many of the

peculiarities of Eastern Hindi. Elsewhere in Jalaun the language is good Bundeli.

On the north-west, Bundeli shades off into Braj Bhakha through what is known as

Bhadauri (p. 531), which is spoken along the river Chambal in the districts of Agra,

Mainpuri and Etawah, and also over nearly the whole of the home districts of the

Gwalior State.

The following are the estimated numbers of peoplewho speak these mixed dialects :

Knp^rl .

Nibhatta .

Bundelkhand

Baghelkhand

Hamirpnr .

Nnmber of speakers.

245,400

90,000

11,000

10,200

Agra

Mainpuri

Etawah

250,000

8,000

55,000

1,318,000

1,669,600
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It must be remembered that, besides these, 5,000 speakers of Banaphari in Hamir-
pur, and a few speakers of Kundri in Banda have been classed under Bagheli.

Of these dialects Banaphari is by far the most important on account of its possessing

a literature. Bhadauri, on account of the number of its speakers, comes next.
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BANAPHART.

Banapharl is the form of Bundeli spoken by members of the Banaphar tribe of

Rajputs, and in the country inhabited by them. This tract consists mainly of the north-

centre and east of the Bundelkband Agency of Central India, i.e. the Chandla Pargana
of the State of Charkhari, the Lauri Pargana of Chhatarpur, the Dharampur Pargana of
Panna, the Jagirs of Naigawan Rebai, Gaurihar, and Beri, and the States of Ajaigarh

and Baoni. It also extends into the south-east comer of the District of Hamirpur,

and (to the east) into the western parts of the Nagode and Maihar States of the

Baghelkhand Agency. Although a mixed dialect, Banapharl is one of the most im-

portant forms of Bundeli, as in it are preserved the many bardic songs regarding the

famous heroes Alha and tidal, which together form a large cycle of epic poetry. This

feature of the dialect will be illustrated at length in the following pages.

The number of speakers of Banapharl is estimated as follows :

—

Bandelkh&nd Agency 245,400

Hamirpur 5,000
Baghelkhand Agency 90,000

Leech in his account of the language quoted in the list of authorities of
Bundeli remarks that Banapharl differs from Standard Bundeli in having a larger

mixture of Urdu. He probably means by this that its vocabulary contains more Arabic
and Persian words than are usually found in dialects of this part of India, and in this

he is perfectly right. A perusal of the specimens, especially of those belonging to the
Alha-Udal cycle, will show that quite a large number of these foreign words have been
adopted. Indeed such complete citizenship have some of them obtained, that they are

even treated as verbal roots, and conjugated as if they were genuine Indian words. This
method of dealing with foreign words is very rare in all Indian languages. Such
borrowed terms are generally employed without any change of form, and, if used as

verbs, it must be done by means of a periphrasis. Yet here we have words like najarat

a present participle, meaning ‘ looking at,’ which in Hindi would be najar kar’ta, from
the Arabic nazar ; and tajawljai, he intends, from the Arabic tajwiz. Leech fur-

ther describes Banapharl as a ‘ kind of slurred and slovenly Urdu.’ This account cannot
be called accurate, for the foreign element found in its grammar is Baghell, not Urdu.
Banapharl is a mixture of Bundeli and Baghell in proportions varying according to

locality and to the personality or caste of the speakers. In the version of the Parable

received from Hamirpur the Baghell influence predominates and I have given it in the

volume dealing with Eastern Hindi (VoL VI, pp. 155 and ff.). Further south, in Bundel-
khand proper, the Bundeli element certainly predominates everywhere, as will be
evident from the specimens received from the State of Charkhari. These are (1) the

first, few sentences of the Parable of the Prodigal Son, and (2) a folktale (both prepared

by Rai Sahib Kashi Pershad of Charkhari). After these I give, with a special intro-

duction, two more specimens from Eastern Hamirpur. These are parts of the cycle of

poems about Alha and Udal. It will be seen that the version of the Parable agrees with
voi. ix, part i. 8 Q
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Standard Bundeli in nearly all particulars, but that the other three specimens show

numerous examples of the influence of Eastern Hindi.

The following account of the main peculiarities of Banaphari is based on the speci-

mens and on Mr. Yincent Smith’s notes.

PRONUNCIATION.—This closely follows ordinary Bundell. The diphthongs ai

and au are commonly used for e and o respectively. Thus sai instead of se, from. Ear

more common is the change of d to tod and of e to yd. This is quite optional, so much so

that we often find the same word spelt in both ways. Thus, we have ydvr for er, a

support ; both khet and khydt, a field ; her and kydr, of
;
ghor and ghwdr, a horse.

As regards consonants, n often becomes l

;

thus, jalam, for janam, birth
;
jalani,

for janam, a mother. L, on the other hand, often becomes r, as in tar’wdr or taV’wdr,

a sword. The letter ph regularly becomes p in the word bandpar. We often find the

letter r where we should not expect it ; thus, sar*mdn, for sanman, respect ; sar*much,

for samuch, entire ; and asardr, ? for be-shumdr, countless.

A long vowel is regularly shortened in the antepenultimate
;
thus, the root man,

heed, makes its first person singular future manihau, and khel, sport, makes its respectful

imperative khiliyai. We occasionally meet short e and short o, in words like mold, me
(but mo-hi, even I), and jeh, whom.

DECLENSION.—Many feminine nouns end in the termination at (corresponding

to Hindostani *), which is not changed in the oblique case. Thus, ek juhdrai, one

salute ; Ukdrai, hunting ; khabarai, news, used both as a singular and as a plural

;

saldmai, respects, used as a plural in III, 58. Strong Tadbhava nouns usually end in

o, as in Bundell, but sometimes the Eastern Hindi form in d is employed. These nouns

form their oblique bases in e. Thus, ghorb

,

or ghord, a horse, oblique form, ghore.

Sometimes we have, as in bhaiird, a bee (IV, 1), the oblique form ending in a, which

is probably an instance of borrowing from Rajasthani ; similarly cheld-nai kahus, the

-disciple said.

A very common oblique form both in the singular and in the plural ends in an
-or en. Thus, khelan-md, in the field (III, 77 ; cf. 78, and IV, 193) ; chaukan-kd,

to the palace square
;
ahfi saudbgar mat ghoren-kd, ghoran-kd bechai jaw, I am a

merchant of horses, I am going to sell the horses (IV, 122).

The use of the case of the Agent is rather capricious, as the termination ne or nai

is often omitted. The case is used before all forms of the past tenses of transitive verbs,

whether the simple past participle is used, as in Western Hindi, of whether a'conju-

gated form of the tense is used, as in Eastern Hindi. Hence, even in the latter case, the

verb agrees in gender with the object. Thus we have bant-nai lag taul-dai, the shopman

weighed out the ration ; yd bat brahman mni, the Brahman heard this thing ; baba

piiohhis, the recluse asked ; cheld-nai kahus, the disciple said ; nd sikhyti (fern.) bardrai

sag, I have not learnt the warding off of arrows (IV, 183). In the last example, sikhytt

is in the feminine to agree with bardrai. The masculine would be sikhdy.

The following are the usual forms which the case terminations take :

—

' Agent, ne, nai.

Accusative-Dative, kha (not khb), lea, kd, kau, kai.

Dative, lane, khitir, kdje, for.
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Instrumental-Ablative, sai, sat, khat, tai, sail, so, san, pat.

Genitive, • her, kydr. Common gender, direct and oblique.

kerau, kydrau, font, kd. Masculine, direct.

here, kydre, he. Masculine, oblique.

ken, kydri, kai, kt. Feminine, direct and oblique.

Locative, mai, md, md, main, mahani.

The Personal Pronouns are mai, mat, I ; ma-hS, I also ; ma-ln, even I ; obi. form,.

mold, moh, mwali, md ; moht, to me ; mor, morau, mwdr, mtodrau, my ; ham, we ; ham-hit
,

,

we also ; ham-ln, even we ; obi. form, ham ; hamai, to us ; liamdr, liamdrau, ham’rau, our.

tut, tai, tai, thou ; ta-hd, to-hit, thou also; ta-hi, to-lit, even thou; obi. form,

told, toh, twah, to ; toln, to thee ; tor, torau, twdr, tiodrau, thy ; turn, you ; tum-hB, you

also ; tum-ln, even you ; obi. form, turn ; tumai, to you ; tumdr, tumdrau, tum’rau, your.

it, tod, he, that ; wa-hu, he also ; wa-hai, even he; obi. ferm, took, tod; wain, to

him ; uy, fiy, they ; too-u, ward, they also ; obi. form, nn ; un“hat, to them ; un°liun r

them also ;
urfliin, even them.

Similarly i, yd, this ; obi. form, eh, yd ; Plur. f ; obi. in, etc.

The Relative Pronoun is je or jyd

;

obi. jeh, je, jyd.

In all the above, the plural is frequently used instead of the singular.

Kdhu or kou is ‘ anyone,’ obi. kdhu. Kd or kaun (obi. kyd) is ‘ who ? ’
; kd (obi.

kdhe), what ?

CONJUGATION.—The important point to note is that in all
,
the tenses formed

from participles without auxiliary verbs there are two forms, one, the participle alone as

in Western Hindi, and the other, the participle with suffixes indicating the number and

person, as in Eastern Hindi. It is also to be noted that in the latter case, the suffixes

are added to the strong form of the participle in o, and not to the simple base. Thus

mdro-s, not mdra-s, he struck.

The Verb Substantive is -

Hawaii may be substituted for hau, and so throughout.

Past, I was, etc.

For all persons, exactly like the Hindostani tlid. Or,

—
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-
. 1

nor.

tfuc. *- Hue.
j

*-

•

hatSy or toy.

hatoy or toy.

hatyu or tyS.

hail or H.

halt or tt.

hatyan or tyan.

hatyd or tyO.

hate or te.

hatin or tin.

hatya or tye.

half or tf.

The Negative Verb Substantive, * I am not,’ is thus conjugated

2

3

Sing. PIor.

niyshE.

niyaht.

nihai

niyahan.

nthsi.

The Active Verb is thus conjugated in its principal parts :

—

Present Conjunctive, (It) I strike, etc.—

2

3

Sing. Plur.

“araS - tnaran.

As usual this is often employed in the sense of the Simple Present. As nrampUo

of the tense we may quote mdnas, if you do not heed (IV, 29) ; bwdlas, thou speakest (IV,
42) ; magas, (what) thou mayest ask for (IV, 101) ; jos, thou art going (IV, 119) • khav
they eat (III, 44).

The following are examples of the Imperative :—Mdr, strike thou; mdrd, strike;
pukdrd, summon; kdlau, cut; kardyas, cause thou to make ; khUiyai, be good enough
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Future.—I shall strike, etc. This has two forms, viz.—1. Marab, used for all

•genders, numbers, and persons, as in old Eastern Hindi ;—2.

marihaS or mar’haa.

marihai or mar’hai.

mar’be, marihS or WiW.

3 • marshal.

Note that when the first syllable is long, and falls in the antepenultimate, it is

shortened. So we have manihau, I will heed, in IV, 133. Kailiai (IV, 133), thou wilt

say, is slightly irregular as in Bundeli.

Tensesformed from the Present Participle.

The Present Participle is mdrat (com. gen.) ; or mar”to (maso.), mar’ti (fern.).

From it are formed the usual tenses. Thus,

—

Present.—Marat-had (often written marathad), I am striking. Any other form

of the Auxiliary may be used.

Imperfect.-Mdrat-hatSy, I was striking. Any other form of the Auxiliary

may be used. As an isolated form, I may quote karai rahai, he was doing.

Past Conditional-—This may he formed in two ways. Either the present parti-

ciple alone is used (exactly as in Hindostani), or else we have a tense conju-

gated on the model of Eastern Hindi. For the first form we have mar°to

(maso.), mar°ti (fern.), (if) I, thou, he, or she had struck ; mar"te (masc.)
)

mar’ti (fern.), (if) we, you, or they had struck. For the second form we have

the following :

—

Sing. —
Fem * Fem.

1 mar*tdy. mar'tyS. mar’tyan. martin.

2 mar"toy. mar'K. mar’lyO. mar’tyS.

3 mar’ti. mar’ti. mar’ti

Tenses formed from the Past Participle.

The Past Participle is mar (com. gen.) ;
or mdro (masc.), mart (fem.). From it

are formed the usual tenses. Thus

—

Past.—Bike the Past Conditional, this may he formed in two ways. Either the*

Past Participle alone is used (exactly as in Hindostani), or else we have a tense
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conjugated on the model of Eastern Hindi. In both cases, if the verb is a

transitive one, the construction is passive. The subject is put into the Agent

case, and the verb agrees in gender with the object. In the second conjugated

form, it agrees with the subject in person. Thus, mai-nai mdrSy means ‘ I

struck something masculine,’ but mai-nai mdryu means ‘ I struck something

feminine.’ The following is the ordinary method of conjugating the past tense

of a transitive verb. The conjugation of an intransitive verb differs in the

third person.

Sing. Plur.

i

Mmc-

1 mar*,. mtryS. mdryan. ma-rtn.

2 marey. mart. marye. msrye.

3 mam maran.

I

Not given.

These may be taken as the standard forms, but other forms for the third person

singular are met. These are maras, mdris, and mdrus.

In the case of an intransitive verb, the third person singular, as noted above, is

not used. Only the past participle alone is employed. Thus, baith or baitho,

he sat down ; baith or baithi, she sat down ; baith or baitlie, they (masc.) sat

down ; baith or baithi, they (fern.) sat down.

Perfect. -Mar-hail or mdro-hau, I have struck. Any other form of the

Auxiliary can be used.

Pluperfect.

—

Mdr-hatdy or maro-hatSy, I had struck. Any other form of the

Auxiliary can be used. In both tenses the construction is that of ordinary

Hindustani.

The Infinitive is mdran, moral, maroib, or mar’bo. Mdrai is feminine in gender

when used as a verbal noun. The others are masculine. The oblique form of the first

three is the same as the nominative. That of mar’bd is mar’be.

Irregular Verbs.—
The following irregular past participles have been noted :

—

Infinitive. Past Participle.

awb, dwab, or aibo, to come dtoo, fern. at.

j&ib, to go gawd, gd, or gun ; fern, gai or gat.

deb, to give dated, daw, dinh, or dim ; fem. of

dated or daw, di.

From dinh, we have dinho, fern.

dinhi.

leb, to take The same as for deb, substituting

l for d.

kar, hard, or leinh, kinho.karab, to do
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The verbs dub, andijdib, are quite irregular in the past tense. That of dub is conju-
gated as follows

Smg. r,

'

)

Fern.

1 awo r. ayS. ayan. Sin.

2 *yi.

r- syi.

3 of. sye. at.

Any other form of the past participle may be used for the third person. The past
tense of jaib is similar. Thus, gawai, I went, and so on.

The future of dub is aihau, I shall come ; aibe, etc., we shall come ; ai, he shall
«ome. Similarly, jaihau, I shall go.
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BundElx (BanapharI) Dialect. (State, Charkhari.)

Specimen I.

(Mai Sahib Kashi Pershad.)

^ | WfT ^T^TT ‘qiR WTR-H Wt ^
wrt ffHT «rfe ^it r *rk ^rm i ’srh

qlr f^R-H T^ffT ^iT <«Rt *Tfcf fft

*rrr hw ^rru srenr n

TRANSLITERATION AND TRANSLATION.

Kahu-kai dui lar*ks hatai. Lahure lar*ka ap*nai
A-certain-one-to two sons were. (By-)the-yonnger son his-own

bap-sai kalio kai, ‘bap, mor hisa bat dya.’ Aur
father-to it-was-said that, ‘father, my share having-divided, give.' And
wah-nai sab dyara bat dad. Aur wah-nai sab
him-by all property having-divided was-given. And him-by everything

tkore dinan-mai ikattha kar-lao, aur bahut duri des-kha chalo-
a-few days-in collected was-made, and very far country-to he-went-

gao, aur walil apau sab dyara wahiyad-mai bahai-dao.

away, and there his-own all property absurdities-in was-Caused-to-flow-away.
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INDO-ARYAN FAMILY. Central Group.

WESTERN HINDI.

BundEli (BanaphabI) Dialect. (Statk, Chabehabi.)

Specimen II.

(Rai Sahib Kashi Pershad.)

<731 3T133 m <73t 3T7*I#t 3% I krffktT HH3T fk |

f* f^T TO ^ I 33 3Tgt<I 3T33 ffirftqT #T3 *13
HI I 3k <731 37^333-31 3T3T3 3§t I <JT3 ft 3131131 I

5TW ft 333t ft 3^t 33 sTTUft-ft <333 ^qTf | fk 3n^3<K-3t

f3^T fPT-313 3T33 33-3# THt I 33 ^7 qT T¥-HT 33 H3-ft

HtfHH 31 3T17#t 3TT^TT IT Hf ft # 3TT3f 3§ 31^ft-3 T?f

H3HT 33 f# I HTH-H <731 3T#t 3% I f33T-3PT 3T3H 3 Wlf ft3
H3HT 337?3 33 3PI I 133 fkr-ft <731 37Tft-3TT **T3 #3
HTHt I 3T#t-3 3^ft-3 333 3?3 ^T<T #-<TT |

3T3T qfel Ht3f 3T3 ff3Tl 3flt % | 3*3-3 3Tf7f # <73f TTlfk
3T3t-% 13T 3T3 ft 333T-<ft 37t¥7-3ft 3T3-ft3 3<7 7% I ft ft-^f

^TH 3*ft-H Wfo I 3T3T H3-# ftft # 3T 77?fk-fl 3#33
IHft-H f3T3 I ft HWlft 3H3i 3T ft D37I 3T 3<Mt 3tf?H #
HT fWH 3ftT3 fk lift-# 3TS3 # 3HT7 3T3T 33^-33 tTTTH 3#f
<313 3T1 l 33T HI fk ffw <R7 fffH I 3T 3T3 33 3T 3TU3
<jft 33 3lf%3T # 3T 3T3T 13T<3I7 % I 3¥-3T 137 333T 3 373 I

3TU3 3T3T flH <TT 3T 3TW # H3T375I ft7 3337 33 77<ft | 3737-3

H33T #-313 <73f ftST-f 37313-3? 73<?3 371 fflTI fk 37313 3733

33 3ft 3T I 333t 37H3t 3 <jff3 ff 33^-<ft 3533^13 ft 3T#t

’fT I 37173t 3T33 ff f337f 1 33 $$ ff3 ft# S3H3 3T33 3331

#3 3T3T f«3 3T I 3T3T 3if%71 3377 f33 313 33 3T I 37113 H3-ff

kT30T3 3lft ^3 <731 ffft^R-f 3T33 33 TRI 3T 37^3 I fkfh?T3
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^ ^TTT Wk I WFT irNTF^t toht I 3tuh
*tt kk ^itto w 3rf*T i fMt ^rtt # k wwft fro tot-^

f^I wra kt gff ^TT-5TTTO I ftft *HT ^T^T TOT k-^iT TOIT fro ITT

kk ^ kk fkkf *nro k k kT irff ^rki kfr i k
^m-rf i kk toitt ^ wfr i tcr fkr-k

^nr-in *tt ^to ^ Tm kk tott t ttw i trt4 ikm ^n-^-
^ t #t i ^r km-^r-k k kr ft ttto uPTTTf ^ fNtt to
^T TT *TT% I ftft Ttk^T elTITO ^ttut *nklT HTT-UT I cTT TTTO

t ^rfro ^ kk nk w%c( tott% # fkkr *rrro *nr-it

*t TO k TOtTO «TT TOff I kk far ftft tt s( i'sr«t

WI kk TPTO TO W»T II

II WTTO II

ktft to5

* fkkf ^nk i to jprror iraft ttt

^rr to fkkr kt% i ^ totot k kt ktk
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INDO-ARYAN FAMILY. Central Group.

WESTERN HINDI.

BendElI (BanaphaeI) Dialect. (State, Charkhari.)

Specimen II.

TRANSLITERATION AND TRANSLATION.

Ek brahman! rahai.

brahman’s-wife were.

brahman iva

One brahman and

ai. Kuchh din bitai dhubak pare.

are (i.e. were). Some days passed famine fell.

apan mihariya chlior dakhin bbag-ga. Awr ek
his-own wife leaving south ran-away. And one

raho. Pack sau rupaiya kamais.

remained. Five hundred rupees lie-earned.

hd-chuki tab bralimani-ki khabar ai.

had-passed then the-brahman’s-wife-of remembrance came.

sai bida mag-kar apan ghar-kau raigo.

from leave begged-having his-own liouse-to lie-started.

dur ghar rah-ga tab man-mai sodbis ka:

distance house remained then mind-in he-thought that, brahman’s-wif

e

karaj-dar kui-gai kuhai so mai kau bare ad*mi-ke ihl rupaiya
indebted become will-be therefore I some great man-of near rupees

dhar-daiw. GSii-mai ek ban! rahai. Tiya-san kakus kai,

deposit-may. The-village-in one shopman was.

‘bkai, mor rupaiya dhardhar dhar-rakh.’
• brother, my rupees deposit keep.’

bairagi-ka chela lag lain ayo.

religious-mendicant’s disciple rations to-take came.

ckela-kau lag taul-dal, aur chela

disciple-to rations weighed-out, and the-disciple

Baba puchhis, ‘aj lag siwai kahfi-hai ? ’ Chela-na.
The-recluse asked, ‘ today rations much why-is t ’ The-disciple-by

kakus kai, * ek rah-gir bani-ke ihl p|ch sau
it-was-said-by-him that, ‘ one way-farer the-shopman-of near five hundred

rupaiya-ki dhardhar-ki bat-chit karai-rahai, so mo-khs lag
rupees-of deposit-of conversation doing-was, therefore me-to rations

Dou mihariya musawa
Both wife husband

Tab brahman

Then the-bralman

sahukar-kai chakar

banker-to servant

Jab do bar’sai

When tico years

Aur sahukar-

e. And the-banker-

Jab kuchh

When some

brahman!

Eim-to he-said that,

It*nai-bich-mai ek

The-meantime-in one

B3ni-nai jaldi-mai

The-shopman liaste-in

lag lai-ga.

rations took-away.
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jaldi-mai taul-dihas-hai.’ Baba man-mai sodlio kai wa rali-gir-kau
hastc-m weighed-has.’ The-recluse mind-in thought that that way-farer-lo
kaunaii jugat-sai bulaw.

some means-by call.

aichas, wa chela-!

adh*k&ri kanak wa ghi

superfluous wheat-flour and clarified-butter

kahis kai, ‘ ya jins pheraw, auraauis Kai, • ya 31ns pheraw, aur
he-drew-forth, and disciple-to he-said that, ‘this stuff return, and

blni-sai kahab kai,

the-sliopman-to you-will-say that,

nahf khat-ai.” ’ Chela

not eats." ’ The-disciple

jab wa brahman suni

“ hamar baba kaliu-ka haram
“W recluse anybody-of Ul-gotten(-things)

ga aur jins plier-dihas. Ya bat
ent and the-stuff returned. This thing

tab kahis kai, ‘ya baba imandar. .
Kams Kai, ‘ya baba imandar

when by-that brahman was-heard then he-said that, ‘this recluse honest
hai. Yah-ke ilia rupaiya mai dharab.’ Brahman baba
w. This-one-of near money I shall-deposit.' The-brdhman the-recluse

dhing ga, wa kahas kai, ‘Mabaraj, mor rupaiya dhar-rakhau ’

went, and said that, ‘Sir, my rupees keep-in-deposit.

‘

Baba-nai rupaiya lai-kar ek kotha-mai brahman-ke samh'nai
Ihe-recluse-by money taken-having one room-in brdhman-of before

gar-dihas, aur brahman apan ghar ehalo-ga. Ap'ni
was-buried-by-him, and the-brdhman his-own house went-away. His-own

brah*mani-sai puchhis kai, ‘kaliu-ki karaj-dar tau nal
brahman s-wife-from he-asked that, ‘ any-body-of debtor indeed no.

tliou-art ? ’ The-brdhman’s-wife said, ‘ I-am-not.' Then some
brahman apan rupaiya lain baba dhiftg ga

the-b-ahman his-own money to-take the-recluse near wer.

kahis, ‘hamar dhing kab dhar-ga?’ Brahman
said, ' me-of near when did-you-keep ?' (By-)the-brdhman mind-in Thame
mani aur ek jimidar-sai apan sab hal ja kahis.

was-feit and one landholder-to his-own all account going said.

77 SSL kaS kai ’ <hamar ** nihgL Tum phalanai
^-landholder said that, 'my power is-not. You sZh-and-such
mauja-ki bibi-kau sunaw.’ Brahman bibi-kai ga aur

a-mllage-of dancing-girl-to relate.’ The-brdhman the-dancing-girl-to went and
apan hal kahus. Bite kaho kai « mai

his-own account said. {By-)the-dancing-girl it-was-said that, ‘I
phalanai din baba-ke dhing jab, sa t„l,T s : .

such-and-such a-day the-recluse-of near wiU-go, therefore you-also come.

)

Th / lbl

• , S apan jamS lai'kar baba dhing gai
The-danctng-gtrl all her-own substance taking the-recluse near went

me days passed

ga- Baba
went. The-recluse

man-ma gilytd

ount going said.

Turn phalanai

You such-andrsuch
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aur kahis kai, ‘ mor miylj-sahab Madaran ge-te, so nahl aye-5i.

and said that, ‘my master Madaran gone-teas, but not returned-is.

Mai un-ke dhurai-kba jat-hau. Mor dharohar dhar-r5kho.’ It3nai-bich-mai

I him to-look-for am-going. My deposit keep.' The-mean-time-in

brahman ai-ga, wa kahus kai, ‘ baba, mor rupaiya dai-rakh.’

- the-brahman arrived, and said that, ‘father,

Baba-nai rupaiya ukhar-kar-kai de-din.

The-recluse-by money taking-out tcas-given-tip.

‘jo mai ya-sai jhagar*hau tau bibi

‘if I this-one-with shall-quarrel then the-dancing-girl her-oten money not

dliar*hai.’ Bibi dekhis kai brahman apan rupaiya
will-deposit.’ The-dancing-girl saw that the-brahman his-own money

pai-ga, tab baba-sai kahis kai, * mor bhai kahat awa-liai

got, then the-recluse-to she-said that,

kai, “ miya-saliab Madaran-sai ai-ge.”

that, “ the-master Maddran-from arrived.”

na dhar*hau.’ Aur phir bibi

not toill-place.' And again the-dancing-girl to-laugh began, and brahman

hasan lag am- baba-u hasai lag.

to-laugh began and the-recluse-also to-laugh began.

my money give-up.

Ya soch-kar-kai kai,

This thinking that,

apan rupaiya na

‘ my brother saying come-is

So ab mai dharohar

Therefore now I deposit

lag, wa brahman

Kaliawat,

—

(Hence-the-)saying ,

—

Bibi hasi miyl ghara 4y« ; hase musaphara gathari

The-dancer laughed her-master home came; laughed the-traveller purse

paye.

he-got.

Tuma ka hase, miyl bhikhe ? Eka tamasa ye bhi sikhe.
You why laughed, master mendicant? A trick this-one also learnt.

FREE TRANSLATION OF THE FOREGOING.

Once upon a time there were a Brahman and his wife. A famine occurred, so the
Brahman deserted his wife, and ran away to the Deccan, where he took service with a
banker, and earned five hundred rupees. When two years had passed, he remembered
his wife, and, taking leave of the banker, set out for his home. While he was on the
way, it struck him that his wife would probably be in debt, so he decided to deposit his
savings with some weU-tc-do person to protect them from her creditors. He accordingly
went to a shopkeeper in his village, and asked him to take the money on deposit.

While he was speaking to him the disciple of a certain mendicant devotee came up
to beg from the shopman, and the latter, being busy with the Brahman, weighed out the
valms in a hurry. The disciple brought what he had got to his master the recluse, who
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asked him why he had brought more than usual that day. Replied the disciple, * there was
a traveller talking to the shopkeeper about depositing five hundred rupees, and owing to

his being busy with him, he weighed out my alms in a hurry.’ The recluse thought to

himself that he must get hold of that traveller some way or other, so he gave the flour

and clarified butter which was over and above the regular amount to the disciple, and
told him to take it to the shopkeeper with this message, *my master will not eat anything
wrongly taken from anybody.’ The disciple did what he was told, and when the Brah-
man heard what he said, he thought to himself, ‘ this recluse must be a very honest man.
I will deposit my money with him.’ So he went off to the recluse and addressed him as

follows,—* Holy Sir, will you deign to keep my money in deposit ? ’ The recluse took
the money into an inner room, and there buried it in the presence of its owner, who then
went on in happiness to his home. When he got there he asked his wife if she owed
any debts, and she replied that she did not. After a few days the Brahman returned to
the recluse and asked for his money, but the latter said, ‘ when did you ever leave any
money with me ? ’ Filled with shame at the recluse’s duplicity, the Brahman went off

to his landlord and complained of how he had been treated. Said the landlord, ‘it is

beyond my power to help you ; but go and tell your story to the dancing girl of such
and such a village.’ He did so, and she told him to meet her on such and such a day at
the recluse s. On the day fixed the dancing girl brought her savings to the recluse, and
said to him, • my master went some time ago to the fair of Mad&ran1 and has not come
back. I am going to look for him, and want you to keep my money in deposit for me
while I am away.’ Just then the Brahman entered and again asked for his deposit.
The recluse at once gave it to him, for he thought that if this fellow quarrelled with him
the dancing girl would not trust him with her money. As soon, however, as she saw
that the Brahman had safely got his rupees, she said to the recluse, * my brother has just
come, and he says that my master has returned from the Madaran, so now I won’t have
to trouble you with the deposit.’ Then the dancing girl began to laugh, and so did the
Brahman, and so did the recluse. As the saying goes :

—

The dancer laughed, for her master had come

;

The traveller laughed, for he got his purse.

. Master mendicant, why did you laugh ?

‘ Because I have learnt this new trick.’

1 This is the fair held at Makanpur in Kanauj in honour of the famous saint Shsh Madsr, who is boned there.
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I do not suppose that any epic poem is at the present day so popular as that of Albs

and tidal, which is sung by itinerant bards all over northern India. The entire cycle

has never been collected, but portions of it and even translations of portions have often

been published. The earliest version of the epic with which we are acquainted is con-

tained in the Mahoba Khand of the Prithiraj Rasau, attributed to Chand Bardai (PI.

1190 A.D.). Chand Bardai was the court bard of Prithiraj Chauhan, King of Delhi.

The Mahoba Khand deals mainly with the war between that Monarch and Parmal, the
Chandel of Mahoba, and according to another, and more probable, tradition was the work
•of Jagnaik, the bard of Parmal. A translation of a part of it will be found in Tod’s
Rajasthan, i. 614 and ff. There are two or three native editions of the modern cycle,

none of which is complete. Portions of one of them were translated by Mr. Watei-field

into vigorous English ballad metre, and appeared in vols. lxi, lxii, and lxiii of the
Calcutta Review, under the title of the ‘ Nine-Lakh Chain, or the Maro feud.’ A full

account of the contents of these editions, from the pen of the present writer, will be
found in vol. xiv of the Indian Antiquary, pp. 255 and ff. An edition of the text and
a translation of the chapter relating to Alha’s marriage, as current in Bihar, also by the
present writer, will be found on pp. 209 and ff. of the same volume.

Some years ago Mr. Vincent Smith was kind enough to present me with a collection

of notes on the Buudeli dialect of Hamirpur, which he had made when he was employed
•in the settlement of that district. These contained the following two extracts from the
cycle, which jare given just as they were taken down under his supervision from the lips

of rustic singers. Both are fragments, but they are valuable not only as specimens of
the Banaphari sub-dialect of Bundeli, but also as being genuine specimens of a class of
poetry which is very popular over a large part of our Indian possessions. In Hamirpur
the whole series of songs dealing with Alha and Udal is known as the ‘ Saird ’ or ‘ Jlhd.’
Separate fragments which are recited at one time are called * PSwdrd ’

‘ Samav ’ or
• Mar.’

The text given below is that of Mr. Vincent Smith, unaltered. The translation is

also based on a rough version prepared by him to accompany the texts. I'am responsi-
ble for the notes.

It is unnecessary to give here a full account of the contents of the Alha cycle.
Those interested in the subject will find what they require (so far as is known) in the
article in the Indian Antiquary quoted above. I propose to give here so much of the
legend as is necessary for understanding the specimens now printed. It is to be under-
stood that what is narrated is legend (and not the only legend,—they are often contra-
dictory) and not history. The main characters are historical, but their adventures, as
here recorded, are not.

The three royal personages dealt with are—(1) Prithiraj or Pithaura, the Chauhan
King of Delhi

; (2) Jaichand, the Rathor King of Kanauj
; and (3) Parmal or Para-

mardl, the Chandel King of Mahoba in Bundelkhand.' The two first Were mntin.
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Both were grand-nephews of Anang Pal TOmar of Delhi, and, when he died, Prithiraj,

.

although the younger, was proclaimed King to the exclusion of Jaichand. The result

was a lifelong enmity between the two princes, which eventually facilitated the con-
quering of India by the Tartar hordes of Central Asia. Prithiraj and his bard Chand
were killed in battle fighting against the Muhammadans in the year 1193 A.D.
Kanauj was overwhelmed, and Jaichand slain in the following year by S]jihabu’d-din,
the ‘Meteor of the Faith,’ and his son fled to Marwar, where he established the prin-
cipality now known as Jodhpur. Parmal reigned from about 1165 to 1202 A.D. He
was defeated and expelled from Mahoba by Prithiraj in the year 1182. Here legend
departs from history. According to the former Parmal was so crushed with this defeat
that he abandoned his kingdom and fled to Gaya where he ultimately died, being the
last of the Chandel Kings of Mahoba. As a matter of history twenty years later we
still find him fighting bravely against the Musalman Kutbu’d-din at Kalinjar. He
was not the last of his race, but had several obscure successors on the throne.

The historical Parmal was probably the son of his predecessor Madana-Varma
Chandel, but the legendary account is quite different. It runs as follows

Parmal conquered the whole of India. The first city he conquered was Mahoba in
Bundelkhand, of which Basdeo Parihar was the prince. Basdeo had one son Mahil and
three daughters, Malna (also called Padmini), Diwala, and Tilka. Parmal married
Malna and treated Maliil with consideration, but the latter never forgave his father’s
conqueror and was the cause of his ultimate downfall. He is throughout the villain of
the cycle.

Parmal, according to Chandel custom, had two faithful attendants belonging to the
Banaphar tribe of Rajpits. They were named Dasraj and Bachhraj. To Dasraj he
gave his sister-in-law Diwala in marriage, and to Bachhraj, Tilka. By these marriages,
Dasraj had two sons Alha and (much younger) Udal, and Bachhraj had one, Malkha'
Dasraj had another son by an Ahir woman, who was named Chaura or Chafira.1' On his

T. u • J V77 .
,

1 1
auu lo rmniraj Uhauhan of

Delln, who adopted him as a son, and when he grew up, appointed him to a command in
his army. We thus find him, in the final catastrophe, fighting against his half-brothers
Alha and Udal. Dasraj also had a daughter, who bore a son called Siha.

Finally, Parmil had a son by Malna, named Brahmajit Vanna. Much against his
father’s will he married Bela, the daughter of Prithiraj, but was killed while yet a bov
on the fatal field of Ural. He never brought his bride home, and, in the specimens now
given, we find Bela still in her father’s house, but, like a true Rajput wife a strong
partisan on her husband’s side of the quarrel. We thus get the following legendary
genealogical table J
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The other prominent figures in the poem (besides Pritlilraj and Jaichand) are :

—

Jagnaik, bard of Parmal.

Lakhan, nephew of Jaichand.

Baypal, elder son of Jaichand.

Gulalan, younger son of Jaichand.

Raybhan, Raja of Kurhat, a fief of Kanauj, under Jaichand.

Miyan Talhan of Benares (see below).

All Alawar'|

Kale Khan
|

Jari Beg i Sons of Talhan.

Sultan ['

Bahubali J
Hirsing Deo
Birsing Deo

Puran Deo

i Chiefs of Ganjar. Conquered by Alba, but subsequently his

\ allies.

Matauwa Ahir, in the service of Bralimajit.

Diriya, tidal’s henchman. He was groom of the horse Bendula.

Ramapati of Gwalior, one of Plithiraj’s commanders,

ltanjit, another son of Parmal.

Alkha, another son of Baclihraj.

Kariliya, the name of Alha’s horse •)

Bendula or Benduliya, tidal’s horse j
These were ma§ic horses and could %•

Singhin, Miyan Talhan’s horse.

Manorath, Jaichand’s horse.

Of the above Miyan (or Mira) Talhan is the most important figure. He was a

Musalman of Benares, who took service under Parmal. He and Dasraj (Alba and

tidal’s father) were intimate friends, and had exchanged turban^ After the latter’s

death he attached himself to Alha and tidal, and followed their fortunes to Kanauj.

Alha looked upon him as his father, and he appears throughout as the Nestor of the

story. He was killed in the final struggle at Urai and yes buried at Mahoba, where his

tomb near the Kirat Sagar is still shown. He rode a horse called ‘ the lioness ’ (Sifighin)

and had nine sons and eighteen grandsons.

Parmal gave Alha the district of Kalinjar, to the south-east of Mahoba (in the pre-

sent distriot of Banda) as his fief. To Malkha he gave the fief of Sirsa! We pass over

the mapy and glorious exploits of Alha, tidal, and Malkha in their early years and hasten

to the final catastrophe. Mahil, Parmal’s brother-in-law and evil counsellor, saw that

there was no hope of compassing the latter’s ruin so long as he was protected by these

valiant champions. He persuaded Parmal to demand from Alha bis famous mare, Kari-

liya, and, on the request being refused, so far to forget their services as to expel the

brothers ignominiously from his territory. With their mother and families, and accom-

panied by Talhan of Benares, they repaired to Kanauj, where Jaichand received them,
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but, being himself in dread of Alha, despatched him on an expedition against the

rebellious chiefs of Ganjar (traditionally identified with Gujerat), who had hitherto suc-

cessfully defied all the forces sent against them. Accompanied by Laklian, the nephew
of Jaichand, Alha and Udal successfully accomplished their task, and were received into

great favour, Alha having the fief of Raykot (near Kanauj) assigned to him.

In the meantime a quarrel had arisen between Prithlraj Chauhan of Delhi and Par-

ma! regarding some troops of the former who had been cut up while passing through the

latter’s territory. Mahil diligently fanned the flame, and persuaded Prithiraj to bide

his time for vengeance. After the lapse of eight years Mahil contrived in his capacity as

minister to send Parmal’s army to the south, and then sent word to Prithlraj that the

way was now open to Mahoba.. Prithiraj at once advanced and attacked Sirsa, where

Malkha was governor. The latter sent pressing appeals for help to Parma!, who, under

the traitorous persuasion of Mahil, replied that it was Malkha’s business to drive out

Prithiraj . Deeply hurt at this supercilious reply, Malkha nevertheless made a brave

resistance, but was in the end overwhelmed by superior numbers, and himself met a

glorious death in the midst of his foes.

Parmal, now seriously alarmed for the safety of his kingdom, called a council, and

on the advice of Malna, his queen, demanded a truce from his adversary on the plea of

the absence of his champions Alha and tidal. Prithiraj, with Rajput chivalry, granted

the request, on condition that, at the end of a year, during which each party was to pre-

pare for the final battle, it should be fought on open ground, which should give no ad-

vantage to either party, and the vast plain round Urai (in the present district of Jalaun)

was fixed upon as the deciding scene of the contest.

Parmal then despatched his bard Jagnaik to Kanauj to recall Alha and tidal. On
the way Jagnaik halted at Kurhat on the bank of the Jarnna, where the local Raja,

Raybhan, hospitably entertained him, but in the morning refused to return to his guest

the splendid armour with which his horse was decked. Jagnaik accordingly went on to

.Kanauj vowing vengeance against Raybhan.

He was cordially received by Alha Who, however, refused to assist Parmal till his

mother Diwala pressed upon him his duty as a Rajput. * Let us fly to Mahoba,’

exclaimed Diwala.1 But Alha was silent, while tidal said aloud, ‘ May evil spirits seize

Mahoba ! Can we forget the day when, in distress, he] drove us forth. Return to

Mahoba—let it stand or fall, it is the same to me ; Kanauj is henceforth my home.’

< Would that the Gods had made me barren,’ said Diwala, ‘ that I had never borne

sons, who thus abandon the paths of the Rajputs, and refuse to succour their prince in

danger !
’ Her heart bursting with grief, and her eyes raised to heaven, she continued

;

c Was it for this, O Universal Lord, thou mad’st me feel a mother’s pangs for these des-

troyers of Banaphar’s fame ? Unworthy offspring ! the heart of the true Rajput dances

with joy at the mere name of strife—hut ye, degenerate, cannot be the sons of Dasraj

—

some carl must have stolen to my embrace, and from such ye must be sprung.’ The

yoimg chiefs arose, their faces withered in sadness. ‘ When we perish in defence of

Mahoba, and, covered with wounds, perform deeds that will leave a deathless name ;

when our heads roll in the field—when we embrace the valiant in fight, and, treading in
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the footsteps of the brave, make resplendent the blood of both lines, even in fcfle presence

-of the heroes of the Chauhan, then will our mother rejoice.’

At length roused to indignation Alba rushed impetuously to Jaichand, and demand-

-ed leave to depart. This was at first refused, but ultimately granted after an angry

scene ; and the king of Eanauj not only gave the required permission, but sent a power-

ful army, headed by his own sons Raypal and Gulalan, and his nephew Lakhan, with

Alba to assist the Chandel against the Chauhan of Delhi.

The army marched. On the way they passed Kurhat where Jagnaik demanded
vengeance for his stolen horse-armour. A battle ensued in which Raybhan was defeated

and compelled to restore his booty. In admiration of the Banaphars’ valour, he, too,

joined the advancing host. As the troops went on, the worst omens appeared on all

sides. The countenance of Lakhan fell ; these portents filled bis soul with dismay ; but
Alha said, ‘ though these omens bode death, yet death to the valiant, to the pure in faith,

is an object of desire, not of sorrow. The path of the Rajput is beset with difficulties,

rugged, and filled with thorns ; but he regards it not, so it but conducts to battle.’ To
carry joy to Parmal alone occupied their thoughts ; the steeds bounded over the plain

like the swift-footed deer.

On the way, in spite of the truce, they were suddenly and unexpectedly attacked at

a river crossing by the Chauhan army, led by Chaura. All but Lakhan fled. He made
a gallant stand with his handful of troops, but was nearly overpowered. Diwala, after

vainly trying to stop Alha and tidal in their flight, ordered her dooly to be set down,
and getting out desired Tidal to enter it and give her his sword and shield ; for though
he fled, she disdained to fly. Her reproaches, as contained in Chand’s verses, form one
of the most famous passages in the whole cycle. They will be found in verses 98 and
following of the first of the following extracts. Stung by her reproaches Alha and Hdal
returned and repulsed Chaura.

The brothers, ere they reached Mahoba, halted to put on the saffron robe, the sign

-of ‘ no quarter ’ to the Rajput warrior. The intelligence of their approach filled the
Chandel prince with joy, who advanced to embrace his defenders, and conduct them
into the city ; while the queen Malna came to greet Diwala, who -with the herald bard
paid homage and returned with the queen into the palace.

On the arrival of the brothers in the citadel, a council of war was held. Parmal,
always a coward,1 at first resolved to abandon Mahoba, but, urged by the Banaphars and
their mother, he at length consented to march his host towards Ural. In the prelimin-
ary fights, which lasted several days, the boy Brahmajit Varma, his son, died gallantly

fighting against superior numbers, and Chaura hastened to convey the news to Delhi
where the youthful hero’s wedded, but yet unmated, bride Bela, was still dwelling in the
•citadel of her father Prithiraj. Overjoyed at the terrible blow with which his foe was
smitten the Chauhan ordered his commander to complete the victory by carrying off from
Mahoba Parmal’s queen, the lovely Padmini or Malna, and conveying her to the royal

seraglio at Delhi ; but Chaura himself had a fair young wife, and stayed totally with
her, while he despatched his lieutenant, Ramapati of Gwalior, to carry out his lord’s

behest. The widowed Bela, true to the fortunes of the house into which she had been

. * Thu is his legendary character, bat it is not home ant by history.
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married, sent private word of this design to tidal, who intercepted Ramapati at Kalpi

and there, after a fierce conflict, slew him.

At length the fatal day arrived, and the camps of the two kings stood face to face

on the plain of Urai. Parmal, on seeing the enemy’s preparations, feared, like the pol-

troon he was, for his own safety. He determined to abandon his army, and, notwith-

standing all Alba’s and the other chief’s entreaties to remain and animate his troops, he

not only refused to stay, but insisted on Alba himself escorting him to Kalinjar. Before

Alba could return to command his forces, the battle had been fought, and Parmal’s

troops had been annihilated. Alha’s son Indal, tidal, and the faithful Tallinn had all

been slain. Seeing this, furious with rage, Alha drew his magic sword to destroy

Pritliiraj’s army ; but his arm
.
was arrested by the goddess Devi Sarada.,

1 and at her

•entreaty he consented to sheathe his sword, if Prithlraj would turn and fly seven paces.

Prithiraj did so, and, satisfied by this concession to his invincibleness, Alha disappeared

from mortal view, and now dwells in that mysterious land of darkness, the Kajri-ban,

which is so famed in all the legends of the east. On the last day of each moon he visits

Devi Sarada’s temple on the hill at Mahiyar and adorns her image with fresh flowers.

He has repeatedly been seen, but, each time at a stern command to desist from following

him, no one has ever ventured to advance, and he has disappeared.

After the defeat at TTrai, according to the legend,* Parmal fled to Gaya, where he

died.

So ends this tale of Rajput chivalry. If I have drawn sufficient attention to it to in-

duce some resident in Bundelkhand to collect its scattered remnants from the only books in

which it is preserved,—the mouths of the bardic reciters,—I shall be amply satisfied. It

is a noble story, replete with incident, and with characters well contrasted. It appeals

far more closely to English sympathies than do the comparatively artificial epics of

Sanskrit literature.

Of the following two extracts, the first (marked Specimen III) is a fragment. It

• describes the summons of Alha and tidal from Eanauj to Mahoba, the march from
Kanauj and the fight with the Chauhan forces on the way. It breaks off abruptly in

the middle of the combat. The second (marked Specimen IV) commences in Delhi,

where Chaura brings the news of the death of Brahmajit at Urai. It then describes

Ramapa,ti’s mission to abduct Malna, and how he was defeated on the way by Tidal, who
had been forewarned by Bela.

» Now worshipped at Mahiyar on the Tons.

» Bat not according to history. Most of the foregoing narrative is based on Tod, with additione from the seventh volume
-of the reports of the Archaeological Survey of India.
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Specimen III.

ira bti i
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^ tit qRTT 1

qnf ht HRqrrr 11

3m STTO3 qtx 1

•rr fiw fin: *tt signi wr

HT wtli qn ^TRcT %

HT HT faff qRTT 1

qiq qr <rTi9 'di *iH =hK ii

<S?t 1

srfw sitf ^ qr qjf!r

^tr sir ?rf% qrr
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Hl^M ^ l \

«r qr(%q htttsit

VJ^ %

Bist HI y? l<4 |

qf%% qR HHR ||

STCT5? % 3^ fTTT^Bp 1

^ wrsnr qr q^[
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Phui htwi sf ^rt qrr

fff fqqm srrr q$ i

^R % WRT H

qqf qft qsrtf q

frfqRT *£tf WSITT |

WRR »|f ?fRR | l o
|

ttthtT hi *rc I

TSBJcT feqTi«U SIR II

fq*I Hit H q^lf qT?I |

qro sqrs qnfqRT «tr ii

NT^?T BiT mgilTT 5RTB3 ^ BIB B3T 1
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•BundEli (Banaphaei) Dialect. (Distbict, Hamirpur.)

Specimen III.

TRANSLATION.

Jaichand.—Wh&t, has aught fallen into the Jamna or has the high hank fallen into

the pool ? I ask of yon, Prince Lakhan,1 whence comes this clashing sound ?

Lalchan.—Nought has fallen into the Jamna, nor has the high hank fallen into

the pool. The champion of Mahoba is coming, whose weapons clash together.

Jaichand.—(5) My limbs tremble,2 my body quakes, my thirty-two teeth shake; if

he of Mahoba come in his pride, he will bring my Kanauj to ruin.

Zdlchan.—Say not so. Sire, for the false pleases me not ; as once he served3 the

Chandel, even so he serves you.

Por the space of a mile4 floor-clothes are spread ; of pillows there were some fifteen

hundred
; (10) where the people sat cross-legged and touching each other, the javelins

covered the earth as blades of grass.5

There was the clanging of iron, there weapons of the finest steel6 clashed together,

where the Rajputs sat clan by clan, reclining on cushions.’ They were bemused from

the opium they had eaten, men who without blows would not change their purpose.8

Each man with his sacred sword upon his thigh, like a black snake coiled.9

(16) The camel-courier alighted in the court and said, * Raja, hear my words
;

10 the

Hero of Mahoba is coming; Raja beware! ’ On seeing Alha approach, the assembly
rose trembling." Every man made obeisance

;
great respect was shown,12 and on the

right side in the middle of the tent a place was cleared for Alha.13

* Lakhan was nephew of Jaichand.

' Dwiltxi is for idlai. Here, as elsewhere, ted is substituted for S.

* The root thdp— serve.

* A gati-kot is an indefinite measure of distance ; literally, the distance from which the low of a cow can be heard.
s Pal'thi is a method of sitting on the ground. The feet are crossed, with the knees wide apart. Arajhi ti= ul'jhi tit.

The earth was green {hariydy) with darts.

« Jfisrt is a kind of steel manufactured in the town in Oudh of that name. Sdr, essence, is commonly used to signify

excellence of quality.

' Euri clan or subcaste. Nibdrd=separate. A tikauna or 1 prop ’ is a pillow for leaning against when
.sitting cross-legged (pal'thi).

* Rajputs are great opium-eaters. These ballads are full of allusions to the practice and dwell upon it with pride. The
root Mnok=to be tipsy.

» A Kijpafs sword is looked upon as an incarnation of the Goddess Divi, and is frequently called by her name. Here
pafthi means • thigh ’ or * lap/

* Sar'ni or tSnni is a female camel.
11 The root bhahard—to tremble.
11 Gan iildn, literally ‘ counting bodies,’ hence * everyone/ Sar’mdn is a corruption of sanmdn.
a Hqf£=arm, hence * side/
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Jaichand.—(20) It is your wont to make obeisance once in the moaning, and once

again at evening
;

l what calamity has befallen you that you come at midday ?
2

Alim.—It is my wont to make obeisance once in the morning, and once again at even-

ing ; now a summons has come from Mahoba, and therefore, Raja, I pay youmy respects.3

Jaichand.—Ton have come out as an overfed horse breaks from his stable.
4

(25)

When I will, I can slay you ; why think you of Mahoba’s town ?
5 Laughing the Raja

spoke,—Alia, hear my words. For each grain of wheat I shall take two, and the price of

clarified butter I shall exact fourfold. Water shall I appraise at the price of milk.8 Alha,

hear my words. You have eaten and waxed furious in Ganjar ; in the forefront of the

battle shall I strike you down.7
(30) The Ghandel& drove you out, while the house

sweepers pelted you with sugarcane refuse.
8 Have you lost remembrance of that day,

that you come to me at noon ?

Laughing then tidal9 spake,—Raja, hear my words. Who is he that can drive me
out ? Who in the world has teeth in his mouth ?

10 Those for whose sake I had fled

were lost in Ganjar; (35) Your father never gained even Ganjar fort, but I won and
gave you Bengal : Beri too I smote, so that it cried like a goat when held by the ear.11

I smote Bijahta, and at midday I fired Bengal. He who had nine times routed Lakhan,

and slain the father of the Kanauj prince,12 him, O Raja, I delivered to you ; then you

slept at peace in the midst of Kanauj. (40) Twelve bazaars of yours I sacked, and

drove from before me all the elephants. Had you been so strong13
as you say. Raja,

quickly would you have turned me back.

Jaichand.—I but jested with you, my son, and you became vexed.

With a laugh tidal replied,—Raja, hear my words. Jest and smile with your mis-

tresses,
14 that eat from your hand. (45) Why jest and smile with me who can break

iron with my teeth ?

Jaichand.—At the full moon of Kartik I went to bathe at KaUnjar ; whilst return-

ing I smote Mahoba. Just then, my hero Hdal, where were you, while it was I that

was plundering twelve bazaars ?“

Alhd .—Quite true. You had gone to bathe at the fuU moon of Kartik, and whilst

returning you smote Mahoba.18 I was hunting on the preserves when a courier brought

8 Alta's younger brother.

“ tidal, owing to his fiery nature, was known as Baqh~udal, Tiger 0dal. He challenges the world to a tiger fight of

tooth and nail.

11 BSri lies in the Doab of the Betwa and the Jamni, close to their confluence between the Districts of Jalaun and Hamir-

pur. Bijahta is in Hamirpur on the banks of the Betwi.

»iM=time. So lautat dd (L 46) at the time of returning.

» BauKa=vgfyd.
» Mamawd—h hero. Alhs and Odnl were at this time in the service of FarmSl of Mabobii.

» Adhay=anMt/=mhay.
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me word. (50). When I returned to Mahoba then busily was plied the naked steel.

When you fled from the field then I captured the horse Manorath ; if you believe me
not, Raja, I can send now for the horse.

Jaichand—You may go to Mahoba. Ask what you will to-day, and I will grant it.

Alha.—Your goods, O Raja, I desire not
;
nor do I desire store of wealth. (56)

Let Prince Lakhan he given to me, that he may aid me at the river.

( The King gives help worthy of Alexander the Great to Alha.)

With 100,000 horse he gave Lakhan, with 125,000 Ray-pal ; and when he gave his

son Gulalan, with him he gave 52,000 horse.1 Alha paid his respects ; when the army
was ready, he ordered the march from Kanauj, and a numberless* host went forth.

(60) The camp was pitched in Kurhat ; Jagnaik with clasped hands prayed ;

s * they

have robbed my horse’s armour ; Alha Banaphar, have it brought back.’ Then Alha
took in his hand his pen-box and wrote an order. ‘ All and every I salute ; to the Raja
my best respects. As you are Lakhan’s relative, even so be mine. (65) Send back the

horse’s armour ; why stir up a quarrel ?
’

The Answer.—To thee and to thy grandfather defiance ; I challenge the Chandel to do

his worst.4 The horse’s armour I will not return, though the fight should last day and night.

Vdal sends a second letter.—All and each I salute, to the Raja my best respects.

Send back the horse armour, for this armour belongs to the Chandel. (70) Sucharmour
has no man, three lakhs and a half it is worth. If you do not send the armour quickly,

come out and fight in the open.5

Then sounded the Raja’s battle drums and the rattle of his drums was heard. In
front were yoked the guns, in the rear the rockets. All the forces of the Raja advanced
in the open field. (75) The attack was made on tidal : right well they plied the sword.

Young men6
fell in thousands, homes fell without number. Elephants fell in the field,

and fine was the stream of gore that flowed. The Raja fled from the field ; tidal took
him and pinioned him.7 When they brought the Raja before Alha, (80) he clasped the
palms of his hands and begged of Alha, ‘ Son, let me go with you ?

’

Then they marched from Kurhat, and came opposite the river (Jamna). For some
days they travelled along the roads, and then reached the river Betwa.8

Prithlraj heard
the news and occupied forty-two landing places. The fight with Prithlraj began ; in
blind fury they plied their arms.9

(85) Young men fell in thousands, horses fell with-

out number. Elephants fell in the field, and fine was the stream of gore that flowed.10

1 R&y-pal and Gulilan were the elder and younger sons of Jaichand. Lakhan, we have seen, was his nephew.
5 Gay-guicdr is said to be an old word meaning ‘ without number.' Gay-gtmal, the cowherd, is. however one of the

titles of AlhS.

* Kurhat was on the Kanauj, or northern, side of the Jamni. When Jagnaik was on his way to Kananj to summon
Alha he halted here. Its king, Ray-bhan, entreated him hospitably, but kept the rich armour which adorned his horse.

4 Chunauti and taldk, both mean ‘ defiance.'

* Male maiddn, literally, the plain of heroes {mall), is one of the stock phrases of the cycle for a battlefield.

• Here we have one of the stock descriptions of a battle, repeated over and over again in the cycle in identical words. It
occurs again ten lines lower down. Atmrdr means countless

=

beshumdr.
• Mu.uk bdndh-nd, to tie the elbows behind the back.

» The river Betwa, for the greater part of its lower course, forms the boundary between the districts of Hamirpur and
Jalaun. Urai, where the final straggle between the Chandels, aided by Alhft's forces, and Prithlraj took place, is the Head-
Quarters station of the latter district and is some eight or ten miles from the left bank of the Betwa.
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Slain was the son of Miyan Talhan, where the sword was busily plied, tidal heard

the news ; he flew upwards with his horse1 and so reached the thick of the fight,
2 and

exacted vengeance for the Sayyid. (90) He slew the son of Prithiraj, the leader of all

the champions. Prithiraj pressed hard; then busily were weapons plied. Alha’s forces

turned hack, and all the champions fled ; then Lakhan stayed their flight, and busily

were weapons plied. The Prince slew seven hundred, the Chauhans pressed hard (95)

;

when Chaura sought to seize the prince, fourteen hundred Chauhans were cut down.3

Alha’s force fled. Then the Princess Machhil saw and came she mocked at tidal and

said, ‘ Brother, whither are you fleeing ?
’

Machhil.—Give me the dagger from your belt, your shield and sword or spear ; a

Cutch horse, pure in breed among a hundred thousand. (100) You fear to die,—then

don the garb of women
;
paint your eyes with black powder and part your hair with

pearls. Turn, Brother Uday-raj,5 turn and fight, or I must lead and rally the host.

The foremost warrior of Gaujar was cheering on his infantry ;

8 ltay-blian of Kurhat

was dealing blows to the elephants ; (105) Bachhraj was giving Gujarat to feed the vul-

tures ;
7 Dasahar on the banks of the Bagain set flowing a river of blood ;

a and Jagnaik

said to Alha, ‘ Of your house who ever fled ?
’°

On hearing the words of Jagnaik, the Banaphar came forth from the crowd, as the

cobra comes forth from her hole with expanded hood.10 The company moved forward to

where Prince Lakhan lay, and, seeing Tidal approach, Chaura brandished Malkha’s

shield.
11

' The horse had wings, like Alha’s.

I JMurcha or morcha, here=a place of contest, an arena. It usually means an entrenchment or picket. Compare "speci.

men IV, verse 115.

» ChauT& or CkauTd was the son of Dasraj by an Abir woman, and consequently half-brother of Alha and Udal : on hit

birth he was exposed in the river like Moses, and was picked up and brought to Prithiraj Chauhan who reared the child, and

when he grew up appointed him to a command in his army. He was hence lighting against his own kith and kin.

• Mfichhil or Machhlavati was the daughter of RSgho M&chh of Hardw&r, and the wife of Alha. According to another

legend it was Diwals, Alha’s mother, who nttered this remonstrance, the most celebrated passage in the whole cycle. The
remaining lines are said to be taken from Chand’s poem.

» i.e. Udal.

• The three chiefs of Ginjar, Hirsingh Deo, Birsingh Deo, and PQran Deo, who had previously been conquered by Alha,

accompanied him from Kanauj.

7 Bachhraj appears to be the uncle of Alha and Udal. and father of Malkhan who had been killed in fighting Prithiraj

at Sirsa ; but according to the usual tradition he had died long before at the hands of Gaj, king of Gujarat.

• There is something wrong here. The Bagain is a river in Banda, a long way to the south-east, on the other side of

MahSba. Dasahar possibly means (the descendants of) Dasraj, i.e. Alha and Udal.

• It was the duty of .Tagn&ik or Jagnik, the bard, to encourage the heroes in the battlefield.

*• Set= a snake’s hole.

II Maltha had already been killed at Sirsa, so that this was a terrible defiance.
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Specimen IV.

unit I
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«rr?r Tiwf % *r?% qn

q% fqqhi 5TT*T «n

qrc qnqift fqqrft sit

q^T I

w q» qqrc qtqq qrnft

STTfT qi% ¥ qTTTT^T q

qq 'iwra

Wl«T M TTOTOffT % ^rfT I

"q^5 TM'^P qt^T qf

qrff tier t to in

iren q % grrr i

qqqt win ipft qqT %

qfqt qrf^

5rt ^iq *r?'!i«t qrr

qrjw qqnq Tra qnj

ttit T^qq qq qfnq qrr

qteT fW^fqqT ^ qfT w
If fit % »J#f t

q\i! qffT qf ^ft?T 5ft

qT3 'nH'ft I ’STTqiT %

qf% *1 iTiTT i* qf£ m

qkl qq qm wtt i

qiqq qq qq qfq i

qq f%#t f^TT *re ft wnr n

qqr qq qra wtt i

qrnffT qq qra mt i n i

qqr qir qqrci ^ttw (

qT ^ITq qffpft nifr I

5TTq «TT q<?t WTT I

qT 55nq qf^^l qrfr 11

qqqn qq qra mt i v i

W ijf-'STT qw i

STT 3JT«T % qTT II

^ qr % qtq? qqir i

fqqiT mi qi qTT II

qW qqqrrr 1 y,T i

qfft gq qra wra i

qqm qfrT qgTq q^ra i

qmra qqf ^31q i

5iqq q\T fqw qrara |

qft TTT qi T5IT q<^M | |

If ijq % qra wit i

fm fqNT mr i

Tnrrqfq ijTfqqr qsnr
i

qr% qra qr qfcrn:

»
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qrre ^Ti< qq «i»st41 qT

m qt 'q^T STM qT

WqT 5TqTq % a q>qq qfT

Sf?R qr qfe qT

qr?T qqrq t

Tlf?R ^T fifq qrt

q>® fqqT ^ ^TrtT qT

qf€t Rkixh qrr qqqi qqT

faCfr <¥fr ^f=03«t 4f

q3t =fitq qt <3U<3|*i qT q

Vwft % qq*ft q^TqT*#t ?ft

qiTT qsT^^ft qfr «ft$=u%

qrft fqqTn grff qg q

^3Tt qtftqq % qqqrr T¥

qqqrft qft qqnft q

fqrt qifq-MT sqq iNrr qn

^5 qifeqr % qt% fqtt

*)<ni+T qtTq qfqqT qTT

$qqr qrrqq qq ^nrq <rt

qr q» qrqq fq^T ^ qT

%frqT feRqi qrf% qrqqnt

qnrz: HqaTr gq qnr?T qrr

qfqq qf%q gq qqfqt

^ qt ^ q^TTTft

qft q^Tfi f%q ffart qt

qTft qq fqrfr i $y, i

qqqtqr qq sik i

qT WTq qqrqfq qrfqqq qqiT i

Trqr qiqq % Tpfqqr qqTT it

?jtct qqr .qqqrr i

q?< qrq qfre i
'©»

i

qHt qT qsr *jqrrq i

qrrq qrq qr qr^ q^Tq n

q^qr qiqqrq qgrrq i

qqf ^-gq*q^ qrrqr qrq i

qf^qT ^35 §s qqnr I '3'i i

3Tqq qq TforPT I

qqr qir qqrr i

qqqq (4qTi«ii qqq i

fqq qfr q qqqf qrq i

iq qx§ qnferr qiq n c« u

q*q % qq qqrq i

qqq^ zra qrqTT i

q<qMT qqrq i

qqqq qt qrfrqT qiqr i

qfqqr qr qnrr-qq srrq ii cy h

fqfrqT rgq qra qqrr i

st<nql qu qqq qqrq ii

qqqiq qfrqT qrq «

qqqT qfT qft ZTTq I

qq qr ^gqrqT qrq ii u

3 r 2
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SIR RjRnft at TO ga RcT fRT 1

«ff afaT ^t atft R atff ^R sft3? at?R 1

If at a tuff ^3>qa TO% TORRt ^wft Riff II

fRaft RfT % tIR TO ^ft3? fTRTT 1

^TZ SIRR ir ^RrT % *ITO TO qf^f aiff II £.* II

gR%° cR. RRT if ai^a ga am fan: i^ If rst % at $% W# TORTT I

*R *T TPRT af%lR R far TOrt aa groa ||

%ff srtr anff a^ R 4^-Rif q qtff fflff ||

*fNn 5j=ir cr r?r % ga ata tout i i

If RRT cR R afT atffl aiff M<qi«i ||

faffsiT WTlfVf R q cli*l'3^l TO TOTR TR 1

Rff wrt at r% TO aat aa gaiara i

TOT rzr TO ^ TO yfiqqi TOR |

RT RT aiTT % TOFT a TOgar asra wr i * ° ^ i

3REIRT ST? Riff R Riff ga ’fT SIR
1

^rf%T aaNt t a*?f TO RR aa TO g rTRK
1

?iRTf f^Nfcr If ttr .# arat r aTfaar asar ii

1W at 4WT ataR?i; % gq ffR WIT 1

r wt Rif If <f<RT R If ata aft3? qrqR 1

Rt faraR to trf wr fRfr 3RTtr ^itt
i

»>»»
SR sr gn «(ii r grf^RT ffin ii

VT. if RR ^T TO R qf ^TR |

n f^R TO ^ic[T R qff R ffjgqr if Rq 1

iKTO SR r «t qf^R % q% rf^R
1 m

R5 TO! TO TORT R TTRcrfa irf^t to ii

sr ^tosto at a ga % rr If gin i
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qffq f^mr qtr qqql ir

If qf % qT qqq%

wq ^ «ftl*^ qt < im q

qf%q f^TTm qtr qqqf q

qfcrqT If qTfq qiT

fqsrft If ^r^r qt

qq qqqrrrt qr^q %

fm Ijr^T 4f q^-HiTZq

TqTT q»T qfq If qqq ITT

^RT5T ftqq fl qqiq I

qq qqqTTqf %
ql'^l-qifll if ^l«tT qf

Ttl qf ^xj'a 'Jt'^q ^sII-mI

q** 'jk'H'U qr hit q
^q qr Tim qfqq qrqt

*qtfeq ^% If qfqff m
Trl’ff 3M Tf^t q^q %

qtft 'gqfft qrralgT qr

qrq qf^JT qqq ^fw*l

TJTT qf^q ^rlT ^fqqq

qqqrq ^rgrr q! mrfq

qqqa? Tiirgr mrra

IJIT qrq^T eft IqqTt

qq qrt qq*?t qrr qq qrq

qm«l itqq sit^t q

qrst qqq<ft qf^qr m
mt fartfgq % qrwT in:

qrzqrz fqm f^’sjTfft m

qfTT UT qftcTTT

q ^q qq q qrq n

qTq qjft qqTq^ qjT I I

IT qr 41 nl« I

qffq qjT qq qfq i

qtfT qqq qqq qfq 11

qtqim gq qm qinr i

qq qq fqqfT grqq WTT I ^ I

fqrr q% #qt qqr imq n

qmq % qq qqt tit i

mq qr qTfqqr ^stt i

qf^TT q» q% qqH II

qnqrT gq qra qqrr i i

tfqt qqr fqqTTT qrq 11

qrqq qq qra ^qq i

qr sirs qf^rft qifr 11

qTft sift qqrq i

fsqqr qfq fq^n Tiq i *3^ i

^q mr stt qqq i

qrq q^qn %r i

qqr sf5? q%gq qqrr i

qqrr qq qfqrq qj® i

qt qqs qwr% qrq i ^ 8 o
i

^ inft ^tq qr fqrqnr n

qrqq q q® q ttt i

^ qq qqr qqft qrqrr i

qTqrrq qr^ qgTq I

fipf qtqq q i^tit i i
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fa»T fa*T lfan»T %
fafak tt#st % ?nra ir

or f%T iron <r

€9 fan Otz ^T?ft *tt

TTcT^ TTTTST ITT f^*T f*i=h <1

fanr ftmr y<f?l >3T TTflmfal

tttt it Tfara ITT fa«hfa ITT

%T 3T ^T^TT ITT TTTT

^fa fakT? ifal TTf% TTT

'^r wi g?T in

tt at arr t «rraar

atr faroi if irfi m
Trfen fann ^ %

tl q| % atlTT m
ITT IT 'Oi^*fl afaiT«T 'si 1 *T\

*m <ff ist % mtat

^ttt %st % fama arr

irff TnrrnT it it

^faft araia am ttttt #

ara TiaTft nf%% %

41 "it ^prra aa it^t «t

atft Trfam % afar tff

TTH! latar ITT *3anfifT

'31T IT TTTT ^NiT TTT

Tim aara an ’irmn w
yfa?ar g^rnr lit ttttt ^

fan antra ai arr 1

^1T ifal aTTTl HTf I

TjTTna cT amT TJlfaT I

TITlt fall <£M cmTT I

at f^n It i^n afarr 1 u» y

a ¥T at W7 arm aT£ I

TTtlTT % T1% TT^in I

fa<S=T ITT of^TTI IT nif l

life ITT TT% Tl^m II

aWT aTT ^T’fW HTTT I \VK I

TT T ^T aTT fTIT^TT I

nt arts aia «% *14m ii

a^T ^J«T % ar^lT aia I

WT ana #? 1TTTT II

arran gn aTa itttt i * $ ® i

ITt HT TT% fTToTTT I

TT fan. =11161 ITS <!16 I <1 |

^J*N ITT aftl rj«^ii II

ITT Tjn ^T^T am 1

Tf% oTTO fan <1 ci ah' aiTl II $ ||>

1TMT Tjn ITrT 1TTTT l

IT# % ITT 1TTTT 11

nferr # are wri i

aarT ant t«r inrm i

XTT# WTT TTT^ ^fTn I (T)® I

tjti wNt it *t nra 1
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to: wt wri wtt wwfw wt wlgwT ^wtw wi wtt wtt t

^tT wrw wf fg#t w wt wtff to ^t5? wfwwrr ii

fWT WTWT WT TOWiTT I W WTO % WTW I

WT<ft WTT WTT wwftw wgw WWtWZW % TOT I W I

"5*i % wtwt *mct wt wr^w It nr <rrw % ctt ii

ww wwrwnft fwrr w wttwtt gw wtw wtt i

TOrCt wri w ^twft wTft fwwr ¥ wtt tot i

Mroi gw wtwr ww $wt wt wfwro i

^’fT wwtw ww w w wigw gw wtw tot i
?c. \

^ tr tot wfg wtw wt ftwft wro wtw 1

WW If TOT Wtft wfTO WTT Wtt WWWft WT WTW l

*TT W WTWWT wfe TO WT wtwt WTO TOT I

tot g»rotwr#f wrw-^fwwT ftwf wt gwTrw giw i

%#• wtwt % wgwrr gw wtg ? firm gro 1 1

^ *Tfwrwr gw wtwT wt fwrfwT wt ww fwro i

^TTW TOtt TOlf % wt WWWTf TOT WTWTWT I

TOTW Wtft W Wt wfwWT WT WT W<£t WTTTWTT TOT II

WTW W WT WT Wtf WTT wt WT<?t WTT t ^ TOTTT I

WWTWt gWWT W wfwWT gw TTWT TO WWW WITT I *£.» |

WT <?lB?«1 cf WT4 WWT TTWT WTWWtrT Wt Wlft II

TOT WTW gi WT TO W WT(?t WT WTW 33TW I

tWT WT TTWT WT WWW WT WWWT Wtt ^W^t WTT I

4tT WWTWt TWWW wf WTfWT Wzt W WTW WTW II
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INDO-ARYAN FAMILY. Central Group.

WESTERN HINDI.

BuNDBti (BanapharI) Dialect. (District, Hamirptjb.).

Specimen IV.

TRANSLATION.

Introductory Couplet.—As thou Sarasvati granted to the cuckoo the power of song,

and to the bee to hum melodiously ; so, Sarasvati, grant thou unto me such melody, that

I may sing the story of the Banaphar.

The Narrative.—Scene.—A well at Delhi.—Crowded were the water-stairs of

Samhar fort ; all the fair friends were drawing water.’ One cries, ‘ see, see, my friends,

whence comes this array ? ’ (5) Some think the traveller is from the south-east, some-

say he is from the west,* but Chaura’s sprightly bride, lord Chaura’s spouse,3 at the well

gave answer, * hear my words, O my friends. My lord it is who comes, riding on a

single-tusker.’1 With her golden pitcher on her head from the well she darted forth ;

(10) with such dainty steps ran she, her foot touched not the earth, and in the space of

a minute or two she arrived under the gate. With clasped palms she spake to Chaura,

waving over him her two hands in welcome.5 ‘ Tell me,’ cried she, ‘ the secret, how was
the sword wielded at Urai ?

,e

Chaura.—How can I tell it at the door ? Nothing can be said by me.
' (15) A

very tiger was Varmanand, seizing and devouring all our champions.’’ Twelve sons (of

the king) were slaughtered by him, thirteen sons-in-law were slain ; on the broad plain

of Ural countless women were made widows.8 Then the king gave me the order, and.

I smote Varmm Chandel. -

This much the woman heard, and ran full speed to the palace-square
; (20) to Bela’s

high raised upper chamber she ascended with hasty steps." The king’s daughter was
sleeping, and she plucked her sheet (to awaken her).
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Chaura'a wife.—Your gay red robe you must now give up, your bangles you must

break. Your husband has fallen in Ural ; sister, your widowhood has come.1

Bela.—Avaunt ! Out with you into the palace ! Mean wretch ! Hear my words.’

(25) My husband is still a youth, and will be sporting with his comrades.

Chaura’a wife.—With hopes of his youth are you deluded. Sister, hear my words.

Eor he it was who slew twelve grown up heroes,3 and smote down thirteen of the king’s

sons-in-law ; and in the broad plain of Urai he made countless women widows* If you

still believe me not, go and ask, for your hero (brother) has arrived. (30) Chaura now

gives audience, and splendid is the courtly throng.6

Bela.—The city of Mahoba I saw not, I saw not Kirat’s lake
;
Queen Padmini

have I never seen, I have not worshipped Maniya Deo.6 From my feet the crimson

stain’ has not departed, nor is my bridal garment soiled : it was not meet that you,

Chaura-man, should make me a helpless widow. (35) My curse upon you, Chaura-man,

may you be burnt to ashes.

Then Chaura gave answer and said, ‘ Bela, hear my words. Words of ill-omen are

you speaking in public, but I can say nothing.8 God made the victory mine, how then

do you this day take it ill. I can make black white, and white black ; in Samhar a

third share is mine. (40) Prithiraj has given me the order,—I will seize and bring the

Lady Padmini.’*

Then Bela gave answer, ‘ Chaura, hear my voice. Because of smiting a boy you

sp'eak big swelling words
; but my husband’s mother you shall never seize, till Delhi’s

every lamp be quenched.’

Then Chaura gave answer, ‘ Bela, hear my words. (45) I gave orders to Kama
saying, “Friend, hear my words.10 Brahma has fallen in Urai, the Banaphar Allia

attends him ; Mahoba’s Baja is woman-hearted,11 go, seize and bring the Lady Padmini.

Let not Pithaura know of this,13 nor the pure Ballar. By Kalpl’s ghaut go forth, seize

and bring the Lady Padmini.” ’

(50) With a mocking laugh quoth Bela, ‘ Friend, hear my words. Tigers Parmal

has nurtured, underground he keeps them. Parmal at any time has but to raise his

finger, and they will rend and slay.’

1 She calls Bela her husband's sister (nanad). Chaura having been adopted by Prithiraj, Bela is looked upon nx

his sister.

2 Dhar is what one says in driving away a dog. Dud-kdrd is an interjection meaning * out of this/ Compare

Hindi dutdnd, to rebuke. Kam-jalin = of low caste (fern.).

5 I.e. He is no longer a boy, as you fancy, for he has been able to slay all these full-grown men.
4 Des kai, literally, (widows) of the land. Kai is feminine.

6 Ar'jahgi = large, great, hence, magnifioent.

• Brahm&jit being but a youth, he had not yet taken his bride to his own home. The Kirat S3gar is still a clear,

deep, and spacious sheet of water at Mahoba. It was dug by Klrtti Vannan (1065-1085 A.D.). Padmini was one of the

titles of Malna l)§vi, Parmal’s Quern. The temple of Maniya Deo was one of the glories of Mahdba. It exists to the

present day, but has been partially renovated.

7 Which was applied at the time of her wedding.
8 Bwalati, here and elsewhere for boFti.

Guard or gdrd = the Hindi athai, an assembly room.

• ParmSTs Queen.

" Yd means ‘ this person,’ that is, the speaker.

Rdmd is R&mapati of Gwalior. Kdkd, nncle, is here merely a term of friendly address.

11 Mydhar = mehard.
12 For Chaufft should have gone himself. Pithaura is Prithiraj. Ballir is a name of Alha. Ktlpi is north-east of

Urai, on the bank of the JamnA.
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Ohaurd orders Ramapati.—The best of horses take, and take picked riders, and at

the hour of midnight pass over to the further bank.

Having heard this much Bela uttered a loud scream, ‘ Handmaid, handmaid,’ she

cried, ‘ handmaid, hear my words. Go straightway to the palace, and bring me my
writing bundle.” The pen and inkstand she took in her hand, and took up the paper.*

She gave salutation
3

to all the warriors, and to tidal reverent greeting. (60) ‘ Has the

horse Benduliya* grown old ? Or has Raja Parmal died ? I ask of thee, 0 tidal, heed

thou well my words. Whilst thou, O tiger, livest, wilt thou become a laughing stock in

Mahoba? Passing by Kalpi ghaut Ramapati of Gwalior is coming. See that at the

ghaut Rama escape not, though he should assume seven forms.’

(65) Then stout Princess Bela called a runner and said, ‘ I shall set apart and grant

you lands6 to enjoy unhindered all your life ; but let not Chaura know of this, nor let

Ramapati of Gwalior know. Only tell the news to tidal that Rama of Gwalior is

coming.’

He cleans his saddle and binds it on the camel, and quickly mounts.® (70) With

his heel he urges her on, flying like the wind.7 By night running and by day speeding,

midway he makes no halt. Thus in a few days’ space, with a cloud of dust flying, he

reaches Ural. A. tent with long walls was pitched, the summit of which soared to

heaven.8 An enclosure surrounded a pavilion of Deccan work, with fringes attached

to its four sides.” (75) Por the space of a mile floor-clothes are spread, of cushions there

were some fifteen hundred, where the people sat cross-legged and touching each other, the

•shields covered the earth as blades of grass. Apart sat Karchuli and Kachhwaha,

Sengar and Dhar Pawar.

10

There sat the Rajputs clan by clan reclining oh cushions.

Bemused were they from the opium they had eaten, men who without blows would not

change their purpose. (80) Each man with his sacred sword upon his thigh, like a black

snake coiled.

Bela’s camel-courier alighted on the tented field. Jumping down from the camel he

alighted, adjusting his shield and sword," paid his respects before the seat of the chief,

and presented his orders. While opening the folded letter and looking at the black

characters,12
(85) tidal burned as a coal and became like dark death upon his throne.

‘ Diriya, Diriya,’ he shouted, ‘ Diriya, hear my words. Instantly call for Alha,

quickly give him notice.”3

I A basta is any wrapper, and, especially, the bundle of writing materials, which are kept tied up in a cloth.

3 A dawat is a portable case containing reed, pens, and rags sodden in ink. The paper is held in the left hand while

3 Literally, headed the letter with * Ram, R&m.’ Sait = Satoant.
4 The name of Gdal's horse.

* JSgirai - jagir.

‘ Thok’ means ‘ to beat,' ‘ dust,' * clean.’ Jahdj is a camel saddle-pad ; tar’ni or t&rini = a she-camel.

7 Yard = a dig of the heel ; toaihar = the wind.

• A sirdchd is the canvas side, or qanSt, of a tent ; the ckad'wa is the ornamental top of a tent pole. In Hindi tirdcha

9 A ddto’nx is a canopy-tent, or shdmiydna. Here commences one of the stock descriptions. Compare specimen

IH,v.9.
“ These are all names of R&jpflt tribes. Each tribe sat apart from the others in order of precedence.
II Char’pet—to adjust, put to rights.

13 KuTphi is a corruption of qufl, a lock. Tar is to open a letter. In naj’rat, we have one of the rare instances of a

foreign (Arabic) word treated as a verb and conjugated.
n Piriyi was the groom of (Jdal’s hone Benduliya.
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JDiriya calls Alha.—‘Come on, come on, O thunderbolt of war, your younger
brother calls you.’

1

Straightway came forth (Alha) the thunderbolt and rushed into the

tent.® (90) Not a minute, not a second, passed, before he arrived in the tent. He then

called out to tJdal, * tidal, hear my words. Are you troubled with your neighbour on
the border,8 or has the Chauhan pressed you hard ? I ask of you, O tidal, why have
you sent for me at the point of noon ?

’

Odal.—A stratagem has Chaura planned ; Rama he has made ready, (95) who is

coming by the pass of Jalaun to seize the Lady Padminl.

Then gave answer Alha, ‘ tidal, hear my words. The best of horses take, and well-

chosen horsemen.4 Let not Rama escape on the roads ; cut ofE his head and bring away
the trophy.’

Vdal.—Whomsoever of the young men I may ask for,in this tent, give me as I ask.

(100) Then gave answer Alha, * tidal, hear my words. Whatsoever you ask for in
this tent, I shall grant your prayer.’

Vdal.—Siha of Siraunja give me, Prince Lakhan of Kanauj, Ali Alawar and Kale
Khan, with Jari Beg and Sultan, and Bahubali, the son of the Sayyid, whom Alha himself

for a moment fears.

5

(105) (Men these were who could eat a maund of flour each,

and would each eat an entire goat.
8 And the leaf dish on which their morning snack

was placed would crumble to dust.) Give me Varma’s Ahlr Matauwa,—All these make
ready for me, and I shall learn the truth about Rama ; he of Gwalior shall not escape/

Then Alha gave order saying : ‘ tidal, hear my words. (110) Whomsoever you asked

for in the tent, all have I granted to you. Only leave behind my brother of Sirsa, and
Miyan Talhan of Benares.8 Go on your way, tidal, my son, he of Gwalior must not

escape.’

Together the men rushed forth and dashed along the roads, and in a few days’ space

arrived at the river. (115) tidal threw out his pickets in the battlefield by the river*

and at the hour of eight o’clock Ramapati arrived. When tidal cried aloud and said :

‘ Young man, hear my words. In what region did your birth occur ? Where did you
assume mortal form ?“ I ask of you, my fine fellow, to what country are you going ?

’

(120) Then Rama planned a stratagem, and spake words of guile. ‘ In the west country

was I born, and there I assumed mortal form. A horse merchant I am, to sell horses am
I going. I have heard of a market for horses, to sell a horse am I going to Mahoba.’

Then tidal cried aloud, ‘ Merchant, hear my words. (125) At dawn, even at break

of day, when the chariot of the sun comes forth, I shall make way for you ; after that,

if you please, go on to Mahoba.’

1 Baj’ravgi means literally • thou whose body is the thunderbolt.’ Compare Virgil's duo fulmina tali Scipiades.
1 broke into the tent.

* Para—the frontier country. Qdraiyti is an inhabitant of the same.
‘ Ckhare—picked, selected.

5 Siha was the son of Alhi’s sister ; Lakhan was nephew of Jaichaod, King of Kanauj. The others were all sons of
Sayyid Talhan Miyan of Benares.

® Sar'much • samuchd.

7 The root dir or dyar is explained as meaning ‘ to learn.’

* Malkhan was the first cousin of Alha and tJdal. His fief was at Sirsa, east of the Dhasan. He boro the brant of
the Chauhfin’s first attack and was then killed. His death is referred to in verse 162. below, so that Alha cannot properly

refer to him here as his brother. Who else can he referred to, I do not know.

* fflircha, usually entrenchments, here means outposts or pickets. Compare speeimen III, verse 89.

» Disantar — dof,Intar : jal‘mau = jamna.
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With angry talk they wrangled, and fierce waxed the war of words. Right well did
tJdal admonish, hut he of Gwalior heeded not. Each learned to know the other in the
battlefield by the river.

(130) "With a mocking laugh spake tJdal, * Uncle, hear my words. Because of
smiting one boy, you have come and planned such a scheme.’

With a mocking laugh spake Rama, ‘ Udal, hear my words. You may speak a
million times, but I shall not heed, and will seize and bring away the Lady Padmini.’

On hearing these words, tidal gnawed his palm (in rage and cried),

1

(135) ‘ To the
defiance, and to Swamisur, from whom sprang Pithaura Ray.5 East and west, and
north and south, were ravaged the four regions; east and west, and north and south,
was heard the tramp of Bendula’s hoofs. As far as Jagannath and Ghurmuhl did I
smite

; I held the fair at Batesar ; Ramesar of Setubandh I smote, even unto Lahka did
1 take tribute.5 (HO) The stream of the Narbada I banked up, so that it turned and
flowed westwards.4 If to such a man’s mother4 you should speak as you have done, then
were it a shame for me to live.’

The angry talk increased, and fierce waxed the war of words. The sacred blade was
drawn at the river side, in a torrent of battle was plied the sword.5 Under the scimitar-
blows gushed out jets of blood, the swords raised the dust.7

(145) Fighting elephants as they were cut down fell to the earth
; troops of horses

fell ;

8 there were riders without arms, and horses without noses ;• elephants lost their
trunks, the host yelled in agony. 10 The heads which were wont to be tied with saffron

turbans, and to be dressed with attar and sweet oil,
11 those very heads were rolling on

the earth, while shield and sword clashed all around. (150) During the slaughter of the
night day appeared, and during the .day’s fighting evening came on.

Ramapati held to every inch of ground, but his pickets that were stationed there

gave way.15 Urging on his elephant he came out into the forefront of the battlefield.

Ramapati.—A trumpery servant who would slay, and so bring together the sins

of a lifetime ?
ls If there be my match in the ranks of Mahoba, let him come forward

in the battlefield.
14

(155) Urging on Bendula, Alha’s younger brother came to the

front.

1 Gadi = gaduliyd, the palm of the hand.
: Somesvara was the name of Prithlrlj’s (Pithaur&’s) father. He ruled at Ajmer.
1 Jagannftth is the temple of Puri in Orissa. GhurmuhX is said to be a fabulous country where the people have horse's
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Vdal.—Here am I, the leader of this camp, and of this host the chief.1 I am your
'match in the ranks of Mahoba, therefore am I come forward in the battlefield.

Looking at him from heel to head, (Rama said) ‘ Son tidal, hear my words. Send
.your elder brother to the front, who may be able to withstand my steel.’

(160) With a mocking laugh spake tidal, ‘Uncle, hear my words. One elder

brother is the Thunderbolt of War, who takes not his sword in his hand.® The second
elder brother of mine was he of Sirsa, whose head you cut off and carried away.’ Now I
am fully-grown, I am the eldest, able to withstand your steel.’

When Rama gave answer unto him, ‘ Son tidal, hear my words. (165) Take the

first cast of the javelin, if so be that you have any desire for life left in you.’*

Then gave answer tidal, ‘ Uncle, hear my words. Prom your darts I shall escape.

My turn comes after yours.’

Brandishing the javelin Sanichar, and resting on the front of the howdah,6 Rama
poured blows on his forehead, but Bela ever turned the point.* (170) tidal advanced to

make.his salute, with a cloud of dust flying behind him.® The countenance of Rama
withered, his face became dim, his jaws fell.

8

Bdmapati.—As a boy, I never missed my cast with a straw arrow, but now at the

river, side I have missed my cast with the javelin.8 An evil day has come for Delhi,

when my weapon has played me false.” A second bar of iron he brandished, a hard

nut for an enemy to crack;11
(175) he intended to strike on the chest, but tidal had

learned from jugglers the art of fence." Forcibly he smote with the bar; but tidal

warded it off with his shield.

When again tidal cried, ‘ Unde, hear my words. After your turn was over, you

gave a second blow, the third turn is mine." Let us fence before the host (each in his

turn) as a well is worked by the seekers for water.’
1
* (180) Then gave Rama answer,

‘tidal, hear my words. What, have you conned a potent charm, or learned how to avert

a dart ?15 Right well I smote you at the river side, yet not a wound appeared on your

body.’

Vdal. I have not conned a potent charm, nor have I learned to avert a dart. Tour

darts are of raw iron, and you have not paid the smith his price. (185) The son of a low-

‘ l dal. this host, is also a play on the name of Alhs’s son, Idol or Indal.

5 This is AlhL He had a magic sword which none could withstand, and which, in the BSjpOt sense of fair play, he only

* This is Malkh&n. See note to verse 111 above.

4 Sandhi is an iron dart or javelin. In these poems, it is a pundonor with each champion to offer the first blow to bis
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born mother are you, a good-for-nothing was your father.
1 In your childhood you got no

butter to eat, in your wrist there is no strength.3 Withstand my darts, which were made-
by order of Raja Parmal ; if from my darts you do escape, then you may go home and
anew celebrate your birth.3

tTdal then brought his horse to a distance, and laying on Mother Earth the burden
of his task (exclaimed),4

(190) ‘ 0 Mighty God, Maniya Deo, 0 Honour of the Cliandela.

Raja. O Mother Bela, at my right hand be thou, the spouse of Prince Brahmajit.’

He on the one side from his hand discharged the dart, and it lodged in his rival’s

chest.5 On the other side fell Rama on the field, where the double blow had lighted.6
-

The enemy fled, a disordered rabble, none stopped to tie his loosened turban. 7

leaning u that if RftmSpati do

1 Wockka — bchhd, low, despicable : bodd = low, mean, insignificant, feeble.
* Kihuchd = pahuchd. JSihdy is tbe negative verb substantive.
1 Tbe ckhathi is tbe feast held on the sixth day after the birth of a child. The m<
nay consider that he has passed through death and been born again.

. What is meant is that he invoked Mother Earth. It is noteworthy that tbe employment of kha-
n the dialects of the wandering tribes, often called « Gipsies,' of India. See Vol. XI.

• Duheld = double. Thejblow was double, as it was both natural and supernatural.

aningless prefix is coi
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KUNDRT OF H A.MIRPUR.

Kundri is spoken in the extreme north-east of the Hamirpur district, on the left

"bank of the river Ken, by some 11,000 people. It is also spoken on the right bank of

the same river, in the Banda district. Immediately to its north lies the Tirhari of th'e

southern bank of the Jumna, which is a mixture of Bagheli and Bundeli, and which has

been described under the head of Eastern Hindi (Vol. VI, pp. 132 ff.). Kundri is

a similar mixture, but it differs on the two sides of the Ken. On the right, or east, side

like the other dialects used in Banda, it is based on Bagheli and is mixed with Bundeli.

An account of this form of Kundri will be found in Vol. VI, pp. 152 ff. On the

left, or west, bank of the Ken, it is much more influenced by the Bundeli spoken in the
rest of Hamirpur, and is based on that dialect, with a mixture of Bagheli. As a whole,

Kundri may be considered to be an extension of Tirhari towards the south up the lower
course of the Ken.

The nature of this broken dialect will be evident from the first few sentences of the
Parable of the Prodigal Son given below. It will be seen that the verbs follow Bundeli
in the formation and use of the past tense, except in the case of rahcii, were, which is

Bagheli. On the other hand the postpositions, mat, in, and kd, to, are Bagheli, and so

is the form rnodro, mine, although the termination 6 is Bundeli. The general structure
of the sentences is throughout pure Bundeli, with the typical use of the agent case
before the past tenses of transitive verbs, which is unknown to Bagheli. The word
Idrrfrd for ‘ son ’ may be noted.
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BbndElI (KundrI) Dialect. (District, Hamirpur.)..

t ft *nW?T ^ | TTT-% 3Tft ^ T

TR Wt ^TTt ftHT ft?T Ht Htf % TFT I cR
!?mt I Wf <T fm wtr-ft

g^raf-nt 5^t irfr ( =^rr gn^m-ir Tt-% ^rq^r tht ift n

TRANSLITERATION AND TRANSLATION.

I manai-ke dwi lam*ra rahai. Uh-ml-se hal*ke-ne bap-s6

One man-of two sons toere. Them-in-from the-younger-by father-to-

kaho, ‘6-re bap, dhan-ma-se jo mwaro bisa boy so
it-was-said, ‘O father, wealth-infrom what my share may-be that

mohai dai-rakh.’ Tab uk-ne uh-ka ap'no Hkan bit
to-me give-away.' Then him-by him-to his-oum wealth having-divided

dao. Bahut din na bhaye ki hal*k6 lam*ra-ne babut
was-given. Many days not were that the-younger son-by much

jor-kai mulak-m! chaJa-gao. Hug suhad*pan-ml
collected-having a{-foreign)-country-in went-away. There licentiousness-in,

rak-ke . ap*no paisa kbd-dao.

remained-having his-oum pice was-squandered.



NIBHATTA OF JALAUN.

Although the main language of Jalaun is good Bundeli in the east corner of that
district, on the south bank of the Jamna, we find a dialect locally known as Nibhatta,
which is a continuation of the Tirhari of Hamirpur, found along the hanks of the same
river. It is spoken by about 10,200 people.

Like Tirhari this riverain dialect is a mixture of Bagheli and Bundeli. Tirhari is

certainly based on the former of these tongues, but Nibhatta, which, being further west,

is more in the Bundeli country, might fairly be classed with either. A few lines of a
version of the Parable of the Prodigal Son will be a sufficient example. Note how the
language struggles between two idioms. There are Bagheli past tenses like kahasi, he
said, dihis, he gave, which require the subject in the nominative case, and yet here it is

(as in Bundeli) in the case of the Agent. Alongside of these Bagheli forms note the

pure Bundeli hate, they were.

Nibhatta is the last of these broken dialects which we meet as we go west.

Besides this Bagheli infection, traces are also to be seen of the Kanauji, spoken in

Oawnpore on the other side of the river. Such is wd-ne, by him.
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JBttndElI (Nibhatta) Dialect. (District, Jalaun.)

ffft -N I ft lit I ft£-% IPlfj Ulff

f% 1 °IIM^ ^ ft HtT f%WT ft?I ft iffl ift I ci«| TL*T

^«lft *<J«T “(id fflH l °r§ct If«i ft?T ff Wt£T ’Jis'fll HI

^WT liT-% <gf %H l^TT Hf%H I lift l^HTsft-H ff«T iffTH HHHT

WH ffflH II

TRANSLITERATION AND TRANSLATION.

Kisi ad*mi-ke do lar*ka hate. Un-ml-se chhote-ne

A-certain man-of two sons were. Them-in-from the-younger-by

bapu-se kahasi ki, ‘he hapu, dhan-me-se jo mor hissa hby

the-father-to he-said that, ‘ O father, wealth-in-from what my share may-be

so hamin deo.’ Tab wa-ne nn-ko dhan hat dihis.

that to-me give.' Then him-by them-to wealth having-divided he-gave.

Bahut din nahl bite ki chhota lar*ka sab kuchh jama

Many days not passed that the-younger son all anything collected

kar-ke dur des chala-gahis. Wahl bad-maii-me din khois,

made-having a-far country went-gway. There licentiousness-in days he-lost,

ap“na dhan ura-dehis.

his-own wealth he-squandered.
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BHADAURT OR TOWARGAIJHr.

The head-quarters of the Bhadawar Rajputs consist of the country on both sides of-

the river Chambal, where it forms the northern boundary of the State of Gwalior. Here
also, in the TSwargarh District of Gwalior, are the head-quarters of the Tomar Rajputs.
The language spoken in this tract is known as Bhadauri or (in Towargarh) Towargarhi.
Under whichever name it is known it is the same,—viz. a form of Bundeli which is con-
siderably mixed with the Braj Bhakha spoken in Agra. It varies slightly from place to
place, being naturally more and more infected with Braj as we go north.

‘

The country in which Bhadauri is spoken may be described as follows. It is spoken
over nearly the whole of the main portion of the Gwalior State. It thus exten4s over a
much larger tract than the Bhadawar country proper. It runs down the centre of the
State from the Chambal to the border of the old Guna Agency, having Braj Bhakha and
Harauti to its west, and Pawari Bundeli to its east. To the south it merges into MalwI.
In Agra it is spoken in the south of the district in the tract bordering on the Chambal.
In Mainpuri it has a few speakers in the Kharka tract on the banks of the Jamna to the
south-west of the District. In Etawah it is spoken in the tract between the Jamna and
the Chambal, and across the latter river. The number of speakers is roughly estimated
as follows:—“r • • •

1,000,000

- 250.000

EUwsh 8,000

Total . 1,313,000

It will be sufficient to give specimens from Gwalior and Agra. The Bhadauri of the
other two districts does not differ. It may be mentioned that Bhadauri is not spoken in
Jalaun, although the dialect was wrongly entered in the Rough List of Languages spoken
in that district. The so-called Bhadauri of Jalaun is ordinary Bundeli.

The following account of the dialect is based on the specimens.
The system of pronunciation fluctuates. An occurs as often as 6, and ai as e

In *he same sentence we often find the same wo^d spelt both ways, e.g. mdro and mdrau.
As in the Bundeli of Jalaun we meet curious changes of other vowels, e.g. bauhat, many
for bahut (cf. Jalaun buhat) ; rehat for rakat, remaining

; iieh for kahi, having said.
In the case of consonants, there is a strong tendency to contraction, as in jdntu

knowing, for jdn°tu. This is specially noticeable in the case of the letter r For
instance

—

Instead of

chakaran, servants

parades, a far country

barisan, years

swrati, memory
mdr’nau, to strike

margin, striking

kar"tu, doing

chakann.

paddes.

bassan.

sutti.

kattu. .

8 t 2
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In the case of noons strong forms usually end in am or 6, e.g. saharau , help. The

oblique form as usual ends in e. As elsewhere in Bundeli, strong nouns of relationship

and some others end in a, which is not changed in the oblique singular or nominative

plural. Thus we have

—

Nom. Sing. ObL Sing. Nom. Hot. OH. Plor.

lar“kd, a son lar»kd lar’kd lar°kan. .

ghord, a horse ghora ghbrd ghoran.

In one instance the oblique form in e has a plural in S. It is hamdrS (not hamdre)

M bachchd hat, we have two cubs.

The influence of Braj (or perhaps Kanauji) is noticeable in the optional employment
of a weak termination, tt, of nouns. Thus jioabu, an answer ; mdttu or mdtta, striking

;

mattu, dying ; kattu, doing
;
jantu, knowing.

There is the usual instrumental singular in an, as in bhukhan, by hunger. The post-

position of the accusative-dative is ke or kS. In other respects the declension follows

standard Bundeli, due allowance being made for pronunciation.

In the pronouns, the influence of Braj has brought into use the form hd or had for
'* I,’ as well as me or mat. So also, besides the usual Bundeli forms (tumdro and twmdo),

we have tihdro, meaning ‘thy’ or ‘your.’ ‘Me’ is moi, corresponding to standard
Bundfeli mde. As in Jalaun, ‘ he ’ and ‘ she ’ are Set, obi. bd or Jo, plural be, obi. bin.

‘This ’ is ja,ji or je. Apaye is an oblique plural meaning ‘ own.’

The word for ‘ what ’ is the Braj kahd, obi. kdhe.

In verbs, we have the Braj hau, I am, and (very common) ho, was. The initial h
of the auxiliary verb is often dropped, so that we have forms like khdt-ai, they eat

;

khdti-au, you (fern.) eat ; nd-o, he was not ; rehat-e, they were living
; and det-ye (for

det-e), they were giving.

There is an interesting survival of an old neuter form in chdhau, instead of chdhau,
it was wished (by him), i.e. he wished. In other respects the conjugation of the verb
shows no divergencies from standard Bundeli, unless we consider as such mandmi for
mandwS, ‘ let us celebrate.’

The only other point to note is that ji is often used for the conjunction * that ’ after
verbs of saying, instead of lei, ke or hat.
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BcndEii (Bhadauri). (State, Gwauoe.)

Specimen I.

3TT3I WT^f)-Ei I TOiT % I WIT WTEiT-E WEE ETE-Wf Eif)

fWRt ffWT EE I ftw ffWT ET^-^f) ET-ET ETE-E I

ftfir Err) ^K'*i wee) hte %-wwt wh: e%e wwt-Hwt w)r

WEf) fWH WET ETTS^f I ET-Ef ETE ETW E T^t I ET Eft EEiTW

ETt wh Eft EH-flf) ffE WET I 5T=$T-W TTfET TIE WET) I ETE

TjWTT ERTE-H WTTEE-Wf EW) I HE ET-E WT#f fET E£ Eft WE IJH

l EfTWi WTEE)-E ETEff WETT) wf T^t I ET-E WTe) Eh
Eft), ET ETE-W ftWT H% WT^I?)% wN fWE ET^ WTH-fEWcT-¥ wIt

WtW *JW WE ETff TITtl | ft WETE HE ft | ff WEE ETE-E) ffwT

Wwf wlT Elff, ft tWTTf wtr EWEEr-Eft E^T ETEt WEE) ft | ft

fwrrft wteh ErffE wtfw Eiff i EH wee) wtwt tt(% we i ett-

E WfW-W E WTETT WEE ETE-W ffWT WTT-HW) I WE ETE-E WTE\T

E*ft frf-H EE ETE EWt, wtr WTETT W-W WrfMlt WEI'l WW) wtr

TJHETTT) I EE WTETT-E Erf) ETIiT ft fw?TTt wtr EWHET-Eft Ew)

ETft ft wtr fri^K WTW-WWE-Eft Et-E WtW ETH Elf | TfWT ETE-E

WEE WTETH-Et Erf) WT-wf ET-E HtHTET WTTW) wft TRT-H TJ^ftET

wk ETE-E WEt | EE EE fEET WTH w)r Iff) EETE | WT

WTETT-ET) fETT-W WEE HWt-% I wk Wtw) fETT-ET fH^-% I wk ]

fEEE-E ETfWE-E Es) <4t?) Elf) II

ET WE ET-Elt Eft EET fTT-E ft I WE E WEE ET-W feHT

Etftwr HW) EE WEE WT^ft-Et fWTE-W q€t fw E5WT whw-fkw
f*-Tft-% | ET-E ETf) fEi fhvk ETETT wk fft EWT-E WTT-Ef-wt

E(Et ETWt-t I Eflf-E ETE-E fETT-W ^ WTETT wtf^E I WT-I
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^ R RT-ff R *pft I RR RTR-R RTR-Rf RTR^f

I RR RTRiT-R RTR-^ SRTg RrI I cT-?f f^mft

%RT r¥ RTR-^F | Rh RTR-f f?mft RTcT R ^ift l RR-R W^TR

Rftff %fR%-RTf R ^T R^t WT % RTT-Rf RR RRR RRfRiR ^7T

^T <^4il RRTRR I RT-R €f-^f RR fRRTt RTRT^ RTT^Rf Rf RTRfT

WTTl' RRt RPT f^«Ul RTR Rk fRRft fRRTT-Rrf R^TR^t-RTf

| RTR-R 3TC RTRiT-Rf RT#t n W T%-¥ I Rk Wt RiW

RT-*T % Rg Rt fRR % | R RlRTRlTR RT^ R%R TTf

Rrri-% st ?k ^rsr rrt-^ fRtk-%° rrr rr)- I i wtrI rrt! furfr-Rf

^TT^-% I RTf RTT’g-ft fR» rirri ii
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BundElI (BhadaurI).

Specimen 1.

(State, Gwalior.)

TRANSLITERATION AND TRANSLATION.

Kau ad*mi-k! dwai lar*ka he. Luh*re lar*ka-ne ap*ne
A-certain man-of two sons toere. The-yomger son-by his-own

bap-sS kahi, ‘ dada, hamaro hisa deu.’ Dou lar*kan-ko hisa
father-to it-was-said, ‘father, my shdre give? Both the-sons-to shares

kad-daau ba-ke bap-ne. Phir luh*rau lar*ka ap*no
having-made-were-given their father-by. Then the-younger son his-ou>n

mal le-gaO, aur paddes chalo-gao, aur anyau-mi ap*ni
•property took, and foreign-country went-away, and bad-living-in his-oum

sig jama baliai-dai. Ba-ke pas kachhu na rahau. B5
alt property 'squandered. Him-of near anything not remained. There
barau akal parau, aur barau tang-dukhi hdn lagau. Thakur-ki
great famine fell, and very distressed to-be he-began. A-rich-man-to

rahua. rahan lagau. Ba-ne suara khetan-mi charaun-ks bhejau.
a-slave to-live he-began. Him-by swine field-in to-graze he-was-sent.

Tab bi-ne chahau ki ‘ pet bhari-leu bhus khai-ks.’
Then him-by it-was-desired that ‘belly I-may-fill husks having-eaten.'

Kau ad'mi-ne ba-kS saharau na! daau. Ba-ne soohau aur
Any man-by him-to help not was-given. Him-by it-was-thought and

kahau, ‘mere bap-ke hi! galle ad*mi hai, aur sib kachhu
it-was-said, ‘ my father-of here many men are, and all something

khat piat-hai, aur kou sudhl ann nahi khat. Hau bhukhan
eating drinking-are, and some moreover food not eat. I by-hunger
mattu hau. Ho ap*ne bap-ke hi! chalau aur kahau, « hS

perishing am. I my-own father-of here go and say, “J
tiharo aur Pan*mesur-kau barau papi jan*md hau ; hS tiharo lar*ka
of-thee and God-of great sinner born am; I thy son

kahibe jogi nahi; moi ap*no chakar rakhi-l§u.’” Mah!-sg
to-be-called fit arn-not ; me thy-own servant keep.” * Thence

chali-kl ba lar'ka ap'ne bap-ke hi! ai-gaau. Jab bap-ne
started-having that boy his-own father-of here arrived. When the-father-by
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lar*ka dekhau durai-tt, tab bap bhajau, aur lar’ka le-kl

son loas-seen distance-from, then the-fother ran, and son token-having

chhati-s5 lagai-lao, aur puch*kard. - - - -Tab - lar^ka-ne- - -
-ketbi,

the-breast-to he-applied, and he-was-kissed. Then the-son-by it-was-said,

‘ kakka, hi tiharo aur Pan“mesur-kau barau papx hau ; aur tihare
‘father, I of-thee and Ood-of great sinner am ; and thy

chal-cbalan-kau mo-mi kou bat nai.’ Halal

conduct-of me-in any thing (in-any-respect) is-not.’ Thereupon

bap-ne ap*ne chakann-sau kalil, ‘ja-kau ghar-ti

fhe-father-by his-own servants-to it-was-said, ‘ this(-person)-for the-house-from

posakai lyad, aur hath-mi mudariya aur pSw-ml juti paharaau;

clothes bring, and hand-in a-ring and feel-in shoes put;

ham turn sib’rS khay aur kbusl maname. Ja lar*kg-kau

we (and-)you all-together eat and merriment let-make. This son-of

phir-ki janam bhaau-bai ; aur khoau, phir-ki milau-hai.’ Aur siban-ni

house-of near arrived-having went, then his-oum man-from called-having

puchhi ji, * kaha chauhal-bauhal bui-rahi-hai ? ’ Ba-ne kahi

it-was-asked that, ‘ what merry-making is-going-on ? ’ Him-by it-was-said

ki, ‘ tibare kaka aur luh're bbaiya-ne ai-gaye-ki kbusl mani-hai.

that, ‘ thy father and younger brother-by arrival-of pleasure is-being-enjoyed.

Kahe-ti bap-nl phir-kl je lar*ka akhin dekhau.’ Ja-pai kachbu
Became father-by again this son eyes-with was-seen.’ This-on somewhat

dukhiay-ki ba ap*ne ghar-ml na gaau. Tab bap-ni ai-kf

sorry-being he his-own house-in not went. Then the-father-by come-having

ba-kau sam'jhabu. Tab jethe lar“ka-ne bap-sau jwabu. daau,
' him-to it-was-remonstrated. Then the-elder son-by father-to reply was-given,

‘ dekhau, muddat-t! tihari sewa hau kattu-hau, aur kab'-hs tihari bat
‘see, long-smce thy service I' doing-am, and ever-even thy word

na dan. Tum-n! chhadam-ki kauri khelibg-ki na daf, aur

not avoided. Thee-by a-chhadam'-of coteries spor.tmg-for not were-given, and,

cliall kaha-hai,
ja-so ham ap’yg sang*kin det@ aur

(?) it-has-been-said,

2 which-with I my-own to-friends I-might-have-given and’

y-fifths i
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khust manaute. Ja-ne yS-hi dhan sig*rau bar*bad
pleasure might-have-enjoyed. Whom-by thus-even wealth all squandered

kar-daau, so lar*ka tum-kd pyarau lagau, bai* libsi-laye, aur
has-been-made, that son thee-to beloved became, him (you-)brought, and

sib*ri simar-kau bhepachari-kau jimaau.’ Bap-ng
the-entire collection-for brotherhood-far a-feast-has-been-made’ The-father-by

jethe lar*ka-s5 kahi, < ham t8-sang rahe-haT
; aur jo-kachhu

the-elder son-to it-was-said, ‘ I thee-with living-am ; and whatever

ghar-me bai dhanu so sib terau

house-in is wealth that all thine

esiya rah chatt-ai-hai, je

(m-)this-kind-of path going-on-is, that

janam bhaau-hai; khoau-bhaau, phiri-ki

birth become-has; lost-became, again

ho ki awego ?
’

was that he-wotdd-come ? ’

hai; aur ja lok-charaj merau
is ; and this practice mine

tere luh*re bhaiya-kau pliiri-kaT

thy younger brother-of again

aau-hai
;

jai ko jantu-

come-has ; come-along, who knowing
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TRANSLITERATION AND TRANSLATION.

Kahn ek gauh*dua aur gauh*duniyl rehat-e. Ek dina bin

Certain one jackal and a-she-jackal living-were. One day those

doun-k8 khub pias lagi. Tab gauk'duniyii-ne gauh*dua-s§

two-lo very-great thirst was-felt. Then the-she-jackal-by the-jackal-to

kahi, ‘chalo, ham turn pani piyl; turn kou kahani keh
it-was-said, ‘come, I (and-)you water let-drink; you any story to-tell

jant-ho ke nahl? Bahl ek chite-ki bhatar hai. Jo turn kahani

know or not t There one leopard-of den is. If thou a-story

kahi jant-hau, tau chite-ki bhatar-pai pani milegau ; bauhat

to-tell dost-know, then tlie-leopard-of den-near water will-be-got; very-great

pias lag-rahi-haa.’ Bin doun-ne lialai chal-daau, aur pani-ke

thirst is-being-felt.’ Those two-by thereupon it-was-gone, and water-of

thaur pauh’che. Tab gauhaduniya boli, ‘ turn kahani jant-ho ki

place they-arrived-at. Then the-she-jackal said, ’ you a-story knowing-are or

nahi?’ Aur chite-ne un doun-kau dekhi-laau. Tab gauh“dua-ne

not ? ’ And the-leopard-by those two-to it-was-seen. Then the-jackal-by

kahi ki, ‘ mohi deh-ki sutti kachliu nai rahi.’

it-was-said that, ‘my body-of sense any not
(has-)remamed

.’

Gauh*duniya-ne kahi ki, ‘tau hia kahe-kau tharhe-hau ? Pani
The-she-jackal-by it-was-said that, ‘you hei-e why-for standing-are ? Water

pi-leu, aur ap’ne pur*kha kaka-s§ ram-ram karo.’

drink, and your-own venerable uncle-to Barn-Bam{—obeisance) do.'

Gauh‘dua pani pian lag-gaau. Jab pani pi-ki sutto

The-jackal water to-drink began. When water having-drunk refreshed'

hau-gaau, tab kalano, ‘ kaka, ram-ram.’ Phir gauh*duniya-t!

became, then prosperity-wds-wished, ‘uncle, Bdm-Rdm.’ Then the-she-jackal-to

laut-ki kahi ki, ‘ tu-S pani pi-lai, aur tu-S
having-returned it-was-said that, ‘you-also water drink, and you-also

Ram-Ram kar-lai.’ Pani pi-kai ba-u sutti ho-gai. Tab
obeisance make.’ Water having-drunk she-also refreshed became. Then

-
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pur*klia-s8 kahi, ‘ mere ghar chalau. Hamarg do bachcha
the-venerable-one-to it-ioas-said, * my house-to come. Of-us two young-ones

haT, je gauh*duH kahat-hai, “bachcha mere haT;” be bachcha,
are, this jackal saying-is, “ the-young-ones mine are;” those young-ones,

hS kah*ti-h§ ki, “mere haT.” So turn chalau aur sujhai-deu.’

J saymg-am that, “mine are.” Therefore you come and sett le{-the-dispute).'

Tab chite-ne ap»ne man-mS jan-lai ki, « merau kam
Then the-leopard-by his-own mind-in it-was-conjectured that, ‘my business

ban-gaau, chars khai-laihs
; merau kam ban-jaihai.’ BahS-si

is-done, all-the-four 1-shall-eat-up ; my business will-be-done.’ There-from
chale, ap‘ne thaur-pai aye be sig*re. Tab gauh’duniya

they-started, their-own place-to came those all. Then the-she-jackal

gauh‘dua-s! boli, ‘ lar"kan-kau kaka-ke dhigl Ubay-lau, so be
the-jackal-to said, • the-young-ones uncle-of near bring, so he

samajh-ke taiso kar-dl.’ Gauh'duS dar-pan-ke mars
understood-having like-that does.’ The-jackaH,-by) fear-of through
bhitar-se bahar-kau moh na dikhao. Tab gauhMuniyl-nS kahi

inside-from otitside-to face not was-showed. Then the-she-jackal-by it-was-said

ki, ‘ bachchan-ks hg lyauti-h§.’ Phir ba-u bhatir-mB guli-gai
that, ‘ the-young-ones I fetching-am.' Then she den-in disappeared.

Chito akelau bahar tharho rahi-gaau. GauhMuniyl-ne masak-kB-ujhak-kg
The-leopard alone outside standing remained. The-she-jackal-by peeped-out-having

kahi, ‘ pur*kha, ham dou-jane apus-mi raji
it-was-said, ‘ O-venerMe-one, we two-individuals between-ourselves reconciled
hui-gaye

; ek ba-ne le-laau, ek maT-ne le-Iaau.’ Chito
became ; one him-by was-taken, one me-by was-taken.’ The-leopard
lauto, ap'ni bhatar-ks chalau-gaau. Be dSu ap*ne bach-gaye.

returned, and-his-oum den-to went-away. Those two themselves «oei-e-saved.

Chite-sB kahi-suni-kl pani pi aye.
The-leopard-ioith conversed-having water having-drunk oame.

FREE TRANSLATION OF THE FOREGOING.

Once upon a time there was a jackal and his mate. One day they felt thirsty, and
the she-jackal said to the jackal, ‘come, let us drink water. Do you know any stories
or not ? There is a leopard’s den, and if you know any stories, we will drink there. I
am dying of thirst.’ So they went on to the watering-place, and when they got there
the she-jackal said, ‘do you know any stories or not? ’ As she said this the leopard
caught sight of both of them. Then said the jackal, ‘I have forgotten everything.’ Then
said the she-jackal, ‘why are you standing there? Take a drink and then make
obeisance to our worthy uncle.’ So the jackal drank, and when he was refreshed he
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turned to the leopard and politely wished him good morning. Then he turned to the
she-jackal and said, ‘you too take a drink, and then do you too make obeisance to him.’
As soon as she was refreshed she said to the leopard, ‘ worthy uncle, come to our house.
We have two cubs. This jackal says they are his, and I say they are So come
along and settle the dispute.’ The leopard said to himself, ‘ here are two, and there are
two cubs more. I shall eat them all up at once. This is just the thing that suits me.’
So the three made off for the jackal’s home. When they got there, the she-jackal said to
the jackal, ‘go inside and drag them out before the worthy uncle.’ The jackal under-
stood what her device was and went in, but out of fear of the leopard did not come out
again. Then said the she-jackal, ‘ I’U go and bring the cubs myself,’ and she also slipped
inside, leaving the leopard standing alone by the entrance. When they were both safe
at home, the she-jackal peeped out of her hole and said, • worthy uncle, we have made up
our dispute. He has taken one and I have taken the other.’ So the leopard could only
go back to his own den ; while the jackals were safe and sound, having successfully got

.their drink by engaging the leopard in talk.



The following short folk-tale is in the Bhadauri of the District of Agra. It is

almost the same as that of Gwalior. The Braj termination u is more common. Note the

frequency with which contraction occurs. We have pajjd for par*ja or prajd, subjects

;

khaehchu for kharch, expenditure
;
pattu for par*tu, falling ; and jdto for jdt-to, was

going. Note also the Braj /;«, the termination of the accusative-dative, and the Kanauji

form tho, was.
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TRANSLITERATION AND TRANSLATION,

£k Surj-Narayanu-ki mali’tari aur ghar-bari ralil.
0ne Surj-Narayan-{the-Swn-Ood)-of mother and wife were.

Be adhau pajja auru adkau ghar-kau kbachchu det-ye.
They {he) half the-subjects and half honse-of expenditure giving-was.

86 baha aura mahtari-kau kkacliclm-ti purau na-
But the-daughter-in-law and the-mother-of expenditure-front sufficiency not-

6 pattu, aur pajja-kau khacbcliu-tg pflrau parau-jato.
was falling, and subjects-of expenditure-from sufficiency fallen-going-was.

Tab Surj-Narayanu-ki ghar-bari-ne sasu-sg kalil kai, ‘turn
Then the-Sun-God-of the-wife-by mother-in-law-to it-was-said that, ‘you

Surj-Narayanu-pai jau, so turn Surj-Narayanu ap»ne beta-tg kabo,
Ike-Sun- Godrto go, then you the-Sun-God your-own son-to say,

*' ^“nau ham-kn deu, ta-sS hamarau udar bhare.” ' Tab“ so-much us-to give, that-from our bellies maybe-filled:" Then
Surj-Narayanu-ne ap*ul mahtari-tl pOchbi kai, ‘turn kaisl kari-
the-SunrGod-by his-own mother-from it-was-asked that, ‘you how done-

ks khati-au?’ Tab un-ne kahi kai, ‘sasu
having eating-are ?' Then her-by itncas-said that, ‘the mother-in-law

bahu-ki chori, aur bahu sasu-ki chori,
the-daughter-in-law-of theft, and the-daughter-in-law the-mother-in-law-of theft,

ais§ kari-kl khat-aT.’ Tab uni-ki bahu ckali-gal.
so done-having eating-we-are.’ Then her daughter-in-law went-away.

Sasu-ke pichhl kaure-sau jai than-bhai. Mahtari
The-mother-in-law-of behind a-comer-by going standing-became. The-motliei-

dhota bafrane. Phiri suni-ki chali-ai. Bin-ne gharu
the-son talked-together. Then heard-having she-came-away. Them-by house

ai'ke lipo-poto, roti banai. Khubu jhakk
come-having plastering-etcetera-was-done, bread was-prepared. Very shining

dong sasu bahu-ne ek thaur baithi-kS
both the-mother-m-law the-daughter-in-law-by one place-in sat-having



ek thSr-me jei roti kliubu niki tariya-te. Surj-Nar&yanu-ke
one dish-in was-eaten the-bread very good toay-in. The-Sm-God-to

kliubu bar*kati bliai.

much blessing became.

Surj-Narayanu apani astri pas aye. Suri-Narayanj cliori-cliora

The-Sun-God his-own wife-of near came. The-Sun-God secretly

kau pajja-ne jaui nabl. Phiri Surj-Narayanu-ki astri-ko adlianu
any subject-by it-was-known not. Then the-Sun-God-of wife-to pregnancy

rahi-gayd. Tab un-ke paida bhayau putra nabaT mahina. Pajja-
occurred. Then her-of born became son (in-)ninth month. The-subjects-

ml ckabau bhaau. Phiri Surj-Narayanu ap’ne des-kaii niki
among scandal occurred. Then the-Sun-God his-own country- to good

tariy§S-s§ aye. Lau las'kar lai-kg aye. Tab un-kau rathu
way-in came. Banner army token-having he-came. Then his chariot

gail-ml ataki-gaau. Tab ham-ne kahi kai, ‘ Surj-Narayanu-kau
way-in stuck-went. Then us-by it-was-said that, ‘the-Sun-God-of

jalda putra hoy*gau, tau ba-ke chbuaT-tl rathu chali-hoy.’

begotten son he-will-be, then his touching-by the-chariot will-go.'

Tab hamare-tumare jani to Surj-Narayanu-kau nabl tho.

Then our-your-in knowledge to-be-sure the-Sun-God-of not he-was.

Surj-Narayanu ap*ne man-uiB janat-e kai, ‘hamarau beta kai.’

The-Sun-God his-own mind-in knowing-was that, ‘my son he-is.'

Tab beta gbar-tl aau; rathu p!y-ke agutha-te chhui-daau.
Then the-son house-from came; the-chariot foot-of finger-with was-tonched.

Rathu chali-uthau. Ap“ne gliar-kau chalau-aau. Tab
The-chariot began-to-move. His-own honse-to he-came-away. Then

ghar ai-pohochau. Khubu niki tariyl-tg anandu bhaau.

house he-arrived. Very good way-in rejoicings took-place.

bhajanu bhaau.

hymn-singing took-place.

FREE TRANSLATION OF THE FOREGOING.

Suraj Narayan, the Sun-God, had a mother and a wife. He used to give half his
money to his subjects and half for his household expenditure. What he gave was not
enough for the expenses of his mother and her daughter-in-law, but was enough for the
expenses of his subjects. So the wife said to the mother, ‘go to your son, the Sun-God,
and say, " give us enough to fill our bellies.’” Then the Sun-God asked his mother!
* how do you eat ? ’ She replied, ‘ the mother-in-law has to steal from the daughter-in-law!
and the fiaughter-in-law has to steal from the mother-in-law. That is the way we eat.’

The wife had followed her mother-in-law, and stood in a corner behind her while

his-own

Khubu
Well
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she and her son talked together. When she had heard what they said she went away.
Then the two 1 went home. They plastered the fireplace in order to cook, baked some
bread, and, to their hearts’ content, sat together, and ate bread out of the same dish till

they were satisfied. Then they blessed the Sun-God.1

The Sun-God visited his wife. He did it quite secretly. None of his subjects knew
about it. Then his wife became pregnant, and in the ninth month a son was horn.
There was a scandal about this amongst his subjects. Then the Sun-God came home with
great pomp. He came with a fully equipped army. His chariot stuck in the way. Then
we all said, ‘if this son has been begotten by the Sun-God, the chariot will move when
he touches it.’ In your and my opinion he was not the Sun-God’s child. But the Sun-
God knew in his heart that the boy was his son. The son came out of the house. He
touched the chariot with his toe and it began to move. Then the Sun-God arrived at his
own house. Great rejoicings took place, and loudly were hymns sung.

1 Apparently the deity ] e» hut the story does not say «
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THE BROKEN DIALECTS OF THE SOUTH.

We have seen that Standard Bundeli is spoken in the districts of Saugor and Damoh
of the Central Provinces, which lie on the Vindhyan table-land. South of them lies the
Narbada Valley with its offshoots, including the districts of Mandla, Jabalpur, Narsingh-
pur, Hoshangabad and a part of Nimar. Mandla speaks Eastern Hindi, and so does
Jabalpur, although the language of the latter district gradually merges into Bundeli as

we go westwards. Narsinghpur and the greater part of Hoshangabad speak standard

Bundeli, but the rest of Hoshangabad speaks Malvi and the part of Nimar, Nimadi.
South of the Narbada Valley lies the Satpura table-land, including the districts (going
from east to west) of Balaghat, Seoni, Chhindwara, and Betul. Balaghat speaks, in the
main, a form of Marathi and a number of broken dialects described under the head of

Eastern Hindi (Vol. VI, pp. 174 ff.) which are mixtures of Bagheli and the former
language. The members of the Lddhi tribe in that district, however, speak a mixture of

Bundeli and Marathi, which is dealt with here. Seoni, like Narsinghpur to its north-

west, speaks standard Bundeli. Chhindwara, which is linguistically separated from the

Bundeli of Hoshangabad by the Satpura range in which the languages are Gondi and
Kurku, has a broken form of Bundeli in the centre of the district, and Marathi in the
south. There is no one standard dialect for the whole of central Chhindwara ; each tribe

seems to have a slightly varying form of speech, but they all closely resemble each other.

Besides possessing a few local peculiarities, the Bundeli patois of Chhindwara is mainly
remarkable for the large quantity of Hindostani words and idioms with which it is inter-

larded. West of Chhindwara lies Betul, of which the main dialects are a corrupt Malwi
and Marathi.

South of the Satpura table-land lies the great Nagpur plain, of which the language is

Marathi. In the district of Nagpur, however, a number of tribes scattered over the whole
area use a language which is locally known as * Hindi.’ An examination of the speci-

mens which I have received shows that it is a broken mixture of Bundeli and Marathi.

Finally, some members of the Koshti tribe in Chhindwara, Chanda, Bhandara, and
Berar and of the Kumbhar tribe in Chhindwara and Buldana, speak a dialect verv

similar to Nagpur ‘ Hindi.’

We thus get the following list of broken dialects of the south :—
Lddhi (Balaghat) 18,600
Chindwara, Bundeli . 145,500

» K<»hti 3,242

„ Kumbhari •
. 4,400

153,142
‘Hindi ’of Nagpur 105,900
Other Koshti Dialects of the Central Provinces 8,800
Koshti of Berar 2,650
Kumhhari of Buldana 480

289,572
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THE BROKEN DIALECT OF THE BALAGHAT LODHTS.

I have said above that Seoni is the south-eastern limit of Bundeli. This must be
taken with the reservation that a broken patois of Bundeli is found in Balaghat, a dis-

trict still further to the south-east.

In Balaghat there are three broken dialects spoken by cultivators who have immi-
grated into the district during the past few decades. These are Marari, PSwari, and
Lodhi. The first two have already been dealt with under the head of Eastern Hindi
(VoL VI, pp. 174 ff.). The Lodhi dialect is spoken by about 18,600 people of that

caste scattered over the west and centre of the district who have come originally from
the country to the north. They speak a broken jargon which is a mixture of Hindo-
stani, DakhinI Hindostani, Marathi, Bagheli, and Bundeli. Judging from the specimens

which I have seen, Lodhi is mainly based on the last mentioned dialect. I therefore

class it here.

It would be a waste of time and paper to give complete specimens of this mixed jargon.

The first few lines of the Parable of the Prodigal Son will suffice. We have fragments
of all the dialects mentioned above in this short passage. Eor instance, the and mere,

are Hindostani, mere-ko is Dakhini, ap‘ll, own, is Marathi, o,
‘
that,’ is Bagheli, and

chuko, paryo, gayo are Bundeli.
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TRANSLITERATION AND TRANSLATION.

£k ad‘mi-kha do lafka the. O-mE-se chhota-ne

One man-of two sons were. Them-m-from the-younger-by

hap-se kaha, ‘he hap, sampat-mf jo mera hissa ho

the-father-to it-was-said, ‘0 father, property-in what my share may-be

so mer§-ko d6-dew.’ Tab o-ne ap*li sampat bat-dinhi.

tkat me-to give-away.’ Then him-by his-own fortune was-divided.

Bhawat din nah! bite chhota lar*ka sab ekuttha kai-khu

Many days not passed the-younger son all together made-having

dur des chali-gayo, aur wahl luch*pan-m! din gumate-hu6

distant country{-to) went-away, and there riotous-living-vn days wasting

ap*li sampat uray-dinhi. Jab wah sab uray-chuko, tab

his-own fortune was-wasted-away. When he all spending-finished, then

bo des-ml baro ahkal paryo aur o des-me ja-ku kahgal

that country-m great famine fell and that country-in going indigent

bhay-gayo.

he-became.
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DIALECTS OF CENTRAL CHHINDWARA.

To the west of Seoni lies Chhindwara. This District consists of two portions; a

northern and a southern. The northern, or Balaghat tract (distinct from the Balaghat

district), consists of the hill country above the slopes of the Satpura Mountains, and the

southern, or Zerghat of the tract of lowland beneath them. The language of the Zerghat

is Marathi. The Balaghat is a series of high table-lands, rising as we go north to the

Mahadeo Hills. The languages spoken in these Hills do not concern us at present.

They are spoken by Gonds and Kurkus. Between them and the Zerghat, i.e. in the

central part of the district, the language is a corrupt Bundell.

At least eight different dialects, called respectively Bagheli, Bundell, Kumbharl,

Gaoli, Raghobansi, Kirari, Koshti, and Powari, were originally returned as spoken in

Central Chhindwara. A reference to the specimens of what is called * Bagheli ’ shows

that it is not Bagheli at all, and that it scarcely differs from what is reported as Bundell.

There are only a few very minor variations. As for Kumbharl, the Kumbhars, or

Potters, of Chhindwara are bilingual,—at least some of the specimens of their language

are in the ordinary Bundell of the district, and others are in Marathi. Another explana-

tion may be that some of them speak one language and some the other. Por want of

better information, I have classed the Kumbharl spoken in Chhindwara under Bundell.

At the same time, a very similar form of Kumbharl, also based on Bundell, is spoken in

Buldana in Berar, and hence the Kumbhar dialects as a whole are considered together at

the end of this group.

P^om the account originally given of Gaoli, Raghobansi, and Kirari, it was at the

time concluded that they were most probably forms of Malwi. An examination of the

specimens since obtained will show that they are all merely impure Bundell. Again, the

3,242 speakers of the Koshti dialects, which are popularly believed to be a form of

Marathi, turn out to be speakers of mongrel mixtures of that language with Bundell, the

latter being the basis. Pinally, 3,000 Powars were originally reported as speaking a

special dialect in Chhindwara. Further enquiry shows that they have no special dialect,

but that they speak the ordinary Bundell of the District.

We thus get the following figures for the Bundell spoken in Chhindwara

Ordinary Bundell of the District, viz .
:

—

‘ Bagheli ’ (so-called) 35,000

Bundell (<3,500

Power! 3,000
121,500

24,000

3,242

4,400

Total . 153,142

The last five will be dealt with subsequently. I now proceed to consider the firs®

three together, as being really one dialect. It is spoken by 121,500 people.
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The dialect spoken in central Ckhindwara varies from place to place and according

to the castes of the people who use it. Besides having peculiarities of its own, the dialect

is everywhere freely mixed with ordinary Hindostani. This is no doubt due to the

fact that a large portion of the Aryan population claims to have come from Northern

India. The mixture is a purely mechanical one. In one sentence we will find a

Hindostani expression, and, in the next, the same idea expressed by a Bundeli one. For

instance, the agent case of the third personal pronoun is sometimes the Hindostani us-ne>

and sometimes the local Bundeli o-ne or wb-ne. On the other hand, we find the suffix kb

sometimes used, as in Hindostani, for the accusative-dative (as in rahan-ko chalo-gao,

he went to live), and sometimes, as in Bundeli, for the genitive (as in tero aur

Bhatfwan-kb kasunoar, a sinner of (i.e. before) thee and God). In the specimen which
follows there are numerous instances of nouns declined after the Hindostani method, and
further attention will not be drawn to them.

The following peculiarities which are not due to Hindostani occur in the various

Ckhindwara dialects. They have been collected from a number of different sources, and

most (but not all) of them will be found in the specimen given below.

Nouns-—Nor the sign of the accusative-dative (besides the Hindostani ko) khw,

corresponding to the pure Bundeli khd, occurs ; thus, me-hhtt, to me. We also find kha

and khe. For the ablative-instrumental both se and sa occur.

In the pronouns, the oblique forms of mat, I ; tot, thou ; and jo, this or who, are

me (not two); fe (not to); and je (not yd) respectively. Thus, me-khu, to me; je-khi,

accusative, which.

The pronoun of the third person is 6 or too (not bo), and its oblique form (besides

the Hindostani one) is not bd but 6, too, or uwb. The last form is common amongst
Kurmis.

All these pronouns form a dative in he ; thus, mehe, to me ; tehe, to thee
;
jehe, to

whom, to this ; ohe, to him, to that. Sometimes the final vowel is nasalized, as in mehS.

This form corresponds to the Bundeli moe, etc.

In verbs, the past tense of the verb substantive is usually hath, but we also have

hatho (especially among Kurmis) (compare Dakhini Hindostani athd) and tho (a Bundeli

or Kanauji corruption of the Hindostani thd). We may note the usual Bundeli fond-

ness for contractions, as in kahU, for kah‘hffi, I will say. The past tense of den, to give,

is dab or deo. So ten, to take.

We may also note that ibe word for ‘ (he or she) said ’ is kaho, not the feminine

kahl, as in standard Bundeli.

In other respects these dialects closely follow ordinary Bundeli.

The following extract from a version of the Parable of the Prodigal Son will illustrate

most of these peculiarities. I am indebted for it to Mr. L. N. Chowdhri. It is in the

dialect used by women, and is an excellent example of the general language of the whole
of central Ckhindwara.
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[No. 26.]

INDO-ARYAN FAMILY. Central Group.

WESTERN HINDI.

BundelI (mixed dialect). (District, Chhindwaka.)

(Assistant Surgeon L. If. Choivdhri, 1899.)

I Tm«i °ll 4-H Tfit

fWT-^t I fSRPtft

m 6 <^
-

m) I jct'% Hr 41n»i «T M|4| f% 4 iT HTTf HT^r-TT^f

T3\5t ^T-% fT-% g^TT-H I ^ft-% ^PRt ^Mft T^-

HMl-H ^n-'STTt I ift-% HT ’ITT ^fT-^TTT HT it g^f-

ir ngfi- Tit vnrt ttm Tit ’Ttr ift-ir^ cnffr it«r ^pft i

dtt ^ irtr TiR-irt ^rift-Hit i th i^ *?1 -»t

it-*# grit-% wit i w€t-% wTit

tte T"T *R^r-ft HTH-it grr grTH-ii ^ti wr^ft ift-r#

«rff icl-if I WT T? WTT-T Writ cTT Wf-W Wf ^Tft I TTT-#

f%?R cWil^K TMTT-^t qft <jft Tj£t ^TTW-Sfit WIT R-Wt f»Md-%

wir If wit HR-if i If wr ts-tt itr mi? wlr wt-w

Wf Wlf f% W WTt wk WTTH-Wt WgTTTT if wk If HTT ifZT

ttsw-% writ? wf t i w-k writ tw hwtt^tt whir wr-ii

THf-i II

TRANSLITERATION AND TRANSLATION.

Ek ad‘mi-ke do bete hate. Un-me-se chhote-ne ap*ne

One man-of two sons were. Them-in-from the-younger-by his-own

bap-se kalio, * dada, mero liissa-ko mal me-khu de-do.’

father-to it-was-said, 'father, my share-of the-property me-to give-up.’

Is-par us-ne ap*ni ghar-jind*gi bat dao. Mut’kfc

Hereupon him-by his-own livelihood having-divided was-given. Many
din bitan na paye, ki cliliote beta sab’ro mal-tal

days to-pass not were-allowed, that
.
by-the-younger son all property
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ik*tbo kar-ke dfir-ke nmlak-mS chalo-gao, aur o-ne ap”ni

together made-having distant country-into it-was-gone-away, and him-by his-oum

pujl badmasi-ml kharach kar-daro. Aur jab o-ne sab

jmtune wickedness-in expenditure was-made. And when him-by all

kharach kar-daro tab wo mulak-ml ek baro bhari kal paro,

expenditure was-made then that country-in one very heavy famine fell,

aur o-khS tangl lion lagi. Aur wall us mulak-ke 6k bhale
and him-to poverty to-be began. And he that country-of one well-to-do

ad*mi-ke jore rahan-ko chalo-gao. Is ad*mi-ne o-khS ap*ne

man-of near live-to went-away. This man-by him-to his-oum

khetd-m! suward-ke charaun-ke lane bhejo. Wah khusl-se

fields-in swine feeding-of for it-was-sent. He pleasure-with

ap*no pet phal phul-se bharat-tho je-khS suwar khat-tbe,

his-oum belly fruits flowers-with filling-was which swine eating-were,

aur koi ad“mi o-khS kachhS nahl d6t-tlie. Jab wah ap-i

and any men him-to anything not giving-were. When he himself-to

ad, tab o-ne yah kaho, * mere bap-ke kitfne tankhah-dar
came, then him-by this was-said, ‘ my father-of how-many hired

ndk*rd-ko puri-puri roti khan-kd aur den-ko mllat-liai, aur mai
servants-to full-full bread eating-far and giving-for being-got-is, and I

bliukhS marat-hu. MaT ab uth-ke ap*ne dada-ke jore

from-lmnger dying-am. I now arisen-having my-own father-qf near

jakS aur o-se yah kahS ki, “ dada, mai tero aur Bhag*wan-ko
wiU-go and him-to this will-say that, “father, I of-thee and Ood-of

kasurwar hS, aur mai tero beta kahan-ke layak nai hB. Me-khu
sinner am, and I thy son calling-of worthy not am. Me
ap"no 6k tankhali-dar ndkar kar-ke rakh-le.”

’

thy-oum one hired servant making keep.”
‘

VOL. is, past i. 4



GAOLT, RAGHOBANST, AND KIRARl.

These are the dialects of the caste3 implied by their names. They '.are all reported

from Chhindwara.

The number of speakers is estimated as follows :

—

Gaoli 16,093

Raghobansi 3,114

Kirari 4,750

Total, siT . 24,000

The dialects spoken by them were originally classed in the Rough List of Languages

spoken in Chhindwara District, as forms of Malwi. As a matter of fact, they in no way
differ from the ordinary broken Bundeli of the district. This will be amply shown by a

few lines of the version of the Parable in each. Of the three Raghobansi borrows most

freely from Hindustani.
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[ No. 27.]

INDO-ARYAN FAMILY. Central Group.

WESTERN HINDI.

Btjnd£li (Gaoli). (District, Chhindwara.)

ft W l *TT% ft^TI-%

f% RTt flHT 3fT-f | Ht ^t-% ^T-% f%HT ^TTTT ^T-^Tl

fjciTi If «i Hit ll*? WfaiTT-*T ^m*Tl HT **T-^i

^ft wr u

TRANSLITERATION AND TRANSLATION.

Kol ad‘ml-kd do chhok're bathe. Wo-mg-se nanhe

A-certain man-to two sons were. ' Them-in-from, the-younger

chhok*ra-ne bap-se kaho ki, ‘dada, mero hisa kar-de.’

son-by the-father-to it-was-said that, ‘father, my share make.’

To o-ke dada-ne hisa bata kar-dao. Mut*ke din nah!

Then him-of the-father-by share divided was-made. Many days not

bbaye-bathe ke nanhe chhok'ra-ne ap*no sab dli'an le-ke

become-were that the-younger son-by his-own all wealth tafcen-having

dui mulakh-kbe chalo-gao.

a-far country-to it-was-gone-away.

In the above the only point to he noticed is the way in which the case of the agent

in tie is used for the' subject of an intransitive verb in a past tense,

—

chhdk’rd-ne chalo-

gao, it was gone by the son, the verb being used impersonally, as in the Sanskrit putrena
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[ No. 28.]

INDO-ARYAN FAMILY. Central Group.

WESTERN HINDI.

BundBlI (RaghobansI). (District, Chhindwara.)

itT 'flS'i W I Tf-H-H €tZ-% ^T^T-% ^ffT

i W-H-H it HTt f?15T 1$ it I cR 3«T-# ^TTC-H

^RWT ^R iRf ^?ft I ^TftT f^«T wff iti f% WTi£ <d'S^i

H9T i*«I 5WT 3tT-^ %H-it fsRRI-Hit II

TRANSLITERATION AND TRANSLATION.

Koi ad*mi-ke do lar*ke the. Wo-ml-se chhote-ne

A-certain man-of two sons were. Them-in-from the-younger-by

ap*ne dada-se kaha ke, ‘ dacla, dhan-mg-se jo mero hissa

his-own fatlier-to it-was-said that, ‘father, wealth-in-from what my share

baithe so mehe dew.’ Tab un-ke bap-ne

may-sit (i.e. may-be-caleulated) that to-me give.’ Then them-of the-father-by

ap‘na sab dban bat dao. Ballot din nahi bite

his-own all wealth having-divided was-given. Many days not passed

ki chbote lar*ke-ne sp’no sab dhan jama kar-ke dur

that the-younger son-by ^ his-own all wealth collected made-having a-far

des-kd nikal-gao.

country-to it-was-gone-out.

Here again we Lave an intransitive verb used impersonally with the subject in the

case of the agent.
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[ No. 29.]

1NDO-ARYAN FAMILY. Central Group.

WESTERN HINDI.

BundEli (KirarI). (District, Chhindwara.)

stt^PCT I Tt-H-H <TTH ®j=hII-*T

^ffr f%wr HTT % # Ht I HT

^t-% f%sn «rfei i gn% wit % wts

^q% fwr-^t HTTT 'SJH 5WI ^fT-% %H-^T M-nfl ||

TRANSLITERATION AND TRANSLATION.

Kill ad*mi-ke do chhok'ra hate. Wd-mf-se nan&

A-certain man-of two sons were. Them-inrfrom the-younger

chhok“ra-ne ap*ne bap-se kaho, 1 dada, dhan-kd jo hissa mera

son-by his-own fatlier-to it-was-said, 'father, wealth-of what share mine

liai so mehe de-de.’ To o-ke dada-ne hissa bata

is that to-me give-away.' Then him-of tlie-father-hy the-share divided

kar-dau. Mut“ke din naiil bhaye-hate ke chhote chhdk“ra-n§

vm-made. Many days not become-were that the-younger son-by

ap’ne hissa-ko sab’rd dhan jama kar-ke dur des-kc

Hs-own share-of all wealth collected made-having a-far country-to

chalo-gao.

it-was-gone-amay.

Here again we have the same idiom with an intransitive verb.



‘HINDI’ OF NAGPUR.

From the district of Nagpur, which lies immediately to the south of Chhindwara,.
and of which the main Aryan language is Marathi, 105,900 people were returned as

speaking • Hindi.’ These people are not confined to any particular locality but are scat-

tered all over the district. They, or their ancestors, hailed originally from the north.

This ‘ Hindi ’ was provisionally classed as a form of Malwi. On further enquiry it

appears that it is not a sufficiently distinct speech to he called a dialect in its proper

sense. The specimens show that it is a broken form of Bundeli, like that of Chhindwara,
but with a greater admixture of Marathi. Indeed, owing to the influence of the schools

of the district, which are, as a rule, Marathi, that language is every day acquiring more
and more influence, and will some day, no doubt, supersede the Bundgli element

altogether.

The following specimen, consisting of a few lines of the Parable of the Prodigal Son,,

will illustrate the above remarks.
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[ No. 30.]

1ND0-ARYAN FAMILY. Central Group.

WESTERN HINDI.

BtodElI (‘Hindi’ op Nagpur). (District, Nagpur.)

tr* wp^-% ft wt^rr i ^t-H-^t fat

<^T HtT f^BT-^t Hra Ht-# f-f I TO ft-% fti

wraft to-^j i wt h% frwT-^f

^ WT=rtt I TO ^5 fWTH*# Wt I 3TT TOlft H«f ^HT

ft-% '3¥T-^ft II

TRANSLITERATION AND TRANSLATION.

Ek ad*mi-khe do porya hate. O-ml-kd nanho lar*ka

One man-of two sons were. Them-in-of the-younger son(-by

)

bap-khe kibe, ‘ dada, more hissa-ko mal md-khe de-de.’

the-father-to it-was-said,
‘
father, my share-of property me-to give-away.'

Pher o-ne ap*ni jin*gi-ki doi poryan-kke bat*ni kar-dai. Age

Then him-by his-own property-of both sons-for share was-made. Afterwards

thor-ech din-ml nanbe porya-ne ap‘ni sab dhan saw*di.

a-few days-in the-younger son-by Ms-own all fortune was-collected.

Pher u dus*re mulak-mg phiran-khe gao. Wahl ap*no sab paisa

Then he another country-into wander-to went. There his-own all money

o-ne chahul-baji-mi ura-dao.

him-by profligacy-in was-wasted.
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THE KOSHTT DIALECTS.

The Eoshtis or silk wearers of the Central Provinces numbered 137,891 in the

Census of 1891. Of these some 12,000 were returned for this Survey as speaking special

dialects. They were distributed as follows :

—

Chhindwara

—

Marathi Koshtl . 2,638

Hindi KOsbti 604

3,242

Cbanda 8,000
Bhaodara 800

. Total . 12,042

The rest of the Eoshtis were reported to speak ordinary Marathi. With the excep-
tion of 604 in Chhindwara, all these 12,042 were said to speak a special dialect of that

language. To them may be added 2,650 Eoshtis of Berar, making a total of 14,692,

who will be dealt with later on, together with Eumbhari.
An examination of the specimens received from these localities shows that there is

really no such thing as a special Eoshti dialect. What is meant is that these Eoshtis
speak a corrupt mixture of Bundeli, Chhattisgarhi, and Marathi, of which the relative

proportions of the constituents vary according to locality.

We have seen that the district of Chhindwara falls into two main tracts, the
lidldghdt or Up-land, in the north, of which the language is corrupt Bundeli, and the
Zerglidt or Low-land, to the south, which forms in reality a portion of the Nagpur and
Berar Plain. The Eoshti dialect of the Balagbat is known as « Hindi Eoshti ’ because it

is more infected with Bundeli (as might be expected), than the Eoshti dialect of the
Zergliat.

It would be a waste of space to treat this jargon seriously. I shall give only a few
lines of a version of the Parable of the Prodigal Son in the ‘Hindi Eoshti’ of Chhind-
wara, and a short tale from Chanda, where the Marathi element predominates.
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[No 31.]

INDO-ARYAN FAMILY. Central Group.

WESTERN HINDI.

BundEli (mixed ‘Hindi’ Koshti). (District, Chhindwaea.}

Hifift-H-t Htft fW ft* Ht Ht-% ^ | I TW#
WTZ ^ I WfH r^«t •ITT WTT-^di 1% WtS *?1 S=ti I =0® T^fft

^TT-% ^T ^T# ^rat II

TRANSLITERATION AND TRANSLATION.

Koi manusliya-ka do putra hata. tln-mS-se ohhote-ne

Any man-of two sons were. Them-in-from the-younger-by

pita-se kahi, ‘ dada, sampattl-ml-se jo mord hissa hoy

thefather-to it-was-said, ‘father, fortme-in-from which my share may-be

so rno-khe de-de.’ tT-ne un-khe ap*no dhan bit

that me-to give-away.’ Bim-by them-to his-own fortune having-been-divided

dal. Bahut din nahl bhaya-hata ki chhote lar*ka sab

was-given. Many days not become-were that the-younger son all

kachhu ikattho-kar-ke dur de£-khe chaliyo-gaye.

things collecting a-distant country-to went-away.
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The Koshti of Chanda is much more mixed with Marathi. We may also note a

sign of the dative («o) which appears to he borrowed from some dialect of Gujarati. It

may be mentioned that many of the silk weavers of the Central Provinces originally

came from Gujarat.

[ No. 32.]

INDO-ARYAN FAMILY. Central Group.

WESTERN HINDI.

BuNDfili (mixed Koshti Dialect). (Distbict, Chanda.)

^ WTgH-eH TT WR TRI 'ftrTT I RWi fRlT 3TTfw iRi

WtRt I TRlT ?RT #T RR TiTT RTTTt fRt | TTtTTft HTTTR iRt I

tRi ffTG TW fW RPUT 3ITTRT 5R RWI #?RT iRn RRt-^T Wd
Wit IR 3TTTHT-HT ^lUlt fT5TW ^R HTSJTt RrH I TlTTt ft TIT

Wft WTC I TWT RTR ^t ft RWT ffWRG I it W I HR TT 3TPTWt

TTT TRT WT3R HTT-ft WfTWT WPfR I TT TTTT ^TT<G l-TTT TpT

SRTWR TR^ ft WITTH-ft TTR I TT-TTT WHgiR TR ffg wft I

TTT WT RR-^T fR HR WWW TR-^t GRRmI Wifftt I ft

Ttwrr ft W*ft RRSt Wft | 3TT5T TTW ct*ft fT 5R-#t ^T-fR

3TTTRT-RT ^IfrT WT II

TRANSLITERATION AND TRANSLATION.

Ek manus-la duy kalian porya hota. Ek porya ani ek por*gi.

One man-to two small children were. One boy and one girl.

Porya hoto wo rup-na phar saj*ro hoto. Por*gi sadharan
The-boy was he appearance-by very beautiful was. The-gM common

hoti. Ek diwas way duy porya ar*sa jawar khelta khel*ta

was. One day those two children mirror near playing playing

porya poPgi-la balat, ‘bai, ye-na ar*sa-ma ami dekh*ban kon saj*r6

the-boy the-girl-to says, ‘ sister, this mirror-in we will-see who beautiful

disat.’ Por’gi-la wo bes nahi wate. Wa-la sam*j6

appears.' The-girl-to that well not was-felt. Her-to it-was-thought

ki, ‘yo ma-la hinab*sathi balat.’ Mang wa ap*lo bap
that, ‘ this {person) me-to lowering-for says.’ Then she her-own father

jawar jaun bhai-ko garhana slgis. Wa balis, ‘baba,

near having-gone the-brother-of complaint told. She said,
‘father

,
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ar*sa-ma rup dekhun samadhan paw*nu yo bay*kd-ko kam.
mirror-in appearance having-seen satisfaction to-get this woman-of business.

Wa-ma manus-na man dinu nahi.’ Bap duy jhan-la

It-in man-to mind, to-put is-not(-proper).’ The-father the-two persons-to

pot sang dharun nn-ki samadhani karis. Wo balls, ‘porya
breast near having-held them-of satisfaction made. Se said, * children

ho, tnmhi jhag“do nako. Aj pasal tumbi duy jan-hl dar-roj

O, you quarrel do-not. Today from you two persons-even every-day

ar’sa-ma dekhat-ja.*

mirror-in continue-to-look.’
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KOSHTT and kumbharT of berar.

The Koshtis and Kumbhars of Berar speak also a corrupt form of Bundeli. The

following is the number of speakers reported of each :
—

Kasha—
Akola 300

Ellichpur 250

Buldana 2,100

2,650

Knmbharl

—

Torn. . 3,230

I give a specimen of Kumbkari which comes from Buldana. The Koshti dialect

is the same, and no specimen is required. Before doing so, I give a note on the

Kumbhari dialects generally.



THE KUMSH&R DIALECTS.

It has been reported that the Kumbhars of the Central Provinces and of Berar

have a dialect of their own, which is called Kumbhari. The specimens received do not

bear this out. All that is shown is that some of the Kumbhars of these provinces speak

corrupt forms of the various local dialects of the localities which they inhabit. At the

Census of 1891 the number of Kumbhars reported as existing in the Central Provinces

and Berar was as follows :

—

Central Provinces 102,682

Berar 22,465

Total . 125,147

For the Survey, the number of speakers of ‘ Kumbhari ’ is as follows :

—

Central Provinces

—

Bhandara 30

Chhindwara 4,400

Chanda 1,000

5,430

Berar

—

Akola . 4,500

Buldana 580

5,080

Total . 10,510

Of these, the Bhandara Kumbhari is a corrupt Bagheli, and has been dealt with

under that dialect of Eastern Hindi (Vol. VI, pp. 180 If.). The Kumbhari of Chanda

is a corrupt Telugu, and cannot be considered here. The Kumbhars of Akola have, it

turns out, no special dialect. They speak the ordinary Warhadi of the district. There

remain :

—

Kumbhari of Chhindwara . 4,400

„ Buldana 580

Total . 4,980

Of the 4,400 Chhindwara Kumbhars, some speak a corrupt Bundeli, and others a

corrupt Marathi. It is impossible to say how many speak each, and hence I perforce

put the whole number under Bundeli. The Marathi form of their dialect has been dealt

with under the Marathi of the Central Provinces (Vol. VII, p. 295).

The Bundeli form of the Chhindwara Kumbhari is simply the broken Bundeli of

the district, and needs no exemplification.

The Kumbhari of Buldana is a corrupt mixture of Bundeli with Marathi and traces

of Gujarati or Bajasthani. As a specimen I give a portion of a version of the Parable

of the Prodigal Son. It will also suffice as a specimen of Berar Koshti.
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BundElI (broken diaxect of Kumbhaes). (District, Buldana.)

IJW 3^it-<!fit ft t I spft HTH-^t WTHT ^FTt WT

itT Ht-HTT ^ I Wppft ^t»pft ftft-Ht mz
I ft's fl«HT •pit <P'S=i) STTK^t 4li«?l ^H-HTt 3HT Hit |

Sff arrqft #spft HH ^5T fti I H-HfT HH HHT ft-%

^ f^-Ht nit Hrpy nit i ^t-% mir wit srrswui wit i wtr sit

phi 3TT^ft-% HTHTwr wr-% i ar^ft-St siww to-
HlT WT I WTT W ai^t-H 'S3U«tl WT ^TT-^t WTjiT-WT Igit-H STTWW

W£ HT WTH I WTW atf-^t fWT-W sft-it Hit | TJ-% WTO T-ift

srpft wwit i siw it arnjH-itw ^pft itr wtw-% fadd^i fhn:-

wth git gr^rt w% w% % i w urif writ i irt ft siw

WTW-% HTWi STTH i; Wf-WiT Hvf WT ft fw-WTt W itH! hW anpjft tfl

H HTTt 35€HiT WTfW WTWiWi Writ I it-WTT T Hfhft

cHI=( It

TRANSLITERATION AND TRANSLATION.
Ek adami-ko do lad“ka the. Nanho bap-ko kawhano lago,

One man-to two sons were. The-younger father-to to-say began,

‘ba, more hissa-ki jin*gi mo-ka de.’ Bap-ne apani
‘father, my sliare-of property me-to give.' The-father-by his-own

jin'gi dond-md wat dal. Thode din-se nanho
property the-two-amongst dividing was-given. A-feto days-after the-younger

Iad
ako ap'ni jin

a
gi le-kd des-ko upar gawd. WhS

son his-oion property token-having country-to over went. There
ohain-baji-se apanl jia’gi sab uda-dii. E-ka sab

. paisa
merry-making-with his-own property all was-squandered. Bis all money

khareh-hd-kd vi des-mo bado kal pado ; d-ke-waste badi
havmg-been-spent that country-in a-great famine fell; that-of-for great

ad'chan padi. Pher o ek adami-ke taraph ja raha-hai. Ui
difficulty fell. Then he one man-of towards going remained. That
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-ad*mi-ne ap*ne khet-m6 dukkar rakh*be-ka dhare. WhS
man-hy Ms-own field-in swine feeding-for he-was-put. There this

-ad*mi-na dukka-ni kha-dar§-ko k8da-par khushi-se ap*na pet
man-hy stoine-by eaten-throum-of husks-upon gladness-with Ms-own belly

bhare-hate
;

parantu o-ko ki-ne 6 bi day rmhi-

would-have-been-filled ; but him-to anyone-by that even roas-given not.

E-ke-waste i-ki akhi ugh'di. Jab to apun-so kavha lago, ‘.mare
This-for his eyes opened. Then he himself-to to-say began, ‘my
bap-kb kit'nek naukar pas suddho pur-ko bache aisS hai;

father-of how-many servants near even filled-of to-spare such is;

pan ham byS bhuke mafte. Pher mai ab bap-ke taraph
but I here of-hunger am-dying. Then I now father-of towards
jana hu o-ka kahu kl, “ba, mai d§v-ko wa torn bhaut
going I him-to say that, “father, I Ood-of and of-thee-also great
aparadhi hS; mai taro lad*ka kahane maphak naht; mo-ka
sinner am; I thy son to-be-called worthy am-not ; me-to
i-up“radh moPkari sarikho lagawa.” ’

henceforward a-labourer like treat.”
‘
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PaRjAbi.
The name ‘Panjabi’ explains itself. It means the language of the Punjab. As

Name of the Language.
1)6 seen immediately the name is not a good one, for

PaHjabi is not hy any means the only language spoken in

that Province.

PaHjabi is the tongue of about 12f millions of people, and is spoken over the greater

where spoken.
part of the eastern half of the Province of the Punjab, in

the northern corner of the State of Bikaner in Rajputana,

and in the southern half of the State of Jammu. In the extreme north-east of the

Province, ».e. in most of the Simla Hill States and Kulu, the language is Pahari. Further

south, in the districts lying on or near the right hank of the river Jamna, viz. in the

eastern half of Umballa, in Karaal, in most of Hissar (and the neighbouring portions of

the State of Patiala), in Kohtak, Delhi and Gurgaon, the language is not PahjabI, but is

some form of Western Hindi. With these exceptions, we may say that the vernacular

of the whole of the eastern Punjab is Panjabi. To the north of this area lie the Hima-
layas, to its south the arid plains of Bikaner, and to its west the inhospitable Bar of the

Rechna Doab.

To its north and north-east PaHjabi is bounded by the Pahari of the lower ranges of

Linguistic Boundaries.
the Himalayas. It hardly extends into the hill country.

On the east it has the various forms of western Hindi, Verna-

cular Hindustani in east Umballa, and Bahgaru spoken in the country immediately to

the west of the Jamna. On the south it has the Bagri and Bikaneri dialects of Raja-

sthani spoken in west Hissar and Bikaner. The boundary between PaHjabi and all these

languages is very fairly defined (although of course there is a certain amount of merging
from one language into another), for the difference of language to a large extent con-

notes a difference of nationalities. More especially on the border-line between PaHjabi

and Western Hindi we see that PaHjabi is essentially the language of the Sikhs. We
may here roughly put the boundary between the two languages, as coinciding with the

course of the river Ghaggar. The people to the east of the Ghaggar valley, excepting
stray colonies of Sikhs, all speak Western Hindi.

To the south, on the other hand, there is a gradual merging into Rajasthani, through
an intermediate dialect named Bhattiani. Like Panjabi, Rajasthani is a language which
originally belonged to the Outer Circle of Indo-Aryan speeches, a substratum of which
still remains. At the same time, this basis has been overlaid and almost hidden by
a wave of language belonging to the Inner Group.1 The two languages, thus closely

resembling each other, merge into each other without difficulty. Indeed, it is a curious
fact that the Dogra, the most northern form of PaHjabi, shows peculiarities of pronuncia-
tion (such as the change of the initial Jc to g in declensional suffixes) which also exist in
Bagri.

1 This will be fully eiplained when dealing with the characteristics of Panjsbi. Vide pp. 614 S., pest.
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On the north there is a distinct dialect of Pafijabi, Dogra,—which is intermediate

between standard Pafijabi and the Pahari of the lower Himalayas.

It will have been observed that hitherto I have said nothing about the western

w b d
boundary of Pafijabi. The reason is that it is impossible to-

y
fix such a boundary. To the west of Pafijabi lies the Lahnda

or Western Panjabi language, which we may take to be firmly established in the Jech

Doab. On the other hand Pafijabi of the purest kind is spoken in the upper part of the

Bari Doab. Between these two lies the Bechna Doab and the lower part of the Bari

Doab. A glance at the map facing page 607 will make my meaning clear. Here the

language is a mixture of Pafijabi and Lahnda,—more Pafijabi to the east,—more Lahnda

to the west. We shall see that the reason for this is that an old form of Lahnda must

once have extended right up to the Sarasvati, and that it is still the foundation of

Pafijabi. The Lahnda influence grows stronger (even in the Pafijabi tract) as we go

westwards, as the influence of the wave of the language of the Inner Group, which has

encroached from the east and has formed modern Pafijabi, weakens. It thus happens

that, although in India we continually see two neighbouring languages gradually merg-

ing into each other, nowhere is the process so gradual as in the case of Pafijabi and

Lahnda. It is quite impossible to point to any boundary line or approximate boundary

line between the two forms of speech. As, however, some kind of boundary between the.

two languages is necessary for the purposes of this Survey, I have assumed the follow-

ing conventional line to mark the division between them. Commence at the northern

end of the Pabbi range in the Gujrat district, go across the district to the Gujranwala

town of Bamnagar on the Chenab. Then draw a line nearly due south to the southern

corner of Gujranwala, where it meets the northern corner of the district of Montgomery.

Then continue the line to the southern comer of Montgomery on the Sutlej. Follow

the Sutlej for a few miles and cross the northern corner of the State of Bahawalpur.

Everything to the east of this line I call Pafijabi, and everything to the west of it I call

Lahnda ; but it must be remembered that this line is a purely arbitrary convention, and

that for some distance to the west of that line, the language which I call Lahnda differs

but slightly from the language of the east of the Bechna Doab and of north-east Gujrat

which I call Pafijabi. I have been guided mainly by the vocabulary. To the west of

the line, the language, which is mainly that of the tract known as the Bar, or Jungle,

has a vocabulary which agrees much more closely with that of Lahnda. Except in

Multan, we do not find Lahnda inflexions established till we cross the Chenab.

An interesting fact arises from the foregoing discussion. The Punjab, or Panj-ab,
Paujsbt and the Land of the is properly the * Land of the Five Bivers,’ the Jhelum, the

Chenab, the Bavi, the Beas, and the Sutlej. Now, the

Pafijabi language extends far to the east of the Sutlej, the most eastern of these five,,

reaching up to the Ghaggar. It occupies the Doabs between the Beas and Sutlej, and
between the Bavi and the Beas-Sutlej. It also occupies a part of the Bechna Doab be-
tween the Chenab and small corner of the Jech Doab between the Jhelum and the
Chenab, and the Bavi, but in nearly the whole of the great tract watered by the Chenab
and the Jhelum and by the lower part of the Sutlej Pafijabi is not spoken. Pafijabi is

hence not the language of the entire ‘ Land of the Five Bivers.’
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PaKjabi has two dialects,—the ordinary idiom of the language, and Dogra or Pogri.

Dialects and Sub dialects
The latter, in various forms, is spoken over the submontane

portion of the Jammu State and over most of the head-

.

quarters division of the Kangra district with an overflow into the neighbouring parts of

the districts of Sialkot and Gurdaspur and of the State of Chamba. It will be dealt

with separately, later on.

Ordinary PaKjabi is spoken over the rest of the PaKjabi area in the plains of the

Punjab, and has also encroached into the neighbouring Simla Hill States. This stand-

ard PaKjabi varies slightly from place to place, and its purest form is admitted to be that

of the Majh or middle part of the Bari Doab, centring round Amritsar. This Majhi

sub-dialect may be said to be the language of cis-Bavi Lahore, of Amritsar, and of

Gurdaspur. Lower down the Doab, in the district of Montgomery, the language is not

pure Majhi, but is mixed with Lahnda. We may take Majhi as the standard form of

PaKjabi. But, owing to the accidental circumstance that the first serious European
students of PaKjabi lived at Ludhiana and not at Amritsar, another standard PaKjabi,

which we may call the European Standard PaKjabi, has also come into existence.

Ludhiana, where J. Newton wrote his Grammar in 1851, where a ‘Committee of the

Lodiana Mission’ published the first PaKjabi Dictionary in 1851, and where E. P.

Newton published the latest and most complete grammar of the language in 1898, has,

since the middle of the last century, been the fountain of instruction in PaKjabi for

Englishmen. It is only natural that these eminent scholars should have taken as their

standard that particular phase of PaKjabi with which they were most familiar, and we
hence find that the idiom taught by them contains a few characteristics which are peculiar

to eastern PaKjabi and are strange to the Majh.1 Of these the most striking is the

employment of the peculiar cerebral l. The sound of this letter is not heard in the Majh,
although its employment is taught in all the grammars and dictionaries.

2

We thus see that there are two standards of PaKjabi, that of the Majh, which is

accepted by natives of India and (theoretically) by Europeans, and that of Ludhiana,

which is the one practically accepted by Europeans, which is described in most grammars
and dictionaries of the language, and into which the Scriptures have been translated.3

1 So definitely do even scholars like Mr. E. P. Newton take the Ludhiana Paujubi as their standard that they actually
give forms peculiar to the Majh as exceptions. Compare pp. 33, 67, and 73 of his grammar. If he had taken the Majh
dialect as his standard, the forms referred to on these pages would have been given as the regular ones, and their non-use
elsewhere, not their use in the Majh, would have been treated as exceptional.

Dr. Tisdall’s little Simplified Grammar is the only one I have seen which is by an Englishman and which is con-
fessedly founded on the Majh dialect.

f Lud™
0* ment'°° iirrfi tllat Panjabi versions of the Scriptures are criticized by native scholars as being in the idiom

1 The use of this cerebral ( is restricted to a well dedned tract of country. In the northern plains of India, it is heard
between the Bias-cum-Sutlej on the west, and the Ganges on the east. It is hence prominent in the Eastern Punjab, both
where Panjabi and where Hindostani and BangarO are spoken, and in the Upper Gangetic Doab, where the language is

Hiudostani. It is also common in the Western Pahari of the Simla Hill States and the neighbourhood, and in the Central
Pah&ri of Garhwal and Knmaoo, but does not appear in the Eastern Pahari or Khas-kura of Nepal. The central line from
which it hero radiates may be taken as the course of the sacred river, the Saraswati. I have not met with it in Braj Bhakhk,
but, through Batgarn, it extends south into the Bagri country and thence over Rajputana, Central India, Gujarat, and the
Marathi country. In the south of India it is heard i.i Dravidian languages. It does not occur in Sindhi, nor is it in
Kashmiri or Khas, but is heard in Lahnda and the neighbouring Panjabi tract west of the Majh. It oocnis in the other
Himalayan Indo-Aryan dialects west of Western Pahiti, but gradually disappears as we approach Kashmiri through Punchhi.

* Balkan Darpan, an adaptation of the MiraWl ’arils, by Bhai Hazara Singh GiSni of Amritsar, which is in.

the purest dialect of the Majh, does not contain a single cerebral l from cover to cover.
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The other sub-dialects of ordinary Pafijahi are the dialect of the Jullunder Doab,

Powadhi, Rathi, Malwai, Bhattiani, and the Pafijabi of the Rechna Doab and North-east

Gujrat. The dialect of the Jullunder Doab closely resembles that of Ludhiana. As

we approach the hills, however, we see signs of the influence of Pahari. Powadhi (the

Pafijahi of the Powadh, or eastern Punjab), as its name implies, is the most eastern form

of Pafijabi. It is spoken on the south bank of the Sutlej in the Ludhiana district (and

is here identical with the Ludhiana dialect just dealt with at some length), but its main

territory is the Pafijabi speaking part of the Punjab east of, say, the 76th degree of east

longitude. To its east we have the Western Pahari of the southern Simla Hill States, the

vernacular Hindostani of ITmballa and East Patiala, and the Bangaru of Kama]. To its

south it has the Rathi Pafijabi to be described immediately, and to its west Malwai

Pafijabi. As we may expect, Powadhi Pafijabi is more and more influenced by Western

Hindi as we go eastwards. Immediately to the south of Powadhi and Malwai Pafijabi, in

the valley of the Ghaggar, lies the Rathi Pafijabi of the Rath or * Ruthless ’ Musalman

Pachhadas of that tract. It is even more strongly infected by the Bangaru dialect of

Western Hindi than Powadhi. It is also noteworthy for its preference for nasal sounds.

To its south lie the Bagri and Bangaru .of Hissar. West of the 76th degree of east

longitude as far as the Sutlej lies the Malwa or old settled dry country of the Sikh Jatts,

to the south of which lies the ‘Jangal’ or unsettled country. The language of these

areas is known as Malwai Pafijabi or Jangali. To its south it has the Rathi Pafijabi of

the Ghaggar valley, and the Bhattiani Pafijabi of South Ferozepore and Bikaner.

Malwai Pafijabi does not differ materially from the Ludhiana Standard, but as we go

south a tendency is observable to substitute a dental » and l for a cerebral n and l

respectively. South of the Malwa in South Ferozepore and north-west Bikaner, lies

Bhattiana, the country of the Bhattis. Here Pafijabi is merging into Rajasthani and we
find a mixed dialect which I name Bhattiani. Bhattiani is spoken on the left bank of

the Sutlej a |long way up into Ferozepore, and is there locally known as Rathauri.

Crossing the Sutlej we enter the Bari Doab. The central portion of this is the Majh
and has been already dealt with. South-east of Lahore lies the district of Montgomery,

like Lahore, lying on both sides of the Ravi. The cis-Ravi portion of Montgomery,

although politically within the Bari Doab, belongs linguistically to the next Doab, the

Rechna, between the Ravi and the Chenab. It is in this Rechna Doab that we see

Pafijabi merging into Lahnda.

As explained above, it is impossible to show any distinct boundary between these

two languages, and, for the purposes of this Survey, I have adopted a purely conven-

tional line commencing at the northern end of the Pabbi range of hills near the north-

west comer of Gujrat and ending on the Sutlej at the south-east corner of Montgomery,

with a slight deflection down the Sutlej, across the north-eastern end of the State of

Bahawalpur, where it meets the southern border of Bhattiani. Everything to the east

of this line I call, for the purposes of this Survey, Pafijabi, and everything to its west

Lahnda. This Pafijabi of north-east Gujrat, of the Rechna Doab, and of east Montgomery
becomes more and more infected with Lahnda characteristics as we go west.

The following tables show the number of speakers of Pafijabi as estimated for this

Survey. Most of the figures are based on those of the Census
um er o spea era.

0f is91. I commence with the number of speakers of

Pafijabi in those tracts in which it is a vernacular.
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Table showing the number or speakers or Panjabi in areas in which it is a vernaoulab.

Majhi-

Amritsar

Gurdaspur .

Jullunder Dsabi—
Jullunder .

Hoshiarpur .

Mixed dialects

POwadhi—
Hissar ....
Umballa

Kalsia State .

Nalagarh State

Mailog State

Patiala State

Jind State

Rathi—

Jind State

Malwal

—

Ferozepore .

Lndbiana

Faridkot

Maler-kotla .

Patiala....
Nabha....
Jind ...
Kalsia ....

Bhattiini—

Rathi of Bikaner .

‘ Bagpl ’ of Ferozepore .

Rathauri of Ferozepore .

Panjabi merging into Labnda—
North-east Gujrat .

Sialkot . .

East Gujranwala .

Trans-Bari Lahore

East Montgomery .

North Bahawalpnr

1,033,824

973,054

800,750

2,807,628

905,817

296,976

207,321

2,258,769

148,352

337,123

39,545

3,193

837,000

13,000

1,397,146

36,490

2,500

38,990

709.000

640.000

110,000

75,295

334,500

207,771

44,021

9,467

2,130,054

22,000

56.000

38.000

457,200

1,010,000

505,000

17,398

292,426

150,000

2,432,024

Pogra

—

Kandial! ....
Kangri Dialect . . .

Bhateali ....
568,727

10,000

636,500

14,000

Total number of speakers of Panjabi in the area in which it is a vernacular . 12,409,838
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Panjabi is also spoken in other districts of the Punjab in which it is not classed as a

vernacular. The most important figures are those of Karnal and Multan. As regards

Kama], this district immediately adjoins the Powadhi-speaking tract of Patiala, and the

figures represent an overflow of Sikh settlers from that State. In Multan there is a large

colony of Sikhs settled on the Sidhmai canal system. In the other districts, the figures

reported call for no remarks. They are as follows :

—

SHOWING THE SOMBER OP SPEAKERS OF PANjiBI IS DISTRICTS AND
IS HOT A VERNACULAR.

Rohtak

Gnrgaon .........
Delhi

Pataudi

Simla

Simla Hill States;—

Bashahr

Keonthal

Baghal

Baghat

Jubbal

States op the Punjab in wbioh it

238

178

1,784

132

7

,25,500

3,280

276

194

129

702

95

36

Kuthar 188

Knnhiar 97

Maegal 10

Tarhoch 12

Nahan 8,197
10,096

Mandi 732

Saket 146

Chamba 2,387

Multan 87,102

Dera Ismail Khan 7,238

Dera Ghazi Khan 6,999

Muzaffargarh 8,480

Total . 154,301

We therefore arrive at the following figures for the total number of speakers of

Pafijabi in the Punjab, as reported for this Survey :

—

In areas in which it is a vernacular 12,409,838

In areas in which it is not a vernacular 154^301

Grand Totai. for the Punjab . 12,564,139

At the Census of 1891, 15,754,895 people were recorded as speaking Panjabi (includ-

ing Dogra) in the Punjab. The difference is accounted for as follows. In the first

place, about 4,583,000 people were shown in the Census tables as speaking Pafijabi in

Gujranwala (western half), Montgomery (western half), Bahawalpur (north-western

portion), Jhang, Shahpur, Jhelam, Rawalpindi, Hazara, Peshawar, Kohat, and Bannu
and other localities, who, in this Survey, will be shown as speaking Lahnda. On the
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other hand the above figures include 636,500 speakers of the Kangra dialect who, in the

Census tables, are shown as speaking Pahan, and also include the 431,000 speakers of

Dogra in Jammu territory and 22,000 speakers of Bhattiani in Bikaner, which do not

appear in the Punjab Census tables at all, as Jammu and Bikaner do not fall politically

within that province. By making these allowances on each side, we arrive at a Census

total of 12,262,395. The difference between this and the above Survey figures, which

amounts to 301,744, is due, partly to the fact that round numbers are employed as much

as possible in the Survey, partly to the fact that many of the Survey figures are indepen-

dent estimates made by local officials some seven or eight years after the Census had been

taken, and partly to the inclusion, in the Survey figures, of small items which, in the

Census tables, are grouped under other languages. In border tracts where one language

merges into another, classification necessarily depends much on the personal equation,

which must be allowed for in dealing with statistics of this kind.

We now come to the number of people who speak Panjabi outside the limits of the

Punjab. Here we have to resort to the figures of the Census of 1891, and are confronted

by two difficulties. At that Census, the speakers of the various languages were not

enumerated in Kashmir or in ftajputana and Central India. In the second place, at that

Census (except in the Punjab) no distinction was made between Lahnda and Pafijabi,

the two being grouped together under one head—Panjabi. I therefore in the following

table cannot give the number of speakers of PaSjabi in Kashmir or in Bajputana and

Central India, and instead thereof give the total number of people of Punjab birth (for

which figures are available) in these localities. The second difficulty is more serious.

We can only estimate. In the Census of 1901 the figures for Lahnda and PafijabI were

kept separate, and their totals bore the proportion of 3 and 17, respectively, to each other.

I assume that this proportion was also true for 1891 and deduct from the total of the

following figures three-twentieths, to allow for speakers of Lahnda. The remainder

should approximately represent the total number of speakers of Pafijabi outside the

Punjab.
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Deducting three-twentieths of this, i.e. 36,030, for Lahnda, we arrive at an estimated

total of 198,500 for the number of people who speak PaKjabi in India outside the

Punjab.

We thus arrive at the total number of Speakers of Panjabi in all India

Speakers of Panjabi as a local vernacular in the Punjab and elsewhere . . 12,564,139

Speakers elsewhere in India 198,500

Geaxd Totai of all speakers of Panjabi . 12,762,639

Most of the speakers of PaKjabi outside the Punjab are either Sikh troops or police

officers and the like.

PaKjabi, together with Western Hindi, Rajasthani, and Gujarati, is one of the

members of the Central Group of the Indo-Aryan Yemacu-
Characteristics of the language.

, ,

r
„ „ _ '

. _ ,

lars. Of these the only pure member of the Group isWestern

Hindi The others are mixed languages. Although in the main possessing the essential

characteristics of the Central Group they each present signs of another language which

has been superseded,—overlaid would be a more correct expression—by a central one.

We shall see this clearly in the case of Rajasthani and Gujarati, and shall also notice in

the case of these two languages, that the further we go from the centre from which the

Inner Language encroached, the more prominent this submerged layer becomes. In

every case this submerged layer was evidently a language of the Outer Circle of Indo-

Aryan languages. We may take the centre of dispersion as the central Gangetic Doab

between Mathura and Kanauj. Kanauj, it may be remarked, was the great centre of

Indo-Aryan power during the centuries preceding the Musalman conquest of India.

PaKjabi is the language of the Eastern Punjab, and, at the present day, immediately

Relationship to Lahnds and to its west, in the Western Punjab, we find Lahnda to be
western Hindi.

the vernacular. Lahnda is one of the languages of the Outer

Circle, and is closely connected with Sindhi, Kashmiri and the languages of the Indus-

Kohistan. There can be no doubt, if linguistic evidence is of any value, that a language

closely akin to this Lahnda was also once spoken over the entire area of which PaKjabi

is now the vernacular. Immediately to the east of PaKjabi we have the Hindostani

forms of Western Hindi which are spoken on both sides of the river Jamna and in the

Upper Gangetic Doab. It is clear from the present linguistic conditions that an oldform

of this Hindostani has gradually spread over the whole of the eastern Punjab, supersed-

ing, or overlying, the old Lahnda language, as far, at least, as the upper half of the river

Chenab. Indeed, its influence has spread further, and it is not till we get to the great

thal, or sandy tract between the Jhelum-Chenab and the Indus, that we lose all traces of

it. As in Rajputana, the desert has formed a barrier against the advancing tide of the

Central language, and, in each case, we find west of it a pure language of the Outer

Circle—in the one case Sindhi, in the other Lahnda.

As this tide progressed westward from its starting point, it gradually lost its body

and its force. In the extreme east of the PaKjabi tract, on the banks of the ancient

Sarasvatl, few traces of the ancient Lahnda are observable. When we come to the Bari

Doab, where standard PaKjabi is spoken, we find several characteristics of Lahnda still

surviving which have disappeared in the Powadh or Eastern Punjab. In the Rechna

Doab these characteristics become more prominent and here we come to the conventional
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boundary line between Panjabi and Lahnda. In the Jech Doab they are still more in

evidence and Lahnda may be said to be firmly established. In the Sindh-Sagar Doab all

except one or two traces of the influence of the Central language have disappeared, aud

we are- in the presence of a true language of the Outer Circle. We thus see that PaKjabi

is a composite language.

To change the metaphor, its substratum is a language of the Outer Circle akin to

the modern Lahnda, while its superstructure is a dialect of Western Hindi. The super-

structure is so important, and has so concealed the foundation, that Pafijabi is rightly

classed, at the present day, as a language of the Central Group.

Coming to details, we find in the first place an initial w or » in Western Hindi

Pronunciation
always becomes b, while in the Pafijabi it is in certain cases

retained. Thus, Western Hindi blch, but Pafijabi vicheh, in.

This is also characteristic of Sindlii, Lahnda and Kashmiri.

There is another circumstance in Pafijabi pronunciation which is extremely charac-

teristic, and gives the clear-cut tone to the language, that at once attracts the attention of

anyone who hears it for the first time. In order to describe it, it will be necessary to

discuss a question of derivation. All the various Prakrit dialects of India had, for

reasons which it is unnecessary to explain here, a large number of words containing each

a double consonant, preceded by a short vowel. For instance, we may take ghodassa, of

a horse
;
jntto, joined ; khaggo, a sword ; makkhanam, ointment ; mdrissai, he will strike.

By one of the phonetic rules of these languages there was a tendency to simplify these

double letters by omitting the first member of the compound, and to lengthen the preced-

ing short vowel in compensation. There was thus a tendency for these words to become

respectively ghoddrn ; jut

6

; khdgd; mdkhanam; mdrisai.1 In the modern vernaculars

of the Central Group, we observe this tendency acting with no uniformity. In Western

Hindi we commonly meet both forms of the same word—often one in the literary language,

and the other in colloquial speech. Thus for ‘ butter ’ the Prakrit makkhanam becomes

makklum in Literary Hindostani, but we often hear mdkhan in the mouths of the villagers.

In Rajasthani the tendency to simplify the compound increases as we go westward and

southward till we arrive at Gujarati in which language simplification, with compensa-

tory lengthening of the preceding vowel, has become the general rule. We have mdkhan

and never makkhati. On the other hand, the Hindostani of the Upper Gangetic Doab

prefers the pronunciation of the double letter, with the short preceding vowel, so that

we have always makkhan and not mdkhan. PaKjabi follows suit in this. It never sim-

plifies such compounds. We always have makkhan, not mdkhan,. Similarly we have

PaKjabi kamm, but Hindostani kdm, work ; PaKjabi vichch, but Hindostani blch, in

;

PaKjabi uchchd, but Hindostani tichd, high.2 All tbis gives a predominant sound of

sharply doubled letters throughout a PaKjabi sentence, and gives the well-known clear-

cut character to the language as heard by one whose acquaintance with Indian languages

was first made in the Ganges Valley.

1 Amongst the various Prakrit dialects, the older ones and Sauraseni show fewer signs of this tendency than some of the
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In the declension of nouns, we find that the termination of strong masculine sub-

n ^ ^ ^
stantives with a-bases, is A, not on or 6 as in pure Western

Nomina termination.
K;n (1i. Thus we have ghora, a horse, not ghorau or ghoro,

as in Western Hindi.

This is typical of nearly all the languages of the Outer Circle. Compare the Mara-

thi ghoda and the Bengali ghora. 1

A characteristic of Panjabi which at once strikes the beginner, and which is, in fact,

a most prominent feature of the language, iB the employment
Termination of the Genitive.

^ termination dd for the suffix of the genitive, instead

of the kau, ko (or kd) of Western Hindi. This termination is also employed in Southern

Lahnda, and no doubt belongs to the original form of that language which once spread

all over the Punjab. It is certainly indigenous in the Eastern Punjab.2

Literary Hindostani employs the suffix ne to indicate the case of the agent. This

Termination of the case of the suffix does not properly belong to Western Hindi (of which

Hindostani is a dialect). In the other dialects of that lan-

guage an organic case of the agent is employed without any suffix. The ne of Literary

Hindostani is, however, also found in the Vernacular Hindostani of the Upper Gangetie

Doab, and is clearly borrowed from Panjabi in which language its employment (under

the form of nai) is regular.

The plurals of the pronouns of the first and second persons (as?, we, oblique form

Personal Pronouns.
asa, an<^ tusi, ye, obi. form two), are relics of the old Lahnda

basis of the language, and do not belong to the true Central

Language, which has ham and turn respectively. Compare Sindhi as? (obi. asa), we :

Lahnda asst (obi. ossa), we ; tussi (obi. tmsa), you ; MaiyS (of the Indus Kohistan) tus,

you ; Kashmiri dd (obi. ase), we. Moreover, these pronouns make their genitives asada,.

tusada. The cerebral d in these words is typical of Lahnda.

The Pafijabi verb occasionally makes a passive voice by adding * to the root.
8 This

Passive voice
is 001111x1011 111 Lahnda, while a closely connected passive form

is current in Sindhi. In Western Hindi this passive has

only survived (if this is a survival) in one or two of the so-called polite imperatives.

geographically i
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One of the most striking characteristics of the languages of the Outer Circle is the

Pronominal suffixes
free use they make of pronominal suffixes added to verbs (a

procedure totally strange to the languages of the Central

Group). Thus, Lahnda has dkheas, said (dkhed

)

by him (as), i.e. he said. In the Majh
dialect of PaBjabi, these also occur. Thus, alchins, he said. We rarely hear these further

East.

Finally, like Lahnda and Sindhi, Panjabi is a language with a vocabulary mainly

Vocabuiar
composed of honest tadbliavas. Tatsama words are conspicu-

ous only by their absence, and in this respect the tongue of

the Land of the Five Rivers offers a striking contrast to the bastard mixture of Sanskrit

and vernacular which the Pandits of Calcutta and Benares imagine to be literature. It

is a homely language, redolent of the Punjab of to-day. Mr. Beames1 puts this well,—

‘ There is a flavour of wheaten flour and a reek of cottage smoke about PafijabI

and Sindhi, which is infinitely more natural and captivating than anything

which the hide-bound Pandit-ridden languages of the eastern parts of India

can show us.’

But though thus homely in character, it must not be assumed that it is a rude form

of speech incapable of literature. It is no more rude than was the broad lowland Scotch

of the poet Burns. PafijabI can express any idea with its own stock of vocables, and is

well adapted for both prose and poetry. It is true that it has hardly any literature, but

that is due to its being overshadowed by its near relation, Hinddstani, and to the fact

that for centuries the Punjab has been ruled from Delhi ; but the ballads of the people,

which are current everywhere, well show its capabilities. Even at the present day there

is too great a tendency to look down upon it as a mere dialect of Hindustani (which it is

not), and to deny its status as an independent language. Its claim mainly rests upon its

phonetic system and on its store of words not found in Hindi, both of which characteris-

tics are due to its old Lahnda foundation. Some of the most common PafijabI words do

not occur in Hindostani. Such are piw, a father
;
maw, a mother; dlehnd, to say; ikk,

one ; sail, breath ; tih, thirst, and hundreds of others, all of which can be found in lan-

guages of the Outer Circle.

The mixed character of the languages of the Central and Western Punjab (Panjabi

and Lahnda) is well illustrated by the character given to the

inhabitants of those tracts in the Mahabharata, and by inci-

dental references in the grammar of Panini. Although not distant from the Madhyadeta

or Gangetic Doab, the centre from which Sanskritic civilisation spread, we learn that the

laws and customs of the Punjab were at a very early period widely different from those of

the MadhyadeSa. The people are at one time described as living in a state of kingless

anarchy, and at another time as possessing no Brahmans (a dreadful thing to an orthodox

Hindu of the Middle Country), living in petty villages, and governed by princes who
supported themselves by internecine war. Not only were there no Brahmans, but there

were no castes. The population had no respect for the Veda, and offered no sacrifices to

the gods. They were rude and uncultured, given to drinking spirituous liquor, and eat-

ing all kinds of flesh. Their women were large-bodied, yellow, extremely immoral in

1 Comparative Grammar, Vol. I, p. 51.

Old Accounts oF the Punjat
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their behaviour, and seem to have lived in a state of polyandry, a man’s heir being not

his son, but the son of his sister’s.
1 That this account was true in every particular need

not be urged. It is given to us by enemies ; but, whether true or not, it illustrates the

gulf in habits, customs, and languages, which existed between the HadhyadeSa and the

Punjab.

Panjabi has a very scanty literature. The oldest work which is usually said to be

Literature
written in the language is the Adi Granth, the sacred Scrip-

tures of the Sikhs ; but, although the manuscripts of the

book are universally written in the Gurmukhi character, a very small portion of its

contents is really in the PaSjabi language. It is a collection of hymns by various

poets, most of whom wrote in some form of Western Hindi, while others even wrote in

Marathi. The best known Panjabi portion is the Japji, or introductory stanzas by

Nanak, who was born in 1469 A.D. The celebrated Janarn Sakhi (a life of Nanak) is

in Lahnda, not in PaSjabi. Later works are the Sdkhi-ndma (translated into English

by Sardar Attar Sifigh Bhadauria), another Janam Saklu by Mani Singh, and a life of

Har GObind, the sixth guru (1606-1638 A.D.). Some of these are probably in Lahnda,

but I cannot say this for certain, as I have not seen any of them. The Wara, Bhdl

Gurdasda is a collection of verses dating from the guruship of Arjun (1581-1606 A.D.),

and has been printed (Amritsar, 1879). The verses are written in the style known as

war. A tear originally meant a dirge for the brave slain in battle, and hence any

martial song of praise, and the poems are intended to describe the battle of good and evil

in the human sold. As specimens of the earlier secular literature, Dr. Thornton2 men-

tions the Paras bhdg (a collection of ethical precepts), an epic on Akbar’s siege of Chi-

taur, and a much admired epic on Nadir Shah’s invasion. The later literature is mainly

composed of translations and imitations of works in Sanskrit, Hindi, or Persian. The

most famous of these imitators is Hashim, who flourished in the time of Banjit Singh.

The Ehair Manukh is a poetical guide to the Greek system of medicine.

Besides the above, the bardic, or folk-literature, of the Punjab deserves more than a

passing notice. It contains several cycles that may almost be called epics, the most

important of which are those referring to the famous hero Baja Basalu, to Hira and

Banjha, and to Mirza and Sahiba. The version of the Hira and Banjha legend by Waris

Shah is considered to be a model of the purest PaSjabi. The folk-poetry of the Punjab
has received considerable attention from European scholars, and deservedly so. It has

all the swing and music of the border ballads of England and[Scotland. The bestknown
work on the subject is Colonel Sir Bichard Temple’s monumental Legends of the

Panjab.

The Serampore missionaries issued a PaSjabi version of the New Testament in 1815.

Since then several editions of other parts of the Bible have appeared in the language.

There is also a considerable Christian literature.

AUTHORITIES—
Carey, the famous missionary of Serampore, was the first to describe the PaSjabi

language, in his Grammar published in 1812. The only previous mention of it which I
can find is a couple of brief notices in Adelung’s Mithridates (1808—1817).
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The following is a list of all the works dealing with PaKjabi which have come under

my notice. Except in one or two instances, I have excluded reference to texts printed

in India. These can he found in Mr. Blumhardt’s catalogues mentioned below. I give,

however, a pretty full account of editions of the Adi Granth. I have excluded all men-

tion of works in Western Panjabi, or Lahnda, in which the Janam Stikhi and other

works are written. This is an altogether different language, akin to Sindhi and

Kashmiri.

I.—-General (including Texts).

Am Gbanth,—Sri Guru Granth S&hib Jl. Numerous editions. I have noted the following. Unless

otherwise stated, they are in the Gurmukhi character. Lahore, 1864 ; ib., 1868 ;
ib., 1881

;

Gujranwala, 1882; Lahore, 1885; ib., 1886; ib., 1887; ib., 1889; Amritsar, 1892;

Lucknow (Deva-nfigari character), 1893.

Selections, etc.,—A collection of dldkas from the Adi Granth. Composed by Tegh. Bahadur, the
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Translation of the Adi Granth—
Tbbhpp, Db. Ebnest,—The Adi Granth, or the Holy Scriptures of the Sikhs, translated from

the original Gnrmukhi, with Introductory Essays. London, 1877. According to

Mr. Pincott (see below), Trampp only translated 5,719 stanzas, out of a total of 15,575.

Books dealing with the Adi Granth—
Fiscorr, Fbedbbic,—The Arrangement of the Hymns of the Adi Granth. Journal of the Royal

Asiatic Society, Vol. xviii. (1886), pp. 437 and ft.

Vishnu Das Hoist,—Adi Granthds Kosha. Glossary to the Adi Granth. Amritsar, 1892.

Meanings of Words occurring in the Sikh Granth. (A Vocabulary in Punjabi of .

difficult Words occurring iu the Adi Granth.) By Bawii Bishan Das. Amritsar, 1893.

Macauliffe, Mix Abthob,—The Sikh Religion, its Gurus, sacred Writings and Authors. Six

Volumes, Oxford, 1909.

Other works, arranged under authors' names, in the order of the respective dates of the first

work of each author.

Adbloxg, Johans Caeiemra.-Mithridates odor allgemeine Sprachenkunde mil dam Voter Unser aIs
Sprachprobe in bey nahe fiinfhundert Sprachen nml Mnndarten. Berlin, 1806—1817.
Vol. i., p. 195, a short account of the local Dialect of Lahore called the Panzabische

Sprache, about which nothing except the name, together with the fact that it is much
mixed with Persian, was known. On p. 201 a version of the Lord’s Prayer in the
Gemeine Mundart su Kasi by the missionary Schultz (sic), which is a mixture of
Panjabi and Bihari. There is also a brief mention of the language in Vater’s appendix

Abbott, Major J,—On the Ballads and Legends of the Punjab. Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal,
Vol. xxiii. (1854), pp. 59 (general account of the subject) and 123 (A Bifacimento on
the Legend of Itussaloo).

Beajies, John,— Outlines of Indian Philology, with a Map shewing the Distribution of Indian Languages.
Calcutta, 1867.

„ „ A Comparative Grammar of the modern Aryan Languages of India : to wit, Hindi, Pun-
jabi^Sindhi, Gujarati, Marathi, Oriya, and Bengali. Three Vols. London, 1872—79.

Sbaddha Ran,

—

SikkhSde Rajdl Vithia. A History of the Sikh Rulers, and of the present Administration
of the Punjab. Ludhiana, 1868. Another edition, Lahore. 1892.

Translated by Major H. Court, Lahore, 1888. See under Grammars.
Tolbobt, T. W. H.,

—

The District of Iaididna. Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, Vol. xxxviii.
(1869), Pt. I., pp. 83 and ff.

•Hoebxle, Db. A. P. R., C.I.E,

—

Essays in Aid of a Comparative Grammar of the Gaurian Languages.
Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, Vol. xli. (1872), Pt. I., pp. 120 and ff. Vol
xlii. (1873), Pt. I., pp. 59 and ff. Vol. xliii. (1874), Pt. I., pp. 22 and ff.

„ „ The Local Distribution and Mutual Affinities of the Gaudian Languages. Calcutta Review
Vol. lxvii (1878), pp. 752 and ff.

„ „ -1 Grammar of the Eastern Hindi compared with the other Gaudian Languages. Accom-
panied by a Languagesnap and Table of Alphabets. Loudon, 1880.

Various Writers,-The Itoman-lfrdu Journal. Lahore, 1878-83 (Vols. I—VI). Contains many well-
edited texts in the Panjabi language.

Steel, Mrs. P. A., and Temple, Lieutenant [Lieutenant-Colonel Sib] Richabd Cabnac —Folklore
in the Punjab. Collected by F. A. S., with Notes by B. C. T., Indian Antiquary,
Vol. ix. (1880). pp. 205, 207, 209, 280, 302 ; Vol. x. (1881), pp. 40, 80, 147, 228 331
347 ; Vol. xi. (1882), pp. 32, 73, 163, 169, 226, 229 ; Vol. xii. (1883), pp. 103, 175

„ „ Folklore from Kashmir. Collected by F. A. 8., with Notes by R. O. T., Indian Anti-
quary, Vol. xi. (1882). Note on Raja Rasalu by R. C. T. on pp. 346 ff.

„ ,i Wide Awake Stones. A Collection of Punjab amt Kashmir Tales. Bombay, 1884
(many Linguistic and other Notes).

Steel, Mbs. F. A.,-Tales of the Punjab told by the People, with illustrations by John Lockwood Kipling
• C.I.E., and Notes by R. C. Temple. London, 1894.

Temple, Libutexant [Lieutenant-Colonel Sib] Richabd Cabnac,—

N

otes on the Country between
Khbjak Pass and Lugarl Bdrkhdn. Journal of the Asiatic Society, Bengal, Vol. xlviii
Pt. II, 1879, pp. 103 ff.

„ The Sassl Pnnnin of H&shim Shdh. The Roman-Urdii Journal (j. ».), 1881, Vol. iv,
Jnly, pp. 19—31: August, pp. 34—43: September,' pp. 12—20 (contains, carefully

transliterated, the whole Panjabi text of this important poem).
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A Song about Sakhi Sanaa r. Calcutta Review, Vol. lxxiii. (1881), pp. 253 ff.

Notes on some Coin Legends. Indian Antiquary, Vol. x., 1881, p. 90.

Note on Maltk-ul-Ilaut. Indian Antiquary
,
Vol. x. (1881), pp. 289 ff.

Some Hindu Songs and Catches from the Villages in Northern India. Calcutta Reciew.

Part I in Vol. lxxiv. (1882), pp. 316 ff. Part II in Vol. lxxv. (1882), pp. 41 ff.

Some Hindu Folksongs from the Punjdb. Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, Vol.

li. (1882), Pt. I., pp. 151 ff. (The Introduction contains fall Grammatical Notes on
the Language.)

Honorific Class Names in the Punjab. Indian Antiquary, Vol. xi. (1882), pp. 117 ff.

Lamia or Ao/ua- Indian Antiquary, Vol. xi. (1882;, pp. 232 ff.

A Panjab Legend. Indian Antiquary
,
Vol. xi. (1882), pp. 289 ff.

Sdrikd,—Maine,—KEPKIQN . Indian Antiquary, Vol. xi., 1882, pp. 291 ff.
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Blumhabbt, J. F.,—Catalogue of the Library of the India Office. Vol. II., Part III.—Hindi, Panjabi,

Pushtu, and Sindhi Books. London, 1902.

Rose, H. K,—Census of India, 1901. Vol. XVII. Punjab and North-West Frontier Province. Parti.

Report. Simla, 1902. Chapter vi, Language, pp. 278 £E.

„ „ Legends from the Punjab (a Continnation of Sir Richard Temple’s The Legends of the Punjab).

(Text and Translation.) Indian Antiquary, No. I., Vol. xxxv. (1906), p. 300 j No. II.,

Vol. xxxvii. (1908), p. 149 ; No. IIL, Vol. xixviii. (1909), p. 81
: No. IV, ib., p. 811

;

Vol. xxxix. (1910), p.l.

,, „ A Triplet of Panjabi Songs. (Text and Translation.) Indian Antiquary, Vol. xxxviii. (1909),

p. 33.

„ „ The Legend of Rhan Khwas and Sher Shah the Chaugalla (Mughal) at Delhi. (Text and
Translation.) Indian Antiquary, Vol. xxxviii. (1909), p. 113.

Swtxxebtoh, Ret. Charles,— Romantic Tales frtm the Panjab, collected and edited frcm various Scums.
London, 1903.
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E, H. A.,—8dmeXtontributions towards a Glossary of Religious and other Terms used in the Panjab. Indian

Antiquary, Vol. xxxiii. (1904), p. 118.

„ —Notes on Ancient Administrative Terms and Titles used in the Pjlnjab. Indian Antiquary, Vol.

xxxvi. (1907), p. 348 ; Vol. xxxvii. (1908), p. 75.

„ —Contributions to Panjabi Lexicography. Series I., Indian Antiquary

.

Vol. xxxrii. (1908), p.|360 ;

Vol. xxxviii. (1909), pp. 17, 74, 98 ; Series II., ib.. pp. 221, 249, 265, 282, 322 ; Vol.

xxxix. (1910), p. 29 ; Series III., ib., pp. 242, 247 ;
Vol. xl. (1911), pp. 199, 230, 258,

274, 289, 305 ; Vol. xli. (1912), pp. 41, 92, 150, 176, 197, 212, 242, 267.

Cummings, Rev. T. F., and Grahame Bailbt, Kev. T.,

—

Panjabi Manual and Grammar: a Guide to the

Colloquial Panjabi of the Northern Panjab. Calcutta, 1912. (This deals mainly with

the Panjabi spoken north and north-west of Lahore.)

The Panjabi language is usually said to be -written in the Gurmukhi alphabet

;

indeed, the name * Gurmukhi ’ is often applied, most incor-
r en ar“ er

' rectly, to the language itself. There is no more a ‘ Gur-

mukhi ’ language than there is a ‘ Deva-nagarl ’ one. As a matter of fact several

languages have been -written in Gurmukhi. The Adi Oranth, which is throughout

written in that character, is mostly in some dialect or other of Western Hindi, and even

contains some Maratlu hymns.

The true alphabet of the Punjab is known as the Landa or ‘clipped.’ It is con-

nected with the MahajanI character of Northern India, and resembles it in having a

very imperfect system of representing the vowel sounds. Vowel signs are frequently

omitted. It is said that in the time of Angad, the second Sikh Guru (1538-1552 A.D.),

this Landa was the only alphabet employed in the Punjab for writing the vernacular.

Angad found that Sikh hymns written in Laiwla were liable to be misread, and he

accordingly improved it by borrowing signs from the Deva-nagarl alphabet (then only

used for Sanskrit manuscripts), and by polishing up the forms of the letters, so as to

make them fit for recording the scriptures of the Sikh religion. Having been invented

by him this character became known as the Gur-mukhi, or the alphabet proceeding from

the mouth of the Guru. Ever since, this alphabet has been employed for writing the

Sikh Scriptures, and its use has widely spread, mainly among members of that sect.

On the other hand Landa has remained current all over the Punjab, and is especially

used by shop-keepers.

Closely resembling Landa is T&kri or Tikri, the character employed in the Himalayas

north of the Punjab, a refined variety of which is Dogri, the official character ofJammu.
TakrI leads us further north into Kashmir. Here, just as Gurmukhi is a polished form

of Landa, we find the Sarada character employed in Kashmir by Hindus for all purposes.

It is a polished variety of TakrI, and is as complete as Deva-nagarl. In order to show

the close connection between these four alphabets, I give them together, in parallel

columns, on the following page. Landa and TakrI differ considerably from place to

place, and I have taken the specimens from fairly central localities in the area in which

they are respectively employed. 1

1 Dogri it fully described in pp. 637 ff. For other varieties of LaptJ5 an(l the reader is referred to Dr. Leitoer’s
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While the Sarada alphabet closely follows the DSva-nagafi in the arrangement of its

letters, and in the system of representation of its vowels, GurmukhI, with Landa and
Takri, diverges somewhat from the latter in both particulars.

Gurmukhi has only one sibilant Jj sa, corresponding to the Deva-nagari It

has nothing to correspond to the Deva-nagari Jr or s ska, these letters not being
required for the Pafijabi language. When it is desired to represent the sound of sh,

as it appears in words borrowed from Arabic or Persian, a dot is put under w sa. Thus,

V aha.

In the order of the alphabet, H sa and 3 ha do not come at the end, after the other

consonants, as in Deva-nagari, but precede the other consonants, coming immediately
after the vowels.

The system of representing vowels in Gurmukhi is somewhat peculiar. It has three

signs, viz. m, s, and © which are known respectively as dird, iri, and urd.
These are used when vowels are initial, as bases to support the non-initial forms of the
vowels it is desired to represent. With these bases they become initial vowels, y* dird
is used as the base of the initial forms of yjj a, w a, y* ai, and yS au, the non-initial

forms of the last three being 1
' and ' respectively. As in Deva-nagari, m a has

no non-initial form, v iri is used as the base of the initial forms of fe i, Si i, and
t e, the non-initial forms of these vowels being f , 1, and ' respectively, t ard
is the base of the initial forms of f u and © «, the non-initial forms of these vowels
being _ and _ respectively. Finally by slightly modifying the upper curve of &
urd, so as to leave it- open, we get #, the initial form of the vowel 6, of which the
non-initial form is ".

We thus arrive at the following vowels as written in the Gurmukhi alphabet.

Initial forms.

JH a, jut d, ft *, i, § w, § «, € e, J»l ai, S 0, yR au.

Non-initial forms.

St ka, m kd, f* hi, In, « ku, * ku, 3 id, % hat, 3 kb, a kau.

The Gurmukhi consonants are as follows :

—

* ka. V kha, & ga, W gha, Sna.
5 cha, S ehha, 3ja, S jha. 3na.

3 fa, Stha, 3 da, 3 dha, & na.

3 ta, w tha. 3 da, W dha, <5 na.

V pa, wpha. 3 ba. 3 bha, M ma.

w ya, 3 ra. s la. 3 10a, va. 3ra.

Each vowel and consonant has, in Pafijabi, a definite name. Thus, non-initial 1 a
is called a-kanna, non-initial f i, i-sidri, and so on. Similarly, w sa, is called sassa

0 ha is called hahd, and so on. It is unnecessary to give these names here, as they are
of little practical use and can be found in any Pafijabi Grammar.
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There are two nasal signs, ««:. * known as tippi, and • known as bindi.

Tippi can be written over any syllable containing (non-initial) u, or any of the short

vowels a, i, or (non-initial) n. . Before R sa, it is pronounced as ». Thus, Ytfol is

pronounced ans. Before <J A or another vowel, or at the end of a word, it has the sound

of the n in the French word bon, which I represent by the sign “ over the vowel nasalised.

Thus, fflU HA, jin, | m. Before any other consonant it has the sound of the nasal

• of the class to which that consonant belongs. Thus, changa, H'g't paiichhi, fife pind,

hindu, rfor khannd, wfa amb, ii'H3 sammat.

Bindi may be written over any syllable containing any of the long vowels a, i, e,

ai, 6 or an, whether initial or non-initial, or over the initial forms of w and u

(the non-initial forms of these last two vowels take tippi). Bvndi generally has the

sound of the n in the French word bon, and is then represented in transliteration by \
Thus, uiJI has, wnT ast, 0& bib. Often, however, when not at the end of a word or

preceding li or s, it is pronounced like tippi.

The PaKjabi language requires very few compound consonants. The following are

the ones most usually met with :— n sta, N mha, » nha, u rha, B lha, 3 rha, aur gya,

m stha, Hu tya, W-r sma. When W ra is the second member of a conjunct it takes

the form of a subscript dash. Thus, 3} sra, kra, *r khra, ar gra, f tra (rather

common), ^ dra, v pra, u bra, s[ bhra.

When a letter is doubled the sign ”, known as adhik, is written above the line

immediately in front of it. Thus, NV sapp, gaddi, nT? assii, fw bichohhn, uww
patthar.

Other compound consonants are indicated by mere juxtaposition. Thus, euuof)

bakbaki, not bakabaki, as we might expect ; khurchan, not khuruchan

;

xr73t

mdtna, not matand

;

weei mdrda, not mdradd or mar“dd.

In the Eastern Punjab, but not in the Majh, there is a cerebral (-sound which also

occurs in Lahnda, Vernacular Hindustani, Central and Western Pahari, Rajasthani,

Gujarati, Marathi, and Oriya. It is indicated by affixing a short tick to the right

hand lower corner of the ordinary character for l. Thus, b la.

As in Western Hindi the inherent a of the final consonant of a word is not

pronounced.

The letter w sometimes has the sound of wa, and sometimes that of va. The va is

not pronounced as in English, with the lower lip pressed against the upper teeth. It is

a pure labial sound made by pressing the two lips together, and letting the breath issue

between them. In cognate languages the letter generally has a ®-sound before the

vowels i and e (whether long or short) and a w-sound before other vowels. In PaKjabi

this rule generally holds good when the letter is in the middle of a word, but at the

commencement of a word it is not followed. Here the only rule seems to be custom,

and I have accordingly given as a supplement to the skeleton grammar a list of words

taken from Bhai Maya Singh’s Dictionary which commence with the letter and in which

that letter is pronounced as v. In all other PaKjabi words commencing with the letter

it is pronounced as w.1

Hitherto we have dealt with the alphabets employed by Sikhs and Hindus. It

must be remembered that there is also a large Musalman population in the PaKjabi-
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speaking area, which uses Panjabi as freely as its Hindu neighbours. These people,

however, when they write the language usually employ the Perso-Arabic alphabet as

adapted for Hindostani. It has no local peculiarities.

Specimens written in all the foregoing scripts (except Landa) will be found in the

following pages. No specimens have been received in Landa, nor does that character

easily lend itself to writing more than a few sentences. Its decipherment is so difficult

even to those who write it, that it is seldom employed except for writing accounts and
the like among illiterate shopkeepers.

Gramma
PaKjabi Grammar in the main follows that of Hindostani,

so that few remarks are necessary.

As regards pronunciation, the only letters which require special notice are A and
some of the aspirated consonants. In Lalmda these are pronounced in a peculiar way,
and the same fact is evident in the western districts of the Panjabi area. The best

account of this pronunciation is that given by Mr. Grahame Bailey in his grammar of

the Wazirabad dialect, of which the following is an abstract.

In these districts, when li commences a word, or precedes an accented syllable, it

has a strong guttural sound resembling that of a somewhat strongly pronounced
g

‘ain,

in Arabic. We might compare the Cockney pronunciation of ham as ’am (not ’am).

Thus, hiyya, the sides of a bed, is pronounced Hyya, and pihdi, the wages of grinding,

pi’di.

In other positions, i.e. when it is not at the beginning of a word or preceding an
accented syllable, it is hardly audible or may be altogether inaudible, but it strongly raises

the pitch of the preceding vowel, often altering the whole tone of the word. Thus, Idh,

bring down, is very different in sound from la, attach, although the h in the former is

often quite inaudible. Similarly the first d in kdhla, speedy, is pronounced in a high
tone, while in kola, black, it has the ordinary tone, although the h in the former word is

not itself sounded.

The same remarks apply to the h shown in transliteration of soft (not hard) aspirated
consonants, viz. :

—

gh, jh, dh, dh, bh, nh, nh, mh, rh, rh, wh, etc., but not in the case of
the hard aspirated consonants kh, chh, th, th, ph, or of eh. Thus, bhrd, a brother, is

pronounced b’rd, ghumd, a measure of land, g’umd, and Ohanha, the Chinab river, is

pronounced Chan’a. On the other hand, in kurh, in which rh follows an accented vowel,
the h is inaudible, but the u is pronounced in a higher tone than in Mr, the joint of a
plough ; and the a of bdgghi (pronounced bagg'i, not bagg’i), a buggy, is higher in tone
than the a of bdggi (feminine), white.

In nouns, the most noteworthy peculiarities are that the oblique plural ends in a
and that the suffix of the genitive is da, which, like adjectives ending in d, agrees, not
only in gender and number, but also in case, with the noun with which it is in agree-
ment.

In the verbs, two forms of the verb substantive may be noted. One is je, he is.

This is only heard in the western districts of the Pafijabi area, and its correct meaning
was first indicated by Mr. Grahame Bailey in his Wazirabad Grammar already alluded
to. By origin je is the pronoun of the second person plural combined with the verb
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substantive, and it properly means * there is to (or by) you.’ This is evident in phrases
like:

—

lei miled je, literally, what was got to you, i.e. what did you get? Standard
Panjabi tuhdns let milid.

dklied je, what was said by you, what did you say ? Standard fust ki dkhed.
hi je, what has happened to you.

Generally, the reference to the second person is less direct, and. must be translated,
if at all, by some such phrase as ‘ I say to you,* or ‘ I ask you.’ Thus, ki je, already given,
also means * I ask you what has happened (to anybody, not necessarily to you).’ Simi-
larly :

—

olthg do je, I say to you there are two there.

mat dyd je, 1 say to you I have come.

sdhbje, I say to you it is the Sahib.

It is evident that, in the last three examples, the * I say to you ’ can be for all

practical purposes omitted, and the ye represented, as it is in the grammar, by ‘ he is ’ or
‘ they are.’ It can, however, only be used in sentences like the foregoing.

The common form of the past tense of the verb substantive is usually si for both
masculine and feminine singular, and for the masculine plural. This is generally
explained as the feminine of sd, but much more probably it is a corruption of some old
form akin to the Prakrit asi, Sanskrit dsit, he was. The infinitive of the finite verb
generally ends in na (not no), though na occurs in the case of some verbs. The future
presents a few irregularities and there is a passive voice formed by adding i to the active
root (see p. 616), but on the whole the conjugation of the verb closely resembles that
of vernacular Hindostani. It is therefore believed that the annexed skeleton grammar
will enable the student to understand the language of the following specimens.
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List of Panjabi words in which an initial ^ is pronounced as v and not as w%

Vd, wind, air.

V&ch, a tax on village artisans.

Vachak, a reader.

Vachdii, preservation.

Vacliduna, to protect.

Vachawd, a protector. x

Vaehhdi, spreading a bed.

Vdchhar, driving rain.

Vaddnak, a kind of wheat.

Vadbol, vadbola

,

a boaster.

Vdddd, waddd, great.

Vaddh, a field which has been reaped.

raddh, increase.

Vaddha, profit.

Vaddhi, a bribe.

Vaddlii, reaping, a carpenter.

VaddhifU, to cut.

Vaddhu, superfluous.

• Vaderd, an ancestor, great, large.

Vsdhd, a sojourner.

Vadhdi, reaping, wages for reaping.

Vadlian, an increase.

Vadhauiid, to enlarge.

Vadherd, much, more.

Vddht, reaping, a bribe.

Vadhlk, more.

Vadim, superfluous.

Vadhwdi, reaping, wages for reaping. 1

Vzdhwduiid, to cause to be reaped.

Vadidi, greatness.

Vadiduiid, to magnify.

Vadphdlgl, vadphuli, extravagance.

Vdh, good 1 (interjection).

Vahar, vahir, a young calf.

Vdhi, ploughing.

Vahi, an account book.

Vahid, the flowing of a stream ; consideration, thought.

Vahind, to flow.

Valiitar, a beast of burden or for riding.

Vahn, the surface of a roughly ploughed field. '

Vdhnd, vdhutid, to plough.

Void, a doctor.

Vaidan, vaidani, a female doctor.

Vaihan, vaihin, the flowing of a stream.
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Vaihnd, to sit, to flow.

Vair, enmity.

Vairan, vairi, an enemy.

Vairdn, vairdni, waste, depopulated.

Vais, the name of a certain caste.

Vdj, sound, voice (corruption of dwdz).

Vajdtid, vajdund, to play upon a musical instrument.

Vajj-vajdke, by beat of drum.

Vajnd, to emit a sound.

Vakdlat, agency.

Vakam, sapan wood (used as a dye).

Vdkamba, wakhumbd, a certain tree, Careya arborea.

Vakami, coloured with vakam.

Vakil, an agent, a pleader.

Vakkh, separate, asunder.

VakkSdi, near the time for bringing forth young (of a cow or mare).

Vakkho-vakkhi, vakkhrd, divided, separated.

Val, a crook, bend. '

Vdl, hair ; a breeze.

Void, a i„und rafter.

Pala, towards, by.

Valdit, vaiait, see vildit.

Valgan, the wall round a courtyard.

Volt, a saint, a prophet.

Valnd, to surround.

Valtoh, valtohd, -hit, -hi, a large brass cooking vessel.

Van, a certain tree, Salvadora oleoides.

Vanj, traffic, commerce.

Vanjh, a bamboo, a tent-pole.

Var, icdn, an arrow ; a kind of coarse twine.

Varatch, name of a sept of the Jat caste.

Vargd, like, equal to ; timber to support the earth filled into a grave.

Vargalatid, vargaldund, to inveigle, persuade.

Vdri, a window, a small door ; time, turn.

Vari, a preparation of pulse.

Varidm, bold, brave.

Varidmgi, heroism.

Varied, the leaf of a book.

Varm, heartache, severe sorrow.

Varmd, a carpenter’s bit.

Vatrmi, the mound raised by white ants ; a small carpenter’s bit.

Vart, a fast, fasting ; a share.

Varldrd, usage, custom ; a share.

Vartdund, to divide, distribute.

Vartdwd, usage, custom ; a divider.
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Vasdu, growing (of a village).

Vasdkh, see visakh.

Vasod, a Hindu holiday occurring on the first of Vasakb.

Vast, a thing, goods and chattels.

Vat, distance, space ; a road.

Vatt, a weight ; enmity ; a boundary line between Helds, etc.

Vatt, again ; moisture in the ground.

Vatwdni, a clod for cleaning.

Vaydh, a wedding.

Vaydhnd, vaydhund, to marry.

Vaydhtd, married (of a woman).

Vaydkam, grammar-.

Vaydkarni, a grammarian.

Vaydpak, pervading.

Vaydpi, pervading.

Vechnd, to sell.

Vedat, the Vedanta system of philosophy.

Vekhnd, to see.

Veil, a climbing plant.

Veld, time, moment.

Velnd, velnd, a rolling-pin ; to roll, to seed cotton.

Velni, a machine for seeding cotton.

Verhd, the courtyard of a house.

Vesdkh, see visakh.

Vesdkhi, see visdkhi.

Vidhnd, = vaydhifd.

Vidhtd, = vaydhtd.

Vich, an interval.

Vichdr, consideration.

Viehch, in.

Viehold, a mediator.

Vidd, dismissed.

Viddid, viddya, knowledge.

Vigarnd, to he spoiled.

Vigdrnd, to spoil.

Vigdru, a spoiler.

Vigrdu, damage ; one who spoils.

Vigrduyd, to cause to be spoiled.

Vikdu, sale, selling ; for sale.

Vilcduyd, to cause to be sold.

Vikh, poison.

Vildit, vilait, valdit, or valait, a country ;
England.

Vilditi, foreign ; English.

Vilknd, to sob, lament.

Vihgd, crooked, uneven.

IX, PAST i.
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Vir, a brother (used by a sister).

Tirana, a waste, solitude.

Tird, daily use, practice.

Tirk, name of a sept of the Jat caste.

Virla, scarce, rare, far apart.

Tirodh, enmity.

Tirddhi, quarrelsome.

Yirt, a circle of clients.

Tisdh, trust, faith.

Visakh, vasakh, vesdkh, name of a month.

Tisakhi, vasoa, vesaklii, the first day of Visakh, on which a festival occurs.

Vishta, ordure.

Tissarna, to be forgotten ; to forget.

Tittli, a bird’s dung.

VMhtfd, to drop dung (of a bird).

Vuhdr, conduct, behaviour ; trade, traffic.
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DOGRA OR DOGRT.
The Dogra or Dogri dialect of Panjabi takes its name from Dogar or Dugar, the

title of the submontane portion of the Jammu State. This
where spoken.

portion of the Jammu State has to its north the hill country

of Jammu separating it from Kashmir, in which a variety of dialects, such as Rambani

and P5guli, intermediate between Dogra and Kashmiri are spoken. These dialects in

many respects closely resemble Dogra, but I have classed them with Kashmiri as they

present the regular use of pronominal suffices attached to the verb which is characteris-

tic of that language. In the hills in the north-east of the Jammu State lies Bhadarwab,

the language of which, Bhadarwahi, is a form of Paharl. To the east of Jammu lies

the State of Ghamba. The main language of Ghamba, Chameali, is also a form of

Paharl ; but a mixed form of speech called BhatSili, which is based on Dogra, is spoken

in the west of the State, near the Jammu Frontier. South of Jammu lie the Punjab

districts of Sialkot and Gurdaspur, the main language of which is Panjabi. Dogra

is, however, spoken along the northern border of these districts. South-east of Jammu
lies the district of Kangra

; here a dialect of Panjabi is spoken which is closely allied

to Dogra. Not far to the west of Jammu City runs the river Chenab, beyond which

lies the Naushahra country. Pogra extends . to a few miles beyond the Chenab.

Further on we come to the hill dialects connected with the northern form of Lahnda.

The word Dogar is popularly said to be a corruption of the Sanskrit Dvigarta, but

this derivation is not accepted by European scholars at the
Origin of the name. . , _ / T,

. , , ..

present day. On the contrary, the ancient name of the

country appears to have been Durgara, from which ‘ Dogar ’ is derived, through the

Prakrit ‘ Doggara.’1

As will have been gathered from the foregoing remarks, Pogra is hounded on the

south by standard Panjabi, on the east and north-east by
nguage oun anes.

Pahari, on the north by the semi-Kashmiri hill dialects, and

on the west by Lahnda.

There are three sub-dialects of D5gra. mentioned in the reports. These are Kandiall,

g b ^
the Kangra Pialect, and Bliatgali. Kandiall is a mixture of

standard PaSjabi and Pogra spoken in the hills of the north-

east of Gurdaspur. The Kangra Dialect is the main language of the head-quarters

iahsils of Kangra District, and Bhatgali is spoken in Western Chamha. Like Kandiall,

the Kangra Dialect is a mixure of Dogra and standard Panjabi, with also a few pecu-

liarities of its own, while BhatSali is a mixture of Pogra, Kangri, and Chameali.

Number of speakers.
The following are the estimated number of speakers of

um er o spea ers.
Dogra in localities in which it is a vernacular
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Dsgra Proper

—

Jammu and neighbourhood ....... 434,000

Gurdaspur ......... 60,000

Sialkot 74,727

Kandiall (Gurdaspur)

Eahgra Dialect .

Bhateall .

568,727

10,000

636,500

14,000

In the above table, the figures for Jammu are mere estimates, based on the returns

of the Census for 1901, as no language census was taken of that State in 1891. The

Gurdaspur and Sialkot figures are better estimates, being based by the local officers on

the returns of the Census of 1891. The Bhatgali figures are those reported by the

Chamba officials. In Gurdaspur Dogra is spoken nearly all over the lower hills, and in

Sialkot it is spoken in 116 villages of Zafarwal Tahail to the north and west of Zafarwal,

and all over the Bajwat ‘Alaqa of the Sialkot Tahail.

No information is available as to the number of speakers of Dogra outside the

^region in which it is a vernacular.

Dogra closely resembles standard Panjabi. The main differences consist in the

change in oblique form of the noun substantive, and in the
Characteristics of the dialect. , , . . . ... . _ ,,employment of a different postposition for the accusative-

dative case. The vocabulary, too, differs somewhat, being influenced by Lahnda and
(especially) Kashmiri. As regards the oblique form, all masculine nouns add a short

e or ai in the singular to the nominative, while feminine nouns add a, thus following

the example of northern Lahnda. For the accusative-dative case, the usual suffix is lei

or gi, instead of the Panjabi iw. In Kangra an alternative suffix is jo. Dogra also

prefers the word tha to mean ‘ was ’, instead of the more usual ad or ai of standard

PaKjabi.

So far as I am aware the only Dogra book which has been printed is a version of

Literature
the New Testament in ‘ Jumboo or Dogma ’ issued by the

Serampore Missionaries in the year 1826. There are said to-

be some translations of Sanskrit books into Dogra, one of which, a version of the

Lilavati (a mathematical work) is mentioned by Dr. Buhler. 1

AUTHORITIES—

The only previous account of the Dogra dialect which I have seen is contained in
the following :

—

Dbew, Frederic, The Jummoo and Kashmir Territories. A Geographical Account. London, 1875.
Account of Dogrl, pp. 463 ff. DogrI Alphabet described, p. 471. Appendix I (pp. 503 ff.),

Dogri Grammar.

Dogra has an alphabet of its own, which is allied to the Takri alphabet current in

Written Character
the Pun

j
ab Himalayas. Some thirty or forty years ago,

the then Maharaja of Jammu and Kashmir caused to be
invented a modified form of tbe current Takri so as to bring it more into line with
Devanagari and Gurmukhi. This improved Dogri is used for official documents, but it

has not generally displaced the old Takri form of script, which is that employed in the

1 De
^
iUd Rep°r‘ °fa Tmr ** mrcl ofSax,trit US8- maie »'» Ratmir, Bajpoiaua, and Central India. Bombay,
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following specimens. This alphabet is very imperfect. Theoretically it has ail the

letters found in Devanagari except a few which are not employed in the vernacular

language, hut the vowels are so loosely written, that it might almost he said that any

vowel sign can be employed indifferently for any vowel sound. More especially, e and

•*, and o and u are frequently confounded. At other times we find vowels omitted

altogether, so that, the reading of a Dogra document is no easy task.

There is another peculiarity in Dogra writing which should he observed. It is the

very frequent employment of the initial forms of vowels instead of the non-initial forms

in order to represent non-initial long vowels. It is as if in Devanagari we were to write

when we meant to write ^j. An examination of the specimens will show instances

of this in every line. In order to indicate this, in transliterating the specimens, I insert

an apostrophe before every vowel which is written in the initial form. It is as if I

were to transliterate by tiCa and by da.

In order to facilitate the reading of the text I have, whenever a word is wrongly

«pelt, first transliterated it strictly as it is written and have then immediately afterwards

transliterated the correct spelling which I place between marks of parenthesis. I have,

however, altogether ignored the very frequent use of a long vowel for a short one, or

vice versa. Such cases I have passed over silently in the transliteration. Dogra has

never been printed in type of its own character. I therefore give the specimens in the

vernacular character in facsimile just as I have received them. Types are, however,

available for the form of Takri employed in the adjoining State of Chamba, which is

•closely allied to that used for Dogra, and, as type-printed words are easier to read than

facsimiles of handwriting, I give in each case the specimen also printed (in correct

spelling) in the Takri type of Chamba.
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The printed Chamba Takri alphabet is as follows :

—

Vowels.

Xn a vt & C i 0 i 6 . 5 «

Z e l ai Vi b V) au * to.

Consonants.

ts6 ka U kha JT ga yfei J’ na

D cha )€ chha h ja > jha

t ta fha l da 19 dha c3 1JM

3 ia Bl tha JJ da D dha ’I na

U pa 4, yAo h ba & 6Aa ?? ma

U ya 3 ro OJ /a % -

n sa J Aa 3 r« c? (a TT Ska

Conjancts.

n yd [b thi J) hi 71 *« 4 pi 0 or J Am

3 « 3 Adi fi yo n y«« ^ r«OT or ra 36 chhya

pra 3 <ra mha.

Numerals.

<1 1, i3 2, a 3, » 4, M !5, »1 6,

°l 7, S 8, (5 9, * 0.

Double letters are never written. They are left to be inferred by the reader. Thus,

ditta, given, is written (tU3 ditd, but must be read ditta.
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The following are the Ddgra characters as used in the specimens :

Vowels.

Initial Forms.

a, d, i or l, £ n or A, if~ or

e, e or at, d or an, • m or ~

^ rtf
kai, ko, *a«, kam or ka.

Note.—Great carelessness is allowed in writing the vowels and the nasal sign. They are often omitted altogether.

Long and short vowels are frequently interchanged. Initial vowela are often written in the place of non-initial long

ones. Thus-

for **: 0 for Vf
r •
0 for ^ tS. The letter « or $ is frequently written for i, and 3 for u.

Consonants.

ka. V? kha, 77 ga. *7 glia,

cha. Ma, J, ja. tt jha,

i fa, o (ha, n® da. dha, 'Or

J> ta< w tha, da. *7 dha, ^

>? P«, pha, y ha. bha, 7]

y> y«> d ra, la. V va,u>a;

^
aha, rr «* 3 ha, * ra.

Jote.—That the

it,—the letter ta

seme sign is

. When it

employed forja and ya, and fo

is necessary to represent the

r ba and va (or «o), respectively,

the Persian sh, tb<
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DO'GBA GRAMMAR.
In its grammar Dogra closely resembles standard PaHjabi. The following are two

main points of difference :—

•

In pronunciation, no difference seems to exist between e and ai. These two vowels
appear to be quite interchangeable. Sometimes one is written and sometimes the other.

At the end of a word (especially in the declension of nouns) both are pronounced short
and both have the same sound, which more nearly resembles that of a short a than
anything else. Indeed d is often written for it. In the skeleton grammar which follows
I represent this final sound by e, but ai or d would be equally correct. Similarly e is

often written ai or a.

All nouns, even those ending in consonants, have an oblique form singular differing

from the nominative. In the case of masculine nouns, this oblique form usually ends
in the indeterminate short vowel, sometimes written e, sometimes ai, sometimes d, which
has just been described. The termination of the feminine oblique form singular is d.

These terminations also occur in the northern dialects of Lalmda and in Western Pahari.
The termination of the oblique plural is e, a* or a. The postposition of the accusative-
dative is generally ki or gi, and very rarely the PaKjabi nfi. Sometimes de (the locative
of the genitive termination da) is employed for the dative, as in jaedatl-walede jdi,

having gone to a rich man. The other postpositions coincide with those in use in
PaKjabi.

The Pronouns do not call for any special remarks unless we draw attention to the
form of the accusative-dative of the pronouns of the first, second, and third persons.
‘Me is mikl, migi, or mi

;

‘ thee ’ is tuki, or tugi ; and ‘ him 'j is mi. Similarly the
accusative-dative of * this ’ is in. The conjugation of verbs presents a few irregularities
There is an alternative form ending in dd, of the past participle. Thus, moidd, dead
godchadd, lost; chahidi-hai, it-is proper; giddd-thd.it was gone. The addition of the
postposition of the genitive to a past participle without altering its meaning occurs
in other hill languages; e.g. in Eastern and Western Pahari. The future has several
forms which are strange to standard PaKjabi. The syllable che or chai is added to the
Imperative to give a permissive force. Thus, khdchai, let us eat ; monachal, let us cele-
brate. In the word khaden, they (were) eating, the final n is a pronominal suffix mean-
ing ‘they, added to the verb in imitation of KSshmiri. There are occasional instances
of neuter participles as in chumia, it was kissed.

It is hoped that the above remarks will be sufficient to enable the student to read
the Dogra, specimens, with the aid of the Skeleton Grammar which follows.
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STANDARD PA&JABT.

In order to illustrate the standard Panjabi described in the preceding grammatical
sketch, I here give the Parable of the Prodigal Son taken from the version of the Gospel
of St. Luke published by the British and Foreign Bible Society. The translation is an
excellent one, but should not be taken as representing, in all its purity, the Panjabi of
the Majh. The standard of the grammatical sketch is rather a refined version of the
Panjabi spoken in the Powadh1

of the District of Ludhiana, which differs slightly from
the Pafijabi of Amritsar.

[ No. I.]

INDO-ARYAN FAMILY. Central Group.

paSjabi.

(British and Foreign Bible Society, 1890.)

$ U3 US I ©S' f^jf S©^ fa© £ WftlW fa3»

tft fircrar fgjp fig ygggr t p M © fe3i W3 ©p£ ©sig

f53Ti »ra ^3 fep W£= M3 pi as asr aaa gg ppg
fW VH3 WTVSI VP25 yp Sfe ©31 fg3» I >H3 tT ©3

S3 yga ag ©few 31 §3 $3 fig ^ afe 0 faiw *h§ ©3 P3>p

253P 1 vug ©3 ©h 3H3 fag gpus^g a$ w fegi yh§ ©ps
©3§ Wilfew ^3* fWg P3T% 3135 S©t ujfew I wg ©3 §37

fsH^T W33 pa yi© ps wy^ fits 33^i fil yg fas ©ps
as yg fgs P33 ws© fegi 3©} fig fyfg fes©t

aiffi»ii§ st.33 §©lw 3s »H3 fi
:

nty str pggi gi
i fi

:

©"sa wy£ fa§

a?^ W3 fp| wyigp fy3> p? vf vMPM'sg1 wa 3a wai ajsig

fl gg >f fan pai s# p ta ggi ©3 pg^ 1 fis wyfew
spfaw f£p

:

tea fton ay i p ©g ©^ wy£ fa© 5?* few i yg

fg »xp gg jfl fe ©a* fa©3 ©p§ Hsi >n3 ©35 3ap wfiew wa

^a^B' few >H3 ©3S 3faWI W3 ©3 ^ ©PS WifaW fa3* pT

fi
s
vxppisg' >Ha 33 ntai asig 0831 3 as v fsp pai saT p ©a §a>

* Seo Powadhi, foH. pp. 679 S.
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% RS7?7 II M3 fa3'S WS anrat fagi fa^ 331 3R3 §3 3^3
feat ufas'§ «ra teas aa Are tfajtl wa ^ 33) vG 1 w§ yig

3s *xaT mfO 3faa faff 3 iia7 fsa U3 wfew gt oj§ iaifl f*w ti

awa tew *St »<h ia stew th a §a <5531 ytft arasii

va fas7 ssi M3 M3 fas n\ «ra a7 fa ws3 u^gg ££ wfaw
3i 3'3I S'agl *H€73 ?S) I 3S S337 f€3

:

te3§ MTMS 355 RS3 yfS»P

w8 tea afl a I «n§ fat fat wtew 331 ggif *H.fgY»r a *»a s'

f«?t as7 yaa7 yafaw f fsn hbT a fat aw sap yfew 1 ya fa
stew vw§ »fea tret §<is7 3) s7 Sts’ 1 a fas7 ftif a'aa

MreS fas Msif^ sap I ya Ss vjtms fyft ftea fas' £y £f ^Sft

^faa7 a* 3# afaa saa7 a7 >h§ 3a' 33h 3a a<ff wfa»H' ma b: vt
aa fisa MZa' at 7? fl?3> £ ft ypyfeyp itHt»jp st^ *jft ggi

1 ^g

aa £a» tea M3 wtew teat sagtwa aa sat yat fsi te3t 3s

faa sat asT yaa7 yafaw 1 1 ya §s fat wftw aa7 f aa7 wa

S'B tf *§ agi ai as 3a7 f i ya wft aast «•§ wss as7 sai at

f^ffa 3a7 tea sa7f afew ifl »M3 %g tft fy\#e t vwa aj»>ra fanop rit

*H3 as Hte»M' t II
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[No. I.]

INDO-ARYAN FAMILY. Central Group.

. paSjabi.

(British and Foreign Bible Society, 1890.)

TRANSLITERATION AND TRANSLATION.

Ikk manukkbde do putt san. Ate unbg-vicheho ehhotenai

One man-of two sons were. And them-from-in the-younger-by

piunu akhia, ‘pita-ji, malda jibra liissa mains

the-father-to it-was-said, ‘father-dear, the-property-of whatever share me-to

pahucbda-hai so mainS de-did.’ Ate usnai unhauS pSji

arriving-is that me-to give-away.' And him-by them-to the-wealth

wand ditti. Ar thore dinS picbcbbS, chbota putt,

having-divided was-given. And a-few days from-afier, the-younger son,

sabho kuchh kattha kar-ke, dur desnS cliallia-gia, ar

all anything ' together made-having, a-distant country-to went-away, and

otthe apna mai bad-chalni-nai u<ia-ditta. Ate jS ub

there his-own property bad-behaviour-with was-squandered. And when he

sabli kharach kar-obukkia, tS us des-viehcb wada kal pai-gia,

all spending had-Jinished, then that country-m a-great famine fell,

ate uh mutaj bon lagga. Ar uh us desde kise

and he distressed to-be began. And he that country-of a-certain

rabin-walede kol ja riba, ate usnai uhn§ apnig

inliabitant-of near having-gone remained, and him-by as-for-him his-own

kbetS-vicbch surSde charan-lai ghallia. Ar ub unbg chbillrg-nal

fields-in swine-of the-feeding-for it-was-sent. And he those husks-with

jehye sur khande san apna dbidd bbarna cbabunda-sl, par

which the-pigs eating were his-own belly to-fill wishing-was, but

king usnS kucbb na ditta. Par uhnai surat-viclicb an-ke

by-anyone him-to anything not it-was-given. But him-by senses-in come-having

kiha, * bhai ! mere piude kinne-bl kammianQ waphar

it-was-said, ‘Bo! my father-oj now-many-even servants-to superfluous

rotiS ban, ate mai aitthe bhukkha marda-bg. Mai utth-ke

loaves there-are, and I here hungry dymy-am. I arisen-having

apue piu ko} jawlga, ate us-nH gkhtga, “ pita-ji, mai

my-own father near will-go, and him-to I-will-say, “ Father, by-me

asmanda ar tere agge gunab kita-hai
; hun mai is jog

heaven-of and of-thee before sin done-is; now I (of-)this worthy
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sahl jo pher tera putt sadawa, mainu apnia kammia
am-not that again thy son I-may-be-called, me thine-own servant

s

yichchs ikk jiha rakkh.’” So uh uttli-ke apne piu kol gia.

from-in one like keep." ' So he arisen-havitig his-oum father near went.

Par uh ajS dur si, ki uhde piunai usnS dittha, ate

But he yet far was, when him-of father-by as-for-him it-was-seen, and

uhnS taras aia, ar daur-ke gale la-iia, ate ubn8
him-to pity came, and run-having on-his-neck it-tcas-embraced, and him-to

chummia. Ar puttnai usnS akhia, ‘
pita-ji, mai

it-was-kissed. And the-son-by him-to it-was-said, 'father-dear, by-me

asmanda ar tere agg8 gunah kite-hai,
,

hun maT is jog

heaven-of and of-thee before sin done-is, now I this worthy

nalii jo pher tera putt sadawa.’ Par pita-nai apne
am-not that again thy son I-may-be-called.' But the-father-by his-oum

chakrlnS kiha ki, ‘ sabh-tho chahgo bastr chheti

servants-to it-was-said that. * all-than good clothes quickly

kaddh-ke, ihnS pahinab, ar ihde hatth-vichch aguthi,

brought-out-having, him dress, and him-of the-hand-on a-ring, and

pain jutti pao; ate khande-hoe asi khusi kariye.

on-feet boot put-on; and eating us happiness let-us-make.

Kiu jo m§ra ih putt moia si, ate pher ji-pia-hai;

Became that my this son dead was, and again alive-fallen-is

;

guach gia-si, ate pher labbhia-hai.’ So uh lagge khusi
lost gone-was, and again found-is.' So they began rejoicing

karan.

to-do.

Par uhda wada putt khet-vichch si, ar ja uh an-ke
But him-of the-elder son the-field-in was, and when he come-having

gharde nere apparia, tt rag-nachdi awaj
the-house-of in-the-neighbourhood arrived, then music-dancing-of the-sound

suni. Tad naukra-vichchS ikknS apne kol sadd-ke,

was-heard. Then the-servants-from-in one of-himself near called-having,

puchchhia ‘bhal, ih ki hai?’ Ate usnai uhnS akhia
it-was-asked ‘ho, this what is?’ And him-by him-to it-was-said

‘ tera bharau aia-hai, ar tere piunai wada parosa parosia-hai,
‘ thy brother come-is, and thy father-by a-great feast feasted-is,

is-lai jo uhnfi bhala ehanga paid,.’ Par uh gusse

this-for that him-to well in-health he-has-been-obtained.' But he angry

hoia, ate andav jannS uhda ji na kite. So uhda
became, and within going-for his mind not tcas-made. So his
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piu bahar an-ke usnS lagga, par un
father outside come-hamtig liim-to to-remonstrate began, but >by-him

apne piunu uttar ditta, ‘ vekh, mal aine wariha-th5 ten

his-own father-to answer was-given, ‘ see, I so-many years-from thy

tahil karda-h£, ate tera hukam kade nahl moria, ar

service doing-am, and thy command ever not was-disobeyed. and

tai mainu kade ikk pathora bi na ditta, jo mai
by-thee me-to ever one kid even not was-given, that I
apnia belia-nal khusi kail. Pat jad tera ih putt

my-own friends-ioith happiness I-may-make. But when thy this son

aia. jihnai kaKjariSde mSh ten P§ji uda-ditti. tai

came. whom-by harlots-of by-means thy was-squandered, by-thee

uhde lai wada parosa pavosia-hai.’ Par on usnS

Hm-of for-the-sake a-great feast been-feasted-is.’ But by-him him-to

akhia, ‘ bachcha, tu sada mere nal haT, ate mera
it-was-said, ‘child, thou always of-me by-the-side are, and my
sabhd knchh tera had. Par khusi karni, ate anand bona
all anything thine is. But happiness to-be-done, and joyful to-be

jog si, kTu ki tera ih bharau moia si, ate pher
proper was, because that this thy brother dead was, and again

ji-pia-hai ; ar guach gia-si, ate hun labbhia-hai.’

alive-fallen-is ; and lost gone-was, and now found-is.'
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MSJHI.

Majhi is the dialect of the Majha tract of the Punjab. It is often incorrectly

called Manjhl, just as Majha is often wrongly called Manjha. The Majha, or Midland,

lies in the Doab between the rivers Bavi and Beas-cum-Sutlej. It therefore indudes the

districts of Amritsar and Gurdaspur1 and most of the district of Lahore. The number
of speakers of Majhi was estimated for the purposes of this Survey to be as follows :

—

Lahore 1,033,824

Amritsar 973,054

Gurdaspur 800,750

Tout . 2,807,628

Majhi Panjabi is by universal consent the purest form of the language, but is not

the standard adopted by most of the grammars. As explained above (pp. 609 ff.), these are

mainly based on the dialect of Ludhiana, which lies some way to the south-east. Majhi

has certain peculiarities of its own which will presently be described. The most promi-

nent one is the entire absence of the cerebral l.

As specimens of Majhi I give a version of the Parable of the Prodigal Son which

comes from Amritsar, an extract from a folksong from the same locality, and another

folksong from Lahore.

The version of the Parable I give in facsimile of the copy received, as a specimen

of Gurmukhi handwriting, and also in Gurmukhi type with the usual transliteration and

translation. The second is given in Gurmukhi type with transliteration and translation.

The third is given in the Gurmukhi and also in the Persian character, with translitera-

tion and translation.

The following are the main points of difference from the Ludhiana standard that

are exhibited by the specimens.

The cerebral l is never sounded in Amritsar. The ordinary dental l is always

substituted for it. Thus, ml, not ml, with. The letter d is often doubled. Thus,

tuhaddd, for tuhddd, your ; waddd, for wadd, great ; duradd or dmrdddd, far. On the

other hand, letters which are doubled in the standard dialect of Ludhiana are often not

doubled in Amritsar. Thus, uth-ke, for utth-ke, having risen ; vich, not viohoh, in, but

vichchd, from in ; lagid, joined, but laggd, began ; labh-pid, not labbh-pid, got ; aparid,

for apparid, arrived.

Nasalisation is frequent. Thus, dpna dhan, his own wealth ; aundi-hai, she is

coming ;
bharna chahundd-si, he was wishing to fill

;
jawagd, I will go ; chmrnia, it

was kissed; manaie, let us celebrate. Some of these nasalised forms are relics of the

old neuter gender.

In the declension of nouns, the initial v of the postposition vich, in, is often elided,

and the remainder of the postposition is attached to the main word as a termination, as

in gharich, for ghar-vioh, in the house. The postposition of the agent case is mi or

mat Note relics of old neuters as in apnd dhan, chnmmid, etc., quoted above.

1 A corner of Gurdaspur lies to the west of the Bavi, but it may be considered as part of the Mfijh for our present
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Note also false genders, caused by attraction, in phrases like ihdi halthi, on this

one’s hand. Note, moreover, that hatthi is used in the singular.

In the pronouns, the nasal of ast, we, and tmt, you, is omitted, so that we have

asi and tusi. Other forms not shown in the grammar are tnainai, by me ; sdddd, our

;

taindi, by thee ; tuhdddd
,
your. Ts, thou, often has its oblique singular tudh. The

•oblique plural of the pronoun of the third person is ana, not unha.

In the verb substantive, we have hai and him, both meaning both ‘ we are ’ and
‘ they are.’ The past tense has the following forms :

—

2. sai sau

The present participle of finite verbs ijften ends in nd instead of da. Thus, mama-
ha, I am striking.

^ Irregular forms noted are den, give thou ; deh, give
;
jdh, go

;
jatodgd, I will g0 .

Aunda or andd is ‘ coming.’

In one important point these specimens do not illustrate the dialect of the Majha.

This is the occasional use of personal terminations with the past tenses of verbs. This

is properly a characteristic of the outer circle of languages, and does not belong to

PaKjabI, as illustrated in the grammars. On the other hand, it regularly appears in

Lahnda, and, as explained in the introduction to this section, there is a Lahnda basis at

the bottom of Pafijabi, which is almost concealed by tlie language of the Inner Group
that has established itself in the Central and Eastern Punjab. As we go westwards

from the old Sarasvati, the Lahnda basis becomes more and more prominent, and

hence we occasionally find these terminations in Majlri. In Majhi they are

•only found in the third person of transitive verbs, and are, for the singular, us, os, or

dsu, and, for the plural, one. Thus, instead of the regular us akhid, he said, we
frequently hear dkhios, and instead of unha (or una) akhia, they said, dkhidne. So
dittos, he gave ; kahids, he said ; kitosu, he did ; mannius, he heeded ; dittone, they

gave ; kitone, they did.
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PAffjABl.

Central Group.

MajhI Dialect. (District, Amritsar.)

Specimen I.

?3rT3' y*i£ ^
€r^-»>mfan^ it&\Tr<f)

crptpJ&s1 ); v3 t^b ^rT^Ml 3^

£

77^^7%g-^i
y*n/y^p if V3 e?d >h^&z> fx

-r)T^ cT>P SrV3 flprhP)J >^Td (f*rX ©D ^ >>fn(^
<

t>»/»

i)Wt>>nr^gr «hv^» ^rf^p>p if ^ ^
?af?p-sw'

^ .

fx^i( '>r>rdjre.'m3 ^ y>rrf^p>rr1

>rt^ Aft bfe cJ7; , y*f& ffr)% VyfThfl JJJ
f
^nfjf}^'

f4 >() c^ 3'3//V>0 U^ T^iff

W^K hfnfT^n^f^fhfT

>>rT^ î^frijtfB (70 ^vf)

A/fS 6b 3 ^ftpw7 3 £rr3 5^ am v&tph1 vs 0o %

tTfipH1
// hf'i *h 6h& y+frfyrrf^fLfrfl y^'^Tp y^^yrt$r<3T^r

cCfer*3 ^ ^ uk tyt£»p^
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zJ
'cjcr% fc(Uy, ^ ^3 ^ /?cJ^ IfhjT&YyjS-

^)*5^ ^ HTrft

c}// ^ >b^»>r 37*>/*&

ftr»r ^ ^ 11

3M7 ^»V^'W^RR3C
I TrTz'%39’ >sS?7f^

* 3 -^%vrr/^ ^J//>^ ^{lilp-^ 3~&r

irf$»rr // M3 >>/^

3T GhtFft/t Wtty>fT&%%)%'hnv

4*5%7//

3*^ ^-^31 zn&cftxrf'

yfetfr/ ^
~%&rT Tpfl^&^J// r^~

&T&F&

1

V>T^S1 //
^±&-fjtk

^
s/g7 >^<5^5 cT, 3C% tT/'

^ >r^3'
<

feT^n^ / ^^
Z&w-tfl $-£* 5#f'Vx’3 ; vv^ 'srrnfrg-^pH1'^ ^
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INDO-ARYAN FAMILY. Central Group.

PAffJABl.

MajhI Dialect. (District, Ambitsab.)

Specimen I.

f&Z HSR $ M3 HI VM3 33$ §S’ fSf^ Yjryg faf# wfVw,

JfMtft, %3 ffl3jfl M t I VH§ fH^ ^
tT?T3 33 fie&f i >H3 fas’ Wlr £31 y3 vf§ an as> aras 33 '§

gfew fgivjji, >M3 VHH4SI MS P?3 31W f^3i
I

v>|§

331

3fl M33 53 3f5W, 3’ §H 3H ftfc 5PH »P fM»P I »J3

§3 H31H ^2 Btri W§ §3 §H 3Rt foW 3323'H3 §55 WZ 3W
3ft ftWP I >M3 §35 WM^fol’ MS5tW ft3 H3 3132 HSf ujfoW I

W3 ftT3i ftH3 H3 M*3 vfi §3 fS’ STO WfH^ f?3 33S> 3»t^
M3 fa£ 1?h£ S’ f£§ I VH3 33 H33 f?3 WfeW, 3 wfW. Via ftlf3

ffcfs 3l SifatiPS 3’33 3tt»T 3S, >M3 §V W331 3*1 ft fS5 WM2
ftf 5« 3W'3T, W3 §H^ WW | sjnjtfl ft 3331 VH3 VHBl 3JST3^ f I >H3 32 >T feH 331’ stf 3 §3 331 M3 33^ I Sf<| YHiyfeW

5ifW ft# fS5 fag’ 33 I E §3 f53 VMty^ fyf WlsW I 33

$3 >H3 33 rff 3 §33 fM§S §3§ tftW 3 §H§ 33H Wfew 33 S
3R5 25faw vm3 §3§ 3fw>)’ | >j|§ ygg f<jg YtfifyW, BiMrft ft 333’

v«3 33 W3i 3W3 aito f
,
32 ft feH ^3P Stf 3 33 331 M3 H3^ V

<3 fMf^ WM2 3^3t§ fot3’, H33
:

33l jfli SM 3 fS3S M»P§, >W3

fe33t 33? g’M § Mtf £31 M^ I »Jf3 3 Mlforjf 3S^t3 I fa§
:

^ fe3 VIS’ M3 wfe»P ift 3 §3 faf ftv»’ t, 3W3 ftlW vft, § 253

fav»p ti h ^3 Hii yrifw’srasii

M3 ^33i t§n M3 MST ft3 Vfl I 33 ^3 »PS U|33 S# WfevH’,

3i 3*31 S^t VM3TH H<£1 1 33 S5^ ft3
:

fS5^ H3 5 yffeW, f53

off 3R5 I I >M3 §H^ §3? §3> 33’ WfeW t, >M3 33 fM©

t
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HHijfl atet t I fa©
1 §eg 3^# 3'tft vfsw I «ia §3 # tfewi,

W3 vjfeg tT3§ Gee1 tft S> ^te1
1 3’ ©33' fM© W33 W<i<3 ©3l§

H25i§3 553TI W3 ©3^ W1m£ f*lf§ ©33 fl?3 WifW, VT »j£

§tl ^355 5(331 gi, § §3' 351H 3^ 33? WfeW HR |
:

vi^

5C§ tea Mggi 3t S* f«3i, 3 WMfevMi 355tw STO Mel ag^ I M3

33 331 g3 M3 WifeW', fae^ 33’ TC31 US aetfaP STO %> f33i, 3'

©?T5 5531 WWft oftet | M3 ©3S Gh£ v«iftjv))i M3 | H3> S>55 t*

ito jra an §31 t 1 M3 Mel a3»l wg wire Hz' tia el 1 fa©
:

^ teg 331 33' Stew fft 3 ?3 elf fMW t, wg spore faw el §

553 fnwi til
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Central Group.

MajhI Dialect.

PAftjABl.

(District, Amritsar.)

Specimen I.

TRANSLITERATION AND TRANSLATION.

Ikk manukkhde do putt se. Ate chhotenai uni vickcha
One man-of two sons were. And the-younger-by them from-among

apne piunu akhia, ‘bapu-ji, maldi wand jihn main®
his-oum father-to it-was-said, ‘father-dear, property-of share which me-to

aundi-hai deu.’ Ate usnai unanS apni jadat wand
coming-is give.' And him-by them-to his-own possessions having-divided

ditti. Ar there din! pichchhS chhota putt sabbo kuj
was-given. And a-few days afterwards the-younger son all anything

kattha kar-ke durade desnS chalia-gia, ar otthe apnS
together made-having a-distant country-to went-away, and there his-own

dhan wail-dari vich gua-ditta. Ate jaddS sabbo kuj kharach
wealth profligacy in was-lost. And when all anything expended

kar-chukia, tl us des vich wadda kal a-pia, ar

was-made-completely, then that country in a-great famine fell, and

6h mutaj hon lagga. Ate uh us desde kise rahan-waledS

he needy to-be began. And he that country-of a-certain dweller-of

kol ja-ke kamma rahi-pia. Ar osnai uhnu apnia pailia

near gone-having labourer remained. And him-by him-for his-own fields

vich sur charan-lai ghallia. Ar jihye ckhillar sur

in swine feedvng-for it-was-sent. And what husks the-swine

khande-si uh una nal apna dhidd bharnit cliahunda-si
; par

eating-were he those with his-oum belly to-fill wishing-was ; but

kine osni na ditte. Ar jad surat vich aia,

by-anyone him-to not they-were-given. And memory in he-came.

te

then

rotia

kol

it-was-said,

jawaga, ar

will-go, and

mere piude kinne-hi kammianu waphar
‘my father-of how-many-even labowers-to superfluous

,1 bhukkha marda-hi. Mai utli-ke apne pin
hungry dying-am. I arisen-having my-own father

osnu akhaga, “bapu-ji, mai Babbda ate
him-to I-will-say, “father-dear, by-me God-of and
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tere agge gunnah kita-hai, ar hun mai is joga. nahi

of-thee in-front sin done-is, and now I this worthy (am-)not

jo pher tera putt sadawa. Mainu apnia kammiS
that again thy son I-may-be-called. Me

|thine-oum labourers

vichchS ikk jiha rakkh.” ’ So oh uth-ke apne piu

from-among one like keep.” ’ So he arisen-having his-own father

kol aia. Far oh aje dur si jo uhde piunai dhnu

near came. But he still distant was that him-of the-father-by him-for

vekhia, te
.

osnfi taras aia daur-ke gal

it-was-seen, and him-to compassion came run-having (on-) the-neck

lagia, ar uhn§ ehummia. Ate puttnai uhnfl akhia,

he-was-attached, and him-for it-was-kissed. And the-son-by him-to it-was-said,

‘bapu-ji, mai Rabbda ar tere agge gunnah kita-hai, hun mai
‘father-dear, by-me God-of and of-thee in-front sin done-is, now I
is joga nahi jo pher tera putt sadawa.’ Par

this worthy (am-)not that again thy son I-may-be-called.’ But

piunai apne chakrSnS kiha, ‘ sab-t6 change lire

the-father-by his-own servanls-to it-was-said, ‘ all-than good garments

ka<ih-kg ihnfi puao j ar ihdi hatthl
taken-out-having this-one-to cause-to-put-on ; and this-one-of on-the-hands

cbhap, te pair! jutti pad ; ate khaiye te khusia
a-ring, and on-the-feet shoes put-on; and we-may-eat and rejoicings

manaiye; kiu-jo ih merit putt moia si, te pher
we-may-celebrate ; because-that this my son dead was, and ogam
jiu-pia-hai

;
guach gia si, te labh-pia-hai.’ So oh lagge

alive-fallen-is ; lost gone was, and found-fallen-is.’ So they began
khusia karan.

rejoicings to-make.

Par ohda wadda putt paili vich si. Jad
But him-of the-great son the-field in was. When

6h a-kg^ gharde nere aparia, ts rag nachdi awaj
he come-having the-house-of near arrived, then music dance-of sound

supi. Tad naukr! vichchg ikknS sadd-ke puchchhia,
was-heard. Then the-servants from-among one-to called-having it-was-asked,

‘ih ki gall hai?’ Ate osnai ohnS akhia, ‘tera bhara
'this what matter is?’ And him-by him-to it-was-said, • thy brother

aia-hai, ar tere piunai mamani kiti-hai, kiu-jo osnS
come-is, and thy father-by a-feast made-is, because-that him-for

raji-baji paia.’ Ar oh gusse hoia, ate andar jannB
safe-and-sound it-was-found.’ And he angry became, and within ' goingfor

bita. Tl uhda piu bahar an-ke
him-of the-mind not was-made. Then him-of the-father outside come-having
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uhn8 manaiin lagg4. Ar uhnai apne piunu uttar rich

him-to to-remonstrate began. And him-by his-own father-to answer in

akhia, ‘ vekh, maT aine warliit-ths ten tahal karda-hl, te

it-was-said, ‘see, I these-many years-from thy service doing-am, and

tera hukam kade nahi moria. Far tai mainS kade ikk

thy order ever not teas-turned-aside. But by-thee me-to ever a

pathora bi 11a ditta, jo maT apuiii belia nal khusi

kid even not was-given, that I my-own friends with rejoicing

karda. Par jad tera eh put (for putt) aia, jisnai tera sara

might-have-made. But when thy this son came, whom-by thy all

dhan kanjariS nal • uda-ditta, tai uhde lal mamani kiti.’

wealth harlots with was-squandered, by-thee him-of for a-feast was-made.’

Par uhnai osnS akhia, ‘ putt, tu sada mere nal haT, ate

But hvmrby him-to it-was-said,
1
son, thou always of-me with art, and

mera sabbo kujj tera hai. Par khusi karni, ar anand

mine all anything thine is. But rejoicing to-be-done, and joy

hona jog si, kiu-jd ih tera bhara moia si, tg

to-be-become proper was, because-that this thy b'other dead was, and

pher jiu-pia-hai ; ar guach pia-si, te labh-pia-hai.’

again alive-fallen-is ; and lost fallen-urns, and found-fallen-is.’
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Specimen II.

TRANSLITERATION AND TRANSLATION.

Galll sun-ke SahbadlyS kS jande sawna.

The-words heard-hacing Sdhbdn-of the-crouis (were-)going ashamed.

• BhukkhiS chujja marls, pari na udda-ja. (1)

‘ Hungry beaks were-struck, by-feathers not it-could-be-floion. (JL)

• Moiada mas na chhadd-de, paubach-ke lainde-kha.

‘ The-dead-of flesh not having-left, arrived-having we-ate-up.

‘Nal jarana Jatde, na lai pagg wata. (2)

‘ With. love the-Jat-of, not was-taken turban having-exchanged. (2)

‘ Ohangi kar bahall-e, pede lae chura.

‘ Good having-made thou-caused-to-sit-art, dough taken having-stolen.

‘ Mob'nl surat, bawari, jal-ke honl sawah. (3)

‘Lovely form, O-mad-one, burnt-being is-to-become ashes. (3)

< TJhda burs na takki-e, jihda lai-e lun kha.

‘ Him-of evil not thought-is, whom-of been-taken-is salt having-eaten.

' Je dhi hundl asildi, jand nal

« If daughter thou-hadst-been noble(-caste)-of, jand with

laindl phah. (4)

thou-uxmldst-have-taken hanging. (4)

‘ Moia Mirja sun-ke, baithi kand bhuwa.

‘ Dead Mirza having-heard, seated the-baek was-turned.

• Gor pucbhaindi “ tudlmS mai-the jana-a.” (5)

* The-grave (is-)asking “ thee-to me-near to-be-gone-is.” (5)

‘Jhutbe gharnS chhadd-de, sachehe wal ja.

‘ The-untrue home abandon, the-true-one towards go.

* Ohhekarda ghol had, pind6 panl pa. (6)

• The-last-of combat is, on-the-body water put. (6

)

* Jat mar-gia, tS jiundi, lakkh lanat tere bha.’

4 The-Jat is-dead, thou art-alive, 100,000 curses of-thee on.'

KSwa boll mans, SahbS marl katari kha. (7)

The-crou>s' word struck, Sdhbdn died dagger eating. (7)
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Lotlia pail rahia hetha jandde, but ware Bhisti ja.

The-cm-pses fallen remained below the-jand-of, spirits entered Heaven having-gone.

‘ Koi musaphar mar-gia,’ kine na mari dha. (8)

‘ Some wayfarer died,' by-anyone not was-struck alas. (8)

Bhai hunde bauharde, dukh lainde wanda.

Brothers if-there-had-been they-would-have-come, grief they-wonld-have-taken a-share.

Bajh bharawS Jat maria, king na kiti ham-ra. (9)

Without brothers the-Jat was-killed, by-anyone not was-made help. (9)

Bauhario Mirjia

!

Return Mirza

!

FREE TRANSLATION OF THE FOREGOING.
(Sdhbdn, beloved of Mirza. the Jaft, finds his corpse under a jand tree, being eaten by

crows. She reproaches them.)

1. When they heard Sahban’s words, the crows became ashamed. * When our

wings could not carry us further, and we were compelled by hunger, we pecked at his

body:

2. ‘ It is not our custom to leave untouched the flesh of a corpse, and so when we
came here we ate it. We had no special bond of love with him, nor had we exchanged

turbans in token of brotherhood.

3. ‘ He thought thee to be good and faithful, and seated thee (by his hearth), but

thou hast stolen the unbaked dough.1 Mad one, thy beauteous body will some day be

burnt to ashes.

4. ‘ Slight not thou him whose salt thou hast eaten. If thou hadst been a daughter

of a noble caste, thou wouldst have hanged thyself from the jand tree at whose foot

thy lover lieth.

5. ‘ When thou heardest of his death thou didst sit with thy face turned away
from him, while the grave is calling to thee, “ To me, to me, must thou come.”

6. ‘ Forsake thou the false home of this world, and seek thou the true home of death.

There is but one struggle, the last one, left for thee. Cast thou the funeral water on
thy form.8

7. ‘ The Jatt is dead, and thou art still alive. For this may a hundred thousand

curses light on thee.’ When she heard the taunts of the crows, Sahban drew her

dagger and killed herself.

8. Their bodies remained lying under the jand tree, but their souls went to heaven.

No one cried alas ! for them, for their bodies lay unrecognised as those of passing

travellers in a foreign land.

9. Had he had brothers they would have come to share his sorrows. The Jatt

died brotherless, and no one came to help him .

Alas, Return thou, Mirza

!

1 The crows mean that Mirza had no special claim of affection on them, hat that he had upon her. That she was avoiding

the payment of this claim by not killing herself by his corpse. He had thought her faithful, but, by her being still alive,

she was showing herself unfaithful. She was like a faithless wife, whom her husband puts in charge of the oven, and

who, instead of baking the bread, steals the unbaked dough and eats it. Why hesitate to die. She must die some day.

* An allusion to the washing of a Musalman's body before burial.
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The following ballad deals with the marriage of Nau Nihal Singh in 1837 A.D.
The Kharak Singh mentioned in the poem was the successor of Ranjit Singh, and

reigned for three months, being deposed by his son Nau Nihal Singh in 1840. Kharak
Singh did not die on the battle field but in his bed, and there were suspicions that

he was poisoned.

Nau Nihal manned Jas-kaur, the daughter of Sham Singh of Atari, who afterwards

died gallantly fighting the British at Sobraon in 1846. This is probably the ‘ black

fate ” referred to in verse 4.

Nau Nihal himself was killed on the day of his father’s cremation by an archway

falling upon him.
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TRANSLITERATION AND TRANSLATION.
Charhia Chetr, pai puhar.

Rose Chait, fell showers.

Yard, waddi hoi Sarkar.

0-friends, great is Sarkar.

Dhainke Kabul te Kandhar.

Are-terrified Kabul and Qandahar.

Dei'e ghatte Atkfl par. 1

Tents were-pitched from-the-Indus beyond. I

Wadda Kharak Singh sardar,

Great Kharak Singh tlie-sard&r,

Ta ki3 baitha maut visar.

Thou why seated death forgetting.

U ti charhia nal karar.

He also rose with firmness-of-mind.

Orak challna. 2

In-the-end it-must-be-gone. 2

Cheto pher ai Wasaklii,

From-Ohait again came the-first-day-of-Baisakh,

Te Sarkar waddi mastaki.

And the-SarkSr great being-pleased,

Sundar ban ban awan hath!.

Handsome becoming becoming come the-elephants.

Najra lai lai milan sugatT.

Presents taking taking they-receive gifts.

Sub6 ral-mil cbarhan jamatT,

The-chiefs jointly-with start bodies-of-men,

MuddhS Sarkarde. 3

With the-Sarkdr-of. 3

Baithe pher Atari-wale.

Were-seated then the-men-of-Atdri.
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Change change sadd bahale.

Well well calling they-were-caused-to-sit.

TJnide lekh jo ho-gae kale.

Them-of the-fates which became black.

Take toran tola-wale.

Money they-give-out each-piece-weighing-a-told.

Dhill na llwande.

Delay not (were-they-)brmging.

Rani Jas-kaur ghar janimi.

Rani Jaskaur (in-)the-house was-born.

Niyg dide bauhat sarml.

Low eyes very modest.

Uchche lekh te chitt-karml.

Sigh fates and destiny.

Bhar bhar thal wagawan damml.
Full full trays they-throw pice.

Karan khairaita.

They-do charity.

WasakhS pher hoi cliatrai.

From-Baisdkh again becomes wisdom.

Beti Sham Singh ghar jai.

A-daughter Sham Singh's
(in-)house was-born.

Lag! dhund karan kurmai.

Go-betweens seeking make betrothal.

Mulk inam jo khandi dai,

A-country reward as eating the-nurse,

Muddli§ Sarkarde.

From-near the-Sarkdr-of.

Hun Jeth mahina charhia.

Now Jeth month arose.

Kaur Sajada kliare charhia.

Eaur Prince on-the-basket mounted.

Ral-mil bhabia salu pharia.

Jointly the-lrrothers'-wives the-red-cloth seized.

OnS rup sawaya charhia.

Sim-to beauty l\-times arose.

Rani Jas-kaur dil liariA.

Rani Jaskaur{’s) mind was-pleased.

Sagan maniunde.

Good-omens they-(are-)invokitig.

7

7
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Agge hoi janj tiar.

Then became the-wedding-procession ready.

Charhia Majheda Sardar.

Mounted the-Mdjha-of the-Sardar.

Jlji sohne jiS guljar.

The-members-of-the-procession (nre-)beautifnl like a-garden.

Gliore kuddan kul bajar.

Morses leap {in-)the-whole bazaar.

Lare pahni pher talwar.

By-the-bridegroom was-put-on then a-sword.

Ghore charhia san liathiar.

On-a-horse he-mounted with arms.

Janj suliaundi. 8

The-procession {was-)appearing-beauti/ul. S

Pahan pusaks baitha nbake.

He-puts-on garments sat bathed-having.

Ditto tilak parohat ake.

(Mas-given a-forehead-mark by-lhe-priest come-having.

Selira bap palinave ake.

The-chaplet the-father puts-on{-him) come-having.

Gawan sayya mangal jake.

They-sing the-female-playmates songs-of-joy gone-having.

Sagau manaundia.

Good-omens they-{are-)invoking.

Hoi janj tiar.

Became the-procession ready.

Sube charhe be-sumar.

Governors rode innumerable.

Pahan pusaka san talwar.

They-put-on garments with sword.

Wandan mulira be-sumar.

They-distribute gold-mohars innumerable.

Lag! le-kar hoe nihal.

The-go-betweens token-having became prosperous.

Sayyad todhu san . parwar

Sayyads Sadhhs with families

Den kkairaita nam Gafar.

Take alms (in-)the-name(-of) Ood.

Den asis ‘ bliarti bhandar.

They-give blessing ‘ may-be-full the-store-house.’

Sahab dhiyaunde.

God they{-are)-worshipping.
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FREE TRANSLATION OF THE FOREGOING.
1. The month of Chait has commenced, and showers have fallen. My friends, great

is the might of the (Sikh) Government. Kabul and Qandahar tremble before it, and
its tents are pitched beyond the Indus.1

2. Kharak Singh is a mighty chief. Why art thoft sitting at home, forgetting the

death (that thou shouldst earn on the battlefield) ? He arose in the firmness of his soul,

for in the end all must die.

3. After Ohait has come the first of the month of Baisakh, and well is the Govern-
ment pleased. One by one come the glorious elephants. Men receive presents and
gifts ; and, in the train of the Government, start the troops with their chiefs.

4. There are seated the men of Atari2 ; made to sit are they in seats of honour. Black
is the fate before them, money do they give forth, each piece weighing a rupee. No
delay show they in their starting.

5. Rani Jaskaur was bom in (Sham Singh’s) house. Bashful of eye was she, and
very modest. High was her fate written as one of lofty deeds, and (at her birth) trays full

of pice were cast away in charity.

6. (The searchers for a husband3 went forth, saying) ‘ wisdom comes to one born in
Baisakh. A daughter has been born in Sham Singh’s house,’ as they sought (for a fitting

mate for) her betrothal. From the Government did her nurse receive a whole tract of
country for her reward.

7. Now the month of Jeth has risen, and Prince Kaur Nau Nihal has mounted the
basket.* Jointly do his sisters-in-law seize the red cloth, and thereby enhance his beauty.
Pleased is the heart of the Rani Jaskaur, as they invoke good omens.

8. Then became ready the marriage procession, and the Sardar of the Majha
mounted his horse. All the members of the procession shone like a garden, as they made
their steeds curvet through the bazaar. Then the bridegroom donned his sword, and
leaped full-armed upon his horse. Glorious indeed then was the procession.5

9. Then he bathed, and sat down after putting on his wedding garments. The priest
came and applied the ri/ai-mark to his forehead. His father put on his head the wed-
ding chaplet, and all the.bride’s playmates sang songs of joy, invoking happy omens.

10. Then became ready the procession (home to the bridegroom’s house). Governors
of the country round rode in it innumerable. They put on magnificent apparel and were
girt with swords, as they scattered to the throng gold coins innumerable. The marriage-
menials took them up and became wealthy, while the Musalman and Hindu mendicants
with their families gathered alms in the name of The Great Forgiver. In return they gave
blessings, as they worshipped the Almighiy, and cried, ‘ may your storehouse be ever full.’
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PANJABT of the jullundur doab.

The Jullundur Doab, or the country lying between the rivers Beas and Sutlej,

includes the two districts of Jullundur and Hoshiarpur and the state of Kapurthala.

The Panjabi of this tract is locally known as Doabi, but it differs hardly at all from the

standard Panjabi of Ludhiana.
,

In the hills to the north and east of Hoshiarpur there is a dialect locally called

Pahari, which on examination turns out to be nearly the same as ordinary Doabi, only

having a slight admixture of the idioms spoken in the Simla Hill States and in Kangra.

The same dialect is spoken in the adjoining Simla Hill States of Kahlur (or Bilaspur)

and Mangal, and is there known as Kahluri or Bilaspurl. We therefore arrive at the

following estimate of the number of speakers of Doabi in its various forms :

—

Ordinary Doabi—
Jullundur 905,817

Kapurthala 296,976

Hoshiarpur 848,655

2,051,448

Hosiarpur Pahari • 114,540

KahlOri of Kahlur 91.700

Kahluri of Mangal 1.081

207,321

Total . . 2,258,769

As a specimen of the ordinary Doabi, I give a conversation between two villagers

received from Hoshiarpur. The following remarks on the few peculiarities of the dialect

are mainly based on this specimen, but also on other specimens received from other parts

of the Doab.

The spelling is capricious. Thus we have both vich and bich, in ; hands and bonds,,

being. The letter y is often inserted after i before another vowel, or else substituted for

the i. Thus, hois, or hoyS, become ; hondiya, being (fern. plur.). In many oases short

s is substituted for long i, as in hois for kola (fern. pi.). Cerebral letters are employed

capriciously. Thus, bald, a bullock, but ml, not ndl, with. So, hbnS, not hona, to be ;

dnS, to come ; Ufna, to sow. Double letters at the end of a word are simplified.

Thus, vich, not vichch, in, but vichchd, from in
;
gal, not gall, a thing, a word, plur.

galla ; hath, not hatth, a hand
;
ghat for ghatt, decrease.

In hmin-kan, we have lean used as a sign for the dative. Compare the Lahnda

tot. Kaj is ‘ anything,’ not kujh. As in Amritsar, ‘ these ’ is ina, not inha.

The form hat for the first person singular of the present of the verb substantive is

peculiar to this part of the Punjab.

Note the contracted form gaiyya, gone (plur. fern.).

The initial consonant of vich, in, is often elided, as in Amritsar and Ludhiana.
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fra aa afcy ifl ii

an fay w yy n

^ayy-tfia fofgvjr ?h as illi v>?y faa yf^aa? aH Cr^f

Rt I yRa 3* '§Bii ti yg wig yg aav I §ag pwy ^ai fpai aa i

ggi 3igr i a'a' 1 1 yg hh ygj ifaig as awl gyg i sa wh
ya3H§t taro atf t\ sis! al afaii i ysl ag a* teas'* i tea

aws avjfe f$y
: -gig yfew afsw i sa§ fey at y§)g § a7

^g3T§lgi aa§ aw aula spa si yg aaT p»ai §a 3125 a§l 1

ani^gi p«i y>a> 1

y§ a fay pa war 1

aaH 31a y^t aai

y^a Ha §a» yg 1

# H^la H3 3a§ fgai ya yfewgi ny afyyr 1 y^t ftfpfe

aig ay wy are 31 huji la faiy 1 wai ayat sft napl a§f t 1

fea aiafyt apt yg^aa^ti § yfacr yfka} rit, 3' 5^ I uia gfaw
a^s1 V3W § 1

yygi gTfcyf af afew 1 gyfevir ais* sfyy ^
a^fawr 1 aw 3igt fare; H^a gay 5s» ^few jft 1 §aa aw agar

y3tevnT y gfy 1 asa? sfl aaa gg ffagw ayaa ysi
1 aaaT

jral ytrfl 3aaf §aa ag yyg ftnflgTaigt a* fis3T fe faa aa fa

Ha 31^ 1 jjfa faai aa aaT § Pag' 1 faa an’|§t aHre1 fya> yga3
a# t^i l§ 5^aa yss' aaal aa yl 315 % te yy ysaa 5a
t1

a?5§t yyt yjg asfi 3^1 aaa 3’ aafl f sra y>at ygt yg*i

ygi pfc? yg a §y asag* yg 1 fm fay yt a$a| fa§‘ faff

a% pygii
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5T5H SOrel 3T31 5HF3 t

33 MTclS gfew tTOII

h srg^ 3133' Jitasi vfortli ^aa 3'<ft sflrft *38 wi 3*

313 3* WS' 51S3 5fl SP3 f II
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TRANSLITERATION AND TRANSLATION.

Bhane te Waryame-vich eh gall! hundiya-si.

Bhdnd and Warydmd-between these words becoming-were.

Bhana. Bhai, dasso kitthS ana hoya.

Bhdnd. Brother, tell whence coming became.

"Waryama. Mundede sauhria-wal gae-si. Authe ikk

Waryama. Son-of Jatlier-in-law's-house-to gone-I-was. There one

balddi das p5di-sl. Bald t! changa hai, par

bullock-of existence told-was. The-bullock indeed good is, but

mar-khund haiga. Ohde solay! wig sing han, rang gora,

addicted-to-goring is. It-of needles like horns are, colour light,

dSda hai. Par mull badda maiigde han. Chali rupaie.

two-toothed is. But price great asking they-are. Forty rupees.

Eh mull kharchandi phursat nahl hai. Bhai, ki kariye ?

This price spending-of power not is. Brother, what may-we-do f

Paili kuj na nikli. Tin kanal jamin bichchS char

Crop anything rwt came-out. Three kanals land from-in four

puli! how. Ehda vichcho ki khaie te ki

bundles became. This-of from-in what may-we-eat and what

wartaie, jehde nal kamin-kan bi baro nahl sane ?

may-we-distribute, which-of with the-labourers-to even food not suffices f

Oh gal hoi.

That word is,

‘ gaundida sangh pata,

‘ singing-woman-of the-throat burst,

• Palle na piya ser ata.

‘ in-the-scarf not fell a-seer flour.

* Karam hin kheti kare.

‘ Good-luck devoid-of cultivation one-does.

‘ Bald mare. Tota pare.’

‘ Bullock dies. Scarcity falls.'

Chhe mahine mar-bhar-ke in! char puliada mfih

Six months died-having these fom bundles-of face

dekhia.
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sangha baih-giya.

throat hoarse-went.

duji

second

Pan! sinjdiyade hath amb-gae.

Water irrigating-of hands chafed-went,

Agge Rabdi ki marji hoi? Ik garibi,

Moreover God-of what will happened ? First poverty,

bar-khurdari. Je puliya thoriya si, t® jhar

calamity. What bundles few there-were, then the-produce

bi ghat jharia. Sana patla hai. Khabra daniyanS

even less was-produced. The-grain scanty is. News grain-to

ki hoia ? Rabdig gall® lakhiya nahi jandia. BhSna, bhai,

what happened ? God-of things known not (are) going. Bhdnd, brother,

Phaggan mahine jehra jhola waggia-si, ohde nal kankl patlil

Phdlguna in-month tohat blast blown-hod, tliat-of with the-wheats scanty

pai-gaiyyi. Kanka ki karan, jad TJppar-la chup-kar baitha.

became. The-wheats what can-do, when The-One-above silently is-seated.

Jad-di hari biji, tad-di ohne kuj khabar

Since the-spring-crop was-sown, since-then Him-by any heed

jimidaradi na litti, ki jinde-han, ki mar-gae. Mth

the-cultwators-of not was-taken, that living-they-are, or they-died. Bain

bina kuj nahT ho-sakda. Ikk, kamaudi kamai bina barkat

without anything not can-be-done. One, earner-qf earnings without blessing

nahT hundl. Buje, kanakde patla honedi eh bi gal

not (is-)becoming . Secondly, wheat-of thin becoming-of this also thing

hai, ki babe buddhede pain-t§ haldi bahi ghat

is, that grandfather old-of sickness-from plough-of ploughing insufficient

hoi. Bhai, kanak tl chaiigi hundi, je-kar bahi

became. Brother, wheat indeed good would-have-been, if

khari hundi. Bari siwl bah-ke, dekh kanaki

thorough hod-been. Twelve times ploughed-having, see wheat-of outturn.

Jiyo-jiy§ bahai kanaknl, tiy8-tiy8 dewe sawad.

As-as one-ploughs wheat-to, so-so it-gives flavour.

ploughing

jhar.

< Kanak kamadi sanghni, dago-dag kapah.

‘ Wheat sugarcane thick, stick-by-stick cotton.

* Kambalda jhumb mar-ke, chhalliS bichchi jah.’

‘ Blanket-of cowl struck-liaving, maize among go.’

So, bhai, kanakda hahna bijna aukha hai. Je-kar

So, brother, wheat-of ploughing sowing difficult is. If

bahi biji chaiigi jawe, ta jhar bi achchha honda-hai, te

ploughing sowing good go, then the-outturn also good becoming -is, and

kanak bi moti hondi-hai.

wheat also dense becoming-is.

yol. is, part i. 4 r 2
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FREE TRANSLATION OF THE FOREQOINQ*

A CONVERSATION BETWEEN BHANA AND WARYAMA.

Bhana.—Brother, where have you come from ?

Warydmd.— I am coming from the house of my son’s father-in-law. I had heard
of a bullock there which I thought would suit me. It is a good beast but is apt to gore

people. Its horns are like needles, its colour light, and its teeth two in number. But
they are asking too much for it. They want forty rupees, and I can’t afford to spend
that amount of money. Brother, in these hard times how could I ? The crop failed.

From three kamls1 of land I only got four bundles altogether. What is there in that

for us to eat and to pay our labourers ? Why, there is not even enough for the cost of

cutting it. It’s like the proverb

—

‘the singer sings till her throat bursts, and not a seer of 'flour falls into her

,
outstretched scarf. When a cultivator loses his luck, his bullocks die, and he gets a
scarcity on the top of it.’

I killed myself working for six months, and then all I see is the face of these four

bundles. My hands are chafed and my throat is hoarse from the labour of irrigating.

Yet what was God’s will? First poverty, then calamity. Even the few bundles I
did reap had hardly any grain in them. I don’t know what came of the grain, for

it’s beyond me to understand God’s ways. Brother Bhana, that cold blast in Phalgun
made the wheat unproductive. What could the poor grains do, when the One above sits

silently, and does nothing to protect them. Ever since we sowed the spring crop, He
hasn’t cared whether the cultivators were living or dead. In the first place there is no
blessing on the earnings of those who have worked so hard, and in the second place the
wheat has been thin because we had not enough hands to plough on account of my old
grandfather’s illness. The wheat would have been a fine crop, if it had had a thorough
ploughing. Just see the outturn when you plough your wheat twelve times. The
more you plough it, the better the flavour. You know the old proverb—

‘ Sow your wheat and sugarcane thick, and your cotton a stick’s distance between
each plant. But maize must be so far apart that a man with a blanket cowl on his head
can walk through it without touching it.’

So, brother, the ploughing and sowing of wheat is a difficult job. If the ploughing
and sowing is good, the outturn will be good, and the crop of wheat will be a dense one..
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KAHL-ORl OR BILASPURT.

The languages of most of the Simla Hill States are various forms of Western

Pahari. The most western states are Kahlur, Mangal, Nalagarh, and Mailog. In the

west of the two latter states the language is Powadhi PaiijabI, and will be dealt with

under that head. The dialect of their eastern parts is Handnri Pahari. The dialect of

the states of Kahlur and Mangal is called Kahluri or Bilaspuri (Bilaspur being the chief

town of Kahlur). Kahlur lies immediately to the east of the Hoshiarpur District.

In the adjoining hilly part of that district a dialect is spoken which is locally called

Pahari. It is the same as Kahluri.1

Kahluri has hitherto been described as a form of Western Pahari. An examination

of the specimen will show that this is not the case. It is simply a rude Panjabi, similar

to that spoken in Hoshiarpur. The estimated number of its speakers is as follows

Kahlur State 91
>
7«>

Mangal State
' !.081

Ho 114,540

Total . 207,321

It is unnecessary to give full specimens of this dialect. A few sentences from a

version of the Parable of the Prodigal Son, given in transliteration, will show its

character.
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Eki manude do putt the. Lauhku putte apne
One man-of two sons were. By-the-yomger son his-own

buddheng galaya, ‘jo jadad mere bande aodi. so

father-to it-was-said, ' what property on-my share comes. that

rnanns dei-de.’ Tine so jadad apne dui puttanu
me-to give.’ By-him that property his-own two sons-to

bandi ditti. Jade lauhke putte apna bandit

having-divided was-given. When by-the-younger son his-own share

lai-Iia, ta dur pardesanU chall-gaya. tTthi jal-ke

was-taken, then a-far foreign-country-to \e-went-away. There having-gone

tine apni jadad he-arath gawai-ditti. Jad 6 sari jadadl
by-hirn his-own property uselessly was-lost. When he the-whole property

gawal baitha, tl us mulakhde-bich bara kal paya,
having-wasted sat, then that country-of-in a-great famine fell,

6 bara kangal hoi-gaya. Ta 6 us mulakhde raihnewalede kane
he very poor became. Then he that country-of inhabitant-of near
railuie laga, tine apni jiminaE-bich usna suranS chime bheja.
to-live began, by-him his-own fields-in him-to swine-to to-graze it-was-sent.

So siiitdi khurakde bache-hue satkl-kane apna pet bharda-tha,
Be the-swine-of food-of remaining husks-with his-own belly fillmg-was,

tis-n§ hor koi kichh na deda-tha.

him-to other anyone anything not giving-was.
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POWSDHT.

The word ‘ Powadh ’ means ‘ East,’ and Powadhi PaKjabi is the PaKjabi spoken in

that portion of the Eastern Punjab known as the Powadh.

Prom Rupar in the Umballa District up to its junction with the Beas, the river

Sutlej runs nearly east and west. To its north lies the Jullundur Doab. To its south

lie the Districts of Ludhiana and Eerozepore. The whole of the latter district, and the

greater portion of the former are included in the tract known as the Malwa, but that

part of Ludhiana which lies near the river is known as the Powadh. The Powadh

extends much further east. In Umballa, it reaches as far, speaking roughly, as the river

Ghaggar, beyond which the language is Hindustani. . To the south it occupies those parts

•of the states of Patiala, Nabha and Jind which lie east of, say, the 76th degree of east longi-

tude, up to the country in which Hindustani and Bahgard are spoken. This tract also

includes a few outlying portions of the Hissar District. The Musalman Pachhadas who

live along the banks of the Ghaggar where it runs through this area speak another dialect

of Panjabi known as Rathi, which will be dealt with separately.

South of this tract lies the District of Hissar, the main languages of which are Ban-

garu and Bagri. Only along the Ghaggar, and in a part of the Sirsa Tahsll do we find

Panjabi. With the above exceptions the country to the west of the 76th degree of east

longitude, as far as the combined Sutlej and Beas, is known either as the Malwa, or as

the Jangal (i.e. backwoods), which has a dialect of its own entitled Malwai, that will be

described in due course.

We may estimate the number of speakers of Powadhi Pafijabi as follows :«—

Hissar 148,352

Umballa 337,123

Kalsia State 18,933

Nalagarh State (western half) 39,545

Mailog State (western half) 3,193

Patiala State 837,000

Jind State 13,000

Total . 1,397,146

The figures for Kalsia refer to speakers near Dera Bassi, within the boundaries of the

Umballa District. Nalagarh and Mailog are two of the Simla Hill States which lie close

to Umballa District. PaKjabi is spoken in their western portions. In their eastern areas

the language is the Handuri form of Western Pahari.

As might be expected, Powadhi differs from the standard PaKjabi of Amritsar

mainly in approaching the dialects of Western Hindi spoken in East Umballa and in

Karnal. The further east we go the more and more infected with Hinddstani or

Bahgaru does it become. As usual there is no distinct line between them, the languages

insensibly merging into each other. The most western Powadhi—that spoken in the

Powadh tract of Ludhiana—is almost the same as the standard, and has indeed served as a

foundation for most of the grammars of the language, rather than the PaKjabi of Amrit-

sar. No special examples of this form of Powadhi are necessary.

Por Powadhi I give two specimens from Thana Kularan in the Jind state, the

first being a version of the Parable of the Prodigal Son, and the second a folktale. I also
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give a folktale from West Umballa, written in the Deva-nagari character, and another

from Thana Karamgarh in the state of Patiala, written in the Persian character. On
pp. 806 £f. will be found a List of Words and Sentences from Umballa. These specimens

illustrate very fairly the variations which Panjabi undergoes in the Powadh tract.

Most of these are due to the influence of the neighbouring Western Hindi.

Such are the occasional use of words like age instead of agge, before, and of kuhnd in-

stead of akhiid, to say. So also we have the substitution of m for w between two vowels,

as in dmagd for awagd, I will come.

We find (as in Western Hindi dialects and in Rajasthani), the locative of the geni-

tive employed to form a dative, as in Vide pad, put on (pdo) to him (Vide).

In pronouns, we find the forms liamantt, to us ; tumdnv., to you, alongside of the

true PaKjabi forms
; and the genitive of the reflexive pronoun is apna, not dpnd. Jad

is used for both ‘then ’ and ‘when,’ exactly as in the dialects of Western TTWli and as in

Rajasthani.

In verbs, (ha is more common for ‘ he was ’ than si, though both are used. The first

person plural sometimes ends in the Western Hindi at, instead of in S. Thus, howai, let

us become ; chhakat, let us eat.

Other peculiarities not so directly traceable to the influence of Western Hind. are

the following. The insertion of an aspirate in bhalad (Patiala), an ox. The use of the
neuter (occasionally also found in standard PaKjabi) in words like chummia, it was
kissed. The pronunciation of vicheh, in, as biehch. The frequent dropping of the first

syllable of this word as in khuhchS for khuh-bichch5, from in the well ; unhSchS, from
among them. In pronouns, the occasional employment of tohada for ‘your,’ and of oh,

for the oblique form singular of the third personal pronoun. Also the frequent trans-

position of an aspirate, as in unha, for uhm, to them ; ddhd, for dhdd, of him ; idhd, for

ihdd, of this
;
jerhd, for jehrd, who.

In the verb substantive the 2nd plural of the present tense is often o, for ho, you
are.
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f£3 HSMe f M3 flfS'S
1 S3S uf§ wfaw fa f Qf HISS'

faip 3 K§ MSaS' t^S?l 3S f3S H'S fS'g 33 f*3' I 33

fes* fas
: s# m%s wai as' aaa fefa eae ana' 5%' afaw >>ia

f“a >hmsi K'H faaaHl fas ^aw i *>ia tie gig' aw sai fh sh ffs

33’ Hea'3' fMW fa aars as ^faiw i §H ana flea gifs w
25-feivwT i fas fas 331 fas ga sias ia' v»ia fa<| wh at fa

fes fesa § a ga M'e as *xmsi fas 3a, as) fas s fee' a' 1 a

fat fas w a aa'-Hf Qfe aaf faasftorf 315ft fat a, >5?a vf

eV aaei ail vf fsa vxus Cif as wfep wa §s a|ai> f Qf

vis aaei §a 3s 331 afaw ai fa as fan 3a safl a fag §ai

M3 aaif ff§ vx<js fHasftw fas
5

fsae 3313a aa 1 tea f^a *xms

Mf as eftew 1 fa *wa aa 3> fa§ eat fae Ofs 33R wfew

aa iaa fas ais s' fsw fa aw afanp 1 M3s fas aa' f Mf Its

aaei §a 3s aa' afavir, aa as fen 3a saT a faa §3' 33 aa'f
:

i

Mfs wj sagis aa', sai 3 eat aai ae fswf
,
fsae irf 1 fa

stq aa faa s'M, aa ^a; fas g3 yif, fa *xhT s3 aa Mrft fa5

faffaa via' sa M3 na faw a» as tflfaw a, Mfew flaw aT as

Msw a 1 faa fa arit aas sal 11

fas' 331 M3 M3 fas a' i as uiae sa mifew, arfe aa

saflewet vug's gsh faa fe3 -ssias as' 3 yfew, fsa 3t a i

fas fas sa’, 33' 3'ft wfe*! a, aa fa Cf£ gat fat *3t f,

fan 3'H§ 3 faf 3S' fail fawfsw i fas ain aa s s'a' f afea

wfi faa fae Qfs 313a «p3 fa§ MS'fsmi 1 fas ,ff f g3'3 ft3'
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231' fH3S s| 2325 3321 3', *53 32 33 3333 3P33 253f

325>, M3 3
: 33 S3#2> HMS' 253? f23', 3 v»)M2 fM33'2 2ST55

Mjft MS"?, 33 33 33' S3 M3 WfeW, ffl3S 33* MW 3flSW fas

MfSW, S' S'M3 3<ft 33% §3S G^4 33', 6 M3 § fe3 M3

325 % 33 Ms? M3' t §3 33' 3 I f%3 MM? 32* *N3 MM 32' 2^2

S', f3f33 33' 3TSt M3 f3IW S' 32 tfifew 3, 33 3few folW' S'

32 fawfew' 3 II
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TRANSLITERATION AND TRANSLATION.

worthy (I-)am-not that again thy son I-may-be-called, nie-to thin
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mihnatla-bichcho ikkde barabar kar.”’ Phir utth-ke apne peo

labourers-from-in one-of equal make."’ Then arken-having his-otm father

iol challia. Oh ajje dur tha. ohnu dekh-ke ohde peons

to he-started. He yet dktant was, him-to seen-havmg him-of father-to

taras aia, hdr bhajj-ke ohnS gal la-lia, hdr

pity came, and run-having him-to (on-hk-)neck it-was-applied, and

halha chummia. Puttne ohnn kaha, ‘6 peo, maind

much it-was-kksed. The-son-by him-to it-was-said, ‘ 0 father. me-by

Babbda tere kol bura karia

;

hdr hun is laik nahi

God-of of-thee near fault done-k ; and now this worthy (I-)am-not

jo phir tera putt kahafl.’ Peone apne naukranS

that again thy son I-may-be-called.’ The-father-by hk-oum labourers-to

kaha, ‘chahge-te change kap*re kaddh liad, ihde pao;

it-was-said, ‘good-than good clothes having-taken-out bring, him-to put-on;

hor idhe hatth-bichch chhap, hdr pairt-bichch jutte pad ; hor as!

and hk hand-in (a-)ring, and feet-in shoes put-on; and we

chhakaT, hdr khusi hdwai ; kiukar mera eh putt mar-gia-tha, hun

may-eat, and glad may-be; because my thk son dead-gone-was, now

jxvia-hai ; khdia-gia-tha, hun milia-hai.’ Phir dh khusi karan lagge.

alive-k; lost-gone-was, now found-k.’ Then they joy to-do began.

Ohda bara, putt khet-bichch tha. Jad gharde nere aia,

Hk elder son the-field-in was. When the-house-of near he-came,

ggode hdr nachchdildi abaj suni. Phir ikk naukarnS

singing and dancing-women-of noise was-heard. Then one servant-to

bula-ke puchhia, * ih ki hai ? ’ Ohne ohn§ kaha,

called-having it-was-asked, ‘thk what kf' Him-by him-to it-was-said,

‘
tera bhai aia-hai ; hdr tere peone bar! rdti karl-hai, kis-baste

‘thy brother come-k; and thy father-by a-great feast done-k, because

jo ohnn bhala-changa thiaia.’ Ohne gusse ho-ke na

that him-to safe-(fy-)sound he-was-found.' Him-by angry become-having not

chaha jo andar jawe. Phir ohde peone bahar

it-was-wkhea that inside he-may-go. Then hk father-by outside

a-ke dhnS manaia. Ohne peo-te jabab

cotne-having him-to it-icas-remonstrated. Him-by the-father-to answer

ditta, ‘dega, itne barhe-te mai teri taihal karda-hS, aur

was-given, ‘see-then, so-many years-from I thy set-vice doing-am, and

kade tere kahnede bahar nahl challa
;

par tai kade bakrida

ever thy saying-of out not went; but by-thee ever goat-of

tnemna mainu nahl ditta, jd apne mitrade nal khusi

kid me-to not was-gtven, that my-otcn friends-of with happiness
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manawa. Hor jad tera eh putt aia jiline tera mal

I-may-celebrate. And when thy this son came whom-by thy property

kafijaria-bichch khoia, tai odhe baste ban roti kail.’

harlots-among was-icasted, by-thee hhm-of for a-great feast was-made.

Ohne ObuB kaha, ‘6 putt, tu ait mere kol hai, hor

Sim-by him-to it-was-said, ‘ 0 son, thou always of-me near art, and

jerha mera hai oh tera hai; phir khusi hona aur khus

what mine is that thine is; then {in-)happiness to-be and glad

hona r.bnbip tha; kiukar tera bhai mar-gia-tha, hun jivia-hai

to-be proper was; because thy brother dead-gone-was, now alioe-is;

hor khoia-gia-tha, hun thiaia-hai.’

and lost-gone-was, now fomd-is.'
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TRANSLITERATION AND TRANSLATION.

Ik admi dhSrvi tha. Oh sade des a-gia. Odhe

One man robber was. He (to-)our country came. Him-of

murde-huede man-inch ai ‘ char panj mpaedi rS le

returning-of mind-in came ‘four five rupees-of cotton having-taken

challg.’ Mur-ke pind-bich r3 lain bar-gia. Ik

I-may-go.' TLeturned-having the-village-in cotton Make he-entered. One

buddhi baithi katdi-thi, ohnS r8 puchhi. Ohne

old-woman seated spinning-teas, her-to (Jor-)cotton it-ioas-asked. Her-by

akhia, ‘ hai bhai, eh banienS bol-mar lia.’ Oh banienO

it-was-said, ‘ 0 brother, this banyd-to calling bring.’ He the-banyd-to

bula laia. Oh buddhi boh, ‘ en§ rS jokh

having-called brought. That old-woman spoke, ‘ hirn-to cotton having-weighed

de.’ Dharvi bolia, ‘buddhi, ehnu char paBj ane de-ke

give.’ The-robber spoke, ‘ old-woman, hm-to four five annas given-having

jo mai baddh tula 10. Tu-hi kiu nahf

if I more having-caused-to-weigh take. Thou-thyself why not

jokh dindi, phir jhikhlgi.’ Buddhi

having-weighed (art-)giving, ajterwards thou-wilt-repent.’ The-old-woman

Wiiin.il, ‘16-ja, bhai, mai agant-bich lfigi.’ Oh

was-saying, ‘ take-away, brother, I the-futwre-life-in shall-take.’ He

kahinda, ‘agant kihne dekha hai?’ Buddhi kahindi,

(was-)saying, ‘ the-future-life whom-by seen is?’ The-old-woman (was-)saying

,

mai dekh ai-hls.’ Oh kahinda, ‘ tu kikkar dekh

‘I having-seen come-atm.’ He (was-)saying, ‘thou how having-seen

ai ? ’ Buddhi kahindi, * dhi jamai mere kol

came?' The-old-woman (was-)saying, ‘daughter son-in-law me near

basde-the ;
meri maih suni thi; unhadi sui-hui

Iwing-were ; my she-buffalo in-calf was; them-of one-which-had-calved

tin; maine dhinO akhia, “ser gheo udhara de-dej

tea* ;
me tlie-daughter-to it-was-said, “ seer ghee loan give >
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jiddan mere dudh ho-gia, tainu dg-d3gl.”

token m-my(-house) milk (shall-)have-become, thee-to I-shall-give.’'

Dhine ghed de-ditta. Phir oh mar-gai. Mai kumarla

The-daughter-by ghee was-given. Then she died. I Hades

gal ; otthe gai-hui dhme phar-lai ; kaha ki, “ nigra

went; there the-gone daughter-hy I-was-seized ; it-was-said that, “my

ser gheo udhara ditta-hoia, dg-dg.” Maine kaha, “mgrg ko}

seer ghee loan given, give.” Me-by it-was-said, “me near

ki hai? JamainS de-dSgi
; mere kol basda-hai.” Dhi

what is ? The-son-in-law-to I-shall-give ; me near living-he-is.” The-daughter

boli, “ odha kuehh wasta nahi. Jgrha mai ditta-hai, oh mera
spoke, “ him-of any concern is-not. What by-me given-is, that mine

de-de.” Phir ser bhar mas patt bichd mera lai-ke khairha

give." Then seer full flesh thigh from-in my token-having seizure

chhaddia. Eh dekh-lai, tohna patt-bich saki dhida paia-hua, hai.

was-le/t. This observe, cavity thigh-in real daughter-of made is.

' Tu rS baddh-ghatt lai-ja, agant

Thou cotton increasing-diminishing (i.e. bargaining) taking-go, (in) -the-future-life

lai-lSgi.’ DharvinS eh gal sun-ke gian a-gia ; rS

I-shall-take.’ The-robber-to this word heard-htwing knowledge came; cotton

littt nahi ; apne gharnS challa-gid. Ghar ja-ke jgrha.

was-taken not; his-oum house-to he-went-away. Some gone-having what

mal lutia kasntia tha, bamna phakiranS punn kar

property looted plundered was. Brahmans beggars-to charity doing

ditte; dharvida kamm. chhadd-ditta.

was-given; robber-of profession was-abandoned.

FREE TRANSLATION OF THE FOREGOING.

There was a robber who came to this country. On his way home it came into his

bead that he would buy some four or five rupees’ worth of cotton. So he turned back and
entering a village saw an old woman sitting spinning. He asked her if she would sell him
any cotton. She replied, ‘brother, call that shopkeeper.’ So he brought the shopkeeper,

and the old woman told the latter to weigh the cotton. Then said the robber, ‘ what if I
have bribed this shopkeeper with four or five annas to give more than the proper weight?
Why don’t you weigh it yourself ? Otherwise you may be sorry for your bargain. 1

'

The old woman said, ‘ I’ll get it from you in the next world.’ ‘ Who,’ said the robber,
‘ has seen the next world?’ * I,’ said she, ‘ have both been there and have seen it.’ ‘ How
was that?’ said he. She replied, * my daughter and my son-in-law used to live near me.
My cow-buffalo was in calf and consequently gave no milk. They had a cow which
had calved, and was therefore in milk, and so I asked her to lend me a seer of ghee,

which I would repay as soon as my cow gave milk. She lent it me. Shortly after this
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she died, and I paid a visit to Hades. There my daughter caught hold of me, and

demanded hack the seer of ghee which I had borrowed. “ Bless you,” said I, “ I have

nothing with me here. Tour husband lives near my house, and I’ll pay him when I

get home.” She replied, “he has nothing to do with it. It was I who gave it you. Pay

me hack my own.” So I had to give her a seer of flesh out of my thigh before she

would let me go. Look, here is the actual cavity from which she took it. You go on

with your traffic and take your cotton. I’ll be paid in the next world.’ When the

robber heard these words he was converted, and did not take the cotton. He went

straight home, distributed all his ill-gotten wealth in charity to Brahmans and beggars,

and gave up the profession of a robber.
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TRANSLITERATION AND TRANSLATION.

Ikk julahedl addhi ratnS akkh khul-gai. Apni julahluB

A weaver-of half night-at the-eyes opened. His-oum weaver’s-wife-to

that,

ke.

keha

it-was-said

keha

it-was-said that,

pher keha,

again it-tcas-said,

ta mai tainQ

‘ mainu dode mal-ke de.’ limine

‘me-to poppy-heads rubbed-having give.’ The-wife-by

'

mai-te hun nalil uth hunda.’ Julahene

‘me-by now not rising (is-)becoming
.’ The-weaver-by

‘je hun tfi mainfl 4°4e mal-ke devl,

‘ if now thou me-to poppy-heads rubbed-having give,

hajar hajar rupayedia char bata sunawl.’

then I thee-to thousand "thousand rupees-of four words cause-to-hear.’

Julahine dode mal-ke ditte, or hukka

The-weaver’s-wife-by poppy;heads rubbed-having were-given, and hookah

bhar-ke ditta. Julaha bate sunawan laggia. Us

filled-having was-given. The-weaver the-words to-cause-to-hear began. That

vele shahrde badshahda putt gali-bichch janda-tha. Julahedl

at-time the-city-of king-of son lane-in going-was. The-weavei--of

gall sun-kar sochia ke, ‘ isdiS galla sun-ke

word heard-having it-was-thought that, ‘ this-one-of words heard-having

jana hai, kS eh kehia galls sunanda-hai.’ Julahene

to-be-gone is, that this-one what words causing-to-hear-is.’ The-weaver-by

char galla sunait. ‘1. Jehra admi apni mutiyar

four words were-caused-to-be-heard. ‘ 1. What man his-own full-grown

tlminS peoke chhadde, oh ahmak hai. 2. Jo

wife-to in-her-father’s-house abandons, he most-foolish is. 3. Who

apne-te barede nil yarl lave, oh ahmak hai.

himself-of-than greater-of with friendship brings, he most-foolish is.

3. Jo bin puchhe paSch bane, oh ahmak hai.

3. Who without being-asked arbitrator becomes, he most-foolish is.

4. Jo ghar-ml hunde-sunde lar bannh-ke na ture,

4. Who house-in while-being the-edge-of-cloth bound-having not sets-oul,

oh ahmak hai.’ Julaha hats suna-ke so-gia.

he most-foolish is.’ The-weaver the-words caused-to-hear-having went-ta-sleep.
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FREE TRANSLATION OF THE FOREGOING.

A certain weaver awoke at midnight, and asked his wife to prepare a poppy-drink*

for him. She replied that it was out of the question for to think of getting up at that

time of night. He said, ‘ if you’ll make me some poppy-drink. I’ll tell you four things,

each worth a thousand rupees.’ So she got up and prepared the poppy-drink and gave

it to him, and also Idled his hookah for him. Then the weaver began to tell her the

four things. It chanced that just then the son of the king5
of that city was passing by

in the lane near the weaver’s house. He heard what the latter was saying, and thought

to himself that he had better stop to hear what this valuable information was. This is

what he heard. The weaver began, ‘ Firstly, the man who lets his grown up wife stay

in her father’s house is a fool. Secondly, the man who makes friends with a greater

man than himself is a fool. Thirdly, the man who becomes an arbitrator without being

asked is a fool. Fourthly, the man who sets out on a journey without first tying some

money in the edge of his cloth is a fool.’ Having said this the weaver went to sleep.

* It is made by nibbing poppy'heads in water.
1 The m w' “rer “ stock fool of Indian legend. The point here is that the prince 1

what such a man says, and is rewarded by the escesdingly trite remarks which the latter conveys I

tea the trouble to listen to
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TRANSLITERATION AND TRANSLATION.

Dekho, khabbe hatth nal munna dab rakkhia-hai, sajje

See, left hand with plough-handle pressing kept-is, right

hatth vich purani hai. Samne darakhtde heth huqqa ar panida
hand in ox-whip is. In-front a-tree-of beneath hookah and water-of

ghara pia-hai. Utthe-hi ikk munda baitha had. TCii-san

jar put-down-is. Here-also a child seated is. The-cultivator

bichara thori-ji rat-te utthia-hai. Hal aur bhalda-nS
the-poor-man a-little-very night-from arisen-is. Plough and oxen

le-kS, tarke-tarke khet-par an pabnchiA-bai. Jad suraj
taken-havmg, very-early the-field-on having-come arrived-he-is. When the-sun

sir-par aunda-hai, tl ghar-wali rotti liaundi-hai. Eh hal
the-head-on commg-is, then the-house-mistress bread bringing-is. He the-plough

khol-dinda-liai. Bhaldl-nS chara paunda-hai. Ap hatth muh
loosening-is. The-oxen-to fodder causing-to-fall-he-is. Himself hand mouth

dho-ke thanda honda-hai. Rotti khanda-hai. Huqqa pinda-hai.
washed-having cool becoming-he-is. Bread eating-he-is. Hookah drinking-he-is.

Bhaldl-nS pan! plonda-hai. Pai-ke thord-jeha chir aram
The-oxen-to water causing-to-drink-he-is. Fallen-having a-little-very time rest

linda-hai. Ghar-wali sag-sug lg-kg chali jandi-hai.
taking-he-is. The-house-mistress vegetables-etc. taken-having gone going-is.

Kainm buhta honda-hai. Tf bichara isi dhandg-vichck din
Work much becoming-is. Hither the-poor-fellow this occupation-in the-day

pura kar-dinda-hai. Nahl-tS hor kanim-kar karda-hai. Jad suraj
fuU making-is. Otherwise other business doing-he-is. When the-sun

chhipan lagda-hai. tl hal aur bhaldl-nS le-ke ghar aunda-hai.
to-be-hidden beginning-is, then plough and oxen taken-having house ctming-he-is.

Sir-par chara-di gathri liaunda-hai. Bhaldl-de age chara
Head-on fodder-of bundle bringing-he-is. Oxen-of m-front fodder

paunda-hai. Ghar-wali dhar kaddhdi-hai. Rotti pakondi-hai.
causing-to-fall-he-is. The-house-mistress milk drawing-is. Bread cooking-she-is.

Eh khusl-khusi bal-bachchi-vichch baith-ke khanda-hai. Phir fhe jehe
He happy-happy chUdren-among sat-having eating-is. Again he such
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suwad nil pair pasar-ke sonda-hai, ik badshaha-nS phulla-di

comfort with feet extended-having sleepmg-is, as kings-to flowers-of

chhijS-par bhi nasib nahi.

beds-on even fortune is-not.

FREE TRANSLATION OF THE FOREGOING.

See how he goes along carrying his plough-handle under his left arm, with his

ox-whip in his right hand. He has set down, at the foot of a tree, his hookah and a

water-jar, and his little boy is seated beside them. The poor cultivator has risen from

his bed while there is still a little of the night left, and with his plongh and oxen reaches

his field at dawn. At midday, when the sun is over his head, his wife brings him his

food. He unyokes his plough and throws some fodder before his oxen. As for himself,

he washes his hands and his mouth to make himself cool, and takes his meal. Then he

waters his oxen, and after that takes a very little rest. His wife gathers wild herbs for

spinach and takes them home, but he has still much work to do. He keeps on at the

same business of ploughing till evening, or else he betakes himself to some other occupa-

tion. When the sun begins to set he takes his plough and his oxen home, carrying on

his head a bundle of fodder which he has cut. Then he throws some of the fodder before

the oxen, while his wife milks the cows. Then she cooks the evening meal, and he sits

down to eat it happily surrounded by his children. Then he stretches out his legs and

goes to sleep with more pleasure than ever was the lot of kings upon their beds of

flowers.
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The Musalman tribes, which are said to have come from the west, and who are now
settled in the Ghaggar valley in the district of Hissar, are known as Paohhadd, or westerners,

and also as Math, or the ruthless ones. As their second name indicates, they are a turbu-

lent lot. Their language is known as Pachhadi or Rathi. A similar language is spoken

iij the Ghaggar valley in the Kularan thana of the Jind state. Here it is called Jand or

Naili. Naili is probably the same as nail, which is the local name of the Ghaggar valley.

I do not know the origin of the name Jand, unless it refers to the jand bush which is a

very prominent object in this wild tract.

Under whatever name it is called, Pachhadi, Rathi, Jand, or Naili, it is the same

form of speech, i.e., Powadhi Pafijabi, strongly mixed with the Bangaru dialect of Western

Hindi spoken immediately to its east. The pronunciation is fond of nasal sounds. Here

and there we meet a form borrowed from the Malwai PaKjabi spoken immediately to the

west.

The number of speakers reported is

—

Hissar (Rath') 36,490

Jind (Jand) ... 2,500

I give three specimens of this dialect, viz., a portion of the Parable of the Prodigal

Son and a folktale from Hissar, and another folktale from Jind. These show sufficiently

the mixed character of the dialect. As might be expected, the Jind specimen has more
Western Hindi in it than the others.

It is unnecessary to discuss this mixed form of speech at any length. It is sufficient

to note that the genitive is sometimes formed by adding ka,, and sometimes by adding dd.

The oblique form (or locative) of the genitive mere, is used to mean ‘to me so jdt-ke,

to a Jat. The sign of the dative is im or ne. Sometimes we have the Bangaru sa, I

am ; sai, he is. The termination gl is used in the present as well as in the future. Thus,

aegi, she comes ; the Malwai future jasU, I will go, occurs. The past participle of

ghallnd, to send, is ghattd, not ghallia.

Note the nasal pronunciation of chahada, wishing ; duds, coming
;

jSstit, I will go,

and the substitution of a dental dh for a cerebral dli or rh in badhe, for barhe (specimen

II).
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Specimen I.

transliteration and translation.
Ik admi-te doy putr san. UnhachH lora putrne

One man-to two sons were. Them-from-in the-younger son-by

apde pewnfi akhya, ‘ kera mal menu auda-liai mlnS
his-own father-to it-ioas-said, ‘ whatever property me-to arriving-is me-to

de.’ Pewne mal lore putmu band

give.’ The-father-by the-property the-younger son-to having-divided

ditta. Thore diya magrS sara mal ikattha karte

was-given. A-few days after the-whole property together in-making

par-des jtda-raha. ITthe bad-khoi wa bhere

a-foreign-country going-remained. There wicked-habits and bad

kami-vich sara mal gawa-ditta. Sara mal

doings-in all the-property was-sqnandered-away . All the-property

gawa-betha-ke kuchh na raha. Us des-vich bura

wasted-completely-been-having anything not remained. That country-in a-bad

kal paya. Wuh bukh maran laga. Pher ns desde

famine fell. He hungry to-die began. Then that country-of

sirdar-kol5 gola ja lagya. Us sirdarne

a-great-man-near servant have-gone he-became-attached. That great-man-by

apde khetrade-vich surada chheru kar-ditta. Kere wuh chhil

himself-of fields-of-in pigs-of swineherd was-made. Which those husks

sir khade wuh chhil bhi usnU nt thiyaye. Wuh chSh5<la-sI

the-pigs ate those husks even him-to- not mere-got. He toishing-was

ke ‘ yah chhil mlnS thiya-jay, to usde-nal dhid

that ‘ these husks me-to {if-)they-be-found, then those-of-with belly

bhar-lewa.’ Wuh chhil bhi usnU koi nahi dlda-sl.

I-might-fill.’ Those husks even him-to any -one not giving-was.
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wpt w i f? kr? writ i rr^r f^r wr t4 if kt irt i km w

irtt i ktit ttt mw wrf w i kt 31145ft ktwkkT wr^f mf 1

w^ 3(tct kt4t w ^rr ^wtw kk kt <£kr *rnt 1 3^ wr trt w4k
m 5PiT 4k 3r?T kft 3u4«fl inkt ktf ^rnkft, ktw-kkr ht wnr

kt 5fTT 4k 3R TIT*fiW iirT k IT -tllki ITT 4l«1 W5T? "Hlet I 3R
m=flk«l w4t iff WTT Ijct 4t ^nsl 4klT, IT elk IT^ % % iNlT I kt

wr wr =Mi4t urekk k wit i kt mi4U W tr %
3114k k 1 wuk % wrf ktkrkf if wktwvftwr ^t i wr
^41 ^TT % 5(1kl wr RTIT 4k Tn? iiwr if fkl% k^k jjwt krk I

TRT wr^TTT I WR kt WWT IRTT kt 3t(4«fl *TTf> k Tjk if Wt I

3t<^ m=h kfkt 1% Tnk ¥ 1 31^ <jTifl kkft f% wr % 1 3i

^

kkkt ktwt tkr wit wtf i ^ 4t4t ktkt <§r kt wrk mf i

dk<ii 3rrckt wr ttt ^re wtt wt kt ik ekf ktkf i

3i^ 3114^1 kire Tt k TfT7 it 5 wt 1 TRik it 3TI3 ^rr irtt 41 t

TT?T f% ^ kt eTW ^TRITT I W51 ^tt «Tff W^T I 3|^ 3114^1

ktkt k •HJfTT TT¥ WT ^TR I W kt WT^t k | 3R WR wk
wwffkr ttr wr urekk % wrr n
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Specimen II.

TRANSLITERATION AND TRANSLATION.
iiK jat-ke ek-jatani thi. Jat jad khet-m! bag-jada to

One Jdt-of one-Jdtani was. The-Jdt when the-field-in used-to-go then

pachhe-te mohan-bhog churma kar-ke khSdi, aur sajbnai

after-from mohan-bhog chiirmd made-having she-used-to-eat
, and the-evening-in

jat jad Ida jatani jatnai kahadi, ‘ mai to

the-Jdt when he-used-to-come the-Jdtani the-Jdt-to used-to-say,
‘ I verily

marSgl, mere to rog ho-gaya
;

sir dukhe
; pet dukhe

;

shall-die, to-me verily sickness has-become; head aches; stomach aches;

pair phut! ; kise waidnai ya syanenai dikha, opari-puchba

the-feet burst; some physician-to or wise-man-to show, spells-vncantations

kara.’ Jad jat man-mg soehi, ‘is-ka mas aur

get-made.’ When (by-)the-Jat mind-in it-was-thought, ‘ her-of flesh and

gulla to roj . badbe, aur yib kahe, “mere rog Iag-gaya.”

bones vei'Uy daily increase, and she says, “ to-me illness attached-went.”

Yub keb ban '
sai ? ’ Ek din jat pars-mg so-gaya.

This what manner is?' One day the-Jdt common-resting-place-in slept,

kbet na gaya. Tborl bar pacbhe ghai'a gaya ; to

the-field(-to) not went. Short time after in-the-house went; and

jatani mohan-bbog kardl pai. Jad jatnai Sochi,

the-Jdtani mohan-bhog preparing was-found. Then the-Jdt-by it-was-thought,

‘is-ka ilaj bandlie to thik lage.’ Jad jat ek
‘ her-of remedy (if-)it-is-done then right it-may-become.’ . Then the-Jdt one

phakir pa gaya, aur kaha, ‘ rneri jatani masti-hoi aegi

;

fakir near went, and said, 'my Jatani wanton-become becomes;

moban-bbog ya churma to kbave, aur jad sajbnai khet-tg

mohan-bhog or churma verily she-eats, and when the-evening-in the-field-from

mai au, mere jinai kalah banave.’ Jad phaklrnai kahi,

I come, my mind-to trouble she-makes.’ Then fakir-by it-was-said,

‘Tau char sut-ki kukari li-a, mai tan-nai mantr-ke de-dOga.5

* Thou four thread-of bundles bring, I thee-to charmed-having will-give.’
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l’o jat char kukari phakirnai de-aya ; to phakir

Then the-Jat four . hundles-of-thread the-fakir-to gave; then the-fakir

wax kukari parh-ke jatnai de-di. Jatne

those bundles-of-thread enchanted-having the-Jdt-to they-were-gwen. The-Jdt-by

suphe-ke charo koniS-mS chars kukari dhar-di. Jat

room-of four corners-im four bundles-of-thread were-placed. The-Jat

kukari (lhar-ke bahir chala-gaya, aur kah-gaya, ‘ mai kise

the-bundles-of-thread placed-havmg out went, and said, ‘I some

waid-ne bulan jasS, rat-pare aSga.’ Jat to

physician-to to-call will-go, at-nightfall I-will-come.’ The-Jat indeed

chala-gaya, to jatani pachhe-te suph8-me ban. Jad ek

went-away, then the-Jatani afterwards room-into entered. Then one

kukari boli ki, ‘ai-he?’ Jad dusri boli . ki,

bundle-of-thread spoke that, ‘ she-come-is ? ’ Then the-second spoke that,

‘an de.’ Jad tisri boli ki, ‘dari nahi? ’ Jad

‘ to-come allow.’ Then the-third spoke that, ‘feared-she not ? ’ Then

chauthi boli, ‘ dare, to khaye ky<5 ? ’ Ise tariya

fourth spoke, ‘ if-she-fears, then she-eats why ? ’ In-these-very manners

jatani char ya pach bar ban, to kukariya

-the-Jatani four or five times entered, and the-bundles-of-thread

ise tara boll. Jad jatani bhai-bharik ho-ke

in-this-very manner spoke. Then the-Jatani terrified become-having

khat-me dhai-pari. Itne-me j»t a-gaya, aur kaha ki.

the-bedstead-in fell-down. Mean-while the-Jat came, and said that,

‘ waid to tarke avega

;

koi nahi Ida.’

'physician indeed at-dawn will-come; to-day any-one not (is-)coming.’

Jad jatani boli, ‘tai, naputa, yah bala kadh; mai to

Then the-Jatani said, ‘ thou, childless-one, this evil turn-out

;

I indeed

achhi sH.’ Jad jat charo kukariya kadh-kar

well am.’ Then the-Jat tlie-four bundles-of-thread taken-ont-having

phakirnai d6 aya.

the-fakir-to having-given came.

FREE TRANSLATION OF THE FOREGOING.

There were once upon a time a Jat and his wife. As soon as he had gone to the

field and was safe out of the house, his wife used to make mohan-bhogs and chunnas1 and

eat them all herself. Then, when he came home in the evening, she used to cry out, * I ’m
dying. I’m sick. My head aches. My stomach aches. My feet are bursting. Send for

a doctor or for some wise man who will charm me well again.’ The Jat thought to himself

that this was a queer business. ‘ What’s the matter with her ? She’s getting fatter every
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day, and she says she’s sick !
’ So one day he did not go to his field, but lay down and had

a snooze in the village rest-house. After a little while he went home, and found his wife
making mohan-bhogs. Then he thought to himself, ‘ I must cure her of this, and she’ll

soon be all right.’ So he went to,a holy-man and laid the case before him. * My wife,’

said he, * is turning wanton. She eats mohan-bhogs and churmas, and then, when I come
home from my field in the evening, she troubles my life.’ The holy-man told him to

bring him four reels of thread, and he would put a spell upon them. So the Jat brought
the four reels of thread to the holy-man, who charmed them, and gave them back to him.
Then the Jat took the reels home and put one in each of the four corners of the room.
Then he told his wife that he was going out to look for a doctor, and would be back by
nightfall.

As soon as he was out of the way, the wife went into the room to make some more
mohan-bhogs. Then the reels of thread began to speak. The first said, ‘has she come?
The second said, ‘let her come.’ The third said, ‘isn’t she afraid?’ The fourth said,
‘ if she is afraid, why does she eat ? ’ The woman came into the room four or five times,,
and this happened on each occasion. At last she became terrified out of her wits, and fell
down on her bed in a faint. Meanwhile the Jat came home, and said, ‘the doctor’s
coming in the morning.. I couldn’t get any one to come to-day.’ She replied, ‘for
Heaven’s sake, 0 Childless One,1 turn this devilry out of the house. I am quite well
now.’ So the Jat took out the four reels, and, after giving them back to the holy-man,
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fea gifl I? fgopa s aa>i i gw wtaHa’aff ggg; sfaiwp,

fief rhs’§ fgwg aa'i, wiasaTaw ^gton^top 3Ritgt few wan ^fa

«fuiv»i «> gtwp i fsa gfasg 3a tft as sfl 3R?ta gfias aaa

gifas
5

a> so z§l facras aa aisifsa gfecpaT sM wa gt gtfg

3t tra sat gist fw afawp Stas’ sfs3a aas A
: as wpgi i asa

aa ^twp gifa ssRas I | w* 35 a #a a# 1 fw wfai ggglwp-

s' saw aaa sal as a ia 3 sts 1 tawa a as w§ Tsa wits. 313-

75 ^fa fsa sir gist 1 ias wfa’ ss a ag stop s’slwp 0 aai fsx

fes g’fa fsrft 3a’ siglwp s
!

st gait
1 fgj s?5te aal w ss’g’ 1 gifg

3a aa's Pr. afewat a s>h aa' ass’ 1 sfa3a aa sat
: sas g'gt

afgg't ssa fa Rair >pfg aisti atfa aaa ssa sa3 3afewp sss

sfaiwp a ast as | afa wsf 1 f

s

;

aa> ah its agr 33' §aT ftfgi 1

f^ aa' s^ at aa’fe >pfgi g>fo sss' fea1 ss> saT sfaiwpi aftfe S

«ia rt v)p5
1 a>H§ sftagg aa as aisT fea ww as bsIwp i gifa

si^top s ggi 1 3aa f'sa aas Bait wiaRa w rrs' saT 1 uj# sa gga

waifl at aaa >pfo gifo aa’fe Riftj feg aisl 1 §s :

sfewp
1 fa a>g gi

igi a 1 wasstops aa ^twp far
1 fw aa' aa s3 sfa3a R'fa

ss’g a 1 gifa §rh sir wp fai>Hi| ujfg*>p sa aaa Ra’as as

are 1 s’ss R’fo tpa Rapa R'fewp 1 sfa3a wftis R^pa safawp gifa

aH'H aas Hfaiwr 1 sfasa rpfaat f
1
ai?5t ss ar^t ias wiss r>% fw

asa> grga f'areit ss s^t wa aas ssfaiwp sa’ a«rP as fawp 1 ^s

Raaf as wits 1 sfasT gasi ujgi aw aa ss a f”s sw aaa

sfa3a R'fas wsfewp wia uig Rifa with sfawp 1 gifg fata a saffe

R’fa a?5T ftiwi’ 1 Rss rs ura wps sfa3a aa agsaafl fag sgri
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i sfaraa aas afaw g ^nws tie vti\ faisl #
331 3P2531 W, wra 3 SRJ31 9

s

>}g V^W 0 93 I fjft ^33 &%
y^) vifyi sfl ys s^l HSC25 a 9y3>st 5few w a? fe fssS fes

J)§ afeyrats yy vpfai afyup 11
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transliteration and translation.

Ik raje-ka chhora biyah na karawe. Raja

One Rajd-of son marriage not causes-to-make. The-Rdjd

aihl-kargnu kahan lagia, ‘inS samjhao, biyah

the-officials-to to-say began, ‘him-to make-understand, marriage

karawe.’ Aihl-karanl tiwiadlg tasvirg jis-jaga wahi

he-may-cause-to-make.’ The-offwials-by women-of pictures what-place he

langhia-karda la-dig. Ik Bachittar Kaur, dhi

used-to-pass-lhrough were-brought{-and)-put. One Bachittar Kaur, daughter

Jatt-ki tasvir pasind kar-ke wahinl ‘ ha ’ kar-li. Unn§
a-Jat-of picture approved made-having hm-by ‘ yes ’ was-made. Bim-to

biyahan charh-gae. Ikk bhathiyari ckhoredi yar thi, wahi bhi

to-marry they-started. One inn-girl the-boy-of beloved was, she too

gail chali-gai. Unnl kahia, ‘ pahila Bachittar kaurnS maT
with(-him) went. Ber-by it-was-said, ‘first Bachittar Kaur-to I

dekh awa.’ Dekh-ke kah-dia, ‘wahi bad sakal hai, ta

having-seen may-come.' Seen-having it-was-said, ‘she bad shaped is, thou

akkha bannh-ke phere la?.’ Unng akkha dukhdigda

eyes tied-having circumamhulation take' Bim-by eyes sore-of

bakana kar-ke patti bannh-ke phere le-lie.

pretence made-having (a-)bandage tied-having circumamhulation was-taken.

Biyah-ke jad apne ghar a6, ratnu wahi uske
Married-having when their-oum house (they-)came, night-at she him-of

pas gai. Chhorene akkha bannh-ke kah-dia, * pgdil
near went. The-boy-by eyes tied-having it-was-said, ’ at-the-foot-end-of-the-bed

pai rauh.’ Tin din wahi isi tara pgdig paidi

lying remain.' Three days she (in-)this manner at-the-foot-end lying

rahi. TTnng dalil kari, ‘akkha khulawa.’

remained. Eer-by consideration was-made, ' eyes I-should-cause-to-be-opened.’

Wahi roj sarge-mai bhathiyari-ke pSs raha-karda. Bachittar Kaur
Be every-day

. the-inn-in the-inn-girl-of near used-to-live. Bachittar Kaur

dahi bechan-wgli Gujjri ban-ke us saral-mShi gai.

curds seller Gujri (cowherdess) become-having that inn-in went.
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Wahi sakal dekli-ke bahut tarphia.

Be face seen-having much was-agitated.

‘

rakkhe, tS ' rahi-ja! ? ’ Unng

keep(-thee), thou icouldst-live t ' Ser-hy

kaha, ‘tera dera kitthl ?
’

it-was-said, ‘thy staying-place where(-is) f

’

sarSi-mahi.’ Wahi puchhda phira,

inn-in.’ Be asking wandered, tra

Bo-pitt-ke ghar-ma an-bara.

Wept-beaten-liimself-having the-house-in coming-entered.

Puchhan lagia,

To-ask he-began,

kaha, ‘ha;

it-was-said, ‘ yes'

Unne kaha,

By-her it-was-said,

pata nahl

trace not

Baton

‘jo koi

‘if anyone

Ohhorene

The-boy-by

‘ ptdf-ki

‘foot-end-of

lagia.

was-found.

Bacliittar

Night-to Bachittar

Kaur jad gai,

Kaur when went,

raki. Tarke

remained. At-dawn

samjha nahl.’

he-understood not.’

sarai-maki phir gai.

the-inn-in again went.

had?
’

phir akkha bannk-laia. Wahi
again eyes were-tied. She the-foot-end lying

utth-ke kalian lagi, ‘ aihmak tha,

got-up-having to-say she-began, 'fool he-was,

Gkore-par charh-ke admi-ki sakal-mahi wahi

A-horse-on mounted-having a-man-of form-in she

Onhi puchkia ‘ ure Baje-ka ckkora

By-her it-was-asked ‘here the-B.djd-of son

' he-is.’

ArdaliSne kah-dia,

is ? ’ Orderlies-by it-was-said,

Backittar-Sahi bulave kai.’ Wahi

Bachitlar-Sdhi calling is.' Be her-of near came. Both horses-on

charh-ke sakarnH chale-gae. Daban-mthi ja-ke sakar

mounted-having hunting-for went-forth. Forest-in gone-having hunted-animal

Unni kaha, ‘ kah-deo

Ber-by it-was-said, 'tell(-him)

pas a-gia. Doe ghoril-par

maria. Backittar-Sahine sakar pakaria. Wahi halal

was-killed. Bachittar-Sdhi-by a-hunted-animal was-caught. Be slaughtering

karan lagia. Bachittar-Sahi-ki ugli baddh-gai. Ohhorene apne sapke

to-do began. Bachittar-Sahi-of finger cut-was. The-boy-by his-own turban

bichcho kapya pkay-ke ugli bannh-dai, aur kahan lagia,

in-from cloth having-torn the-finger binding-was-given, and to-say he-began,

< jnera kaleja kat-gia.’ Doe saharnn chale-ae. Pahila chhoreda,

‘my heart was-cut.’ Both the-city-to came. At-first the-boy-of

gkora. bhaja-kar dekh-ke unnfi khara kar-ke

horse caused-to-run-having seen-having him-to standing-still made-having

Bachittar Sahine ghora daballia, aur ghar-mahi an-baria.

Bachittar Sdhi-by the-horse was-made-to-run, and the-house-in entered.

Wahi udik-ke sarli-mahi chala-gia. Sanjkno jad ghar

Be waited- having the-inn-in having-gone-went. Evening-at when the-house

ae, Bachittar Kaur kahan lagi, ‘kitthe pawai” UnnE

he-came, Bachittar Kaur to-say began, ‘where should-J-lie ? ’ Bim-by
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kaha, ‘padia.’ Bachittar Kaurne kakia, ‘ai dusman,

it-was-said, ‘ at-the-foot-end.’ Bachittar Kaui'-by it-was-said, ‘ 0 enemy,

jad meri ugli baddhl-thi tera kalja baddha-tha, ab tS kakta-hai

when my finger cut-was thy heart eut-was, now thou saying-art

mainS pad'll pai raho.’ Usi wakat unne patti

me-to at-foot-end lying remain.’ At-that-very time him-by bandage

akkkl-ki khol-lai. Sakal-kd deklitai roia anr kaha ki,

eyes-of wag-opened. The-form-to on-seeing-even lie-wept and said that,

‘itne-din mainS bkathiarlne dhoke-maki rakkliia.’

‘ so-many-days me-to the-inn-girl-by deception-in it-was-kept.’

FREE TRANSLATION OF THE FOREGOING.

Once upon a time tkere was a king wkose son would not marry. So ke told his

ministers to make tke prince marry. Tkey kung pictures of various young women on tke
wall of a place by which the prince used to pass, and he agreed to marry tke original of
one of the pictures, namely, a .Tat girl named Bachittar Kaur. So they all set out for

the marriage. Now he was entangled with a low wench of the town inn, and she

accompanied him on his journey to his wedding. She advised him to let her first go and
see Bachittar Kaur, and then she would come back aud describe her to him. He sent

her, and when she returned she said, ‘ she’s horribly ugly. I’d advise you to bandage
your eyes when you are walking round the wedding altar with her.’ So the prince

pretended that his eyes were sore, and kept them tight bandaged during the wedding
ceremony. After the marriage rites had been duly performed they returned home, and
at nightfall his bride was brought to him. The boy had his eyes tight bandaged, and
told her to lie down at the foot of the bed and stay there. This thing went on for three

days, and then she said to herself that she must get his eyes unbandaged someway or

other. As for the prince he used to go to the inn each day to visit his trollop. So
Bachittar Kaur disguised herself as a Gujar tyre-seller and went to the inn. As soon as

the prince saw her face he fell desperately in love with her, and asked her if she was
willing to live with anyone as his kept woman. ‘ Yes,’ said she. So the prince asked

her where she lived. ‘ At the Foot-of-the-Bed Hotel,’ said she and went away. So the

prince wandered about the town asking for the Foot-of-the-Bed Hotel, but no one could

tell him where it was, and he returned home weeping and beating his breast. At night

he tied up his eyes as usual, and Bachittar Kaur came and lay at the foot of the bed.

At dawn she said to herself, ‘ Well he is a fool, not to understand.’ Then she dressed

herself like a man and mounted a horse and rode off to the inn. She asked if the king’s

son was there. The orderlies told her he was. ‘ Then tell him,’ said she, ‘ that Bachittar

Shah wants to see him.’ So the prince came out, and they both rode off on their horses

to hunt. In the forest Bachittar Shah captured a deer, and got down to kill it in the

orthodox manner. As she did so she cut her finger, and the prince tore a piece of cloth

off his turban and tied up the wound. As he did so he said, ‘ it is not your finger, but

my heart, that is really cut.’ Then they returned to the city. When the prince began

to go on ahead, she made him stop. Then she galloped her own horse and got home
vot. IX, PART I. 4x2
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safely without being observed. He waited for his comrade to return, but as she did not,

he went to the town inn to console himself there. When he came home in the evening

Bachittar Kaur asked him where she was to lie. ‘At the foot of the bed,’ said he.

Then she cried out, ‘ 0 mine enemy, when my finger was cut, your heart was cut ; and

now you tell me to lie at the foot of the bed.’ Then the prince tore the bandage from

off his eyes, and when he saw her beauty he wept and cried, • Ah, for so many days hath

that inn-wench deceived me.’
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MALWAT.

The Malwa is the name of the old settled dry country of the Sikh Jatts to the east

of the river Sutlej. It includes the whole of the British district of Ferozepore, and the

greater part of Ludhiana. It also includes the states of Faridkot and Maler-Kotla, and

parts of the states of Patiala, Nabha, and Jind. Moreover, we must further include

the Chirak Tahsil of the state of Kalsia, which lies in the Ferozepore district. In

Ludhiana, to the north of the Malwa, the rich country on the south side of the Sutlej,

ip which sugar-cane grows, is known as the Powadh. The Powadh, as we have already

seen, extends further to the south-east, and occupies part of TJmballa, and the east of

the Phulkian states. We may say that the western boundary of the Malwa is the Sutlej.

Its northern is the Powadh country of Ludhiana, and (in Ferozepore) again the Sutlej.

Its eastern boundary may be roughly taken as the 76th degree of East Longitude, east of

which Powadhi Panjabi is spoken.

South of the Malwa, in the south of the district of Ferozepore, and in the Sirsa

Tahsil of Hissar, lies the RoM or Jangal. This is the great dry tract between the

valleys of the Ghaggar and of the Sutlej, which was to the Sikhs until lately what the

prairie, or backwoods, or bush, was to the early colonists in America and Australia.1

Cultivation is extending into the Jangal from the Malwa, and as tracts become settled

they become considered as part of the Malwa, so that the area of the Jangal is

continually decreasing. South of the Jangal lies the Bagri-speaking country of

Bikaner. A mixture of Bagri and PaKjabi, which I call Bhattiani, is spoken in the

extreme south of Ferozepore, and moreover, in that district, extends north along the

left bank of the Sutlej under the name of Rathauri.

The language of the Malwa and Jangal tracts is practically the same. It is called

Malwai, or the language of the Malwa, Jangali, or the language of the Jangal, and

Jatki, because most of its speakers are Jatts. The use of the latter name should be

avoided, so as to prevent confusion with the altogether different Jatki which is a form of

Lahnda.

The number of speakers of Malwai, under its varying names, is estimated to te

as follows:

—

Ferozepore

Ludhiana

Faridkot .

Maler-Kotla

Patiala .

Nabha .

Jind

Kalsia

709.000

640.000

110.000

75,295

334,500

207,771

44,021

9,467

Total . 2,130,054

These figures are somewhat too large, as those for Ludhiana include the inhabitants

of the Powadh tract, which have not been separately estimated. The excess is not,

however, of importance.

1 See Sirea Settlement Eeport (1S79-83), p. SO.
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Malwai does not differ materially from the standard PaKjabi of the grammars.

In fact, if we are to judge from the specimens, the standard form of the language is

used everywhere (except in that cerebral n and l disappear as we go south), and the

irregular forms are not substituted but are employed at option.

The principal peculiarity of Malwai is that, as we go south, a dental n and l are

substituted for a cerebral n and l respectively. Thus in Ferozepore we have jam, not

jdnd, to go ; hm, not hun, now ; ml, not nal, with ; and kol, not hoi, near. The letters b

and v are freely interchangeable. Thus, bekh, for vekh, see ; bich or vioh, in. The last

word also illustrates another characteristic of Malwai, that the final consonant of a

word is not doubled. Thus, vich, not vichch, in (but vichchd, from in, in which the

eh is not final) ; ik, not ikk, one. Sometimes even medial consonants are not doubled

as in ghalia (not ghallid), juti (not jutli), nachandi (not nachchandi), all from Feroze-

pore. It is noteworthy that this non-doubling, with a short preceding vowel, is typical

of the Pi&cha languages. When i falls between two vowels, it is, as elsewhere, often

written y. Thus, aya, for aid, came. This is, however, little more than a point of

spelling. W between two vowels is often changed to m. Thus, homagd, for hovoagd,

I shall be. This also occurs in Powadhi.

In pronouns, dpa is used to mean * we.’ This is borrowed from Rajasthani, but

the meaning of the word is changed. In Rajasthani and Gujarati, dpa, means only

‘ we, including the person addressed.’ Thus, to give an oft-quoted example, if you say

to your cook, ‘ we shall dine at eight o’clock,’ you must not use dpa, or you wiU invite

your cook to dine with you.

In Malwai there does not seem to be any such restriction of meaning. Thus Mr.

Newton gives, as an example of its use, Mdltoe des-te dpa de-ha, we have come from the

Malwa region.

For the second person plural, note the form thorm, to you, in the Nabba specimen.

In Ferozepore, dwdd is regularly employed to mean ‘ own,’ instead of the standard

dpnd. Apnd, with the first a short and a dental n, is also commonly met with over the

whole tract.

In the other pronouns t is often substituted for s. Thus (Mr. Newton’s examples)

ut (for us) vile, at that time ; it (for is) kar-ke, for this reason ; kite (for kise) teal,

in some direction ; kit (for kis) kamm, of what use.

Kuchh or kush is ‘ anything.’ Indeed chh seems to be often pronounced as S or

sh in other words.

In verbs the second person singular often loses its nasal and takes the Western

Hindi form. Thus, hai, for hat, thou art.

Kharond, to stand up, is contracted from hhard-hond. So also in Lahnda.

Other borrowings from Western Hindi are

—

(1) The occasional employment of the agent case for the subject of an intransitive

verb in the past tense. Thus (Ferozepore), chhote putrne gid, literally, by the younger

son it was gone, i.e. the younger son went.

(2) The occasional employment of kd for the genitive. Thus, sata dina-ki (for

dinadi) muhilat, a delay of seven days; gal-kd antrd, the explanation of the thing.

As specimens of Malwai I give

—

(1) A version of a portion of the Parable of the Prodigal Son from Ludhiana.
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(2) A conversation between two villagers from Ludhiana.

(3) Another version of the Parable from Tahfil Muktsar in Ferozepore.

(4) A folktale from Tahfil Fazilka, Ferozepore.

(5) A folktale from District Phul in the Nabha state.

(6) A short passage from Thana Gobindgadh in Patiala.

The first five are in the Gurmukhi character, and the sixth in the Persian character.

As the Ludhiana specimens possess some local peculiarities, I give them first, with

a brief account of the points which specially apply to this locality.

In Ludhiana, the village people are fond of adding « to words ending in a conso-

nant. Thus, chiru, a space of time ; mdlu, property ; dhanu, wealth ; kahiku, how

much ? paru, but ; kuchh or kuchlm, anything ; bidj or bidju, interest ; dudhu, milk.

This also occurs in the Braj Bhakha dialect of Western Hindi.

In spelling, y is sometimes substituted" for * between two vowels; thus, hbyd, for

hoid, became.

In the declension of nouns, vichch, in, becomes chi, added directly to the noun as a

termination. Thus, mwlakchi, in a country ; luchchpanechi, in debauchery
; khetachi,

in fields. Similarly, vichchs, from in, becomes chS. Thus, tmhachS, from among

them.

The first two personal prououns often take the forms hcmd and tumd iu the oblique

plural. Thus, hamdntt, to us ; turnand, to you. These are still more common in the

neighbouring Powadhi, where Panjabi merges into Hinddstani. There is a curious

inversion of the aspirate in thnddd, for tuliddd, your, and odhd, for dhdd, his. Compare

thonu, to you, in the Nabha specimen. The genitive of the reflexive pronoun is

apnd, not dptfd. This also is an Eastern form.

The verb dend, to give, makes the first person plural of its future demdge, we shall

give. This is another Eastern peculiarity.

AS specimens of the village dialect of Ludhiana I give a portion of a version of the

Parable of the Prodigal Son, and a conversation between two villagers.
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[ No. 14.]

INDO-ARYAN FAMILY. Central Group.

PAffjABl.

MawaI Dialect. (District, Ludhiana.)

Specimen I.

Mr wreifte $ y~3 rTi it V3S wfaw rth^t

RDS’ Mw VJTf^i I is 1

1

fas v»qt tftQfeW §qi faRi £3 f<=3T
I

fcgi^l faa ter rft sai R3 as asi aas fsa ft tR5 afeen Mw i

§q R’t W31 HTO qs HHvtfa f3' f53> I Ra R'a' wa afaw fR

wssafa a^ v ffaw i 31 fh tut fsa Rfoat 5® w afew 1 §at

tfl£ vMMfew ^3’fe ga a^as «T« M3»i §q’ at at3> ti fssa ga

qif
:t as >i

!

at €a qM Ms sa h» qa §a? qisf Mrs fs«a it

s’ fet 11
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[No. 14.]

INDO-ARYAN FAMILY.

PAtfJABl.

Malwai Diaxect.

Central Group.

(District, Ludhiana.)

Specimen I.

TRANSLITERATION AND TRANSLATION.

Rise admide do putt si. Unhacho chhote puttnfe

A-certain marn-of two sons were. Them-from-in the-yonnger son-by

bapnu

the-father-to ' it-was-said, ‘father,

aunda-hai, wand de.’

arrivmg-is, having-divided give.'

hissa wand ditta.

share having-divided was-given.

sabh kuchh kattha kar-ke

anything together made-having

malda jehra hissa raainn

property-of whatever share me-to

t'hne apne jiudiya odha

Eim-by in-his-oivn life-time his

Thora-i cliiru koya-si chhota

A-short tvme been-was the-younger

duje desnS chaliya-gia.

other country-to went-aivay.

Othe ja-ke sara malu-dhanu luohchpanechi uda-ditta.

Thei'e gone-having all property-wealth debauchery-in was-caused-to-fly-away.

Jad sara mukk-chukkia, us mulkchi kaj pai-gia. Tl
When all was-fnished, that country-in famine fell. Then

us desde ikk sahiri nal js. ralia. Ohne
that conntry-oj one citizen with having-gone ( he-)joined. Eim-by

usnS apniS khetachi stir charan ghall-ditta. Odha j!

him-for Ms-own fields-in pigs to-feed it-was-sent. Eis mind

klta, * jerhe-chhilke sur khaunde-han, mat. bhi oh

was-made, ‘ whatever-lmsks the-pigs eating-are, I too those

kha-ke dhidd bhar-lS ’

;
par ohnQ khannu kisene ohhilke

eaten-having belly may-fill ' ; but him-to eafing-for anyone-by the-husks

bhi nS-ditte.

even were-not-given.
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L No. IB.]

INDO-ARYAN FAMILY. Central Group.

PANJABI.

MAlwAI Dialect. (District, Ludhiana.)

Specimen II.

agi si$ aaTa tst t II

3*1 fRuj-stgt a'g^t gna a >fera3 wig as i gisM

3' gait 3 ai^t at i ya Pj? ggip 31 ggl 1 sres? gfe

3ist I tfewrf 1HT WB fiWI Ha'§ if gist ||

agi ftftM-awi ant s# aai^t n

sa* ftfri-ira «JHia4 ant aar^t jfl i a3 fag gj^tto *13!

w f 3̂i
1 $ yi^t f^3> 3$ g^t 11

|s> frfa-as sO gia gf ll

3*T faV-af Haaiggi aaifenr gaigi as sag yiajat 11

ag> friV-as font ngigsgi g^r 31 3# H

3S' frfol-1? S fawgt SH 531 H#qj} jft | ^g1

?) fg,^,

ae saa 31 a^it 1 a>g^t vrs gigt g gi^ti g^ ag
as§ 33F 1 f*g»rg 31H, aw gnigi 11

agi ftfui-aa' ga? t fe 3^ #a£ a 11

3*' friui-giga urn* figs ft 1 aai f^wg a? 3, *a gS
aaa ast *«> sa? f^gi 11

asift¥m->i
:

>ig aalgst tii gvxi# fife 33 In

3*1 friW-as gial >?a tea as 5a a, va a$3h»i» to aajgi

g 11

isi faV-gg fcfoiatii a% a* 1 11
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7m< fnV-3ln ns !> i P ns t 3ts *r31 ns sg <1 1

n3S arrets 6sf 3 s3, ys §s »wft ifore* tin

is» fn^-iSfs* >Tb s# ssifs i 331 sto! ’itrs sa t n

s*r fnV-fe§ 5s t?y s€n
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JNDO-ARYAN FAMILY.

716

Central Group-

paSjAbi.

MalwaI Dialect. -(District, Ludhiana.)

Specimen II.

TRANSLITERATION AND TRANSLATION.
Buta Singh.— KiS, bhai, fasal kahiku hoi-hai?

Buta. Singh.—Sow, brother, the-crop how-much been-is?

Natha Singh.— Bhai, kahdi fasal hai? inandwarene
Natha Singh.—Brother, what-of the-crop is? the-drought-bg

mar-lae. Haridi bijai, ts,

(ice-)haoe-been-killed. Spring-crop-of sowing, however,

changi ho-gai-si, paru pichchhs barkha na hoi

;

good hod-been, but afterwards rain not became;

kanak huli-gai, chliolianS bulla mar-gia.

wheat was-damaged, gram-to cold-wind injured.

SarSnO sundi kha-gai.

Bape-seed-to caterpillars had-eaten.

Buta Singh.— Thuade kassi nahl lagdi.

Biita Singh.—In-ijoitr(-village) canal not being-extended.

Natha Singh.—Mere ghuma-k-nS kassi lagdi-si;

Natha Singh .— Mg ghumdo-ahout-one-to the-canal being-extended-was

;

be)e-sir Gudawame pani na ditta

;

in-time the-Field-Kanungo-bg water not was-given ;

oh bi pani bina hauli hoi.

thaf(-crop) too water without poor became.

Buta Singh.—Hun ki hal hou.

Buta Singh.—Now what circumstances will-occur.

Natha Singh.—Kuchhu Sarkarda karaia demage, kuchhu
Natha Singh .— Some Qovemment-of demand we-shall-give, some

tabbar palSge.

familg we-shall-support.

Buta Singh.— Kuchhu kisi mahajanda dena ts nahl ?
’

Buta Singh.—Angthing ang banker-of debt however is-not?'

Natha Singh.— Mundede biahnn das-kaudS lail-si, utt§

Natha Singh.—The-son-of marriage-for ten-cowries taken-were, thereon
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biaju pai-gia; kuchhu phasal na laggi.

interest was-aMed; at-all the-crop not flourished.

Sahdi pand bhari hd-gai. Hun kuchh
Banker-of burden heavy became. Now anything

dennS nahl. Biaj na}
paying-for is-not. Interest with(-to)

lna-deinlge.

we-shall-give-in-addition.

Bute Singh.—Khulla dena hai, ki bhug gaihne hai?
Buta Singh .— Open debt is, tW land hypothecated is

t

Natha Singh.— Char-k gliuinS gaihne hai

;

khulla biaju

Natha Singh.—Some-fot» ghumad hypothecated is; open interest-bearing

bi hai, para hun mandware kar-ke kol
too is, but now drought owing-to anyone

khulla nahi dinda.

open not giving.

Bute Singh.— Mai maih kharidni haii, thuade pind
Biitd Singh.—By-me she-buflalo to-be-purchased is,

, in-your village

kise koje hai ?

anyone near is

t

Natha Singh.—Sun-wali maih ikk Jatt kol hai, paru rupaiia

Naths Singh .— In-cdlf she-buffalo one Jatt near is, but rupees

bauhte mangda hai.

many demanding is.

Buta Singh.—Dudhu ghiu kinna-ku hai ? Sue kauthg
Butd Singh.— Milk ghee how-much is? Calvings how-many

hai?

is

f

Natha Singh.— Tije sue suna-hai. Do sfir makW hai,

Natha Singh.—In-third calving calved-she-is. Two seer butter is,

bib bai sgr dudhu hai. Sattar rupaiie
twenty twenty-two seer milk is. Seventy rupees

ohnS de-rahe, paru ohu assi mangda-hai.
him-to giving-was, but he eighty demanding-is.

Bute Singh.— Ainna mullu nahl laude. Koi-chaji

Butd, Singh.- So-much price not I-will-spend. Some-forty

panjah-walidl lor hai.

fifty-wot'th-of need is.

Natha Singh.— Kite hor dekh-lao.

Natha Singh.—Some-where else look-out.
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FREE TRANSLATION OF THE FOREGOING,

Conversation between Buta Singh and Natha Singh.

Bata, Singh.—O brother, how much was the outturn of last harvest ?

Natha Singh.—O brother, owing to the drought it was not much. The outturn of
the spring crop promised better, but it was damaged owing to

want of rain. The gram was completely destroyed by a cold
wind, and the rape seed was eaten by caterpillars.

Buta Singh.—Is your village irrigated by a canal?

Natha Singh.—Only one ghumao1 of my land was irrigated by a canal, but the Field
Kanungo refused to give water, when the water was badly wanted

;

and therefore the outturn of that land was poor.

Buta Singh.—Now, what will happen?

Natha Singh.—I will have to pay the revenue, and also to support my family

Buta Singh.—Have you taken loan from any banker ?

Natha Singh—I took 10 rupees on the marriage of my son, and have to pay now
the interest on it. The harvest is poor. The loan I took from
a banker is a heavy burden on me, and now I have nothing
to pay the debt. Later on, I will pay the principal with
interest.

Buta Singh.—Did you take the loan as a debt, or did you hypothecate the land as a
security for it ?

Natha Singh.—Four ghumao of land were hypothecated
; the extra sum I took on

loan, I will now have to pay the interest on it, but as the out-
turn is small, I cannot pay the principal at present.

Buta Singh.—I want to buy a buffalo. Has any man of your village got one for
sale ?

Natha Singh—A Jatt has a buffalo in calf, but the price he demands is too
much.

Buta Singh.—How much milk and ghee does the buffalo give? and how many
times has it calved ?

Natha Singh. - It has calved thrice already. It gives 22 seers and 2 seers of milk
and butter respectively. Seventy rupees were offered to that Jatt
for the buffalo, but he demands 80 rupees.

Buta Singh. - Such a large sum I cannot spare for buying a buffalo ; I want to
buy a buffalo worth 40 or 50 rupees.

Natha Singh.—Search for a buffalo somewhere else.

<* squared equal one mandla. Fifty-eii n
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The Malwai spoken outside Ludhiana has fewer peculiarities, as will be seen from

the following specimens :

—

t No. 16 ]

INDO-ARYAN FAMILY. Central Group.

paSjabi.

Malwai Dialect. (District Ferozepore, TahsIl Muktsar.)

fea WRRtt 3 M3 tftai I ©Si it M3S fv§£ wrfttw

MTM #331 Purt RiHRi >f£ f|
}
§g R

:

§ § $ I 3’ §33 VPH

Szjig is feH1
1 Mi fesi {Mi

1 it M3S hm ag as> aaa fsa

53 3BiR3£ faW I § §M WiRi VT25 it 533' fiB 31^5P I

RRi R3 ag H31 faivjT 3’ §^3 fsa R3R13 325 f3IWP | §H3 §3$

Mii^tt 0251 f%3 H3 331325 1 3 §3 33RR1 ifl R f$i fisi-

STO RR3 MiR H3 »Mt^3i fes 331 §3? ttt Mi3§ 25# t'Ri Rl I

33 §3$ R33 Wtt § W5 253I» I i it fa§3 rftttvHrg it atttt

M3?iR 3§f, 3 X fV R33’ JP\ VC fM§ 325 Ril'3P §

£g§ WM'311 R fa§ Pr §3« 3 3331 3W§t 31 I K# 33 RR31 33f i

§31 M3 R3i?i
I

vj(i?3 fftttvMi f?B 3M B I %3 §3 333 V#ig£

fM§ as Ri te*257' I 3 §3 ?3 3t Hi R §3t fa§£ fR §

33R WiRi, § 3Rt §3f 3125 25> fBW 3 §3§ t«=F I M3S fM§§

WfaYHi ^ 3IM 3351 § 331 3W7ft 3i
I 325 Soft 33? £ 33

331 M3 RRi^i I §33 fM§£ VHigfeW RltW^ VHifMW g^| 331 3:

331 25ti R3 f25W§ § S33 M2R§ 3 3M f%R R33t § O31 f?R R3t

M3i§ I >MriV Mitt'S 3 i?R' R3t§ R S3 H3i M3 R3 falW Ri § 33

RlW 3 3I^iR f3W Rt § 33 2537T 1 1 §3 §3 MrI H3HS3 S3} II

3 §3R' MS’ M3 M3 Ri I i M13R si WMi 3’ 3P?3 § 25325-

Rl v»(31R R3l I 3 fsa 325>a MfeW ^ §3 at 3 I §R3 §3^

VRifV^VRi i 331 331 V)|1CT t, § §3 fM§3 ttt tttt 3 i 325» 3311 ujg

MliRi 3 I §33 tft fi3 IRi VMiqi ^ «13 S 3gi
I 33 §33 fM§a Mila
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I fM^T# WfMVJlt ^ ntft' ?33 >P §31 3385 sfel

§5^§aifi3W5(t3i ira|a^tfe3 m^ 31 si frar

S 5(31 v»r?3 Ssflw f3g to wfl i tre iai 3a M3 fast

§3> W55 Strai fs* fansi rft & % 331 t3t 3131 1 3* §h§ fy§s

WftW ^ M3, 3 3* TO S3 $H ffa S SB >fei t * §gr f , fa
m3! HA'^i § wft §325* 33ll 3R5 Hi S §3 33* 3»st VO few rfl 3

tlfavjP t § 3R13 falW h! § 35 33 VMT3T til
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[No. 16.]

INDO-ARYAN FAMILY. Central Group.

Malwai Dialect.

paSjAbi.

(District Eerozepoke, TarsIl Mrktsar.)

TRANSLITERATION AND TRANSLATION.

Ik admide do putr sige. TJnhi vicho chhote putrne

One man-of two sons were. Them from-among the-younger son-by

pionu akhia jo, ‘ bapu, jehra hisa malda mama
the-father-to it-was-said that, ‘father, what share property-of me-to

Swda-hai, oh mama de-de.’ Tl ohne mai unhlnS wand-ditta.

coming-is, that me-to give.’ Then him-by property them-to was-divided.

Thore dinS pichhS chhote putrne sab kuchh kattha

A-few days afterwards the-younger son-by all anything together-having

kar-ke, ik dur walayatnS utth gia, te othe

made-having, one distant country-to having-arisen it-was-gone, and there

awda mai bhaire lachhna vich gawaya. Jada sab kuchh

his-own property ill conduct m was-squandered. When all anything

lag-gia, tl othsde ik sardar kol gia. Osne

was-spent, then that-country-of one wealthy-man near he-went. Sim-by

ohnS awdl paili vich sur charawan ghalia. Te oh tarsda si

him-as-for his-own field in swine to-tend it-was-sent. And he desiring was

jo unha chilla-nal jo sur khande-san, awda dhid bhare.

that those husks-with which the-swine eating-were, his-oum belly he-may-fill.

OhnS koi khannS nahf denda-si. Tad ohnS surt ax, te

Him-to no-one eatmg-for not giving-was. Then him-to senses came, and

akhan lagga jo, ‘ mere piode sirilnQ vi rotidi parwah

to-say he-began that, ‘ my father-of servants-to also bread-of concern

nahl, ts mai bhukkha marda-hl. Mai utth-ke awde pio

(is-)not, and I hungry dying-am. I arisen-having my-own father

kol jawSga, te ohnS akhSga jo, "pio, mai tera te Rabda

near will-go, and him-to I-ioill-say that, “father, I of-thee and God-of

gunahi ha. Mainu hun sajda nahl jo tera put - sadawS.

sinner am. Me-to now being-proper (it-is-)not that thy son I-may-be-called.

Mainu awde siriS vich rakh-lai.” ’ Pher oh tur-ke

Me-to thine-own labourers among keep." ’ Then he started-having

awde pio kol ja-nikalya. Te oh aje dur-M si, jo ohdS

his-own father near went. And he still fan-even was, that him-of
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pionu os-te tars aya, te bhaj-ke ohnS gal ld-lia,

the-father-to him-on pity came, and run-having him-to neck it-was-embraced,

fe
*

' ohnS * chumya. Putme pioilS' ' akhia
1 '

' jo,* ‘bapu,

and him-to it-was-kissed. The-son-by the-father-to it-was-said that, ‘father

,

mai Rabda te tera gunahi h! ; mainS hun laiki nahi jo

I Ood-of and of-thee sinner am ; me-to now worthiness (is-)not that.

hun tera put sadawa.’ Ohde pione awdil slriinS akhia,

now thy son I-may-be-called.’ Sis father-ly his-own servants-to it-was-said,
‘

bhal, change-to change lire kadh-liad, te ehnu panhad ; te

‘ho, good-thm good dress bring-forth, and this-one-to put-on ; and

hatth vich mudari, t6 pairs rich jutl pawab
;

as? khaie te

hand in ring, and feet in shoes put-on ; we may-eat and

maujs karie
;

jo eh mera putr mar-gia-si, te hun jia

happiness may-do ; because this my son dead-gone-was, and now alive

hai
;

gavach gia-si, te hun labhya-hai.’ Pher oh khusi

is ; lost gone-was, and now found- is.’ Then they happiness

manawan lagge.

to-celebrate began.

Te ohda wadda putr khet si. Jo gkanle nere aya,

And his elder son (in-]field was. When house-of near he-came,

ti gawan te nachandi awaj suni. Te ik sirinfi

then singing and dancing-of noise was-heard. Then one servant-to

bula-ke puchhia jo, ‘eh ki hai ? ’ Osne ohnS slfhia

called-having it-was-asked that, ‘ this what is f ' Sim-by him-to it-was-said

jo, * tera bhara aya hai. Te tere pione roti kiti-hai, jo

that, 'thy brother come is. And thy fatlier-bv feast gwen-is, that

bhala-changa ghar Sya-hai.’ Ohde ji vich gussa aya jo,

well-sound (to-)house he-come-is.’ Sis mind in anger came that,

‘ ghar na war!.’ Pher ohdS pione a-ke manaya.
* house not I-may-entei\' Then his father-by come-having it-was-entreated.

Osne awde pionS akhia jo, ‘ dekh, aing warhe mai
Sim-by his-own father-to it-was-said that, ‘ see, so-many in-years by-me

ten tahal kiti, te kade tera mor na kits
;

par
thy service was-done, and ever thy transgression not was-done ; but

tu kadi ik bakrida pathora vi mamu na ditta, jo Vadi
by-thee ever

^
one goat-of kid even me-to not was-given, that ever

awde belia vich bah-ke khusi manSwa. Jad tbra eh
my-own friends among sat-having happiness I-may-celebrate. Now thy this
putr aya jinhe tera mai kafijar! vich uraya-si, t!
son came by-whom thy property harlots among squandered-was, then
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tS vaddi roti klti.’ Tad dsde pione ohn§ akhia

by-thee a-great feast was-given.' Then his father-by him-to it-was-said

• jo, ‘ putr, tu tl sada mere kol hai. Jo kush nigra

that, ‘ son, thou indeed always me near art. What anything mine

hai, so tera hai. Pher khnsl manaw*na te khusi how*na

is, that thine is. Again happiness to-celebrate and happy to-be

changi gal si; j6 eh. tera bhai mar-gia-8i, tg mur-ke-

good thing was ; because this thy brother dead-gone-was, and again

jammia-hai ; te guwach gia-si, te hun hatth aya-hai.’

bom-is ; and lost gone-was, but now found come-is.’

last
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CNo. 17.]

INDO-ARYAN FAMILY. Central Group.

PAftJABl.

Haxwai Diaxxct. (District Ferozepore, Tahsil Fazilka.)

a^t 3W afoW aW if I
gtg fgg fgs? 33 ftg?I §"§ 355

wtiw at i § fa^t §na H3a writ aaal if i an 1 §a£ iryit stew

w 3 w fw i aa tfew £ aw >)
: a# f'sr i fes a?5'few

3?a fea aipfew hsp i aw aaa wya gig sai' § gg : wya «ia

yaa ftw § aa^a H'few wys ggta as2

fea 31331 v^gi yfgw i

aata aaa aar faa 0 faw i aa:
aat a^a fa^t ana faa a’ wfew

3' a3’ fea1 at Hfas53 a°ai sat, § faa ya aw 6r faa foiw jft yg

ygi a §a va aata at aa fuw i asa asa aifa faa 6a aa 6a 331

a55?><fl aaa’ fnfswi ^ata a aa atet asT a# s’ 3' aa aa ft

tflaal are a«aa aa as yet a i § ?ala 6a at faiw i aa as

atftaa a’aa wag* a's yfewi aaa wfaw aw aaa wfew
at i ai55 at aa a>ss s3 sft3t ifli arflaa aa as aa aisssp W3a'

yf§»p i aa afaa sai’ vjfeai 3* agar a | aat y^ yla^l sal

3 aa> aytw a> sa a i aataa aa> § a>at aiflw aig gg

fe3t i aaa «fea' aa 3'fa1 ^tflaa wy aaifew i itftaa a>a

a^aa aaifew § vjfeai jSa ate a'a$ aa 55ai> i ya gigs aa sfigt

a aa faa' angi tfsgi feaa asa aaT ati aataa 6a as: yg

3 ^ffaw 1

1

aa aa 3 aw aa §s gig afaa jsap aa f 331

fwi aa afew ff saT fwi faa 3giat a^t 3 faa

sarfeor aw. 1 aw gag aiat aw 1 fea vw355a' feam a" g mag as

T3IW 11



INDO-ARYAN FAMILY. Central Group.

PAtfjABl.

Malwai Dialect. (District Terozepoiie, Tabsee Fazilka.)

TRANSLITERATION AND TRANSLATION.

sakarnS turia jada-si. Rah-bich ik jat

hunting-for started gomg-was. The-way-in a Jatt

hal bah5da-sl, te ubdi umar satar asl

plough ploughmg-was, and him-of age seventy eighty

Raja usnu bekh-ke bolia, ‘Jat, tS bara
The-Baja him seen-having said, ‘ Jatt, thou very

Jat bolia ke, ‘raja, maT nahf ukka. Ik
acted-foolishly.’ The-Jatt said that, 'Baja, I not acted-foolishly. One
chalaia tir, ik ohalaia tukka.’ Raja sun-ke

propelled a{-sharp)-arrow, one propelled a-blunt-arroio.’ The-Bajd heard-having

apne rah lagga, te jado apne gbar puhch-pia, te
on-his-oum road continued, and when in-his-otcn house he-arrked, and
darwar laia, apn6 wajir kol§ is batda antra puchhia.

a-darbdr held, his-own minister from this thing-of purport was-inquired.

Wa
i
ir sun-ke socha-bich pai-gia. Jad8 koi jawab ubdi

The-minister heard-having thinking-in fell. When any answer that-of

samajh-bich na aia, tS sals ding-ki mukilat mang-lai,

understanding-in not came, then seven days-of respite was-asked-for-{and-)obtained,

te jis pase raja os din gia-si, puchh-puohha-ke
and in-what in-direction the-Bajd on-that day gone-was, asked-inquired-having

pass wajir bi tur-pia. Chalde-ehalde
towards-that-very direction the-minister also started. In-going-in-going

rahi-bich ob jat ose tara hal-wahi karda milia.

the-way-in that Jatt in-that-very manner plough-ploughing doing was-met.

Wajirne soch kiti, ‘bai, hove na ta ebo
The-minister-by thought was-made, ‘ ho. he-may-be (may-he-)not then this-very

jat bai jihdi gal rajene mero kdlo puchbi-hai.’ Te wajir
Jatt is tohom-of word the-Bdjd-by me from inquired-is.’ And the-minister

'Cthe kharo gia. Jat kolo wajirne rajgde

there standing-having-become went. The-Jatt from the-minister-by the-Bdjd-of

anda hal puchhia. Jat-ne akhia, ‘raja

coming-of the-circumstance was-inquired. The-Jatt-by it-was-said, ‘the-Bajd

Koi raja

A Baja

tibbe-utte

a-sandy-hillock-on

baredi si.

years-of was.

ukka.’
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jarur aia-thi
;

gal bi mere nal eho kifi-si.’ Wajirne

certainly come-was ; word also me-of with by-him made-toas.' The-minister-by

jat kolo es gal-ka antra puchhia. Jat kahin lagga,

the-Jatt from this word-of purport was-inquired. The-Jatt to-say began,

dassSga je tS pin-wali jhari te

* the-pwrport then I-willrshow if thou my water drinkingfor jug and

hukka rupil-ka bhar-dai.’ Wajirne hukka te jhari rupiS

huqqa rupees-of fill.’ The-minister-by the-huqqa and jug rupees

nal bhar-ditti. Jatne antra man-bhaSda wajirnS

with were-filled. The-Jatt-by the-pm-poi-t mind-nature-of the-minister-to

akh sunaia. Wajirne ja-ke rajenS

having-told was-eamed-to-be-heard. The-minister-by gone-having the-Rdjd-to

sunaia, te antra thik-thik rajede man

it-was-caused-to-be-heard, and the-purport accurately the-Rdjd-of mind

lagga. Par raj6n§ soch kiti ke, ‘ jat bina

became-attached. But the-Rdjd-by thought was-made that, ‘the-Jatt without

esda antra kisenu malum nahl si. Wajirne ose

this-of pus-port anybody-to known not was. The-minister-by that-very-man

kolo puchh-ke dassia-hai.’ Eh soch-ke raja jat

from inquired-having shoum-it-is.’ This thought-having the-Rdjd the-Jatt

kolo ja-ke kahin lagga, ‘jat, tS bara ukka.' Jat

near gone-having to-say began, ‘ Jatt, thou very acted-foolishly.’ The-Jatt

bolia, ‘raja, mai nah? ukka Ik bharai jhari te ik

said, ‘ Raja, I not acted-foolishly. One was-fiUed the-jug and one

bharaia hukka.’ Raja sun-ke raji hua ; is

was-filled the-huqqa.’ The-Rdjd heard-having pleased became; this

akalda inam de-ke ghar-nu mur-gia.

wisdom-of reward given-having the-house-to returned.

FREE TRANSLATION OF THE FOREGOING.

Onee upon a time a certain king went a-hunting. On the way he saw a Jatt plough-

ing his field on the top of a sandy hillock, and he seventy or eighty years old. The king

called out to him, ‘ Jatt, you are a fool.’* The Jatt replied, ‘ Sire, I am not a fool. Some

people can shoot with sharp arrows, and others have only blunt ones to shoot with.’

The king proceeded on his way. When he reached home he called a darbar, told his

vizier what the Jatt had said, and asked him what the meaning of it was. The vizier

set to work a-thinking, but couldn’t hit on the right meaning, so he begged for seven

days’ grace and got it. Then he traced the steps of the king, asking as he went, where

’ Those tibbds, or sandy hillocks, are not worth much for cultivation. There are several proverbs dealing with the case

with which (hey are ploughed, owing to the light nature of the soil, and the miserable return which comes in the shape of

crops. See, for instance, Mr. Maeonacbie’s Selected Agricultural Proverbs of the Punjab, Nos. 69 and 71.
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His Majesty had gone, and finally saw the same Jatt ploughing away on the top of his

hillock. The vizier thought to himself that this was probably the fellow who had told

the king the puzzling saw, so he stopped there and asked him if the king had been that

way lately. * Indeed he has,’ said the Jatt, ‘ and I had a talk with him.’ Then the

vizier asked the Jatt the meaning of what he had said, and the other replied that he

would tell him if the vizier would fill his water pot and his hookah with rupees. The

vizier did so, and the Jatt told him the meaning of the dark saying. Then the vizier

returned to the palace and explained it to the king, who was much pleased with the

explanation. But the king said to himself that the only person who could have known
the meaning of the saying was the Jatt himself, and that the vizier must have got it

from him. So he went off to the Jatt again and again said, * Jatt, you are a fooL’ The

Jatt replied, ‘ Sire, I am not a fool. One thing, my drinking pot, and another thing, my
hookah, have both been filled with rupees.’1 Then the king was much pleased, and

after giving him a reward for his intelligence returned to his palace.

1 The Jaft’e original pnztle and his second rejoinder together form a rhymed couplet. Thus

ik chaldid tir, ik chaldid t«khd.

ik bhardt jkari, te ik bkardia kukkd.
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INDO-ARYAN FAMILY. Central Group.

paSjabi.

MalwAI Dialect. (Nabha State, District Phtjl.)

tea a^aa R3 clhjr hsi tea fes a>a£ §ZP5 wfw
3jft

:

offa a'3i valw 3 1 sWs wtew writ 3'AJ §3 ' 3131 atelwi

3* 3 R3>fts YH'fVW w
:

3i WS' 3'31 *fat gi
| 31 3135 wfaw

vr 35 fsrgi frW fWgr 53131 3* I iws wtew § wf tfg 333n

fwa' 53Ta» tf\ 3 H3Hts Wf*W f $£ SS SJ33U pJW 531^1

fl 1 3* a^s 33*1 3 wtew £33 fan &3ia 55 tps fggi a§
aS tea tea wms' grgi yifgft 1 3i tea 53l§ S'S te3> fe'3't I

€3 teairit «3i§s vdt tea v a ware? xtel ite) teaat i tea fas

vatg fes sya § a# § aa 3 wry riais asl afeti 3* saias

at aftw te a-H a* gya tea m a sai 3 3 fcasa wf*a as 1 3*

§sfet afeHatrit 5ara> rit aga* Ote1 gva tea a1 tear 3 §3 s 33

s a faiw 1 31 aa §33! 33 *31 331 a wfel 31 €3 wf^s 31a)

3'tft t 3 *3 faiYHUj
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INDO-ARYAN FAMILY. Central Group.

PANJABI.

Malwai Dialect. (Nabha State, Distbiot Phul.)

TRANSLITERATION AND TRANSLATION.

Ik rajede

One Bdjd-of

unhanu akhia,

sat dhia san. Ik din rajene

seven daughters were. One day the-Rdja-by

‘dhio, tusi kida bhag kbadia-hd?’
them-to it-was-said, ‘ daughters, You whom-of fortune eating-are?’

Chhiane akhia, ‘asi, bapu, tera bhag khadia-hl.’ Te
The-six-by it-was-said, ‘we, father, thy fortune eating-are.' And

satmine akhia, ‘mai is apna bhag khldi-ha.’ Ta
the-seventh-by it-was-said

,
*I verily my-own fortune eating-am.’ Then

rajene akhia, ‘ mai thonu kiha-jiya piara Iagda-lil ?
’

Chliiane

the-Rdja-by it-was-said

,

*I you-to what-like dear seeming-am ? ’ The-six-by

akliia, ‘tfi, sanS khand-barga, piara lagda-hai ’.

it-was-said, ‘ thou, us-to sugar-like dear seeming-art (i.e., seemest to be).’

Te satmine akliia, ‘t§ mainS nun barga
But the-seoenth-by it-was-said, ‘ thou me-to salt like

piara lagda-hai.’ Ta rajene harakh-ke avhia

dear seeming-art.’ Then the-Rdjd-by become-angry-having it-was-said,

‘ elinu kise-langre-lule-nal biha-deo. Dekko phir kik§ apna
‘ this-one-to some-lame-maimed-with marry.

bhag khaugi.’ if i ik

fortune she-will-eat.’ Then she one

Oh vichari langrenS kharl-vich

That poor-girl the-lame-man-to a-basket-in put-having begging eating

pal phirdi. Ik din kharinS ikrchhappay-te kande-te

fallen used-to-wander . One day the-basket-to one-pond-on the-bank-on

dhar-ke ap mangan chali-gai; ta langrene Id
placed-having herself to-beg went-away ; then the-lame-man-by what

dekhia. ki kale ka chhappar-vick bar-ke bagge
was-seen, that black crows the-pond-into entered-having white

ho-ho nikalde-aode-han. Ta onldi risam-risi langi-a

becoming-becoming coming-out-are. Then them-of in-imitation the-lame-man

bi rurhda paida chhappar-vich ja digga
; t6 oh

having-gone fell; and he

See then how her-oum

langre-nal biha-ditti.

lame-man-with was-married.

pa-ke mangdi klildi

too rolling tumbling the-pond-into
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nau-bar-nau ho-gia. T& jad

fresh-and-well became. And when

ta oh audmS raji-baji

then her coming-for perfect-healthy

ohdi bahu

i his wife

ho-kS

become-having

mang-tang-ke ai,

begged-havmg came,

khar-gia.

he-stood.

FREE TRANSLATION OF THE FOREGOING.

(The following folktale is current all over India. Another version of it will be

found on p. 309, Vol. V, Pt. II of this Survey. It will be noticed how the opening

agrees with that of the story of King Lear.)

Once upon a time there was a king who had seven daughters. One day he asked

them by whose good fortune they were enjoying life. Six of them said that they did so

by his good fortune, but the seventh said that it was by her own good fortune.

Then the king asked them like what did they love him. The six said they loved

him like sugar, but the seventh said she loved him like salt.

Then the king burst into a fury and ordered her to be married to some maimed
cripple. ‘ Let us see, ’ said he, * how she enjoys life by her own good fortune’. So they

married her to a cripple, and as is the manner of people of that class, she put him in a
basket, and carried him about asking for alms.

One day she put the cripple down on the bank of a pond, and went off to beg by
herself. While she was away, the cripple observed that black crows came and bathed
in the tank and that when they came out their feathers were white. So he rolled and
tumbled to the edge of the water and bathed as they had done. He immediately became
clean and whole, and when his wife returned she found him standing there hale and
hearty.
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INDO-ARYAN FAMILY. Central Group.

PAffJABl.

MalwaI Dialect. (State Patiala, Thana Gobinbgadh.)
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INDO-ARYAN FAMILY. Central Group.

MaltvaI Dialect. (State Patiala, Thana Gobindgadh.)

TRANSLITERATION AND TRANSLATION.

DekhO, khabbe hatth-nal hatthi dab-chhaddi-hai, sajje hatth-vichh
See, left hand-toith plough-handle pressed-is, right hand-in

purani hai. Sohl rokhde heth huqqa aur jalda taura
ox-whip is. In-front a-tree-of beneath hookah and water-of pot

dhara-hai. Utthg ik munda baitha-hai. TTa.lT KiVliim
placed-is. There a child seated-is. The-cultivator the-poor-man

puh. phati nal utha-hai. Hal aur balding le-ke, mSh
dawn bursting with risen-is. Plough and oxen taken-having face

adhere khet-vichh phaucha-hai. Sikhar do-pahre tivi rotl
in-dark the-field-in a>rioed-is. Highest-point at-midday the-wife bread

liyaudi-hai. Eh jotts dhal-dida-hai. BaldanS kakh
bringing-is. He plough loosening-is. The-oxen-to cut-grass

pauda-hai. Ap hatth mSh dho thanda
causing-to-fall-he-is. Himself hand mouth having-washed cool

ho-ke rotl khida-hai, huqqa plda-hai, balding pani
become-having bread eating-he-is, hookah drinking-he-is, the-oxen-to water

palauda-hai. Thora chir pai rahnda-hai. Xiyf
causing-to-drink-he-is. A-small time having-fallen remaimng-he-is. The-wife

sag lS-jidi-hai. Bhahla kamm hSda-hai. Tg hl»l.a,-a

vegetables taking-away-is. Much work becoming-is. Then the-poor-fellow

is! dhande-vichh atthan kar-dlda-hai. Nahi-tS hor kamm dhanda
this occupation-in sun-set making-he-is. Otherwise other work business

karda-hai. Din chhipe hal aur balding l§-ke
domg-he-is. The-day on-being-hidden plough and oxen taken-having

ghar auda-hai. Oharhida bhar liyauda-hai. Bald! mulPre
house coming-he-is. Fodder-of load bringing-he-is. The-oxen before

pauda-hai. Tivt dhar kaddi-hai. Rotl pakaudi-hai.
causing-to-fall-he-is. The-wife milk drawing-is. Bread cooking-she-is

Eh chao-nal mundS kuiyi-vichh baith-ke khida-hai. Phir
He delight-with sons daughters-among sat-having eating-is. Again
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is mauj-nal latta nisal-ke sSda-hai, ki badshakanu

this com/ort-with legs stretched-having sleeping-he-is, that kings-to

phullade bickkaune-utte bhi nahf thiaudl.1

Jtoioers-of bed-on even not experiencing(-are).

1 For a Free Translation of the Foregoing, t . 695*
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BHATTIANI.
The Bhatis (or, as they are called in the Punjab, Bhattis) are a Musalman tribe of

Rajput origin which is found widely distributed oyer the Punjab and North-Western
Rajputana. They are specially strong in North Bikaner, and in that portion of the
Ferozepore District which is immediately adjoining. This part of the country is known
as Bhatliana, and one of its chief towns is the famous stronghold of Bhatner. Owing
to the leading part taken by the Bhattis in this part of the country in the beginning of

the 19th century, the word Bhatti became applied to all the Musalman residents of this

tract, and their name became almost synonymous with Bath or Pachhada,— the title

given to the Pachhada Musalmans (a different tribe) of the Ghaggar Valley. 1

We have seen that one of the names given to the dialect of PaKjabi spoken by the
Pachhada Musalmans was Rathi, and, as just explained, the same name is given to the
dialect of the Bhattis of Bikaner, while the dialect spoken by the Bhattis of Perozepore
is locally known as Rathauri. The two Rathis are not the same dialect, for the Rathi
of the Pachhada Musalmans is, as we have seen, a mixture of Powadhi Panjabi with
Western Hindi, while the Rathi or Rathauri of the Bhattis is Malwai PaHjabi mixed
with the Bagri of North Bikaner.

It will have been observed that this Rathi is a tribal language. In the south of the
Pazilka Tahsil of Ferozepore all the inhabitants (whether Bhattis or not) speak a lan-

guage locally known as ‘ Bagri.’ An examination, however, of the specimens of this

form of speech which have been received from Ferozepore shows that it is not Bagri at

all. It is exactly the same as the Bhatti Rathi, a mixture of PaHjabi and Bagri, with
the latter predominating.

The Bhattis of Ferozepore appear under various names (usually those of sub-clans),

such as Wattu, Joya, Rassiwatts, or Rathaurs. The last name accounts for the title

Rathauri given to their dialect in that district. It is spoken for a considerable distance
up the right bank of the Sutlej, in the Pazilka and Mamdot Tamils, and is the same as
the Rathi of Bikaner, and the ‘Bagri’ of Pazilka,—simply a corrupt Panjabi much
mixed with Bagri. The proportions of the two forms of speech differ according to
locality, but over the whole of these three areas, ' the general characteristic of the
language is the same, and, as some general name is required to include all the varieties
of this mixed dialect, I call it Bhattiani, from its head-quarters,—Bhattiana. Under its

various names, Bhattiani is reported to be spoken by the following numbers of people :

Rathi of Bikaner
22,000

‘ Bigri ’ of Ferozepore (Fazilka) 66,000
R&thauri of Ferozepore

38,000

Total BbatT'IsI . 116,000

In the year 1824, the Serampore Missionaries translated the New Testament into
this dialect, which they called the ‘ Bhutuner (i.e. Bhatner) Language.’

As specimens of Bhattiani I give a complete version of the Parable of the Prodigal
Son in the Rathi of Bikaner, and also extracts from it in the so-called Bagri, and in the
Rathauri of Perozepore. Finally, for the sake of comparison, l give a similar extract
from the Serampore Bhatner! version of 1824.

1 Sea Sires Settlement Report (1879-83). page 89.
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RATHT OF BIKANER.

The version of the Parable here given well illustrates the foregoing remarks. The

language is a mixture of Pafijabi and Bagri with here and there an idiom borrowed from

the Lahnda spoken to the west. Thus, take the very first line. Hek, one, is Lahnda

;

di5, (plural masculine), of, is Pafijabi ; ha (plural masculine) is Bagri. So, elsewhere,

jdsa, I will go, is a Bagri future with a Panjabi termination ; hhaj-ge, having run, is

Bagri; khade-ha, they were eating, is half Pafijabi, half Bagri; tusadd, your, is

Panjabi ; thdro, your, is Bagri. It is unnecessary to go into further detail.

[No. 20.]

INDO-ARYAN FAMILY. Central Group.

PANJABI.

BhattianI (Bathi) Dialect. Bikaner State.

?=b RT^Rt^ RR ¥T I RR ffRiR^ RtRT f

RTR fRR RRT RTT f%RT ^tR RR^ I RRR^ RRT TTT^ RTZ ^fRT I

TIT WteT RR RT «b6T =n«.»i fTT Rl^l TfT

RTT RRRR f%% RTWT RTR W ^trTI | Rtf Tt RRt RRT

TJRTT RR RR %R fRR ^T3T RfTR RRT Rtf ft Rffa Tt RRT I Rtf

RT RR %R^ TRRTR^T RTRTT it RRT I Rtf RRR fRRR^ RRR tRR

fRR RTR^ RTTRRR RTRT I Rtf RRR RR RTR RRRT

,RTRT RTRT RT fRRTR^ TjT ^ i^-¥T I RTl RTt^ <|iR RT^t

RRT-TT I RRR^ RRT RTRT Rtf RR RtfT % RT fRRtR fRTRR

RTR^Nt5

^ RTT^R fefRTRT Rt Rtf RRT Rtf RTR RT^T

TT I R -sA'IR m)Ri RTRf RTRT Rtf RRR^ RRTRT % RTRT RR

RWR RfTa^ Rtf RRT% RTtf RRT RftcTT I RRT faff RRTRT RR

RvfTRR % RTRRi R?f if I RT^ RRRRtRT fRR %Rf^t RPT RR^ Rif-

Rt I R^T Rt R3R R^RTR RTR fRRT I RRT Rt ^ IT R^T

ffRt RRR RtfR RTR =nlm | Rtr RTR-R RRR RR RTR RRTR RRtf

RRT I TfR RRR RTR^ Rt^T % ffRi RR RRR1R RTPJR ^t<?T Rtf

RRR RTRR RRT Trio I Rtf ftfiT RTT ^R RTT fTflRR RTRRT R#t ^ |
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tor firs# «iitoi4 tott gror ??#% #1 wr# #r tor
g^ft #r qft «(# tott# #r ^nqf yira ^ to i w%

tot gsn fT tott gf to^tt % i t§# irt ’fT g^ ^i«it % i

?RT # TRT I'M TOt II

TORT 1TO 5TT IT I *RT # TORT TOR#*y «TRTT

trt w# i^ri ^^«hi tout i smt #tot frof iit #to~
«|

3TT<R #?* TRTT ®rn§T % # # # | ^TT TOTT TOT #TT
arnir % totr fra# tott wNt #to % tot wt # topt wr
TOTT ^KIT % I ^T# ITRf ## 1 3TT TO fTOT TOTOT TO TOTO |

tot tort first wit tott btot tottt*t tott 1 ^tt fq^sf arm
^tciT # to# W tot tot# g?T# fcn^m qn^T-’ft i toit? -gqm^
^R 5i ^ftanr i tor ## qi% fir $to # -n #?tt ^ v totr
%#3TT TO 51# TO^FTT I TOTT 3TRTO TT TOT # TOT?

TTOI «rrq^T TOT grsr TOTTRTO ST TORT TOP? TO# TOR TOTT Tfprrr

#TO I f*T3i TO5TT gTO # fTOT TOT TO TO^T-% | #t fTO

^ TO TOTO =(iTO TOT % I TOTOT ST# 51# TO# #li ’fit I TOT% TOT

#TT gTO fTO gS # ^TRTT-% f%# 5RT-TO g? TOTO 5RT-% ||
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Central Group.

PASjABI.

BHaitian! (RathI) Djaeect. Bikaner State-

transliteration and translation.

Hek adrnlde doy put ha. Usde chhote put piunu

One man-of two sons were. Them-of by-the-younger son father-ts

akha, ‘ he piu, mal-vich jera mera hisa bowe mai-n§

it-was-said, ‘ O father, property-in as-much my share may-be me-to

dehe.’ Us-nS tada mal bat dite. pher dahare nahl

give.’ Eim-to then property having-divided was-given. Many days not

hue chhota put sab kuj katha karne dur des

became the-younger son all whatever together made-having a-far country

jada-raha
; or uthe luchpane-viclie apna mal gama-dita.

went-away ; and there riotousness-in liis-own property was-squandered-away.

Or wo sabo-kuj bhaja-chuka tab us des-viche dadha

And he all-whatever had-wasted-completely then that country-in a-great

kal paya, or wo garib ho-gaya; or wo us desde rainewaleda

famine fell, and he poor became; and he that country-of an-inhabitant-oj

ndkar ho-gaya. Or usne tisnS apne khetr-vich surnu charawannS

servant became. And him-by him-as-for his-own field-into swine-to grazing-for

ghala. Or usne un chhilra-nal apna didh bharna
it-was-sent. And him-by(sic) those husks-with his-own belly to-fiU

chata-tha, jinanti sur khgde-lia
; or koi usnU kuj nabi

wishing-was, which-to swine eating-were; and anyone him-to anything not

deta-ha. Jada usnS cheta aya 6r usai akha ke, ‘ mere

giving-was. Then him-to sense came and by-him it-was-said that, ‘ my

piude kitne mehenatlySnS phadal tikiya bandi-thi, or

father-of how-many labourers-to superfluous bread being-prepared-was, and

as§ bhukb-nal marda-hg. Mai uthine piu nal jasa or usnS

I hunger-with dying-am. I arisen-having father near will-go and him-to

akhsa, “ he baba, maine behestnQ kand kiti, or tusade age

I-will-say, "O father, me-by heaven sin was-done, and you-of before

guna kite; asa phir tusada put kahawane-ke layak nabi hS;

offence was-done ; I again your son being-called-of worthy not am

;

apde mehenatiya-vich hekdi jage mainu kar-lo.” ’ Tada wo
your-own labourers-in one-of in-place me-to make.” ' Then he

VOL. IX, »aet i. 5 b
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uthte ap-de piude pase giya. Magar wo dur ha, tada

on-arising his-own father-of near went. But he far was, then

piu usnu dekhte taras kita, or bhaj-ge usnS

by-the-father him-to on-seeing compassion was-done, and run-having him-to

gale-nal lagate usnu chuma. Putr usde bapnS

the-neck-on on-applying him-to it-was-kissed. By-the-son his father-to

akha, ‘ he piu, maine behestne kand kiti, or apde

it-was-said, * O father, me-by heaven-to sin u>as-done, and Your-Honour-of

samne guna kita; or phir thare * putr tera kuhawan layak

before offence was-done ; and again to-you son thy to-be-called worthy

nahl hS.’ Mur usde piu-ne apde nokrSnS akha, ‘ putrnS

not I-am.’ But his father-by his-own servants-to it-was-said, ‘ the-son-to

thigre achhe padhawd ; or usde hath-vich mudadi, or pero juti

a-robe good cause-to-wear ; and his hand-in a-ring, and on-feet shoes

ghatewd ; or apl khate maje karl ; kyS-ke putr mera
put ; and we-all eating merriment may-make ; because-that the-son my

muya ha, marte mur aya-hai ; khari-gaya-ha, mu? labhya hai.’ TadI

dead was, on-dying again come-is ; lost-gone-was, but found is.' Then

w5 maje karan lage.

they merriment to-do began.

TJsda bada putr khetrach ha. Jada wo amda-huya gharde kol

His elder son field-in was. When he while-coming house-of near

aya, tada bajte nackanda kharka suna. Apde ndkra-vichfi

came, then in-musicking dancing-of noise was-heard. His-own servants-from-among

hek nokarnS apde kol sadte akha ke, • * ** Us
one servant-to himself-of near in-calling it-was-said that, * * * By-him

akha, 'tera bhira aya-hai; apde piune changa khana
it-was-said, ‘thy brother come-is; Your- Uonour-of father-by good feeding

kita-hai; is-waste jo usnu bhala-changa ladya-hai.’ Usne kawar
done-U ; for-this-reason that him-to good-well obtained-is.’ Him-by anger

kiti ; us ghar-vich awan na chaya. Is-waste usda
was-made ; by-him house-in coming not it-was-wished. For-this-reason his

piu bahar ate usnS manawan laga. Us piuuu jawab
father out in-coming him-to to-persuade began. By-him the-father-to reply

dita kl, ‘ vekho, mai ite vara-tS tuhadi khidmat karda-ha,
mas-given that, ‘ see, I so-many years-from your service doing-was,

apde hukamnS kade adul na kite. Ap
Your-Honour-of order-to ever disobedience not was-done. By-Your-Honour

mainU kade hek lela bhi na dita ke mai apde belia nal
me-to ever one kid even not was-given that I my-own friends with

1 Words musing in original.
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kliusi karda-ha. Magar apda e putr, jo kanjriade

pleasure might-have-made. But YourSonour-of this son, who harlots-of

nal ralte apda sab kuj bhanja-deta, ju

with in-living YourSonour-of all anything squandermg{-was), as-soon-as

aya usde waste ap changa khgna kita.’ Piu

he-came him-of for by-Your-Bonour good feast was-made.' By-the-father

usnS akha, * putr, ts nit mere nal raheda-hai
;

jo-kuj mera
him-to it-was-said, ‘son, thou always me-of near living-art; whatever mine

wo sabo kuj tera hai ; magar dadhi khusi karni thik bal

that all anything thine is ; but much rejoicing to-do proper is

;

kyS-ke tera bhira muya-huwa, mur ji-aya-hai; khiji-gaya-lia

because-that thy brother dead-was, again alive-has-become S lost-teas,

mur labh-gaya-hai.’

again found-is.’
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SO-CALLED BAGRT OF FEROZEPORE.
Fifty-six thousand people are reported to speak Bagri in the Fazilka Tahfil of the

Tunjab District of Ferozepore, along the Bikaner border. An examination 0f the

specimens sent shows that this dialect has none of the typical Bagri characteristics, such
as the genitive in go and the like. It is bad Panjabi, like the Kathi of Bikaner mixed
with some Bagri forms. No importance attaches to this mixed dialect, and it will

suffice to give as an example of it a brief extract from a version of the Parable of the
Prodigal Son in transliteration only. The original was written in the Persian and also

in the Gurmukhi character.

[No. 21.]

INDO-ARYAN FAMILY. Central Group.

PANJABI.

Bhattiani (so-called Bag?!) Dialect. (District Ferozepore, TarsIl Fazilka.)

Ek manas-ra de beta ha. Wg-mia chhoro beto bap-ne
A man-of two sons were. Them-in-from (the-) younger son father-to

kahio, ‘6 bap mal-ra hisa jika awe mi-ne de.’

said, ‘ O father property-of share which comes (-to-me
) me-to give.'

Jana pachhe bi-ne mal-ra pgti bgt-dini. Thore
Then afterwards them-to property-of shares was-divided. A-few (days)

pachhe chhotakio beto saglo dhan-mal bhelo kar-ke
after the-younger son the-whole property collected having-made

dur des-ne uth-gi6. Bathe apno mal haramakari-mai
a-far country-to having-arisen-went. There his-oum property debauchery-in

kho-dio. Jana saglo mal kho-dind, bl des-re ek
was-wasted. When whole property was-wasted, that country-to a

bhagwan-ke ja-lagio. Ba-ne apne khet-mai sur
wealthy-man-in-of having-gone-he-was-joined. Eim-by his-own fields-in swine
charaw bhejio. Bai-re ji dabkio ki ai chhutka-hS kha-Ug,
to-graze he-was-sent. Bis desire arose that these husks-even I-may-eat,

jika sur khai-hai ; ki bi-ne aiso bhi ko-mile-ni.
which swine eating-are; for him-to such even at-all-were-givenmot.
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RAJHAURT OF FEROZEPORE.
The Rathauri of Ferozepore is even more of a mixture than the so-called BagrI.

The foreign element is rather Bikaner! than true Bag!'! as is shown by the use of chhai,

to mean ‘ is A short extract from a version of the Parable in transliteration only will

be quite sufficient.

[ No. 22.]

INDO-ARYAN FAMILY. Central Group.

paSjabi.

BhattiAni (RathaueI) Dialect. (Distkict Ferozepore, TaesIl Fazilka.)

Ikke guwa-re di beta si. On-ma-le chhota beta bapene
A man-to two sons were. Them-in-from younger son the-father-to

kihd, ‘ male malhe jutna hisso mane awa-chhai, u mane ded.’

said, ‘property in-from how-much share me-to coming-is, that me-to give.’

I mal wand dind-chhai. Thora dine-mal saro mal
By-him property liaving-divided given-is. A-few days-in whole property

kattho karte dur desne le-gio. Apno mal bhairl

together' in-making far country-to he-took-away. Bis-own property ill

lachche-mal utte gal-dino. Jade gal-dind, utte dese
behaviour-in there was-wasted. When it-was-wasted, there in-the-country

sahukare dhore nokar ho-gio-chhi. Unne kahio, ‘ja-ke suranne
a-rich-man near

,
servant he-become-was. Him-by it-was-said, ‘gone-having swine

wahi-maki chara-lia.’ Oh-ro ji kido unhS chbilarSne khate

field-in graze.' Him-of heart was-made those-very husks in-eating

apna dhffi bhar-lai, jinhunu sur khate. tTne as bhi nahl
his-own belly he-may-fill, which sioine used-to-eat. Bim-to such even ml

milts.

were-being-got.
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BHATNERT.
Finally I give (also in transliteration) a similar extract from the version of the

Parable, as it appears in the Serampore translation of 1824. It will be seen that its

general character is the same as that of the preceding specimens.

[ No. 23.]

INDO-ARYAN FAMILY. Central Group.

PASJABI.

BhattiIni (BhatnEei) Dialect.

(Serampore Missionaries, 1824.) •

Kai manakhde dSy gabharu lianda. Pher bf-may-ta chhotode
A-certain man-to two sons were. Then them-in-from by-the-younger

bhayjinu akhya, ‘ he bhayji, mayadi jo pit! paddi,
the-father-to it-was-said, ‘O father, the-pi-operty-of what share falling(-is),

ba as! do.’ Pher u bide kol mayadi pity! kitl.

that to-us give.’ Then by-him them-of near the-property-of shares were-made.

Pher ghana dan na huya-ta chhotode gabharu apro sard bhelo
Then many days not becoming-from the-yoimger son his-own all together

karar dur deSnu paro-gayo. Pher uthe zahg-ras-ml jir

having-made afar country-to went-away. Then there debauchery-in having-lived

apni maya uday-dl. Tad udi sari khut-gaya-ta
his-own property was-sqttandered. Then him-ofi all{rproperty) wasted-being-gone-on

u de5-ml ghano kardo kal paxliyo. Pher u ghataw-mg padan
that country-in a-very heavy famine fell. Then he want-in to-fall

lagyo. Pher u jayar u deSde kai basti-ballde nal
began. Then he having-gone that country-of a-certain villager-of with

mil-gayo. Pher u luiwar charawan liyg apng khet-ml unu
was-joined. Then by-him swine feeding for his-own field-in him-to

pathyo. Pher Suwar jo khlwda-handa u chhawdl-ta u
it-was-sent. Then the-swine what eating-were those husks-by by-him

apno pet bharan chayo. Pher kai nnu na diya,

his-own belly to-fill it-was-wished. Then by-anyone him-to not they-were-given.
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PAftjfiB! MERGING INTO LAHNDA.
..

^he ^istnet of Lahore lies on both sides of the river Ravi. On the east side (in
the Ban Doab between the Ravi and the Sutlej) the dialect of PaBjabi spoken is Majhi.On the west of the Ravi (in the Rechna Doab between the Ravi and the Chenab), the
Lahore dialect of PaBjabi shows signs of the increasing influence of Lahnda

It has already been remarked that the old form of speech from which Lahnda is
derived must once have.extended far to the east beyond its present territories. In
the Eastern Panjab tins language has been overlaid by a language belonging to
the Central Group, and the resultant language is that now known as PaBjabi. As we
go westwards from the Gangetio Doab, relics of the original Lahnda basis become more
and more evident. We have already met some noteworthy instances in the Majhi
dialect which is admittedly the best and purest form of PaBjabi. When we cross the
Ravi into the Rechna Doab, the Lahnda basis becomes much more in evidence and the
conventional boundary line between Lahnda and PaBjabi after crossing the district of
Gujrat runs nearly north and south through this Doab, starting at about Ramnagar in
Gujranwala on the Chenab, and running due south to the northern corner of the Mont-gomery district. Thence it continues its course due south (crossing the Ravi on its wav)
to the southern corner of the latter district on the banks of the Sutlej. A part of that
portion of the Montgomery district which lies to the east of this conventional line is thusm th

l ,

n Doab
’ but Kttguistically it belongs to the north-east of the Rechna Doab.

The line described above is a purely conventional one adopted for this Survey,
verywhere in India we meet with instances of languages merging into each other, but

nowhere m India do we find the merging so gradual as that which takes placeb
tT, L

;
Wa and- PaBjabi. The wave of the language of the Central Group,

which at first overwhelmed the most eastern Lahnda, gradually lost its force as we
go westwards, allowing the Lahnda basis to become more and more evident. The
wave extended to the west of the line just described, but by this time it was so
shallow, and had lost so much power, that the language is no longer PaBjabi coloured
by Lahnda but rather Lahnda coloured by PaBjabi. We may roughly put this line
as mdicatmg the boundary between these two conditions of affairs, but in the country
near this hue, on each side, the local patois is so indefinite that it may with equal
correctness be classed with either language, and many authorities may claim that the
language spoken immediately to the west of it in Gujranwala and Montgomery is
PaBjabi and not Lahnda. Such a claim I do not oppose. The circumstances of the
case make opposition out of the question. On the other hand, the line I have drawn
is a convenient one, and roughly shows the western boundary of PaBjabi

We have
’ ** the “orth-eastern haU of the district ofGujrat , then, in the Rechna Doab, the district of Sialkot, half the district of Gujran-

Te ^v?rte^"r
tiT?all0re

’ and asmaU Po^o* of Montgomery. Casing

^ ” l1OTe, to the east of the line, the eastern half of theMontgomery district roughly corresponding to the Tamils of Dipalpur and Pak

tofSon o^rV I t

’

‘JT
traCt ‘ the langUage 18 the Same'~ PaSjabiwith a stro

infusion of Lahnda. I give three specimens,-one from West Lahore, another from
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Sialkot, in the north of the tract, and another from Pak Pattan of Montgomery, in

the extreme south.

When the boundary line touches the Sutlej at the southern comer of Montgomery,
it follows that river for a few miles and then crosses Bahawalpur, so as to include the

north-eastern comer of that state. Here the language is the same as that of Pak Pattan
and no specimen of it is necessary. This concludes the review of Panjabi merging

into Lahnda.

We may estimate the number of speakers of this mixed dialect as in the table

given below. The figures for Gujranwala include about 155,000 speakers of Pafijabi

from other parts of the province who have settled in the Chenab Canal Colony, most
of them probably speak Majhi. As given the figures have been revised by the local

officials since the Rough Lists of Languages spoken in the Panjab were published. So
also the Bahawalpur figures are revised ones

—

North-East Gnjrat 457,200
Sialkot 1,010,000
East Gujranwala 505,000
Trans-Ravi, Lahore 17,398
East Montgomery 292,426
North Bahawalpur 150,000

Total . 2,432,024

The Lahore figures in the above seem (to be too small, but I have no means of
checking them, and the loss is probably balanced by the number of Chenab Canal
colonists who speak Majhi.

Auteoeities,

—

Gbahaue Bailet, Rev. 1.,—Panjabi Grammar. A brief Grammar of Panjabi as spoken in the

WozirtXbad (t.e. North Gnjranwala) District. Lahore, 1904.

Commisgs, Rev. T. F., ahd Gbahame Bailet, Rev. 1.,—Panjabi Manual and Grammar : a Guide
to the Colloquial Panjabi of the Northern Panjab. Calcutta, 1912. (Under the name
* Northern Punjab ’ are included the Districts of Sialkot, Gujranwala, Lahore, Gnjrat, and
Firozpur, with parts of the adjoining Districts.)
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PANJABT OF WEST LAHORE.
Directly we cross the Bari into the western portion of Lahore district we find that

the Lahnda basis of PaKjabl makes itself much more strongly felt. There are also

a' few local peculiarities. As a specimen of the dialect of this part of the Lahore district

I give a version of the Parable of the Prodigal Son, which offers several instructive

forms.

In pronunciation we may notice the total absence of the cerebral l, as is also the

case in the PaKjabl of the M&jha. The cerebral n is very capriciously used. Thus, we
have gdwan and naohchan in the same sentence. The vowel scale in some words is irre-

gular. The root rah, remain, is sometimes spelt rah, sometimes rih, and sometimes raih.

Compare the reh of the Lahnda of Shahpur.

In the declension of nouns we may note that the postposition of the agent case is ne,

not nai, which is very often omitted (as in Lahnda). Ne is also occasionally used instead

of m, as. the sign of the dative. Thus, naukar-ne dkhid, he said to the servant.

In the pronouns, we have tu used for the agent case singular, as well as for the

nominative. Thus, tS nidz ditti, thou gavest a feast. Asa and tusd are often used for

the nominative, to mean ‘ we ’ and ‘ you,’ respectively. The usual word for ‘ he ’ is the

Lahnda 6, with an oblique singular m or un. In idhe for Hide, of this one, we have a

transposition of the aspirate. * Own ’ is apnd, not dpiid. The relative pronoun isjera {of.

Lahnda jehra) .
* What ? ’ is kih.

The verb substantive regularly takes the Lahnda forms
; thus, we have hin, they are ;

aha or hd, he was. Sometimes we find je used to mean ‘he is’ or ‘they are.” In the

finite verb we have both the Lahnda form of the future, as in uthisa-(gd), I will arise,

and the Panjabi one, as in rahagd, I will remain.

Now and then we find instances of pronominal suffixes attached to verbs, exactly

as in Lahnda. Thus, dittoi, given by thee. The Lahnda present participle is also com-
mon. Thus, karedd for kardd, doing.

We also find instances of the Lahnda negative verb substantive, as in naha, he was

There are also a number of Lahnda expressions. Such are the use of the root

chd, raise, prefixed to a verb in order to intensify its meaning. Thus, chd-kitd, was
done ; chd-jdn, consider. So also we may quote (among others occurring in the speci-

men) as typical Lahnda expressions hikk, one ; thigrd, a garment ; kdvir, angry ; hatthS,

on the contrary.

Mr. Newton, on page 33 of his Panjdbi Grammar, states that, in the Lahore
district, the word ne is often used redundantly. Thus, ih bi dkh ditta-sd ne, this too he
said. I have not met any examples of this in the specimens. It is a question whether

in such cases, ne is not, like ye, a pronominal suffix. Lahnda has ne for the second and
third persons plural, and it is quite possible that, in Lahore, it may also be used for the

singular. In Kashmiri, which is closely related to Lahnda, an is used for the singular

of the pronoun of the third person.

rka on p. 628.
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Central Group.

paSjAbX.

Dialect op North-East op Rkchna Doab. (District Lahore, Tahsil Sharakpuk.)

fSa I ^ w Mb1

fsS wfaw M§ R
^ ftfR' fgaa Me !> © 33 a I ©RS WJS» M1« 33 fg3i |

WH' 25# ^3 fS§S R'a' R'B fa©S' 3* ofe' fcrft fa WHS jg

^ ^ aai § fgr li ani Me rib Meifsw 1 Mr 3B a§ rib ©r^
25' tew % ©R RH*3 Me fij oPS V tew I 33 ©R$ gg i^s
25aft i ?3 § fawp ©r W25S3 M's? snaae weift^ sra ss?a aia tew i

fR3 ©r§ ga»^ e^'s 3ir§ ?f2flw Me uffew i 3§ Msg na a>e

»fa € 3l Me a'al asca 3a B :en ee ©sf ga3 wgt ©h wfaw
>ia Mfe iraa ea't fas § as a v at 3:

e fas § 3faw 3] eje
1 1 Pr fa »tj5 tew Raw a> 1 >f ©fsRte' § fa fa© §s gigi ggigii §
fss Wate' fa© R: V&& gjsig aft 5631 § 33' 3f sft3' fen aiH

^ai' s# la fawn S §a' U3 R«tei i 5f$ g) wiw fas Sag ^
tTSI 33 © ©few § Wl£ fa© faiVRi I »)Ri § gg y^i^r §2^
fM© ©R§ 3a few ©S§ 33R Wfew 3 33 331 faWI' 3 ©s| BR5

w tew 3 few i as ©s?* wfaw M© r
:

aarei 312513 3}

sfl3' tl §a' at ste' a § as §a< a^ Rate' aw s# i 33 fe©s we
^a'| wfaw ©at feaii sfe 3 w© § ©s£ 3 ^ ^ Me
weat vj§ 3 ?iaf Me g3) a?'© 1 w© v sals 3 a^ft 3ala a ite

a^ Ra faiw a» afe> t faiw Haal tew wa' 3 253 tew 1 § ©
aa a3s 25ai 11

§ fei 33' a^ Qarilw Me tew wa> 1 fira 3h § wtew §^ ^ fws W3s 3 se^ atew 1 ©r Ms? ssras wfaw
3 afew 3 ate 1 1 ©rs ©s^ wfaw §a' f3a' wfsvw g §3 fefs
fswe Mr 3TR3 fe3t t §a' f33> aa waa sir wfaw t 1 © etea
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tfew § wea sa* wv i fen f fuf snaa feass wfew vm§

f^f f>?S3 al3t I §H fVlff WTf^yjji *33 >t
:

ta af
1 §tt fagws atrei

tor af §ar vHrfyvnT ^ >i
:

stt
:

ftffew 3 fa* ^ « s’ fieM

wifow asflw 'rtj5 wfl ai ;

3' i fai
:

§a» 3 M3 wfevHi t fan Rigi

wh §aT arrator 3 aretfew f ^h§ at:

| fewa fe3t
1 fns fs£

WfaW | gg >ia 325 t
s

I 3sF WH t §ai at ft I

ftfa ais 25ifsa wat a hb! aa:
a 3 fsa fa fea1 §a’

Ma fame wan vj?a ^3 tfl
1^ a faiw a § *ra) faiw wa* § rs fWw

tn

602
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£ No. 24.]

INDO-ARYAN FAMILY.

PANJABI.

Central Group.

JDiaibct of North-East of Rechna Doab. (District Lahore, TahsIl Sharakpdr.)

TRANSLITERATION AND TRANSLATION.
Hikk admi-de do putr ahe. UnhS vichche piunu

One man-of two sons were. Them from-among the-father-to

nikke akhia, ‘piu, jo mera hissa rizk-vichch hai, 6
by-the-younger it-was-said, ‘father, that my share wealth-in is, that

wand-de.’ Usne apna mal duhlnu
having-divided-give' Him-by his-own property both-to

wand-ditta. Bahle din aja nahl hoe nikkene

havitig-divided-was-given. Many days yet not became the-younger-by

sara mal ikattha cha-kita, kisi dui- mulk
the-whole property together was-made, a-certam distant country

l®"k§ vadha raha, te ut.ha bhaire kammS-vichch
taken-having

(as-)a-sojourner remained, and there bad doings-in

mal viBBaia. Jis vele habbho mal usne la-lia,

property was-wasted. (At-)what at-time the-whole property him-by was-spent,

-vratt us mulkde vicheh bauh kal pai-gia. Watt usnS lor,

then that country-of m great famine fell. Then him-to need,

pawan laggl. Watt 6 gia, us mulkde hikk shaharcle admide
to-fall began. Then he went, that country-of one city-of man-of

nal naukar rah-pia. Usne usnS surlnS charawan waste
with servant lie-remained, Him-by him-to swine-to tlie-feeding for
pailia-vicheh ghallia. Jere chhillay sur khlde-ahe, 6 vl

the-fields-in it-was-sent. What husks the-mine eating-were, he also

dhiddh razi hd-kar bhar-laida. Jad unn§ surt ai, us
belly happy become-having used-to-fill. When him-to senses came, by-him

akhia, ‘ mere piude naukar kal hin, 6 rajj-ke kha
it-was-said, ‘my father-of servants many are, they satiated-being eating

blu laide-hin, te wadhia bhi rahuda-hai. Mai bhukkh nal

also taking-are, and surplus also remaining-is. I hunger with

pia marnS-haL Mai uthisaga te waddh piu kol wgda-rahSgn

;

fallen dying-am. I rise-will and then the-father near I-will-go-forth

;

te unnu akhaga, “ piu, mai Khudada gunah bhi kite te

and him-to I-will-say, “father, by-me Ood-of sin also mas-done and
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t8ra bhi kite ; mat is gal joga nahi raih-gia jo tera.

of-thee also was-clone ; I this thing worthy not remained that thy

putr mai sadiwa ; inamS yi apna hikk nn.nkii.r cha-jan.”
’

son I may-be-called ; me-to also thine-own one servant consider.”

'

Watt 6 uthia te apne piu wale gia. Ajl 6 dher

Then he rose and his-own father towards went. Yet he a-great

dur aha, unde piu usnS vekh-lia, ‘ unnS tars aia, te

distance teas, his by-father him-to it-was-seen, him-to pity came, and

bhajj wag-gia te uimu gal-vicb la-lia, te ohhum
havmg-rm he-went and him-to neck-with it-was-applied, and kiss

lia. Putr unnu akhia, * piu, mai Khudada gunah
was-taken. By-the-son him-to it-was-sakl,

’
father, by-me God-of sin

bhi kite-hai, tera bhi kita-hai, te hun tera putr sadiwa joga

also done-is, ofthee too done-is, and now thy son to-be-called worthy

nahi.’ Watt piune apne naukrgnS akhia, ‘change

I-am-not.’ Then thefather-by his-own servants-to it-was-said, ‘good

thigre kaddh le-ao, te unnu pa-ded ; fdhe hatth-vichch

clothes havmg-taken-out bring, and him-to put-on; his hand-in

mundri ghatto, te paite-vichch jutti pawao ; ao, kha-laie, te

ring put, and feet-in shoes put-on; come, ioe-may-eat, and

razi hoie ; e mera putr mar-gia-ha, jlda ho-gia-hai, te

happy let-us-become ; this my son dead-gone-was, alive become-is, and

kliari gia aha, te labbh-pia.’ Te 8 khush howan lagge.

lost gone was, and found-is.’ Then they happy to-become began.

Te unda wadda putr pehlii-vichch giya-aha. Jis vele

And him-of the-elder son the-fields-in gone-was. At-which at-time

o aia, te gharde nere aia, usne gawan te nachchan
he came, and the-liouse-of new came, him-by singing and dancing

sunia. Us hikk naukarne akhia te puchhia, ‘§

was-heard. By-him one servant-to it-was-said and it-was-asked, ‘ this

kih hai ? ’ Usne unnn akhia, ‘ tera bhira aia-hai, tere

what ist’ Him-by him-to it-was-said, * thy brother come-is, thy

piune niaz is-waste ditti-hai, tera bhira khair-mehr nal aia-hai.’

father-by feast this-reason-for given-is, thy brother safety with come-is.’

0 kavir hoia, te andar naha jlda. Is-waste unda
He angry became, and within not (was-)going. This-reason-for his

piu bahar nikal-aia, ate undi minnat kit-i. Us
father outside out-come, and him-of remonstrance urn-made. By-him

piunS akhia, ‘dekh, mai bauh warhe teri khidmat kailda

thefather-to it-was-said, ‘see, I many years thy service doing
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riha-ha ; tera akhia kada mai nahi sittia, te

remained-was ; thy what-was-said ever by-me not was-thrown-down, and

hiklc lela Pi na dittoi, apnia beliS-nal mai khushi

one kid even not was-gwen-by-thee, my-own friends-with I happiness

kareda. Jivl tea e putr aia-hai, jis sara mai

might-have-made. When thy this son come-is, by-whom the-whole property

tera kaftjrili-te gawaia-hai, unde waste hatthg tS niaz

thy harlots-with wasted-is, him-of for-the-sake on-the-contrary by-thee a-feast

ditti.’ TJsne unn§ akhia, ‘tS har vele mere kol

was-given.’ Eim-by him-to it-was-said, ’ thou at-every time me near

hi ;
jera merit mai hai, sara ter&-hi hai ; asgnS hikk

art ; whatever my property is, the-whole thine-also is; tis-to one

gal laik ahi, je khushi karlde te khush

thing proper was, that happiness we-should-have-done and happy

hide ; is waste ki bhira tera mar gia aha, aur watt

should-have-been; this for that brother thy dead gone was, and again

jiwda ho-gia-hai ; 5 khari gifi-ahii, te labbh-pia-hai.’

alive become-is; he lost gone-was, and found-been-is.’
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PANJABI OF SIALKOT, EAST GUJRANWALA, AND NORTH-EAST
GUJRAT.

The conventional boundary line between Lahnda and PaKjabi starts at the north

end of the Pabbi range in Gujrat, and, entering Gujranwala at Ramnagar, divides

that district into two nearly equal parts. The tract to the east of this line embraces the

whole of Sialkot, the eastern half of Gujranwala, and the north-east of Gujrat. On
the east it has the Majhi Pafijabi of Gurdaspur, on its south, the mixed dialect of

West Lahore just described.

The dialect of this tract has been fully described by Mr. Grahame Bailey and Mr.
Cummings, in the works referred to on p. 744. It closely resembles that of West
Lahore, and as a specimen I give a short folktale from Sialkot, written in the Persian

character, with transliteration and translation.

We may note the following peculiarities in the specimen, nearly all of which are

due to the influence of Lahnda. There is a strong tendency to drop the letter h after

an accented syllable,1 and even elsewhere. Thus, rd’d, for rdhe, they remained ; e or

he, is, and so on. We seethe origin of the standard Pafijabi present participle in nd
instead of da in the word dedd or derma, giving. All over Indo-Aryan India, a d pre-

ceded by a nasal may optionally be pronounced as n.

In the declension of nouns, the postposition of the genitive is treated as in Lahnda,
so that we have did or dea instead of de agreeing with a masculine noun in the plural.

The pronouns present some irregularities. ‘ Our ’ is saddd, asddda or asaddd (Mr.
Bailey gives saddd). ‘Tour’ is tusdddd or tohdddd (Mr. Bailey gives tuhaddd). The
oblique form singular of the pronoun of the third person is os (as the oblique form
singular of ih, this, is eg), and its oblique plural is ona or ohnd. Jerd or jehra is
‘ who,’ with jig, or the Malwai form jit, for its oblique singular.

The following forms of the verb substantive occur,—a, or hS, I am, we are ; e, thou
art ; e, or he, he, she, it is ; sdn, or haigdn, they were.

For further particulars, the student is referred to the very full details given in the
Grammars already referred ,to.

1 See the remarks on p. 628.
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[ No. 26.]

INDO-ARYAN FAMILY. Central Group.

PANJABI.

Dialect op North-East op Rechna Doab. (District, Sialkot.)

- <=—J
by> &4&0 j^c JoL.

- LS-* ^L. Joj^J «=—o-y <L- jjJ) »LaoL< - cJj
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jxfj ^ <L- Agj 2_ ^ c_jj* ^
Jj ^ uty u^j - u*-" «-*>

^ »l^L ^ ^-jy jy - & 4;j <-*J WL- c_f Ja*

&ri_o «i_y
l_f

^o^. ju

* iL jjjj »LioL z_ &ij^ - e_j ^iL-j
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INDO-ARYAN FAMILY. Central Group.

PAffJiBl.

Diabect of North-East of Rechna Doab. (District Sialkot.)

TRANSLITERATION AND TRANSLATION.

Sadda wadda. Mahr Mitha hoia-e. Osne akhia ki, ‘ mera

Our ancestor Mahr Mitha teas. Sim-by it-was-said that, ' my

n5 jahan-vich mashhur rae.’ Badshab Akbame osdg

name the-world-in famous may-remain.’ The-Emperor Akbar-by him-of

paso larkida sak mangia. Os aggo akhia,

from-near the-daughter-of betrothal was-asked. By-him in-reply it-was-said,

‘t§ Badshab I ; mai zammdar a. Sacjda tusadda bar

'thou Emperor art; I landoumer am. Our your equality-qf--status

nahl michda.’ Os akbia, ‘tainS es gal-vich ki 6? Mera

not arises.’ By-liim it-was-said, ‘ thee-to this matter-in what is? My

dil aia-e.’ Jis waqt Osne sak .
dena cha-kita, la

heart come-is.' At-what time him-by betrothal to-gwe it-was-agreed, then

osne akbia, ‘ mere gbar a-dhukk.’ Ona tad

him-by it-was-said, ‘ to-my house come-with-procession.’ By-them then

mel-mandal akattha kita. Os akbia, ‘ badshah

relations-friends together it-was-made. . By-him it-was-said, ‘ the-Emperor

meri larkida sak mangda-e. Tohaddi ki salah he?’ Rise

my daughter-of betrothal asking-is. Tour what advice is?’ By-some

akhia, * denne-hl,’ te kise akhia ‘ nahl de-dgde.’

it-was-said, ‘givmg-we-are,’ and by-some it-was-said ‘ not giving (-we-are).’

Bahutiine kahia ki, dSde-hl.’ Ona sak de-ditte.

Most-by it-was-said that, ‘ giving-we-are.’ By-them betrothal was-given.

Badshab a-dhukka. Mahr Mitbene sare bhira bulae,

The-Emperor came-in-procession. Mahr Milha-by all brother’s were-simmoned,

roti khawan waste aur janjdi kjjidmat waste.

bread causing-to-eat for and the-bridegroom's-party-of service for.

Kuj Jat Badshah-wal gae. Jit waqt woh d6 rati Mahr

Some Jatts The-Emperor-with went. At-what time they two nighis Mahr

Mithede ghar rag, othe kise akbia ki, • kuj

Mitha-of (in-) house remained, there by-someone it-was-said that, ‘something

dSie, ki asldda na rae.’ Badshab wal jgrfe lok

let-be-given, that us-of the-name may-remain.’ The-Emperor with what people
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ae-san, ona nal yi MitosI khidmat waste gae-san ; hor jeto

come-were, them with alto Mirdsis service for gone-were ; and what

lot Mahr Mithe wal mel ae-san, Ona nal yi

people Mahr Mitha with (as-)brotherkood come-were, them with also

Mirasi ae-san. Hun jere vele kothe-te balii-ke khairat karan

Mirdsis come-were. Now at-what at-time the-roof-on sat-having alms to-do

lagge, rupaie sikka Akbar Badshahde san ; Mabr Mithe
ihey-began, the-rupees coinage Akbar the-Emperor-of were; by-Mohr Mitha

ona lokldeS MirasIgnS jehre os wal mel ae-san, ik-ik

those people-of Mirdsis-to whom him with (as-)brotherhood come-were, one-one

rupaia ditto; hor jehto Jat Badshahde ' nal
rupee was-given; and what Jatfs the-Emperor-of with

janji ae-san, Onldel MitosilnH atth-atth

(as-)members-of-the-bridegroom’s-party come-were, them-of Mirdsis-to eight-eight

ane ditto ki, ‘ ona asaddl ghattdl kitl-e.’ Mur
annas were-given because, ‘ by-them our disgrace made-is.’ Then

viwah-ke BadshahnS dola ditto.

marriage-having-made the-Emperor-to the-litter was-given.

FREE TRANSLATION OF THE FOREGOING.
Our ancestor was Mahr Mitha. He was desirous of leaving his name famous in the

world. The Emperor Akbar asked him for his daughter in marriage. He replied that,
as he was only a modest landholder while Akbar was Emperor, the match would be an
unequal one. But the Emperor insisted, and pressed Mahr Mitha not to consider this
point, so that the latter agreed to the betrothal of his daughter, and asked the Emperor
to come to his house with the marriage procession. The Mahr’s people then called to-
gether his relatives and friends. He told them that the Emperor requested his daughter
in marriage, and asked their opinion. Some were in favour of the proposal and others
were not, but the majority agreed to it, and so the betrothal took place. The Emperor
came with his marriage procession and Mahr Mitha called in all the brethren of his caste
to feed and serve the bridegroom’s party.

Some Jatts accompanied the Emperor, and after the bridegroom’s party had stayed
in Mahr Mitha’s house for two nights, one of the brethren of the latter suggested that
alms should be distributed in order to make his name famous.

The people who had come with the Emperor were accompanied by Mitosis 1
for

service, and so were the brethren who had come at Mahr Mitha’s call. They began to
distribute alms from the roof- of the house. The rupees were of the Emperor Akbar’s
coinage. Mahr Mitha gave one rupee to each of the Mitosis who had accompanied his
brethren, but gave only eight annas each to the Mitosis who had come with the Jatts
of the Emperor’s party, for he thought that those Jatts had disgraced him by their
presence.

1
Mirfisli are a kind of beggar-bard, who attend weddings for what they can pick up.
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Then, the marriage having been solemnised, the bridegroom’s litter for ceremonial

departure was given to the Emperor.

PANJABI OP EAST MONTGOMERY.
As one more example of Panjabi merging into Lahnda, I give a short extract from

a version of the Parable of the Prodigal Son which comes from the Pak Pattan Tahsil of

the Montgomery district. I give it only in the Roman character, with an interlinear

translation. No special remarks are required. The language is the same as that of West

Lahore and of Sialkot.

[ No. 26.]

INDO-ARYAN FAMILY. Central Group.

Dialect op

East-centre op Bari Doab.

PANJABI.

(District Montgomery, TagsIl Pak Pattan.)

Hikk admfde do puttar ahe. Unlade vichchS laudhe

One man-of two sons were. Them-of from-in by-the-younger

puttar peonS akhia, * pe8, mal te rijakda hissa

son the-father-to it-was-said, father, cattle and property-of share

jehra mains auda-hai mainS deh.’ TadS peo mal
whatever me-to arriving-is me-to give.' Then by-the-father the-cattle

te rijak unhlns wand ditto. Thore diha-tn
and the-property them-to having-divided was-given. A-few days-from

pichchhe laudhe puttar sara kujh hikattha kar-ke hikk
ajter the-younger son all everything together made-having [in-)one

durede des chala-gto. Utthe §.pda mSl rijak bhaire
distant country went-away. There his-own cattle property evil

kamma-vich luta-ditta. Jis vele palle kujh
deeds-in was-cast-away. At-wliat time in-the-corner-of-his-garment anything

n§E riha, ta us des-vich wadda kal pai-gia. Uh tikki-tn
not remained, then that country-in a-great famine fell. He bread-from

vi ajat ho-gia; (a us des-vich hikk wadde admide kol gia.

even helpless became; then that country-in one great man-of near he-went.

Us wadde adml usnS apdi wahig-vich surl charlwanda chheru
Sy-that great man him-as-fos' his-own fields-in swine feeding-of herdsman
bana-ditte. Us-da dil eh akhda-ha, ‘jehril shal sur
it-was-made. Evm-of mind this saying-was, ‘ which things the-swine

khtde-hain, unhade nal apda dhidh bharl,’ jo usnS kol naht
eating-are, them-of with my-own belly I-may-fUl,' as him-to anyone not

dlda-ab.

giving-was.
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DOGRA OR pOGRl.
I give two specimens of the Dogra dialect of Panjabi. Both come from the state of

Jammu. For an account of the dialect see pp. 637 ft., ante.

The Dogra of Gurdaspur and Sialkot in no way differs from that here exemplified,

except that in both districts there is, as might be expected, a tendency to employ here

and there standard Panjabi forms.

The first Jammu specimen is a version of the Parable of the Prodigal Son. The

second is a short folksong. I give each specimen first in Chamba Takri type, and then

in the ordinary Dogra hand-writing, with a line for line transliteration and translation.

LNo. I.]

INDO-ARYAN FAMILY. Central Group.

PAffJlBt.

Doska. Dialect. (State Jammu.)

Specimen I.

CHAMBA TAKRI CHARACTER.

5?aiW]3J 3J U3J H I <33J (\lJ plW33 Zfl(W b J

3i2aji)ai h Port (Viwl-w.iT 3 it pnw) aid ijzt? i i (Stfi

Tin 6w] h£\ (ll3 I W Hf fiia fu» f»iWl U 3JA 7litpW> (Vrt>

wa] aa 3jhjj )ii w|3 m (i£ wuy rfo oiwa uy fo'd fui v

m 3\3J Ti^t yan wa] Bpws? (Sir nnu ptXJ hi wo ud (Viz?7 m
TfiG Kjfn 03 w(W l m 6n YlFjfaj dw jfejja'KraJU hO

opnc? I (3?tt GTf) *£» ptJJ YT) ifW I 5j3 6ti3j] b]

> 6* ffrwt w iol m Z/ma' & S 6t(| \S\

fajjj hi 33J 3 ft p.jj riGri m kkiJ m.a W)

r?i| 0 m 57(3 |u' yrfi VT 65)2 z^ma w* i>

(37f| M > 0 <yjJ| rt 5?TmS>' ffi rtii ua'n wtf ji dir

aTn TtSi * Paa) 3?rV U3a ut 1
pT?w| nha fin 6w



?St\ i' 6b\z mus \k uti jj[c5z? i 3 m aja a h Gyf)

fajfyzfl i 67130 *%w) 33tt zrtW ml £3)2 6tj] urn w <n6?j]^

m m ;g(hc?i U3^ Grfj 27)(kW 3 0 %'u)5| r> z^nfal

im u3aj w)3 2?53 g>i (sn jot nJT h (&) pfi U33 y£ \ kvi

mus. Swf w] rnfam h yaf na] imw wa'] fafim ml Gif]

eM 1 3a 67iaj oa jaj 2753 uf £}' mtim 1 2753 mu yfl 3

y$ vi fw 5 vtf zo U33 fida/sf 0*1 35] ysf 1

o’) ffrfooz* 1 £ mo arf) was? ^37 11

553 <3Tia/ ^ U33 m f^3T cf I }i nj W* ZnGrf af} f

WSlS\ kft?) Wi\ |
-3 6u ^W3Wl I yf*tA £ 20 WO I

6t?^“ 6yf) 5?(k5? l 33' 03' 2T&57 I 33 w *3) Ifa w)3| (571

wi] 5 553 ft] (Si) zzfc fins? 1 6ttV To wfiztf 1 ’•oT iffoi?

Si W3J3 iz 1
3' 6tt£j w %'oa Zn( 6tt) n<6z* 1 Gn^ \k w]

G33 faji fajy 63^ k$x M §3) &00 waYo ml waj 33' owfi

V03 *jf 0(5-277 I £ 3U wf dw *W>|sJ fttw) 3o]‘ fsU3 h

3?ua 4 wi yyf] m'\ ml *aj 33 20 y33 rfGrf (totf 33" rin

W3.33j Gad pji 6raJ km tf) tin w]3] 1 <371f (Sri) m {km

0 W33 3 Till" Vjf W* 0 3 Si fw> m' d 7T0 33' J
=

I

yif| nV’j) I yrf] wast] jjo]aj] o i w) £ li zS si Mri a'

m j5] U5? o
=

i 553 Mrf] (tafcf a flo oa faol fad o
=

ii
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[ No. IJ

INDO-ARYAN FAMILY. Central Group-

PASJlBl.

POGKl DlAXECT.

Specimen 1.

(Jammtj State.)-

POGBA CHARACTER.

ifst

-— ^ ^r* tyif fi7

?>;« ?-?2r y If *? it? ztf ftfy

My iW 77^1

T)3 vk) xf-xC"3T$ G?5 Vy

tr>p^] M^V 3F &$T ^ ~*rC

2?j? (Xi-
11

r?y aJT k c/- Zdf

XX) V TVTr) m/ *>j>

Tft V?*? */"v Y)^ - vf

7>y 1??P7 sUJ JJ& Sf?

nfe/or y?xr **/W ^07 -VIti'k) xy?

<fS 4 3 ^ ^Y)jf 1/ /ffj if^T^fxl

yrdi/' *n/" j6i
f' 7?, 7/
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INDO-ARYAN FAMILY.

761

Central Group.

paSjAbi.

DOgra Dialect. (State Jammu.}-

Specimen I.

TRANSLITERATION AND TRANSLATION.

’Ek (ik) ’admide do potar (puttar) th’e. ’Ude ( ’ude )
vicha (yichcha)

One man-of two sons were. Them-of from-m

nikrain’e baba-kl (babbe-ki) ’akhe ’a (akbia) j’6, ‘ h’e bapo (bapu)-ji,

the-younger-by the-father~to it-was-said that

,

‘ O father

,

ja’edatid’a j’e besa (bissa) mekl (mikl) pdjda (pujda)-

the-properby-of what share me-to falling-

-he’e (hai), salie (sai) mekl (miki) da’i-da'o (dei-deO) T’S (IS) ’usual mal

-is, that me-to give-away. ’ Then him-by the-wealtli

’un’e-kl vadi-data (randi-ditta). ’Atai th’ure (there) den (dine) pechhai (pichohhS)

them-to having-divided-was-given. And a-few days afterwards

nekrai (nikrai) patam’e (puttaraine), sab-keja (kijh) kantha (kittha) kari,

the-yomger son-by, all-anything together luwimg-made,

d’or des’e-d’a paid’a (paida) kita, ’atai ’uthl (uthe)

a-far comtry-of journey was-made, and there

’apn’a mal luoh-pane-kan’e (kanne) ’ud’ai-data (ditta).

his-own wealth debauchery-by was-squandered-away.

’Afe jad sab kharoh kari-ch’uka (chukkia), ’us

And when all expenditure having-made-was-completed, that

m’ulkb (mulkhai)-vich bada kal pl-gaa (pai-gia), ’ate

Country-in orgreat famine fell, and

’oh kahgal hon laga (laggia) ; ’afe ’us molkhad (mulkhaida)

he poor to-be began ; and that coumtry-of

•ik bafe ja’ed’ati-waled’e jai lags (laggia).

a great property-person-to having-gone he-was-joined.
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’Gsnai (usnai) ’osi (usi) kh8tr’S-vich

Eim-by him fields-in

’Atai ’osd’i (usdi) marji thi j’e

And him-of desire was that

j’ere (jehre) s’ur khad’en (kliaden)

which the-swine eating-are

%

j’e k’ui (koi) ’osi (usi) nahi (nahi)

which anyone to-him not

DOGRA OP JAJIMTJ.

sur chamai bhej’a (bhejia).

sioine to-feed it-toas-sent.

’un’e (une) sekre (sikre)-kan’e (kanne)

those husks-by

apna dhahd (dhidh) bhar'e,

his-own belly he-may-fill,

did’a (dinda)-tha. Tad boohh’a (hoshe)-

giising-tcas. Then sense-

-Tioh ’a’e’a (aia) ’akha’a (akhia), ‘m’&r’e bSbd’e (babbedai) kinai (kinnai)

-in he-came it-was-said, ‘ my father-of how-many

majora (majur8)-ki mati r’uti (rut#) ha (hai), ’ate 'aa bh’ukha

labourers-to much bread is, and I hungry

mar’a. MehS (mg) ’uthi’e (uthle) ’apne bSb’e (babbai)-kaohb ja’a (jan),

git' I havmg-arisen my-oum father-near will-go.

’atai ’usi ’akhSn (akhan) j’e, “h’e bab’u-ji (bapu-ji), mehS (mg)

and to-him I-wiU-say that, “ 0 father, by-me

’asmanad’a (asmanida) ’atai t’usaya pr’ad kit (klta)-ho (had)

;

heaven-of and of-you sin done-is

;

’is j’ug(jog) nahi (nah?) j’e bhari (bhirl) t’usara potar (puttar) kh’u’a (khwS)

;

(of-)this worthy (I-am-) not that again yon,- son I-maybe-called

;

mSki (miki) ’apne major (majur6)-vicha ’ik janeb (jingha) bana’u (banao).
” ’ T’a (tS)

me ' your-own labourers-in one Hhe make. ” ’ Then

•othi’a’e (uthle) ’apne bab (babbe)-p’as chal’e’a (chalia) ; fa (te)

having-arisen his-own father-near he-went ; and

vol. is, part i.
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’aj’e d’Sr tha j’e ’usi dekh’a (dikhia) ; ’usde

yet far he-was that to-him it-was-seen ; him-of

baba (babbe)-k’i tars ’a’e’a (aid), ’atai dr’ur’I (daurie) ’usi gale-

the-father-to compassion came, and having-run to-him the-neck-

-kan’e (kanne) l’ai-late (lai-lita), ’atai mat’d ch’umi’a, Potar’e (puttarai)-

-by it-was-taken, and much it-was-kissed. The-son-

-n’e ’usi dkh&d (akhia) j’e, * h’e bap’u-ji, inch (me)

-by to-him it-was-said that, ‘ 0 father, by-me

’Ssmana (asmaci) ’ate tosafd (tusara) pr’ad kita, ’atai h6n (hun) ’is

Heaven and of-you sin toas-done, and novo (of-)this

j’ug (jog) nahi (nahi) j’e bhari (bhiri) tosara (tusara) potar (puttar) kh’ua (khwa). ’

worthy (I-am-) not that again your son I-may-be-caUed.'

Baban’e (babbene) ’apne ua’ukrai (naukre)-k’i akhed (akhia) j’e, ‘khar’e-

The-father-by his-oum seroants-to it-was-said that, ‘ good-

-th’u (thS) khar’i pfiohhak (poshak) kadi (kaddi) la’i’a’u (Kao), ’atai ’usi l’u’a’u (loao)

;

•than good garment haoing-taken-out bring, and to-him put-on

;

h’ur (bor) ’usde hath hathi (huthi), ’atai per’e (pairg) jor’d l’u’a’u (loao),

and him-of (on-)hand a-ring, and on-the-feet a-pair(-of-shoes) put-on,

’atai ’as kb’ache (khaohai) t’e khochhi (khushi) manahchai (manaobai)
; k’i (ki) j’e

and we may-eat and rejoicing may-celebrate ; because that

mard (mera) ’eb potar (puttar) m’u’e-da-tha (moida-tha), hdn(hun) j’i paid (pea) ; g’u’acha (goachd)-

my this son dead-urns, now alive fell ; lost-

-d’a tha, bon (hun) meleb (milia).’ Ta (t5) ’oh kh’uchhi (khushi) karne (karan) lagai (lagge).

-was, now (is-) found.’ Then they happiness to-do began.
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'Atari ’usd’a bada potar (puttar) kbaitar (khetrai)-vach (vich) tha. J’a (j!) ghara (ghare)-

And him-of the-elder son the-field-in was. men the-house-

-kachh ’a’e’a (aia), gan’e tai nachnaid’i balel soni (suni). T’a (ta)

•near he-eame, singing and daneing-of noise was-heard. Then

’ek (ik) na’ukra (naukre)-k’i sad’e’a (sadia), tai pochh’a (puchhia) j'e,
‘
’eh’e (eh)

O
’
servant-to it-was-called, and it-was-asked that, 'this

kah’e (keh) ?
’ ’Usnai ’usi ’akhe’a (akhia) j’e, ‘ter’a bharah (bhara) ’a’e’a (aia),

what f ’ Birn-by to-hhm it-was-said that, ‘ thy brother came.

tai tere babn’e (babbene) bari dhaham (dharn) kit’i, ’is kari

and thy father-by a-great feast (is-)made, this for

j’e ’oh raji-baji ’a’i-g’e’a (gia).
’ ’Osnai (usnai) rah’u (roh)

that he safe-and-sound arrived. ’ Bim-by anger

karai’a (karia) ;
nahi (naht) chaih’a (chahia) j’e ’andar ja’e. T’a (ta) ’usdai

mas-made ; not he-wished that within he-may-go. Then him-of

hSbn’e (babbe-ne) baharai ’a’l ’osi (usi) man’a’e (manaia). ’Osnai (usnai) babe (babbe)-

the-father-by outside having-come to-him it-tcas-remonstrated. Him-to the-father-

-ki ’otar (uttar) det’a (ditta), ‘dekh(dikh), ’etnai (itnai) bare (barg)da ’aS ten

.to answer was-given, 'see, so-many years-of I thy

(ahl karnl-he (karna-hi), ’atai kadai (kadai) ter’e hokme (hukme) bahar nahi (nahi) ho’e’a (hoia),

doing-am, and ever thy vder outside not (I-)became
;

t’a (tS) tod (tudh) kadai (kadai) ’ek (ik) bakrid’a bach’a (bachcha) maki (mikl)

nevertheless by-thee ever one goat-of young-one rne-to
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nahi (nahi) daitfa (ditta), j’e ’appal j’arai (yaraT) kanai (kannai) kh’uchhi (khushi) ““’a
/

----- ‘Hat my-own friends unth happmess l-may-celeb, ate

.

’atai jad’e (jad) . ter’e (tera) ’eh potar (puttar) ’a’e’a (am), jesnai'e (jisnai)

and token thy this son came, whom-by

ter’a mal kahjra (kaKjre)d’e ’ud’a (udii)-t’ud (ditta) (sic), ’usd (usde) wasat (was(S)

thy wealth harlots-to was-sqtiandered, him-of for

ba4l dhaham (dham) kitL’ ’Usnai ’osl (usl) ’akha (akhia), ‘hai potar (puttar),

a-great feast mas-made.' Sim-by to-him it-was-said, ‘ 0 son,

t’u (t3) sada m’erai kachh ha (hai), tai j’e-kej (kijh) mer (meia) ha (hai),

thou ever of-me near arty and what-anything mine w,

sah (seh) ter (teri) hai. Bhari (bhiri) kh’uchhi (khuphi) manart tai kh’uchhi (khusht) karpl

that thine is. Again happiness to-be-celebrated and happiness to-be-done

chahi-di-hai ; k’i j’e ter’a ’ehai bharah (bhara) m’u’e (moi)-

proper-is ; because that thy this brother dead-

d (da)-tha, sah (seh) j’il (ji) pa’e’a (pea)-hai ; ’atai g’u’achi (goachi)-

was, he alive fallen-is ; and lost-

-ga’e’a (gia)-d’a-tha, sah (sehi hop (hup) mail (mffi)-g’a (gia)-ha’.’

he again fomd-gone-is.

'
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INDO-ARYAN FAMILY. Central Group.

PAffJlBl.

DOSHA Dialect. (State Jammu.)

Specimen II.

CHAMBA TAKRl CHARACTER.
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INDO-ARYAN FAMILY.

773

Central Group.

pasjabi.

Dogra Dialect. (Jammu State.)

Specimen II.

transliteration and translation.

1. HS-r’e, jia ghahbra’oda (ghabraBda), chet (chit) m’era

Ah, soul (is-)uneasy, heart my

Gadi’e-ki (Gaddie-ki) cha’uhda (chauda) ; ket (kit) bed (bidh) mila’e (milie)

the- Gaddi-for (is-) wishing ; (in-)what manner may-one-meet

Gadi’e-ki (Gaddie-ki) ja’e-ke (jai-ke) ?

the- Gaddi-to gone-having T

2. Ht-r’e, paBj thag ch’ur’t (ohori) Gadi’eda (Gaddieda)
;

Ah, five robber thieves the-Gaddi-of

;

raha (rah) bhahi (bhi) I’ut-iaid’e (laide) ; ta’ar’e (tare) gendi (gindi)-

(on-)the-road even icaylay ; stars countmg-

n’u (nS) ra’en (rain) b’ehawai (bihawai).

to the-night passes.

8. Hi-r’e, ichhk (ishk) on’ukha (anokha) lari’e-k’i

Ah, love wondrous the-wife-to

Gadi’eda (Gaddieda) ho’ea (hoia) ; kait (kit) bed (bidh) mali’e (milie)

the-Gaddi-of became ; (m-)what manner may-one-meet

Gadi’e-k’i (Gaddie-ki) ja’a-kai (jai-ke).

the-Gaddi-to gone-having.

4. Ha-r’e, kar-kai(-ke) mhahabata (mahabbat) man’u’e (manue) de

Ah, made-having love man-of

rah vaieh (rich) rahd’e (rahnde) ; tare gend’i(gindi)n’6 (nu) rehan (raiu)

the-road in they-remain; stars comting-to the-night

baihaw’e (bihawe).
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FREE TRANSLATION OF THE FOREGOING.

1. Ah, my soul is uneasy ; my heart longs for the Gaddi. 1 How shaE I go and

meet him ?

2. Ah, five robbers and thieves2 waylay the Gaddi on his path. I pass the night

counting the stars.

3. Ah, a passionate love for the Gaddi has taken possession of me, his wife. How
shall I go and meet him ?

4. Ah, once a woman has loved, she ever remains in longing for (her) man, I pass

the night counting the stars.

1 • Gaddi ' is the name of a tribe of hill shepherds. The speaker is a Gaddi’s wife.
1
These are the fire passions,—lust, anger, avarice, love and pride.
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KANDlALl.

The river Ravi skirts the south-east corner of the Jammu State. On the other

side lies a hilly tract forming the north-east comer of the Punjab district of Gurdaspur.

The main- language of this district is standard PaSjabi, but in this tract, and its neigh-

bourhood, the following hill languages have been reported :

—

Reported to be spoken by

—

Gojari 60,000

60,000
Kapdiali 10,000

Total . 130,000

Of these, Gujari will be dealt with under the Pahari languages. Dogra has just

been described. Kandiali is the dialect of the country round Shahpur-Kandi, close to

the Ravi. It is not a distinct dialect, but is merely ordinary Dogra mixed with standard

PaSjabi. It is unnecessary to give any lengthy specimen of it. A few sentences from
a version of the Parable of the Prodigal Son will suffice to show its character. It is

uncertain whether e should be written long, as in Pafijabi, or left unmarked as in

Dogra. I have followed the latter system.

[ No. 3.]

INDO-ARYAN FAMILY. Central Group.

PASJABI.

Kandiali Dialect. (Gukdaspuk District.)

Kuse manukkhede dad puttar the. Unha-bichchS
A-certain man-of two sons were. Them-from-among

laukarene babbe-ki akhia, ‘ bapu-ji, me-ki mera ghareda,

the-younger-by the-father-to it-was-said, ‘ O-father, me-to my house-of

hissa dai-deo.’ TJni unha-ki rasoti bandi ditti. Thoril
share give.’ By-him them-to property having-divided toas-given. A-few
dina pichhchhS laukare puttarene sari rasoti kitthi kitti,

days after the-younger son-by all the-property together was-made,

kuse dur mulke-ki chali-gea. Utthg uni Iuch-pane-bich
a-certain distant country-to lie-went-away. There by-him debanchery-in

sab-kichh (pronounced kish) gawai-aria. JadS ude kachh kichh(kish)
every-thing was-squandered-aicay. When him-of with anything

bi nahl reha, ts utthaT mata kal pai-gia. Us-ki bhukkh
also not remained, then there a-great famine fell. Him-to hunger

pai-gai us pasede kuse sahrie-kachh gea. Uni us-ki
fell that neighbourhood-of a-certain citizen-near he-went. By-him him-as-Jor

surldi » gawalia lai-ditta.

swine-of (for-) herding it-was-appointed.
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THE KANGRA DIALECT.

The District of Kangra proper (excluding Kulu, Labaul, and Spiti) lies to the north

of Hoshiarpur, and to the south of the Chamba State. To its east lies the State of

and to its west the north-eastern comer of Gurdaspur. The language of Hoshiar-

pur is Standard PaBjabi, those of Chamba and Mandi are forms of Western Pahari, and

the main languages of that portion of Gurdaspur which lies to the west of Kangra are

various forms of Dogra. In Kangra itself, on a part of the northern border, near

Chamba, the Gadis who inhabit that tract speak a form of Pahari. Over the rest of the

district we meet with a form of PaBjabi, which is mixed with the neighbouring Dogra

and Pahari, and even shows traces of the influence of Kashmiri. The number of

speakers of the Kangra dialect is estimated to be 636,500.

The Kangra dialect does not employ the ordinary Gurmukhi character, but is written

in that form of Takri which is current in Chamba. It was originally intended to

print the specimens in Chamba-Takri type, as has been done in the case of Dogra ; but

difficulties were experienced in obtaining a sufficient supply of the type, and litho-

graphed facsimiles of the manuscript as prepared for the press have therefore been sub-

stituted. This manuscript was not written by a native of Kangra. And as the alpha-

betical system has been explained when dealing with Dogra, and as, moreover, the

dialect closely resembles Dogra in several important points, I have placed the account of

this form of speech after that of Dogra.

In pronunciation, a short e is common, as in sell, he ; lehl, service ; babbedd, of a

father. Sometimes a long w is substituted for the final a of nouns, as in Kashmiri

;

thus, mahnu (almost pure Kashmiri), a man ; chheld, a kid. This is also common in the

neighbouring Pahari dialects.

In the declension of nouns, all masculine nouns have an oblique singular form in e,

whether they end in a consonant or in a vowel. Thus, babbe, oblique form of babb, a

father. This method of forming the masculine oblique case singular, and the formation

of the accusative-dative with ki are both typical of Dogra. The oblique plural of mas-

culine nouns in a ends in eS. Thus, ghoreadd, of horses, but gharada, of houses.

Feminines ending in vowels and some ending in consonants form the oblique case

singular by adding a, while others ending in consonants form it by adding The fol-

lowing table shows the various changes which a noun undergoes in declension :
—

«-»»»
1— Oblique Oblique.

Masculine

—

UhOra, a horse jAa« 9^.
Qhar, a house ghan ghar gharg.

Biohchs, a scorpion bichehue bichchu Uchchii.

Bitti, a daughter biUid tern bitlil

Janas, a woman ju nds&
\

junt* janOsS.

baihni baihni baihni.
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The case of the agent is formed as follows

Singular. Plural.

ghore ghoreS.

ghare gliara.

bichchue bichchna.

biftie bittia.

jundse jundsa.

bailing bailing.

It will be observed that the agent plural is always the same as the oblique form

plural.

The suffix of the accusative-dative is ki or jo.' That of the locative is inch. In
other respects the declension of nouns follows PaKjabi.

Adjectives follow the rules of PafijabI, except that an adjective agreeing with a noun

in the agent case is itself put in that case. Thus, lauhre puttre, by the younger son.

The first two personal pronouns are thus declined :

—

i. We. Vou.

Nominative -r assS tutsa.

Agent mu.- assS tat, tudh tussa.

Acc.-Dative rninjn asstijo tije tussajO.

Locative viinjo.bich assd-bich tijn-bieh tnssS-bich.

Genitive mers mhard, assddd tsre tumhdrS, tamhara,

tussfyd.

The forms mhard and tamhdrd are taken from Pabari.

The following are the principal parts of the other pronouns :

—
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The nasalization of the agents singular is often omitted. The agents plural are the

same as the oblique forms. The oblique forms plural often insert an h. Thus, unhs,

inha, etc. ‘ Anyone ’ is hoi, obi. kusi. ‘Anything ’is kichh. ‘Self’ is appii, oblique

form the same, genitive apnd.

Adeha, of this kind; so, tadehd, jadehd, kadehd.

The verb substantive is conjugated as follows:—

Present, I am, etc.

Singular. Plural.

1. ha, hai hi, hu, hat.

2. he, hai ha, ha, hat.

3. he, hai he, hai, hin, han.

The past, tense is 'sing, masc., thd or thu ; fern., (hi ; plur. masc., the ; fern., thia.

In the Active Verb, the Infinitive and Participles follow PaKjabi. Thus the present

participle is mardd or mama, striking. The Present Subjunctive follows the analogy of

the verb substantive. Thus, mare or mdrai, thou mayst strike ; mara, I or we may
strike. The first person plural may be marie, as in PaKjabi. The only other tense

which presents irregularities is the future, which is conjugated as follows in the mascu-

line. The feminine forms can easily be supplied on the analogy of PaKjabi

—

Future, I shall strike, etc.

Singular. Plural.

1. marge, margha, maraud, mdraghd marge, marghe.

2. mSrga, marghd mSrge, marghe.

3. marga, marghd mdrge, marghe.

We now and then meet stray Pahari forms of the future, such as hon, he will be

;

bhola, he will be.

The past participle sometimes drops the i, as in Hindostani. Thus, laggd, for
loggia, begun ; mild, for milid, got.

There is a Kespectful Imperative ending in a. Thus, rakkhd, be good enough to
keep me.

The Frequentative compound frequently appears with the force of an ordinary
present definite. Thus, mdrd kardd-ha, I am striking.

The Inceptive compound verb is formed with the direct, and not the oblique form
of the infinitive. Thus, karna laggd, he began to do.

Note that contrary to the PaKjabi and Hindostani construction, the verb bolna, to
speak, is treated as a transitive verb in the past tenses. Thus, lauhke puttre bblia, the
younger son said.
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AUTHORITIES—

Lyall, Sib James Broadwood,—Report of the Land Revenue Settlement of the Kangra District, Panjab

... ] 865-72. Lahore, 1874. (App. 4, Glossary
;
App. 5, Proverbial sayings.)

Appendix 1 of the last edition of the Kangra Gazetteer consists of Notes on the Dialect of the Kangra

Valley with a Glossary of Words peculiar to the Kangra District, by the late Mr. E. O’Brien (the author of

the well-known Mfiltani Glossary). A new edition, revised and enlarged, has been prepared by the Rev. T.

Grahame Bailey, and is printed in that gentleman’s Languages of the Northern Himalayas (London, 1908).

As specimens of the Kangra dialect, I give, first, a version of the Parable of the

Prodigal Son ; second, a short folktale ; and, third, a few local proverbs.
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TRANSLITERATION AND TRANSLATION.

Kusi mahnuede do puttar the. Tina bicha lauhke

A-eertain man-of two sons were. Them from-among by-the-younger

puttre babbe kane bolia je, ‘he bapu-ji, je-kichh gharede

son the-fother to it-was-said that, * O father-sir, whatever house-of

latte-phatte bicha mera hisa hoe, seb minjo ded.’ Ta

goods from-among my share may-be, that to-me give.' Then

babbe tina-ki apna latta-phatta band! ditta. Mate

by-the-father them-to his-own property having-divided was-gwen. Many

din nahi bite je chhota puttar sabh-kichh kittha kari-ke

days not passed that the-younger son everything together made-having

dur dese-ki chala-gia
;

phiri tittbu luchpane bich din katde

a-far country-to went-away ; then there debauchery in days in-spending

katde apna latta-phatta udai-ditta. Jt seh sabb-kicbb

in-spending his-own property was-squandered. When he everything

bhugti-obukka ta tis mulkbe bich bara kaj pea, hor seh kankal

spent-hod then that country m a-great famine fell, and he in-want

boi-gia. Hor seh tis mulkhede mahnua bicha ik-si adinie bal

became. And he that country-of men from-among one man near

rehna lagga, jini tisjo apne lahre bich sura charna bbejia.

to-dwell began, by-tchom him-as-for his-own field in swine to-feed it-was-sent.

Seh kakkb-kura-sikra kang jinS-ki sur khade-the apna pet

He chaff-rubbish-husks by which the-simne eating-were his-own belly

bharna chihda-tha. Hor koi admi tis-ki kichh nab? dinda-tha.

to-fill wishing-was. And any man him-to anything not givmg-was.

Ta tis-ki yad ai, hor bolia je, ‘ mere babbe bal

Then him-to memory came, and it-was-said that, ‘my father near

kitne-bi majura-ki khane-te bhi rotl gbulli
i

rchdi-he,

how-many servants-to eating-than even bread left-over-and-above remainmg-is,

hor mai bhukkha mara kama-ha. Mai utthi-kari apne babbe

and I hungry dying doing-am. I arisen-havmg my-own father

vox, a, past i. 5 H
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bal jggha hor tis-kl galllgha je, “he bapu-ji, max surge-te

near will-go and him-to I-will-say that, “ O father-sir, by-me heaven-from

ulta hor tijo samhne pap kita-he. Hun mai tumhara puttar

against and thee-to before sin done-is. Now I yow son

guluane jog nalil hi. Minjo apne majfxra bicha ik-si

to-be-called fit not cm. Me i your-own servants from-among one

barabar samjhi-kari rakkha.” ’ Ta seh utthl-karl apne babbe

like considered-having keep." ’ Then he arisen-having his-own father

bal gia, hor seh dur-hi tha je tisde babbe tis-kl dikkhl-karl

near went, and he distant-even, was that by-his father him-to seen-having

daya kiti, hor khitt del-karl tisdg galg laggi-kan

compassion was-made, and running given-having on-his neck been-attached-having

phao lae. Puttrg tis kane bolia, ‘he bapu-ji, mai

kisses were-taken. By-tlie-son him to it-was-said, ‘ 0 father-sir, by-me

surge-te ulta kanS tumhare sarahije pap kita-hai, hor phirl

heaven-from against and you-of in-front sin done-is, and any-more

tumhara puttar guluane jog nahl hi.’ Tl-bhi babbe

your son to-be-called wcyrthy not I-am.’ Then-even by-the-father

apne naukrl-ki bolia je, ‘ sabhna-te khare kapre kaddhx-karl

his-own servants-to it-was-said that, ‘ all-than good clothes brought-out-having

is-ki loa ; kane isdS hattbg guthi, hor pairl bich jutte

this-one-to put-on; and this-one-of on-hand a-ring, and feet in shoes

poa ; hor khaie kang anand karie. KSh je eh mera

put-on; and let-us-eat and rejoicing let-us-make. Because that this my

puttar mari-gia-tha, phirl jida hoia-he
;

guachi-gia-tha,

son having-died-gone-was, again living become-is; liaving-been-lost-gone-was,

phirl mila-he.’ Ts seh mauj karna lagge.

again got-is.' Then they rejoicing to-do began.

Tisda bara puttar lahre bich tha. Hor ji. seh aoda

Bim-of the-elder son the-field in was. And when he coming

hoi ghare nere pujja, tl tin! baje kang nachedl

having-become the-house near arrived, then by-him music and dancing-of

oaj sum. Hor tinl apne naukrl bicha ik-si admie-kl

noise was-heard. And by-him his-own sei-vants from-among one man-to

saddi-kari appu bal puchchhia je, ‘eh kia he?’ Tin!

called-having himself near it-was-asked that, ‘ this what is ? ’ By-him

tis kane bolia je, ‘tumhara bhau aia he, hor tumharg babbS

him to it-was-said that, ‘ your brother come is, and by-your father

ban umdi raso kitl-he, is galla-kari je tis-kl bhala-changa

a-very excellent feast made-is, this reason-making that him-to safe-cmd-well
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mila-he.’ Appar tini jajpi kifi, hor andar jana nahl chahia.

got-he-is.’ But by-hirn wrath was-made, and within to-go not he-wished.

Is galla-karl tisda babb bahar ai-kari manana lagga.

This reason-making hvm-of the-father outside come-having to-remonstrate began.

Tin! babbe-ki uttar ditta je, ‘mai itnia barsl-te tumhari

By-hirn the-father-to answer was-given that, ‘I so-many years-from your

tehl karda-ha, bor kaddi tumhare hukme-te bahar nabT hoia.

service doing-am, and ever your order-from outside not became.

Hor tussS * kaddi minjo ik clihelu bhi nahl ditta je mai apne

And by-you ever to-me a kid even not was-given that I my-own

mittra kane mauj karda. Appar tumhara eh puttar je

friends with rejoicing might-have-done. But your this son by-whom

kanjariade sathS tumhara latta-phatta khai-gia-he, jihS seh aia tihS

harlots-of in-company your property devotired-is, when he came then

tussl tis-ki bar! chhail raso banai-he.’ Babbg tis-ki

by-you him-for a-very fine feast prepared-is.’ By-the-father him-to

bolia je, ‘he puttar, tu sada mere kane he. Je-kichh

it-was-sakl that, ‘ O son, thou always of-me near art. Whatever

mera he, seh sabh tera h6. Appar mauj karni kane khusi

mine is, that all thine is. But rejoicing to-be-done and happiness

honi thik tha, kihiS-kari je eh tera bhau mari-gia-tha,

to-become proper was, because that this thy brother having-died-gone-was,

phiri jlda hoia-he ;
guachi-gia-tha, phiri mila-he.’

again living become-is; having-been-lost-gone-was, again got-is.’

5 h 2
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TRANSLITERATION AND TRANSLATION.

Ik-si buddhie pajah rupayye ik-si karare bal thaini

By-one old-woman fifty rupees a money-lender near deposit

rakkhe-the. Kan® tis-te kaddi-kaddi buddhi thora thora

placed-were. And him-from now-and-tlien the-old-woman a-little a-little

sauda lldl-thi. JS ik din buddhi® karare-te

provisions taking-was. When one day by-the-old-woman the-money-lender-from

apni thaini mahgi, tH karar® lekha kari

her-own deposit was-asked, then by-the-money-lender calculation having-made

paKj rupayye baki dena kaddhe. Phiri bhi buddhi

five rupees balance to-be-given were-draion-out. Again also the-old-woman

tis-te pao-pao sauda kaddi-kaddi lldi-rahi. Jl phiri

hvm-from quarter-quarter provisions now-and-then taking-was. When again

lekha huia, tS panj rupayye baki bhi buddhiade

calculation became, then the-five rupees balance also the-old-woman-of

muki-gae. Is gallada gallan lok5 eh kita je,

—

exhausted-went. This matter-of saying by-people this was-made that,

—

* panj pajaha lai-gae,

‘ the-five the-fifty were-taken-away,

4 paKja-ki lai pao.

4
the-five took the-quarter.

4 damm kararl has pei,

‘deceit of-the-money-lender power she-fell,

4 ti bu4<)hi ao jao.’

‘ then old-woman come go.’
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FREE TRANSLATION OF THE FOREGOING.

An old woman once deposited fifty rupees with a money-lender, and only very seldom

took a few provisions from him against the deposit. One day, when she asked him for

her deposit hack again, he made up the accounts and told her that there were only five

rupees to her credit. She went on taking now and again a quarter of a seer of provisions,

and when she again asked him to settle up, he made up the account and told her that now

there was nothing left to her credit. When the people heard of this the following saying

became current,

—

The five took away the fifty, and the quarter of a seer took the five. She fell into

the clutches of the money-lender by his deceit. Old woman, come and go.
1

r to me. The writer of the specimen eipUies it as signifying that the people told the old

money lender for good.

The last sentence is not cleai

lady to stop transactions with the ;
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TRANSLITERATION AND TRANSLATION.

1.

Kheti khasme sell.

1. Cultivation owner with.

Jisa khetia khasm na jae,

What field, the-owner not may-go,

Seh kheti khasme-ki khae.

That field the-owner eats.

2. Par hatthe banj, sunehS kheti,

2. By-another’s hand trading, by-a-message cultivation,

Kaddi na hon batikylde tlti.

Ever not will-be thirty-two-of thirty-three.

3. Ghar jade dhole bajne.

3. Souse goes by-drum being-played,

Ghar jlde bauhte sajne,

Souse goes by-many guests,

Ghar jade bauhtie dhie,

Souse goes by-many daughters,

Ghar jade baling bi§.

Souse goes by-borrowed-from-another seed.

4. Gras dena. Bas nahi dena.

4.

Mouthful is-to-be-given. Lodging not is-to-be-given.

FREE TRANSLATION OF THE FOREGOING PROVERBS
1. Agriculture depends on the owner.

If the owner does not go personally to his field and cultivate it, the field will eat him

up.
1

2. Trading at second hand, and cultivation by message will never turn thirty-two

into thirty-three.2
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kAngra dialect.

3. A man goes home (i.e., does not prosper) by beating drums (i.e., amusing him-

self).

home by entertaining many guests,

home by begetting many daughters,

home by sowing his field with borrowed seed.
1

give food to a stranger, but don’t let him settle on your land.1

1 Mr. Maconachio*a Nos. 801, 802 ore the nearest to this, bat an not the same.
1 I have not been able to trace this in Mr. Maoonaehie's hook.
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BHAT&ALT.

The main dialect of the State of Chamba is known as Chameatf, and is a form of

Western Pahari. In the west of the state towards Jammu we find a dialect called

Bhateali spoken by an estimated number of 14,000 people. It is a kind of Dogra, but

like Kaiigra is a mixed form of speech.

The Rev. T. Grahame Bailey gives an account of this dialect in his Languages of

the Northern Himalayas (London, 1908), and the following sketch of its main pecu-

liarities is based upon this, with a few additions collected from the annexed specimen,

a version of the Parable of the Prodigal Son. This is given in facsimile, in the local

Takri character, the transliteration being arranged line for line with the original, with

the very careless spelling usual in writing in this character made uniform, so as to agree

with that of the grammatical sketch.

In the transcription the short e is represented by e and not by e as in the preced-

ing specimens, as it performs an entirely different function, corresponding to the short t

of'pafijabi. Thus the Bhateali maria corresponds to the Pafijabi maria. Mr. Bailey

marks as long several e’s which in the preceding pages are marked as short. This has

been followed in the case of Bhateali.

Declension.—With the above exception of the change of e to e, which is, in this

case, little more than a question of spelling, the formation of the oblique form of mascu-

line nouns is much the same as in Kaiigra. The case of the agent is also very similar.

Thus :

—

SISOTCIB. Plobal.

Nominative. Oblique. Agent. Nominee. Oblique. Agent.

Masculine.

ghlrS, horse ghBrS ghSri, ghBrai ghSfi ghsr*

S

ghbres

ghar, house ghari
j

gharSg gharat ghar ghars ghara

hstht, elephant hstht, hathtl 1 hsthis, hSlhiai h&thl hsthls hsthls

Feminine.

fcttfi, girl hurls
1

ktiria hurts hurts hurts

bhain
,
sister bhainu or bhainS .

bhainu or bhaind bhainu,

bhainS
bha

ltigg bhainS

gau, cow gal gas* gang jattS

It will be noted that the agent plural is always the same as the oblique plural.

Main is sometimes pronounced bhen.

The case postpositions are :

—

Dat.-Acc., kea, ki, or kane.

Abl. kaehhd or kichha, vichchd or bichcha.

Gen. da.

Loc. vichch, or bichch, in.
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In the specimen, we come across a few forms which depart from those given above.

Thus, we sometimes find forms corresponding to ghorS, instead of ghoreS. While the

oblique form singular of nouns corresponding to ghar usually ends in e, it sometimes

ends in d, so that from mulkh, a country, we have both mulkhe and mulkhd. Feminine
nouns in * sometimes drop the final a of the oblique singular, as in surti-viohch instead

of surtid-vichch, in memory.
The Pronouns present a few departures from the DOgra and Kangra Standards.

The Personal Pronouns are as follows

We. roe.

Rom. mat

~~
Agent, ma? asa tat, tuddh toes

Dat.-Acc. mikSs, miki, meki 1 asZ-ken, -hi takes, tuki (us5-i.es, -k!

Abl. mat-kachhd, mere kachhd asa-kachhS tat-, tSre-kachhd tusa-hachha

Gen. mSrd sSrS tera tusard, tuhSrS, tuSrS

hoc. mSrS bichch asd’bichch tuddh-bichch tusa-bichch

In the ablative, as usual, we may have kichhd instead of kachhd.

For the third person and demonstrative pronouns, we have

—

In the genitive, we have udda as well as us-dd.

Who, je, Ag. sing, jini, ObL sing. jit.

Who? ku#, Ag. sing, kum, Obi. sing, km, Gen. sing, kuda.

What? kya, ke, Gen. kaida.

Other pronouns are koi, some one, any one; kichohh, something, anything.

Conjugation.—The verb substantive closely follows Kangra. Thus

Present, I am, etc.
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The Past is thd, fem. thi, PL thi, fem. thia. Once, in the specimen, we have the

Pahari thd, instead of thd.

The Active verb follows Kahgra. Thus :

—

Present Subjunctive {mama, to strike).

mdrd, -e, -e, -a or -te, a, -an.

Future masc. sing, mdhrghd, plur. malirghe. This tense does not change for person.

"The feminine is formed in the usual way.

Pres. Part, mdrdd.

Past Part, marea. In the specimen, we have mild as well as miled.

Mr. Grahame Bailey gives the present tense as formed in the usual way,—by suffix-

ing the verb substantive to the present participle ; thus, marda-hS, I strike. But, in the
specimen, there is another present tense, in nd, resembling the infinitive inform. Thus
karna, I do (service). It will be remembered that the Bogra present participle may end

When r immediately precedes n, the two often become n. Thus, mama, I die, be-

comes mand, and karna, to do, becomes hand.

The following are examples of irregular verbs :

—

Infinitive. pre*. Pert. Past Part. Future. 1 Pre.. Subj.

pound, to fall ponda pea poghS or paughd pauB.

hound, to become hsea hungha hauK.

aunS, to come aundd ayn aughd auS.

jata, to go janda yea, ga janghS jS.

raihnd, to remain raihndd reha raihrighd reht

baihnd, to sit baihnda baithea baihngha bauhS,

IchdnS, to eat

ptud, to drink

khdndd

plndd

khadha

pitd

dend

,

to give dinda dim dirigha

laind, to take

gaTdnd, to speak

led

galayd or galdyd

|kamd or Jearnd, to do ma

Note the short a in aya, janda, jahgha, and galayd.

Sentences.

1. What is your name ?

Tirana ke hai?

2. How old is this horse ?

Is ghoredi kitni unibar hai T

3. How far is it from here to
y
Kashmir ?

ItthS-kachhd (or itthii) Kashmir kilne dur hai f
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-4. How many sons are there in your father’s house ?

Tuafe babbede ghar kitne jagat ban?
•5. I have walked a long way to-day.

Mai ajj bare durd-kachhd (or kichhd) handi aya.

6. The son of my uncle is married to his sister.

Mere chdchedd jagat usdi bhainu-kane bidha ha*.

1. In the house is the saddle of the white horse.

Ghare liachehhe ghbredl kdthi hai.

8. Put the saddle upon his back.

Usdid pitthi-par kdtlii bannlii ded.

9. I have beaten his son much.

Mai usdd jagat matd mdred.

10. He is grazing cattle on the top of the hill.

Se dhdrede rehd uppnr gaua-bakria chugdndd-hai.

11. He is sitting on a horse under that tree.

Se us rukkhe-heth ghore uppur baithed hai.

12. His brother is taller than his sister.

JJddd blidt apnid bhenu- (or bhend-)kachha baddd hai.

13. The price of that is two and a half rupees.

Usdd mul dhdi rupayye hai.

14. My father lives in that small house.

Merd babb (or bdpu) us halke ghare raihndd-hai.

15. Give these rupees to him.

Usked eh rupayye dei-dea.

16. Take those rupees from him.

Se rupayye us-kachhd lei-led.

17. Beat him well and bind him with a rope.

Usked jugti kari mdro, jorid-kannd bannho.

18. Draw water from the well.

Khuhe-kachhd pdni kaddho.

19. Walk before me.

Mai agge citato.

20. Whose son comes behind you ?

Sudd puttar tudre pichchhe aundd hai ?

21. Prom whom have you bought that ?

Se tuddh kus-kachhd mulls lea-hai ?

22. Prom a shopkeeper of the village.

Girdede hatidbdle-kachhd.
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TRANSLITERATION AND TRANSLATION.

Iki-admie-de do jatak the. LTnhS-yichcha nikke babbe-

One-man-of two sons were. Them-frotn-in by-the-yomger the-father-

kane galaya, ‘hebapu, gharbarida hesa je meki milda-

to it-was-said, ‘ 0father, the-property-of share which to-me being-got-

hai meki de.’ tTimi gharbari bandi-ditti. Thorea-rojS-

is to-me give.’ By-him the-property was-divided-out. A-few-days-

uprant nikke-jatake sabh-kichchh kittha karl dur-mulkha-
afterwards by-the-younger-son everything together having-made a-far-country-

S. ki gea. Ute jai-kari, je apni gharbari thi, se

to it-was-gone. There gone-having, what his-own property was, it

luchpane-vichch guai. Jl sabh muki-gea, us-mulkhfi-

.

debauchery-in was-lost. When all was-completed, that-country-

vichch bara kal pea, ate 6 kafikal hOi-gfea. T5
in a-great famine fell, and he poor became. Then

us-mulkhe ik-sahukare-kaclih jai reha. Unni
of-that-country a-merchant-near having-gone he-remained. By-him

apne-khetra-vichch sur chugane-ki bheja, ate usdi

his-own-fields-in swine feeding-for he-was-sent, and him-of

10. marji thi je, * je chij sur khande-the, se mai bi kht.’

desire was that, ‘ what things the-swine eating-were, that J also may-eat.,

Apan us-ki koi dinda na tho. if apnia

But him-to anyone giving not was. Then his-own

surti-vichch ai-kaii, galaya je, ‘ mere-babbede kitaSa

memory-in come-having, it-was-said that, ‘ my-father-of how-many
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majura-ki rotiya hin, apan trial bhukhl mana. Mai ite-

servants-to loaves are, but I by-hunger die. I here-

kachlia uthi-kari apne-babbe-kachh jangha ate us-kl

from arisen-having my-own-father-to will-go and him-to

galangha, “he b&pu, mai surgeda ate tera gunah kitta, hup
will-say, “ O father, by-me heaven-of and of-tliee sin was-done, now

mai is joga nahi je tera puttar ban!. Apne-majurt-vichcha
I (of-)this worthy not that thy son 1-may-become. Tliy-own-servants-from-in

5. ik-majura-saln me-ki bl baua.” ’ la uthi-kari apne-babbe-

one-seroant-like me also make.” ’ Then arisen-having his-own-father-

kachh chalea. Aje 6 dur tha je usde babbe-ki dikhi-

to he-went. Still he far was that him-of father-to seen-

kari dard ai ; dori-kari us-ki gale-kane laya, kane-

having pain came; run-having him-of neck-to he-was-applied, kiss-

swab ditte. Puttre us-ki galaya, ‘ he bapu, mai surgeda

ings were-given. By-the-son him-to it-was-said, * 0 father, by-me heaven-of

ate tera pap kitta, phiri is joga nahi je tera

and of-thee sin was-done, again (of-)this worthy not that thy

10. putter bana.’ Babbe apnea-nokra-ki galaya je, ‘aclichhe aclichhe

son I-may-become . By-the-father his-own-servants-to it-was-said that, ‘good good

kapre kaddhi lei-auo, ate us-ki lawauo ; ate usde

clothes having-brought-out bring, and him-to apply; and him-of

hatthe gutthi, ate paira juti; ate dham lao, je asi

on-hand a-ring, and on-feet shoes; and feasting apply, that we
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khai-kari khusi kari6; kiht je eh mera putter moyada
eaten-havmg rejoicing may-make; because that this my son dead

tha, hun jinda hoea
;

guachi-gga-tha, hun phiri milea.’ T5
was, now living became ; lost-gone-was, now again was-found Then

6 khusi kana lage.

they rejoicing to-do began.

Ate usda badda putter khetrg-vichoh
And him-of the-great son the-field-in

tha. Ja ghare-kachh aya, gane ate nachchnedi uwaj sum.
was. When the-house-near he-came, singing and dancing-of noise was-heard.

Hi iki-nokre-ki sadi-kari puchhga je, ‘eh ke hai?’ Unni
Then one-servant-to called-having it-was-asked that, ‘ this what is ? ’ By-hvm

us-ki galaya je, ‘tera bhai aya, ate tere-babbe dhim
him-to it-was-said that, ‘thy brother came, and by-thy-father a-feast

lai, is-waste je us-ki raji-baji mila.’ Unni
was-applied, this-for that him-to safe-sound he-was-got.’ By-hvm

nikhari-kari na chahga je, ‘andar j§L‘ usdg babbe babar
become-angry-having not it-was-wished that, ‘ within I-may-go.’ Then him-of by-the-fother outside

ai-kari us-ki patyaya. Unni babbe-ki jubab ditfca j§
come-having him-to it-was-consoled. By-him the-father-to answer was-given that,

10. ‘dikh, mai itp«5-baisa-kachha ten tghal karna, ate

‘see, I so-many-years-from thy service do, and

kade tere-galiiya-bina mai koi gal nahi kitti;

ever thy-word-without by-me any thing not was-done;

apan tusl ik baknda chhelu san-bi na ditta

but by-you one goat-of kid even not was-given

5a2
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je mai apne-mitrl-kane khusl kart. j| t£ra eh puttar aya,

that I my-own-friends-with happiness may-make. When thy this son came,

jinl tera mal luclipane-vichch guaya, tusa dham lai.’

by-whom thy property debauchery-in was-lost, by-you a-feast was-applied.’

Unni us-ki galaya, ‘he puttar, tu sada mere-kaclih rehda-hai,

JBy-him him-to it-was-saul, ‘ O son, thou always of-me-near remainest,

ate je-Hchchh mera kai, se tera hai. Apan khusi kana,

and whatever mine is, that thine is. But rejoicing to-do,

3.' ate khusi hona kharl gal hai ; kiht je tera eh bhai

and rejoicing to-become proper thing is; because that thy this brother

moyada tha, se jinda hoBa
;

guachi-gea-tha, hun mila.’

dead was, he living became; lost-gone-was, now was-got.'
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